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1.1

Introduction

The standard theory of charged particle optics is mainly
concerned with
the calculation of the imaging properties of
electrostatic and magnetic fields, utilized in electron microscopes and
similar devices. In this type of instrument, it is usually sufficient to
study the trajectory of an individual particle in an external field,
neglecting the effect of particle interactions. This leads to a
description which closely resembles the geometrical optics developed for
light optical systems. However, the analogy between charged particle
optics and photon-optics breaks down for beams in which the interaction
between the particles can not be ignored. Such is, for instance, the
case in the intense beams used for electron beam lithography and the
low-voltage beams used for inspection and testing of electronic circuits
and chip-packaging. The resolution of these systems is not just
determined by geometrical and chromatic aberrations, but also by the
Coulomb interactions b*»*ween the particles in the beam. With increasing
particle density, their impact becomes dominant among the factors
limiting the system performance.
One manifestation of the particle interactions is the energy
broadening generated in the drift length of a coiuan. This phenomenon
was first systematically investigated by Boersch (1*554) and therefore
bears his name. It affects the system resolution via the chromatic
aberration of lenses and deflectors. Another manifestation is the
generation of stochastic lateral shifts in the particle positions and
velocities, called the trajectory displacement effect. It directly
causes a deterioration of the system resolution. Both phenomena stem
from the discrete nature of the charges and should, in that respect, be
distinguished from the space charge effect, which depends on the average
charge density in the beam. The space charge effect causes (in first
order approximation) only a defocussing of the spot and has no impact
on the best obtainable system resolution.
This monograph is devoted to the theory of particle interactions
in low and medium density, non-relativistic, time-independent beams of
identical particles, in probe forming instruments. The qualifications
"low and medium density" and "non-relativistic" refer to beam currents
typically much smaller than 1 mA and beam voltages typically between 1
and 100 keV. "Time-independent" implies that the flow of particles is
assumed to be constant. The theory is developed for electron-beam
lithography pattern generators and scanning electron microscopes. It
should be applicable to focussed ion beam tools as well. The analytical
models used, are based on the ideas of van Leeuwen and Jansen (1983).
This work is extended and confronted with other theories and the results
of numerical Monte Carlo simulation. The major part of this monograph is
concerned with the impact of particle interactions on beams in drift
space. Some preliminary results are presented of an analysis to extend
the model to beams in an external uniform acceleration field.

1.2

Focussed particle beam systems

The research into the different phenomena of Coulcmb
interactions in particle beams is strongly stimulated by the
developments in the field of electron beam lithography. The fabrication
of Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits requires a technology

which is able to produce patterns with a minimum feature size below one
micrometer. With the trend towards further reduction of the desired
feature size, the usefulness of the conventional optical lithographic
process becomes restricted by fundamental limits related to
the
wavelength of light. In order to overcome these limits, the technology
of electron beam lithography was developed during the late sixties and
seventies. It has been demonstrated that electron beam tools can produce
patterns of features as small as tenths of nanometers. It became clear,
however, that this technology suffers from some fundamental limits of
its own. The main drawback of electron beam lithography is its limited
machine throughput, due to the sequential nature of the exposure
process. Therefore, at present, electron beams are primarily used for
the production of masks, whereas direct slice writing is limited to
special applications. The main abjective of system designers is to
decrease
the feature size,
while maintaining or increasing the
throughput. As the exposure time is inversely proportional to the
current in the probe, machine throughput can be improved by increasing
the beam current. However, the deteriorating impact of both the Boersch
effect and the trajectory displacement effect becomes more severe for
larger currents, imposing an upper limit to the beam current at a
certain resolution. The system resolution is not affected by the space
charge effect, provided that its defocussing action can be compensated
by proper lens adjustment. In this respect, it should be noted that
difficulties arise in variable-shaped spot lithography systems, in which
the beam current (and thus the space charge defocussing) changes on a
spot-by-spot basis. An adequate theoretical description of the different
phenomena involved, is indispensable in the optimization of the design
of high throughput electron beam lithography machines.
Scanning electron microscopes generally operate at smaller beam
currents than electron beam lithography machines. Consequently, the
effects of particle interactions are less dominant. However, they can
not be ignored in systems with high-brightness guns, operating at low
beam voltages. In a scanning system, the brightness of the beam
determines
the obtainable signal to noise ratio (at a
certain
integration time per pixel).
High brightness is thus desirable.
Operation at a low beam voltage is necessary, in some applications, to
prevent the specimen from electrical charging. Therefore, the systems
employed for testing and inspection of electronic circuits and chips
packaging, as well as the analytical systems for the research of
isolators, typically operate around 1 kV. In the design of those
systems, it should be anticipated that particle interactions may impact
the performance of the beam considerably.
Focussed
ion beam systems have gained interest during the last
decade and are now widely studied in research laboratories. Their main
application is mask-repair,
while focussed ion beam systems for
lithography and direct maskless implantation are under development.
Presently, the highest brightness is produced by liquid metal ion
sources. A severe disadvantage of the liquid metal ion source is its
large energy spread. Focussed ion beam systems employ ing this type of
gun are therefore usually limited by chromatic aberration. The effect of
virtual source growth is observed as well, but does, in general, not
limit the system performance. It is not clear, whether these phenomena
should be entirely attributed to the Coulomb interactions between the
particles in the beam. The observed current dependency indicates that
they are at least partly responsible.

1.3

Classification of interaction phenomena

la order to classify the different manifestations of the Coulomb
interactions it is necessary to introduce some theoretical concepts
first. Consider a set of test particles running, successively, along a
specific trajectory in the beam, called the reference trajectory. Assume
that they all have the sane velocity and are well separated in space.
Each of the test particles experiences the Coulomb repulsion of the
particles by which it is surrounded, referred to as field particles. As
a result, it will experience a displacement from its unperturbed path
(which is the reference trajectory), both in position and velocity. This
displacement is entirely determined by the initial coordinates of all
field
particles
relative to the test particle
(With
"initial
coordinates" we denote both the positions and the velocities at the
start of the interaction). Clearly, different configurations of initial
coordinates
lead to
different
displacements.
Accordingly,
the
displacements of the test particles, successively arriving at the
target, will follow a certain distribution, which is related to the
statistics of the beam.
The
three-dimensional distributions of
displacements
in
position and velocity,experienced by the test particles, represent the
effect of Coulomb interactions. In general, a distribution can be
characterized by its mean value and a measure for its width, e.g. the
root mean square (rros) of the displacements from the mean value. The
mean values of the distributions investigated here, correspond to the
average shift in position and velocity of all test particles. These
average shifts can be related to the smoothed-out distribution of charge
in the beam and are therefore classified as manifestations of the space
charge effect. The space charge effect is strictly deterministic. In
other words, it does not depend on the statistics of the beam. On the
other hand, the widths of the distribution of displacements of the test
particles are directly related to the stochastic fluctuations in the
charge density. These fluctuations occur as a consequence of the
discrete
(particle)
nature of the beam.
The
distribution
of
displacements in position and velocity, relative to the average shift of
the test particles,
represent the so-called statistical effects.
Summarizing: Space charge (or deterministic) effects are related to the
smoothed-out charpe density in the beam. Statistical effects are related
to the stochastic fluctuations in the charge density, due to the
discrete nature of the beam.
The magnitude of the different manifestations of
Coulomb
interactions depends, to some extent, on the choice of the reference
trajectory. The trajectory along the beam axis of a rotational symmetric
beam represents a case which is of special interest. The strength of the
electrostatic force, generated by the smoothed-out distribution of
charge, is zero on this trajectory, due to the symmetry of the beam. The
space charge effect is therefore absent and the resulting displacements
are purely statistical. Particles moving along other trajectories in the
beam, will be subject to the combined action of space charge and
statistical effects.
Space charge effect and statistical effects are sometimes
presented as the result
of collective interaction and collisions
between individual particles respectively.
This interpretation is
instructive for beams of very high density, in which every test particle
is surrounded by a large number of field particles. The total
force
acting on an individual test particle is indeed
produced by the
simultaneous action of many field particles. Accordingly, it appears to
be reasonable to distinguish between the influence of the system as a
whole and the influence of the local neighbourhood. The former is

associated with the space charge force, which is a smoothly varying
function of position and time.
The latter gives rise to rapid
fluctuations in the interaction force. The corresponding displacements
of the test particle can be envisioned as the result of collisions with
individual field particles. On the other hand, for low density beans the
distinction between collective effects and individual particle effects
becomes inadequate. In such beams, a test particle is surrounded by just
a limited number of field particles. Accordingly, it is meaningless to
separate the force acting on the test particle into a space charge
component and a fluctuating component. For such conditions, space charge
effect and statistical effects can only be identified as the mean and
the width of the displacement distribution respectively, which follows
by observing a large number of test particles. This
viewpoint was
described above.
Two manifestations of statistical effects are distinguished, as
was mentioned previously. The Boerseh effect corresponds to a. broadening
of the longitudinal velocities of the test particles, which can directly
be related to a broadening of the normal energy distribution. The
trajectory displacement effect corresponds to a spatial broadening in a
certain reference plane. It is the result of stochastic shifts in both
the lateral position and the lateral velocity of the test particles.
These quantities are combined to a single spatial shift in the reference
plane, by extrapolating the final position of a test particle to a
position in the reference plane, by a straight line along its final
velocity. In order to relate the trajectory displacement effect to a
broadening of the final probe, it is essential to consider a reference
plane which is imaged on the target.
From a theoretical point of view, it can be convenient to study
the shifts in lateral position and lateral velocity separately. The
random shifts in lateral velocity correspond to the so-called effect of
statistical angular deflections. We emphasize that this concept is only
of theoretical significance. In experiment, one is only interested in
the contribution of the statistical interactions to the blurring of the
final probe. In our terminology, this blurring is entirely the result of
the trajectory displacement effect. Finally, it should be noted that
different terms are used in literature to describe the impact of
statistical Coulomb interactions on the lateral properties of the beam.
Some of these terms are reproduced in chapter 2,
The lateral component of the space charge force, acting on a
particle within a rotational symmetric beam, is proportional to its
radial distance to the axis, provided that the distribution of charge is
uniform in the cross section of the beam. Accordingly, the space charge
effect can be described as the action of a perfect negative lens,
causing
a
defocussing of the
final
probe as well
as
some
(demagnification. These effects can be compensated by proper lens
adjustment, leaving the system resolution unaffected. For non-uniform
charge density distributions, the space charge effect corresponds to the
action of a non-ideal lens, causing a blurring of the probe which can
not
entirely be refocussed.
This non-refocusable space
charge
broadening, due to non-uniformity of the smoothed out distribution of
charge, should be well distinguished from the trajectory displacement
effect.
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1.4

Organization of the chapters

The chapters are organized such that one can, in principle,
read each chapter separate from the others. Explicit references are
therefore made when using the results presented elsewhere in this
monograph. Some of the chapters start with a summary of the relevant
results presented up to that point. Clearly, this causes some overlap in
the text, but hopefully it improves the readability of this work,
especially for those who do not wish to go through all the material.
Chapter 2 reviews the various contributions to the subject of
Coulomb interactions in particle beams and gives reference to some
related fields of physics as well. The history of the Boersch effect,
the trajectory displacement effect, the space charge effect and the
technique
of
numerical Monte carlo simulation are
successively
described, stressing the physical aspects involved. Chapter 3 introduces
some general beam properties which are used throughout this monograph.
Liouville's theorem, well known from statistical mechanics, is employed
to derive the principle of emittance and brightness invariance.
A
thermodynamical description of the beam is considered, concentrating on
the notion of beam temperature. The thermodynamical description of the
beam
is exploited to determine upper limits for the effect of
statistical interactions, utilizing the concepts of relaxation of
kinetic energy and relaxation of potential energy. Chapter 4
studies
the N-body problem of particles interacting through a Coulomb-type of
interaction force, from a general perspective. It reviews the FokkerPlanck approach, which is used in plasma physics and stellar dynamics.
The
applicability
of this approach to the problem of
Coulomb
interactions in particle beams is examined. The Holtsmark distribution
is introduced to describe the effect of statistical interactions in a
cylindrical beam of moderate particle density. The chapters 2, 3 and 4,
which approach the subject of Coulomb interactions from a general
viewpoint, are intended to clarify the background of the analytical
models presented in the remaining chapters and to elucidate the
fundamental aspects involved.
Chapter 5 discusses the basic aspects of an analytical model for
the statistical Coulomb interactions between the particles of a beam.
Various methods of reducing this type of N-body problem are examined.
Chosen is for a model based on two-particle interactions, which is
accurate as long as the test particle is not involved in two or more
strong interactions, simultaneously or successively, in the same beam
segment. The
statistical aspects of this so-called extended twoparticle model are described in detail. The Holtsmark distribution is
derived within the model, as well as some related distributions,
pertaining to a beam with small lateral dimensions
relative to the
average axial separation of the particles. Chapter 6 studies the
dynamical problem of two particles, interacting through the Coulomb
force.
The classic solution of the Kepler problem pertains to a
collision which is complete, which means that the particles effectively
came from infinity and recede to infinity. However, the extended twoparticle model requires knowledge of collisions which are possibly
incomplete. It is shown that the problem can be solved analytically for
nearly complete collisions as well as for weak collisions. An numerical
method to treat strong incomplete collisions is also presented. Chapter
7 utilizes the material of the chapters 5 and 6 to calculate the Boersch
effect in a beam segment in drift space. Chapter 3 is concerned with the
effect of statistical angular deflections, while chapter 9 discusses the
trajectory displacement effect. Chapter 10 is dedicated to some further
investigations on statistical interactions to cover off-axis reference
trajectories, initially non-monochromatic beams, as well as uniform
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acceleration fields. The case of relativistic beans, in which the
particles travel with a velocity comparable to the speed of light, is
also investigated. An analytical model for the space charge effect in
low density particle beans is described in chapter 11. The first and
third order geometrical properties of the associated "space charge lens"
are calculated. Chapter 12 translates the results from the previous
chapters in terns of some experimental measures Cor the spot-width in
source imaging (Gaussian bean) systems and the edge-width in aperture
imaging (shaped beam) systems. The chapters 5 to 12 cover the main
results of the analytical investigations.
Chapter 13 describes the principles of numerical Monte Carlo
simulation of charged particle beams. An analytical ray tracing method
is described, which provides an alternative to the usual third order
numerical ray-tracing procedure. It is based on a decomposition of the
full interaction into a sum of two-particle effects, quite similar to
our analytical model of statistical interactions. While preserving the
typical advantages of the Monte Carlo approach, it improves the speed of
the program with one to two orders of magnitude, without loss of
accuracy, for practical operating conditions. This approach is referred
to as fast Monte Carlo simulation of charged particle beams. Several
other features to improve the performance of the MC-program and to
extend its applicability to high density beams are discussed.
Chapter 14 compares the analytically obtained expressions for
the Boersch effect, the trajectory displacement effect and the space
charge effect with the results of Monte Carlo simulations (using
numerical ray-tracing). This material serves to verify the accuracy of
the analytical models.
Chapter 15 confronts the extended two-particle approach with
some other recent theories on statistical interactions. It focusses on a
quantitative comparison of the different theories. It should be recalled
that a qualitative discussion of the different approaches is
incorporated in the chapters 2, 4 and 5.
Chapter 16 summarizes the results presented in this monograph
which are relevant for the design of probe forming instruments. A review
is given of the physical aspects of Coulomb interactions in particle
beans and the basic theoretical parameters involved. The dependency of
the various effects on the experimental parameters is explained from
elementary physical considerations. Finally, an overview is given of the
resulting equations for the calculation of the Boersch effect, the
trajectory displacement effect and the space charge effect.
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2. HISTORICAL KOTES

2.1

Introduct ion

This chapter is concerned with the history of the subject of
particle interactions in particle beams. Previous reviews, presented by
Zimmermann (1970) and Rose and Spehr (1983), were rather short on the
earlv theoretical work as well as the relation with activities in
adjacent fields. Therefore, a somewhat more detailed reference is
presented here. The subjects of the Boersch effect, the trajectory
displacement effect, the space charge effect and the technique of
numerical Monte Carlo simulation are treated separately. The various
contributions, to each of these subjects, are arranged chronologically.
The descriptions
are
only qualitative, emphasizing the physical
aspects
involved.
A
systematic
discussion
of
the
different
approximations underlying the various analytical Models, is included in
chapter 5 (statistical interactions) and chapter 11 (space charge
effect), while the reader is referred to chapter 15 for a quantitative
comparison of the results of the different models for statistical
interactions.

2.2

Particle optics and particle interactions

The branch of physics studying the properties of
focussed
electron or ion beams is called particle optics. It originates from the
mid-twenties, when the focussing
action of a magnetic field on an
electron beam was first studied, Busch (1926). Particle optics, as it
has developed ever since, is mainly concerned with the calculation of
the trajectories of charged particles in an external electrostatic or
magnetic field. The particles are essentially treated as independent,
neglecting the effect of particle interactions. In this respect, it is
completely analogous to the geometrical optics used for light optical
systems. The theory is centred around the concept of a paraxial beam. In
such a beam the particles flow near some axis on a trajectory which
makes only a small angle with that axis. The ray equation, which follows
from Maxwell's field equations using classical mechanics, is a second
order differential equation, specifying the lateral ray coordinates as
function of the axial coordinate. For a paraxial beam, it can be
approximated by a power expansion in the angle and the distance to the
axis. Truncation of the expansion after the first order terms (in this
angle and distance) constitutes the so-called paraxial ray equation,
which gives rise to Gaussian optics. It serves to relate the position of
an object plane to the position of an image plane and to determine the
magnification from the first to the second. The geometrical aberrations
follow by taking the higher order terms of the ray equation into
account,
employing perturbation theory.
In this approach it is
sufficient to study the total deviation experienced by particles running
alone a few principal (first order) rays, which correspond to the
independent solutions of the paraxial ray equation (One requires two
principal rays for a rotational symmetric beam and four principal rays
to treat the general case).
The performance of a probe forming system, as a whole, follows
from the optical properties of its components, usually specified in
terms of the first order imaging quantities and the
aberration
constants. The quality of the beam in the image plane can be derived
from the total geometrical and chromatic aberrations, found by addition
13

of the contribution of the individual components. This approach is
extensively described in the various textbooks on electron optics, for
instance see Glaser (1952), Klemperer (1953), Zvorykin (1961), Grivet
(1965). Septier (1967), Szilagyi (1988) or for high energy beans Steffen
(1965) and Lawson (1977).
The analogy with light optics breaks down for high intensity
particle beams, in which the interaction between the particles can not
be neglected. The significance of collective interaction, referred to as
the space charge effect, was already recognized in the early stages of
electron optics. It was understood that the space charge effect can
dominate the emission properties in thermionic guns and may limit the
minimum obtainable spot size in oscilloscope tubes. In the last device,
defocussing
and beam spreading, due to the space charge effect, were
calculated by assuming laminar flow.
This denotes that the beam is
visualized as a fluid in which particle trajectories da not cross each
other. In case of laminar flow, it is sufficient to consider the
trajectory of a particle running along the edge of the beam. The space
charge force acting on this particle can directly be expressed in terms
of the macroscopic properties of the beam and the radial equation of
motion can be solved by straightforward integration. The physics of
space charge flow is discussed by Pierce (1954), Nagy and Szilagyi
(1974) and Kirstein. Kino and Walters (1967). A comprehensive discussion
of beam spreading and defocussing is given by Schwartz (1957) and van
den Broek (1934). An introduction to the problem can as well be found in
the standard textbooks on electron optics, for instance see
Glaser
(1952), Klemperer (1953), Hutter (1967), El-Kareh and El-Kareh (1970) or
Szilagyi (1983). Despite the considerable attention given to space
charge dominated beams during the past sixty years, the design of
electron guns is still an important subject in the industrial research
of picture tubes, van den Broek (1986b). However, the fundamental issues
involved did not change since the first notice of these effects.
The importance of the interaction between the individual beam
particles was not appreciated until the early fifties. Hines. (1951) and
Mott-Smith (1952) analysed the effect of encounters between individual
electrons on the velocity distribution in a traveling wave tube. The
issue was initiated by Parzen and Goldstein (1951), who showed that the
characteristics
of
such a device are related to the
velocity
distribution of the electrons.
At that time, the distinction between collective and individual
Coulomb interactions was well established in the field of plasma
physics, due to the work, of Langmuir, Cowling, Landau, Chandrasekhar,
Spitzer, Pines, Bohm and others. However, application of their results
to
particle beams is not straightforward,
due to the distinct
differences between the physics of neutralized plasma's near equilibrium
and non-neutralized beams, having a short flight time, relative to the
relaxation
time
of
the
interaction
phenomena
involved.
The
correspondence with the field of plasma physics is further discussed in
chapter 4. An introduction into the problem of Coulomb interactions in
plasmas is given by Bohm and Pines (1951), Pines and Bohm (1952), Ash
and Gabor (1954), Trutnikov (1965), Sivukhin (1966) and Chapman and
Cowling (1970). A general introduction to the principles of plasma
physics is given by Spitzer (1962) and Ichimaru (1973).
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2.3

Boersch effect

The subject of particle interactions in particle beams is
strongly influenced by Boersch (1954). He carried out a systematic
experimental investigation to the energy distribution of electrons in a
high intensity focussed beam, produced by thermionic emission. Boersch
measured the energy distribution as function of the beam current, for a
fixed
beam potential of 30 kV.
The
(half) Maxwellian
energy
distribution, expected on theoretical grounds, was only measured
for
very low current densities. With increasing current, a transition was
observed to a broadened more symmetric distribution. This anomalous
energy broadening is nowadays called the Boersch effect.
Boersch
concluded that the relevant beam parameter is the current density at the
most dense point in the beam. He did not attribute the effect to the
interaction between the individual electrons, but assumed that it was
caused by collective longitudinal space charge oscillations, generated
by the noise fed into the beam from the gun. Pack (1955) developed a
model along these lines, but did not publish any quantitative results.
The results obtained by Boersch Here verified by Dietrich
(1958), Miller and Dow (1961), Hartwig and Ulmer (1963a,b), Ulmer and
Zimmermann (1964) and Simpson and Kuyatt (1966).
These investigations
are summarized by Simpson and Kuyatt (1966). All authors agreed that the
effect exists and increases with the maximum current density in the
beam. Ichinokawa (1968,1969), however, suggested that the Boersch effect
is not a genuine phenomenon, but an artifact of the retarding field
analyser, related to its response to beam divergence. Ditchfield and
Whelan (1975) repeated his experiment and concluded that his statement
is incorrect, although the analyser response can lead to an apparent
energy broadening in extreme cases. See also the discussion with the
reviewers in the paper by Pfeifier (1972). Many other investigations to
the energy distribution in electron beams from thermionic guns followed,
confirming the Boersch effect: Andersen and Mol (196S), Gaufcler (1968),
Andersen (1969), Hanszen and Lauer (1969), Pfeiffer (1971), Degenhardt
and Koops (1982), Troyon (1987). The effect of energy broadening is also
extensively observed in beams from field emission guns: Gadzuk and
Plummer (1973), Swanson (1975), Gaukler, Speidnl and Vorster (1975),
Swanson (1975), Keinrich, Essie and Geiger (1977), Troyon (1976), Bell
and Swanson (1979), Speidel, Kurz and Gauklar (1979), Groves (1981b),
Speidel, Brauchle, Kramer and Schwab (1985), Takacka and Ura (1986),
Zinzindohoue (1986), Troyon and Zinzindohoue (1986), Troyon (1988).
Similar experiments were carried out for different types of liquid metal
ion sources: Krohn and Ringo (1975), Swanson, Schwind and Bell and Brady
(1979), Swanson and Schwind and Bell (1980), Mayer (1985), Hair and
Mulvey (1985), Umemura et al. (1986) and Ishitani ei al. (1987b,c,d). It
is not clear, whether the large energy spreads observed in these devices
is entirely due to the Boersch effect.
In contrast to the experimental activity, the effort to explain
the Boersch effect theoretically was rather limited during the decade
following its discovery. It is interesting to note that no link was
established to the work of Mines and Mott-Smith, mentioned previously,
despite its close relation. Veith (1955) presented a qualitative
analysis in case of space charge limited thermionic emission, based on
the assumption that the Boersch effect is related to the dynamic
behaviour of the space charge barier in front of the cathode, causing an
amplification of shot noise. Lenz (1958) showed that a calculation,
based on the transition of momentum through collisions between free
electrons and
weakly bounded electrons in a crossover region (thus
assuming the presence of neutralizing ions), leads to the right order
of magnitude in comparison to the observed energy broadening. Lenz
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considered the presence of weakly bounded electrons to lie essential,
based on the erroneous idea that collisions between free identical
particles do not alter the energy distribution. He argued that colliding
free identical particles exchange energy and mcraentum, leaving the
macroscopic properties of the beam unchanged. However, this is only true
for central collisions, which are very rare in practical beans. Schiske
(1962) advocated an approach starting from the Holtsmark distribution.
This is the probability distribution of the fluctuating component of the
electrostatic force acting on a point charge surrounded by a random
distributed cloud of identical point charges. It was first derived by
Holtsmark (1919) in connection vith his work on the Stark broadening of
spectral lines. Schisfce's discussions are based on a method described by
Chandrasekhar (1943) to calculate the statistics of the gravitational
field in stellar dynamics. Miller and Dow (1961) investigated the energy
exchange between electrons in a (magnetically confined) crossed-field
stream analyser and suggested that the Boersch effect, in such a device,
is associated with multi-loop trajectories in the cathode region. It
should be noted that the significance of the impact of the local
interactions between the individual particles on the velocity
distribution in the beam was, at that time, not generally recognized,
for instance see Lindsay (1960).
Considerable progress to the understanding of the Boersch effect
was made by Zimmermann (1968,1969,1970). Proceeding on the ideas of
Hartwig and Ulmer (1963a,b) and Ulmer and Zimmermann (1964), he
developed the concept of relaxation of internal energy. The internal
energy of a particle is defined as its kinetic energy in the frame of
reference moving with the beam. The essential observation is that the
axial internal energy spread of the particles is significantly reduced
during acceleration. This is a consequence of the quadratic relation
between kinetic energy and momentum. Notice that the energy spread in
the laboratory system remains equal during acceleration, since every
particle gains the same amount of energy. While the axial internal
energy spread is reduced, the lateral internal energy spread is not
affected and a non-equilibrium situation is generated. Due to the
Coulomb interaction between the particles, relaxation will occur towards
a more isotropic distribution of internal energy. Consequently, the
longitudinal energy spread (in the laboratory system) increases at a
'ate which can be estimated from the average gain in axial momentum
spread of a single particle, due to the interaction with the other
particles in the beam. Zimnermann found that the root mean square (rms)
energy spread increases with the square root of the current density.
The process of relaxation of internal energy in accelerated
beams was already qualitatively described by Hines (1951), but his paper
was apparently not known to Zimmermann, Hartwig or Ulmer. The result
derived by Zimmermann for a cylindrical beam is identical to that of
Mott-Smith (1952), which is, however, obtained by different reasoning.
Zimmermann' s approach is similar to the one used in plasma physics to
describe Coulomb interactions between the individual particles, see
Trubnikov (1965) and Sivukhin (1966). In order to prevent the results
from diverging, it is necessary to assume a maximum interaction radius,
usually expressed in terms of an upper limit for the impact parameter.
This is the closest distance of approach between two particles in the
imaginary case that they da not interact. The choice of this upper limit
seems somewhat arbitrary. However, the result is not sensitive to its
exact value, since it depends only logarithmically on it.
The method employed by Zimmermann is less suited for beams
which are not cylindrical, thus diverging beams, converging beams or
beams containing a crossover, tn such beams, the current density and the
beam temperature associated with the transverse motion of the particles
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varies with the axial position in the beam (see section 3.7). This can
be taken into account by averaging the result,
obtained for a
cylindrical slice, over the axial coordinate, but the physical ground
for such a procedure seems questionable.
Loeffler (1969) calculated the Boersch effect in a beam segment
in drift space with a narrow crossover, by considering the effect of
weak binary encounters on a reference electron moving along the beam
axis. He used first order perturbation theory to calculate the dynamics
of two interacting particles, whereas Zimmermann (following the concepts
of plasma physics) exploited the well-known solution of the full Keplerproblem. It should be noted that these approaches lead to identical
expressions in the limit of weak complete collisions (see chapter
6).
Loeffler considered the encounters between particles (in the geometry
considered) to be a result of the crossover motion, which should be
distinguished from the thermal motion. Consequently, he questioned the
validity of the relaxation concept, on the ground that the Boersch
effect exists in beams with a zero transverse temperature, such as beams
with a stigmatic (point) crossover.
Loeffler's results diverge for zero beam angle and therefore do
not apply to cylindrical beams. In this respect, his results are
complementary to those obtained by Zimmermann, which are most suited for
cylindrical beams. This was recognized by Zimmermann (1970), who
embodied Loeffler's method for the crossover case. He argued that it
basicly is in agreement with his own calculation, since both results
demonstrate the same parameter dependency. He considered the distinction
between thermal and crossover motion to be artificial. It should be
added,
that
Zimmermann's
and
Loeffler's
results
only
agree
(qualitatively) in the high-current limit. In the low-current limit,
Loeffler predicts a linear dependency on the beam current, whereas
Zimmermann finds a square root dependency on this parameter, for all
experimental conditions. In this context, it is important to notice that
Loeffler expresses his result in terms of the median of the energy
distribution, while Zimmermann, like most others, evaluate a root mean
square (rms) value.
Ever since the contributions of Ulmer, Zifflmerniann and Loeffler
the Boersch effect is generally believed to be generated by the Coulomb
interactions between the individual beam particles. All subsequent
theories, described in this section, are based on this assumption.
Approaches, however deviating from the mainstream were taken by Fischer
(1970) and Beck (1973). Fischer proceeded on the idea first formulated
by Boersch (1954), that the phenomenon is caused by longitudinal space
charge oscillations, generated by shot noise fed into the beam from t>»e
electron gun. In his approach, it is essential that the beam is
neutralized. Thus for an electron beam, as considered by Fischer, the
presence of a background of positive ions is assumed. This theory
therefore does not explain the presence of the Boersch effect in beams
at ultra high vacuum conditions, such as beams from field emission guns.
Beck (1973) considered a non-neutralized electron beam and applied the
theory
for firownian motion in an external field,
described by
Chandrasekhar (1943). In Beck's version of this model, the external
field is produced by the (long-range) space charge force. The shortrange effects, caused by strong binary collisions, are expressed in
terms of dynamical friction and diffusion (see
section 4.3). Beck
concluded that the initial velocity distribution can strongly be
perturbed by the (long range) space charge effect, but that short range
effects can be neglected in beams with practical current densities.
Beck's results are confusing and inadequate, since he represents the
transverse space charge velocity broadening as a contribution to the
energy spread, ignoring the fact that this motion is not random, but
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systematic and can be largly compensated by refocussing.
Knauer <1979a,b) extended the work of Zimmermann for noncylindrical beams. He considered the transverse particle velocities tn
be a consequence of both thermal and crossover motion. This way, he
obtained expressions which do not diverge in the limit of
zero beam
angle, as in Loeffler's approach. However, the physical basis for this
procedure seems somewhat obscure. Knauer (1981) also discussed the
interaction phenomena in a gun with a spherical cathode, introducing the
concept
of potential energy relaxation in
collisionless
threedimensional beams. "Three-dimensional" refers to beams in which the
average axial separation of the particles is small compared to the
'ateral
beam
dimensions.
"Collisionless" means that
the
beam
trajectories do not cross, which is a consequence of the strong radial
field near the cathode. Knauer treats the influence of near and distant
neighbours separately, applying different statistical procedures. The
physical basis for this approach appears to be questionable, but it can
be demonstrated that the resulting dependency on the experimental
parameters
is independent of the statistical procedure followed.
Knauer's process of potential energy relaxation leads to a two-third
power dependency on the beam current,
Crewe (1978a) considered a beam in drift space, with a narrow
crossover. He calculated the energy change of a central
reference
electron, due to a single (not necessarily weak)
collision with
another electron. For simplicity, he assumed that the total effect can
be represented by a single collision, choosing adequate characteristic
collision parameters. Crewe*s expression for the energy change is
inversely proportional to the axial separation of the particles and
therefore increases linearly with the beam current.
A similar, but statistically more sophisticated model
was
developed by Rose and Spehr (1980). They stated that the
main
contribution steins from nearest neighbours, that is pairs of electrons
having the smallest impact parameter relative to each other. They
determined the effect on a (not necessarily central) reference particle,
taking the probability distribution of impact parameters of nearest
neighbour colliding particles into account. The improvement on Crewe's
model is established by considering the entire nearest neighbour
probability distribution, instead of picking just one characteristic
value. The procedure of Rose and Spehr also solves some of the
disadvantages of the aadel of Zimmermann and Knauer.
This model
includes
an integration over all impact parameters, up to a somewhat
arbitrary maximum value, as -Jas mentioned previously. In the approach of
Rose and Spehr,
the contribution of large impact parameters is
surpressed by a factor,
vhich depends on the nearest neighbour
probability distribution. In other words, colliding particles with a
large impact parameter art= unlikely to be the nearest neighbour of the
reference particle and tteir contribution therefore vanishes in this
approach. The accuracy of *hs model of Rose and Spehr depends on the
validity of the assumption 'hat tha contribution of other particles than
nearest neighbours can be neglected. (.t might be anticipated that their
result underestimates the Boersch effect, in particular for high current
densities. For practical current densities, the model of Rose and Spehr
predicts a square root dependency on the beam current. In addition, it
shows that the Boersch effect strongly depends on the size of crossover.
Consequently, the effect can be reduced by forming beams with a
astigmatic crossover.
De Chanbost and Bennion (1979), Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981)
and
Sasaki (1984,1986) presented models which are based on the
calculation of the mean square of the fluctuations in the electrostatic
force acting on a particle surrounded by randomly distributed point
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charges. This approach resembles the idea of Schiske (1962) and is,
unlike the other models discussed so far, not based on two-particle
collisions. A detailed description of a similar model in stellar
dynamics is given by Chandrasekhar (1941,1943). The basic assumption is
that the time development of the distribution of field (or colliding)
particles surrounding a test (or reference) particle can be described
as a succession of independent states. The electrostatic force, acting
on the test particle, is separated into a systematic (space charge)
component, corresponding to the smoothed-out distribution of charge and
a stochastic fluctuating component, depending on the instantaneous
distribution of field particles. The former will be zero for a test
particle which is surrounded by a spherical symmetric distribution of
field particles. The latter varies randomly, and its instantaneous value
during
two successive independent states is assumed to show no
correlation. The total effect of the fluctuations on the velocity
distribution of the test particle, is found by adding statistically the
deviations experienced during the subsequent independent states.
The models of this type encounter two inherent problems.
Firstly, one is forced to introduce a lower limit for the distance
between the test particle and its surrounding field particles, otherwise
the mean square of the field fluctuations would diverge. The outcome
depends
critically on the value of this lower limit, but its choice
seems arbitrary. Secondly, additional assumptions are required to
estimate the speed of the fluctuations or, in other words, the size of
the time intervals between the successive independent states. The
approximations used to solve these problems vary for the three models
mentioned, leading to significant differences in the results. The models
of Massey et al. and Sasaki predict a square root dependency on the beam
current, whereas the result of De Chambost and Hennion shows a 3/8 power
dependency.
Massey et al. stated that the Boersch effect can be
generated by potential energy relaxation, for which they used the model
described above, as well as by velocity (internal kinetic energy)
relaxation. For the latter they followed Knauer (1979a).
Van Leeuwen and Jansen (1983) presented a model for statistical
interactions in a beam with a crossover,
based on a reduction of the
full N-particle problem to a sum of two-particle effects. Their model
predicts the detailed energy distribution, whereas most earlier models
evaluate only the (rms or median) width of the energy distribution,
presupposing that its shape is Gaussian. According to van Leeuwen and
Jansen, the energy distribution indeed is Gaussian for a significant
range of operation, but takes on a quasi-Lorentzian form (Lorentzian
core with exponential tails) in the limit of low current densities. The
Lorentzian distribution falls off quadraticly, which implies that the
tails of the distribution contain a substantial larger fraction of the
particles than expected if a Gaussian shape is assumed. This is in
agreement with the results obtained by Rose and Spehr (1980), who
explicitly
predicted such a non-Gaussian behaviour for low current
densities. Groves, Hammond and Kuo (1979) noted non-Gaussian features in
their numerically obtained results as well. According to van Leeuwen and
Jansen the quasi-Lorentzian energy distribution is most adequately
described by its Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). The rms and FWHM
show different dependencies en the experimental parameters. The rmsvalue is proportional to the square root of the bean current,
for all
conditions. The FWHM-value shows an identical dependency in the Gaussian
regime (FWHM=2.35 rms), but follows a linear dependency in the quasiLorentzian regime. For this regime, their outcome coincides with the
result given by Loeffler (1969) for low current densities, which is
however larger by a factor ~J2.
Gesley and Swanson (1984) analysed the energy shift and energy
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broadening generated in the vicinity of a spherical emitter with single
file emission. In this model, all particles are uniformly accelerated
along a line. The energy broadening is related to the distribution of
initial distances between nearest neighbours, which is governed by shot
noise. Gesley and Swanson exploited a semi-empirical equation to
calculate the energy change of a particle involved in a binary
interaction during acceleration. This equation still contains one
unknown parameter. Some kind of unification of different theories is
established by varying this parameter as well as another geometry
dependent quantity.
Jansen, Groves and Stickel (1985) presented an equation which
covers the results of a number of theories on the Boersch effect, all
pertaining to the case of a beam segment with a crossover in drift
space. It says that the relative rms energy spread (=<AEi>1'2/E) is
directly
proportional
to
the square
root
of
the
perveance
(perveance=I/VJ<2), as well as a function of three dimensionless
parameters, which differs for each of the theories. The theories of van
Leeuwen and Jansen (1983) and Rose and Spehr (1980) were found to be in
close agreement with each other and with the results obtained by
numerical Monte Carlo simulation.
Furukawa (1986) determined an upper limit for the Boersch
effect, by assuming that it is caused by the conversion of potential
energy into (internal) kinetic energy. Furukawa does not separate the
generation of systematic velocity components (space charge effect) and
the generation of random velocity components (statistical effects). It
is erroneous to assume that the former contributes to the energy
broadening. His expression are therefore not very practical, although
tha actual energy spread will, indeed, always be much smaller than the
value predicted by this upper limit.
Tang (1987) presented a model based on numerical integratioa of
the so-called Fokker-Planck equation. His method resembles the ideas
developed in plasma physics and stellar dynamics (see section 4.3). The
time-evolution of the single-particle distribution function in 6dimensional phase space is studied under the influence of both the
average space charge force as well as the fluctuating component of the
interactions force. The impact of the latter is described as a diffusion
process in velocity space, characterized by the coefficient of dynamical
friction fl and the diffusion coefficient D.
This approximation
pissupposes that the generated velocity distribution is Gaussian. The
expressions used to calculate P and D, as function of the macroscopic
parameters
of the bean,
are based on weak binary
collision.
Accordingly, this approach does not improve on those of Zimmermann
(1970) and Knauer (1979a), as far as the fundamental issues involved.
However, Tang's discussion is useful in the sense that it clarifies the
relation with some of the leading ideas in the field of plasma-physics
and stellar dynamics.

2.4

Trajectory displacement effect

Loeffler (1964) was probably the first to mention that the
encounters between the individual beam particles do not only affect the
longitudinal velocity distribution,
but also lead to
stochastic
displacements in the transverse direction.
He observed that the
demagnified image of a carbon microgrld became blurred when the bean
current was increased. The major part of this blurring could be
refocussed,
but a significant part remained, even after refocussing.
Loeffler identified these contributions respectively as the space charge
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effect and the transverse counterpart of the Boersch effect, here called
the trajectory displacement effect. Loeffler's experimental results and
early theoretical analysis are summarized by Hamish, Loeffler and Kaiser
(1964).
Contrary to the Boersch effect, the published quantitative
experimental data on the trajectory displacement effect is rather
scarce. Most data pertains to high throughput electron beam lithography
systems, Stickel and Pfeiffer (1978) measured the edge-width of the
shaped spot in the IBM EL3 variable shaped beam column, as function of
the target current and suggested a two-third power dependency on this
parameter. Similar measurements of the edge-width of a shaped spot for
different beam currents were presented by Saitou et al. (1981),
Veneklasen (1985) and Morita et al. (1985). Experimental data of the
current dependency of the spot-size in a Gaussian beam system was given
by Kelly, Groves and Kuo (1981). The current density profile of a
focussed ion beam spot was measured by Cummings, Harriot, Chi and
Osterraayer (1986) and Ward, Utlaut and Kubena (1987). They demonstrated
the existence of long tails, which are probably due to the trajectory
displacement effect. See Melngailis (1987) for a review on this matter.
A number of theoretical discussions concern the impact of the
statistical particle-particle interactions on the lateral properties of
the beam. The distinction between the (deterministic) space charge
effect
and the (statistical) trajectory displacement
effect
is
recognized in most contributions, but the terminology employed varies.
In this section, the original terms are reproduced. Both the space
charge effect and the trajectory displacement effect influence the
lateral
properties of the beam and are, in that respect, related.
References to the literature, dealing with the space charge effect in
low density particle beams, will be presented in section 2.5. Most
theoretical approaches to the trajectory displacement effect form an
extension to models presented previously for the Boersch effect. Some of
the physical principles were already described in the previous
section
and the discussion here is restricted to the new aspects.
Loeffler and Hudgin (1970) proceeded on an earlier approach to
the Boersch effect in a beam segment with a narrow crossover, presented
by
Loeffler
(1969).
Three different phenomena
of
statistical
interactions in a beam with a narrow crossover are distinguished,
corresponding to each of the three components of the Coulomb force,
exerted by a colliding electron on a reference electron
which runs
along the beam axis. The Boersch effect, which corresponds to an energy
change, is associated with the longitudinal component. The lateral force
is separated in a component in the direction of the tranverse velocity
of the colliding electron (V±i) and a component perpendicular to this
direction (F^a), see figure 2.1. The latter causes an "angular change"
of the reference particle. The former does not produce an angular
deflection, since its sign changes when the particles pass the point of
closest approach, which will roughly coincide with the passage through
the crossover. The angular deflection, experienced before reaching the
crossover, is thus compensated in the traject following the crossover.
This force component causes, therefore, only a lateral shift, called
"trajectory
displacement".
The
median width
measures
of
the
distributions
of energy changes,
angular changes and trajectory
displacements are obtained by numerical integration over all possible
trajectories of the colliding particles
relative to the reference
particle, employing a Monte Carlo method. Loeffler and Hudgin presented
normalized curves, from which the magnitude of the different phenomena
can be determined.
All three curves clearly indicate the existence of
two separate regimes,
which show a different dependency on the
experimental parameters. For high electron densities, all effects
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The three components of the force exerted by a colliding
electron on a central reference electron, according to
Loeffler (1363).

ultimately increase with apprcximately the square root of the beam
current, but for low electron densities, different powers (varying
between 1 and 3) are found for the separate effects.
The discussion presented by Hassey, Jones and Plummer (1981),
includes a calculation of the effect of statistical interactions on the
lateral properties of the beam. Lateral displacement and angular
deflection
are expressed in terms of a single quantity
called
"trajectory aberration", which refers to the virtual broadening of the
source. De Chambost (1982) presented a similar calculation, using the
term "electron-electron effect". The central quantity in both models is
the mean square of the fluctuations in the electrostatic interaction
force acting on a particle. The approach is essentially the same as
utilized for the Boersch effect. Accordingly, the same dependency on the
beam current is obtained, which is, however, different for both models.
The fundamental aspects were discussed in the previous section.
Knauer (1981), applied his model of potential energy relaxation
in three dimensional collisionless beams, mentioned in the previous
section, to estimate the "virtual source growth" in a gun with a
spherical emitter. As for the Boersch effect, the result shows a twothird dependency on the beam current.
In the papers by Weidenhausen, Spehr and Rose (1985) and Spehr
(1985a,b), two phenomena associated with the effect of statistical
interactions on the lateral properties of a beam with a crossover are
distinguished.
Vfeidenhausen
et al.
presented a discussion
of
"stochastic ray deflections", which corresponds to the angular spread in
the electron trajectories generated near a crossover. This effect is
equivalent
to the broadening of the distribution of
transverse
velocities and can be treated according to the closest encounter model,
developed by Rose and Spehr (1980) for the Boersch effect. Stochastic
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ray deflections result in a spatial blurring in planes which are removed
from the crossover. It can be neglected in source (crossover) imaging
systems, but is possibly of significance in shaped beam columns,
employing Koehler illumination. For practical current densities, the rms
angular spread, caused by stochastic ray deflections, increases with the
square root of the beam current.
Spehr (1985a) presented a calculation of the "stochastic probe
broadening" effect, employing a thermodynamical description of the beam.
Contrary to the effect of stochastic ray deflections, stochastic probe
broadening is generated in the dilute parts of the beam. In these parts,
the longitudinal beam temperature (which is possibly increased by the
Boersch effect) exceeds the transverse beam temperature, which decreases
with the inverse square of the beam radius (see section
3.7).
Consequently, relaxation of internal energy, from the longitudinal to
the lateral degrees of freedom, occurs as a result of the weak
collisions between the beam particles. This process is treated in a
similar way as in the model of Zimmermann (1970) and Knauer (1979a) for
the Boersch effect, which corresponds to an energy transfer in the
opposite direction.
Spehr utilizes the concept of beam
entropy to
relate the energy (or heat) transfer, into the lateral degrees of
freedom, to a broadening of the virtual crossover. The concept of
"stochastic probe broadening" explains, according to Spehr, the blurring
of the final probe observed in systems, in which the source (or source
crossover) is imaged on the target. It should be emphasized that Spehr's
model presupposes that the beam is non-monochromatic, since the probe
broadening effect, predicted by this model, vanishes for a zero initial
energy spread.
Van Leeuwen and Jansen (1983) presented a detailed calculation
of the full "trajectory displacement distribution" for a beam with a
crossover. The trajectory displacement, experienced by a reference
particle, is expressed as a virtual displacement in the crossover plane,
obtained by extrapolation of its final coordinates back to this plane.
The general behaviour of the trajectory displacement distribution is
similar to the behaviour of the energy distribution, produced by the
Boersch effect. For high current densities, it is Gaussian and its width
increases with the square root of the beam current. For low and moderate
densities, it shows Lorentzian characteristics, leading to a two third
power dependency on the beam current. The latter result is given by
Jansen, van Leeuwen and van der Mast (1983) and forms a modification of
the original work by van Leeuwen and Jansen (1983). Contrary to the
Boersch effect, the Lorentzian type of regime prevails for practical
operating conditions. Van Leeuwen and Jansen emphasized that the Boersch
effect and the trajectory displacement effect stem from different type
of collisions, leading to a different dependency on the experimental
parameters. The Boersch effect results, predominantly, from collisions
between particles having a large relative velocity. These collisions are
complete, which means that the particles approach one another from a
large separation and recede to a large separation. The Boersch effect is
generated in the crossover area, where such collisions reach their point
of closest approach. The effect, therefore, strongly depends on the size
and shape of the crossover, but is insensitive to the length of the
beam. The trajectory displacement effect, on the other hand, is usually
dominated by weak, incomplete collisions between particles having a
small relative velocity. It is not specifically generated in the
vicinity of the crossover, but rather in the entire beam. Consequently,
it depends on the beam length, but is insensitive to the size and shape
of the crossover.
Venables and Cox (1987) reported on the development of a
computer model to predict the performance
of field emission gun
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scanning electron microscope columns, taking the trajectory displacement
effect into account. For that they used the results of van Leeuwen and
Jansen (1983) and Jansen, van Leeuwen and van der Mast (1983). The
modelling indicates that the unexpected large spot sizes, observed by
Venables and Janssen (1980) in the high resolution mode, can be
attributed to the impact of the trajectory displacement effect.
Jansen (1988a) presented a set of equations to predict the
impact of the different manifestations of statistical interactions on
the spot-size in Gaussian beam systems and the edge-width in shaped beam
columns. The theoretical predictions for the trajectory displacament
effect were found to be in good agreement with the
edge-width
measurements reported by Stickel and Pfeiffer (1978) and Veneklasen
(1985). Jansen also presented a general form for the different types of
distributions produced by the statistical interactions. According to
this model, the distribution can be Gaussian, Holtsmarkian, Lorentzian
or is of the so-called "pencil beam type". This type of distribution
occurs in beams in which the axial separation of the particles is large
compared to the lateral dimensions of the beam. Ward, Utlaut and Kubena
(1988) independently obtained a similar general form, by generalizing
the integral expression for the Holtsmark distribution.

2.5

Space charge effect in low density particle beaas

The impact of the space charge effect on the properties of
charged particles beams is extensively studied during the past 60 years.
However, most publications deal with the beam spreading in high density
beams, such as found in oscilloscope tubes
and picture tubes, or
describe the space charge effect occurring in the vicinity of the
cathode of a thermionic gun. Relatively little attention is given to the
space charge effect in low and medium density beams, such as found in
electron microscopes and electron beam lithography systems. However,
space charge effects may affect the performance of such systems. For
instance, in a variable-shaped spot lithography column, the space charge
effect causes a current-dependent defocussing which is difficult to
compensate on a spot-by-spot basis. It, therefore, limits the edge
resolution of these systems during normal operation.
The space-charge effect in low density electron beams is
discussed by Meyer (1958), Crewe (1978b), Massey, Jones and Plummer
(1981), De Chambost (1982), Sasaki (1982) and van den Broek (1986a).
Crewe calculated the average radial force acting on a beam particle as
function of its position and concluded that the radial equation of
motion is identical to the one found for high density beams. This result
is not surprising. The radial equation of motion of a particle, subject
to the (average) space charge force, can straightforwardly be obtained
from Gauss's theorem for the electrostatic field produced by
a
configuration of charges (see chapter 11). This law applies for
arbitrary densities.
Although the same equation of motion applies to both high and
low density beams, the analytical approach to solve this equation should
be different for the distinguished cases. In general, the approximations
used for high density beams do not apply to low density beams. In the
former, it is valid to assume laminar flow and the problem can be solved
by studying the trajectory of a particle running alone the edge of the
beam,
as was mentioned previously.
In the latter, the particle
trajectories can cross each other as well as the beam axis and the
laminar flow condition is not generally fulfilled.
Therefore, a
different approach is necessary. The problem can be solved analytically,
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bv exploiting the fact that the deviations from the
unperturbed
trajectories (trajectories in absence of interaction) are small in such
beams. This was recognized by the authors mentioned above. Using a first
order perturbation approximation, they evaluated the trajectory af a
test particle, by considering the space charge repulsion which would
occur, when all particles would follow their unperturbed trajectories.
The space charge perturbation in low density beams can be determined in
a similar manner as the geometrical aberrations, starting from the
paraxial ray equation, see for instance Meyer (1958) or Zvorykin (1961),
A straightforward solution can be obtained for a beam in field
free drift space, with an uniform current density distribution in everv
cross section of the beam. In that case, the space charge effect
corresponds to the action of an ideal negative lens and can thus be
expressed in terms of a defocussing and a magnification effect. For nonuniform current density distributions, the space charge lens will be
non-ideal. Consequently, the space charge effect can not entirely be
refocussed. The non-refocusabie blurring (blurring produced in the plane
of best focus), can be described in terms of the geometrical aberrations
of the space charge lens. Van den Broek (1984) studied the effect of
non- uniform
current
density
distribution on the
spot
growth
numerically. He also obtained an analytical solution for the particular
case of a parabolic space charge density distribution, employing first
order perturbation theory, van den Broek (1986a). As most space charge
phenomena,
the non-refocusabie space charge blurring is directly
proportional to the beam current and is expected to dominate the
trajectory displacement effect for high (non-uniform) current densities.
The subject of the space charge effect in low density beams is
investigated in chapter 11.

2.6

Monte Carlo simulation

A novel approach to the calculation of interaction effects in
particle beams was introduced by Groves, Hammond and Kuo (1979), Sasaki
(1979.1982) and El-Kareh and Smither (1979).
They
independently
developed a numerical technique, in which the trajectories of an
ensemble (sample/bunch) of particles, with randomly chosen initial
conditions, are traced through a system. The trajectories are determined
by updating the position and velocity of every particle at regular time
intervals, wit.1 each particle experiencing the Coulomb repulsion of
every other particle in the ensemble. Lenses and other optical elements
can easily be incorporated in thin-lens approximation, which means that
their action is represented by a deflection of the particles in a single
plane. In order to obtain acceptable statistics, the tracing procedure
is repeated for a number of bunches, each bunch starting with a
different
"seed" of initial conditions.
The final
coordinates,
accumulated from all seeds, are processed in order to reduce the
information to some characteristic quantities, as the width of the
energy
distribution,
the
defocussing distance and the
spatial
broadening in the plane of best focus.
This numerical approach is called Monte Carlo simulation,
referring to the random initiation of the particle coordinates. The name
is slightly
misleading, since the ray-tracing itself is strictly
deterministic, unlike the Monte Carlo models used to simulate the
scattering of particles, bombarding a solid-state material. Such models
are used in electron beam lithography to determine the proximity effect,
see, for instance, Murata and Kyser (1987). The Monte Carlo approach
described above, should also be distinguished from the Monte Carlo
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calculation reported by Loeffler and Hudgin (1970). They employed
a
numerical Monte Carlo technique to approximate the integral over the
coordinates of the colliding particles, within their binary encounter
model.
They
did not attempt to solve the N-body
problem
by
straightforward numerical integration.
Monte Carlo simulations of electron beams in drift space were
also reported by Dayan and Jones (1981), Jones et al. (1983,1985) and
Tang (1983). Munro (1987) reported on a program written by Meisburger,
which also covers uniform acceleration fields. Yau, Groves and Pease
(1983) presented Monte Carlo simulations of different type of ion beams,
emitted in a small cone from a spherical cathode, under influence of a
spherical acceleration field. Hard (1984) and Ward, Utlaut and Kubena
(1987,1988) employed Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the virtual
source size growth of a liquid metal ion source. Narum and Pease (1986)
utilized the Monte Carlo technique to simulate the interaction between
the ions in a focussed ion beam, in presence of a postlens retarding
field. Allee, Pehoushek and Pease (1988) used the Monte Carlo approach
to model the acceleration zone in a laser irradiated thermionic and
photoemissive
electron source.
Similar integration
methods
are
extensively used in stellar dynamics, see for instance Aarseth (1972).
Jansen (1987) introduced the concept of Fast Monte Carlo simulation,
which is based on a reduction of the N-body problem to binary
interactions, for which analytical approximations are exploited. Some
extensions to this model were reported by van der Mast and Jansen
(1987), The principles of Monte Carlo simulation of particle beans will
be discussed in chapter 13.
The advantage of Monte Carlo simulation is its accuracy relative
to the analytical models, which is a consequence of the minimum number
of underlying physical assumptions. Obviously, this accuracy is only
obtained when the numerical procedures are carried out with sufficient
caution. This is not a trivial task and the quality of the simulation,
often, is hard to judge from the presented results alone. A disadvantage
of the Monte Carlo approach is that it does not give a direct
appreciation of the physical mechanisms involved and does not lead to
explicit equations,
showing the dependencies on the experimental
parameters. Consequently, the result of a single simulation only applies
to the considered condition and every other condition requires a new
simulation. Clearly, the analytical and the Monte Carlo approach are
complementary in many respects and a more firm theoretical foundation
can be obtained by their combination. This was recognized by Jansen,
Groves and Stickel (1985) and Jansen and Sticfcel (1984), who compared
the different analytical theories on particle interactions with the
results of Monte Carlo simulations, for a simple beam geometry with a
single crossover.
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3. GENERAL BEAM PROPERTIES
3.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses a number of well-known concepts used to
model particle beams. It starts by surveying the
experimental
parameters, specifying the macroscopic properties of the beam. These
parameters are then used to classify the different types of beams
considered throughout this monograph.
After these preliminary sections we focus on some fundamental
issues known from the field of statistical mechanics. Liouville's
theorem is derived from Hamilton's equations of motion. This theorem
covers the dynamics of an ensemble of systems in 6N-dimensional phasespace, N being the number of particles in each system. It states that a
small volume dV 6 N , containing some dJV points (each representing a single
systam), may arbitrarily change its shape in the course of time, but
maintains its volume. For a system of identical non-interacting
particles a similar equation can be obtained covering the time
development of a single system in 6-dimensional phase space. This
equation, which is known as the collisionless Boltzmann equation, shows
the same properties as Liouville's theorem in 6N-dimensional phase
space. The phase space to which Liouville's theorem applies can be
further reduced when the different degrees of freedom of the beam
particles are uncoupled. This leads to the concept of conservation of
emittance and conservation of brightness, which are of great importance
to the theory of particle optics.
Next, the concept of beam temperature is introduced, which is an
essential quantity in the thermodynamical description of the beam. In a
rotational symmetric beam one has to distinguish two beam temperatures
lit and T ± , pertaining to the longitudinal and lateral degrees of freedom
of the beam respectively. Non-equilibrium conditions may occur as a
consequence of the compression and expansion of the beam volume. The
expansion of the beam in axial direction during acceleration causes a
decrease of the longitudinal beam temperature T;/. The transverse beam
temperature T x changes with the lateral dimensions of the beam, and is
therefore affected by the focussing action of the lenses. The
temperatures T,y and T± will be related to the geometrical properties
of the beam and the conditions in the source.
Finally, the particular aspects of a beam of interacting
particles are considered. In the thermodynamical description of the
beam, Coulomb interactions cause a relaxation towards thermodynamic
equilibrium. In this model one can represent the Boersch effect as a
relaxation of kinetic energy, from the lateral decrees of freedom to the
longitudinal degree of freedom. This physical picture seems adequate for
beams with a narrow crossover, but is unable to explain the Boersch
effect generated in a cylindrical beam with parallel rays. In order to
complete the thermodynamical description of the beam, we will present a
model for the relaxation of potential energy. The concept of Debeye
(screening will be utilized within this model and is therefore discussed
in some detail.
Complete thermodynamic equilibrium is usually not reached in
tiractical beams, due to their relatively low particle density and short
time of flight. Thermodynamical considerations are therefore merely
useful to provide insight in the physical mechanism involved and to
determine upper limits for the impact of statistical interactions on the
properties of the beam.
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Figvrt 3.1

3.2

Definition
of the experimental
parameters for a beam
segment
with a crossover in drift
space.
The beam
dimensions are specified by the crossover radius r € , the
beam semi-angle ag sod the beam length L. The unperturbed
trajectory
of a particle is defined by the angle a and the
radius r in the crossover,
as well as tvo azitaithal angles
(which are not drawn in the
figure).

Bean

parameters

In most analytical models for particle interactions the beam is
schematized as a succession of beara segments, separated by thin optical
components. We will follow this approach and study the dynamics of a
single beam segment. This section is concerned with the experimental
parameters specifying the macroscopic condition of such a segment. It
also introduces some additional physical parameters which will be used
throughout this monograph.
Figure 3.1 shows a rotational symmetric beam segment in drift
space of length L with a crossover. The particles, with mass m and
charge e, enter the segment with an average energy eV. V is called the
oeam potential. The energy distribution on entrance is fi(AE). The
width of this distribution is represented by 4E 0 . The total beam current
is I. The unperturbed trajectory of a particle is a straight line, which
can be specified by four cylindrical coordinates: The angle a with the
axial direction, the radial distance r between the point of intersection
with the crossover plane and the beam axis and two azimuthal angles. As
the beam is rotational symmetric, the azimuthal angles will be
uniformly distributed over 2n. The angular distribution is denoted as
fa(a) and the spatial distribution as f r (r). The half-width of these
distribution are represented by the crossover radius r c and beam semiangle a« respectively. The beam radius at an arbitrary axial position z
is denoted as ro(z). When ««=0, the beam is cylindrical and ro(z)=rc.
The crossover position parameter S c and the image plane position
parameter Si are defined as
c

!•!

„ _ ki

M
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where Lj is the distsnce from the entrance plane to the crossover plane
and Li is the distance from the entrance plane to a plane which is
optically conjugated to the target plane. This plane, which is referred
to as the image or the reference plane, can be located inside or outside
the beam segment. The (virtual) broadening observed in the image plane
can directly be related to a broadening of the final probe, since it is
optically conjugated to the target plane. In source (crossover) imaging
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systems the image plane coincides with the crossover plane, but this is
not true for all segments of the beam in a shaped bean column, which
employs Koehler illumination. Knowledge of Si is immaterial for the
Boersch effect, but essential to determine the impact of the trajectory
displacement effect on the final probe. The parameters I, V, AEo, L, r c ,
do, Sc and Si are referred to as the experimental parameters. In most
calculations we will assume that the initial energy spread does not
significantly influence the effect of the interactions between the
particles in the beam. Accordingly, we will usually consider the
theoretical case of a monochromatic beam, which corresponds to AEo=0.
He will now introduce a number of physical quantities which are
frequently
used and express them in terms of the
experimental
parameters. All presented relations are non-relativistic. The average
axial velocity of the particles <Vg> is uniquely related to the beam
potential as
/p

(3.2.2)
-4 m
Since we will usually consider monochromatic beams, we will often denote
the average axial velocity of the particles simply as v// (or v z ) instead
of <v,,>. The average time of flight Tr is equal to
(3.2.3)
It is here denoted as Tr, since the symbol T will in this chapter be
used to denote temperature. In the remaining chapters we will usually
omit the subscript and denote the time of flight as T instead of T r . The
linear particle density \ is defined as
(3.2.4)
It is independent of the axial coordinate z, since the particle flow is
assumed to be constant. The 3-dimensional particle density n, however,
depends on z through the beam radius ro(z)

If the current density distribution in the cross section of the beam at
position z is non-uniform, the local density n will depend both on z and
on the radial coordinate r, thus n*n(z,r). In that case equation (3.2.5)
merely provides a measure for the average density at position z. The
average axial separation of the particles s and the average distance
between the particles d follow from X and n respectively, using
s = X-i

,

d(z) = n(z)-»'3

(3.2.6)

Finally, the total number of particles N, simultaneously present in the
bean segment, is equal to
(3.2.7)
As

a

typical case,let us consider an electron beam with

a

crossover,
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with an uniform angular and spatial distribution and the following
values for the experimental parameters: I=ljiA, V=10kV, L=0.1m, Sc=0.5,
rc"ljuin and oo=10mR. By utilizing the equations (3.2.2) to (3.2,7) one
obtains
<V//>= 5.9x10' m/s ,
nc = 3.3xl0>» m-3 ,
dt = 1.4 pm
,

T r = 1.7x10-" s
,
ni* 1.3xl012 m-J ,
di= 91 fin

X= 1.1x10* m-»
s= .95 fim
N= 1.1x10*

The subscript c refers to the condition in the crossover and the
subscript 1 to the condition at the entrance plane. The values chosen
for the experimental parameters are representative for the conditions
encountered in the final beam sections of a state of the art, high
throughput,
electron beaut lithography machine.
Substantially higher
beam currents can occur in the gun area.

3.3

Classification of

Having specified the experimental parameters, we are now able to
classify different beams. Clearly, this can be done in number of ways,
depending on what aspects of the beam are considered. This section just
explains the terminology used in this monograph and is not intended to
review the classifications used in literature. We will distinguish beams
by their geometry and by the particle density within the beam.
Two types of beam geometries are considered: Cylindrical beam
segments and beam segments with a crossover. In the former the current
density is constant along the beam axis. In the latter the current
density varies with the axial position and reaches an maximum is the
crossover.
Divergent
beams
and convergent beams are
in
this
representation included as limiting cases of a beam with a crossover.
They correspond to the situation that the crossover coincides with
entrance plane (Sc=0) and the exit plane (Sc=l) respectively. Both
cylindrical beam segments and beam segments with a crossover are assumed
to be rotational symmetric with respect to the beam axis, unless
specified otherwise,
Hoaoeentrie beams are of special interest to the theory, since
they represent a simple limiting case. A beam with a crossover is called
homocentric,
when
all trajectories intersect each other in the
crossover. The crossover is thpn stigmatic (r c =0). A cylindrical beam is
called homocentric, when all trajectories are parallel (ao=O). One could
say that the trajectories intersect in infinity. Clearly, horaocentric
beams can not exist in reality, since they require infinite brightness
(the concept of beam brightness will be discussed in section 3.6).
Another classification of beams is established on the basis of
the particle density within the beam. In this classification one
compares the average distance between the beam particles to the
geometrical dimensions of the beam. A pencil beam is defined as a bcun
with small lateral dimensions relative to the axial separation of the
particles s. Other beams are called extended beams. Related expressions,
used in literature, are "single file regime" and "three dimensional
regime", referring to the conditions encountered in pencil beams
and
extended beams respectively.
Throughout this monograph it is assumed that the particle
density is low enough to neglect quantum mechanical effects. Accordingly
we will treat the beam as a classic system and use Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics to describe its microscopic properties. This approach is
justified as long as the de Broglie wavelength Xi, associated with a
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particle, is short compared to the average separation of the particles
d. In the frame of reference moving with the beam, the particle
velocities are of the order ao<v # >, where the average axial velocity
<v//> is given by equation (3.2.2). Accordingly, the appropriate de
Broglie wavelength AB is of the order
(3.3.1)
where h is the Planck constant. For the example considered in the
previous section (an electron bean with ao-lOmR and V=10kV) one finds
XB<*1,2 nm, which is indeed much smaller than the average separation of
the particles dt at the most dense point in the beam.
Finally,
relativistic
effects
are disregarded
in
most
calculations, which is for an electron beam justified for voltages
below approximately 100 kV. Accordingly, we ignore magnetic interactions
and consider the effect of the mutual Coulomb repulsion only. The
possibility to include relativistic corrections is investigated in
chapter 10.

3.4

HaKUtonlan fornlisa and Liouville's theora

Consider a non-relativistic system of N identical particles,
interacting through the Coulomb force. Let us denote the position vector
of particle i as r, and its velocity vector as v t , Both vectors have
three components, corresponding to the three degrees of freedom of the
particle. The micro-state T(t) of the system at time t is specified by
the positions and velocities of all particles at time t (constituting 6N
coordinates)
T(t) = (ri(t>tr2(t),...,rB(t);vl(t),Tj(tJ

vn(t))

(3.4.1)

The micro-state of the system is represented by a point in 6Ndimensional phase space (Ten space). Let r(t<>> be the initial microstate on initial time to. The development of the micro-state in the
course of time corresponds to a trajectory f(t) in r%* space, which
starts at r(tp). This trajectory can, at least in principle, be obtained
by integration of the equations of motion. This problem is the subject
of classical mechanics.
We will start from the equations of motion in the Hamilton form,
which can be derived from the Newtonian equations of motion, see for
instance Goldstein (1980). Hamilton's equations are given by

5^"**

•

57"*"**

(i=l,2,...N)

(3.4.2)

where H is the Hamiltonian function, representing the total energy of
the system, and pi is the conjugate momentum vector of particle i.
Notice that the 2N equations given by (3.4.2) are expressed in vector
form, each vector corresponding to three coordinates. Accordingly, the
Hamilton equations constitute a set of 6N first order differential
equations in the phase space coordinates.
For the non-relativistic system of particles interacting through
the Coulomb force, considered here, the conjugate momentum of particle i
is simply given by Pt=mvi and the Hamilton function H can be expressed
as
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where V(rj) is the potential energy of particle i in an external field,
Co=ez/4ueo
(the Coulomb potential strength) and rij=|rx-rj|. the
distance between particle i and particle j.
The dynamics of the system, with initial state r(to), is fully
specified by the equations (3.4.2) and (3.4.3).
The representative
trajectory in phase is uniquely determined by the initial micro-state of
the system. Different initial states lead to different trajectories in
Pen space, which do not intersect. However, different micro-states may
correspond to the same macroscopic condition of the system. This
condition is defined by the value of the experimentally observable
parameters. Of special interest is the set of micro-states representing
the same macroscopic condition.
They can be considered as independent
realizations of the same system. Such a set is cabled an ensemble of
realizations or also an ensemble of systems (the reader should be alert
to the different use of the word system in the various contexts).
Instead of studying the properties of a single system over a period of
time, it is mathematically more convenient to consider an ensemble of
systems at one time and represent the macroscopic quantities of the
system as an average over the members of the ensemble. The assumption
that ensemble-averages are equivalent to time-averages constitutes the
basis of statistical mechanics.
Let us examine the properties of an ensemble more closely. In
TeM space the members of the ensemble are, at a given instant of time,
represented by a set of paints. Let f>(T,t) describe the distribution of
these points in phase space as function of time. This function is called
the ensemble density function. The total number of systems in an
ensemble does not change with time. Therefore, the ensemble density
function must satisfy the equation of continuity

which expresses that what flows into an element of volume either comes
out again or builds up in the volume element. This equation can be
simplified using the fact that the velocity of a representative point in
phase space is divergence free

( *' • *

I =0

(3.4.5)

which is a direct consequence of the Hamilton equations (3.4.2).
Substitution of equation (3.4.5) into the equation of continuity (3.4.4)
gives the celebrated theorem of Liouville

£ • I( *••£• *••£)• £ -•
where dp/dt is the total (or hydrodynamic) derivative. The Liouville
theorem states that the density of representative points p is constant
along a flow line. A small volume dVsn in phase space, containing dVT
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points, may arbitrarily change its shape in the course of time, but
maintains its volume, since the density of points p=AN/dVst, is constant.
Thus dV6n/dt=0.
Notice that points within the volume can not cross the
volume boundary, because phase space trajectories do not intersect.
For the particular case of a system of N particles interacting
through the Coulomb force, Liouville's theorem can be written as
N
'•^
8t

._

3n

= 0

(3.4.7)

m .

where Ft is the (conservative) external force acting on particle i.
Equation (3.4.7) applies to the general case of a system of N
identical particles interacting through the Coulomb force. Now, consider
the particular case of a particle beam in a probe forming optical
instrument.
Particles are continuously emitted from the
source,
producing a constant flow, and are "absorbed" at the target. The
composition of the beam changes continuously, while the total number of
particles, present at one time, will approximately be constant. However,
equation (3.4.7), as it was derived here, refers to a fixed system of N
particles. In order to solve this conceptual problem it is useful
to
visualize the beam as a succession of bunches and follow the motion of
each bunch separately in the frame of reference moving with the beam.
The bunches are assumed to be short compared to the tot&l beam length,
but long enough to represent the macroscopic condition of the beam.
Thus, the bunches reaching the target in the course of time can be
considered as different realizations of the same beam. In this view the
properties of the beam, observed at the target, represent an average
over the bunches reaching the target during the period of observation.
Clearly, this physical interpretation directly reflects the mathematical
procedure of calculating a macroscopic property as an average over the
members of an ensemble (assuming that beam-bunches and ensemble-members
can be considered as equivalent).
Equation (3.4.7) is here presented as the fundamental equation
covering the dynamic behaviour of a non-relativistic system of particles
interacting through the Coulomb force. It should be noted that the same
equation arises in the theory of stellar dynamics, for instance see
Chandrasekhar (1942a), Gilbert (1972). The only mutation required is
the replacement of the Coulomb constant Co by its gravitational
counterpart. This constant depends on the mass, which nay vary per
"particle".

3.5

Boltzmm equation

Liouville's theorem in T G N , as given by (3.4.7), is not
practical for the actual evaluation of the beam properties, due to the
fact that N is, in general, a large number. It would be more convenient
to have an equation for the single-particle distribution function
f(r,v,t), corresponding to the coordinates of the beam particles in the
6 dimensional phase space (Ts space or fi-space). Formally, this function
can be obtained from the ensemble density p(r,t), by integration over
the coordinates of all particles, but one
i,t) =
which

| p(r,t) dr 2 dr 3 '-'dr N dvzdv3*<<dvN

(3.5.1)

can be envisioned as a projection of the coordinates in Ten space
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on the subspace Tg. Accordingly, the fundamental equation covering the
dynamical behaviour of f(r,v,t) can be found from Liouville's theorem
(3.4.7), by a similar integration.
Let us examine the result of such an integration for the
different terms in equation (3,4.7) separately. The first term, dp/dt,
transforms directly to 8f/at. Next, consider the terms included within a
single summation (over index i)

All terms i*l vanish, since it is allowed to assume, without loss of
generality, that p is zero at the integration boundaries. The other
terms (corresponding to i=l) can directly be expressed into the
derivatives of the single particle function f. Finally, consider the
terms included within a double summation (over indices i and j), which
correspond to the Coulomb interaction between the particles. These
terms depend on the position of a particle i, relative to the other
particles j in the system. Consequently, the results obtained after
integration, can not be expressed in the single particle function alone.
Evaluation of these terms requires the knowledge of the two-particle
correlation function, which specifies the conditional probability that a
particle j (#1) is located at rj, if particle 1 is located at ri.
Formally, this function can be found by integrating Liouville's theorem
(3.4.7) over the coordinates of all particles, but two. However, as it
turns out, this requires the knowledge of the three-particle correlation
function and a straightforward explicit solution is still not obtained.
In general, the equation for the n-particle distribution involves the
(n+l)-particle distribution. The resulting set of coupled equations is
referred to as the BBGKY hierarchy (for Bogolioubov, Born, Green,
Kirkwood and Yvon). Formally speaking, the problem of determining the
impact of particle interactions on the time-evolution of the singleparticle function f(r,v,t) is to find a method of truncating the BRGKY
hierarchy, A discussion of the approach to this problem taken in plasma
physics and stellar dynamics is postponed to the next chapter and the
interaction term is here left unspecified as [df/dt]i.
Hence, the
resulting
equation
for
the
single-particle
distribution function f(r,v,t) can be expressed as
df
8f
3f
F 3f
[ 8f 1
,, «• m
— = —
+ v—
+ — —
= — I
(3.5.2)
dt
at
ar
m dv
[ 8t Ji
This is the Boltzmann transport equation, sometimes also referred to as
Liouville's theorem in Ps space (especially when [3f/3tii=O) or as the
kinetic equation. The quantity df/dt is the total (or hydrodynamic)
derivative. Boltzmann's equation states that the rate of change of f
(=df/dt) along a free (unperturbed) particle trajectory is entirely the
result of the interaction between the particles.

3.6

Conservation of beam eaittance and brightness

Now we will focus on the properties of a system of N identical
particles, which do not interact. Thus we take [3f/at]i=0. The resulting
(collisionless) Boltzmann equation (3.S.2) shows the same features in Fs
space as the Liouville equation (3.4.6) in Tss space (which is, however,
also valid for interacting particles). Thus, the time-invariance of the
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phase space volume enclosing a group of representative points applies to
Te space as well: dV6/dt=0. A further reduction of the phase space to
which Liouville's theorem applies is achieved when the three degrees of
freedom of a particle are uncoupled. Liouville's theorem then pertains
to the three subspaces V2 in x,y and z-direction separately.
In a beam of non-interacting particles, the two lateral degrees
of freedom will in general be independe.it of the longitudinal degree of
freedom. Consequently, Liouville's treorem applies to the subspaces r*
and T2 of lateral and longitudinal coordinates respectively: dV/v/dt=0
and dV±/dt=O. The two lateral-degrees jf freedom may be independent too,
but this is not required in the further analysis.
First, let us investigate the consequences of Liouville's
theorem in the subspace of axial coordinates Vt. Consider a small volume
AFe, occupied by N particles. Let Ar,/ be the
axial spatial length
occupied by the particles and &vtf the corresponding length in axial
velocity space. Liouville's theorem implies that &V2=Ar/yAV// is conserved
along the particle trajectories.
This statement can be expressed in
terms of the experimental parameters of the beam. For N large enough one
may write
AT// M NSv(AVff) ~

S — <V#>/I

in which sv(AV/y) denotes the average axial separation of the particles
within the velocity range Av//, s the average axial separation of all
particles and I the beam current. The last step follows with equations
(3.2,6) and (3.2.A). The velocity range AV// can be expressed in the
corresponding range in normal kinetic energy : Av//=AE///mvtf. Hence,
Av#AT// ~ AE///I. Accordingly, Liouville's theorem, applied to the
subspace of axial coordinates, gives
AVj = AVflAr// = constant

=»

AE#/I = constant

(3.6.1)

The second equation expresses that the normal energy spread of the group
of N particles is conserved during the flight as long as the beam
current associated with these particles is constant (and visa versa),
Next, consider a small volume A7i, in the the subspace of lateral
coordinates F*, occupied by N particles. The trajectories of these
particles constitute a bundle of rays within the beam. Let Ar ± 2 be the
surface area occupied by the cross section of the bundle in an arbitrary
reference plane, perpendicular to the beam axis. Let Av±? be the
corresponding surface area in lateral velocity space. Liouville's
theorem implies that the volume A V ^ A T J ^ A V ^ 2 is independent of the
choice of the reference plane. In particle optics this principle is
known as invariance of emittaice. As an illustration of this principle,
consider the single lens system of figure 3.2. A rotational symmetric
paraxial beam, emitted from the object at z=Zo, is imaged by a thin
ideal (that is aberration free) lens located at z=zi to the image plane
at z=zi. Assume that all particles drift with the same axial velocity
v z . Due to the rotational symmetry it is sufficient to study the rays
located in a meridian plane, which is a plane through the beam axis. A
meridian ray is fully specified by a radial distance r, at some axial
position 2 and its derivative with respect to 2, denoted as r 1 . Thus
the appropriate phase space coordinates are r and r*. Notice that for a
paraxial beam in drift space vx=r'v,/=tan(«)v>/«ov//. Now consider the four
rays emitted from the object plane with values for
r and
r'
respectively given by (r=ro,r'=rj), (r=ro,r'=-ri), (r=-ro,r"=rA) and
(r=-ro,r'=-r4), see figure 3.2. The phase space volume enclosed by these
four rays is depicted by the hatched areas in the diagrams of figure
3,3, Such plots are known as phase-space diagrams or emittance plots.
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3.2

Schematic view of a sectiot, of a
paraxial
beam with a thin ideal
coordinates of the rays A, B, C and
phase space, which is independent of
3,3),

rotational
symmetric
lens.
The lateral
D enclose a volume of
z (see also figure

D

c

B
fig 3.3d

Figure 3.3
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z=z s

Emittanae plots representing the volume of phase spsee of
lateral coordinates
enclosed by the rays A, B, C and D
(shown in figure 3.2), at four different locations in the
beam. The surface of the hatched area is the same for all
plots.

Diagram 3.3a refers to the object plane (z=zo); diagrams 3.3b and 3,3c
refer to the object and image principal planes of the lens respectively,
which are both located at z=zi, since the lens is assumed to be thin;
diagram 3.3d refers to the image plane (z=z l ). Invariance of emittance
implies that the surface of the hatched areas is identical in all
diagrams.
Although the principle of emittance invariance can be applied to
arbitrary planes, it is particularly useful to obtain relations between
the properties of the beam in planes which are optically conjugated.
Such planes are related as image and object planes by the optical
system. Let us investigate this more closely. Consider the object and
image plane of a system containing an arbitrary number of optical, not
necessarily thin,
components. Assume, as previously, that the beam is
paraxial. However, the beam can be non-rotational symmetric and is not
necessarily entirely located in drift space (Thus the beam potential may
differ in image and object plane). Consider a small bundle of rays.
Let us denote dS^dr^ 2 , which is the surface occupied by the bundle in a
plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The corresponding volume in
lateral velocity space can be expressed in terms of the solid angle dfl
formed by the bundle in that plane: dft^Vj^/nv/,2. As the analysis here
is restricted to the object and image plane, the width of the angular
distribution can be considered as independent of the radial position r,
as can, for instance, be seen from figures 3,3a and 3.3d. Consequently,
the emittance in these planes is simply equal to the product of dQ and
AS. Thus, for the object and image plane, one finds
Af« = iv x *Ar x * = nv/,2 dOdS = (2Tte/m) VdOdS = constant

(3.6.2)

utilizing the non-relativistic relation V//8=»2eV/m. The values of V, Ail
and dS may vary for different conjugated planes, but invariance of
emittance implies that their product is the same. From equation (3.6.2)
it follows that the spatial magnification from object to image plane Mr
(=-j3s"i/-J3So) is related to the corresponding angular magnification M a

jffii a s
MrM« =

—
< Vi

(3.6.3)

which is known as the law of Helmholtz-Lagrange.
An alternative way to express the invariance of emittance is
obtained by introducing the concept of beam brightness. The normalized
differential brightness of a bundle of rays, carrying a current dl, is
defined as
•IT

(3.6.4)
It is called differential brightness, because it is a function of the
infinitesimal quantities dl, dfl and dS, whereas the average (or total)
brightness is a function of I, Q and S. It is referred to as normalized,
in order to distinguish it from the usual differential brightness
S=(dI/d(MS), which differs by a factor V. As the current dl remains
constant during the flight, conservation of emittance, expressed by
equation (3.6,2),
implies conservation of normalized differential
brightness 9,. The reader is referred to Lejeune and Aubert (1980) for a
more detailed discussion on the subject of emittance and brightness
invariance.
Brightness is an important concept in the description of
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particle beams in probe forming instruments. It is used to characterize
the gun performance. Given the brightness of the beam near the gun, a
lower limit for the probe size in the target plane can be obtained as
function of the beam current and the bean angle at this location. In
order to explain this statement, consider a beam in the vicinity of the
target plane, with a beam semi-angle ar, beam current I and beam
potential V. Let &* be the normalized brightness of the gun. Using
equation (3.6.4), with d!X^ira,£ and dS=S=nr,s, one finds that the probe
radius r, should satisfy the following relation

r, > —

-V

(3.6.5)

*« ifiV
The actual probe radius r, will be larger than the value given by the
right hand side of equation (3.6.S), due to the aberrations of the
optical components of the system and the effect of particle
interactions. It should be noted that the aberrations of the optical
components do not affect the differential brightness, which is invariant
even in the presence of external (conservative) fields. But they do
cause a reduction of the average brightness, which is the relevant
parameter in equation (3.6.5). On the other hand, the presence of
particle interactions renders Liouville's theorem inapplicable in r«
space. Accordingly the differential brightness is not invariant, but
deteriorates during the flight of the particles through the system.

3.7

Beam temperature

The velocity distribution of the particles within the beam
depends in general on the position r within the beam, as is formally
expressed by the single particle distribution function f(r,v,t),
given by equation (3.5.1). The properties of the local velocity
distribution are often specified in terms of a beam temperature. In this
section we will follow this approach and utilize some principles
originating from the kinetic theory of gases.
For an isolated gas in thermodynamic equilibrium, it is well
known that the particle velocities are distributed according to the
Naxwell-Boltzmann distribution
'2k-T

(3.7.D

where ki is the Boltzmann constant. This is a three dimensional timeindependent Gaussian distribution with zero average and a mean square
value <v*>=3kiT/m. The zero average value indicates that the gas is at
rest, from a macroscopic point of view. According to equation (3.7.1)
the average kinetic energy per particle is related to the temperature T
as
- m<v 2 > = - m(<v,*>+cv,*>+<vIB>) - - k#T

(3.7.2)

This equation expresses that a so-called thermal energy of k«T/2 is
associated with every degree of freedom. In absence of external forces
the velocity distribution will show no correlation with the spatial
coordinates.
How, let us return to the case of a rotational symmetric
particle beam. Clearly, relation (3.7.2) can not straightforwardly be
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applied. First of all the average axial velocity <v,,> is not zero, since
there is a net flow of particles down the beam axis. One can rule out
this problem by considering the velocity distribution in the frame of
reference moving at velocity <v^> with the beam. However, even in this
system the average lateral velocity <va> is not necessarily
zero at
off axis locations. This should be taken into account too. In addition
it should be noted that the distribution of lateral velocities may still
depend on the position within the beam. Finally, it will be clear that
the velocity distribution is not necessarily spherical symmetric and one
has to distinguish between the distribution of longitudinal velocities
and the distribution of lateral velocities. From these arguments it
appears to be reasonable to introduce two local beam temperatures, a
longitudinal bean temperature T# and a transverse beam temperature T A ,
defined as
Tx = ~

(<v i 2 >-<v i > z )

(3.7.3)

The factor 2 in the denominator of the expression for T x steins from the
fact that the transverse beam temperature corresponds to two degrees of
freedom. Note that the beam temperatures defined by equations (3.7.3)
are not related to the average absolute kinetic energy per particle, as
in the case of a gas, but rather to the average kinetic energy of the
particles in the local system of rest. This energy is sometimes referred
to as internal kinetic energy. It should be emphasized that the
temperatures are really local, that is tB and T x may depend on the
spatial coordinates r and z. Thus, instead of the isotropic uniform
temperature T, which was sufficient to describe
the velocity
distribution in an isolated gas in thermodynamic equilibrium, one needs
in general an anisotropic local temperature to describe the velocity
distribution in a particle beam.
The second equation of (3.7.3) relates the transverse beam
temperature to the local spread in the transverse component of the
particle velocities, irrespective of the origin of this motion. One
sometimes separates the transverse motion of the particles into a
component originating from the thermal motion near the cathode surface
and a component corresponding to the crossover motion, generated by the
focussing action of the lenses. For instance, see Knauer (1979a).
Indeed, one can distinguish locally a random component in the transverse
velocities (~ (<y1«>-<vl>*)) and a systematic component (~ <v x >),
as was discussed above. However, one should realize that, in general,
both of these components originate from the initial thermal motion near
the cathode and are both influenced by the focussing action of the
optical components thereafter. Thus, one can not attribute the random
component of motion solely to the theirmal motion near the cathode or the
systematic component of motion solely to the focussing action of the
optical components. Accordingly, it should be emphasized that the
equations (3.7.3) Just express the random components of motion in terms
of the effective beam temperatures. These equations do not imply any
direct physical relation with the thermal motion near the cathode. In
fact it would be less confusing to refer only to "random" motion and
"systematic" motion and avoid the concept of beam temperature entirely.
One does not really need the concept of beam temperature in the actual
calculation of the impact of Coulomb interactions on the properties of
the beam and the salt) reason for introducing it is to establish a
relation with the models developed in the fields of plasma physics and
stellar dynamics. These models will be discussed in chapter 4.
In order to illustrate the interrelation of crossover motion and
thermal motion, let us consider the simple case of a rotational
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symmetric beam segment with a narrow crossover. Assume that the
crossover is an image of a thermionic source (or source crossover). Let
the angular distribution be uniform,
with a beans semi-angle oo.
According to the second equation of
(3.7.3), the transverse beam
temperature in the crossover can now be expressed as
eV
2

C 3 7 4 )

using
«x2>=ao2/2
and equation (3.2.2).
For a Gaussian
angular
distribution one obtains the same result when defining ao=2ffa (with
<az>=2(Taa=«o2/2). The crossover temperature T t ± can be regarded as the
result of the initial thermal motion near the source, but might as well
be expressed in terms of the crossover motion related to the focussing
action of the preceding lenses.
The definition of beam temperature allows us to describe the
properties of
the beam in terms of thermodynamics1 quantities, which
obey thermodynamica1 relations (By thermodynamica1 quantities we mean
temperature, volume, particle density, entropy, etc). We will not pursue
this approach in detail and just note that such a description is
equivalent to the description in terms of geometrical properties, as
well
as to the description in terms of statistical
mechanical
properties, such as the single-particle distribution function f(r,v,t).
As an illustration of the equivalence between the thermodyoamical
description of the beam and the statistical mechanical approach,
we
will show that the implications of Liouville's theorem, discussed in
section 3.6, can also be understood from thennodynamical considerations.
The application of Liouville's theorem to a rotational symmetric beam of
identical non-interacting particles, lead to the conclusion that the
phase space volumes AK,, and &x are invariant. In order to obtain this
result within the thermodynamical description, one should visualize the
beam as an isolated ideal atomair gas of volume V and temperature T. As
it flows through the system it changes its volume V. The corresponding
change in the temperature T can be found from
TV^'f = constant

(3.7.5)

which is the adiabatic equation for an ideal gas with f degrees of
freedom. Since the longitudinal and the lateral motion of the particles
are independent, equation (3.7.5) should be applied separately to the
longitudinal degree of freedom (le=l) and the lateral degrees of freedom
(f ± =2). By substitution of equations (3.7.3);
Vs ~ Ar// and Vx - Ar ± *
into equation (3.7.S) one finds
<iv//2>ir/,2 = constant ,

<&v±2>ir±i

= constant

(3.7.6)

which is equivalent to the equations (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) respectively,
obtained from Liouville's theorem, q.e.d.
We like to investigate the dependency of the beam temperatures
Ttf and T x on the experimental parameters. We will first focus on the
behaviour of the longitudinal beam temperature Tff and next consider the
transverse beam temperature T^. In general, these temperatures are
determined by the emission process, the acceleration of the beam, and
the focal action of the optical components of the system. Let us examine
each of these elements for the specific case of an electron beam
produced by a thermionic source. The velocity distribution of the
electrons emitted from the cathode, with temperature T c », is given by
the so-called half Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
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fi(v.) = — I

-•

e

'

v,,, e(v,,,)

in which the subscript i refers to the initial
acceleration. The step-function 9(x) is defined as
8(x)=

<
°r X *
\ 0 for x<0.

(3.7.7)
situation,

before

(3.7.8)

Equation (3.7.7) is also used to describe the velocity distribution of
the particles of a gas escaping from a container into vacuum through a
small hole, when the velocities of the particles inside the container
obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution given by equation (3.7.1). The
step function accounts for the fact that only those electrons, which
have a positive axial velocity, will emerge from the cathode. The factor
vt// steins from the fact that the electrons which leave the cathode
surface area dS, between times t and t+dt, with an axial velocity Vi//,
come from a depth dz=vj//dt. This group of electrons fills an element of
volume of coordinate space dr, which is equal to
dr = vi//dSdt
The number of electrons passing through dS in time dt,
with an axial
velocity between Vi// and Vi//+dViff, follows by multiplication with the
density inside the metal of particles within this velocity range.
Consequently, the velocity distributions inside and outside the metal
differ by a factor Vi//. Clearly, the normalization constant appearing
in the velocity distributions differs too. As a result of the additional
factor Vi//, equation (3.7.7) fulfils Lambert's law (or cosine law): The
angular current density emitted in any direction is proportional to the
cosine of the angle between this direction and the normal. Finally, we
note that equation (3.7.7) presupposes that the workfunction is constant
along the emitting part of cathode surface and disregards the effect of
energy dependent reflections of the electrons at the inner surface of
the cathode. For a detailed description of the theory of thermionic
emission, the reader is referred to Nottingham (1956), Lindsay (1960),
Franzen and Porter (1975) and Lauer (1982).
By applying the definitions of beam temperature, given by
equations (3.7.3), to the velocity distribution of equation (3.7.7), one
finsts
Ti/y - 2(l-ir/4) Tc» « 0.429 T c , ,

Ji± = Tt»

(3.7.9)

Thus, the transverse beam temperature of the electrons leaving the
cathode is equal to the cathode temperature, but a smaller value is
found for the longitudinal beam temperature.
After emission, the electrons are accelerated in the axial
direction by a potential V. The final axial velocity of an electron vtu
is related to its initial axial velocity vm as
*tu* = Viff* + 2eV/m

(3.7.10)

The transverse velocity of the electrons remains unchanged, disregarding
the focussing
properties of the gun. Conservation of the number of
particles implies
fr(vr)dvr = ft(vi)dVi

(3.7.11)
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By substituting equations (3.7.7) and (3.7.10) in the right hand
of equation (3.7.11), one finds for the velocity distribution
acceleration
-(mVf 2 -2eV)m 8 Tc,
e
vtg S(vt/,2-2eV/m)

sight
after

(3.7.12)

As
far as the lateral component of velocity is concerned, this
distribution is identical to the initial distribution, described fay
equation (3.7.7). However, it is significantly contracted in the axial
direction. Utilizing equations (3.7.10) and (3.7.11) one nay write

(2eV/m> {1 + (m/4eV)<vi/,z> - (m/4eV)2<vi/,*>
vi//2> + 2eV/m + (m/8eV)

<;

Hence, it follows from equations (3.7.3) and (3.7.7) that
Tf

" "iE^v

(<

*»'*>-<vi*2>'> = ^ e T " T c l

(3.7.13)

assuming that eV » BKVI / / Z>. Comparison with equation (3,7.9) learns
that the acceleration leads to a decrease of the
longitudinal beam
temperature by factor k*TIt/(U-n)eV * 1.16kgTCi/eV. In practical beams
5
this factor is of the order 10- . Thus, in absence of interactions, the
electrons leaving the thermionic gun, show a negligible axial velocity
spread compared to the lateral velocity spread. The latter corresponds
to the temperature Tc» of the cathode surface.
The reduction of axial velocity spread, due to the acceleration,
is a phenomenon which is of crucial importance to the theory of
statistical Coulomb interactions between the beam particles.• It can be
derived in different ways. It is sometimes presented as a consequence of
the quadratic relation between kinetic energy and velocity. This
interpretation might be clear from the derivation given above, but can
also directly be understood from the following argument. Consider two
particles moving in the axial direction with velocities v and v+Av
respectively. The difference in the kinetic energy of the particles AE
is given by
AE = - m[(v+Av)* - vS] « mvAv

13.7.14)

assuming that v»Av. The acceleration of the particles does not affect
the value of AE, since both particles gain the same amount of energy.
However,
the
velocity
v is (by definition)
increased
during
acceleration. Consequently, Av must decrease proportionally in order to
leave the value of the right hand side of equation (3.7.14) unaffected.
Another way to understand the same phenomenon, is to compare the
expressions for the increment in energy Er-Ei and the increment in
momentum m(Vf-vi) experienced by a particle during acceleration with a
force F» along a distance zi-zo over a time interval tf-ti

r Zl

rtf

Ef-Ei = I dz F,
All
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particles

in

the

,
beam

m(Vf-Vi) = I dt F,
travel

the

same

(3.7.15)
distance

zi-zo

and

consequently gain equal amounts of energy. However, the flight time
tf-ti depends on the initial velocity vi of a particle. Particles with a
relatively large initial velocity will have a relatively short flight
time, while particles with a relatively small initial velocity will have
a relatively long flight time. Accordingly, fast particles gain less
velocity than slow particles, causing a reduction of the velocity
spread,
The decrease in velocity spread due to the acceleration, can
also be presented as a consequence of Liouville's theorem. It was found
that the application of this theorem to the subspace rz of axial
coordinates, implies that the volume i>;2=Ar//Av/, is invariant, see
equation (3.6.1). It was also found that the length Ar# is directly
proportional to the axial velocity vg. Thus AT// increases during
acceleration. As ArffAv^ is invariant, the axial velocity spread Av//
decreases accordingly, q.e.d. Finally, we recall that equation (3.6.1)
is equivalent to the adiabatic equation for an 1-dimensional ideal gas,
which is given by equation (3.7.5) (taking f=l). Thus, in the
thermodynamical description of the beam, one may envision the reduction
of the axial velocity spread as a "cooling-effect" caused by the
adiabatic
expansion
of the "gas" of charged
particles
during
acceleration.
In general Liouville's theorem, applied to the appropriate phase
space, expresses that an expansion of the spatial volume must coincide
with a compression of the velocity space. Clearly, this principle does
not only affect the longitudinal beam temperature, but the transverse
beam temperature as well. Initially, the transverse beam temperature T x
is identical to the cathode temperature T c a , as is expressed by the
second equation of (3.7.8). As the particles flow through the system,
their lateral separation changes with the beam radius. Conservation of
emittance, which is a consequence of Liouville's theorem, implies that
the transverse beam temperature T ± , being directly proportional to the
transverse velocity spread, increases with decreasing beam radius and
visa versa. To illustrate this point, consider the beam geometry of
figure 3.4 and the corresponding emittance plots of figure 3.5. The
crossover plane is an image of the source, while the plane P is an image
of the entrance pupil. For this particular combination of planes,
emittance invariance can be expressed as Arprp=Arjrc. Using equation
(3.7.3) and
Av x =v # Ar',
one finds for the relation between the
transverse beam temperatures in these planes
ArA2

T

rcs

TiC a

7?T^

(3l7 16)

'

For other planes titan the set of planes considered here, this relation
holds only approximately, due to edge effects, as can be seen from
figure 3,5. Thus, in general
U.7.17)
Notice that the transverse beam temperature is identical in all points
of a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. Thus, the transverse beam
temperature T x depends on the axial position z, but not on the radial
coordinate r. By combining the equations (3.7.4) and (3.7.17) one
obtains
eV

o

c
r3

-7-18)
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crossover

Figftrt 3.4

Fiffirm 3.5
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Schematic view of a beam section between a crossover and a
plane P, vtiicb is an image of the entrance pupil of the
system.

Emit lance plots corresponding to the crossover
the plane P, shown in figure 3 A

plane and

This equation relates the transverse beam temperature T x , at an
arbitrary location within the beam segment, to the value of the
geometrical parameters. Alternatively, this relation can be expressed in
terms of the normalized brightness p n . given by equation (3.6.4), and
the current density J*I/nro(z)z
(3.7.19)
irr,*

2nk B T x

in which it was assumed that the current density is constant in every
cross section of the beam (Accordingly, differential brightness and
total brightness are not distinguished). As p a is conserved, the ratio
of J and T ± is conserved too. In other words, conservation of normalized
brightness (or emittance) implies that TL is directly proportional to J.
Equation (3.7.18) is equivalent to Langmuir's equation for the maximum
current density obtainable in the spot of a cathode-ray tube, Langmuir
(1937).
Langmuir's result pertains to the case of a half MaxwellBoltzmann distribution and therefore differs by a factor 2, In addition,
we note that equation (3.7.19), unlike Langmuir's equation,
requires
that eV/k B T»l.
When the total
emittance is conserved through the entire
system, equation (3.7.17) can be generalized to include all segments of
the beam. As a result, one can relate the transverse beam temperature
T x , at an arbitrary location in the beam, to the temperature of the
cathode Tea. using

'c»

(3.7.20)

where r,» is the radius of the beam at the cathode. It should be
emphasized that this equation presupposes conservation of the total
emittance. Accordingly, lens aberrations, beam limiting apertures and
particle interactions are assumed to be absent.
Equations (3.7.13), (3.7.18) and (3.7.20)
yield the main
results of this section. From equation (3.7.20) it follows that the
transverse beam temperature is large in crossovers and small in the
dilute parts of the beam. In practical beams, the maximum value of
J"o/rCJ is of the order 1 0 2 . Thus, the corresponding reduction of the
transverse beam temperature, relative to the cathode temperature T c , , is
of the order 10*. According to equation (3.7.13), the longitudinal beam
temperature Tg is of the order of 1 0 - s tines T c l . Thus, disregarding the
effect of particle interactions, one may in general assume that T # « T X ,
even in the dilute parts of the beam. The difference between both
temperatures will be the largest in the crossover area, where the beam
radius is the smallest.

3.8

Thenodyimic limits far particle interaction effects

In the previous section it was demonstrated that non-equilibrium
situations in particle beams may occur, as a consequence of the
expansion and compression of the beam volume, under influence of the
acceleration in the sun-area and the focussing action of lenses.
Coulomb interactions between the bean particles were disregarded so far.
However, they do affect the velocity distribution of the particles, as
well as their spatial distribution and thus change the macroscopic
properties of the beam. In the thermodynamical description of the beam,
the particle interactions cause a relaxation towards equilibrium. Within
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this model one can estimate the effect of particle interactions, by
assuming that the relaxation is complete, which means that thermodynamic
equilibrium is established during the flight. As we are primarily
interested in the principle aspects involved, the analysis will be
restricted to the generation of energy spread (the Boersch effect).
The speed of the relaxation process depends on the frequency of
the collisions and the average impact per collision. Consequently, the
relaxation times for the different interaction effects, depend on the
particle density in the beam and the velocity distribution of the
particles. The question, whether equilibrium will be established or
not, can be answered by comparing the appropriate relaxation times
with the time of flight Tr, given by equation (3.2.3). Anticipating on
the results of sections 4.8 and 7.7, we mention that the equilibrium
condition is in general not reached in practical beams. Consequently,
equilibrium thermodynamics, as will be employed here, is not suited for
an accurate quantitative calculation of the particle interaction effects
and the results merely serve to determine upper limits.
In section 3.7, it was demonstrated that the longitudinal beam
temperature Tg is in general expected to be negligible compared to the
maximum transverse beam temperature T x . which occurs in the crossover
area's of the beam, Now, assume that thermodynamic equilibrium is
reached in the crossover. The corresponding equilibrium temperature T B
will be given by
T

*

=

3 Tcx

=

|^7 *"**

(3.8.1)

utilizing equation (3.7.4). The factor 2/3 stems from the fact that the
transverse beam temperature corresponds to two degrees of freedom and
the longitudinal to one. The corresponding normal root mean square
(rms) energy spread <AEtf*>i/z can be found by employing the nonrelativistic relation
eV

Av // *>"z
v,,

f2kiT//l1'a
[ eV

„ ,
(3.8.2)

utilizing equations (3.7,14) and (3.7.3). The first step presupposes
that <&E/,*:>»'S!«eV. From equations (3.8.1) and (3.8.2) one finds that
the equilibrium condition leads to an energy spread
(3.8.3)
In the last step we used «i 2 >=ao z /2, which pertains to the case of an
uniform angular distribution. For a Gaussian angular distribution one
should use «a*>=2irai. Equation (3.8.3) imposes an upper limit to the
energy spread generated by conversion of kinetic energy from the lateral
degrees of freedom to the longitudinal degree of freedom. For the
numerical example of section 3.2 (V=10kV, ao~10mR), one obtains
Equation (3.8.3) does not impose a real upper limit to total
generated energy spread under all circumstances, as is suggested by some
authors, for instance see Crewe (1978a), Knauer (1979a) and Rose and
Spehr (1983). It just refers to the transition of kinetic energy from
one degree of freedom to another (relaxation of kinetic energy) and does
not account for the conversion of potential energy into random velocity
components (.relaxation of potential energy).
In order to clarify this statement, consider the extreme case of
a monochromatic homocentric cylindrical beam. In such a beam all
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particles
move initially with identical velocity along
parallel
trajectories. Observed in the frame of reference moving with the beam,
the particles are at rest. Consequently, there is no internal kinetic
energy to be converted. Indeed, equation (3.8.3) predicts a zero upper
limit for the generated energy spread, since «o=0. In other words,
according to this analysis the Boersch effect does not occur in such a
beam.
However, some energy spread can be generated in such a beam, due
to the relaxation of potential energy. The particles entering the beam
all have the sane axial velocity, but are otherwise randomly distributed
over the beam volume. The mutual potential energy of a pair of particles
depends on their relative position. As these positions are assumed to be
randomly distributed, the potential energy will vary for each pair of
particles. Near neighbours can have a substantial potential energy. Due
to the Coulomb interaction during the flight, part of r.his potential
energy will be redistributed into kinetic energy. As the associated
velocity
components are fully stochastic,
the potential
energy
relaxation causes an increase of the velocity spread. The increase of
the axial velocity spread corresponds to the Boersch effect.
It would be convenient to have an expression for the upper limit
of the Boersch effect caused by potential energy relaxation, similar to
equation (3.3.3), specifying the upper limit for the relaxation of
Kinetic energy. In order to derive such an expression, we have to
introduce the concept of Debeye screening first. This will be done in
the next section. As the subject of screening is of general importance
to the theory of particle interactions, we will investigate
its
applicability to a system of identical charged particles in some detail.
In section 3.10 we will return to the main line of this chapter and
consider the thermodynamic limit for the process of potential energy
relaxation.

3.9

Debeye screening

We wish to calculate the effective potential field of a fixed
charged particle, surrounded by other charged particles, which are
statistically distributed. This problem was first considered by Debeye
and Hiickel (1923). They demonstrated that the potential field of an ion
in a strong electrolyte is effectively screened by the cloud of
particles surrounding it. The effective force range of the ion is
therefore confined within a certain characteristic length, which is
determined by the charge density and temperature of the medium. This
length is called the Debeye screening length X D . Here we will study the
applicability
of this concept to a non-neutralized system of identical
charged particles.
Let N be the total number of particles in the system, n the
average particle density, e the particle charge and m the particle mass.
Consider a test particle located in the origin (r=0) of a coordinate
system. The Coulomb potential field of the test particle is given by
•(r) = Ce/r

(3.9.1)

where CG=e/4ne0 (note: Co=eCc). The other particles are referred to as
field particles. The spatial distribution of the field particles around
the origin will be affected by the presence of the electrostatic field
of
the test particle and consequently deviates from an uniform
distribution. This redistribution of the particles around the origin
creates an electrostatic field, which partly compensates the original
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field of the test particle. The effective screened potential * s (r) of
the test particle, is now defined as the sum of the original and the
induced potential. The Poisson equation for this potential can be
written as
V** s (r) = - Sir) + - n«(r)
EO

(3.9.2)

CO

where 6(r>=$(x)4(y)*(z) is the three-dimensional delta function. The
quantity n«(r) is
the
local deviation from the average particle
density n, which is induced by the test particle

n d (r) = nn,(r) - n

with

N
n n (r) = £ e«(r-rj)

(3.9.3)

Presupposing thermodynamic equilibrium, the microscopic distribution
nn,(r) will obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics (as usual we ignore
quantum-mechanical effects, assuming that the particle density is low
enough)
=n e

(3.9.4)

Substitution into equation (3,9.3) yields

I

J

kBT

The expansion of the exponential function requires e$ s (r)/kiT«l, which
means that the potential energy of the particles is assumed to be much
smaller than their kinetic energy. Substitution of equation (3.9.5) into
the Poisson equation (3.9,2) yields
vz* s (r) + * s (r)/X D E

= - 6 IT)
Eo

(3.9.6)

where \t> i s the Debeye screening length, defined as
X, ^ feokuT | 1 / 2
(3.9.7)
{ e2n J
The solution of equation (3.9,6), with the boundary condition that * s ( r )
vanishes at infinity, i s
* s ( r ) - £l

r M B
e

(3.9.8)

r
Thus, for distances r«\o the effective potential is essentially equal
to the bare Coulomb potential, given by equation (3.9.1), while it is
strongly reduced for distances r>Ao. Thus, roughly speaking, one may
say that, according to equation (3.9.8), the
effective interaction
range of the test particle is limited to the Debeye distance \j>.
We will continue this section by considering the validity of the
screening concept for non-neutralized systems. We have assumed that the
main effect of the Coulomb interaction is a microscopic redistribution
of the particles, while the macroscopic dimensions of the system remain
unchanged. Accordingly, we considered the average density n to be
constant. Clearly, for a non-neutralized system of charged particles in
a field free space, this can not be entirely true. The collective
Coulomb repulsion will cause the system to expand under influence of its
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own space charge, leading to a lower average density. A way out of this
problem is to assume that the time scale of the collective process is
much longer then the relaxation time associated with the discrete
particle effects.
Let us investigate whether such an assumption is justified or
not- In order to estimate the time scale of the collective process, we
consider a sphere of radius B within the particle gas. The force F
acting on a particle located on the surface of the sphere is given by
(3.8.9)
3e0
as follows with Gauss's theorem. We now demand that the displacement of
the particle, due to the force F, during some time interval Tf, which is
representative for the time scale of the system, is small compared to R
« R
(3.9.10)
2m
For the case of a particle beam Tf, should be chosen equal to the tine
of flight, which is given by equation (3.2.3). Substitution of equation
(3.9.9) into equation (3.9.10) yields
Tf « —

(3.9.11)

Up

where up is given by
up = p - M

(3.9.12)

This quantity is known as the plasma frequency.
Now, let us estimate thp time scale associated with the discrete
particle effects. The derivation of the screened potential relies upon
the assumption that the density distribution of the field particles,
under influence of the electrostatic field of the test particle, obeys
Maxvell-Boltzmann statistics, s<*e equation (3.3.4). The relaxation time
required for the system to establish this equilibrium condition, can
roughly be estimated as the time in which a particle, with a typical
thermal velocity v*(kBT/m)'lz, travels over the Debeye distance Xn.
Thus, thermodynamic equilibrium requires

Substitution of the expression for AD, given by equation (3.9.7), yields
Tr » —

(3.9.14)

up

where a, is again given by equation (3.9.12). Debeye screening requires
the relaxation time l/u>t to be short compared to the timescale of the
system Tf.
Clearly, the constraints of equations (3.9.11) and (3.9.14) can
not be fulfilled simultaneously. This analysis shows that, in a system
of identical charged particles,
collective effects and discrete
particle effects take place on the same time scale, characterized by the
quantity l/up. Thus, one may not assume that the redistribution of
nearest neighbours occurs much faster than the spreading under influence
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of the average space charge force. Nevertheless, Debeye screening may
occur for Tr>>l/up, but the average density appearing in equation
(3.9.7) can not be treated as a constant.
We end up with some additional remarks regarding the screening
concept in general. The approximation used in equation (3.9.5) requires
that e*s(r)/kBT<<l, which says that the average potential energy per
particle should be small compared to the average kinetic energy per
particle. Let us rewrite this constraint in terms of the characteristic
physical quantities of the system. It is to be expected that the final
result for the screened potential * s (r>, given by equation (3.9.8),
depends critically on this condition
only for those values of r for
which * s (r) differs significantly from the bare Coulomb potential, say
for r>\D. Thus, utilizing equation (3.9.7), one should demand

kBT
where NB"(4/3>irADJn, which is the number of particles contained within a
sphere with radius A D , called the Debeye sphere. Thus equation (3,9.15)
states that the constraint e*s(r)/kBT<<l requires that the number of
particles Ng within the Debeye sphere is large. It should be noted that
this condition is required anyhow, to justify the use of MaxwellBoltzinann statistics (which pertains to a macroscopic system).
The screening according to equation (3.9.8), can not be taken
literally for all particles at all time. In the derivation given above,
the test particle is conceived as a fixed force centre around vhich
there
exists
a
spherical
symmetric
Maxwell-Boltzmann
density
distribution of all other particles. In reality, the test particle is
not fixed, but fallows some irregular curved trajectory, due to the
interaction with the other particles. Thus, if an equilibrium condition
is established around a test particle at all at some point in time, it
will be broken up shortly after that, when it changes its course due to
some strong collision. Notice also that a density distribution can not
be
a spherical symmetric Maxwell-Boltzmaun distribution for
two
different force centres simultaneously. From these arguments, it should
be concluded that the screening described by equation (3.9.8) will not
occur for every particle at all time. Nevertheless, if the system exists
long enough, every particle will on the average experience a deficiency
of particles in its immediate neighbourhood, leading to somekind of
screening, which can roughly be characterized by equation (3.9.8).
Finally, taking as a numerical example the case of electrons
with density n=10 ls nr 3 and temperature T=103K, one obtains the fallowing
values: Debeye length A»=2X1O- S IB, number of particles in Debeye sphere
Nn="''3)itXD;>n=4xl0il, plasma frequency up-fcxH^s"1. Thus, such a system
fulfils the requirement that N B is a large number and somekind of
screening will occur after
a
time
interval
long compared to

3.10

Potential energy relaxation

We will exploit the analysis of the previous section to
determine an upper limit for the effect of potential energy relaxation.
Consider the same system of identical particles as in the previous
section, but now assume that they are initially all at rest. Let they be
uniformly distributed over a volume V. The total potential energy Oi in
the initial situation, is given by
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1 N
2 .

co_ i r
r co_
rij * 2 n J vr* J yFi rij

(3.10.1)

where rij-|ri-rj|, the distance between particle i and j.
volume V, one may ignore edge-effects and approximate

For a

f dr jjl
Jv

large

(3.10.2)

r

Notice that the integral in equation (3.10.2) diverges when one takes V
infinitely large. In other words, the total potential energy per unit of
volume Ui/V increases with the size of the system. This is a consequence
of the long range of the Coulomb force.
Now, assume that the particles start interacting. As a result,
part of the initial potential energy Ui will be converted into thermal
energy, which is related to the random components of motion. At the sasse
time, the system will expand under influence of its average space
charge. This' expansion corresponds to a systematic motion and has no
direct impact on the thermal energy of the particles. As we are
primarily interested in obtaining an upper limit for the resulting
temperature of the system, we will ignore the average space charge
effect entirely and assume that system will reach
thermodynamic
equilibrium while maintaining its average density n.
In
thermodynamic
equilibrium, the
microscopic
density
distribution n w (r) obeys Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and is given by
equation (3.9.4). Accordingly, the total potential energy U e , in the
equilibrium situation, can be expressed as
(3.10.3)

Conservation of energy implies that the difference in potential energy
between the initial and the equilibrium situation should be identical to
the resulting total thermal energy of the system
^nVkBT = U t - U.

13.10.4)

using that N=nV. Substitution of equations (3.10.2) and (3.10.3)
equation (3.10.4) yields

f dr rSL

Jy

into

J

AS the volume V is large, one may approximate this equation as

?nVk,T = in-v j\.,-dr £t (l - .-*.<'>/«j

(3.10.6)

employing spherical coordinates. The integral in equation (3.10.6) is
finite, despite the fact that we took V infinitely large. This is a
result
of the fact that the screened potential * s (r) decreases
exponentially for r » A r , as can be seen from equation (3.9.8).
By combining equations (3.9.7),
(3.9.8) and (3.10.6) and
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substituting x=r/Xn, one obtains

f* F1

-

exp

f

1

exp(-x)H
-——
1 xdx = 3

(3,10.7)

This equation was solved numerically. It yields
a
With equation
particle

(3.9.7),

with

a - .2851

one

finds for the final

(3.10.8)
thermal

energy

jfcBT = ^ <4ira2)"3 Co n 1 ' 3

per

(3.10.9)

which depends on the average particle density n only.
Let us now return to the case of a homocentric cylindrical
particle beam. From equations (3.10.9) and (3.8.2), one obtains as an
upper limit for the energy spread generated by potential energy
relaxation
<OEB2>112

Substitution of
(3.2.5), yields

CO

the

expression for the density n, given

by

equation

where J l=I/itroz) is the current density in the beam. For the case cf
electrons one finds Cpt=7.972xlO-3. Taking as a numerical example
J=100A/mz and V=10kV, equation (3.10.11) yields <AE//2>i (*=0.80 eV.
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4. THE M O T BOOK PROBLEM OF PARTICLES INTERACTING THROUGH AH IHVERSE
SQUARE FORCE LAN
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter the Boltzmann equation vas introduced as
the fundamental equation for the time development of the single-particle
distribution function f(r,v,t) in T B N space- Its implications were
studied for the specific case of a system of identical particles, which
do not interact. In this chapter, the more complex problem is considered
of a system of identical particles, interacting through a force which is
proportional to the inverse square of the distance between
the
particles. This type of N-bcdy problem is extensively studied in plasma
physics as well as in stellar dynamics. The fundamental aspects of the
approaches taken in these fields are outlined, starting from the
Boltzmann equation. Their applicability to the particular problem of
Coulomb interactions in particle beams is investigated.
The main part of this chapter is concerned with the so-called
Fokker-Planck approach. This approach relies on the assumption that the
action of the fluctuating component of the interaction force can be
described in terms of a diffusion process in velocity space. This
assumption is justified for systems of high particle density, operating
at a high temperature, near thermodynamic equilibrium. Accordingly, the
Fokker-Planck approach is suited for plasmas, in which these conditions
are usually fulfilled. It is shown that Fokker-Planck approach is, in
general,
not
suited to describe the impact of the statistical
interactions in particle beams. The main reason for this failure is that
a particle beam is relatively "cold" compared to a plasma and usually
operates at a low density, while the particles have a short flight time
relative to the characteristic relaxation times involved. This also
indicates that thermodynamic equilibrium is not reached in practical
beams. Accordingly, Debeye screening usually does not occur.
The Fokker-Planck approach may be adequate to evaluate the
energy spread generated in the vicinity of a narrow crossover in a beam
of relatively high density, where the conditions of a plasma are, to
some extent, reproduced. The root mean square (rms) energy spread can be
determined from the velocity-diffusion coefficient used in the FokkerPlanck equation. The resulting expression is, apart from a numerical
factor, indentical to the one presented by Zimmerntann (1970) and Knauer
(1979a) for a cylindrical beam segment.
The last part of this chapter ji concerned with the Holtsmark
distribution, which is the probability distribution of the electric
field strength
acting on some point in a gas composed of randomly
distributed point charges. It is shown that the distribution of
velocities generated in an extended homocentric cylindrical beam segment
is Holtsmarkian, provided that the perturbations are small.
This
knowledge can be exploited to calculate the energy spread and tb"
angular deflections generated in a nearly homocentric cylindrical beam
of relatively low density. The dependency of the energy spread on the
experimental parameters is made explicit.
The method centred around the Holtsmark distribution is suited
to describe the effect of potential energy relaxation in a homocentric
cylindrical beam of low particle density, whereas the Fokker-Planck
approach can be used to describe the effect of kinetic energy relaxation
in a beam segment with a narrow crossover of high particle density. A
more refined model will be presented in chapter 5, which is suited to
calculate the impact of the statistical interactions, in any type of
beam geometry, for any practical particle density. It combines some of
the features of the two approaches which are discussed here.
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4.2

Vlasov equation

Consider a system of N identical particles in which the
Fij exerted by particle j on particle i can be expressed as
Ft, = Co ^ - i ~

force
(4.2.1)

where the relative position rij=ri-rj and Co is a physical constant,
which depends on the type of interaction. For a system of identical
charged particles Co=e2/4ireo, where e denotes the particle charge. For a
stellar system Co=-Gm2, where G is the gravitational constant and m the
"particle" mass. Clearly, in practical stellar systems the mass varies
per star and Co depends on the pair of stars considered, thus Co=Coij- A
similar complication arises in multi-component plasmas.
Although the
calculations for such systems are more elaborate than those for a system
consisting of identical particles, the fundamental issues involved are
the same. For simplicity we concentrate on the case of identical charged
particles.
The calculations presented here are
non-relativistic.
Accordingly, magnetic interactions are ignored.
The total force on particle i is equal to the sum of the forces
exerted by all other particles

(4 2 2)

- -

assuming that external forces are absent. Due to the long range of the
interaction
force,
the number of particles which
significantly
contribute to the total force Vi on particle i, will in general be
large. In other words, every particle interacts with many other
particles simultaneously. Most of these interactions will be weak, which
means that they cause only small changes in the velocity of the
colliding particles. Strong
collisions, which correspond to large
changes in velocity,
will be relatively rare. Consequently, the
trajectories in coordinate space follow smoothly curved lines with
continuously varying curvature. It should be noted that this situation
is quite different from the one encountered in non-ionized gases. At
normal densities, the interaction between neutrals is limited
to
infrequent, strong collisions between pairs. The collisions are well
separated in time, which means that collisions involving more than two
particles simultaneously are rare. Accordingly, the particles follow a
broken line in space. This motion can adequately be characterized by
quantities as the "mean free path" (average distance between two
collisions) and the "collision frequency" (number of collisions per time
unit), which are of central importance to the kinetic theory of nonionized gases. For instance, see Chapman and Cowling (1970). It might be
clear that such concepts are less suited for the description of ionized
gases. Thus, the theory for plasmas and stellar dynamics requires a
different approach than taken in the classical kinetic theory of gases.
As every particle interacts simultaneously with many other
particles, both near and remote, it aprc--* *•" be justifiable to
distinguish between the influence of the system as a whole and the
influence of the immediate local neighbourhood. The former will be a
smoothly varying function of position and time, which can be expressed
in terms of a potential #(r,t), while the latter will be subject to
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relatively rapid fluctuations. Accordingly, the total interaction force
on particle i is divided into two components
tt = r l v , + Wi ,i =

•(r i ,t) + Co 2 ^ - j
(4.2.3)
lJ
j
in which the summation in the second term on the right hand sight is now
limited to neighbours.
The potential *(r,t) corresponds to the
smoothsd-out distribution of charge.
It can be related to the singleparticle distribution function f(r,v*,t> as

Co J

*(r,t) - Co I d»i

dri

This potential is a function of the absolute position within the system
r and time t only and is, in that respect, equivalent to an external,
time dependent, electrostatic potential. Thus, the first component in
equation (4.2.3) may be treated as an external force. The second
component can not directly be expressed in terms of the macroscopic
properties of the system. Formally, the summation over j refers to near
neighbours. However, it is difficult to define an adequate criterion to
distinguish near neighbours from the other particles in the system. In
fact, the second term
just represents the remaining force after
substraction of the average component Fav.i. One usually identifies this
component with the force exerted during collisions. We prefer the more
general term "fluctuating force component" and denote it as ft.
Using equation (4.2.3), Boltzmann's equation (3.5.2) can now be
expressed as
dt

at

3r

m ar Bv

in which [3f/at]r is the rate of change of f(r,v,t) due to the
fluctuating component of the interaction force. Disregarding this term
([af/3t]f=0), equation (4.2.5) becomes identical to the so-called nonreiativistic Vlasov equation for a single component plasma
df
af
— = —
dt
at

+

v

et
3r

i a* at
•—
m 3r 3v

= 0

,, , ^
(4.2.6)

In combination with equation (4.2.4), the Vlasov equation offers a selfconsistent description of the system
in collisionless
continuum
approximation, determining the time-development of the single-particle
distribution
function f(r,v,t),
under influence of the
average
interaction force. Clearly, the Vlasov equation does not account for the
fluctuations due to the discreteness of the particles, referred to as
collisional effects. Thus it is unable to describe an approach of the
system towards equilibrium. In stellar dynamics, the Vlasov equation
(usually referred to as collisionless Boltzmann equation) is used to
describe the evolution of stellar systems which can be regarded as
collisionless, which means that their characteristic relaxation times
are large compared to the total timescale of the universe («*10'« years).
In particular, it is used to describe the dynamics of Galaxies, see for
instance Chandrasekhar (1942a) and Contoupolos (1972).
In plasma
physics, one usually deals with neutralized, multi-component systems. In
such systems, the average interaction force P»v is responsible for the
occurrence of collective plasma oscillations.
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4.3

Fokkcr-Planck equation

Let us now consider the fluctuations in the interaction force.
Equation (4.2.3) expresses that the fluctuating component of the total
force, acting on a test particle, is related to the distribution of its
neighbour field particles, which is a rapidly changing function of time,
A rough estimation of the correlation time of the fluctuations Tf is
given by the ratio between the average separation of the particles and
their average relative velocity
Tf = n-»'3/<v2>i/2 * n-»'» (m/kiiT)1'2

(4.3.1)

where n is the average particle density and m is the particle mass. The
relation <vz>«kBT/m was utilized, assuming thermal equilibrium. In terms
of collisions, Tf can be regarded as a measure for the average collision
duration. As a numerica1 example, consider the case of electrons in a
plasma with density n=10l6rrrJ and temperature T=10sK. From equation
(4.3.1) one finds Tr*4.10-iz s. This time will be short compared to the
time in which any of the macroscopic parameters of the system change
appreciable. Thus, in general, the fluctuations in the interaction force
will occur with extreme rapidity compared to the rate of change of the
average force F»T, which is related to the time-development of the
(macroscopic)
single-particle distribution function
f(r,v,t),
as
expressed by equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.4).
From these considerations, it appears to be reasonable to assume
that there exists a time interval At, which is long compared to the
correlation time of the fluctuations Tf, but short enough to neglect the
variation in F i ¥ . The velocity change of the test particle, during this
time interval, can then be expressed as

f

t+it
Ff(t') dt'
t

(4.3.2)

For the conditions stated (At>>Tf), the displacements 5v(t;At) and
4v(t+At;At),
experienced by the test particle in successive time
intervals, are expected to show no correlation. To put it more
generally, the displacements experienced in disjoint tine intervals can
be considered as statistically independent. Thus, on this time scale the
motion in velocity space can be visualized as a succession of random
microscopic jumps superimposed on a smooth systematic motion, determined
by tt,. It should be noted that the choice of the time scale is here of
crucial importance. On a finer time scale. At becomes of the same order
as the correlation time of the fluctuations (or collision duration) Tf.
Consequently, the displacements, experienced during successive time
intervals, will be correlated, since they are caused by the interaction
within the same complexion of neighbours (or in other words the same
collision). Using a more course grained time scale, implies that the
variation in F 1T ,
during the time interval At, can no longer be
neglected, while the size of jumps *v, due to F/, can no longer be
regarded as microscopic small. Consequently, the separation between F» T
and Fr becomes useless. The constraints on the time interval At can be
summarized as
At»Tf ,

f(r,v,t+At) * f(r,v,t) ,

«v(t;At)«(k«T/m)i'2

(4.3.3)

It is essential to the theory, presented in the remainder of this
section,
that
a time interval At exists,
which fulfils these
requirements.
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Although the velocity displacements 6v, experienced in disjoint
time intervals, are uncorrelated, there may be a systematic tendency
for velocities to jump in a specific direction. Such should be expected
when a
test
particle has an excess velocity relative to the field
particles surrounding it, or in other words, a velocity which is large
compared to the average thermal velocity (kaT/m)" 2 . In that case, the
field particles will on the average decelerate the test particle. This
means that the average of the velocity displacements Sv, experienced by
the test particle during a certain period of time, will be non-zero,
while the resulting velocity change is directed opposite to the velocity
of the test particle. This phenomenon is referred to as dynamical
friction.
Under the conditions stated by the equations (4.3.3), the timedevelopment of the single-particle distribution function f(r,»,t),
under influence of the fluctuating component of the interaction force,
can be described by the integral equation
ff(r,v,t+At> = I dffv Wit(r,v-«v;Sv) £r(r,v-*v,t)

(4.3.4)

where Wit{r,v;4v) represents the transition probability that v changes
by an increment fv, during the time interval At. This function is
normalized such that
f <Uv Wit(r,v;<5v) - 1

(4.3.5)

The assumption underlying equation (4.3.4), is that the motion of a
particle in phase space, from its location (r,v) at time t to (r,v+6v)
at time t+At, depends only on its instantaneous position in phase space
(r,v) and is entirely independent of its previous coordinates. In
general, a stochastic process with this characteristic, namely that what
happens at a given instant of time depends only on the state of the
system at that time, is called a Markoff process. The validity of the
Markoff assumption depends on the choice of the time interval At, as was
discussed previously.
The transition probability function W4t(r,v;flv) represents the
essential stochastic nature of the interaction process. Notice that it
accounts for jumps in velocity only. Clearly, the fluctuations in the
interaction force cause random spatial displacements Sr within the time
interval At as well. However, these displacements are of the order At2
and can thus be neglected if At is small enough. Spatial displacements,
without the time interval At, are represented through the change in
velocity Jv and need not be considered separately. Basicly, this
approach expresses that the trajectories of the particles in coordinate
space can adequately be described as a concatenation of straight lines,
provided that At is chosen short enough. In this context, it should be
added that one often studies extended homogeneous systems, in which the
microscopic spatial displacements can be disregarded anyhow (from a
macroscopic point of view).
Equation (4.3.4) is true irrespective of the size of the jump
Sv. He will now exploit the fact that the jumps in velocity are expected
to be small. Expanding equation (4.3.4) in Taylor series with respect to
t and v, one finds (notation: f=f r (r,v,t); W it =W At (r,v;«v))
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=

f

in which the summation indices k,1=1,2,3 refer to the components of fiv.
Defining the so-called first and second jump-moments as
<«vt> = I d«v Svk W i t ,

<«vtffvi> * I &Sv «vk«vi W i t

(A.3.6)

one may write

Equation (4.3.7)
relates the short-time stochastic behaviour of the
test particle, expressed in the jump moments of its velocity, to the
long time behaviour of the single-particle distribution
function
f<r,v,t). The principal advantage of this approximation above the
original problem, expressed by equation (4.3.4), is that it directly
relates the rate of change of the single-particle distribution function
f(r,v, t)
to the values of the jump moments <JSVk> and <Svt6vi>
(k,1=1,2,3), which can be obtained without detailed knowledge of the
entire transition probability function W At (r,v;«v). The jump-moments can
be estimated directly, by studying the collisional processes between a
test particle and its surrounding field particles over the time interval
At. This is a problem of particle dynamics, which will be considered in
section 4.5.
From the preceding analysis, it follows that the right hand side
of equation (4.2.5) can be expressed as (using the conventions of vector
and tensor analysis)

.

J

p

v

£

D

u.3.8)

3v
8v
where p is the so-called coefficient of dynamical friction and D is the
diffusion tensor (which is a tensor of the second rank with elements
Dkj). The vector J is called the collision flux. It represents the flux
in velocity space due to the fluctuating component of the interaction
force. By comparison with equation (4.3.7), it follows that 0 and D are
related to the jump-moments, defined by the equations (4.3.6), as

The dynamical friction force is related to the systematic part of the
velocity jumps of the test particle. The notation (-pv) expresses that
this force is expected to be proportional to minus the velocity of the
particle, similar to the friction force given by Stokes law. The
elements of the diffusion tensor D m are related to the purely
stochastic part of the velocity jumps of the test particle. In equation
(4.3.8), it was assumed that the tensor D is independent of the velocity
v. In general, it should be emphasized that the concept of dynamical
friction and diffusion relies on the assumption that p and D are a
function of the macroscopic properties of the system only. This is
equivalent to the assumption that both f(r,v,t) and HAt=w^t(r,v;av) are
slowly varying functions of r and v. The properties of p and D and their
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dependency on the macroscopic parameters will be discussed in section
4.5.
Equations (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) constitute the main results of
this section. They describe the impact of the fluctuations in the
interaction force (usually referred to as collisional effects) in socalled diffusion approximation. Combining equations (4.2.5) and (4.3.8),
one finds
df af
3i
l a* at
„ a*f
„ 32f
.. , ...
+
= — + v—
+ — —•—
= 0
D—
(4.3.10)
dt 3t
3r
m 3r 3v
dv
Bv*
which is an equation of the Fokker-Planck form. In combination with the
equations (4.2.4) and (4.3.9), the Fokker-Planck equation (4.3.10)
offers a self-consistent description of the system in diffusion
approximation, determining the time-development of the single-particle
distribution function f(r,v,t), under influence of the combined action
of the average interaction force and the fluctuating force component,
related to the discreteness of the particles. The remaining task, is to
calculate the coefficient of dynamical friction 0 and diffusion
coefficient D, as function of the macroscopic properties of the plasma.
For a general discussion of the Fokker-Planck equation, the
reader is referred to van Kampen (1981). A comprehensive review on
related topics as random walks, diffusion, Brownian motion and stellar
dynamics is given by Chandrasekhar (1943). The Fokker-Planck equation
and its application in plasma physics is discussed by Trubnikov (1965),
Sivukhin (1966) and Ichimaru (1973),

4.4

Aspects of the diffusion approximation

The Fokker-Planck equation (4.3.10) presupposes that the action
of the fluctuating component of the interaction force can adequately be
described as a diffusion process in velocity space. In this section we
will elucidate some aspects of this so-called diffusion approximation.
The rate of change of the single-particle distribution function
f(r,v,t), due to the fluctuations in the interaction force, is given by
equation (4.3.8). In order to clarify the structure of t'r.is equation, it
is instructive to consider an ordinary spatial diffusion process in an
atomair gas. Let p(r) be the mass density of the gas at position r, J*
the total mass flow at this location and D r the diffusion coefficient
(As the gas is isotropic, one finds for the tensor elements Dij=D£ij
and D reduces to a scalar). The mass flow J* is given by
J» = VP - Dr ^(4.4.1)
or
The first term represents the mass flow due to convection. The second
term specifies the contribution of diffusion. It expresses that the
mass flow, due to diffusion, is proportional to minus the gradient of
the mass density. This is known as Fick's law. Continuity requires

The so-called general diffusion equation follows by substituting
equation (4.4.1) into equation (4.4.2). Here, we merely want to show
that equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) have the same structure as equations
(4.3.8). The coefficients v and D r , appearing in equation (4.4.1), can
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be expressed in terms of the microscopic spatial jump Ar
particle, experienced during the period At

of

a

test

similar to equations (4.3.9). One easily verifies that
equations
(4.4.1), (4.4.2) and (4.4,3) are completely analogous to equations
(4.3.8) and (4.3.9). Formally,
the last set of equations can be
obtained from the first set, by replacing the spatial coordinates by
velocities : r-»v (thus r*-»v» and ri-»vi>.
In the derivation of equation (4.3.S), the expansion in Sv was
truncated after the second order term. This implies that tht jumps in
velocity 6v should be small. This condition is expressed by the last
constraint in equations (4.3.3). Clearly, the smaller one takes the time
period At, the smaller the corresponding velocity jump Sv. However, the
Markoff assumption requires that At is chosen large enough to guarantee
that
the velocity displacements,
experienced in successive time
intervals, are not correlated. This condition is expressed by the first
constraint in equations (4.3,3). In fact, it says that the velocity
displacements, experienced in disjoint time-intervals, should not be
generated by the same collision. The combination of the first and the
third constraint in equations (4.3.3) implies that the effect of strong
collisions
can not be taken into account within the
diffusion
approximation, since a strong collision results in a large velocity
displacement Sw within the correlation time Tf.
Another way to visualize the same problem, is the following.
Equation (4.3.8) expresses that the increment of the number
of
particles, contained within a volume element in velocity space, is equal
to the net flux through the volume boundaries. This is accurate when the
path of the test particle in velocity space can be regarded as
continuous, despite the fact that one is effectively sampling with a
period At. The continuity condition is violated during strong collision,
in which the velocity of the particle can change appreciable within the
period At. Let the velocity of the test particle at time t be v. If a
strong collisions occurs during the next time interval At, the particle
is in fact "annihilated" at point v and "created" at some remote point
v+ffv, without passing through the intermediate points in velocity space.
Accordingly, we conclude, once again, that the effect of strong
collisions can not be taken into account by means of equation (4.3.8).
The stationary solution of the diffusion equation is a Gaussian
distribution. This follows straightforwardly from equation (4.3,8). For
simplicity, let us consider a homogeneous isotropic system, for which
Dki=Dfiki, f (r,v,t)=nf(v,t) and D and p are constant. A stationary
solution f s implies [afs/at]r=O. By integration of the individual
equations for each of the three components of velocity, one finds for
the total velocity distribution
f s (v) = C e~P " '
J

tT* *

e

"

- C e

P

'

(4.4.4)

where C=(9/2T[D) '*,
as is required by normalization.
Thus, the
stationary
velocity distribution is a three-dimensional
Gaussian
distribution. This could be expected on the basis of the so-called
central limit theorem, which says that the probability distribution of
the sum of a great number of independent identical stochastic variables
(in this case the sum of all microscopic velocity jumps experienced by
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the test particle during a certain period of time) will be
Gaussian.
Notice that no stationary solution exists when the dynamical friction
coefficient p is zero. Without dynamical friction, there is no tendency
to equilibrium.
Prom statistical mechanics, one knows that the equilibrium
solution must be Maxwellian
1

'2

mv/2kBT
(4t4

'5)

which is identical to the stationary solution given by equation (4.4.4),
provided that
D/p = keT/m

(4.4.6)

Thus, the assumption that the stationary solution of the diffusion
equation (4.2.7) is Maxwellian,
implies that the coefficient of
dynamical friction fl and the diffusion coefficient D are related
according to equation (4.4.6). It expresses that the equilibrium
condition
implies
a balance between fluctuations
and
damping,
represented by D and JJ respectively. Equation (4.4.6) is an example of
the so-called fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
It should be noted that it is not trivial to identify the
stationary
solution of the diffusion equation (4.4.4) with
the
equilibrium solution (4.4.5). In fact, it is a principle task of the
theory
to demonstrate that an arbitrary initial state of the system,
will eventually (t-w>) lead to the stationary equilibrium solution given
by equation (4.4.5). Ke will not pursue this problem and assume that
this is indeed the case.

4.5

Calculation of coefficients of dynamical friction and diffusion

In the previous sections, the calculation of the evolution of
the single-particle distribution function f(r,v,t), under influence of
the fluctuating component of the interaction force, uas reduced to the
evaluation of the coefficient of dynamical friction 0 and the diffusion
tensor D, which are related to the first and second jump-moments of the
particle velocities respectively, as expressed by equation (4.3.9). In
this section we will consider the dynamical problem of calculating
these jump moments, defined by equation (4,3.6).
In plasma-physics, one usually identifies the effect of the
fluctuating component of the interaction force, acting on a particle
during the time interval At, with the impact of all two-particle
collisions experienced by the particle in that period.
He will follow
this approach. Consider a homogeneous system of identical charged
particles with density n. Assume that the velocity distribution f(v) is
isotropic and that the velocities show no correlation with the position
within the system (molecular chaos). Let us focus on a single test
particle and calculate its interaction with the other particles in the
system, called field particles. First, we will determine the impact of a
collision with a single field particle. This leads to an expression for
the velocity shift of the test particle as function of the relative
initial position and velocity of the two particles.
Next, we will
determine the mean velocity shift and mean square velocity shift,
experienced by the test particle over a period of time At, by averaging
over all possible relative coordinates of test and field particle,
taking their probability distribution into account. It is assumed that
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initial asymptote

f

\ final
asymptote

4.1

Relative coordinates of tuo particles
with interaction
(perturbed trajectory) and without interaction (unperturbed
trajeetory).
The parameter b is the impact parameter and x
is the deflection angle for a complete collision.

L

*-2
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Orientation of the orbital plane uith respect to an
orthoeonal coordinate system, uith a z-axis vhieh
is
directed along the initial relative velocity v i .

the system operates near thermodynamic equilibrium, which implies that
the velocity distribution of the particles is (nearly) Maxwellian.
Consider a collision betwaen the test particle and a single
field particle. Let us denote the initial position and velocity of the
test
particle as rt and »t respectively and the
corresponding
coordinates of the field particle as rr and Vf.
As the interaction
force is central, the motion of the particles takes place in a plane,
referred to as the orbital plane. The collision can best be described in
terms of the relative position r=rr-rt and relative velocity v=Vf-vt.
The relative position vector follows a hyperbola in the orbital plane,
see figure 4.1. The deflection angle x specifies the angle between the
asymptotes of the hyperbola. It is given by
tan(x/2) = ^
D

and

b± = ^ f
W

(4.5.1)

where v=|vf-vt1 is the magnitude of the relative velocity and b is the
impact parameter, which is defined as the closest distance of approach
for the imaginary case that the particles da not interact. The quantity
b± is the value of the impact parameter which leads to a 90 degrees
deflection (x=u/2). For a derivation of equation (4.5.1), the reader is
referred to section 6.4. It should be emphasized that equation (4.S.I)
pertains to a complete collision, that is a collision for which the
initial and final state approach the asymptotic conditions. In such a
collision, both the initial and final energy will be entirely kinetic.
Thus, conservation of energy implies that only the direction of the
relative velocity is changed and not its magnitude. Accordingly, a
complete collision is sufficiently specified by the deflection angle x
only (as far as the motion in the orbital plane is concerned).
Let us define the direction of the initial relative velocity
v=vr-vt as the z-direction. Let ip be the angle between the orbital plane
and the x-axis, see figure 4.2. The three components of the velocity
displacement of the test particle, can now be expressed as
1
Av* = - v sinx cos v = v

tan(x/2)
1+tanZ(x/2)

cos* = r

1
Avr = - v sinx sin t
2
1
,
,.
Avi = - v (cosx-1)
2

v-J]
^ - cos*

T

v-Jq
= - — E — slap
1 + q
=

v

-tanMx/2)
l+tan*(x/2>

(4.5.2)

v
1 + q

where q=(b/bx) z . The factor 1/2 is included to account for the fact that
the change in the velocity of the test particle is half the change in
the relative velocity of the particles, as follows from conservation of
momentum (for particles with identical mass).
The number of collisions dN c , experienced by the test particle
during the time interval At, with an impact parameter between b and
b+db, azimuth between \p and ifi+iip and relative velocity between v and
v+dv, is equal to
dNt = n f(v*wt)dv

vAt dip bdb

(4.5.3)

using that Vf=v+vt. Accordingly, the average of an arbitrary collision
quantity A=A(b,v,ip) (such as Av», Av,, A V I S AV,,*, ...) over all
collisions, experienced during time interval At, can be expressed as
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r2lt f b m

f
jdv f(v+vt)<A(v)> ,

<A(v)> - nvAt Id* Jbdb A(b,v,p)

(4.5.4)

For convenience of notation we separated the average over the spatial
coordinates b and t, represented as <A(v)>, from the total average
«.k»,
which also includes an average over the relative velocity v (the
reader should be alert that the notation «..>> will also be used to
indicate cumulants, e.g. in section 5.5. Here it just refers to a double
average). The upper integration boundary of the impact parameter b is
denoted as b™. In order to include all field particles, one should take
bm=«>. However, this would lead to a divergence of the b-integral and one
is forced to introduce some finite value for b m . We will cone back to
this point later on. From equations (4.5.2) and (4.5.4). one finds by
integration
<Avx> = <Avy> = 0

= 0

for

<Av x g >

<AvT2>

At

±

k*l
1

,,(,,.

(4.5.5)
-

<lm\

4nnCo2

where qmHbn/b^)* and Ac is the so-called Coulomb logarithm, defined as

Ac = ^ [ dq ~-

J

o

= lnKl+qB)*/^! * lntq,,1'2) = ln(b»/b±)

(4.5.6)

+q

All approximations expressed in equations of (4.5.5) and (4.5.6),
require ->!«,>> 1 (thus b,,»b x ). Notice that the equations (4.5.5), as well
as equations (4.5.2), fulfil the relation
(4.5.7)
which follows from the fact that the magnitude of the relative velocity
is conserved in every complete collision: |v+Av|=v.
The Coulomb logarithm Ac diverges logarithmically with the
maximum value of the impact parameter b*. The quantities in equation
(4.5.5) which are proportional to Ac, diverge accordingly. In plasmaphysics one usually takes b n equal to the Debeye screening length,
which was introduced in section 3.9. This choice is somewhat arbitrary,
in particular as far as the exact numerical value is concerned. The
physical basis of the divergence of the Coulomb logarithm Ac is
investigated in the next section, leading to the conclusion that
different expressions for bn should be used to treat the cases of
neutralized and non-neutralized systems. At this point, it is sufficient
to realize that the final results are not very sensitive to the exact
value of bm, since it appears under the logarithm in the expression for
Ac. Furthermore, it is important to observe that the higher jump-moments
than the second are finite, even for b»-w>. This can directly be verified
from the equations (4.5.2) and equation (4.5.4).
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0.2 -

fieurt 4.3

The functions G(x> and erf<x)-G(x), defined by equation
(4.5.9).

The final step in the calculation of the jump-moments, is to
evaluate the average of the quantities given by equations (4.5,5) over
the velocity distribution of the field particles, as expressed by the
first equation of (4.5.4). Notice that the Coulomb logarithm Ac depends
on the relative velocity v through b x , see equations (4.5.6) and
(4.5,1). However, since the exact value of b m is somewhat arbitrary
anyhow, one usually treats Ac as a constant by substituting some
characteristic value for the relative velocity. We will follow this
approach. The orientation of the coordinate system, used so far, depends
on the direction of the relative velocity v=vr-vt. Consequently, it will
vary with Vf, Therefore, we now choose a new coordinate system, in which
the z-axis is in the direction of the test particle v t . Assuming that
the velocity distribution of the field particles is Maxwellian, one
finds after a lengthy, but straightforward calculation (see, for
instance, Chandrasekhar (1942a) or Trubnikov (1965))

«Av z »
At
At

G(v t /v T )

[erf(vt/vT) - G(v t /v T )]

At

(4.5.8)

<<Av z *»
At

G(v t /v T )

in which VT=(2kBi7m)i'z is the thermal velocity and

erf(x) = i

erf(x) - x{d[erf(x)]/dx}
2x8

The functions G(x) and erfU)-G(x) are plotted in figure 4.3.
arguments, one finds by means of power expansion
~

(4.5.9)

For small

(4.5.10)
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Thus, for vt/v-r<<l equations (A.5.8) can be approximated by
<<Avz>>

lbj^'SnC^Ac
(4.5.11)

it

At

At

2

3m vT

'"

2D>

The diffusion tensor elements can be expressed as Dn-*iciD, which
corresponds to an isotropic diffusion process. This is not surprising,
since it was assumed that the velocity distribution of the field
particles
is spherical symmetric.
The diffusion constant D
is
independent of Vt, while the dynamical friction (=<<Av z »/At) is
proportional to -vt, as assumed in equation (4.3.8), Notice that the
equations (4.5.11) indeed fulfil relation (4.4.6),
justifying, a
posteriori, the assumption that the equilibrium velocity distribution of
the field particles is Maxwellian.

4.6

Couloxb logarithm

The Coulomb logarithm, defined by equation (4.5.6), depends on
the ratio l W b A , where b m denotes the maximum value of the impact
parameter considered in the calculation of the velocity jump-moments and
b^ is the value of the impact parameter, corresponding to a 90 degrees
deflection, as defined by equation (4.5.1). If one takes bn equal to the
the Debeye screening length \j>, given by equation (3.9.7), equation
(4.5.6) transforms to
, , ,*. v
pirmc^XkBTeo)
Te )l
,, , ,,
lnU
- ^
J * ln[f6it(k
D /b x ) * ln[
e;*;'t j (4.6.1)
B

0

using that <vs>=3kgT/m. Taking as a numerical example the case of
electrons in a plasma, with n=10i«nr3,
T=105K, one finds Xi/b±=2xl06
and Lewi4.
The
procedure of cutting off the interaction range at the
Debeye length is introduced to obtain
non-divergent results. This
method appears to be rather artificial and we wish to investigate
its
physical basis in more detail. The origin of the divergence is not the
long range of the Coulomb force, as is often stated, but rather the
utilization of equation (4.5.1) beyond its range of applicability. This
equation specifies the angle of deflection X in a binary collision,
defined as
the angle between the asymptotes of the
hyperbola,
describing the relative motion of the particles in the orbital plane.
Accordingly, its applicability requires that the collision is complete
within the time interval At. This implies that the distance vAt, over
which the collision takes place, should be large compared to the
distance of closest approach, which is (for most collisions) of the same
magnitude as the impact parameter b. Thus, the applicability of equation
(4.5.1) requires vAt»b.
However, this condition is certainly not
fulfilled for very remote collisions, that is collisions with a large
value of the impact parameter b. By using equation (4.5,1) to compute
the effect of such collisions, one overestimates their contribution to
the total deviation of the test particle. This causes the divergence of
the results given by the equations (4.5.5).
equation
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From this analysis the remedy appears to be simple. The usage of
(4.5.1) should be restricted to those impact parameters for

Figan t.t

Initial relative coordinates of two particles involved in a
weak collision. The foree F acting on the test partiele is
separated in a component Fff, parallel to the initial
relative velocity v and a component f±, perpendicular to
this direction.

which the corresponding collision is nearly complete, say
where C I < < 1 . For larger values one should employ a more refined particle
dynamics, which takes the length of the interaction into account. For
large values of b, say b>cjvAt, where ca>>l, the deviations from the
unperturbed trajectories will be small and first order perturbation
theory is appropriate to solve the dynamical problem. In this approach
one calculates the interaction force, as if the particles were running
along their unperturbed trajectories. Non-divergent results for the
jump-moments can be obtained, by using complete collision dynamics for
small b-values and first order perturbation dynamics for large b-values.
In this approach, one avoids the introduction of an artificial upper
limit for b.
Let us consider the first order perturbation approximation for
the dynamical problem more closely. As before, we define the direction
of the relative velocity v=Vf-vt as the z-direction. Assume that the
test-particle is located in the origin of the coordinate system. The
unperturbed
distance
between
the particles is
now
given
by
f(t)=(2<t)*+b*]»'*=l<vt)*+b*]i'*, defining t=0 as the moment of closest
approach (f=b), see figure 4.4. The force acting on the test particle
can be expressed in terms of a component parallel to v (z-direction) and
a
component
perpendicular to v.
In first
order
perturbation
approximation, these components are equal to
(4.6.2)
For the corresponding
particle, one finds

components of the velocity shift

of

the

test

to+AtZ«+VAt
m

^;;t|ifa)

mvb

(4.6.3)
(t)

Co I
s _ _

m

1

I

mv \[b^+(zo+vAt)* 1'

o*)i<4

where 2«=vto. The required x, y and z components of the velocity shift,
now follow as Av^Av^cos^, Avy=Avisin* and AVi=Av7/. The resulting
expressions constitute an alternative to those of equation (4.5.2). They
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apply to remote collisions, that is to b>c2vAt. Notice that both sets of
expressions
become
identical
in the limit of
weak
complete
interactions, which corresponds to : Zo •» °>. (zo+vAt) •* », q •» <*>.
One can now perform the first step of the calculation of
the
first and second order velocity jump moments, which is described by the
second equation of (4.5.4), in alternative way by splitting the bintegration into two parts

<A(v)>= n |dip IvAtlbdb AB(b,v,^) •
J t\ V
U

Jn
U

bdb
i i^
Dl

dzo Ar(zo ,b,v,*) I
J _,—
~™

(4.6.4)

/

where bi=cvAt, with ci<c<cs. A n is the expression of the quantity A
(which stands for Avx. Av¥, Av*, Av*a, ...) obtained for a near
(complete) collision and Ar the alternative expression for a remote
collision, obtained by first order perturbation theory. A calculation
along these lines was carried out by Sivukhin (1966). We will summarize
his reasoning.
It is sufficient to consider the calculation of <AvK*>=<AVyz>=
<Av ± 2 >/2, since <Av72> can be neglected for A C > > 1 , while the correct
value of <Av2> follows from <Av x 2 >, using equation (4.5.7). Clearly,
the first term of equation (4.6.4) leads to the expressions for <Avx2>
and <Avyz> given by (4.5.5), where b m is now replaced by bi. The second
term in equation (4,6.4) can be scaled in such a way, that one obtains
an expression, which is identical to that of the first term, but in
which Ac is replaced by a two dimensional integral, which contains the
ratio bt/v&t as the only free parameter. Accordingly, one may conclude
that equation (4.5.5) remains true, provided that the Coulomb logarithm
is replaced by
Ac = ln(bi/bj_) + f(vAt/bt)

(4.6.5)

where
u

f(u).f

^fdy(_

By means of an asymptotic analysis, i t can be demonstrated that
f(u)»ln(u) for u>2. Thus, by using a proper value for the free parameter
bi (that i s bi<<vAt), one may approximate (4.6,5) as
Ac = ln(vAt/bA)

(4.6.6)

According to this analysis bm=vAt.
We have now removed the divergence in a natural way, but
obtained a new problem instead, namely that the Coulomb logarithm Ac
depends on the time interval At. This quantity has been considered as
arbitrary so far, the only constraints on it being expressed by the
equations (4.3.3). At this point, one should realize that equations
(4.6.3) are valid as long as the particles follow approximately their
unperturbed trajectories, which are straight lines. However, the two
particles considered, are not the only particles in the system. The
interaction with the other particles will cause (random) deviations from
the unperturbed trajectories.
When such a deviation occurs, the
interaction between the two particles is effectively broken up and
starts again along a new trajectory. Let us assume that the average time
period between two successive interruptions is T O - In general, this will
be a small time interval compared to At. Thus, the interaction is on
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the average broken up At/TO times during the time interval it. The
corresponding At/TO deviations, built up during the periods between two
successive
interruptions,
should
be regarded
as
statistically
independent.
Accordingly, one has to replace the expression for
<Av i z > it , calculated over the time interval At, by <At/r0) x <av±2>r(,,
where <&V±2>TQ
is calculated over the time interval T O . In this
approximation, the Coulomb logarithm Ac becomes equal to
Ac *. ln[<v*:>i<2To/bjJ « ln[ (kni/m)1 ' 2 T 0 /b x J

(4.6.7)

as follows with equations (4.5,5) and (4.6.6). As usual, we replaced the
velocity v in the argument of the logarithm by the average value
< v 2 > " 2 . Equations (4,6.7) corresponds to b m =(k B T/m)' /S TO. The remaining
problem is now the estimation of To.
In neutralized plasmas,
the collective response to the motion
of the individual charged particles, leads to collective harmonic
oscillations of the electrons, see for instance Pines and Bonn (1952) or
Ichimaru {1973). The eigen-frequency of the system of electrons embedded
in the neutralizing background of positive ions is equal to the plasma
frequency tip, given by equation (3.9.12). The organized
(collective)
motion will interfere with the random (thermal) motion of the individual
particles, with a period of approximately l/up, Thus, for neutralized
systems, it appears to be reasonable to take To=l/eoP. Accordingly, one
finds bm=X», the Debeye screening distance.
Thus, the procedure of
cutting off the interaction range at the Debeye distance, seems
justified for neutralized systems and the Coulomb logarithm Ac should be
calculated from equation (4,6.1).
On the other hand, for non-neutralized systems, such as the
system of identical charged particles considered in this chapter, it
appears to be more appropriate to identify T 0 with the correlation time
of the fluctuations in the interaction force Tf, given by equation
(4,3.1). Accordingly, one finds bTn=n-|'J, which is the average distance
between the particles in the system. Thus, for ncn-neutralized systems
the Coulomb logarithm Ac should be calculated as
l- i I 3

Ac * In

In

2C0H1'3,

(4.6.8)

using the same approximations as in equation (4.6.1). It should be
emphasized, that the phenomenon of Debeye screening can occur in nonneutralized systems, as was discussed in section 3.6. The reason for
choosing biB=n-1'3 is
not the absence of screening, but is rather
related to the absence of collective oscillations. Notice that for
systems in which the phenomenon of Debeye screening does occur, the
distance X B will be large compared to the average interparticle distance
n-1'* (otherwise the Debeye sphere does not contain many particles,
contradicting the premises of the screening-concept, see equation
(3,9,15)). Finally, we note that equation (4,6,8) also applies to
stellar systems (replacing Co by C m 2 ) , which should be regarded as nonneutralized,
see Chandrasekhar (1941,1942a). Similar results (but
differing by a numerical factor) are given by Chandrasekhar and Von
Neumann (1942b,1943). These results are, however, obtained by entirely
different reasoning.

4.7

Discussion of the Fokker-Planck approach

In the previous sections the main issues related to the FofckerPlanck type of equation (4.3.10) were discussed, stressing the aspects
concerning the fluctuating component of the interaction force. In this
section, we will concentrate on the relationship between the various
concepts introduced so far, with the objective to clarify the global
philosophy of the Fokker-Planck approach.
The fundamental presupposition of the Fokker-Planck approach is
that the action of the fluctuating component of the interaction force
can be described in terms of a diffusion process in velocity space,
characterized by the coefficient of dynamical friction |S and the
diffusion tensor D. It is assumed that these quantities are determined
by the macroscopic properties of the system only. This approach is
justified when there exists a time interval At, which is long compared
to the correlation time of the fluctuations it, but small enough to
neglect the variation in the macroscopic properties of the system,
represented by f(r,v,t) and small enough to consider the jumps in the
velocity <5v(t;At) as microscopic. These constraints on At are expressed
by
equations (4.3,3). Spatial displacements, within the interval At,
are ignored on the argument that they are of the second order in At and
thus negligible compared to the first order shift fvAt. The stationary
solution
of
the diffusion equation is
a
Gaussian
(velocity)
distribution, which is consistent with the assumption that the velocity
of the test particle is built up by a large number of uncorrelated
microscopic shifts Sv (central limit theorem). The stationary solution
is Maxwellian, provided that P and D are related by equation (4.4.6).
Therefore, the model is suited to describe the impact of particle
interactions in a system which operates near thermodynamic equilibrium.
The diffusion approximation reduces the problem of determining
the effect of the fluctuations in the interaction force on the single
particle probability function f(r,v,t), to the calculation of the
coefficient of dynamical friction 0 and the diffusion tensor D, which
are related to the first and second velocity jump-moments respectively.
These jump-moments, which are specified by the equations (4,5.11), are
proportional to the Coulomb logarithm Ac. For neutralized systems (such
as plasmas),
this quantity is given by equation (4.6.1) and for nonneutralized systems (such as systems of identical charged particles and
stellar systems) it is given by equation (4.6.8). The argument of the
logarithm, appearing in these expressions, may be off by a factor, say
2 to 5, If one denotes this factor as f, the relative error in Ac can be
expressed as l+ln(f)/Ac. Taking as an example Ac=10, one finds a
relative error in Ac of 7% for f=2 and 16S for f=5. Clearly, the
sensitivety of Ac, for the error factor f, decreases with increasing
values of Ac.
The Coulomb logarithm Ac is an important quantity within the
framework of the Fokker-Planck approach. The validity of the diffusion
approximation requires that A C > > 1 . The argument is twofold:
Firstly, one should recall that the first and second jumpmoments, given by equation (4.5.11), diverge proportionally to Ac,
while higher moments are finite, irrespective of the value of Ac (since
they are independent of b , ) . Accordingly, the higher jump moments can
be neglected relative to the first and second one, provided that Ac is
large enough. This condition guarantees that the time-evolution of the
single particle distribution function f(r,»,t) is indeed dominated by
the first and second jump-moments, as assumed in the Fokker-Planck
approach.
Secondly, the Coulomb-logarithm is a measure for the relative
contribution of
(weak) remote interactions compared to (strong) near
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interactions. Defining all interactions with b>2bx as remote and all
interactions with b<2b ± as near, one finds for the ratio of their
contributions to the Coulomb logarithm (see equation (4.5.6))
Ac,remote
Ac,near

=

fq^dq f f 4 j q = In(l^,)-ln5 „ 1<2Ac _ x » ^
J,l+q J^l+q
In5

(4 . 7il)

assuming that A c » l . This equation shows that the total contribution of
remote interactions is approximately Ac times larger than the
contribution of near interactions. Thus, when A c » l , the jumps in the
velocity of a test particle will, in general, be small and its motion
in velocity space can be considered as quasi-continuous. We recall that
this condition is essential for the validity of the diffusion
approximation.
The calculation of the coefficient of dynamical friction P and
the diffusion tensor D, is based on a reduction of the N-body problem to
two-particle interactions. In this procedure the interaction between the
test particle and a particular field particle is calculated, as if they
are the only particles in the system. The total deviation of the test
particle, due to the interactions with all field particles during the
time interval At, is computed as the sum of all separate two-particle
effects occurring in that period. This procedure, which is sometimes
referred to as the binary interaction approximation, would be justified
when all collisions would be well separated in time. However, in reality
many of the two-particle interactions occur simultaneously and not
successively, due to the long range of the interaction force. This rises
the question whether the binary interaction approximation is valid or
not.
In defense of the binary interaction approximation, it should be
noted that most interactions are weak, provided that A c » l . The
interactions which occur simultaneously are therefore predominantly
remote interactions, causing small deviations in the velocities of the
particles involved. These deviations can be estimated by means of first
order perturbation dynamics, in which one evaluates the effect of the
interaction force experienced along the unperturbed trajectories. This
is expressed by equations (4.6.3). As forces are additive, the reduction
to binary interactions is justified for this type of interactions. In
general, one may say that the binary interaction approximation is
justified, as Ions as strong interactions are rare ( A C > > 1 ) . Notice that
this condition is required anyhow, to justify the diffusion
approximation.

4.8

Validity of the Fokker-Planck approach for particle beams

In this section we will study whether the Fokker-Planck approach
is suited to describe the effect of statistical interactions in particle
beams or not. To that intent, let us consider a rotational symmetric
beam segment in drift space with an uniform density distribution in
every cross section of the beam. The macroscopic condition of the beam
segment is specified by the values of the experimental parameters I, V,
dEo (or alternatively cathode temperature T c i ) , L, r c > aa, Sc and S»,
defined in section 3.2. First, we will express the characteristic
theoretical quantities, introduced in this chapter, in terms of the
experimental parameters. Next, we will investigate whether the various
assumptions underlying the Fokker-Planck approach are justified for
normal operating conditions.
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The physical quantities to be examined, are the
correlation
time of the fluctuations in the interaction force Tt, the
Debeye
length An, the plasma frequency a>f and the Coulomb logarithm Ac, defined
by the equations (4.3.1), (3.9.7), (3.9.12) and (4.6.8) respectively.
Given the type of particles, these quantities depend on two parameters
only : The particle density n and the beam temperature T. The particle
density n is a function of the axial position z, through the beam radius
r»(x), as expressed by equation (3.2.5). The temperature in a rotational
symmetric beam of non-interacting particles was studied in section 3.7.
It was concluded that one should,
in general,
distinguish two
temperatures, T,, and T±, corresponding to the longitudinal and lateral
degrees of freedom respectively. These temperatures are specified in
terms uE the experimental parameters by equations (3.7.13) and (3.7.18).
Assuming, for the moment, that it is useful to distinguish different
values for if, X.j and Ac in axial and lateral direction, one finds from
equations (4.3.1), (3.9.7), (3.9.12) and (4.6.8)

.

_ f»O(k8Tc»)*l"» 1

where X is the linear particle density, given by equation (3.2.4).
Notice that all quantities depend on the axial coordinate z, except A D X .
Defining N» as the total number of particles in the Debeye box with
sides \DJ_, XDJ_ and \j ff , one obtains

Equations (4.8.1) and (4.8.2) express the physical quantities which are
relevant to the Fokker-Planck approach, in terms of the experimental
parameters of the beam.
Let us now consider the same numerical example as in section
3.2, that is an electron beam with I=1MA» V=10kV, L=0.1m, Sc=0.5, rc=lpm
and oo=10fflR, and take kBTc»=0.5eV (equal to the transverse temperature
in the crossover). From equations (4.8.1) and (4.8.2) one obtains
1.5xlO-»s

,

Tfjl,i - 9.2xlO-»s

4.9xlO-i«s

,

Tf^i

.032 pm
9.1 pm
3.1xlO-"s
c#c
2.OxlO-5
Acj.c = 6.2
N»t
= .89

,

li^i = 16 im

,
,
,
,

l/upt=
Acffl Ac x l =
NBI =

- 1.5K10-'S

1.5xlO-«s
7.2xlO-z
7.8x10-*
1.8x10-'

where the subscript c refers to the conditions in the crossover and the
subscript 1 to the conditions at the entrance plane of the beam segment.
In the calculation of Ae^ic, J^cyi and Acj_i, the arguments of the
logarithm turned out to be smaller than 1 and we used the full
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expression
A»=ln[(1+qm) 1n ],
instead of the usual
approximation
AB=lnlq m 1li \, see equation (4.5.6).
Let us investigate what is to be learned from these numbers. The
values found for the correlation time of the fluctuations in the
interaction force Tf, indicate that most collisions take place in the
crossover, mainly due to the transverse motion of the particles. In
order to get an impression of the average number of collisions
experienced by a particle during its flight through the beam segment,
these values should be compared to the flight time Tf, given by
equation (3.2.3). For the quantities referring to the crossover, it is
more appropriate to compare them to the
flight time through the
crossover area Tr t . As a measure for this quantity, we use
T f c * 2rc/aov,,

(4.8.3)

which is the time that a particle travels over the distance 2rc/<>o.
the numerical example, one finds from equations (3.2,3) and (4.8.3)
Tf=1.7 lO-'s

,

For

T fc =3.4 10- 12 s

Thus, the correlation time of
the fluctuations Tf can
not be
considered as short compared to the appropriate flight time (e.g.
z
It(Tini=1.8xlO- , Tf c /Tf ± c=0.69). Accordingly, the number of collisions
is in general not a large number.
The inverse of the plasma frequency top is the relevant measure
for
the
relaxation time of the system to reach
thermodynamic
equilibrium, as was shown in section 3.8. From the numbers of the
numerical example, one finds that thermodynamic equilibrium will, in
general, not be reached (TfUpi=Tfct)pC = .llK This implies that Debeye
screening, which presupposes thermocJynamic equilibrium, will in general
not occur. In this context, it should be noted that the condition that
the number of particles in the Sebeye box Hp is large, which is
expressed by equation (3.9.15), is not fulfilled either.
The validity of the Fokker-Planck approach requires that the
Coulomb logarithm is large, as was pointed out in the previous section.
Clearly, the only parameter fulfilling this condition is Ac ± c.
In general, one sees that the basic requirements of the FokkerPlanck approach, expressed by the equations (4.3.3), are not fulfilled.
The correlation time of the fluctuations Tf is not small compared to the
total timescale of the system T f or T f c . Accordingly, the macroscopic
condition of a bunch of particles in the beam, determining the
coefficient of dynamical friction 3 and diffusion tensor D,
changes
appreciable during the time interval Tf. In other words, 0 and D can not
be considered as constant during the typical period of a collision. In
addition, the contribution of strong interactions, corresponding to
large jumps in velocity, can, in general, not be ignored. These results
can be summarized by the statement that the motion in velocity space can
not be considered as a succession of a large number of microscopic
random displacements, superimposed on a smooth systematic motion.
As the number of collisions is, in general, not large, while the
effect of strong collisions can not be ignored, the resulting velocity
distribution is not necessarily Gaussian. This is equivalent to the
assertion that the
higher jump moments than the second can not be
disregarded.
Which
implies that the diffusion approximation
is
inaccurate.
Finally, we note that for a particle beam, one is not only
interested in the velocity distribution of the particles, but also in
the distribution of stochastic spatial displacements
(trajectory
displacement effect). As the Fokker-Planck approach neglects the spatial
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displacements which are generated during the collision (by just taking
the resulting velocity change into account), this method is not suited
to describe the trajectory displacement effect.
One may object, that this is just a single numerical example and
dispute the generality of the conclusions. However, examining the
dependency of equations (4.8.1) on the experimental parameters, one
should conclude, that the conditions described above, do not change
drastically
within the practical range of operating
conditions,
encountered in the systems of interest (see section 1.1). The main
insufficiency arises from the fact that beams are relatively cold
compared to a plasma,
while the flight tines of the beam particles are
short
compared to the relevant relaxation times. Accordingly, the
number of collisions is limited, contradicting the basic philosophy of
the diffusion approximation.
The requirements of the Fofcfcer-Planck approach are, to a certain
extent, fulfilled in the crossover area, which is the "hottest" section
of the beam. Thus, the Fokker-Planck approach may give a reasonable
approximation for the Boersch effect, generated in this part of the
beam.
From
the second equation of (4.5.11) one
finds,
using
nAt=JcAz/evfl* and vT=(2kBT_Lc/m)1 '*
Com1'*

assuming that the major effect comes from the motion in the lateral
directions. The Coulomb logarithm Ac ± is given by equations (4.8.1).
Substituting ro=rt and \=itrt2jc/(2e3V/m)1 '* (see equation (3.2.4)), it
can be expressed as

in which equation (3.7.4) was utilized to express the beam semi-angle do
in terms of the temperature T x e . Apart from a numerical factor,
equations (4.8.4) and (4.8.5) are identical to ttie results given by
Zimmermann (1970) and Knauer (1979a), for a cylindrical beam segment of
length iz (Their results are larger by a factor On) 1 '*/2 s '**l,29. In
addition, Zimmermann's argument of the Coulomb logarithm is smaller by a
factor 2.22). The related models of Zittmermann and Knauer will be
further discussed in chapter 15.
Dynamical friction, specified by the first equation of (4.5.1-),
can be disregarded since the (test) particles do not have a large excess
velocity relative to the surrounding (field) particles. Therefore, it is
sufficient to consider the second moment of the
distribution of
velocity shifts only, provided that the distribution is indeed Gaussian,
as implicitly assumed within the diffusion approximation.
The next step would be the calculation of the single particle
distribution function f(r,v,t), as it develops during the time of
flight. This function can be obtained by solving the
Fokker-Planck
equation (4.3.10).
However, since one is mainly interested in the
generated energy spread,
one can omit this step.
All relevant
information is contained in the second jump moment, given by equation
(4.8.4). In general, one may say that the primary objective of a theory
for statistical Coulomb interactions in particle beams, is to calculate
the transition probability function W ^ , specified by the equations
(4.3.4) and (4.3.5), rather than the evolution of the single-particle
distribution function f(r,v,t). In the specific case that the diffusion
approximation is justified, the transition probability function w a t is
Gaussian and one can suffice to calculate its second moment.
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4.9

Holtsaark distribution

We now like to report on a method for the calculation of
collisional effects which can, in some cases, be used where the FokkerPlanck approach fails. Consider the extreme case of a monochromatic
homocentric
cylindrical beam,
in which the particles move with
ide.-.t cal velocities along parallel rays. Observed in the frame of
reference moving with the beam,
the particles are initially at rest.
Random velocities will be generated, due to the relaxation of potential
energy, as was discussed in the sections 3.8, and 3.10. Since the
effective beam temperatures are initially
zero, the Fokker-Planck
approach is clearly not suited to describe the effect of statistical
interactions in such a beam.
Let us assume that the particle density is not so high, that the
beam will significantly be deformed by the space charge effect. We thus
postulate, that the displacements, caused by the Coulomb interaction
between the particles in the beam, are small compared to the average
separation of the particles.
For this condition,
the generated
displacements in velocity and positions, can be calculated in first
order perturbation approximation, as was outlined in section 4.6, see
equation (4.6.3). This means that the real interaction force, acting on
a particle, is approximated by the force, which would act on that
particle,
when
all
particles
would follow
their
unperturbed
trajectories. Conform this approximation, one can directly relate the
distribution of the deviations, caused by the statistical interactions,
to the distribution of the fluctuation component of the interaction
force which would occur in the unperturbed beam.
For the specific case of particles which are at rest relative to
each other (as in our example), this distribution was first calculated
by Holtsmark (1919). He considered the problem of determining the
probability p(F), that a given electric field strength ¥. acts at a

H p n *.S

The Holtsmark distribution, defined by equation (4.9.1).
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point in a gas of density n, composed of randomly distributed ions. His
result can be expressed as

p(r) = 2^IjT f kdk sin(Fk) e ~ ( F » k ) ; " Z

(4.9.1)

where F=IP( and Fn i s the normalized field strength, given by
FB = (4/15)*'^ 2itCo n*'J

(4.9.2)

The Holtsmark distribution is plotted in figure 4.5. A comprehensive
discussion of the Holtsmark distribution is given by Chandr&sekhar
(1941,1943). A derivation of the Holtsmark distribution, in the form of
equation (4.9.1), is included in section 5.8.
The essential observation of this section is the following. For
a monochromatic homocentric cylindrical beam of low particle density one
may assume that velocity displacement Av, experienced by a particle
during the time of flight Tr, is simply given by
A T * FTf/m.

(4.9.3)

since F is constant, due to the fact that the particles are initially
at
rest
relative to each other and do not
experience
large
displacements during the flight. The distribution of ¥ is given by
equation (4.9.1). The distribution of velocity displacements Av, denoted
as pv(Av), now follows as

p v (Av) = I--J p(F=mAv/T/)

(4.9.4)

The
factor (m/Tf)3 guarantees normalization of the 3-dimensional
distribution p T (Av). Equation (4.9.4) expresses that the distribution of
velocity displacements p v (Av) and the distribution of the fluctuating
component of the interaction force p(F) are entirely correlated. Since
(>(¥> is a Holtsmark distribution, pv(Av) is a Holtsmark distribution
too.
The properties of the Holtsmark distribution are quite different
from those of a Gaussian distribution. Its asymptotic behaviour is
specified by
15

F= J ' 2
<495>

The behaviour for F-*» shows that the Holtsmark distribution has
distinctive non-Gaussian features. Its long tails lead to a divergence
of the second and higher moments

<F"» - j 4itF*dF F" p(F) •» ">

for m>2

(4.9.6)

This divergence is a consequence of the assumption at
complete
randomness of the particle distribution, in all elements of volume. This
assumption is not valid in the very immediate neighbourhood of a (test)
particle. Accordingly, the Holtsmark distribution predicts to high
probabilities for large values of F. Holtsroark (1919) avoided this
problem by considering the distribution of the field strength F in a
gas, consisting of dipoles or quadrupoles, instead of simple (monopole)
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ions, Chandrasefchar (1941) took a different approach by postulating that
no particles with velocity v occur within
a sphere with radius
r=2Com/v2, while the distribution is random for all distances larger
than this critical distance.
From
equations (4.9.1) and (4.9.2), it follows that
the
distribution of F scales with n 2 ' 3 . This can directly be understood from
the fact that the Coulomb force scales with the inverse square of the
average interparticle distance, which is equal to n- 1 ' 3 . For the
particular
case of a particle beam, one should expect that the
interaction effects increase
with the 2/3 power
of
the current
density J. More specifically, the (arbitrary) width of the energy
distribution AE, generated in a homocentric cylindrical beam, scales as
FBAt
Com1'3
AE - mv,y — — = FBA2 = ir(8/15>2'-' — -

J A z
yt;3

(4.9.7)

using that n=J/evtf. We emphasize that this result relies on the
assumption that the displacements are small compared to the average
interparticle distance n- 1 ' 3 . In addition, it is assumed that the beam
is extended (three-dimensional), which guarantees that every test
particl° is surrounded by a spherical symmetric cloud of
field
particles.
Clearly, equation (4.9,7) shows a different dependency on the
experimental parameters as equation (4.8.4), obtained for the beam area
in the vicinity of a crossover, employing the diffusion approximation
(note that 2kgT xc =eVao z ). The former predicts a 2/3 power dependency on
the current density and a linear dependency on the length Az, while the
latter is proportional to the square root of both parameters. The
difference in the dependency on the length Az, steins from the fact that
the diffusion approach presupposes that the velocity change of a test
particle is built up by a large number of independent collisions, while
the present analysis assumes that it results frois the interaction within
a certain complexion of neighbour field particles, which does not change
during the time of flight.

4.10

Conclusions

Summarizing the results of this chapter, it appears that t*ie
methods employed in plasma physics and stellar dynamics are, in general,
not suited to describe all aspects of statistical Coulomb interactions
in particle beams, for all practical values of the experimental
parameters. The diffusion approximation (or Fokker-Planck approach) is
suited to calculate the velocity broadening in sections of the beam,
characterized by a strong transverse particle motion ("hot" sections)
and a high particle density. Such conditions are often encountered in
the crossover area's. The analysis of the previous section, which
utilizes the Holtsmark distribution, is more appropriate for beam
sections with little particle motion and a low particle density. These
conditions are encountered in (nearly) homocentric cylindrical beams,
both approaches lead to different types of distributions, while the
widths of these distributions follow different dependencies on the
experimental parameters. Concerning the fundamental issues involved, it
should
be realized that the two approaches are based en different
physical mechanism's. In the diffusion approximation one determines the
transition of kinetic energy by complete collisions from one degree of
freedom to another. In this view, the statistical effects are the
result of a relaxation of kinetic energy. The approach centred around
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the Holtssnark distribution is based on the relaxation of potential
energy. This implies that the dominant collisions are essentially
incomplete.
In the next chapter, the so-called extended two-particle model
will be introduced,
which can, in some respects, be considered as a
synthesis of the two approaches which were outlined here. In this method
the solution of the dynamical part of the problem is based on a full
calculation of the two-particle collisions, without relying on any
restricting assumption, regarding the completeness or the strength of
the interaction. In this approach, both the relaxation of kinetic energy
and the relaxation of potential energy are taken into account.
The
statistical analysis is carried out along the same lines as the
derivation of the Holtsmark distribution. This method is sometimes
referred to as Markoff's method, see Chandrasekhar (1943). It permits a
direct calculation of the entire distribution of displacements, in
position and velocity, without any a priori assumption, other than that
the initial positions of the particles are supposed to be randomly
distributed over the beam volume. The extreme examples considered in
section 4.8 (beam segment with a narrow crossover) and section 4.9
(extended homocentric cylindrical bean segment) are both covered by the
extended two-particle model.
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5. CONCEPTS OF AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR STATISTICAL INTERACTIONS IB
PARTICLE BEAMS

S.I

Introduction

This chapter discusses the fundamental aspects of an analytical
model describing the impact of statistical Coulomb interactions on the
properties of a beam of identical charged particles. It starts with a
general analysis of this type of N-particle problem. Various methods of
reducing the N-particle problem are investigated, leading to the
conclusion that the so-called extended two-particle approximation,
introduced by van Leeuuen and Jansen (1983), is the least restrictive.
The mathematical framework of this model is worked out in detail,
demonstrating the feasibility of a direct calculation of the entire
distribution of displacements in velocity and position. The model is
exploited to determine the distribution of the fluctuating component of
the interaction force in an extended beam as well as in a pencil beam.
For the former one finds the Holtsmark distribution. The analysis of
this chapter indicates, in general terms, what types of distributions
are produced by the statistical interactions. It also predicts the
dependency of the width of these distributions on the particle density
within the beam. The material of this chapter provides the basic
concepts required for the calculation of the Boersch effect, the effect
of statistical angular deflections and the trajectory displacement
effect, carried out in the next chapters.

5.2

General Conulation of the problem

Consider the beam of a probe forming instrument, e.g. a scanning
electron microscope or an electron beam pattern generator. Particles are
continuously emitted from the cathode and
accelerated towards the
anode. From there they drift through the remaining part of the column.
The direction of the particles is altered by the
lenses and the
deflectors in the column, depending on their lateral position within the
beam and their velocity. As a consequence each particle experiences a
varying density of its surrounding neighbours, the highest density being
reached at the location of the crossovers. At the end of the system the
particles hit the target, where they are removed from the beam.
We schematize the beam as a succession of beam segments,
separated by optical components. We will study the impact of the
interaction between the particles for a single beam segment. The object
of the theory is to evaluate the statistical effects as function of the
experimental parameters I, V, A E 0 , L, r c , a c , S t and Si, defined in
section 3.2. It is assumed that the total effect generated in the entire
beam can be represented as a sum of the effects generated in the
individual beam segments. This is not a trivial assumption, as will be
discussed in some detail at the end of this chapter. The beam segments
are supposed to be rotational symmetric.
We postulate that no external forces act on the particles during
the flight through the individual beam segments, which constitute the
beam. Thus we regard the acceleration region in the gun as well as the
lens and deflector areas as infinitely
thin.
Accordingly,
the
unperturbed trajectories of the particles can be visualized as straight
lines which are broken at the location of the lenses and deflectors. The
problem of determining the effect of statistical interactions in
presence of an uniform axial electrostatic field will be discussed in
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chapter 10.
As a result of the acceleration in the source the axial velocity
spread is in general several orders of magnitude smaller than the
lateral velocity spread, as was shown in section 3.7, For simplicity we
now assume that the initial axial velocity spread can be neglected
entirely and postulate that the beam is initially monochromatic with
respect to the normal energy. This implies that the initial axial
velocity is the same for all particles. The validity of this simplifying
assumption will be verified in chapter 10.
The basic approach to the problem is to consider the Coulomb
interaction of a single test (or reference) particle with all other
particles in the beam, referred to as field (or colliding) particles.
Due to this interaction the test particle will experience a deviation
from its unperturbed trajectory, tram now on we will use the term
"displacement" to denote any deviation in position or velocity from the
unperturbed values. The displacement of the test particle is fully
determined by the initial coordinates of the field particles relative
to the test particle. Due to the stochastic nature of the beam another
test particle, running along the same trajectory some time later, will
be surrounded by a different configuration of field particles and
consequently experiences a different displacement.
Consider a large set of test particles
running successively
with identical velocity along a specific trajectory in the beam, called
the reference trajectory. Assume that the test particles are well
separated and can be considered as independent. Our problem now consists
of two parts. First we wish to determine the total influence of a given
set of field particles on the path of a specific test particle. This is
called the dynamical part of the problem. Next we want to determine the
distribution of displacements in velocity and position of the entire set
of test particles successively arriving at the end of the beam segment.
This evaluation represents the statistical part of the problem. It
effectively corresponds to a time-average. It is now assumed that this
time-average
can be replaced by an average over all. possible
configurations of field particles relative to the single test particle
considered in the dynamical part of the problem. This effectively
corresponds to an ensemble average. The concepts of time and ensemble
average were discussed in section 3.4.
In general, the outcome of the dynamical and the statistical
part of the calculation will, to a certain extent, depend on the choice
of the reference trajectory. As we are primarily interested in the
effect of statistical interactions it is advantageous to take the beam
axis as reference trajectory. Due to the rotational symmetry of the beam
no systematic forces act on the test particles moving along this central
trajectory. Accordingly, the displacements experienced by the particles
are purely stochastic, which means that their average displacement is
zero. Particles moving along other trajectories in the beam will be
subject to the combined action of space charge and statistical effects.
The evaluation of the statistical effects experienced along such offaxis trajectories is more involved. Therefore, most calculations are
restricted to the on-axis reference trajectory, assuming that the
results obtained for this trajectory are representative for other
trajectories as well. The validity of this assumption will be verified
in chapter 10, by evaluating the average effect generated along all
possible reference trajectories in the beam.
Figure 5.1 shows the unperturbed trajectories of a test particle
and a field particle at the moment that the field particle passes the
x,y-plane of a fixed coordinate system within the beam segment, referred
to as the laboratory system. The z-axis of this system coincides with
the beam axis. The particles run in the positive z-direction. The x,y80

Figure 5.1

Unperturbed coordinates of an on-axis test particle and a
field particle at the moment that the field particle passes
the x,y-plane of the laboratory system.

plane is assumed to coincide with the crossover plane, unless specified
otherwise. For convenience of notation the set of relative coordinates
of
a single field particle with respect to the test particle is
abbreviated as

t=

(5.2.1)

using rectangular or cylindrical coordinates respectively. The different
sets of coordinates are related by x=r x cos*.
y=rxsin(p, vx=vcos\(i
and v,=vsin*. The quantity r x is the modulus of the projection of the
relative position vector r=rrieid-rtest o n the x,y-plane. The relative
velocity v=Vfiei*-Vtest is directed perpendicular to the beam axis,since
it is assumed that all particles run with identical axial velocity v z .
Accordingly, its modulus v can directly be related to the angle a
between the unperturbed velocity of the field particle and the zdirection (v=v z tana*v z a). The vector t gives a complete specification of
the unperturbed trajectory of the field particle relative to that of the
test particle. By specifying li ,12,••• ,tn-i of all N-l field particles
the unperturbed coordinates of all particles can be determined at any
mc_;;: :* Given the configuration of field particles, specified by the
set fiitct"* ,iH-i,
the test particle will experience a certain
displacement from the reference trajectory (which is its unperturbed
path). The displacement in velocity is expressed in terms of its
components Av x , A V , and Av z . The spatial displacement c a n best be
expressed in terms of a virtual displacement in the plane which is
optically conjugated to the target plane. Tiie location of this (image)
plane is specified by the parameter Si, see equation (3.2.1). The
virtual displacement is determined by extrapolating the final position
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of the test particle towards the image plane by a straight line alone
its final velocity. The quantities Ax and fly are the x- and y-eomponent
of the virtual radial displacement Ar in the image plane. The trajectory
displacement effect is related to the generation of these displacements.
The Boersch effect corresponds to the generation of a spread in axial
velocities and the relevant displacement therefore is Av z . In general, we
will denote the set of relevant displacements by the vector Aij. The
reader should be alert that the quantity An may represent a simple
scalar (as in the case of the Boersch effect), but is in general a
vector.
The dynamical part of the problem now consists of the calculation
of in as a function of ti,it,mm*,tn-t
Ail = dq<ti.{*,•••,EN.1)

(5.2.2)

The statistical part of the problem is the determination of the
probability Pn(ti ,it,- • • ,tti-i) of the configuration £i .f 2. "'.{•-1 and
the evaluation of the distribution of displacements p(Ai)) from its
definition
pCin) = I dfidi2-"dt(t-» PH(ti,t2,--',ti«-i) *[Ail-Ajj(ti,t4.---,i!i-i>]
(5.2.3)
which 6[x] is the (multi-dimensional) delta-Dirac function.
The distribution p(Aii) is normalized when Pidti, I2, • •• ,|n-i > is
normalized
in

=]

(5.2.4)

As we took the beam axis as reference trajectory the mean value <Ag> of
the distribution p(Aij) will be zero. However, the second moment or mean
square width <Aii2> of the distribution p(An) does not vanish

(5.2.5)
The problem of calculating the effect of statistical interactions
consists of the evaluation of the equations (5.2.2) and (5.2.3).
resulting distribution p(Aij) contains all the desired information.

5.3

now
The

Reduction of the 1-particle problem

A straightforward analytical evaluation a£ the equations (5,2.2)
and (5,2.3) does not appear to be feasible and one is forced to
introduce some simplifying assumptions.
In this section we wish to
study the different alternatives to solve this problem. The discussion
is restricted to the fundamental aspects involved. The reader is
referred to chapter 2 far a chronological reviev of the various
approaches discussed in literature and to chapter 15 for a quantitative
comparison of the results of some recent theoriesAll approaches discussed here have in common that the initial
coordinates of the field particles are assumed to be
identical
statistically independent quantities
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N-l
Tl P a d i )

(5.3.1)

where P?(|) is the probability that a field particle has coordinates t
relative to the test particle. For the on-axis reference trajectory in a
rotational symmetric beam segment with a crossover in the x,y-plane
Pj(£) can be expressed as

f

dt P2(|) =

»
f

dv f»(v)

2n
f d#
—

0

0

•
f

{1-SC)L
dr x fr(rj.)

0

f

db z
—

(5.3.2)

-StL

anticipating that the magnitude of the displacement caused by a single
field particle |Ai}| depends on the angles <li and i only through the
relative angle *=(!<-#. The crossover-location parameter Sc is defined by
equation (3.2.1). The distributions fr(r x ) and fT(v) are related to the
current density and angular distribution in the crossover
plane
respectively. When these distributions are uniform one should use
frlr^^Bfr.-rJ

,

fv (v) = ^—

e(vo-v)

(5.3.3)

where vo*»v,ao and 8(x) is the step-function defined by equation (3.7.8).
In case of Gaussian distributions one should use
f r (r ± ) =

—|-e

,

fv(v) - — - e

(5.3.4)

Notice that
the o*-value of a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution
f(r) is equal to half its mean square value: ai=<r2>/2.
Equation
(5.3.2) treats the current density and
angular
distribution
as independent. This assumption is justifiable at the
location of a crossover (which is an image of the source or the entrance
pupil of the system) provided that the effect of lens aberrations can be
neglected. It should be noted, however, that even in absence of
aberrations this approach still ignores the fact that the illumination
of the edge of the crossover may differ from the illumination of the
centre of the crossover. This leads to a correlation in the boundaries
of the angular and spatial distribution, which may become significant
for small beam angles. Furthermore, we emphasize that equation (5.3.2)
pertains to the on--xis reference trajectory. For an off-axis reference
trajectory one may act combine i> and <p to * and one has to account for
the fact that the distributions of the relative coordinates r and v are
non-rotational symmetric. The symmetry can be restored by considering
the average over all off-amis reference trajectories, but the effective
distributions of f r (r ± ) and f¥(v) will differ from those of equations
(5.3.3) and (5.3.4).
Equation
(5.3.1)
implies that all correlations
in
the
coordinates of the field particles are ignored. In practical systems
statistical correlations between the particle coordinater= AYS determined
both by the initial probability distribution of the p a r a d e s leaving
the cathode and the dynamics under influence of the Coulomb force during
the time of flight. The last "source" of correlation is closely related
to the concept of Debeye screening, which was discussed in section 3.9.
Screening of the test particle prerequires that the interaction takes
place over a sufficiently long time period to approach thermodynamic
equilibrium. It corresponds to a redistribution of the field particles
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surrounding the test particle under influence of the electrostatic field
of the test particle. In terms of the analysis of this chapter the
screening, built up during the flight through the beam sections
preceding the one considered, corresponds to correlations within the
initial configuration ti ,fz>•••>{N-t. Equation (5.3.1) ignores these
correlations as well as those related to the emission process. This
simplification may lead to an overestimation of the probability of large
displacements
AJJ and the tails of the
resulting
displacement
distribution p(Ajj) should be viewed with some caution.
Within the approximation of equation (5,3.1) one can
in
principle
account for the screening of the test-particle in an
approximate way by limiting the effective interaction range of the test
particle to the Debeye distance. While the coordinates of the field
particles are chosen randomly (that is independent of the coordinates of
the test particle) it is then assumed that only those field particles
interact with the teat particle which have an unperturbed trajectory
which intersects the Debeye sphere of the test particle. For simplicity
these interactions are calculated from the unscreened (bare) Coulomb
potential, while the influence of more distant field particles is
neglected entirely. This procedure corresponds to a truncation of the
integration boundaries of equation (5.3.2). We recall that the analysis
of section 4.3 lead to the conclusion that the conditions required for
Debeye screening are in general not fulfilled in practical beams.
Accordingly, we will assume that that Debeye screening does not occur
and identify the integration boundaries in equation (5.3.2) with the
boundaries ot" the beam.
The dynamical problem of evaluating the displacement of the test
particle Ai|( |i ,{j, < • • ,|«i-l) for the configuration of field particles
ti•!«>•*•»in-i m a T in general be expressed as an integral over time
f

dt Gn((i,f2,«--,tH.i,t)

(5.3.5)

i

in which t t and tf the initial and final time of the interaction,
corresponding to the moment that the test particle enters and leaves the
beam segment respectively. In the case of the Boer sen effect AipAv* and
GN is directly related to the axial component of the interaction force
Fg acting on the test particle
Gn(|t,ti,"-,tii-i.t) = FI(ti,te,*".tii-i,t)/m

(5.3.6)

with m the particle mass. In the case of the trajectory displacement
effect
in
a
rotational symmetric
beam
one
should
consider
a9=|Ar|=(Ax 2 +iy 2 ) 1 ' z . The lateral displacement Ar can be related to the
lateral component of the interaction force f± as

ar(ti,$*,••>,In.!) =

f dt f
1

dt rj.(ti,ft,"o,ta-i.t)/m

dt (tf-t) F±(|i,f2,.">tH.i,t)/m

as follows by changing the order of the integration.
function G N is for this case equal to

Accordingly, the

8,-",tii.t.t) = (tf-t) f^ti,ti,--',U-i.t)lm
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(5.3.7)

The computation of the interaction force f(ti.fa.•"•.IN-I ,t) at time
requires the knowledge of the actual position n of field particle
relative to the test particle (ri=rfieid.i-rtest) at that time

f(|..t..»..t..t.t) = - Co

t
i

ri(|l,t2,...,ll(.1,t)3

2

where Co=e MuEo. with e the particle charge. However, the computation
of the positions at time t requires the knowledge of the particle
trajectories
under
influence
of
the
interaction
force
*(ti.li."*'.tii-i,t) up to that time. This coupling is the essence of the
many particle problem.
So far we only translated the dynamical problem into the
evaluation of Ftti,£2,•••,?N-I,t). At this point one has to introduce
some principle assumptions in order to proceed towards an analytical
solution of the N-particle problem.
The different alternatives appear
to be the following:

I. First order perturbation approximation.
In this approximation it is assumed that the deviations from the
unperturbed trajectories are small.
The actual interaction force
fi%t ,iz," • .iH-i ,t) acting on the test particle, which is a function of
the actual positions ri(Ei>Ez.*",tn.i ( t ) ,
is now approximated by the
interaction force which would act on the test particle when all
particles would follow their unperturbed trajectories.
As
these
trajectories
are
known
beforehand (from the
specification
of
|i . t z , " - , { N - I ) the problem is now decoupled.
The unperturbed position fi of a particle i at time t depends
only
on ti and t.
Accordingly,
the first order
perturbation
approximation can be expressed as
ri(ti,ts,>-',tn-i,t) -

fi(ii,t)

(5.3.9)

and equation (5,3.8) yields
N—1

r(ti.!i,-".tii-i.t) = -Co I
._.

lli*ltt*
r

(5.3.10)

i(e*.t)J

Consequently, the function GH<ti.{£,•••,tn-i,t),
F(ti.tz,"*.tN-i,t), can be written as

being proportional

to

N-l
Gir(|i,te,-",tii-i,t) =

£

G 2 (ti,t)

(5.3.11)

i-1
in which G2 is the equivalence of GN for a beam consisting of only the
test particle and a single field particle (N=2). It follows from
equation (5.3.5) that the displacement aij of the test particle can be
expressed as
N-l
t2.">,ti-i) =

Z ^lt(ti)
1=1

(5.3.12)
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in which and Aij2 denotes to the displacement caused by the interaction
with a single field particle. The calculation of AJJ2 is a two-particle
problem. In first order perturbation approximation AJJS follows from the
equations (5.3.5) and either equation (5.3.6) or (5.3.7), taking H=2.
This calculation can be carried out analytically as will be shown in
chapter 6.
It should be emphasized that the reduction of the N-particle
dynamical problem to N-l two-particle problems, expressed by equation
(5.3.12), is entirely justified as long as all particles follow
approximately their unperturbed trajectories, which requires that the
interaction between the particles is weak. The validity of this approach
is a direct consequence of the fact that forces are additive. However,
the first order perturbation approximation clearly leads to erroneous
results in case some of the interactions cause significant deviations
from the unperturbed trajectories of either the test particle or the
field particles. Equation (5.3.9) is no longer true for all particles
and
the actual interaction force consequently differs from
the
interaction force computed from the unperturbed trajectories. Thus the
first order perturbation approximation provides an accurate analysis in
case all interactions are weak, but breaks down otherwise.
In order to solve the statistical part of the problem it is
assumed that the field particles are statistically independent, as
expressed by equation (5.3.1). Notice that this assumption is consistent
with the approximation that the particles run along their unperturbed
trajectories (presupposing that no correlations occur as a consequence
of the emission process). By substitution of the equations (5.3.1) and
(5.3.12)
into
equation (5.2.5) one finds for the mean
square
displacement

= (N-l) f d£ P2(t) J U M t H

(5.3.13)

utilizing that
Pj(f) is normalized and that the mean displacement
<4n>=0. It should be anticipated that a straightforward evaluation of
equation (5.3.13) in general leads to divergent results, since the
expression for £i}2({), based on first order perturbation dynamics,
overestimates
the effect of strong collisions.
To prevent this
divergence one should restrict the integration domain to those values of
t which correspond to weak collisions, assuming that the effect of
strong collisions can be neglected.
Loeffler (1969) used an alternative statistical procedure to
avoid divergence of <ai|z>, while employing the first order perturbation
approximation. He argued that this divergence is a consequence of the
use of the continuous probability distribution Pa(|). which disregards
the discrete nature of the beam. In Loeffler's approach one accounts for
the finite number of particles N within the beam by computing the n t h
largest
displacement ii)B ovt of the set of N-l
displacements
experienced by the test particle due to the two-particle interactions
with the other N-l particles. This displacement is defined as
M(|AiIz|>|^»|) = o - 1/2

(5.3.14)

f

(5.3.15)

with

in
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which

the integration domain of { is limited to that part in

which

the condition |Ai|z(£) | >|Aq.| is fulfilled. The total displacement of the
test particle follows by adding up all displacements up to the CN-1) th
largest one
N-l

I

(5.3.16)

n=l
Loeffler states that this procedure leads to a median value of the total
interaction distribution, rather than a mean square displacement. The
validity of this statement seems questionable.
II. Closest encounter

approximation

This approach assumes that the displacement of the test particle
JSIJ is dominated by the single strong interaction with its nearest
neighbour field particle, which is defined as the particle with the
smallest impact parameter with respect to the test particle. It was
proposed by Rose and Spehr (1980) and is also used by Weidenhausen,
Spehr and Rose (1984). We recall that the impact parameter b of a twoparticle collision is the closest distance of approach in absence of
interaction. In terms of the components of {,, defined in equation
(5.2.1), it can be expressed as
b<{) = [bz* + b r 2 ] 1 ' * = [bj* + r 2 sin 2 (*)Ji/*
as c a n oe

seen from figure

v

(5.3.17)

5.2. Let bn be the impact parameter

test

field

S.2

Unperturbed trajectories
of a test particle and a
field
particle
in the laboratory system. The impact parameter h
is
the closest
distance of approach in absence
of
interaction.
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of the nearest neighbour and JB the coordinates of this particle
relative to the test particle. The closest encounter approximation
reduces the N-particle dynamical problem to a
two-particle problem,
using
A*<tt.$s,"".fn-!) =

AHadn)

(5.3.18)

In this model one may not use first order perturbation theory to
calculate
the
two-particle
displacement
AJJsdn),
since
this
displacement is not necessarily small. Instead, one should use the
analytical solution of the classical Kepler problem which is also valid
for strong interactions. It should be noted that the usual solution of
this problem prerequires the collision to be complete (see chapter 6 ) ,
which implies that the initial and final separation of the particles is
large compared to the impact parameter b. This assumption is consistent
with the closest encounter approach which focusses on the collision with
the smallest value of b. Such a collision will in general be complete
provided that the diameter of the crossover is small compared to
diameter of the beam at the start and the end of the beam segment. Thus
the closest encounter approach based on complete collisions seems an
adequate approach for beams with a narrow crossover.
In order to solve the statistical part of the problem one has to
determine the probability that an arbitrary field particle with impact
parameter bn and coordinates iB is the nearest neighbour of the test
particle.
Assuming
again that the particles are
statistically
independent, this probability can be expressed as

= f(N-l) f dt0 Pj(f a )| x |i - f df P?(t)] N " Z (5.3.19)
b(f n )-b n

b(4)<bn

The first term is identical to the probability that an arbitrary field
particle has an impact parameter t n and coordinates { n , while the second
term is identical to the probability that all other fields particles
have a larger impact parameter. The mean square displacement of the test
particle can now be computed as

[ db0 [ d|n

(5.3.20)

which
shows
the
same structure as equation (5.3.13)
but
is
mathematically more complex.
The closest encounter approach presupposes that the
main
contribution to the total displacement of the test particle stems from a
single collision with its nearest neighbour field particle. This
assumption is justified when this single collision is strong relative to
the interactions with all other field particles. However, it breaks down
in case the effect is built up by a large number of weak interactions.
Such might for instance be expected for a cylindrical beam at low
current density. Clearly, it does not handle the case of multiple strong
interactions either.

III.

Extended two~partiele approximation.

In this approach one follows the same statistical procedure as
in the first order perturbation approximation, which is expressed by the
equations (5.3.1) and (5.3.12). However, the dynamical problem of
calculating the two-particle displacement % ( ( ) is not solved in first
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order perturbation approximation, but rather by an exact analysis of the
Kepler problem, which takes the collision duration into account.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain the exact solution of this
problem in an explicit form, as will be demonstrated in chapter 6, and
one is forced to evaluate the integral of equation (5.3.13) numerically.
Since strong interactions are now taken into account properly this
integral
will not diverge,
as in the first order perturbation
approximation. Explicit analytical solutions can be derived for the
limiting cases in which it is allowed to use either first order
perturbation dynamics or (nearly) complete collision dynamics. This
method, here referred to as the extended two-particle approximation, was
first presented by van Leeuwen and Jansen (1983).
In this section we will only consider the general philosophy of
the extended two-particle model, while the mathematical basis is the
subject of the remaining sections of this chapter. The model can in a
way be regarded as J synthesis of the two methods outlined so far. In
case all interactions are weak it clearly shows the same features as the
first order perturbation approximation. It uses the same statistical
procedure, while the approach to the dynamical part of the problem leads
to identical results for weak interactions. In case the displacement of
the test particle is dominated by a single complete collision it should
lead to identical results as obtained with the closest encounter
approximation. The dynamics of that single collision is handled alike.
The statistical method is somewhat different since the extended twoparticle model includes the (weak) interaction with the other particles
as well. It should be noted that the calculation of these interactions
will not be accurate since the strong interaction causes the test
particle to deviate significantly from its unperturbed trajectory.
However, since the total displacement of the test particle is dominated
by that single strong interaction anyhow (as assumed in the closest
encounter approximation) the exact contribution of the weak collision
taking place simultaneously is immaterial. Accordingly, one should
expect that, for those conditions for which the closest encounter
approximation is justified, both methods yield the same results.
From the preceding analysis it follows that the extended twoparticle approximation covers all those cases in which either the first
order
perturbation
approximation
is
justified
(multiple
weak
interactions) or the closest encounter approximation is justified
(single strong complete collision). Furthermore, we note that the exact
two-particle analysis provides accurate results even for strong but
incomplete collisions, which are not covered by the other methods. The
extended two-particle approximation breaks down when the test particle
is
involved in two or more strong collisions simultaneously or
successively in the same beam segment.

IV. Mean square field fluctuation approximation
In the previous approaches the displacement of the test particle
was first calculated for a specific configuration of field particles and
averaged over all possible configurations next. We will now consider an
approach in which this order is inte .hanged. The basic assumption of
this approach is that the time development of the distribution of field
particles surrounding the test particle can be described as a succession
of independent states. Accordingly, equation (5.3.5) is rewritten as

iU|(tl,Is,•••,!«-»)=

£ At s Gii(lilS...8i|.i,s)

(5.3.21)

in which the configuration of field particles in state number s is
specified by |i,s.tz.s.•••.l»-i,s- N s denotes the total number of
independent states encountered by the test particle on its way through
the beam segment and At s the duration of state number s (note: ti=ti and
tf=tNs+At!is>.
The
ensemble-average is now carried out over the
configuration ti,s.tz.s,*••,4N-I.s- The mean square displacement follows
as

Ns
<Ul2> =

(5.3,22)

<GNZ>S

s=l
in vhich

(5.3.23)
PN. s(ti,s,tz.s.•••.IN-I ,S)
represents
the
probability
of
the
configuration Si,s.te.s."".lii-i.s occurring in state s.
The evolution of the system in the course of time is represented
by the
set of quantities At s and Pn.s<fj, s»t2, s, •••,fi«-i ,s> where
s=l,2.«-• ,NS.
The configuration ti. s.ta.s,"* ,S«-i, s is considered to
be fixed during the period At s . Thus the motion of the field particles
relative to the test particle is in fact represented as a series of
instantaneous rearrangements, every rearrangement corresponding with the
transition to a new independent state. As the configuration of field
particles in state s is considered to be fixed during the time interval
Ats one may write
N-l
C«i<ii.s,tB,s.

',tii-i.a> =

(5.3.24)

I

since forces are additive. It should be emphasized that equation
(5.3.24) does not rely an the assumption that the interactions are weak,
unlike the similar equation (5.3.11).
While the reduction to two-particle Interactions, given by
equation (5.3.24), now comes out in a rather natural way. it should be
anticipated that difficulties might arise with the determination of the
set of quantities At s and Pn,s(ti .%,U.a,"' >IN-I , s) where s=l,2,-«« ,NS.
Let us assume that the particles within the state s are statistically
independent. Thus similar to equation (5.3.1) it is assumed that

N-l
(5.3.25)

where Pj,s(t> is the probability that a field particle has coordinates {
relative to the test particle in state s. Combining equations (5.3.23),
(5.3.24) and (5.3.25) one obtains
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= (N

-l)f*I.

(5.3.26)

using that < G N > 5 = 0 . Equations (5.3.22) and (5.3.26) now represent the
essence of the problem. Equation (5.3.26) is directly related to the
mean square field force occurring in state s, as can be seen from the
equations (5.3.5), (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) (taking N=2). Equation (5.3.22)
expresses that the displacements of the test particle experienced in
the different states are assumed to be independent. Accordingly, they
are added quadraticly. Notice that the individual terms are proportional
to At 5 2 . This quadratic dependency on At s is a consequence of the fact
that displacement experienced in state s does not occur instantaneously,
but builds up during the entire time interval At s . As a result of this
quadratic dependency on dts,the outcome of equation (5,3.22) depends
critically on the choice of the set of intervals at s where s=l.2*••,»«In other words, the correlation time of the fluctuations is a critical
parameter within this model.
Another problem is related to the evaluation of equation
(5.3.26). As
Gz(£s) is proportional to the Coulomb force exerted by
the field particle on the test particle, the integral diverges for small
interparticle distances if one assumes that distribution of field
particles P2,s(|s) is fully random. One is forced to introduce a lower
limit for the interparticle distance to prevent this divergence. This
complication is a direct consequence of the assumption that the
different states are entirely independent. In reality, two particles
which are very near to each other in state s will have increased their
separation
in state s+1. Their positions in state s+1 are thus
correlated. Contrary to the two-particle models this effect is ignored
in this model and the resulting divergence of equation (5.3.26) has to
be removed artificially.
Models employing the mean square field fluctuation approximation
are presented by De Chambost and Henaion (1979), Sasaki (1984,1986) and
Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981). The last model pertains specifically
to a cylindrical beam geometry. It deviates from the model described
here in the sense t M t the different states s=l,2,"«,N s are not treated
as independent, but, oppositely, as entirely correlated. Accordingly,
the summation of the contributions of the different states is performed
by using

Ns
(5.3.27)

s=l
instead of equation (5.3.22). In this model the choice of the time
intervals At s (with s=l,2,-" ,BS) is not critical, due to the linear
dependency on this parameter. For low particle densities this model
yields the same results as the first order perturbation approximation,
provided that the divergence related to strong interactions is solved in
the same way.

5.4

Calculation of the displacement distribution

He will now concentrate on the so-called extended two particle
approximation, which appears to be the least restrictive one of the four
alternative approaches outlined in the previous section.
In this
section we will demonstrate that this model permits a direct calculation
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of the entire displacement distribution p(Ai)). We will follow the
analysis given by van Leeuwen and Jansen (1883).
The two-particle approximation relies on the assumption that the
total displacement of the test particle can be computed as the sum of
the displacements due to pair collisions, as expressed by equation
(5.3.12). In addition it is assumed that the field particles are
statistically independent, as expressed by equation (5.3.1). By
substitution of these relations ar.tc equation (5.2.3) one obtains for
the displacement distribution
N-l

N-l

= I di t

(5.4.1)

Let n be the number of components of the displacement
is then n-dimensional and can be represented as
six)

(2n)» J

dk e

. The S-function

ik.x

in which both x and k are n-component vectors,
representation, equation (5.4.1) transforms to

(5.4.2)
Utilizing

this

_ _ J _ f dk
(2H)" J

(5.4.3)

in which
A H (k) =
(5.4.4)
A further reduction is possible by making use of the fact that N is in
general a large number. Utilizing the normalization of Ps(t) one may
rewrite equation (5.4.4) as
(5.4.5)
The integral in equation (5.4.5) will be small for most t, in particular
for those values of t which correspond to a large separation of the test
and the field particle (£!)?<t)*O). Recalling that Pz(f) is normalized,it
becomes clear that the integral will fall off proportional to N, since
the total displacement of the test particle is mainly caused by a few
neighbour field particles. This can also be observed from equation
(5.3.2), which is inversely proportional to the beam length L (which is
proportional to K ) . We make the dependency on N explicit by defining

f
in which A i s the linear p a r t i c l e density defined by equation
Accordingly, equation (5.4.5) transforms to
....
\ ,
^ f ,. . . . f,
-ik-Ai|2(IN I"- 1
-Xp(k)
AN(«) = 1 1 - — I df p ( ( ) II - e
II
we
M
I
1
V
/ J

(5.4.6)
(3.2.4).
(5.4.7)

using that N is a large number. The function p(fc) is here defined as
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.1

(5.4.8)
Combining equations
p(Aq) becomes

(5.4.3) and (5.4.7) the displacement

1 f

^

-

Xp(k>

distribution

(5.4.9)

The equations (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) constitute the major results of this
section. One sees that the function p(k) is fully equivalent to p(An).
The evaluation of p(k) involves only two-particle dynamics, represented
by Aif2, and two-particle statistics, represented by pit).
It is often useful to separate the two-particle analysis from
the p(k) transform. For that purpose, the two-particle distribution
function p;!AJf) is defined as
p(f) <5[<1IJ - AQ2(f))

(5.4.10)

which is basicly the displacement distribution for a system containing
only two particles, the test particle and a single field particle.
Equation (5.4.8) can now be expressed as

P(k) - f AUtP2(Air) fl
fl -- e

1

* ^

(5.4.11)

The evaluation of the displacement distribution p(Aij) now consists of
three steps. The first step, expressed by equation (5.4.10), is the
calculation of the two-particle distribution function pz(Aq), employing
two-particle
dynamics
(represented by AqjCt))
and
two-particle
statistics (represented by p{|)). The second step, expressed by equation
(5,4.11), is the transformation of p2(&n) to
the k-domain, which
results in the function p(k). The third step, expressed by equation
(5.4.9), can be considered as a back-transformation of p(k) to the
Aq-domain,
which
leads
to the wanted
K-particle
displacement
distribution p(Aq). As far as the dependency on the experimental
parameters is concerned it should be noted that the two-particle
distribution
function p2(601) and its transform p(k) are entirely
determined by geometrical parameters only, which are represented by
p({>. The particle density, expressed in terms of X, enters the model in
the evaluation of p(Aij),
using equation (5.4.9). Accordingly, a
particular beam geometry requires only a single computation of the
function p(k), which is sufficient to evaluate the distribution p(Ai))
far a range of X-values.
We emphasize that, given a certain value of X, each of the three
functions pz(Aq). p(k) and p(Aij) contains all relevant information.
Accordingly,
these
functions
should be regarded as
equivalent
representations of the problem, related by simple Fourier-type of
integral transformations. The three-step approach of the model is not
only convenient from a mathematical point of view, but clarifies the
physical aspects of the problem as well.
In fact we will see that some
of the characteristic features of p(£q) can best be described in terms
of the corresponding properties of p(fc) and ps(df).
With respect to the relation between the functions pg(di|), p(k)
and p(iU|), one may add, that given the displacement distribution p(dq).
the
function
p(k) can be retrieved using the inverse
Fourier
transformation of equation (5.4.9)
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Xptk)
= f dan p(*i) e lk*41'
e~

(5.4.12)

Similarly, one can retrieve pa(Ai|) from p(k) using
dk [L - p(k)] e ~ lk '^

(5.4.13)

The length L appears in this expression due to the fact that p2(Aq) is
not normalized to 1 but to L. This can be seen from the equations
(5.4.6) and (5.4.10)

f din pa(An) = f d( p(|) = L f d| Ps(t) = L

J

J

(5.4.14)

J

The practical value of the equations (5.4.12) and (5.4.13) is limited,
s~ ce one is primarily interested in determining p(Aif) through p(k) and
P2(&!(), instead of the other way around.
In the remainder of this chapter the features of the model will
be further investigated, emphasizing the fundamental aspects. The
relation between the characteristic properties of the functions p2(Aq),
p(k) and p(Aij) will be discussed in the next section. The aspects of the
model related to the choice of the reference trajectory (on- or offaxis) are considered in section 5.6. In the presentation given so far
the dimension n of the displacement Aq was left unspecified. Section 5,7
presents the basic equations for n=l, 2 and 3. These results are
employed in section 5.8 to determine the distribution of the fluctuating
component
of the interaction force in a cylindrical beam. The
significance of the representation in the k-domain is the subject of
section 5.9. Finally, it will be shown in section 5.10 that the model
gives a clear indication how to add the results obtained for the
individual beam segments.

S.5

Moaents and cuaulants of the displacement distribution

In this section we will define the moments and cumulants of
the displacement distribution p(iif). He will also investigate their
relation with the moments of the two-particle distribution pj(Aij) as
well as the relation with the properties of the function p(k). The
material of this section may appear to be rather "technical". However,
the resulting relations are of great significance to the model and will
be used extensively.
For convenience of notation the analysis of this section is
restricted to the case of an one-dimensional displacement An (n=l).
However, all results can straightforwardly be extended to cover the
general case of a multi-dimensional displacement 09 (n>l).
The m*11 moment of the displacement distribution p(iij) is defined
as
<dn"> = I dd»fiiaif)Ai}»

(5.5.1)

Clearly, the zero order moment (m~0) is related to the normalization of
p(An) and should be equal to 1. Substitution of equation (5.4.9) into
equation (5.5.1), taking m=0, yields
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1 =

f
f
f dk
K
J
J
J 2it
fd
k,,5<k,>,.e-xp(k)= e r -

J

l

(5.5.2)

utilizing
the representation
of the 5-function
given
by equation
(5.4.2). Equation
(5.5,2) states
that the normalization
of p(ijj)
requires that p(k=0)=0. Notice that the property p(k=O)=O is guaranteed
by the definition of p ( k ) , see equation (5,4.8).
In the same way one finds for the first moment (m=l) of p(A>}),
using equations and (5.5.1) and (5.4,9)
j»_

._ - / . _ * _

f^^fS
• J.^

•_ i —

dk a f ik-A/jl

_ —

—§

~ Apik)

-Xp(k>

Integration by parts, using that p(k)-«» at the k-integration boundaries,
results in
ik-Ajf

again

using

procedure

equation (5.4.2).

By repetition of the sane

mathematical

it can in general be proven that the in111 moment of

p(A)j)

is

given by
— e
3k™

I n
Jk=O

(5,5.4)

Thus all moments of p(ai() are related to the properties of p(k) at k=0.
Accordingly, one may write

IB=0

l

1

111=0

Thus the function exp[-Ap(k)] can be expressed as a power expansion in k
in which the coefficients are the moments of the distribution p ( A q ) . A
function
with
this characteristic
is called
"moment
generating
function",
for instance see van Kampen (19.81). Notice
that
equation
(5.5.5) can also be derived directly from equation (5.4.12),
by power
expansion of the exponential function.
Taking the logarithm on both sides of equation (5,5.5) one finds
by means of power expansion (using ln(l+x)=x-x*/2+-----K-l)i* 1 xJ/j)

J i ^ p «*.» (5.5.6)
in which < < A n ™ » is called the m** cumulant of p(ii(). All cumulants are
implicitly defined
by equation ( 5 . 5 . 6 ) . The first four cumulants are
related to the moments of pito))a s
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(5.5.7)

Notice that the first cumulant and first moment are identical, while the
second cumulant is identical to the mean square spread (or variance) of
tne distribution. According to equation (5.5.6) the function -Ap(k) can
be regarded as the "cumulant generating function" of the distribution
So far we concentrated on the displacement distribution p(An)
and its relation with the function p(k). He now like to investigate the
relation with the properties of the two-particle distribution
The m t h moment of the this distribution is defined as

= I d|

(5.5.8)

in which we utilized the definition p(An), given by equation (5.4.10).
The moment generating function of p2(Aq) i s p(k), as follows by power
expansion of the exponential function in equation (5.4.11)

-P(k) = I
By comparison
cumulants of

of

(-ik>™

(5.5.9)

<an^

the equations (5.5.6) and (5.5.9) one sees that
are directly related to the moments of P2(<Uj) as

= A

the

(5.5.10)

which is an important result.
equations (5.5.7) and (5.5.8)

For m=l and m=2

it

yields,

employing

= A I dfp(t)
(5.5.11)

= A f dt
For the on-axis reference trajectory one finds <Aip=0 and the second
equation
becomes identical to equation (5.3.13), obtained by direct
calculation (note Xp(t)=NP(i(t)*(N-l)Pj(|), see equation (5.4.6)).

5.6

On- ami off-axis reference trajectories

Equation (5.4.8), defining the function p(k), can be split up
into a real and an imaginary part (using l-exp(ix)=2sin2(x/2)+isin(x))
= pr(k)+ipi(k)

in which
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(5.6.1)

I

Pr(k)

i
(5.6.2)

f

Pi(k) =

dJMj p2(aj}) S]ii(h.-Aj)2)

By comparison with equation (5.5.6) these functions can be identified as
(restricting ourselves again to the one-dimensional case)
(~l)ik2J
-\pr(k) = 2

k2
«O*i»

k*
«^2»
(5.6.3)
k3

using that «A»p>=<4»p. In general p r (-k)=p r (k), while pt(-k)=-pi(k),
as can be seen from either equation (5.6.2) or equation (5.6.3). Thus
Pr(k) is a symmetric function and Pi(k) is an anti-symmetric
function
in k.
For the on-axis reference trajectory in a rotational symmetric
beam segment the imaginary part pi(k) will vanish and p(k)=p r (k). In
that case all statistical interaction effects are represented by the
real part of p(k). For an off-axis reference trajectory pi(k) does not
vanish and affects the displacement distribution p(Aq), which can now be
expressed as
- xPr(k)

(5

^4)

as follows from equations (5.4.9) and (5.6.1). Notice that p(fiij) is
always real as a consequence of the symmetry properties pr(-fc)=Pr(k) and
Pi(-k)=-pi(k). The first term of the expansion of Api(k) is equal to
k-<Ajp. as can be seen from equation (5.6.3). Ignoring higher order
terms equation (5.6.4) transforms to

(2n)« J
This equation shows that the first order effect of an off-axis reference
trajectory is the occurrence of an uniform shift in p(iij) by a value
<Aq>. This shift corresponds (by definition) to the space charge effect.
In the approximation of equation (5.6.5) the effect of statistical
interactions is entirely represented by the real part of p(k) only.
Accordingly, the statistical interactions experienced along some offaxis reference trajectory can be described by the same set of equations
as used for the on-axis reference trajectory. However, even in this
approximation, the resultine shifted distribution p(Aij-<iij>) may differ
from the one obtained for the on-axis reference trajectory, due to
the differences in p(|), affecting p(d$-<jJg» through p r (k). By
including
non-vanishing higher order terms in the expansion of Pi(k)
the statistical displacement distribution p(ai|-<4^>) becomes asymmetric
(which means p(Aij-<iij>)*p(-Afl+<a^>)). as can be seen from equation
(5.6.4).
In the remaining of this chapter we will ignore the imaginary
part of p(k) by stating p(k)=p r (k). As we limit ourselves here to the
effect of statistical interactions this approach is exact for the on-
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axis reference trajectory and correct up to (but not
order terms in k for other reference trajectories.

5.7

including)

third

Models in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions

The main relations of the model are represented by the equations
(5.4.9), (5.4.10) and (5.4.11), defining the functions p(Aij), pz(Ai)) and
p(k) respectively. The dimension n of the displacement Aq was left
unspecified so far. We will now consider these equations for the cases
n=l, 2 and 3 specifically.
Using scalar notation the equations (5.4.10), (5.4.11) and
(5.4.8) can be expressed as

=I

p(f>
(5.7.1)

(5.7.2)

(2it)» J

(5.7.3)

where iujt.Arjz,- • • ,An B are t h e components of HJf, A>)2, i ,4)J2,2, • * • ,A^2, n
the components o f Aij2 and ki , k 2 , * • • , k n t h e components of k .
For n = l t h e s e e q u a t i o n s transform t o

f d|

p(t) fitif) - Aiffe(tn

(5.7.4)

p(k) = 2 I din p z (An) sin*(kAij/2)

(5.7.5)

00

p(An) = - f dk cos<kAif) e ~ X p < k )
* 0

(5.7.6)

In equation (5.7.5) we ignored the imaginary part of p(k), conform the
discussion of the previous section. Accordingly, p(k)=p(-k), which was
used to obtain equation (5.7.6). This set of equations will be used to
describe the Boersch effect, taking d>;=AVz.
For n=2 the equations (5.7.1), (5.7.2) and (5.7.3) can be
reduced to one-dimensional integrals,provided that the distributions
p(&fi,d»z) and P2(ii)i ,iij2) are functions of ajp^An^+aiia*)1 '* only. This
is to be expected in case of rotational symmetry. The t«o-particle
distribution of iij is given by
pa(A^) = 2it dn pz(4i|) = J d| p(t) «[Ai? - an«(t)I

(5.7.7)

Employing cylindrical coordinates the function p(k) can be expressed as

P(k) =P(k) = U d A » fd* e£i^l U _
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which is identical to

p(k) =

din p2(An) [1 - J6(kAn)]
J

(5.7.8)

0

utilizing the integral representation of the Bessel function of the
zero order Jo,
f
Jo(x) =

difi
-^e

ix vcosi

(5.7.9)

By similar reasoning one finds for the displacement distribution
CO

= An I kdk Jo(kAn) e ~

P

(5.7.10)

The equations ( 5 . 7 . 7 ) , ( 5 . 7 . 8 ) and ( 5 . 7 . 1 0 ) w i l l be used t o describe the
trajectory
displacement
effect
i n a rotational
symmetric
beam,
taking in=Ar.
F i n a l l y for n=3 we consider the s i t u a t i o n that the d i s t r i b u t i o n s
p(Ani,A»2,d»3)
and
PI<AIJI ,A«2 ,Anj)
are
functions
of
in = (ani 2 +fl7)2 2 +an3*) 1 'z
only, which i s to be expected in case of
spherical symmetry. Employing spherical coordinates, equations ( 5 . 7 . 1 ) ,
( 5 . 7 . 2 ) and ( 5 . 7 . 3 ) transform t o
Pzl&Q) = 4it AJJ* piilut)

" f d | p ( t ) S{*n - A i j z d ) ]

p(k) = p(k) = f diif p2(ai7) {l - - ^ ( t " ^ ]

= ^=!- i kdk sin(kin) e

(5.7.11)

(5.7.12)

X p k

(5.7.13)

This set of equations will be used to derive the Holtsmark distribution,
previously introduced in equation (4.9.1).

5.8

Distribution of the interaction force in cylindrical beams

We will now employ the basic equations of the extended twoparticle
model
to compute the probability distribution of the
fluctuating electrostatic interaction force acting on a test particle
located on the axis of a cylindrical beam of charged particles. Doing so
we make a little detour from the main line of this chapter, which is
primarily concerned ith the fundamental concepts of the model. This
intermezzo serves as a demonstration of the practical merits of this
approach, while it also provides some tools to explain the results
obtained for the Boersen effect (discussed in chapter 7) and the
trajectory displacement effect (discussed in chapters 8 and 9 ) .
W E will assume that the bean can be regarded as infinitely long
compared to the average separation of the particles. If one assumes, in
addition, that the diameter of the beam is infinitely large, the problem
simplifies substantially, since the distribution of field particles
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surrounding the test particles may then be considered as spherical
symmetric. Accordingly, the wanted probability distribution of the
interaction force is expected to follow the Holtstnark distribution.
First, we will investigate whether this result can be reproduced within
the model and next we will study the more complex problem of a beam with
a finite, possibly small, diameter.
Consider a test particle surrounded by an infinitely large
spherical symmetric cloud of field particles with density na. The
appropriate model to treat this three dimensional case consists of the
equations (5.7.11), (5.7.12) and (5.7.13). Instead of the probability
distribution of displacements AIJ, we will determine the distribution of
the interaction force F, thus we take Ai(=F, In addition we have to
replace the linear electron density X by the three dimensional particle
density na, which is the relevant measure far the particle density in
the present case. Both quantities can be related through the total
number of particles N
XL = N =(4/3) irL>nd

(5.8.1)

in which L now denotes the radius of the sphere of field particles
(L-MO) . The magnitude of the force exerted tiy a field particle at
distance r from the test particle is given by
F = A7)2 = Co/r*

,

Co = e«MiTEo

(5.8.2)

From equation (5.7.11) one finds for the two-particle distribution
the interaction force (using that p(|) is normalized to L)

of

Substitution of this expression into equation (5.7.12) yields

in which we used the identity
x-sin(x)

8

f

cos(x)

8

which follows after several integration by parts.
(5.8.1) one can rewrite equation (5.8.4) as
M>(k) = (F.k)"z ,

By means of equation

F,, = W15)*'3(2irCo)n,|S"J

(5.8.6)

Finally, the desired distribution follows from equation (5.7.13)

P(F) = ^ J " kdk sin(kF) e - ( F » k ) 3 ' Z

(5.8.7)

'0

which i s indeed identical to the Holtsmark distribution introduced in
section 4.9, see equations (4.9,1) and (4.9,2). The 3/2 power dependency
on k i s characteristic for the Holtsmark distribution.
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£

Now consider a beam with finite radius ro. As the distribution
p(F) is not expected to be spherical symmetric one has to determine the
distribution of the axial force component F„ and the lateral force
component F^ separately.
Let us consider p(F x ) first. The twodimensional variant of the model is given by the equations (5.7.7),
(5.7.8) and (5.7.10). In terms of the coordinates represented by J, see
equation (5.2.1) and figure 5.1, one tlads
Cor

Co

1

analogous to equation (5,8.2). The corresponding
two-particle force
distribution follows from equation (5.7.7), assuming an uniform current
density distribution within the beam

Substituting
z
s = —
this transforms to

" • ^ > - ~ ^ 1 i ,^;:^1 7^-^x-ti
where to=Co/ro 2 (l+s z ) 3 ' 2 .
becomes
2C 0 3 ' z

(5.8.1D

Using the definition of the ^-function

this

™

where 9(x) is the step-function. A further reduction in general terms
does not appear to be feasible and we will suffice to investigate two
extreme cases: ro-*18 and ro-»0. In the classification of section 3.3, the
former represents an (extreme) extended cylindrical beam, while the
latter corresponds to an (extreme) pencil-beam. For ro=0 all particles
are in a row on the beam axis. For ro-*00 the conditions underlying the
Holtsmark distribution are reproduced and one should expect to obtain
its two-dimensional variant.
For re-*00 the argument of the step-function in equation (5.8.12)
is positive for all positive F^ and one directly obtains

in which Ii represents

"

2ds

- " # ro/4)
1<4378

with r(x) the Gamma-function.
equation (5.7.8)

The function

p(k)

now

follows

from
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p(k) = L*31*

Itl2 k 3 "

15.8.14)

in which I 2 represents

z

J

Js<£). M H i E
99 JJ dx x 1 ' 2
9 r(3/4)

xx S ' 2

. 0 . 92982

employing
integration
by
parts
(using
dJo(x)/dx=-Ji(x)
d[xJi(x)J/dx=xJ0(x)). By substituting n4=X/fro^ one obtains
\p(k)

= 2irC03'2n,i

III! k3'2

= F03'2k3'2

and

(5.8.15)

which is identical to equation (5.8.6). From equation (5.7.10) one finds
for the distribution of the lateral interaction force in an extended
cylindrical beam (ro-w>)
00

p{¥±) = - i f kdk Jo(kF±) e~{Fak)in
2ir J Q

(5.8.16)

which is the Two-dimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution given
by equation \5.8.7). It specifies the distribution of the interaction
force component in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. (In fact the
same result follows for a plane of arbitrary orientation, since the
distribution of field particles is for ro-^° effectively spherical
symmetric)
Now consider equation (5.8.12) for ro-»0,
that is for a
cylindrical pencil beam. The argument of the step-function is only
positive for large values of s, that is s>so, where
so = [(Co/ro2F±)2'J - 1]U*
The

(5.8.17)

integral in equation (5.8.12) can now be approximated as
OB

f

00

ds

f

J
SO
Accordingly,
pencil beam

j
one

P2<F±> =
The function p(k)

ds

2

7so" 2

So
obtains for the two-particle distribution of F ± in

'

;

follows

a

(5.8.18)
from equation (5.7.8)

P(k) = (4/7) C o 1 ' 3 r o 1 ' 3 I j k " 3

(5.8.19)

in which 13 represents
Jt(«)

18T(5/6)

=2_8972

as follows by integration by parts. The 1/3 power dependency on k,
expressed by equation (5.8,19), i s characteristic for the distribution
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of the transverse component of the interaction force in a pencil
From equation (5.7.10) one finds for this distribution

1f
= —- k
kdk J 0 (kF x )
2n J

-(4/7)C 0 1 ' J r« I ' J IjXk 1 ' J
e

beam.

(5.8.20)

o

Notice that the width of this distribution tends to zero for ro-»O. The
physical reason is obvious: For ro=O all particles are on a row and the
interaction force does not have a transverse component P^.
Let us now consider the distribution of the axial force
component piFj/). As the calculation follows the same lines of thought as
the calculation of p<t±) we will not present it in detail, but only give
the main results. Prom equation (5.7.4) one finds for the two-particle
force distribution, analogous to equation (5.3.9)

in which Pg carries form -» to +« (note P2(|F//1 )=2p2(F<f)>. Similar
the derivation of equation (5.8.11) this can be transformed to

to

We will again investigate the extreme cases TO-*" and ro-»O. For ro*» the
argument of the step-function is positive for all positive F// and
equation (5.8.22) yields
Co 1 ' 2

f"

s*'2ds

2C 0 J ' 2

The function p(k) follows from equation (5.7.5)

showing the 3/2 power dependency on k characteristic for the Holtsmark
distribution.
Substituting
nd=\/itro2 one obtains again
equation
(5.8.15). By means of equation (5.7.6) one finds for the distribution of
the axial force component in an extended cylindrical beam
CD

1 f
-(F»k) 3 ' 2
p(Fff) = _
dk cos(kF/,) e
* J0

(5.8.25)

which is the one-dimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution given
by equation (5.8.7).
Finally, consider equation (5.8.22) for ro-»O, that is for a
cylindrical pencil beam. Analogous to equation (5.8.18) one finds in
this limit

%
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Co 1 ' 2
=— - ^ y
The function p(k)

(5.8.26)

follows

from equation (5.7.5)
1

pU) - (2nC 0 )"2 k '*

(5.8.27)

This k-dependency is characteristic for the distribution of the axial
component of the interaction force in a pencil beam. From equation
(5.7.6) one finds for this distribution

I

(5.3.28)
0

The width of the distribution tends to a non-zero finite value for ro-»O,
in agreement with the fact that the longitudinal component of the
interaction force does not vanish in case all particles are on a row.

S.9

Representation in the k-dovain

We will now proceed with the discussion of the fundamental
aspects of the model. From the equations constituting the model (see
section 5.7) it is clear that all information regarding the interaction
distribution p(Mj) is also present in the function p(k) as well as in
the
two-particle distribution p2(An). In this section we wish to
demonstrate that the representation by the function p(k) in the k-domain
provides a simple way of describing most of the
characteristic
properties of p(Aq).
Suppose the quantity Xp(k) is for all k given by
Xp(fc) = A T |k|v

(5,9.1)

where y i s a numerical constant and A-, a quantity which depends on the
experimental parameters. As p(k=O)=O, the corresponding distribution
p(&7> is normalized, see equation (5.5.2). In the representation of
equation (5.9.1) the small k-behaviour of p(k) can be expressed as
T=2 , At = « A q z » / 2 n = \<iafzi>/2n

(n=l,2,3)

(5.9.2)

as follows from equations (5.6.2) or (5.6.3), assuming that p(k)=pr(k)
and that p(Aq) is symmetric. In the second step we used that the second
cumulant <.<&)*» of p(iij) is identical to the second moment <£jf2^> of
p2(Ajj), see equation (5.5.10). Notice that « M | * » = « ; A I | 2 > since <An>=0,
see equation (5.5.7). For the general case of a n-ccmponent displacement
Ail one finds from equations (5.7.3), (5.9.1) and (5.9.2)

-i— n f
(2it)- ^
using that k*=ki*+»••+kB*. Integration
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yields

]

(5.9.3)

"«

which is a n-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The mean square of this
distribution <£ij2> is equal to 2nA2, which is consistent with equation
(5.9.2). We conclude that Gaussian behaviour prevails if the integral
for p(fiij) is dominated by the small k-behaviour of p(k). This will be
true for large values of the linear particle density A.
As a practical measure for the width of the displacement
distribution we will often use the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
In some applications one is also interested in the value of the median
Full Width (FW 5 o), which is the smallest width containing 50 % of the
particles. For the distribution of equation (5.9.3) one finds
4(ln2)I/Z
= 3.3302
4erf-« (1/2) = 1.9078
4(ln2)1/2
= 3.3302
4.3506

(n=l,2. 3)
(n=l)
(n=2>
(n=3)

(5.9.4)

in which erf"*(x) denotes the inverse of the Fresnel error~function.
Anticipating on the results of chapter 7 we note that a linear
power-dependency in k (y=l) is relevant for the theory of the Boersch
effect. We will therefore examine this case. By substituting equation
(5.9.1) with 7=1 into equations (5.7.6), (5.7.10) and (5.7.13), which
specify the distribution p(il»j) in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions respectively,
one finds after integration
(5.9.5)

(n=2)

(5.9.6)

(n=3)

(5.9.7)

which are known as Lorentz (or Cauchy) distributions.
values of these distributions are given by
FWHM4)?/Ai
FWso^/A, =

The FWHM and FH50

(n=l,2,3)
(n=l)
(n=2)
(n=3)

2

f

I ?-j3 - 3.4641
\ 4.5389

(5.9.8)

The Lorentzian distributions do not have finite second or higher
moments, as can be verified from equation (5.5.1). This is in general
true for all distributions corresponding to 7-values < 2. We will come
back to this point at the end of this section. In terms of
equation
(5.9.1),
one can represent the Lorentzian distributions (5.9.5),
(5.9.6) and (5.9.7) in the k-domain as
T=l

,

At =

FWHM. / 2 ( 2 2 M D + I >

-

(n=l,2,3)

(5.9.9)

The cases y=2 (Gaussian distribution) and T = 1 (Lorentzian distribution)
appear to be the only cases for which equation (5.7.3) can be evaluated
analytically.
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The Holtsmark distribution corresponds to the intermediate case
?=3/2, as can be seen from equation (5.8.6). The Holtsmark distribution
pertains to the fluctuating component of the total interaction force f
in an extended homocentric cylindrical beam segment. In such a beam the
displacement of the test particle AJJ experienced during the flight is
directly proportional to t, or a component of F, provided that all
particles follow approximately their unperturbed trajectories, see
equation (4.9.3). The displacement distribution p(Aij) generated in a
homocentric cylindrical beam is therefore expected to be Holtsroarkian
for small current densities, which are, however, large enough to
consider the beam as extended. In the chapters 7, 8 and 9 it will be
demonstrated that the Holtsmark distribution also appears for other beam
geometries,
provided
that the beam is extended and
that
the
perturbations experienced by the particles are small.
According to equation (5.8.4) the Holtsmark distribution can in
the k-domain be represented as
(5.9.10)

(n=l,2,3)

T=3/2

The corresponding displacement distributions in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions
are given by the equations (5.8.25). (5.8.16) and (5.8.7) respectively.
The FWHM and FWso values of these distributions can be retrieved from
the data of table 5.1.
Other k-dependencies are found in beams which have a small
transverse dimension compared to the axial separation of the particles,
referred to as pencil beams. In the limit of low particle density the
distribution of displacements generated in a pencil beam shows again the
same form as the distribution(s) of the interaction force, or one of its
components. According to the equations (5.8.19) and (5.8.27) these
distributions can in the k-domain be represented as
7=1/3 .
(5.9.11)
(n=2)

T=l/2 ,

in which Ij=2.8972. The corresponding distribution for n=l (axial force
component) i s given by equation (5.8.28) and for n=2 ( l a t e r a l force
component) by equation (5.8.20). These distributions are relevant
for the Boersch effect and the trajectory displacement effect generated
in low-density pencil beams. The FWHM and FWso values can be determined
from table 5 . 1 .
Table 5.1. The Full Width at Halt Maximum (FWHM) and the Full Vidtb
median (FW$0) of the different types of 1-. 2- and J-dimensiooal
distributions generated by statistieal interactions. The general fora of
the distribution is given by equation (5.9.11).
FSHM/AT"'

T

n=2

n=3

n=l

n=2

n=3

1/3

.063531

.013013

.0049493

3.5751

6.8096

9.1538

1/2

.44711

.17997

.10229

2.5677

1
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n=l

FWsd/A,"*

4.7478

6.3418

1.S328

1.2872

2

3.4641

4.5289

3/2

2.8775

2.6554

2.512$

1.9379

3.3206

4.2956

2

3.3302

3.3302

3.3302

1.9078

3.3302

4.3506

2

The
complete
list of k-dependencies encountered in
the
calculation of statistical effects exists of the following 7-values:
7=2
7=3/2
7=1
y=l/2
7=1/3

-

Gaussian distribution
Holtsmark distribution
Lorentzian distribution
distribution of tg in a pencil beam
distribution of F ± in a pencil beam

The corresponding distributions in one and two dimensions are depicted
in the figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. These figures clearly show that
a small T-value leads to a distribution with a narrow core and long
tails. In figure 5.4 we included a plot corresponding to the value
7=1/2, which is relevant for the angular deflection distribution in a
beam segment with a narrow crossover and low current density, as will be
shown in section S.3.
In the remaining part of this section we will investigate how the
width and the tails of the displacement distribution p<£i|) depend on the
parameter
7 and the experimental parameters represented by A T .
Substitution of equation (5.9.1) into equation (5.4.9) yields

By introducing the scaling
£ - AT"Tk ,

AJj - A / "

1

^

, p(iq) - A T n ' T p(Ml)

(5.9.13)

equation (5.9.12) transforms to

Since we have absorbed the parameter A T in the scaling, equation
(5.9.14) does not depend on the experimental parameters. Accordingly,
the Full Width at Half Maximum of p(Afl), indicated as FVHMr.
is a
function of the numerical factor 7 only. This function is depicted in
figure 5.5a, for n=l, 2 and 3. Table 5.1 gives the corresponding
numerical values for some specific cases, which are relevant to the
theory of statistical interactions. From equation (5.9.13) it follows
that the unsealed FWHM is given by
FWHMAn = A t " * n/HHy

(5.9.15)

This equation expresses the FWHM of p(Of) in terns of the experimental
parameters (represented by
A T ) and the parameter 7, which is a
constant provided that the shape of p(dif) remains unchanged. Equation
(5.9.15) is the generalization of equations (5.9.4) and (5.9.8) which
apply to the cases 7=2 and 7=1 respectively. Equation (5.9.15) can be
modified to cover other width-measures as well, such as the median width
FW50. The corresponding numerical values of *V$OT are plotted in figure
5.5b. It is important to observe that the ratio FWff/j/FVsty is not
constant, but varies with 7, as is shown in figure 5,5c.
The parameter A» is for all conditions directly proportional to
the beam current I, as can be seen from equations (5.9.2), (5.9.10) and
(5.9.11), using that X is directly proportional to I, as expressed by
equation (3.2.4).
Accordingly, the FWHM and FWso of the energy
distribution generated by the Boersch effect and the
trajectory
displacement distribution
are proportional to I*'* in the Gaussian
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Figure S.3
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The different types of 1-dimensional displacement
distributioas generated by statistical interactions.

figure 5.4

The different
types
of
2-dimensional displacement
distributions generated by statistical
interaetions.

-J
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Different
uidth-measures of the J-. 2- and i-dimensional
sealed distribution
ot displacements as function of tilt
parameter r, uhieh defines the shape of the
distribution.
The figures 5,5a and 5.5b give the FuJ] Width at Half
Maximum (FUHM) and the Fall Hidth median (FVtt>)
respectively,
while the ratio ot these quantities
is
plotted in figure 5.5c.

regime (r=2), proportional to I*'3 in the Holtsmark regime (j'3/2) and
proportional to I in the Lorentzian regime (r=l). For pencil beams the
Boersch effect increases with I* (7=1/2) and the trajectory displacement
effect increases with I 3 (y=l/3).
The
fall-off in the tails of the distribution P<AJJ) is
determined by the small k-behaviour, as can be seen from equation
(5,9.12). For large values of A»=|dq| one may expand the second part of
the exponential function appearing in this equation. Substituting
one obtains

From this equation it can be understood that the fall-off in the
is given by
lim^ptAn) ~ — n T T

<0<y<2; n=l, 2. 3)

tails

(5.9.16*

It should be emphasized that equation (5.9.16) does not cover the case
7=2, which corresponds to a Gaussian distribution. Notice that equation
(5.9.16) is in agreement with equations (5.9.5), (5.8.6) and (5.9.7),
which apply to the case T = 1 (Lorent2ian distribution) with n-1, 2, 3
respectively. The contribution of the tails to the m t h moment of the ndimensional distribution p(Aij) can now be expressed as

(5.9.17)

in which A/jo should be chosen large enough to guarantee the validity of
equation (5.9.16). Equation (5.9.17) makes clear that no finite second
or higher moments exist for y<2. Only the Gaussian distribution (r=2)
has a finite value for the second moment (while the third and higher
cumulants of a Gaussian distribution are zero).
Anticipating on the results presented in chapters 7, 8 and 9 we
note that the approximation of the function p(k) by equation (5.9.1)
will only be accurate within a certain range of k-values. The functions
p(k) obtained in the actual calculations for the Boersch effect and the
trajectory displacement effect are all proportional to k 2 for small k.
proportional to k " ! or k for intermediate k-values and proportional to
k1'* (Boersch effect) or k»' 3 (trajectory displacement effect) for very
large k-values. The particle density, expressed in the linear particle
density X, determines what part of the function p(k)
dominates the
displacement distribution p(&|). In general the small k-behaviour is
dominant for high values of X and the large k-behaviour is dominant for
small values of X, as can be seen from equation (5,4.9).

5.10

Addition of the effects generated in individual beam segments

The model outlined in the previous section enables us to
calculate the effect of statistical interactions in an individual beam
segment, which contains a single crossover or is cylindrical. A
practical beam usually consists of several of such beam beam segments.
The question now arises how to determine the effect generated in the
total system from the results obtained for the individual segments.
Consider a beam which is partitioned in Nn beam segments. Let
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the statistical displacement distribution of segment j
given by

^ J * . * *

<j=l---N|,) be

->'"»"

.5.10.1,

using the representation of equation (5.4.9), All information regarding
segment j is contained in the quantity Xjpj(k>.
We now make the
following two assumptions:
(1) The displacements Alh (with j=l---Nb) experienced by the test
particle in the successive beam segments are not correlated.
(2) All distributions
Pj(Ai|) (with j=l- • -Mn) can be represented by
equation (5.8,1) with identical values for the k-dependency
parameter y. This implies that the distributions are assumed to be
congruent.
To start with let us consider a system consisting of two beam
segments. Assumption (1) implies that the distribution of statistical
effects generated in the total beam can be expressed as a convolution of
the
distributions corresponding to the individual beam
segments

=f

(5.10.2)

Substitution of the expressions for
(5.10.1) y i e l d s

| \ , f d k f dk' ik.iiJ
= jd*,']—j—e

<

pi(Ai|) and pz(di|) given by equation

+ik1-(fli|-Ait1)-XiPi(k)-X2P2(k<)il; ,„ , 4

(5.10.3)

Conform the representation of the ^-function given by equation
one may write

(5.4.2)

Accordingly, equation (5.10.3) transforms to

(SrJ
By
comparison with equation (5.10.1) one finds
distribution can in the k-domain be represented as

that

the

total

[Xp(k)] T = x,pi(k) + X 2 p 2 (k)
For a system
generalized to

consisting of N b beam septients this

lXp(k)lT - 2 Xjpj(k)

expression

can be

(5.10.6)

Thus assumption (1) implies that the representation of the total
displacement distribution in the k-domain can be obtained as the sum of
all functions Xp(k) corresponding, to the individual beam segments.
We like to translate this result in terms of the distributions
Pj(Ail) where j=l"-H». For that we need assumption (2). Following
equation (5.9.15) one may express the FWHM of the distribution pj(iq) as
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FHHMj = Aj'' T FUHI*,

(5.10.7)

in which
Aj corresponds to the representation in k-space of the
distribution of segment j by means of equation (5.8.1). Equation
(5.10,6) implies that the parameter A T , corresponding to the total
effect, is a linear sum of the parameters Aj corresponding to the
individual beam segments. Assumption (2) implies that the parameter
FVHth has the same numerical value in all segments. Consequently, the
FWHM of the total displacement distribution can be expressed as

U/y
FWHMT

SAj

|l/7
FWHMI

3=1

-

J
j=l

By substitution of equation (5,10.7) one obtains
1/T
FWHMT =

2 FWHMj.T

l

(5.1O.8>

Thus
Gaussian
distributions (y=2) should be added
quadraticly,
Lorentzian distributions (7=1) should be added linearly. Holtsmark
distributions (r=3/2) with a 3/2 power, etc. Since the power-dependency
on k does not change by the summation procedure of equation (5.10.6),
the total distribution will be of the same kind as the distributions
generated in the individual beam segments.
In other words, the
distributions ^re "stable".
In case assumption (2) is not valid (e.g. not all distributions
are congruent) equation (5.10.8) can not be applied. However, as long
as assumption (1) is valid, equation (5.10.6) still holds and the total
function p(k) can straightforwardly be determined from the individual
contributions. The total displacement distribution follows as usual by
means of equation (5.4.9). Clearly, as the power-dependency on k varies
one can not beforehand predict the resulting k-dependency. Accordingly
the shape of ihe resulting distribution depends on the ratio of the
individual c o m fictions and one can not simply translate equation
(5.10.6) into f, summation rule for the FWHM values. This is only a
practical probletr. and not a principle one, since the resulting FWHM (or
any other width> ?~an still be determined from the total p(k) function by
means of equation <?.4.9).
In general, principle problems do occur when assumption (1) is
not valid (which iiseaiis that the displacements experienced in successive
beam segments are correlated). However, there is one exception, namely
the extreme case at TiiJl correlation. Let us investigate this case in
more
detail.
Full correlation means that the displacement
aijj
experienced by the tsst particle in segment j is fully determined by
the displacement experienced in the previous segment. Thus one may write
(5.10.9)
in which C] some (deterministic) function. Accordingly, the
displacement experienced in the entire system is given by
Nt,

i

total

lib

and the total displacement distribution can be expressed as
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(5.10.11)

We now simplify the problem by assuming that
(5.10.12)
which expresses that the displacement in segment j is directly
proportional
to the displacement in segment 1 (for j=2,3,..,N),
Accordingly, all distributions are assumed to be congruent. Basicly, we
rely again on the validity of assumption (2). Equation (5.10.11) now
transforms to

p(Af) =

c

— pi(i|f/

(5.10.13)
j-i

which implies

FWHM = C FWHMi =

N*

Nb

1 Ci I?WH« i =

5! FWHMj

(5.10.14)

Thus, when the correlation between the displacements experienced by the
test particle in the successive beam segments can be expressed by
equations (5.10.9) and (5.10.12), one should calculate the total FWHM as
a linear sum of the FWHM corresponding to the individual beam segments.
In all other circumstances than those outlined above it appears
to be impossible to relate the distributions of the separate beam
segments uniquely to that of the total system. The basic expectation of
our model is that the displacement distributions generated in the
different segments are either entirely correlated or not correlated at
all. No correlation is expected in case of a succession of segments
with narrow crossovers separated by lenses. The lenses cause
a
redistribution of the trajectories destroying any correlation between
them (In this respect lens-aberrations are expected to have a favorable
effect). Full correlation
is expected for a succession of (nearly)
cylindrical segments of low current density. The deviations from the
unperturbed trajectories are small, and the configuration of field
particles surrounding a test particle does not change drastically during
the flight. In other words the "collision" between a test particle and a
field particle will be extended throughout all segments and the
contribution of one segment to the total deviation of the test particle
is directly proportional to the segment length. Consequently, the
separate
displacements experienced by the test particle in the
successive beam segments are correlated conform equation (5.10.12) and
one may utilize equation (5.10.14) to evaluate the FWHM of the total
displacement distribution.

5.11

Slice Method

So far we assumed that the beam segments were chosen such that
the segment boundaries coincide with the location of thin lenses. The
reason for this choice is twofold. Firstly, it allows a simple
representation of the unperturbed trajectories, which are straight lines

Figure 5.6

Schematic representation of
segment into thin cylindrical

the subdivision
slices.

of

a beam

due to the absence of optical components within the segment. Secondly,
we expect that the displacements generated in the individual segments,
separated by lenses, show no correlation. This allows us to determine
the
total
effect from equation (5.10.6) or equation
(5.10.8).
Considering the alternatives methods of partitioning the beans it
becomes clear that it is not practical to extend the segments over a
larger part of the beam and include
lenses,
primarily due to
complications with the representation Of the unperturbed trajectories.
However, one can easily choose shorter segments than those defined by
the distances between the optical components. In this section we will
study this alternative in some detail.
Let us subdivide a beam segment between two thin optical
components into slices of length az, see figure 5.5. The displacement
distribution pCAif) is now evaluated per slice. If one assumes that the
displacements of the test particle experienced in the individual slices
are entirely correlated one may use equation (5.10.14) to determine the
PWHM of ths total displacement distribution generated in the whole
segment. This approach, referred to as the slice method, is justified if
the displacements from the unperturbed trajectories -are small, which
will be true for low current densities.
The slice-method has some distinct advantages. By choosing the
slices thin enough one may treat them as cylindrical. Accordingly, one
can utilize the expression obtained for a cylindrical beam segment to
calculate the effect in any beam geometry, using
Ns

z

FWHM = 2 FWMp(I,V,ro,A2s) * I
s=l
'z

^ r o ^

(5.11.1)

where FWHMp(I,V,ro.Az) is the FWHM of the distribution generated in a
cylindrical slice (with Parallel rays) of length fiz, radius ro, carrying
a current I at potential V (supposing an uniform current density
distribution).
This expression is expected to be linear in Az.
Accordingly, the integrant FHHMp(I,V,ro,Az)/Az will only depend on z
through the beam radius r 0 .
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I:

In the chapters 7, 8 and 9 we will use the slice-method to
relate the results obtained for a beam segment with a crossover to those
obtained for a cylindrical beam segment. It should be emphasized that
the validity of equation (5.11.1) requires the current density to be low
enough to guarantee that the displacements from the
unperturbed
trajectories are small. Returning to the analysis of section 5.3 one may
note that the slice-method resembles the procedure of Massey, Jones and
Plumitier (1981), which is a variant of the "mean square field fluctuation
approximation",
see equation (5,3.27). However, by considering the
FWHM-value instead of a rms-value, we avoid the divergence related to
close encounters in a natural way.
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6.

TWO-PARTICLE DYIUHICS

6.1

Introduction

This chapter studies the dynamical problem of two particles
interacting through the Coulomb force in absence of external fields. The
unperturbed motion of the particles in the laboratory system is
represented by the so-called geometrical parameters. These parameters
are transformed to coordinates in the orbital plane. The calculation of
the particle motion in this plane constitutes the well known Kepler
problem, which was solved by Newton (1687), For the repulsive Coulomb
force considered here, the solution of this problem predicts that the
particles will follow a hyperbolic orbit, which is in polar coordinates
represented
by a function r(0). This function gives sufficient
information to determine the effect of a collision which is complete in
the sense that the particles effectively come from infinity and recede
to infinity. However, additional information is required to describe
incomplete collisions. Given an arbitrary initial condition, one has to
determine each of the polar coordinates r and B, as well as there
derivatives
as function of time t. The main part of the chapter is
dedicated to the solution of this problem. Integration of the equations
of motion results in a function t(r), which implicitly specifies the
function r(t), required in the calculation. Unfortunately, the function
t(r)
can not be inverted,
which prohibits an exact analytical
calculation. Three alternative methods are studied to solve this
problem. The first method exploits a numerical routine to perform the
inversion. The second method is based on a power expansion in r of the
exact solution t(r) and applies to nearly complete
collisions. The
third method is based on first order perturbation theory, which is a
valid approximation for weak interactions. The last two methods provide
explicit equations which express the velocity and spatial displacements
of the particles in terms of the geometrical parameters.

6.2

Basic properties

Consider a test
particle moving along the axis of a beam
segment of arbitrary geometry. The particle interacts with a single
field particle which follows some off-axis trajectory. External forces
are
assumed to be absent.
Figure 6.1 depicts the unperturbed
trajectories of the particles at the moment that the field particle
passes the x,y-plane of the laboratory system. The z-axis of the
laboratory system coincides with the unperturbed path of the test
particle (which is the beam axis). For a beam segment with a crossover
the laboratory system is usually chosen such that the x,y-plane
coincides with the crossover plane. The axial location of this plane is
specified by the parameter S c , see equation (3.2.1). In this chapter we
will use the parameter Sc,in a more general sense, to define the axial
location z=0 of the x,y-plane, irrespective of the beam geometry.
It is assumed that both particles have the same axial velocity.
Accordingly, the relative coordinates are completely specified by
f = (rx,0,bz,v,H>)

(6.2.1)

as was stated previously by equation (5.2.1). This set of parameters
defines the unperturbed motion of the
particles, which shows only
geometrical properties.
Therefore,
we will here refer to these
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"test

'field

v

6.1

field~ v test

Unperturbed trajectories
of a test particle and a field
partial*
in the laboratory system. The orbital plane is
spanned by
the relative unperturbed velocity
vector
»rt«i«-*t»st and the relative unperturbed position vector

quantities as the geometrical variables. From the geometrical variables
f one can obtain the unperturbed coordinates of the particles at any
moment. The moment that the field particle passes through the x,y-plane
(shown in figure 6.1) i s defined as t=0.
Due to the mutual Coulomb interaction during the flight the
particles will deviate From their unperturbed trajectories. The
experienced deviations are determined by the i n i t i a l
relative
coordinates of the particles (specified by the geometrical variables
and the initial time t t ) and the tine of flight T, which i s equal to
T = tf

-

L/v,,

(6.2.2)

with L the length of the beam segment and v z the axial velocity of the
particles. The initial and final time of the interaction, ti and tf, can
be expressed as
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t, = - S t T

,

tr - (1 - S C )T

(b.2.3)

in which the start and the end of the interaction is identified with the
moments that the field particle passes the entrance and the exit plane
of the beam segment respectively.
The
variables specifying the deviations from the unperturbed
trajectories,
here referred to as the dynamical variables,
are
abbreviated by
Ajf = (Ax,ay,Avz)

(6.2.4)

using the same notation as in chapter 5. The quantities Ax and Ay are
the virtual spatial displacements in the plane which is optically
conjugated to the target plane. This plane is called the image or also
the reference plane. The axial location of the image plane is specified
by the quantity Si, defined by equation (3.2.1). The displacements Ax
and Ay are the relevant dynamical variables for the calculation of the
trajectory displacement effect. For a test particle running along the
axis of a rotational symmetric beam it is sufficient to determine the
radial displacement Ar=(Ax ? +Ay 2 ) 1 >2. The axial velocity displacement Avz
is the relevant dynamical variable for the calculation of the Boersch
effect. In general we will denote all "deviations from the unperturbed
trajectory", both in position and velocity, as "displacements" or
"shifts".
The basic problem considered in this chapter is to determine the
dynamical variables Aij as function of the geometrical variables |, the
initial time ti and the interaction time T. The set of geometrical
parameters given by equation (6.2.1) is clearly not the most general
possible, since it assumes that the unperturbed trajectory of the test
particle coincides with the beam axis, while it ignores any difference
in axial velocity. However, the analysis of this chapter can be
generalized to include those cases. The only required modification
concerns the transformation from the laboratory system to coordinates in
the orbital plane, as will be indicated in the next section.
This section covers the general formulation of the problem. We
will first discuss the relation between the coordinate representations
in the laboratory system and the centre of mass system and we will next
review the physical constants of motion.
The relative position vector r and the relative velocity vector
v are defined as
r = r c - rt

,

v = wt - Vt

(6.2.5)

in which the subscript c refers to the field (or colliding) particle and
the subscript t to the test particle. The unperturbed coordinates of the
particles will be indicated with a tilde (~). Thus the unperturbed
relative position is f and the unperturbed relative velocity is v. The
coordinates referring to the time t=0 will be indicated with the
subscript 0 and the coordinates referring to the initial time tt and
final time tr with the subscripts i and f respectively. The unperturbed
relative position and velocity at time t=0 are related to
the
geometrical variables as

f vcos*
16.2.6)

The initial relative coordinates follow from
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ri = to + ti*o

,

v; = vo

(6.2.7)

The unperturbed velocity * remains constant by definition, as expressed
by the second equation. The magnitude |v| of the unperturbed velocity is
identical to the geometrical parameter v (thus Vi=v<»=v).
The centre of mass coordinates are defined as
R

nurc + m t r t

y

=

itic + nit

nit + m t

in which mc and mt the mass of the field and test particle respectively.
We will consider the case of identical particles, thus mc=int=m.
Accordingly, equations (6.2.8) reduce to
a = r (rc + rtl

,

V = ~ (vc + v t )

(6.2.9)

At t=0 the centre of mass coordinates are given by

(6.2.10)

¥ = -

As external forces are assumed to be absent the total momentum of the
two-particle system is conserved. Consequently, the velocity of the
centre of mass remains constant irrespective of the interaction between
the particles and equation (6.2.10) applies to both the unperturbed and
the perturbed trajectories. Accordingly, the position R of the centre of
mass at time t is (independent of the interaction) given by
R U ) = 8, + tV
and the coordinates
retrieved froiH

(6.2.11)
of

field

r,:(t) = R U ) + - r(t)

and test particle at

tiaie

,

vc(t> = ¥ U ) + - v(t)

,

vt(t) = V(t) - - v ( t )

can

be

(6.2.12)

l

r t (t) = R(t) - - r ( t )

t

If one knows the relative coordinates r(t) and v(t) as function of time
one can determine the corresponding coordinates of the individual
particles by means of the equations (6.2,10), (6.2.11) and (6.2.12).
The absence of external forces also implies that the total
energy and the angular momentum of the two-particle system
are
conserved. The total kinetic energy (in the laboratory system) is
defined as
Etia.L • ;«rvf* + iiiitvt* - ;(mc + mt>V* + \

mcVit

v*

(6.2.13)

The first term on the right hand side of equation (6.2.13) corresponds
to the kinetic energy of the centre of mass, while the second term
corresponds to the kinetic energy observed in a. reference system moving
with the centre of mass (called centre of aass system). The first term
is constant and can be disregarded in the further analysis. The total
energy in the centre of mass system is equal to (using mc=mt=-in)
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E = -mv* + ^>4
r

16.2.14)

in which Co=e*/4jiEo. The value of E is conserved during the encounter
and can be determined from the initial coordinates given by equation
(6.2.7)
E = -mv t 2 + —
4
rt

(6.2.15)

The angular momentum JL relative to the origin of the laboratory
system is defined as
JL = mcrtxvc + mtrt*Vt = (mc + mt)RxV +

rxv

(6.2.16)

mt + nit
The first tern, specifying the angular momentum of the centre of mass,
is constant as follows by substitution of equation (6.2.11). Since JL is
conserved as a whole, the second term, specifying the angular momentum
relative to the centre of mass, is constant too. Using mc=tnt=itt one finds
for this term
J = - mrxv

(6.2.17)

The vector J can be determined from the
equations (6.2.7) and (6.2.6) one obtains

initial

coordinates.

Using

(6.2.18)

with ^ip-if. The modulus

of this vector is

J =• - mbvi = i mbvo

(6.2.19)

where b is the impact parameter, which is given by
(6.2.20)
as can be seen from figure 6.1. Conservation of angular momentum in the
centre of mass system implies that the relative motion of the particles
takes place in a plane perpendicular to the vector rxv, which is the
plane through r and v. This plane is called the orbital plane and is
indicated in figure 6.1. From equation (6.2.14) and equation (6.2.17)
one sees that the relative coordinates r and v obey the same relations
as the coordinates of a single particle with reduced mass ml2 moving
under influence of a fixed force centre. The two-par t i d e problem is
thus reduced to this single particle problem.

6.3

Coordinate representation in the orbital plane

In order to describe the motion in the orbital plane it is
convenient to construct an orthonormal reference system in this plane
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b

\

'field "rtesi

unperturbed
trajectory

rigor* 6.2

Held Mest

The relative perturbed and unperturbed trajectory of the
field and the test particle and the orthonormal coordinate
system (S,B> in the orbital plane.

ro - (fo-a)-a
|ro - (?o«a)-a|

a = -

(6.3.1)

The vector a is directed opposite to the unperturbed relative velocity
and the vector 6 points towards the perihelion (point of closest
approach) of the unperturbed trajectory, see figure 6.2. By substitution
of equations (6.2.6) one obtains for the vectors a and 6 in terns of
the coordinates of the laboratory system
- cos*cos*)
6 =—

a =-

(6.3.2)

0
with *=i(i-^. These equations constitute the coordinate transformation
from the (a,6) coordinate system to the laboratory system. He recall
that the analysis is restricted to the specific case of an on-axis test
particle, which has the same axial velocity as the field particle. For
the general case one can still use equations (6.3.1) to perform the
transformation from laboratory system to coordinates in the orbital
plane, but the representation of fo, v 0 , R and V differs from equations
(6.2.6) and (6.2.10). Accordingly, equations (6.3.2) become different
too. We emphasize that the only modification required to treat the
general case concerns the coordinate transformation from the laboratory
system to the (a,6) coordinate system in the orbital plane, which is in
all cases fully specified by equations (6.3.1) and (6.2.5).
The unperturbed relative trajectory can in the (a,6) coordinate
system be represented as
(ao where
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b5

(6.3.3)

ao = (ro-a) = -rxcos*
(6.3.4)
b= (fo-B) = (b z 2 +
The impact parameter b was already introduced by equation (6.2.20) and
is repeated for convenience.
Notice that the unperturbed relative
trajectory is (by definition) directed parallel to the a-vector, as is
depicted in figure 6.2.
We will use the polar coordinates r and 6 to describe the
perturbed relative trajectory in the orbital plane. The initial polar
coordinates are given by
rj - [ U c - vqt^z + b * ] " *
8

ir(lffi)

(TiarcsinCb/ri)

(6.3.5)

(Ti = sign(9oti - ao)
with sien(x)=+l for x>0 and sign(x)=-l for x<0. The sign-parameterffiis
negative in case the collision starts before the perihelion and is
positive otherwise. The case ai=—1 is depicted in figure 6.2.
The dynamical problem now consists of the calculation of the
polar coordinates r and 0 as function of time under influence of the
mutual Coulomb repulsion. This problem will be considered in the next
sections. The remaining part of this section is concerned with the
back-transformation to the laboratory system. From the polar coordinates
r U ) and 0(t) and their derivatives f(t) and &(t) at tine t one can
retrieve the relative position vector r(t) and relative velocity vector
v(t) in the laboratory-system by using
r(t.) = a(t)a + b(t)B
16.3.6)
v(t) = a(t)a + D(t)B
where the vectors a* andfiare given by equation (6.3.2) and
a(t) - r(t)cos8(t)
bCt) = r(t)sine(t)
(6.3.7)
a(t> = f(t)cosC(t) - r(t)A(t)sinfl(t)
b(t) - f(t)sin«(t) + rU)i(t)cosflU)
The coordinates of the individual particles follow through the centre of
mass motion by means of equations (6.2.12).
The displacement from the unperturbed trajectory at time t
follows from the equations (6.3.6) by substracting the unperturbed
coordinates given by equation (6.3.3)
Ar(t) ~ aa(t)a
(6.3.8)
i v ( t ) = Aa(t)a + Ab(t)6
in which
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Aa(t) = a(t) - (a0 - vot> ,

Ab(t) = b(t) - b

Aa(t) = a(t) +

4b(t) • b(t)

(6.3.9)

The virtual
using

vo

spatial

,

displacement Ar r in the reference

ATr(t) = Ar(t) - (t - tr)4V(t)

,

plane

follows

tr = I.Si - Se )T

see equations (6.2.3) and (3.2.1). Finally, one can
displacements of the individual particles by means of
&r c (t) = - A r ( t )

,

AVc(t) -

Ar t (t) = - - Ar(t)

,

AVt(t) = - T-iv(t)

(6.3.10)

determine

the

-A»(t)
(6.3.11)

y

as follows from equations (6,2.12), using that the centre of mass motion
is identical for the perturbed and the unperturbed trajectories.

6.4

Dynuu.cs of a coaplete collision

In terms of the polar coordinates r and 0
and (6.2.17) become

equations

(6.2.14)

E = - m(r* + r*8*) + —
4
t

(6.4.1)

j = 1

<6.4.2)

mr2$

The quantities E and J are constants of motion. Their values are
specified by the equations (6.2.15) and (6.2.19). The relative notion in
the orbital plane has four degrees of freedom. Accordingly, it is fully
determined by the values of E, J and the initial polar coordinates rt
and Si. The initial polar coordinates are specified by the equations
(6.3.5).
The
equations (6.4.1) and (6.4.2) can be simplified
by
introducing the micro-scaled variables
p = r/ds
where the
defined as

,

T = tyts

micro-scale

d s = J/-J1SE

,

distance d s and the

(6.4.3)
micro-scale

time

ts

t s - J/2E

are

(6 4.4)

Employing this scaling equations (6.4.1) and (6.4.2) transform to

\¥\'\?\'2
1 = P* IjH
where q is defined as
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(6.4.5)
(6.4.6)

(6.4.7)
Elimination
yields

of the differential dT from equations (6.4.5) and (6.4.6)

which is a nan-linear first order differential equation in p and 6.
Integration yields
P=

TT^-T-i

T

'

c = (l+q) 1 '= !

(6-4.9)

E C O S ( 0 - 0p) - 1

The parameter E is known as the eccentricity. The integration constant
0 p corresponds to the perihelion angle. By removing the scaling in
equations (6.4.9) by means of equations (6.4.3) and (6.4.4) one finds
ECOS(tf - Bv)

- I

where r? is the perihelion distance

r(flp) = - 4 PJ-

(6.4.11)

Equation (6.4.10) describes the relative trajectory of two identical
charged particles interacting through the Coulomb force. It is the same
as the trajectory-equation of a single particle with reduced mass m/2
moving under the influence of a fixed force centre. The trajectoryequation (6.4.10) represents a hyperbolic orbit, as is depicted in
figure 6.3. The orbit is symmetrical with respect to the line through
the origin and the perihelion, called apse-line.

Fiture 6.3

Ttn trajectory of a partial* with reduced mass n/2, moving
under influence of a fixed force centre. The polar
coordinates with tbt subscripts i, p and t refer to the
initial,
.the perihelion and the finaJ situation
respectively. The initial and final directional asymptotes
correspond to the polar angles fl_a,(»0) and S<, respectively.
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The asymptotes of the orbit can be found from equation (6.A,10)
by taking r*». The polar angles of the initial and final asymptote are
denoted as «_» and 0 n respectively. By definition 6_«=0, while 0<D
follows from
(6.4.12)

= cos<fl«/2)

1/e =

where the symmetry of the trajectory with respect to the apse-line was
used. Accordingly, one finds
cos(e») - 2cos2t0»/2) (6.4.13)
sin{Bn) =[1 while the deflection angle x can be expressed as (x=n-0i»)
cos2(0o/2)
- cos«(0ao/2)

Sr

(6.4.14)

By substitution of equations (6.2,15) and it .'.19) into equation (6.4.7)
one obtains for the parameter q
(6.4.15)
For the asymptotic condition n-*» this results in

q = qc = f ^^Yii] 2

(6.4.16)

Substitution into equation (6.4.14) yields the well known expression for
the deflection angle of a complete collision
tanlf * )
l —

b

J-

| - -*•

2C

K
,

b,
±

•

°

(6.4.17)
—
2

\ 2 j b
mvi
The initial and final state of a complete collision approach the
asymptotic conditions. Accordingly, the initial and final energy are
both entirely kinetic and conservation of energy implies that the
magnitude of the relative velocity before and after the collision is the
same. Thus the dynamical effect of the encounter is a directional change
of the relative velocity which is fully specified by the deflection
angle x.
Equation (6.4.17) expresses the deflection angle % as function
of the impact parameter b and the initial relative velocity v t . As an
alternative one often describes the effect of two-particle collisions in
terms of a differential cross section a(x.v,), which is the ratio of the
flux of (test) particles scattered into a solid angle 2xsin(x)dx and the
incoming flux per unit area, see for instance Gryzinski (1964a,b,c).
From equation (6.4,17) one obtains for the corresponding differential
cross section
2nbdb
2«sin(x)dx

sin*(x/2)

(6.4.18)

which is known as Rut her fords scattering law. We will not use the
concept of the differential cross section in the further analysis.
Instead we will express the displacements of the test particle directly
in terms of the geometrical parameters.
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6.5

General analysis of the two-particle dynamical problem

Let us now consider the general problem of a collision starting
with an arbitrary (not necessary large) separation n
and relative
velocity Vi, which takes place over some finite time T. Neither the
initial nor the final situation necessarily approach the asymptotic
state and the collision is in general incomplete. Accordingly, it is not
sufficient to determine the asymptotic deflection angle x only. In fact,
one needs to know each of the polar coordinates r and fl, as well as
their derivatives r and 0, explicitly as function of time t.
By eliminating dfl/dT from equations (6.4.5) and (6.4.6) one
obtains
H(p)

dp
dr

sign<T - T P )

(6.5.1)

with T P the (scaled) time of perihelion passage,
defined as

The function H(p) is

(6.5.2)
Integration of equation (6.5.1) yields

| T - T P | = Tip)

- H(p)

+

(6.5.3)

—In

This equation specifies the time T relative to the time of perihelion
passage T P as function of the scaled separation of the particles p.
However, actually one requires p as function of time. Therefore, one has
to evaluate the inverse function of Tip), denoted as P ( | T - T P | ) .
Unfortunately, this inversion can not be performed analytically without
introducing approximations. This problem will be discussed in detail in
the next sections. For the moment it is assumed that one can indeed
evaluate the function P ( | T - T P | > , either by numerical inversion or using
some analytical approximation.
The calculation now proceeds as follows. The initial value pi,
obtained from equations (6.3,5) and (6.4.3), specifies the initial
(scaled) time n relative to the time of perihelion passage Tp
-

Tp

(6.5.4)

ITiT(pi)

in which the sign-parameter <fi is defined by the last equation of
(6.3.5). The final time Tr relative to rt follows by adding the total
scaled time of flight TT
- TP

+ TT

TT

= T/ts

(6.5.5)

The final value pr is now determined by evaluating p(|Tr-Tp|), for which
one requires the analysis of the next sections. In order to take care of
the signs we use the auxiliary sign-parameters at and at, defined as
sign(voti - a 0 )
(6.5.6)

«r r =
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(for convenience we repeated the definition of a\, presented in equation
(6.3.5)). The following cases are now distinguished:
0i=-l, fff=+l : Collision starts before the perihelion and ends after it
(Ti-Tp<0 and Tf-Tp>0)
€Ti=-l, (Tf=-1 : Collision starts before the perihelion and ends before it
(Ti-Tp<0 and Tf-Tp^O)
ffi=+l, tTf=+l : Collision starts after the perihelion and ends after it
(Ti-Tp>0 and Tf-Tp>0)
The final value pf is in all cases given by
pt * platiaiTipi) + T T > ] = p[\0iT(pi) + T T | ]
The corresponding polar angle 0r follows by means of the ray
(6.4,9) and can be expressed as
flf = Bi - criA(pi) +

fffA(pf)

(6.5.7)
equation

(6.5.8)

where the function A(x) is defined as
A(x) = arccosEU + -J(/x>/e]

(6.5.9)

The remaining quantities to be determined are the final values of the
derivatives of the polar coordinates p and fl with respect to time r. By
means of equation (6.5.1) one obtains
(6.5.10)
in which the function H(p) is given by equation (6.5.2). The derivative
of the polar angle follows from the conservation of angular momentum,
expressed by equation (6.4.6)
(6.5.ix»

Finally, the unsealed polar coordinates at tf are retrieved is

(6

-5-12)

in which the scale-parameters ds and ts are defined by equation (6.4.4).
Notice that the (unsealed) angle Of is directly given by equation
(6.5.8). This completes the calculation of the dynamics in the orbital
plane.
Next, the final polar coordinates r«-, ff, flf and bf. in the
orbital plane have to be transformed to coordinates in the laboratory
system. This is done by performing the following steps.
The polar
coordinates are transformed to the rectangular coordinates cf the (a,6)
system in the orbitaJ plane by means of equation (6.3.7). The final
relative position n and velocity vt in terms of the coordinates of the
laboratory
system now follow with equation (6.3.6).
The
final
coordinates of the individual particles can then be determined through
the centre of mass motion, using equations (6.2.11) and (6.2.12). The
complete calculation scheme is summarized by the flow-diagram of figure
6.4.
The calculation outlined above can be carried out analytically
apart from one step, namely the evaluation of the polar coordinate r as
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function of time, which is implicitly given by equation (6.5.7). We will
consider three alternative methods to solve this problem. In the first
method the inversion is performed numerically. Section 6.6 is concerned
with an algorithm which serves this purpose. In the second method, the
inverted function is approximated by expanding equation (6.5,3) in
powers
of p. This approach is valid when both pi and pr are large
compared to unity, which is the case for complete or nearly complete
collisions. This approximation is studied in section 6.7. The third
method is based Dn first order perturbation theory, which constitutes a
valid approximation for weak interactions. It is described in section
6.S, Special care has to be taker to deal with the case Vi=O, which
means that the particles are initially at rest in the centre of mass
system. This problem will be eo'.sidered separately in section 6.9.

6.6

Riserical approach to the dynamical problem

Given the value of time T=\J-Tf\ one has to determine the value
of p which fulfils (reproducing equation (6.5.3))
T - Tip) - H(p) + —In

pd11^'

+

P -£• I

in which H(p) is given by equation (6.5.2).
p=p p , where

(6.6.1)

For T=0 the solution is

pf = - i [1 + (1 + q)»>M

(6,6.2)

the scaled perihelion distance. One easily verifies that T(pp)=O from
the fact that H(p p )=0, while the argument of the logarithm in equation
(6,6.1) becomes equal to 1. For p>p p the value of Tip) increases
monotonically with p.
As a first approximation we ignore the logarithm in equation
(6.6.1) and solve the equation r=H(pi). This gives
Pi = - = fl + [1 + q(l + T a >1 *'*|
(6.6.3)
ifi I
I
It provides the exact solution for T=0 but overestimates p for T>0.
Starting with p=pi one can determine the exact solution of equation
(6.6.1) numerically, using the iteration process

which is known as the Newton-Raphson method, for instance see Pipes and
Harvill (1983). Using d77dp=p/H(|j) one obtains
Pk*i = p* + 5i£i_ [T - ftp*)]
This process is convergent for any start value p>pt.
is provided by equation (6.6.3).
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(6.6.5)
A good start value

I

6.7

Dynamics of a nearly complete collision

In this section we will determine the inverse function of Tip),
denoted as p(7), by expanding equation (6.5.3) into powers of p. Using
the series representations

2
l n U + S)

{
8

+

L
16

(6.7.1)

J

= 6 - -S* + 0 ( * )

(for 6<l) one o b t a i n s

with equation ( 6 . 5 . 2 )

(6.7.2)
2p|

- p - < - — — p-s

1-3)

Accordingly, equation (6.5.3) can be written as

P

+

" ^ i n | t r r 2 ap)
p | --l]
1| - _^5r -^pp --1 1 -. T — T P " 2

+

0(p-*) (6.7.3)

The successive terms will decrease in magnitude provided that p>>l and q
io 3

10

6.5

The functiar Tip), defined by equation (6.6.1),
and the
approximations for its inverse function p(T) vhieh are used
for near!/ complete collisions ( T » l ) . The approximating
functions po(T) and p.t(7) are
accurate op to and including
terms of tfte order T° and T-1 respectively and are obtained
from equation
(6.7.it).
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are finite and
approximated as

p(T) =

T

If
_ Ml
-Wl

non-zero.

The

inverse function of THp)

can

now

be

1
111
(~a~
^
1
Q+3
(lnT\
- ~ T-i] In H V 2T\ -1 + ~
T-i + 0 — - A (6.7.4)
+
^fi
] [ l-« l
i
J
2q
I T*J

Figure 6,5 compares the exact relation between p and T, given by
equation (6.5.3) with the approximation of equation (6.7.4). It also
shows the zero-order approximation obtained by ignoring the terms in
equation (6.7,4) proportional to Tmi.
The figure shows that equation
(6.7.4) yields accurate results for p/pp-l&O.S, thus p£l.5p p .
The calculation which was outlined in section 6.5 can now be
performed analytically. We have done so for the case af-1
and ffr=+l
(interaction starts before the perihelion and ends after it), as is
described in some detail in appendix 6.A, In general terms the
calculation proceeds as follows. The final scaled polar coordinates pi,
flf and their derivatives [dp/drlf and [ie/r]t are determined as function
of the initial scaled polar coordinates pi and fli and the scaled time of
flight T T . By substitution of these expressions into equations (6.3.7).
removing the scaling defined by equations (6,4.3) and (6.4.4), one
obtains the final values for the coordinates a, b and their derivatives
a and fc. The deviations from the unperturbed trajectories, represented
by Aa, Ab, Aa anrt &b, then follow with equations (6.3,9). This way one
eventually finds (see appendix 6.A)
.. 2(Tvi-n)

(6.7.5)

in which Ac anu h are defined as

At = lnf r-^v \ 4 rjCTvi-ri'ji - 1

,

h » ^-r

(6.7.6)

and qt is givei. by equation (6.4.16) (note ^ - b / h ) . The predictions of
equations (6.7.5) were compared with the exact results obtained by
numerical ccirelation, using the method outlined in section 6.6. It was
found that equations (6.7.5) indeed yield correct results provided that
r4 »

b

and

Tvi-rj »

b

and

h/rt «

1

(6.7.7)

The collisions for which these conditions are fulfilled are called
nearly complete collisions.
The equations (6.7.5) are valid for arbitrary values of qc
<qc>0), and thus apply to both strong and weak collisions (as long as
they are nearly complete). The case qt=0 corresponds tn a central
collisions (b=0), while weak interactions are found for - J ^ » l , as can
be seen from equation (6,4.14). Let us investigate both cases. For
-jH»l equations (6.7.5) transform to
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J2h(TVj-ri)

s

b
(6.7.8)
Aaf

hvi f

i
Irvt-n

s

ibf, *zd
l
b I

M
rsj

_Tvi-n
_ ! U .2hv*

These equations apply to weak nearly complete collisions.
For a central collision (qc=0) one obtains from
(6.7.5)

equations

Aa, • 2OV^,) - h U ^ l i U p i ] - 2 Aaf = 2vt + hvjf— - — - — \
In
Tvi-riJ

(6.7.9)

Abf = ADf = 0
The motion is one-dimensional and takes place in the a-direction. Notice
that, the expression lor aa f also follows directly from conservation of
energy.
The coordinates Aar, Abf, Aaf and Abr refer to the condition
at time tf, that is the time that the field particle leaves the beam
segment. In order to determine the virtual spatial displacement in the
reference plane one has to extrapolate the final coordinates over the
time interval Ti=tt-tr, as is expressed by equations (6.3.10). One can
perform this extrapolation for the coordinates in the orbital plane,
using
Aar = Aa f - TiAaf

,

Abr - Ab r - TiAbf

(6.7.10)

Substitution of equations (6.7.5) yields
Aar ~ 2-

..

'

, — ^_

(T~T»)vi

VjT,

,

Tvi-nJ
(6.7.11)

Abr

s

These equations specify the virtual spatial displacement in an arbitrary
reference plane (defined by T O , which is required for the calculation
of the trajectory displacement effect.
The equations (6.7.S) and (6.7.11) constitute the main results
of this section. It should be emphasized that they pertain to a nearly
complete collision, which implies that the conditions expressed by
equations (6.7.7) should be fulfilled. He will conclude this section by
bringing the results in an alternative form, which is sometimes more
convenient. Equations (6.7.5) and (6.7.11) contain the initial distance
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rt, which is related to the geometrical parameters through the first
equation of (6.3.5). In order to make the dependency on the geometrical
parameters explicit ue now approximate ri and its reciprocal value as

n = ao-'

2(ao-Viti)

(6.7.12)

-I

-1
vtt

These approximations rely on the conditions expressed by equations
(6.7.7), The approximation used in the second equation of (6.7.12)
requires in addition that a o « v i t i , which implies that the x,y-plane of
the laboratory system should be located somewhere near the middle of the
beam segment (thus S c *.l/2). The quantities t i and Ti=tf-t r can be
expressed in terms of the parameters Sc and Si and the time of flight T,
see equations (6.2.3) and (6.3.10). Furthermore, Vi i s equal to the
geometrical parameter v. Accordingly, Aar and Abr, given by equation
(6.7.11) and the derivatives Aat and Abr, given by equations (6.7.5),
can be expressed as
Aa r = 2

Si_Sc)Tv_ao

_ 2hAt+

JM5L.
1 l S

l+qt

l+qc T\SC

+

M_J
nSc(l+qc)
TlSc(l+qc)

1-SCJ

<l+qc

(6.7.13)
SCT

LJ1
1-SCJJJ
1-S
C

where A c , which is defined by equation (6.7.6), is now expressed as

Ac = In

- 1

(6.7.14)

Equations
(6.7.13)
specify the deviation from
the
unperturbed
trajectories as function of the geometrical parameters t=(rx,ip,bz ,v,*),
the time of flight T, and the parameters S c and Si. The quantities ao,
qc and h are determined by £ through equations (6.3.4), (6.4.16) and
(6.7.6) respectively. Note that the expressions for da r and Ab r diverge
logarithmically (through A c ) for T-»">, while the#derivatives Aaf and Ab f ,
are finite for T-w>. The values of Aaf and Ab ( for T-w> are directly
related to the value of the asymptotic polar angle 0m, as can be seen
from equations (6.4.13).

6.8

First order perturbation dynaaics

Another method to solve the two-particle dynamical problem by
analytical means is given by the so-called first order perturbation
approximation, which is valid for weak collisions. This approach was
discussed previously in section 5.3, were we considered the If-particle
dynamical problem from a general perspective, A two-particle collision
is called weak if either the eccentricity e is large or the perihelion
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is already passed at the start of the collision or the perihelion is not
reached during the flljht. In terms of the parameters defined in the
previous sections these conditions can be expressed as
5>

1

or
<Ti=+l and

r, >> b

or
fff=-l and

n-TVj »

b

(6,8.1)

The deflection from the unperturbed trajectory will be small in each of
these cases. Accordingly, one may approximate the real force acting on
the particles by the force which would act when the particles would
follow their unperturbed trajectories. This force can be determined
using

in which the unperturbed distance between the particles f(t) is given
by equation (6.3.3). In first order perturbation approximation one
computes the displacements in position and velocity experienced by the
test particle as

"I

tf
dt
tt
"
(6.8.3)

The right hand side of the equation for Ar was obtained by changing the
order of the integration. Integration of equations (6.8.3) yields

mvi \[n

rrj

Ibri
(6.8.4)

flal+rt

(6.8.5)

similar to equations (6.3,4), (6.3.5) and (6.5.6).
Utilizing the equations (6.3.8) and (6.3.11) one can express the
results of equations (6.8.4) in terms of the coordinates of the (a,6)
reference system
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= - h [ f f l l n (—b~1 - g f l a (

b I

- rr|

(6.8.6)

in which the length h is given by equation (6.7,6). Equations (6.8.6),
which apply to weak interactions, should be compared to equations
(6.7.5), which are valid for nearly complete collisions. Both sets of
equations should yield the same results for collisions which are both
weak and nearly complete. According to equations (6.7.7) and (6.8.5) a
nearly complete collision implies that
(Ti=-1 .

fff=+l

,

ai * rA ,

TVi-ai * rf

(6.8.7)

Substitution in equations (6.3.6) yields
Tvtl

(6.8.8)
n

1^

iaf

which is indeed identical to equations (6.7.8), provided that one roiy
identify rr with Tvj-rj. For a weak nearly complete collision both
quantities are,in fact,related by
r,- = Tvi - n

+ -b2f

—|

2 Ur r

+

••• « Tvi - n

(6.8.9)

as follows by eliminating a, from the expanded expressions for n and rr
given by equations (6.8.5). He have just demonstrated that there are two
routes to obtain equations (6.3.8). In sections 6.7 we started by
considering a nearly complete collision, which
fulfils equations
(6.7.7),
and took the limit -Jqc*" next,
which refers to weak
interactions. In this section we interchanged this order, thus starting
by assuming that the interaction is weak and considering the limit of
complete collisions next,
A weak central collision corresponds to b=0 and ffi=fff (the
perihelion is not passed during the collision). Accordingly, one finds
from equations (6.8.6) and (6.8.S) for this case
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fl

1 \

J
Aaf = -hvJ
(n
(n

rfj
rfj

(6.8.10)
= |ai( ,
r f = |TVi-ai|
The reader should notice that equations (6.7.9) and equations (6.8.10)
both
apply to a central collision. However, the former refers to a
nearly complete collision in which the perihelion is passed (ri>>h,
rf>>h, ffi=-l. ffr=+l>, while the latter refers to a weak
incomplete
collision in which the perihelion is not reached (ri*rf, ffi=Of).
The virtual displacements in the reference plane follow again by
means of equations (6.7.10). Substitution of equations (6.8.6) gives
Aa r

- -hlcrjln J — ; •

I

(T-Ti)vi
I - <rflnl

I o i
- rf -

I

b

+

(6.8.11)
(viT-aimvil
rr

which should be compared with equations (6.7.11).
The equations (6,8.6) and (6,8.11) constitute the main results of
this section. They are analogous to equations (6.7.5) and (6.7.11),
derived for a nearly complete collision. One would like to bring
equations (6.8.6) and (6.8.11) in the same form as equations (6.7.13).
However, for a weak collision one may not approximate ii by means of
equation (6.7.12), since b is not necessarily small compared to Tvi-ao.
Thus, one has to use the full expression for both ri and rf given by
equations (6.8.5). One may replace the quantities ti and Ti=tr-tr in
equations (6.8.5), (6,3.6) and (6,8.11) by the parameters Si and St and
the time of flight T, using equations (6.2.3) and (6.3.10). The
equations (6.8.5) transform to (denoting Vi as v)
ai = StvT + ao
ffi = sign[-ScTv-aol , fff = sign[(l-Sc)Tv-aol

(6.8.12)

ri = [(StTv+ao>2 + b*]>'2 , rf - {((l-St)Tv-ao)«
where ao and the impact parameter b are given by equations (6.3.4).
Equations
(6.8.6)
and (6.8.11) transform
accordingly.
As the
modifications are minor, we leave this to the reader.
We finish this section with a note regarding the fundamental
aspects of the first order perturbation approximation which was utilized
here. Formally speaking, the first order perturbation method corresponds
to an expansion of equation (6.5.3) in the parameter 1/^Jq. Utilizing
equations (6.7.1) one can express equation (6.5.3) for (l/-£i)-»G as
Tip)

+ 1 LHf!/i _
q Lp-1
The first term corresponds to the unperturbed trajectory, as can be
verified by removing the scaling (notice that for l/-fi=0 one may
approximate d s =b and v a =Vi), In figure 6.5 the solid line for q=»
depicts the relation between p and T given by this term. In first order
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perturbation approximation one includes the term in equation (6,8.13)
which is linear in 1/-Jq and ignores higher order terms. This approach
constitutes an alternative for the derivation of equations <6.8.6)
outlined above, which was, however, preferred for its simplicity.

6.9

Collisions with zero initial relative velocity

In this section we will consider the case vi=O. This means that
the particles are initially at rest in the centre of mass system. During
the time of flight T,part of their potential energy will be converted
into kinetic energy. The generated relative velocity will be directed
along the line joining the two particles. The particle motion is thus
limited
to a line rather than to a plane.
Consequently,
the
representation in the (a,b) reference system, defined by equations
(6.3.1), is inapplicable and the analysis of the previous sections
should be modified.
From equation (6.2.1) it follows that the set of relevant
geometrical variables reduces to (taking v=0)
t = (r^.ip.bz)

(6.9.1)

see also figure 6.1. As the relative notion of the particles takes place
along the line joining their centres, one^can suffice by calculating the
relative position r and its derivative r. Taking 6=0 for all tine t
equation (6.4.1) becomes
E

= -jjj-a + _2.
1*
r

(6.9.2)

The energy E in the centre of mass i s conserved during the
and thus identical to i t s initial value
E = Co/n

,

interaction

ri = <bz* + r ^ J / a

analogous to equations (6.2.15) and (6.3.5).
we introduce the micro-scaling quantities

,=£i «.,.,. ,.-,JI.

(6.9.3)

To simplify the equations

„.££.

„.„,

which will be used instead of the quantities defined by equations
(6.4.4). One sees that d, is equal to the initial distance n , while v s
is the relative velocity for r-w>. Employing this scaling one can rewrite
equation (6.9.2) as
(6.9.5)
P
integration yields

which should be compared with equation (6.5.3).
Clearly, we face the same problem as before: The function Tip),
defined by equation (6.9.6), can not be inverted analytically without
introducing approximations. We will investigate the same approaches to
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this problem as described in the sections 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, namely
numerical inversion, power expansion for large p (which is justified for
nearly complete collisions) and first order perturbation theory (which
is justified for weak collisions).
The
numerical approach described in section 6.6 is also
applicable to the present problem. The iteration process of equation
(6.6.5) can again be used, where the function H(p) now represents
H(p> = flpZ~=p~

(6.9.7)

A suitable start value of the iteration process is given by pi = 1.
A collision is called half-complete if the final scaled distance
Pf>>l. which means rf>>ri. For this condition one may expand equation
(6.9.6) in a power series in p. Using equations (6.7.1) one finds

= P * ^[ln(4p) -il - 2 i _ L . I
I

ap

52 p*

+ 0(p-*>

(6.9.8)

Accordingly, the inverted function can be approximated as

= T - ijl - i]lln(4D -l] • | i+ o[3g]

(6.9.9)

Equations (6,9.8) and (6.9.9) are analogous to equations (6.7.3) and
(6.7.4) respectively. Equation (6.9.9) gives the final scaled distance p
as function of the scaled interaction time T. In addition, one requires
the derivative of p with respect to time. Substitution of equation
(6.9.9) into equation (6.9.5) yields

" 3)1
Equations (6.9.9) and (6.9.10) provide a complete specification of the
final situation as function of thp scaled time T. The next step is to
remove the scaling using equations (6.4.3) and (6,9.4)
5/2

(6.9.11)
,
Vf =

2A

n

f

r,^zr_ f 8AT \

H\

r7T77

in which A=(Co/m) 1 ' 2 and T the time of flight given by equation (6.2.2).
As the initial relative velocity v is zero the change in relative
velocity is simply given by
AVf = Vf

(6.9,12)

The virtual displacement in the reference plane follows from
irr

= (rr - n ) - TiVf

(6.9.13)

with Ti=tr-tr=(l-Si)T, see equations (6.3.10) and (6.2.3). Substitution
of equation (6.9.11) into equations (6.9.13) yields

=

The velocity and spatial displacement of the test particle follow from

i

fri-»•
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av

± ' -vf J T ^ *

AVzt 3 Vf

2r7 *

Arxt S &rr

2rT

<6 9 15

- - >

We emphasize that equations (6.9.11) and (6.9.14) apply to nearly halfcomplete collisions, which implies T»l. Using unsealed quantities this
condition can be expressed as
T >> ri J ' 2 /2A

(6.9.16)

as follows with the last equation of (6.9.4).
Finally, we will employ perturbation theory to determine the
velocity shift of the test particle in the case v=0. In this approach
one assumes that the relative distance r changes very little during the
interaction, thus rfwri. In terms of the scaled coordinates used above
this means p*l. Power expansion of equation (6.9.6) around p=l gives,
using equations (6.7.1)
Tip) = (p-l)i'* + ^(p-l) 3 ' 2 + 0[(p-l)2]

(6.9.17)

analogous to equation (6.8.13), derived for the general case v*0 (note,
however, that in the general case p can be large compared to 1 ) . By
inversion one obtains
P<T>

- I + i n - — T* + o(r*)

(6.9.18)

The derivative of p with respect to T follows with equation (6.9.5)
( )

=

\T

^

+ 0(T

*)

By removing the scaling in equations (6.9.18) and
equations (6.4.3) and (6.9.4), one finds

(6.9.19)
(6.9.19),

using

_ _
(6.9.20)

where A=(Co/m)" 2 . The virtual displacement in the reference
follows with equations (6.9.13)

plane

3
First order perturbation dynasties is achieved by truncating the
expansions
in
equations (6.9.20) and (6.9.21) after the terms
proportional to (A 2 /rj 2 ). This quantity corresponds to the acceleration
of the individual particles at t=ti. The spatial displacement Ar lt and
the velocity displacements
&v xt and Avzt experienced by the test
particle can be determined by means of equations (6.9.15).
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6.10

Expressions for the longitudinal velocity shift Av z

In this section we will present some explicit expressions for
the axial velocity shift of the test particle 4vz in terms of the
geometrical parameters. We will employ the results obtained in sections
6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. Expressions for the transverse velocity shift Av ± and
the spatial shift Ar will be presented in sections 6.11. and 6.12
respectively.
By utilizing equations (6.3.8) and (6.3.11) one can express the
transformation
of the displacements of the test
particle
from
coordinates in the (a,6) reference system to coordinates in the
laboratory system as

ATtr = - {Aa r 3 + Ab r 8)/2
(6.10.1)
= - (Aa r a
in which a and B are given by equations (6.3.2). Artr is the virtual
lateral displacement in the reference plane and Avtf is the final
velocity displacement. The latter is the relevant dynamical parameter
for the Boersch effect, while the former is relevant for the trajectory
displacement effect.
For covenience of notation we will from now on
omit the indices t (for test-particle), r (for reference plane) and f
(for final). The reader should be alert that all results apply to the
coordinates
of the test particle at t=tr,
while
the
spatial
displacements are extrapolated to the reference plane.
Equations (6.3.2) express the vectors a and 6 in terms of the
coordinates of the laboratory system. The vector a has no z-component
due to the fact that the particles have the same axial velocity.
Consequently, the velocity shift Avz is entirely determined by the
quantity Abf only
ivz = -Abr b*/2b

(6.10.2)

as follows from equations (6.3.2) and (6.10.1).
For a nearly complete
collision one finds with equations (6.7.13), (6.4.16) and (6.7.6)

where qc is given by equation (6.4.16). A complete collision corresponds
to T-w>. In this limit equation (6.10.3) becomes

y

dVz

(6.10.4)

2C 0 (l+q c )

independent of T and S c ,
The effect of a weak collision can be determined from equations
(6.10.2), (6.8.6), (6.8.12) and (6.7.6)
= Cobzf

StTv+ap

1

(l-St)Tv-ao

where ao and b are given by equations (6.3.4).
both weak and complete one obtains

as

follows

1

-S e )Tv-a 0 )* + b*H'*J

from

equation (6.10.4),

' '

For a collision which is

taking q c » l ,

as

well

as

from
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equation (6.10.5), using
The case v=0 requires a separate treatment, as was discussed in
section 6.9. For a half-complete collision one obtains from equations
(6.9.11), (6.9.15) and (6.9.3)
»5

*L
4T

(V=0)

(6.10.7)

in which all terms of equation (6.3.11) were included up to and
including those of the order T-*. In the limit T*» one may ignore the
second term in equation (6.10.7). The remaining term expresses that the
initial potential energy is completely converted into kinetic energy.
For a weak collision only a small fraction of the initial
potential energy will be converted into kinetic energy. From equations
(6.9.20), (6.9.15) and (6.9.3) one obtains for this case

(v=0)

u>

-10-8)

in which only the most significant term of equation (6.9.20) was
included. Equation (6.10.8) presupposes that the force acting on the
test particle is approximately constant during the time of flight T
(first order perturbation theory). Equations (6.10.7) and (6.10.8) are
relevant for monochromatic homocentric cylindrical beam sections, in
which the particles are initially at rest in the frame of reference
moving with the beam.
Most theories on the Boerscb effect which are based on twoparticle dynamics utilize equation (6.10.4) or equation (6.10.6).
Loeffler (1969) started from equation (6.10.5), but used equation
(6.10.6) in the actual calculation (we note that Loeffler's equation (4)
follows with AE=mvzAVz,
<j>=*-ir, aLi=ScTv and aL2=(l-Sc )Tv),
All
expressions yield Av z =0 for b z =0. This can be understood from the fact
that the orbital plane is then oriented perpendicular to the beam axis,
see figure 6.1. Consequently, the displacements have no component in the
axial direction.

6.11

Expressions for the transverse velocity shift Av x

Using
equations (6.10.1)
transverse velocity shift Av ± as
i

and

(6.3.2)

one can

express

\ A T = |Aaj/2( , B, = |ib f /2|

the

(6.11.1)

In case r x =0 one simply finds Avx=A» and &vx is entirely determined by
Aar only. This can be understood from the fact that the orbital plane is
for r x =0 parallel to the beam axis, see figure 6.1,
For a nearly complete collision one obtains by substitution of
equations (6.7.13) into equation (6.11.1)

x

l+qc U

mvSTl

2 Is.

1-SCJ

l+qc

[
with qc given by equation (6.4.16).
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A complete collision corresponds to

t^T

T-»>. In this limit equation (6.11.2) becomes

\
independent of T and S c .
For a weak collision one finds from equations (6.8.6),
and (6.11.1)

(6.8,12)

with ri=[(ScTv+a0)i: + b 2 ] 1 ' 2 ,
r f ={[(1-S t )Tv-ao) 2 + b*}»'« and ao and b
given by equations (6.3,4). Note that Av ± =O in case Sc=l/2 and r i =0.
Thus weak collisions in a point crossover (rc=0) which is located in the
middle of a beam segment (Sc=l/2) do not result in angular deflections
of the test particle. This effect is due to the symmetry of the
trajectories with respect to the crossover. The angular displacement
experienced by the test particle in the first half of the beam segment
is exactly cancelled during its flight through the second half of the
beam segment. For a collision which is both weak and complete one
obtains
, 2 Cor x sin(*)
mvb*
as follows from equation (6.11,4) taking q t > s i , as well as from equation
(6.11.3), taking T-w».
The case v=0 requires a separate treatment. For a half-complete
collision it follows from equations (6.9.11), (6.9,15) and (6.9.3)
—
4T

*v=0)

(6.11.6)

in which all terms of equation (6.9,11) were included up to and
including those of the order T- 1 . For a weak collision one obtains from
equations (6.9.20), (6.9.15) and (6.9.3)

"-•rw^hv*7
in which
o.ily.

6.12

(v=0)

the most significant term of equation (6.9.20)

(6

'"-7)

was

included

Expressions for the spatial shift A T

Using equations (6.10.1) and (6.3.2) one can express the virtual
radial displacement of the test particle in the reference plane as
in(*)m"2

^

=

(iar/2|

Br =

|abr/2|

(6.12.1)

similar to equation (6.11.1) referring to the transverse velocity shift
Av x . In case r i =0 one finds Ar=Ar and Ar is entirely determined by Aar
only.
For a nearly complete collision the quantities A r and B r follow
directly from equations (6.7.13), (6,4.16) and (6,7.6)
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(6.12.2)

where nc is given by equation (6,4.16), A c by equation (6.7.14) and ao
and b by equation (6.3.4), It should be noted that the assumption that
the collision is nearly complete implies that Sc«fl/2, see equations
(6.7.7). Equations (6.12.2) simplify considerably for the case S c =Sj,
which implies that the reference plane is identical to the x,y-plane of
the laboratory system (which coincides with the crossover plane)

(St=Si)

(6.12.3)

A further reduction is achieved for the case of a point crossover (rc=0
thus r =0). From equations (6,12.1), (6.12.3) and (6.7.14) one obtains
for r±±0

- 2I - -^-\
I (r =0) (6.12.4)
J l+1ci 1 -L
previously published by van Leeuwen and Jansen (1983) (their equation
(4.9) follows by substituting S c =l/2).
For a weak collision the quantities A r and B r follow from
equations (6.8.11), (6.8.12) and (6.7.6)
A

= —-

'

-

- - -

-

^1

r,(6.12.5)

, Co I
^fSifS.vT+ao)
lr - r f - vT|
wrzb\
I
ri

(l-Si)[(l-Sc)vT-ao]l|
rt

j

where r,, rf, a% and at are given by equations (6.8.12) and ao and b by
equations (6.3.4), For the case of a point crossover (rc=0 thus r =0)
one finds from equations (6.12.1), (6.12.5) and (6.8.12)

_

ISJ. +

1^1

with
ri=[(S c vT)Z+bz 2 ] 1 ' 8
and
rr-{t (l-StJvTja+^a}! ^.
Equation
(6.12.6) becomes independent of S 4 for S c =l/2, which implies ri=rr. This
is a consequence af the fact that the transverse velocity of the test
particle is not changed (4v = 0 ) , as can be verified from equation
(6.11.4). Its final transverse velocity is identical to its initial
transverse velocity and the resulting effect is a radial shift only.
Accordingly, the virtual displacement of the test particle ir is
independent of the choice of the reference plane. It should be
emphasized that this phenomenon occurs only for a point crossover
located in the middle of the bearc segment, thus Sc=l/2 and r c =0
(implying r =0).
For a collision which is both weak and nearly complete it can be
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proven that

p
mv* U I

b

f+

J 2lst 1-S

f [vT(Sj-Se >+rJ,cos(»)

I

T*

j/

16-12.7)

This result follows from equations (6.12.1) and (6.12.2), taking -Jqi-»°\
as well as from equations (6.12.1) and (6.12.5), taking
ri=ScvT+a<i
and rr=(l-Sc)vT-ao with ao=-rxcos(*>.
The case v=0 requires a separate treatment as was discussed in
section 6.9. For a half-complete collision one obtains from equations
(6.9.14), (6.9.15) and (6.9.3)

- fl*
in which the two most significant terms of equation (6.5.14) were
included only. For a weak collision one finds from equations (6.9.21),
(6.9.15) and (6.9.3>

in which the most significant term of equation (6.9.20) was included
only. Equation (6.12.9) shows that a weak collision has (in first order
perturbation approximation) no resulting effect in case Si=l/2. Thus the
virtual displacement in a reference plane located in the middle of the
beam segment is zero.

6.13

Coultnb-scaling

In the analytical as well as in the numerical calculations on
Coulomb interactions it is often convenient to scale the equations.
Scaling usually simplifies the notation and may lead to a reduction of
the number of independent parameters. In the succeeding chapters we will
frequently use the so-called Coulomb or 5,v-scaling, in which length and
velocity are scaled with S and v respectively, where
S = ——-\

,

I m J

v = 1—3

(6.13.1)

[ mTj

The aim of this scaling is to establish equations which do not
explicitly depend on T, Co or m. For an electron beam with V=10kV and
L=0.1m one finds 6=14.2/rai and v=8.44 H P m/s, which can be considered as
typical values. Quantities scaled with S and/or v are indicated with an
asterisk.
From equations (6.13.1) it can directly be seen that the
quantities 6 and » fulfil the relations
S/v = T

,

«* 2 = 4C0/m

(6.13.2)

Thus the scale-measure for time S/v is identical to the time of flight
T. The total energy E and angular momentum J in the centre of mass
system, given by equations (6.2.15) and (6.2.19) respectively, can now
be expressed as
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E* =

4E

= V' 2 ^ 1/r,*
(b.13.3)

J* =

= b*v*
mdv

where v*-v/i>, b*=b/S and the scaled initial separation n * is given by
bi2]"2

(6.13.4)

as follows from equations (6.8.12). The parameter <j, defined by equation
(6.4.7), and its equivalent qc for a complete collision (TJ-KO) can be
expressed as
(6.13.5)
which are the scaled versions of equations (6.4.15) and (6.4.16).
It can straightforwardly be demonstrated that by employing the
5,i1-scaling the basic equations presented in the sections 6.2, 6.3 and
6.4 reduce to a form which does not contain T, Co and m explicitly. As
a consequence one may formally express the displacements experienced by
the test particle as

(6.13.6)
Av = cAv*(ri*,(p,bz*,v*1iir,Sc,Si)
with r^*=r /a,
v*=v/v. The reader may verify that the
functions or* and Av* are indeed independent of T, Co and m by
introducing the i.y-scaling in the expressions for Av z , Ar and Av
presented in sections 6.10, 6,11 and 6.12.

Appendix b.A Mathematics of nearly complete collision dynamics
This
appendix is concerned with the analytical calculation of
the dynamics of a nearly complete collision. Given the initial polar
coordinates pi and $i and the scaled time of flight Tt we shall compute
the final scaled polar coordinates pt, 8f and their derivatives (dp/dTjr
and [dO/rJr. These quantities will then be used to determine the final
values of the coordinates a, b and their derivatives a and b. Finally,
the displacements of the particles follow in terms of the quantities Aa,
Ab, Aa and
Ab. Since the calculation pertains to a nearly complete
collision it is assumed that the conditions stated by equations (6.7.7)

are fulfilled.
Substitution
(6.5.7) yields

of equations

(6.7.3) and (6.7,4) into equation

2A[
1 1 \ q+3fl
1 1
flnpil
fln(TT-pi)
Pt = TT-pi - -^ll - — — - — I + —-J- + — - — + Ol—^--| + ol
~
2
-H\
•« TT-piJ
2qlpi TT-Pij
I Pi J
I (TT-pt)*
(6.A.1)
where A is defined as
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J.

In

- 1

•2-J

(b.A.2)

Equation (6.A.1) gives the final polar coordinate pr as function of its
initial value pi and the scaled time of flight T T .
The objective of the calculation is to evaluate equations
(6.3.7) at t=tf, which leads to the final coordinates ar, br and their
derivatives kt and b e
In addition to the final polar distance pi, one
requires the final polar angle Or and the final values of the
derivatives (dp/dr]r and Id0/dr]f. Following the calculation scheme
outlined in section 6.5 (see also figure 6.4) we shall express these
quantities in terms of power series in pi, fit and T T - P I , similar to
equation (6.A.I).
In
order to obtain a consistent calculation one
should
beforehand specify to which order in pi, 6i and TT-pi
the various
equations are to be expanded. We introduce the following notation to
classify the order of a term containing some combination of the
quantities

0-n

pi, 0,

i

and

TT-PI

C6.A.3)

n = k + 1 + m
Pi*

(Tl-Pi) t t

(notice that fli~-l/pi). This classification does not account for
logarithmic
dependencies
and a term O. n may contain a
factor
(ln(pi)]r[ln(TT-pi)]s, with r and s some finite positive number.
Our aim is to determine the coordinates ar and br up to and
including terms of 0.i. Accordingly, the expression for the polar
distance pr in equation (6.A.1) was developed to this order. Since the
highest order term occurring in the expansion of pf is of Oi, one should
compute sin(df) and cos(flf) up to and including terms of 0.2. This
guarantees that all terms of O.i will be present in a; and br, as can be
seen from equations (6.3.7). The derivatives ar and br have to be
expanded up to and including terms of O_ 8 , because they are multiplied
with terms of Oi in the extrapolation of the final coordinates to
virtual coordinates in the reference plane. As a consequence one should
determine [dp/dr]f up to and including terns of 0,2 and [dfl/di-Jr up to
and including terms 0.3, see again equations (6,3.7).
The final p-^lar angle flr is specified by equations (6.5.8) and
(6.5,9). By using the series expansion
arccos(x + 5) = arccos(x) (for S<1) one obtains

Bf - fli + arccosf-^H - I — + — j _ _ _ J — + — J

+ o.

(6.A.4)

using that 2 arccos(l/e)=arccos[(l+q)/(l-q)],
as follows from the
definition of the eccentricity E, given by the second equation of
(6.4.9), and the dynamical result of equations (6,4.13). Instead of the
polar angle 8t itself, one rather needs the related functions sin(0f)
and cos(Or). By using the relations

t"^
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coslarccosj-^-1 + S\ = -— cosfi - - — sin*

U + q ) J i+q

l

[

(l-q\

]

1+

2-J5

q

1-q

a r c c o s l — H + Si = - — cosfi + - — sinS
U+q]
J
1+q
1+q
( a s follows with s i n * a r c c o s [ U - q ) / ( l + q ) ] }=2-Jq7(l+q)) and the expansions
eos(tf) = 1 - tf*/2 + O(* 4 )

,

sin(i) - 6

one finds from e q u a t i o n (6.A.4)
cos(9r) - — - P - -3s. Q
1+q
1+q

,

sin(flr) = —• P + - — Q
1+q
1+q

(6.A.5)

where P and Q stand for

2

2lpj

pij

*lPi

Pf
(6.A.6)
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1M

1

Notice that equations (6.A.5) transform to equations (6.4.13) for P=l
and Q=0. These values for P and Q are indeed found from equations
(6.A.6) in the limit pi-*0,
pf*» and fli-»0. In order to evaluate the
equations (6.A.6) one needs an expression for 1/pr in terms of pi and T .
From equation (6.A.I) it follows (using (lt-«)-»=l-«+O(«2))
1

1

Pf

1

Tt-pi

2A
-=• + 0.3

(T

Substitution into the equations (6.A.6)
If 1
1 ^
P = 1 - - I — + —-—)
2lPi
Tt-piJ
„

„

f 1
IPi

1 \
TT^PIJ

2

.,
(6.A.7)
yields

1 ,
„ I1
- -fli* + flt|— +
2
^pj
1 f 1
2-Jq(piz

(6.A.8)

1+4A \
(Tt-pi)zJ

According to the second equation of (6.3.5) the initial polar angle fli
is related to pi and the scaled impact parameter 0 as
0t = arcsin(0/pi) = 0/pi + 0.3

,

p - b/d s

(6.A.9)

Substitution into equations (6.A.8) yields

Pi

(6.A.10)
0-1

1

Pi

TT-Pi

Q=

1( 1
1+4A \
1J
+
— 1 + 0.3
2-Jllpi2 (TT-pi)2J

which gives the final values sinflf and cosOt in terms of p j , T T and 0,
using equations (6.A.5).
The next step is to determine the derivatives of (dp/dT) f and
Id8/dT)f. Combining equation (6.5.10) and the first equation of (6.7.2)
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one obtains
H(pf)

,
=

Pf

q+1

1

1 - - = i

^fi'

2q

P

-2

0-3

(6.A.11)

+ 0.3

(6.A.12)

With equation (6.A.7) it now follows that
1
1 -

1

1

4A+q+l

(Ti-Pi)2

(TT-Pi) ^

2q

Substitution of equation (6.A,7) into equation (6.5.11) yields

\t

C6.A.13)

•-sr + O.«

(TT-PI) Z

The
equations (6.A.1),
(6.A.S), (6.A.10). (6.A.12) and (6.A.13)
constitute a complete set of expressions from which the final values
of the scaled polar coordinates and their derivatives with respect to
the scaled time T can be determined from the initial value
pi, the
scaled impact parameter $ (or alternatively the polar angle 0i) and the
time of flight T T . The only additional physical parameter appearing in
the expression is the eccentricity related constant q, which specifics
the strength of the interaction, as can be understood from equation
(6.4.14). This equation indicates that large values of q correspond to
weak interactions.
The second part of the calculation consists of the evaluation of
the coordinates a, b, and their derivatives a and b. We will denote
their micro-scaled equivalents as a, P, a and £. By scaling equations
(6,3.7) transform to (for t=tf)
= prcos(Of)

dr =
Pr

a{ = a f /v s =

(6.A.14)

sin(Sr)

/If = p"r/v5 = PjH sin(flf) + Pf j-r-l cos(flr)
with v s =d s /t s , see equation (6.4.4). By
(6.A.5) into equations (6.A.14) one obtains

substitution

of

equations

T^ B
(6.A.15)
f

l+q

l+q

*

l+q

l+q

in which A, B, C and D are defined as
A = prP

,

B = pfQ
(6.A.16)
Q

Substitution
of equations
(6.A.13) yields

(6.A.I),

(6,A.5),

+

pf

(6.A.10),

(6.A.12)

and
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2A
A =

"^
-1 +

Pil

1 p(q+l)
+

PiV~^q

\
P

J

1

4A+3

Tl^pT ~2q~ ~

2pi«
+ 0-2

TT-Pi ~

(6.A.17)
1

4A+L
q

+ 0-3

2(0-1)
(T T -pi) Z

pi

The equations (6.A.15) and (6.A.17) specify the final coordinates in the
(a,6) reference system as function of the initial coordinates pi and 3,
the time of flight T T and the parameter q. All coordinates are still
scaled and the next step is to remove this scaling.
The scale
parameters ds and t s are given by equation (6-4.4). At this point it
should be noted that ds and t s depend on ttie energy E and therefore en
the initial distance r t , see equation (6.2,15). This is also the case
for the parameter q, as can be seen from equation (6.4.15). These
dependencies can be made explicit by using
h

3 h*

)

(o.A.18)

q = <tt
in which h and q c are defined as
(6.A.19)
Substitution of equations (6.A.13) into equations (6.A.15) and (6.A.16)
finally gives <aftar some reorganization of the resulting terms)
af =

i + qtL

b

2 b

l

l+qc]

(6.A.20)
a, = ilSfJv + — l - h V l ] _ fric hvi
I+qTl ' r t TVi-ri] (l+q c ) z r t
b t

.

+ 0-2

+ O.j

in which At i s defined as
A c = in
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- 1

(6.A.21)

similar to equation (6.A.2). The expansions of equations (6.A.20)
include one order less than those of equations 16.A.17).
He did carry
out the expansion one order further, but the resulting expressions
became impractically large and are therefore omitted.
The deviations from the unperturbed coordinates follow by
equations (6.3.9). The equation for Aa contains the quantity ao-Vit
(note vi=vo>. For t=tr one may write (using that fft=-l and ffr=+l)
ao - vttf = a 0 - vtti - viT = n

- v t T - - — + O.z

as follows by expanding and inverting the expression for ri
equation (6.3.5) and using that T=tf-ti. By substitution of
(6,.A.2O) into equations (6.3.9) one obtains

2b

An r =

I TVi ™I" i ~

2 JlAc ^"

I ^^^^ ^

1||

-

(6.A.22)
given by
equations

o.,

"^ «*1

(6.A.23)

l+qt L

r t l+qc

which completes the calculation
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7. BOERSCH EFFECT

7.1

Introduction

In this chapter the Boersch effect will be calculated by means
of the extended two-particle approach. This approach was outlined in
chapter 5. It utilizes the two-particle dynamics of chapter 6. The
analysis presented here pertains to a rotational symmetric beam segment
in drift space.
The chapter starts with a summary of the relevant results
obtained so far. This material is then used to calculate the Boersch
effect in two specific beam geometries which are most suited for an
analytical treatment of the problem. One is a beam segment with a narrow
crossover and the other is a homacentric cylindrical beam segment. In
the former the Boersch effect is generated by relaxation of kinetic
energy, in the latter by relaxation of Potential energy.
The general
case of a beam segment with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions is
considered next. The angular and spatial distribution in the crossover
are
taken
uniform
in
most
calculations.
However,
Gaussian
distribution(s) are considered too, leading to the definition of some
effective width measures for which the results found for uniform
distributions do apply. For all geometries the full energy distribution,
produced by the Boersch effect, is computed. Explicit expressions are
presented
for the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
of
this
distribution, as well as the Full Width median value (FWso) and the root
mean square value (rms). The number of independent parameters in the
model is reduced by utilizing scaled (dimensionless) quantities. This
also simplifies the notation of the intermediate results. In the final
results the scaling is removed in order to make the dependency on the
experimental parameters explicit.
A computer program has been developed which can perform every
step of the calculation numerically, following the scheme of the
extended two-particle approach. First, it calculates the two-particle
distribution, utilizing the analytical results for the two-particle
dynamical problem. Next, it performs two steps, each corresponding to a
Fourier-type of integral transform. This finally yields the manyparticle velocity displacement distribution, which is equivalent to the
energy distribution generated by the Boersch effect. The most surprising
result of these investigations is probably that one has to distinguish a
variety of regimes depending on the particle density in the beam
and
the beam geometry. Each regime corresponds to a different type of energy
distribution. In the general case of a beam segment of arbitrary
dimensions one ends up with four regimes: The Gaussian regime, the
Lorentzian regime, the Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime. The
widths
of the distinguished energy distributions show
different
dependencies on the experimental parameters.
Where possible the numerical calculations are verified by
analytical eieaKs. Analytical results for the width of the energy
distribution can be obtained for all limiting cases were a single regime
is dominant. A direct analytical calculation of the behaviour of the
energy distribution in the transition areas between the regimes seems
not possible. The single exception is the transition between Gaussian
and Lorentzian regime in a beam segment with a narrow crossover. In
order to increase the applicability of the model, the numerical data for
the FWHM and the FW 50 of the energy distribution is approximated with
analytical
expressions,
covering the entire range of
operating
conditions.

1S3

7.2

General aspects

The
Boersch
effect corresponds to a broadening of the
distribution of axial velocities p(AVi) due to statistical Coulomb
interactions between the beam particles. We will utilize the extended
two-particle approach to compute this phenomenon. This model was
outlined in chapter S. The dynamical part of the problem consists of the
calculation of the axial velocity shift Av z experienced by the test
particle due to the interaction with a single field particle.
This
problem was studied in chapter 6, The shift Av z can be expressed as a
function of the geometrical variables t=(r x ,b 7 ,v,»), the time of flight
T and the initial time ti=-ScT, see equations (6.2,1), (6.2.2) and
(6.2.3) respectively and figure 5.1 (note *=u<-if>). Explicit analytical
equations can be determined for complete collisions and for weak
collisions. For a complete collision we found

*V*

2CO[1 + (bj 2 +

see equations (6.10.4), (6.4.16) and (6.3.4). The effect of
collision can be described by (reproducing equation (6.10.5))
ScTv+a>
Av

1

3

U-S c )Tv-a.
+ b*}»'2J

b*]1'2

a

weak

" '

in which

'2

(bz * +

a« = -r x cos*

(7.2.3)

Equations (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) apply to the case that the initial
relative velocity of the particles is non-zero (v+0). In case v=0 we
found for a half-complete collision
1

'2

b.

(7.2.4)

(v=0)

as follows from equation ( 6 . 1 0 . 7 ) , taking T-*». For a weak
we found (reproducing equation ( 6 . 1 0 . 8 ) )

collision

Equations (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) will be used in the calculation of the
Boersch effect generated in a beam segment with a crossover, while
equations (7.2.4) and (7.2.5) will be used for a homocentric cylindrical
beam segment. Collisions which are neither complete nor weak will be
evaluated numerically, following the procedure outlined in section 6.6.
The statistical part of the problem consists of the evaluation
of equations (5.7.4). (5.7.5) and (5.7.6). Taking i^=Avz these equations
become

=

fV°2vdv
?\*
- _
_
J

p(k)
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0

2 f

V

°

}

0 "•

p z (iv z )

(1 St>L
f rc 2rx t dr
x if db *[dvz
z

;

0

rc

J

- Av«(v,*,rJ..b,)]
(7.2.6)

-S C L

(7.2.7)

p(Av z ) = — I dk cos(kAvz) e
* "'O

(7.2.8)

in which we expressed p(t)d£ directly in terms v, *, r± and b z , using
equations (5.4.6) and (5.3.2). The distribution in v and r^ are here
taken uniform with a cut-off at vo=aovz and rt respectively, as
prescribed by equation (5.3.3). In section 7.6 we will consider the case
that one of these distribution or both of them are Gaussian. Equations
(7.2.6), (7.2.7), (7.2.8) constitute the basis of our three-step
approach, which was discussed in section 5.4. The function p2<ivz) is
called the two-particle distribution.
The function p(k)
represents
its transform to the k-domain. Both functions are e:._irely determined
by the geometrical properties of the beam only, represented by vo. rc
and L. The linear particle density \ enters the model in the
last
step, which yields the (N-particle) displacement distribution p(Av z ).
We recall that our model for statistical interactions relies on
the following assumptions :
- The field particles can be considered as statistically independent, as
expressed by equation (5.3.1).
- The total displacement of the test particle is equal to the sum of all
displacements experienced in the two-particle interactions with the
individual field particles, as expressed by equation (5.3.12).
- Magnetic
interactions and relativistic effects can be ignored.
Accordingly, the effect is assumed to be entirely the result of
Coulomb interactions.
In this chapter we make some further simplifications which facilitate
the calculations considerably :
- The reference trajectory, which is the unperturbed trajectory of the
test-particles, coincides with the beam axis. It is assumed that the
effect experienced by the test-particles running along this (on-axis)
trajectory is representative for other (off-axis) trajectories as
well.
- The beam is initially monochromatic with respect to the normal energy
of the particles, which implies that all particles run initially with
identical axial velocity. It is assumed that the impact of statistical
interactions on the properties of the beam does not depend on the
initial energy spread, which will be present in practical beams.
In chapter 10 we will present the results of some further calculations,
which do not rely on these simplifications. The results confirm the
validity of the approach taken here.
Finally, we emphasize that all calculations are restricted to
beans which fulfil the following conditions :
- The beam is rotational symmetric.
- The beam is paraxial, which means that tgoto>«ao and r c are small.
- External forces are absent, thus the particles fly through drift
space.

7.3

team seeaeat with a narrow crossover

To indicate whether a crossover should be considered as
or not we introduce the characteristic beam geometry quantities
and K E

narrow
K, Ki
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K =

2r7

K 2 = 2KU-S t )

K, = 2KSC

(7.3.1)

employing the experimental parameters defined in section 3.2. Ki is the
ratio between the beam radius at the start of the beam segment and the
crossover radius. Kj is the corresponding ratio referring to the end of
the beam segment.
A crossover is called narrow if it has the
characteristic K>>1. This condition implies K.I:>>1 and K.2>>1, provided
that the crossover is located somewhere near the middle of the beam
segment (Sc*0.!>).
In this section we will calculate the Boersch effect in a beam
segment with the characteristics K i » l and K 2 » l . Physically this
implies that the main effect comes from collisions which are complete or
nearly complete. Accordingly, one may use equation (7.2.1) to determine
the shift iv? of the test particle caused by the interaction with a
single field particle. It should be noted that the initial and final
potential energy of two particles involved in a complete collision is
effectively zero. A complete collision does not affect the total kinetic
energy of the particles, but merely leads to directional changes and a
redistribution of the total kinetic energy. Accordingly, a calculation
based on this type of collisions implicitly assumes that the Boersch
effect stems from a conversion of kinetic energy from one degree of
freedom into another (more specifically from the lateral degrees of
freedom into the longitudinal degree of freedom). This approach is
justified for the present case of a narrow crossover as will be shown in
section 7.5, were we treat the general case, using full collision
dynamics.
The program of this section is to evaluate the two-particle
distribution
pz(Av 2 )
from equations (7,2.1) and
(7.2.6).
This
distribution will be used to determine the N-particle displacement
distribution p{&vx) by raeans of equations (7.2.7) and (7.2.8), It is
convenient to introduce the following scaline-quantities for length and
velocity respectively
do =

Co

(7.3.2)

vo is the maximum transverse velocity of a particle and do is the
closest distance of approach for two particles starting out with a
relative velocity 2v0. The objective of this scaling is to simplify the
equations by isolating key-combinations of experimental parameters. For
an electron beam with V=10kV and a<»=10mR one finds do=O.72 nm and
vo=5.9xiOs m/s, which can be considered as typical values. All
quantities scaled with do and/or vo are headed with a bar.
Employing the do,vo-scaling equation (7.2.1) transforms to
Av*
The scaled
(7,2.6)

(7.3.3)
tsa-particle

vo

distribution
1

2n

rt

0

0

0 "

follows with

equation

«

f
fd* far.dr, f
= 2vdv I — I L x IdBz *[Av*' -*

(7.3.4)

in which Av*<v,*,r,E*) is given by equation (7.3.3) and r c is the scaled
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crossover radius. In terms of the experimental parameters this parameter
can be expressed as
rc
8ite0
rc = — =
ao'Vrc
do
e

(735)
' '

as follows with equations (7.3.2). Ws evaluated the integrals of
equation (7.3.4)^ numerically for different values of the
scaled
crossover radius r c . The results are shown in figure 7.1.
It
would
be
convenient to
evaluate
equation
(7.3.4*
analytically. However, this is only possible in some special cases. For
a hotaocentric beam
(r c =0),
equation (7.3.4) reduces to a twodimensional integral over v and E 2 ,
which can be carried
out
analytically. For rc*0 one can obtain a good analytical approximation
i
when FcAVz >l (large crossover and/or large velocity shift),
or
oppositely when reAVj:«l. In order to investigate these individual cases
we will first bring equation (7.3.4) in a different form.

10'*10

Fieare ?•'

10"

The scaled twD-partioie distribution f>2(Avz) based on
complete collisions, for different values of the sealed
crossover radius r c .
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One can rewrite equation (7.3.4) using the following identity
2n r t
fd* f2r.df,

—

-~~

1
4 f

=

"

dy

with y=lr /rc)sin*. This is allowed since the expression for A V Z , given
by equation (7.3.3), depends on r ± and # only through the combination
~ " ~ t . In addition we substitute
z = 5 z v 2 /2
Equation (7.3.4) now transforms to
ps(iv2) - —

71

!-=• I dy -I 1-y2 |dz S(Avz

J

V '

~^A

.

Av z >0

<7.3.6>

E+Rj

<

where R=R(v.yj is defined as
R(v.y) = U

+ v4y2rc2/4)»"!

(7.3.7)

As the distribution pj(ivz) is symmetric in 4v z it is sufficient to
evaluate it for positive values of Av z . Accordingly, we limited the z~
integration in equation (7.3.6) to positive values only. One sees that
the second term in the argument of the 5-function has a maximum for z=R,
We now split the z-integration into the intervals [0,R) and [E,°>] and
substitute z=R2/z in the second interval. It is here essential to note
that
the
integrant is not affected by this substitution. The zintegral of equation (7.3.6) now transforms tD

f

I R*\ f

de

1+—1 6

1+—1 6 Avz

I *J {

zv \
\

~—\ '

r"~ f^if^
f ^ i f ^(
2Rd
-2Rd

^ P ]J

8 Avz

I
2

uvV
u AV
A

(7.3.8)

J I 2Rj

2

In the last step we substituted u=2Rz/(z +R ), Equation (7.3.6) becomes
1
1
1
32 fdv {
,
f R(v,y)du
= —
—
dy -\ 1-y2
fi

it J v J

which can be rewritten as

uv ^
—

2R(v,y))

(7.3.9)

(for 0 < A V Z < 1 / 2 )
2 1 e

I .f dy
.
p 2 ( a v z ) « _— z&16
- f
r~
|dv
I
dy
dv f
*2Avz 0

(
AV*

J u!(l-u«)"« \

(1-v
<1-Y»J'"
'_
"_') '
*

(7.3.10)

V V Tt

Equation (7.3.9) will be used later on to evaluate the function p(k),
while equation 17.3.10) is most suited to study the special cases
mentioned previously. For a homocentric beam (r(=0) equation (7.3.10)
becomes
P~2<Avz> =
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4(1 - iAVjM 1 '2
£=-j2

( f c =o,

0<Avz<l/2)

(7.3.11)

For small values of r€ and small values of A V Z 'r c AVz«l) one finds from
equation (7.3.10)
4
Pz(Av,) = -^=~j
For
as

(?cAvz«l,

0<Avz<l/2)

(7.3.12)

the opposite case (rcAv2>'>l) equation (7.3.10) can be approximated

( ? C A V Z > > 1 , 0<AVz<l/2)

2Av2,

(7.3.13)

The behaviour of the two-particle function
p2(Av z ) described by
equations (7.3.11), (7.3.12) and (7.3.13) is confirmed by the numerical
data plotted in figure 7.1.
We now proceed with the calculation of the function p(k) and the
displacement distribution p(Av z ). According to equation (7.2.7) one can
express the scaled function p(E) as
40

p(k) = £
£ ~~—— -- 22 jj dAv*
dA p 2 (Av z ) sin2(kAvz/2)

(7.3.14)

with k = kvo. Substitution of equation (7.3.9) and partial integration
with respect to u, yields
1
-32 f _ f
.
f
(l-u*)»'s
I
kvu
\
p(k) = k— dv dy njl-y2
du
sin
_
_
s
TX J
J
J
u
l(4+v*y2r c z>t' j

TX

J J

(7.3.15)

J

This expression was evaluated numerically for different values of the
scaled crossover radius r c . The results are shown in figure 7.2. One
sees that the dependency on k is quadratic for small values of k,
particularly in combination with large r c . The dependency becomes linear
for large k-values.
The integrals in equation (7.3.15) can be simplified for the
extreme cases k-»0 and k-n». For k->0 one may replace the sin-function by
its argument and carry out the u-integration, which yields a factor ir/4.
The integration over v can be performed next and one obtains
1
p(k) = -p\>(rc)k2 , p V r c ) = - [ dy

2

rJQ

.

_

-~V

y

sinh-M^l

(E-»0)

I2 J

(7.3.16)

(note that_sinh-1(x)-ln[x+(l+xz)1'zj). For a homocentric beam rc=0 and
one finds P2=n. The function pz(rc)/it is drawn in figure 7.3. For later
use we fitted this function with
(7-3.17)
irre/{21n[.8b73(114.6+re)l}«
which has the same asymptotic behaviour for rc-»0 and Ft-*88 as pj(r t ). For
comparison we included the fit p2»(rc)/ir in figure 7.3, The accuracy of
the fit is better than 2% for all r c values.
In the limit k*» one can simplify equation (7.3.15) by
exploiting the following representation of the ff-function
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The function pj(r,) defined by equation (7.3.16) and its
approximation given by equation (7.3.17).
This function
gives the rc-dependency of the function p(E), plotted in
figure 7.2, for IT->0.
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sin(kx)
Six) = lim
k

(7.3.18)

see for comparison equation (5.4.2). The u and v integration can now
successively be performed (note that the u-integration carries only over
half the S-function), while the y-integration yields again a factor it/4.
Accordingly, one finds
P =4

<7.3.19)

The
derivation of equation (7.3.19) makes clear that the large
k-behaviour of p(k) comes from the small Av z behaviour of the tuoparticle distribution p z (Av z ), described by equation (7.3.12).
In order to achieve a simple expression for the function p(k),
we approximate equation (7.3.15) by
P,(k> =

(7.3,20)

in which p a (r c ) and p^ given by equations (7.3.16) and (7.3.19)
respectively. The function p»(k) has the same asymptotic behaviour as
the original function p(k). Figure 7.4 shows both functions for
different values of r c . One sees that the fit is accurate for small and
for large k-values, but shows a significant deviation from the real
function for intermediate values of k, especially in combination with
large values of r c .

10'

10°

Figure 7.i

The exact scaled function p(E) for complete collisions
its approximation given by equation (7,3,20).

and
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The final step consists of the calculation of the displacement
distribution p(AVz). Bv scaling equation (7,2.3) one obtains

=-

p(AVj> = v

(7.3.21)

dk cos(kAvz) e

where X is the scaled linear particle density, which i s given by
em

"

"

"

as

follows with equations (3.2.4) and (7.3.2).
The advantage of the approximation given by equation (7.3.20) is
that it permits to do the R-integration analytically. Substitution into
equation (7.3.21) and integration yields
af! exp(otP)

(7.3.23)

with Ki the modified Bessel function and a and fi defined as
(7.3,24)
The shape of the distribution p»(AVz). given
depends on the values of X and r c through
distinguish two extreme cases;
I) Gaussian regime.
For X>>p(?c )/pmz
Avz<<a) one mav utilize that

by equation (7.3.23),
a and p. One should

(or a0>?l)

and

AVz^Xp,,, (or

U

lim
X-K»

in which 0(l/x) stands for terms of the order l/x. Equation (7.3.23) now
transforms to (approximating A
(7,3.25)

, a* =
which is an one-dimensional Gaussian distribution,
ID
(or

Lorentzian regine. For X<<p(r c )/p m 2
Av2<<i/p) one may use that

li
lim

l/x + 0(x) .

(or

and Avz<<ps(rc)/pa

exp(x) = I + 0(x)

Accordingly, equation (7.3.23) transforms to
(7.3.26)
which is an one-dimensional Lorentzian distribution.
Summarizing the results so far, we found that the distribution
of the scaled axial velocity displacements p(AVj) generated in a beam
segment with a narrow crossover, is Gaussian for large values of the
scaled linear particle density X and Lorentzian for small I-values.
This behaviour is related to the quadratic and linear behaviour of the
function p(E) for small E and large It respectively.
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The mean square value 'AV;*-> of the distribution p'Avz< can Lie
determined in several wave. One way is to use its definition

•J dAv

z

and substitute equation (7.3.23) for
p(A\fz). Another way is to
determine <Avz2>
from the tvm-parcicle distribution j5s(Avz), given by
equation (7.3.9), using
<Avzi> = X I dAVj p ? (Av z ) ai?z2
which is
calculate

based on equation (5.5.10) (with m=2). The
<Avz!-> is to evaluate

hi"

(7.3.28)
usual

way

to

(7.3.29)

as follows from the second equation of (5.5.11) with AJJ=AV Z . The
probability distribution p(|) is defined by equations (5.4.6) and
(5.3.2), while equation Avz(|) is (for complete collisions) given by
equation (7.3.3). Finally, one may determine <Avzz> from the small
E-behaviour of the function
p(Il). We will utilize this method.
Substitution of equation (7.3.16) into equation (5.5.4) (with m=2)
directly yields
<AVjz> = X p 2 (r c )

(7.3.30)

It should emphasized that this relation is generally true irrespective
of the shape of the distribution p(iv 2 ).
Other measures for the width of the distribution in general do
depend on the shape of the distribution. As a practical width measure we
consider the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). The FWHM of the Gaussian
distribution (7.3.25) is equal to
FWHMc = 2(21n2)"2 a = 2(2nln2)» ' 8 Pci(fc) X 1 "!

(7.3.31)

where the function P C E ( ? C ) is defined as
(7.3.32)
The subscript CE indicates that the function refers to the Energy
distribution generated in a beam segment with a Crossover. The FWHM of
the Lorentzian distribution given by equation (7.3.26) is equal to
FWHHL = 2 o = 2X5^ = 8nX

(7.3,33)

Clearly, equations (7.3.31) and (7.3.33) show different dependencies on
the parameters X and r t , and therefore lead to different dependencies on
the experimental parameters. The dependency of the FWHM of p(&v z ) on X
and rt is depicted in figure 7.5. The inpv,t for this figure was
determined numerically using the exact function p(E). Thus the results
do not rely on the approximation contained in equation (7.3.20). The
thermodynamic limit indicated in figure 7.5 will be discussed in section
7.7.
Anticipating on the analysis of section 7.5 we mention that the
equations (7.3.31) and (7.3.33) can be interpolated using
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The FUHM of the sealed distribution
of axial
velocity
displacements
p(Avz) based on complete collisions,
for
different
values of the scaled crossover radius fc. The
depicted f i t i s defined by aquations (7.3.34) aad (7.3.35).
The thermodyaamic limit is given by equation (7.7,2) and
refers to the relaxation of kinetic energy.
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Practical
operating
conditions,
in terms of
the
quantities
r ( and X, for a beam segment with a narrow
crossover
<K»l). The solid lint separates the regimes
leading to a Gaussian and a Loreotzian type of energy
distribution.
The effect
of varying each of
the
experimental parameters is indicated by the arrows.

FHHM

(7.3.34)

where the function Gci(X,r f ) is defined as
1

r.4/3
(7-3.35)

The
function Pcs(rc) is defined by equation (7.3.32).
The fit
represented by equations (7.3.34) and (7.3.35) is also plotted in figure
7.5. The accuracy of the fit is better than 5% over the entire range of
operating conditions. In the Gaussian regime X»Pct (rt )s/16n and one nay
approximate Gct(X,r c )%PcE(r c ). This implies that FWHM * FWHMc, which is
given by equation (7.3.31). In the Lorentzian regime £<<;PcE(fc )2/16n and
one may approximate G CE (X,r c )*6.022X1'2. This implies that FWHM * F H T O L ,
which is given by equation (7.3.33). The second term between brackets in
the right hand side of equation (7.3.35) is included to improve the
quality of the fit. Its origin will be clarified in section 7.5.
Equations
(7.3.31)
through (7.3.35) provide
a
complete
specification of the FWHM of the generated axial velocity distribution
p(AVz) in terms of the scaled coordinates defined by equations (7.3.2).
In order to make the dependency on the experimental parameters explicit
we will now remove this scaling. The properties of the scaled velocity
distribution p(twz) can be translated in terms of the corresponding
energy distribution, using

AE

oto Av z = E 2ao Av z

assuming that v z » A v z .
as

Accordingly,

equation (7.3.34) can be expressed

FWHME

E

Gci(X,rc)

(7.3.36)

CCGI =

(7.3.37)

The ratio I/V3'* is knew, as the perveance. In the case of electrons one
finds Ccct=726.62 in Si-units (note: the subscript CGE indicates that
the constant applies to a beam geometry with a Crossover and refers to
the Gaussian Energy distribution). Equation (7.3.37) yields the main
result of this section. It gives the FWHM of the energy distribution
generated in a beam segment with a narrow crossover for the entire range
of operating conditions. The operating conditions are defined by the
parameters X and r c . Figure 7.6 indicates which values of I and r c apply
to practical systems. From the figure one sees that systems employing
thermionic emission predominantly operate in the Gaussian regime and in
the transition area between the Gaussian and the Lorentzian regime,
whereas systems with a field emission gun predominantly operate in the
Lorentzian regime. We emphasize that the analysis of this section
pertains to a beam segment with a narrow crossover ( K » l ) , for which one
may assume that the Boersch effect is generated by complete collisions.
In section 7.5, where we treat the general case of a beam with a
crossover in which K is not necessarily large, it will be shown that one
should in general distinguish four regimes. In addition to the Gaussian
regime and the Lorentzian regime one finds, for small K-values, a
Holtsmark regime and a pencil beam regime, corresponding to medium and
small values of X respectively.
We conclude this section by investigating the dependency on the
experimental parameters in the different regimes covered by equation
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(7.3.37). The Gaussian regime corresponds to X>>PCt (rc >2 /16it for which
one mav approximate that G fE IX,f c )%PcB(r ( ), as was mentioned before. The
function Pct(? c ), defined by equation (7.3.32), is for all practical
purposes best described by the fit given by equation (7.3.17). For small
values of rt one obtains P C E ( 7 C > * 1 . For these conditions equation
(7.3.37) transforms to
FWHME

, f c <10)

Ccci

E

(7.3.38)

T] V^'S

For large values of rc one finds from equation (7.3.17)
9.20

Pcjtrc)

,2171n(l + r c /U4.6»]

Accordingly, equation (7.3.37) yields
I"2

FWHME

[1 + ,2171n(l + rc/114.6)]

(7.3.39)

, rc>100)
where the constant C*CCE is given by
(me)*'"

9.20

to
In the case of electrons one finds C * C G E = 0 . 1 0 1 2 in Si-units.
The Lorentzian regime corresponds to X<<PCE(?C ) 2 /16ir.
(7.3.37) now transforms to

I
- CcLE

Equation

(7.3.40)

where the constant CCLE is given by

V' 2
In the case of electrons one finds C C L E = 3 . 8 0 8 5 X 1 0 S in Si-units.

7.4

Homcentric cylindrical bean segment

In this section we vill calculate the Boersen effect in a
homocentric
cylindrical beam. As before we assume that the beam is
monochromatic. Consequently, all particles run initially with identical
velocities along parallel trajectories. Thus in the frame of reference
moving with the beam the particles are initially at rest. Due to the
Coulomb interaction part of their mutual potential energy will be
converted into kinetic energy. This process causes a generation of
random velocity components. The generated spread of axial velocities
corresponds to the Boersch effect.
From this analysis it
becomes clear that "relaxation of
potential energy" is the mechanism which generates the Boersch effect in
this type of beam geometry. This mechanism should be distinguished from
"relaxation of kinetic energy" which is dominant in a beam segment with
a narrow crossover, as was discussed in the previous section. In this
respect both geometries should considered as opposite. Accordingly,
different types of collisions are involved. Complete collisions generate
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most of the effect in a beam segment with a narrow crossover, while
weak incomplete collisions are dominant in a homocentric cylindrical
beam.
For the case of a cylindrical bean one can not apply the scaling
defined by equations (7.3,2/, because vo=O. Instead we will use the 6,vscaling
given by equations (6.13,1).
The scaled
two-particle
distribution pz*(Avz*) follows from equation (7.2.6)
= |2r*dr* jdbz* 4[Avz* - Avz*(r*,bz*)] (7.4.1)

'o
It is sufficient to consider the case Avz*=(Avz/ir)>0, thus limiting the
bz*-integration to positive bz*-values. The function Avz*(r*.bi*) can
be determined analytically for weak collisions and
half-complete
collisions, see equations (7.2.5) and (7.2.4) respectively. In all other
cases one has to compute Avz*(r*,bz*) numerically, following the method
which was outlined in section 6.6. We evaluated equation (7,4.1)
numerically on the basis of the exact analysis of the function
Av z *(r*,b z *). The outcome is presented in figure 7.7,

10
10" 8

T,7

10" e

10" 4

10" 2

10°

Tim sealed tvo-partiele
distribution
ps*(4Vi*) for a
hooooeotric cylindrical beam se&ient, plotted for different
values of the scaled beam radius ro*.
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It
should be anticipated that the function pi*{a.vz1') is
determined bv weak interactions for most of the Avz*-range plotted in
figure 7.7, while its behaviour for very large Av?*-values steins from
half-complete collisions. We will verify this statement by evaluating
equation (7.4.1) analytically, employing the approximations given by
equations (7.2.5) and (7.2.4) respectively. Let us first consider the
limit of weak interactions. We recall that equation (7.2.5) is based on
the first order perturbation approximation
Avz = F^T/m

(7.4.2)

Thus instead of evaluating p2*(Avz*) directly from equations (7.4.1) and
(7.2.5) one may as well determine p2*(Av z *) from the distribution of
axial forces p2(F/y) occurring in a cylindrical beam, by using
pz*(Avz*) =

vco*z
P2(AV Z )
6

vroi2 m

p8(F,,=AvzWT)
SI"

(7.4.3)

The calculation of p2<F;/) was carried out in section 5.8. Equation
(5.8.23) specifies pj(F r/ ) for an extended beam (ro*»). Substitution into
equation (7.4.3) yields
(Av z *«l, ro*zAvz*>>l)

20

(7.4.4)

in which we utilized the definitions of S and v given by equations
(6.13.1).
For a pencil-beam (ro-»O) one should use equation (5.8.26).
Substitution into equation (7.4.3) yields
P2*(Av z *) = - — r >

< A V Z S < < 1 , ro*i!AvI*<<l)

-g

(7.4.5)

One may verify from figure 7.7 that the small and the intermediate
Av z *-behaviour
of p2*(Avz*> indeed follows equations (7.4.4) ar.d
(7.4.5).
In order to investigate the large Avz*-behaviour of p2*(AVj*) we
scale the expression for Av z given by equation (7.2.4) and substitute
the result into equation (7.4.1). This way one obtains
ro*

o>

J2r*dr* jdbzft

fffivz* - „, ^..r\..,, .. I

(7.4.6)

'0
By substituting
bz*
rit

*

»•* i ^ l ^ J ^ . - O ' i l l i .

\ / •1 • / J

and carrying out the t-integration, equation (7.4.6) transforms to

«* - , ..,„?•—^TTTA

(7.4.8)

in which Six) the step-function defined by equation (3.7.8).
For an extended beam (ro*-**) the argument of the step-function
is positive for all positive values of Av z * and one obtains
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u
This asymptote gives a goad approximation of f>?*(ivz*) for Avz*il, as
can be verified from figure 7.7.
For a pencil beam <r«*-»0) the argument of the step-function is
positive for s>so*l/(4Avz*zro*>. Thus the lower integration boundary of
the integral in equation (7.4.8) should be replaced by so. As SO>>1 one
may approximate
ro*2
(7.4.10)

However, this asymptote is not reached for normal operating conditions
(ro**l> and will be disregarded in the remaining analysis. Equations
(7.4.4), (7.4.5) and (7.4.9) provide a complete analysis of the
behaviour of the two-particle distribution p2*(Av z *).
The next step is to determine the scaled function p*(k*)
follows from equation (7.2.7)

r 00*22

p*(k*> = -^-p(k) = 4

with
from
7.8.

f

divj* p2*(Av**) sin2(k*Avz*/2)

which

(7.4.11)

k*=ke. We evaluated the integral of equation (7.4.11) numerically
the numerical data of p2*(AVj*). The results are shown in figure

The behaviour of the function p*(k*) can be understood from the
analysis of the two-particle distribution pz*(Av z *). Substitution of
equation (7.4.4) into equation (7.4.11) yields

which provides an accurate approximation for k**dCI and k**10ro*2. This
result can also be obtained from equation (5.8.24), which refers to the
distribution of axial forces in extended beam.
Substitution of equation (7,4.5) into equation (7.4.11) yields

(7.4.13)

which provides an accurate approximation for k*«10ra*z. This result
equivalent to equation (5,8.27), referring to the distribution
axial forces in a pencil beam.
For
small
k*-values
the
function
p*(k*)
shows
quadratic k*-dependency, which can be described as
Jim p*(k*) - -P2*(r<h*)k*i!
K*-»0
2

,

pg*(»)=0.1513

is
of
a

(7.4.14)

The small k*-behaviour of the function p*(k*) is directly related to the
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The scaled
function
p*(k*)
corresponding to
the
distribution of axial velocity displacements generated in a
homocentrie cylindrical beam segment, plotted for different
values of the scaled team radius m*.

The function v*:(ro*), defined by equation (7.4.14) and its
approximation given by equation (7.4.16). This
function
gives the ro'-dependency of the function p*(k*), plotted
in figare 7.8, for k*-*0.

second moment < A V J 2 * Z > of the two-particle distribution pz*(AVz*i, as
follows
bv expanding the sin-function in equation (7.4.11) for small
k*. By comparing this expansion with equation (7.4.14) one obtains
(7.4.15)

pz*(ro*)

The quantity <Av,2*z> does not stem from either weak or half-complete
collisions, but is built up over the entire Avz*-range. This prohibits
an analytical estimation of its value. We evaluated the function
P2*(r<>*)/p2*(«) numerically. The result is depicted in figure 7.9, For
later use we fitted the numerical data with the function
P S *(OD)

P2»*(ro*) =

(1 * ,240/ro*8")"11

(ro*«U

(7.4.16)

which is also plotted in figure 7.9. The set of equations (7.4,12),
(7,4,13) and (7.4.14) provides a complete analysis of the behaviour of
the function p*(k*).
The final step consist of the calculation of the displacement
distribution p*(Av z *). By scaling equation (7.2.8) one obtains
0

p*(Avz*) =

dk* cos(k*Avz*) e

-4\*p*(k*)

(7.4.17)

where \* is the scaled linear particle density fur a cylindrical
which is given by
Co
em

X*

IL'

ILZ

beam,

(7.4.18)

analogous to X, used for a beam segment with a crossover, see equation
(7.3.22). The second moment of this distribution follows from the
function p*(k*) using equation (5.5.4) (with m=2)
4pz*(r0*)A*

(7.4.19)

This relation can also be obtained from equation (7.4.15), using
equation (5.5.10).
Me evaluated the FWHM of p*(Avz*) numerically from the numerical
data of p*(k*). The results are plotted in figure 7.10. A key-parameter
for the interpretation of this data is Xp=4X*ro*3, which is called the
pencil beam factor for a cylindrical beam. It determines whether a beam
should be considered as a pencil beam ( X P < < 1 ) or an extended beam
( X p ^ l ) . The physical significance of x» becomes evident by removing the
scaling. Using equation (7.4.18) and equations (6.13.1) one obtains
4,Vro*J

(7.4.20)

Thus %t is the ratio between the beam radius ro and the average axial
separation of the particles 1 M . The following regimes should be
distinguished in the data of figure 7.10 :
I) Gaussian regime. For X*«l and Xp>:>l the distribution
Gaussian with a FWHM given by

p*(Avz*)

is

17t

10°

Figure 7.10

The (VHM of the sealed distribution
of axial
velocity
displacements
p*(avi*)
generated
in
a homooentric
cylindrical
beam segment, for different
values of the
sealed beam radius r»*. The depicted fit i s defined by
equations (7.4.27) and (7,4.28). The thermodynaadc limit i s
given by equation (7.7.4) and refers to the relaxation of
potential energy.

F W H M G * = 4[2p2*(<«>>ln2]1'2

(7.4.21)

- 1.832

where the function PpE(ro*) i s defined as
(7.4.22)
with pz*(ro*) and P2*(«) defined by equation (7.4.14). The subscript
PE indicates that the result refers to the Energy distribution generated
in a homocentric cylindrical beam segment in which the particles follow
Parallel trajectories.
The Gaussian behaviour of p*(av 2 *) stems from
the quadratic behaviour of p*(k*) for small k* values.
II) Holtsaark. r e e u e . For X*<<1 and XP>>1 the distribution p*(tivz*)
becomes identical to the 1-dimensional variant of the Holtsmark
distribution. Substitution of equation (7.4.12) into equation (7.4.17)
yields

p*(ivz*>

dk* cosik*Avz*) e

(7.4.23)

analogous to equation (5.8.25), specifying the distribution of the
axial force component fff in an extended cylindrical beam. The shape of
this type of distribution is depicted in figure 5.3 (curve corresponding
to 7=3/2). The FWHM of the distribution of equation (7.4.23) is equal to

-^
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FWHMH* - 2.8775 (4^2*715)*'' X*2'J = 2.1998 X*2'3

(7.4.24)

as follows with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1.

I I I ) Pencil beam regime. For * P <<1 t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n p*(Av 2 *) i s
determined by t h e l a r g e k*-behaviour s p e c i f i e d by equation ( 7 . 4 . 1 3 ) .
S u b s t i t u t i o n i n t o equation (7,4.17) y i e l d s
»

i f ddk*
11 J

(7.4.25)

cos(k*Avz*) e

o

analogous to equation (5,8.28). specifying the distribution of the
axial force component F/; in a pencil beam. A plot of this type of
distribution is given by figure 5.3 (curve for y=l/2). The FWHM of the
distribution of equation (7.4.25) follows again with equation (5.9.15)
and table 5.1
= 11.237 ro**X*2

FWHMp* = .44711 8*

(7.4.26)

It can directly be verified that equations (7.4.21), (7.4.24) and
(7.4.26) provide a complete description of the different regimes shown
in figure 7.10.
In order
(7.4.26) we use

to

interpolate

equations

(7.4.21),

(7.4.24) and

(7.4.27)

FWHM* - FWHMM* HpE(X*,ro*)

where FWHMB* is given by equation (7.4.24) and the function Hp£U*,ro A )
is defined as
FWHMH
FWHMG*,

T

i<>

rFWHM H *l 3 ' z \- g ' 3
IFWHMP*'

which is identical to
Hp E (X*,r 0 *) = I f l + 2 . 997

X*

+ 1.386 - ! - j

(7.4.28)

with Xp=4X*ro*3, as specified by equation (7.4.20). The function
Ppg(ro*) is specified by equation (7.4.22) and the fit-function given by
equation (7,4.16). The function Hpi(X*,ro*) is similar to the function
GcE(X,fc) given by equation (7.3.35). However, in the present case we
took FWHMH* as reference, instead of FWHMc*, because the Holtsmark
regime is dominant for practical operating conditions. For comparison
the fit of equation (7.4.27) is included in figure 7.10.
Equations
(7.4.21)
through
(7.4.28)
give
a
complete
specification
of the FWHM of the generated axial velocity distribution
p*(ivz*) in terms of the scaled coordinates defined by equations
(6.13.1). The remaining task is to remove the scaling in order to make
the dependency on the experimental parameters explicit. The properties
of the scaled velocity distribution p*(Av z *) can be related to the
corresponding energy distribution using

££. =

2i
= E—

L /3

AVZ

(7.4.29)
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The general expressions of equation (7.4.27) transforms to
FWHMs

(7.4.30)

C P H E - 2.8775

= CPHE Hp E U*,ro*>

In the case of electrons one finds C P H E = 2.4147 in Si-units (note: the
subscript PHE indicates that the constant applies to a Parallel beam and
refers to the Holtsmark type of Energy distribution).
For the Holtsmark-regime U * « l and X j ^ l ) one may approximate
HpEU*,;tp>=l. Accordingly, equation (7.4.30) yields directly
FWHME

E

For the
transforms t o

(7.4.31)

CpHE

Gaussian

regime U * J l and ;t p >>l)

equation

(7.4.30)

(7.4.32)

PpE(ro*)
where the constant CPGE is given by
,5 16

in which P2*(») is defined by equation (7.4.14). Equation (7.4.32) can
also be derived directly from equations (7.4.21) and (7.4.29). In the
case of electrons one finds C P G E = 0 . 4 5 3 7 in Si-units.
For the Pencil beam regime (xn c <D equation (7,4.30) yields
CppE

(7.4.33)

where the constant C P P E is given by
Cp P E = 0.44711
which can also be derived directly from equations (7.4.26) and (7.4.29).
In the case of electrons Dne finds Cppi= 4.4800x10" in Si-units.

7.5

Beam segment with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions

In the previous two sections the Boersch effect was calculated
for the extreme cases of a beam segment with a narrow crossover and a
homocentric cylindrical beam segment respectively. In this section we
like to investigate the general case of a beam segment with a crossover
in which the parameter K, defined by equation (7.3.1), has some
arbitrary value between, say 10» and 10*. Unfortunately, this case is
less suited for an analytical treatment and one has to rely strongly on
numerical calculations. In order to establish results which are of
practical merit the final numerical data will be fitted with analytical
expressions. Our aim is to obtain a set of expressions which for K-*»
(narrow crossover) yield the results of section 7.3 and for K-»0
(homocentric cylindrical beam) yield the results of section 7.4.
We will again use the scaling of equation (7.3.2). The scaled
two-particle distribution P J ( A V Z ) is defined by equation (7.3.4). As K
is not necessarily large, only a fraction of the collisions will be
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complete. Accordingly, one may not use equation (7.3.3) for the entire
integration domain of equation (7.3.4). The conditions for which
equation (7.3.3) is valid can be expressed as
r<:Kiv+ao >> 6" and

rck2V-ao >> B

and

FcKv1 >> 2

(7.5.1)

as follows from equation (6.7.7) using equations (6.3.5), (6.2.3),
(6.7.6), (7.3.1) and (7.3.2). We defined ao=ao/do and B=b/d 0 , where a 0
and b are given by equation (7.2.3). Equation (7.3.3) predicts too large
values of Av z in case the constraints of equation (7.5.1) are violated.
For collisions which are weak one may use equation (7.2.2). By
scaling it transforms to

(7.5.2)
Notice that this expression depends on Ki and Kz, unlike equation
(7.3.3). We recall that a collision is weak v-hen the eccentricity E is
large or the perihelion is not reached during the flight or the
perihelion is already passed at the start of the collision, as expressed
by equation (6.8.1). In terms of the scaled parameters used here these
conditions transform to

or
or

[(r,.Kiv+ao) z + 5« ]wz » FtKv
[(?rK2V-an)2

+

5 2 I " 2 >> ?cKv

(7.5.3)

In the calculation of the two-particle distribution p2(Av z ) from
equation (7,3,4), our computer program determines for every two-particle
collision whether all constraints of equation (7.5.1) are satisfied or
not. If so the collision is complete and it determines the displacement
Av* from equation (7.3.3). If not it tests next whether one or more of
the constraints of equation (7.5.3) are satisfied or not. If so the
collision is weak and it evaluates the corresponding displacement Avz
from equation (7.5.2). For collisions which are neither complete nor
weak the displacement Av z is computed by means of the numerical approach
which was outlined in section 6.6 and is referred to as full collision
dynamics. Clearly, one may use the full collision dynamics for all types
of collisions, but, if applicable, the analytical expressions are
preferred since their evaluation requires typically 5 times less
computation time.
To start with, we will consider the case that the crossover is
located in the middle of the beam segment, thus Sc=0.5 and K-K.i=K.2. At
the end of this section we will indicate how the results can be
generalized
to include other beam geometries.
The
two-particle
distribution
p;(Av z ) was evaluated numerically from equation (7.3.4)
for K - 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000,
5000 and 10,000. For every K we considered the cases r c = 10°, 10», 10 2 ,
10 a , 10* and 10 s . Figures 7.11a, 7.11b and 7.11c depict the results
obtained for K=l, K=100 and K=10,000 respectively. These figures should
be compared to figure 7.1, which is computed on the bases of complete
collisions. The plots are identical for large values of Av 2 . However,
significant differences occur for small and intermediate Avz-values,
especially in combination with small rc-values. The figures 7.11 show
that the values obtained for p 8 (Av z ) increase with K and ultimately
approach the values of figure 7.1 for K-*».
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10"a

10''

10"*

10"2

10°

fig.7.11b

10

10"°

10" s

10'*

10"2

10°

fig.T.iic

7.11 Tha sealed two-particle distribution
p2<Avz) for a beam
segment with a crossover in the middle, plotted
tor
different
values of the sealed crossover radius r c . The
figures 7.1ta, 7,lib and 7.11c pertain to different
values
of the beam geometry parameter K=aoL/2rc, as is indicated.
The plots should be compared to those of figure
7.1,
derived on the basis of complete
collisions.
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Let us investigate whether the results depicted in the figures
7.11a, 7.11b and 7.11c can be understood by analytical means. The reader
might verify that equation 17.3.13), derived on the basis of complete
collisions^ provides an
accurate approximation o£ the
numerical
data of p 2 (AVz) for Ayz(Krc/2)i'3 >>1._ This makes clear that
the
large Avz-behaviour of p 2 (Av z ) [thus AVj»(2/Kf c ) 1 ' 3 ] is determined by
strong complete collisions. Small displacements av- correspond to weak,
predominantly incomplete collisions with wore distant field particles.
The plots of the figures 7.11 show that the contribution of these
collisions to pa(Av z ) is very sensitive to t.he value of the beam
geometry parameter K.
In order to analyse the small Avz-behaviour in a quantitative
way we will evaluate equation (7.3.4) on the basis of weak interactions,
for which one may use equation (7.5.2). An exact solution of this
problem does not appear to be feasible and we will restrict the
discussion to some special cases. We will first investigate the limit
K-»0 and next the limit K » l . For K.*0 one may approximate equation
(7.5.2) as (taking K1=K!;=K)
(7.5.4)
using equations (7,2.3). This results is identical to the scaled version
of equation (7.2.5), derived for v=0. This expression was used in the
previous section to evaluate the contribution of weak interactions in a
homocentric cylindrical beam segment. The corresponding results for the
two-particle distribution pt(i.vz) are expressed by equations (7.4.4) and
(7.4.5). Apparently, one may use these results to describe the limit
K-»0. However, one has to transform the results from the S,v-scaling used
in section 7.4 to the do,vo-scaling used here. From equations (6.13.1)
and (7.3.2) it follows that the different sets of scaling-quantities are
related as
do =

4v 0 * 2

S =

(7.5.5)

do

Accordingly, the different sets of parameters can be related using
r c = 4vo* z r c *
'

(7.5.6)

vo* = (r c K/2)'' 3 , X*
in which rc denotes the crossover radius and ro the radius of the
cylindrical beam. Clearly, both quantities become identical for K+0.
With equations (7.5.5) and (7.5.6) one can rewrite equations
(7.4.4) and (7.4.5) as
, Av I rc 8 ' 3 /(32K)*' 3 »l]

[ A v I ( r c K / 2 ) " 3 « l , Av*?,
(7.5.8)
using

the

definition of the scaled two-particle distribution

p2(Avz)
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given bv equation (7.J.4t. We note that these equations can also be
obtained directlv from equations 17.3.4) and (7.S.4). The asymptotic
behaviour described bv equation i7.b,H> agrees with the data of the
figures 7.11a, 7.11b and 7.11c. The behaviour predicted by equation
Kl.b.l}
becomes onlv
manifest
for
extreme
small K-values in
combination with large revalues, see figure 7,11a.
For K>>1 one may approximate equation (7.5.2) as (taking again
2r R

in which it was assumed that vto and E Z >>? L . thus b*b z . This is
justified
since
we are considering weak and
therefore
remote
interactions. From equations (7.3.4) and 17.5.9) one obtains (for &vz>0>

0

= [ 2vdv [dfi2 s\iMz

—_r^K

\

(7.5.10)

Bv substituting

rcKv

'

r c K s(l + s«)> »2 v*

(7.5.11)

and carrying out the t-integration. equation (7.5.10) transforms to

(21 HV 7. I

.-

i 1 IrtA —

C|f

I

_ i /* > ,

. _ •> 1 I j £

I

(7.5.12)
in which 8(x) is the step-function. Let so be a value of the integration
variable s for which the argument of the step function becomes zero
so* - s o z - (2/rcKAvz)2 = 0
This equation has only a single positive root, which defines the lower
integration boundary of equation (7.5.12). For rcKAV;;<<l one finds
sos.(2/rcKAVz)>/2. Thus s » » l . Accordingly, the integral in equation
(7.5.12) yields approximately l/2soz=rcKAvj/4 and one retrieves equation
(7.5.8).
For rcKavz>>l one finds So*(2/rcKAvz )l '*.
Thus
so^l.
Accordingly, the integral in equation (7.5.12) is approximately equal to
2/-1jso=(2rcKAvz)1 ' 2 and one obtains
r e K A v z » l . Av z <l/2)

(7.5.13)

which is identical to equation (7.3.12). Apparently, this dependency
stems from collisions which are both weak and complete. Accordingly, the
result does not depend on K. The different regimes of the two-particle
distribution p 2 (Av 2 ) are fully specified by equations (7.3.13), (7.5.7),
(7.5.8) and (7.5.13).
We now proceed with the calculation of the i-_nction p(E) defined
by equation (7.3.14). This equation was evaluated numerically from the
data of pz(iVz). The results for K=l, 100 and 10,000 are shown in
figures 7.12a. 7.12b and 7.12c respectively. These figures should be
compared to figure 7.2 derived on the basis nf complete collisions. The
most significant differences occur for large E-values, For complete
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7.12

The sealed function p(E) corresponding to the distribution
of axial velocity displacements generated in a beam segment
with A crossover in the middle, plotted tor
different
values of the sealed crossover radius F c . The figures
7.12a, 7,12b and 7.12c pertain to different values of tAe
beam geometry parameter K=ooL/2rc, as i s indicated.
The
plots should be compared to those of figure 7.2, derived on
the basis of complete
collisions.
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collisions the large E-behaviour is given bv equation (7,3.19). All
curves corresponding to different Fc-values ultimately become linear in
E for E-K». This dependency corresponds to the inverse-square behaviour
of (HAv7) found for small AVZ, see equation (7.3.12). For the general
rase studied in this section we found that p(Avz> becomes ultimately
proportional to 1/AVz3'2 for Avz-»0, see equation (7.5.8). Substitution
of this expression into equation (7.3.14) vields

J

sin^x
d x — — = <4sr e K)>" E»'2

(E-w>)

(7.5.14)

X

which i s in agreement with the data of f i g u r e s 7.12a. 7.12b and 7,12c.
By similar reasoning one finds t h a t the behaviour described by
equation ( 7 . 5 . 7 ) l e a d s to a 3/2-power dependency on E
__

plEj

8(

" 51

This dependencv becomes manifest for intermediate K-values in the curves
for which K / r c * ' a « l , see figure 7.12a. For increasing K-values the
intermediate E-range ultimately
becomes
dominated
bv a
linear
E-dependencv, see figure 7.12c, This dependency corresponds to the
Ay,.-behaviour described by equation (7.5.13). Substitution of this
expression into equation (7.3.14) yields

= 8E fdxS1"'X = 4irE

(7.5.16)

which

is identical to equation (7,3.19).
For small E-values, all curves shown in the figures 7.12a, 7.12b
and 7.12 become quadratic in R. In order to describe this behaviour we
define the function p2(rc,K) as
P(E) = - Pz(rt,K> E 2

(E-»0)

(7.5.17)

The function pz(ft.K) is the generalization of the function pz(r c )
defined by equation (7.3.16). The function Pi(rc,K) is directly related
to the second moment of the displacement distribution p(Av z >. as can be
seen from equation (7.3.30). We evaluated Pa(rc,K) numerically. The
results are plotted in figure 7.13.
In order to obtain an analytical expression for pg(r c ,K) we will
consider its behaviour for K**> and K-»O. In the limit K-*» it should yield
the result which was derived on the basis of complete collisions
lian P2(r,;,K) = pe(f,)

(7.5.IS)

in which pz(r,:) is defined by equation (7.3.16). For K-»0 one should
retrieve
the result for a homocentric cylindrical beam segment,
expressed by equation (7.4.14). By means of the scale-relations of
equations (7.5.5) and (7.5.6) one obtains
lig

pa(?c.K) - 16<2K»/r,)2'J pe*I(rr/16KS!)1"]

(7.5.19)

For r c » 1 6 K one may approximate p2*t(F(/16K)1'J)»P2*(»)*0.1513, see
equation (7.4.14). He recall that the functions pt and p2* may in
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^t
tg

10

fi&irt 7.13

The function pt(rt,K) defined by equation (7.5.17) and its
approximation given by equation (7.5.20).
This function
Sires the dependency on fc and K of the f-jnctioa p(E).
plotted in the figures 7.12a, 7.12b and 7.12a, for £*0.

general
be approximated by the functions P24 and Ps** defined by
equations (7.3.17) and (7.4.16) respectively. As an approximation for
the general function pz(r c ,K) we use
.788 + .6

. 8673(11-4.
(7.5.20!

which shows the asymptotic behaviour described by equations (7.5.18) and
(7.5.19), provided that rc>>16K. For comparison we included a plot of
the function given by equation (7.5.20) in figure 7.13.
Finally, we determined the FWHM of the displacement distribution
p(Av 2 ) from the numerical data of the function p(E) by evaluating the
integral of equation (7.3.21). The results for K=l, 10, 100, 1000 and
10,000 are plotted in the figures 7.14a through 7.14e. The following
regimes should be distinguished :
I. Gaussian resiae. For large values of X the distribution p(Av z ) is
determined by the small IE-behaviour of p(R), expressed by equation
(7.5.17). The quadratic IE-dependency leads to a Gaussian distribution
with a FWHM which is given by equation (7.3.31). P C E now denotes
a
function which depends both on r c and K
i

(7.5.21)

where p s ( r c . K ) can be approximated by equation ( 7 . 5 . 2 0 ) .
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Figure 7.1*

The FWHH of the sealed distribution
of axial
velocity
displacements p(AVi) generated in a beam segment with a
crossover ia the middle, plotted for different values of
the scaled crossover radius fc.
The figures 7.14a, 7.14b,
7.lie,
7.14d and ?.14e pertain to different values of the
beam geometry parameter K=ool-/2rc, as i s indicated. The fit
depicted ia figure 7.14b is defined by equations
(7.5.30),
(7,5.31)
and (7.5.32).
As the quality of the fit i s about
the same for all K-vaJu&s, it is omitted in the other
figures.
The figures 7.14a to 7.14e should be compared to
figure 7.5, derived on the basis of complete
collisions.
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11. HoItsmirk regime. For intermediate values of X and small K-values
the
distribution p(Av z ) is dominated by the 3/2 power-dependency of
p"((c). expressed bv equation (7.5.15). The corresponding distribution is
at the HoltsmarM-type with a FWHM which is equal to
17.5.22)

H(K)
FWHMH = 2.8775

The function H(K) can be estimated from the numerical data such as
presented in the figures 7.11a through 7.lie. As an approximation of the
numerical data we use the function

1

(7.5.23)

H(K) =
which has the following asymptotes
li
K-»

H(K) = K/3

lim H(K) ~
K

(7.5.24)

We will demonstrate
that these asymptotes can be derived from the
analytical results. The limit K-»0 corresponds to the conditions of a
homocentric cylindrical beam, which w a s studied in the previous section.
In the Holtsmark regime one may use equation (7.4.24). by utilizing the
scale-relations of equations (7.5.5) and (7.5.6) one can rewrite
equation (7.4.24) in terms of the quantities X, ft and K. By comparison
with equation (7.5.22) one finds H(K)=K/3. which is in agreement with
the first relation of equations (7.5.24).
The behaviour for K-»« can be verified from equation (7.4.24) by
employing the slice-method, which w a s described in section 5.11. This
method requires that the deviations Df the particles from their
unperturbed trajectories are small. For the Holtsmark regime this
condition is always fulfilled (when the deviations would be large the
resulting distribution is not Holtsmarkian). In order to perform the
slice-method
one should express the equations in terms of
the
experimental parameters.
Using
equation (7.3.36) one can rewrite
equation (7,5.22) a s
FWHME

= Cent H I K )

CCBE

= 2.8775

(=6CPHE)

(7.5.25)
In the case of electrons one finds C C H E = 1 4 . 4 8 8 in Si-units. This
equation refers to the energy spread generated in the entire beam
segment. According to equation (7,4.31) the contribution Df a single
slice at axial position z of length Az to the total generated
energy
distribution can be expressed a s
At F W H M E / E ) = C P H t

(7.5.26)

where z c denotes the z-coordinate of the crossover. Substitution into
equation (5.11.1) and integration yields equation (7.5.25), where the
function H<K) is now given by
H(K)

1
1 -

(7.5.27)

in which Ki and Kz a r e given by equations (7.3.1). Here w e study
case K=Ki=*2. One directly sees that equation (7.5.27) satisfies

the
the

—/
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relations of equation (7. 5.24). Thus equation (7.5.27) shows the same
asymptotic behaviour for K-»0 and K-K» as equation (7.5.23). based
on
the
numerical results. However, for intermediate K-values equation
(7.5.27) leads to somewhat smaller values than predicted by equation
(7.5.23). This difference is due to the fact that the calculation based
on the slice-method relies on the assumption that the particle density
is uniform in every cross section of the beam. In the numerical
evaluation, on the other hand, we assumed an uniform spatial and angular
distribution in the crossover, see equation (7.2.6). Consequently, the
density distribution is not entirely uniform in the planes which do not
coincide with the crossover, the lowest density being reached at the
edge of the beam.
III. Lorentzian regime. For intermediate X and large K-values the
distribution p(avz) is dominated by the linear part of p(E), described
by equation (7.5.16). Accordingly, it takes on the Lorentzian form,
given by equation (7.3.26). The corresponding FWHM is given by equation
(7.3.33), In terms of experimental parameters it leads to equation
(7.3.40).
IV. Pencil bea» regiae. For small X values the distribution p(Avz) is
determined by the large E-behaviour of the function p(E). which shows a
square-root dependency,
as expressed by equation
(7.5.14).
The
corresponding distribution is characteristic for pencil beams, see
equations (5.8.28) and (7,4,25). A beam with a crossover is referred to
as pencil beam if it fulfils the condition Xc<<l. The quantity Xc is
called the pencil beam factor for a beam segment with a crossover
Xc= 2KrcX = aolA

(7.5.28)

which is the ratio between the distance a 0 L and the average axial
separation of the particles I/A. The FWHM of the distribution
jo(Avz)
generated in a pencil beam can be expressed as
FWHMp = .44711 4u KrcX«

(7.5.29!

This relation can be obtained from equation (7.4.26) using the scaling
relations of equations (7.5.5) and (7.5.6). liquation (7,4.33) gives the
FWHM in terms of the experimental parameters. Notice that this equation
is independent of the beam diameter ro and thus independent of the beam
geometry.
In order to interpolate the results obtained for the
regimes we use

different

FWHMo = 2(2irln2)>'z S»' z

(7.5.30)

FWHM = FWHMo GCE(S,rc,K) .

similar to equation (7.3.34). The function Get now also depends on K and
is defined as

-«•'••» - [ K T *

io *

ITOOTHJ

By s u b s t i t u t i o n o f e q u a t i o n s ( 7 . 3 . 3 1 ) ,
one o b t a i n s

(7.5.22),

(7.3.33) and (7.5.29)
(7.5.31)
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in which the constants A, B and C are equal to
A = 1.575 10-J.

B = 7.606 10-<-,

C - 0.3045

(7.5.32)

The function PcE(rc,K) is defined by equations (7.5.21) and (7,5.20),
and the function H(K) by equation (7.5.23). For K-»» one retrieves
equation (7.3.35), using that H<»)=1 and
PCE(? t ,»>=Pci(r c ). This
explains a posteriori the form of equation (7.3.35). For comparison the
fit of equations (7.3.34) and (7.5.31) is included in figure 7.14t»
(K=10).
Equation (7.3.37) expresses the final result in terms of the
experimental parameters. Equations (7.3.37) and (7.5.31) constitute the
main results of this chapter. These expressions should yield accurate
results for the FWfflf energy spread generated in a beam segment of
arbitrary geometry, provided that the theoretical parameters X, f€ and
K, defined by equations (7.3.22). (7.3.5) and (7.3.1) respectively,
fulfil the conditions
JtK* < 1 .

rc < 10«

(7.5.33)

which is usually the case for practical operating conditions.
Similar results can be derived fci the Full Width median (FW50)
energy spread. Employing equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1 one finds from
equation (7.5.30)
FW5» = .57288 FWHMo G C E(X,r c ,K)

(7.5.34)

The function
GcE(X,rc,K) is again given by
taking the constants A. B and C equal to

A = 8.246 10-*, B = 8.192 10-5,

c

equation

« 3.015 10" s

(7.5.31),

now

(7.5.35)

instead of the values given by equation (7.5.32). The results for the
individual regimes can be obtained from the expressions for the FWHMvalues using
FWsoc = .57288 FWHMo
FWSOH

-

.67347 PWHMH

FWSOL - 1.0000 FHHMi.
FW50P = 5.7429 FWHMP

(7.5.36)

as follow? from the data of table 5.1.
Finally, let us consider the case that the crossover is not
located in the middle of the beam segment, thus S c *0.5. Accordingly,
KifK2, see equations (7.3.1). In good approximation one may determine
the effective value of the function GcE(K>rc,K) as
I G ( X K )

- \
I
4

+ G(X

c

.K

8

)]

(7.5.37)

The function G C E(X.r c ,K) becomes independent of K for large K-values,
especially in combination with large X-values. In that case equation
(7.5.37) is trivial. For small and intermediate K and K-values one may
assume that the energy spread generated in the second part of the beam
segment (from the crossover to the exit plane) is not affected by the
interaction in the first part of the beam segment (from the entrance
plane to the crossover), which justifies equation (7.5,37).
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f*. l
which is identical to equation (5.8.26). This result does not depend on
ro and is therefore not affected by the type of current density
distribution. This can also be seen from the expression for the FHHM of
the corresponding energy distribution, which is given by equation
(7.4.33). The physical explanation is thaf all particles are effectively
on a row. Accordingly,
the result depends only on the axial particle
distribution and not on their radial distributionEquations (7.6.14), (7.6.15) and (7.6.18) specify for the
different regimes the values of the effective beam serai-angle aeti of a
Gaussian angular distribution and the effective crossover radius reff of
a Gaussian spatial distribution. For beams with a narrow crossover the
generated energy distribution is either Gaussian or Lorentzian. In these
regimes
one should use 1.6Ox<r as an effective width for a Gaussian
(angular or spatial) density distribution. For a (nearly) cylindrical
extended beam the generated energy distribution is Holtsmarkian. As an
effective width for a Gaussian density distribution one should in this
case use -J2*ff. The type of density distribution does not affect the
results obtained for a pencil bean.
The FWHM of the energy distribution generated in a beam segment
with a crossover is in the case of an uniform angular and spatial
distribution given by equations (7.3.37) and (7.5.31). The different
regimes are implicitly covered by these equations and the question
arises how to implement the results of this section. One way is to
assume that equation (7.6.15) provides a suitable approximation for all
regimes. This leads to reasonable accurate results for the Gaussian, the
Lorentzian and the pencil beam regime, but introduces a significant
error in the Holtsntark regime.
A more accurate approach is to use the
full
equations
obtained in this section for
Gaussian
density
distributions, instead of the various effective width measures a af i and
r.fr. Starting from equations (7.6.11), (7.6.12), (7.6.13) and (7.6.18)
one finds for each of the four combinations of an uniform or a Gaussian
angular distribution and an uniform or a Gaussian spatial distribution
(uu, gg, gu and ug) a different version of the function GCE(X,r t ,K),
which is for the case of an uniform angular distribution and an uniform
spatial distribution (uu) given by equation (7.5.31). For the resulting
set of equations the reader is referred to section 16.4, which
summarizes the analytical prescriptions for the calculation of the
Boersen effect.

7.7

Ihenodynaalc limits

We wish to investigate whether the thermodynamic limits to the
Boersch effect, considered in chapter 3. are reached for practical
operating conditions. We distinguished two kinds of upper limits. One
is associated with the "relaxation of kinetic energy" and given by
equation (3.8.3). The other is associated with the "relaxation of
potential energy" and given by equation (3.10,11). The former is
relevant for a beam segment with a narrow crossover, in which one may
neglect the contribution of the relaxation of potential energy (as long
as complete collisions are dominant). The latter can best be examined in
a homocentric beam segment, in which relaxation of kinetic energy does
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not occur.
It is convenient to express the thermodynamic limits in terms of
the scaled parameters used in this chapter. Utilizing equation (7.3.36)
one may rewrite equation (3.8,3) as (notation used in this chapter:
E=eV, aE=AE//)
<Avz*>»'Z = 1/^6

(7.7.1)

which specifies the thermodynamic limit of the relaxation of kinetic
energy in a beam with a narrow crossover in terms of the rms-value of
the distribution of scaled axial velocities p(av z ). Assuming that this
distribution is Gaussian, the corresponding FWHM-value is given by

(

41n2
41n2>
~j—]

= .96135

(7.7.2)

This upper limit is indicated in figure 7.5, One sees that in order to
reach this limit one requires K*0.05 and small values of
r c . From
figure 7.6 one should conclude that these conditions are beyond the
range of normal operation. Thus for a single crossover the thermodynainic
limit of kinetic energy relaxation will in general not be reached.
However, the figures 7.5 and 7.6 also imply that the thermodynamic limit
may possibly be reached for a succession of crossovers, in particular
when the system employs a field emission gun of high brightness.
Let us now consider the thermodynamic limit of potential energy
relaxation. Utilizing equations (7.4.29) and (7.4.18) one can rewrite
equation (3,10.11) as
<AVZ**>>'2 = u/2)«'J X*1'6 = .5224 \*>'S

(7.7.3)

which gives the thermodynamic limit of the relaxation of potential
energy in a homocentric cylindrical beam segment in terms of the rmsvalue of the distribution of scaled axial velocities p*(Av 2 *). Assuming
that this distribution is Gaussian, the corresponding FWHM-value is
given by
FHHM* = a 1 ' J 2"6(ln2) 1 ' 8 X* 1 ' 6 = 1.230 X*1'6

(7.7.4)

This upper limit is indicated in figure 7.10. One sees that in order to
reach this limit one requires A**0.4 and small values of rc*. One may
conclude this limit ij not reached for normal operating conditions.
As the thermodynamic limit is in general not reached in either
of the two extreme beam geometries considered, one may safely assume
that the thermodynamic limit (of both kinetic and potential energy
relaxation) is in general not reached in a single beam segment of any
geometry. However, as was mentioned, the thermodynamic limit may
possibly be reached in a beam consisting of a succession of beam
segments, all operating at extreme high particle density.
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8. STATISTICAL ANGULAR DEFLECTIONS

8.1

Introduction

In this chapter the extended two-particle approach will be used
to calculate the distribution of transverse velocity displacements
p(Av±> generated by statistical Coulomb interactions in a rotational
symmetric beam segment in drift space. The distribution p(<lvx) is
equivalent to the distribution of angular deflections pitm), since
AounAVj/vz. The primary interest of this calculation is to obtain a
better physical insight in the trajectory displacement effect, which is
the subject of chapter 9,
The calculation of the distribution of transverse velocity
displacements p(Av±) is in many respects similar to the calculation of
the distribution of axial velocity displacements p(Av z ), which was
presented in chapter 7. Consequently, the organization of this chapter
is quite similar too. The chapter starts with a summary of the relevant,
results of the chapters 5 and 6, which cover the basics of the
statistical part of the model and the calculation of the two-particle
velocity displacement Av ± respectively.
This material is then used to
perform the calculation of the statistical angular deflections in
two
specific beam geometries, which are most suited for
an analytical
treatment of the problem. One is a beans segment with a narrow crossover
and the other is a homocentric cylindrical beam segment. The general
case of a beam segment of arbitrary geometry is considered next. The
angular and spatial distribution in the crossover are taken uniform in
most calculations, but Gaussian distributions) are considered too. For
all geometries the full angular deflection distribution is computed.
Explicit expressions are presented for the Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) of this distribution, as well as the Full Width median value
(FW50) and the root mean square value (rms). Scaling is applied to
reduce the number of independent parameters and to simplify the notation
of the intermediate results. In the final results the scaling is removed
in order to make the dependency on the experimental parameters explicit.
A computer program has been developed to perform the various
steps of the calculation numerically, similar to the program used for
the Boersch effect. The results show that one should in general
distinguish four regimes, each corresponding to a different type of
angular deflection distribution: The Gaussian regime, the weak complete
collision regime, the Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime. The
widths of the various distributions show different dependencies on the
experimental parameters. It was found that the location of the crossover
strongly influences the results, especially for low particle densities.
This is due to the fact that the angular deflection experienced by a
particle in the first part of the beam segment (from the entrance plane
to the crossover) can partly or entirely be cancelled out in the second
part of the beam segment (from the crossover to the exit plane),
depending on the type of collision involved and the location of the
crossover.
Where possible the numerical calculations are verified by
analytical means. Analytical results for the width of the angular
deflection distribution can be obtained for all limiting cases were a
single regime is dominant. A direct analytical calculation of the
behaviour in the transition areas between the different regimes seems
not possible. However, the numerical data for the FWHM and FW 50 values
is approximated by analytical expressions, covering the entire range of
operating conditions.
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8.2

General aspects

Consider a test particle running in axial direction along the
central reference trajectory in a rotational symmetric beam segment. Due
to the Coulomb interaction with its neighbour field particles it
experiences a change in transverse velocity &v± and ends up with a
spatial displacement Arr. The displacements Av ± and Arf experienced by
a large number of test particles will be randomly distributed due to
the stochastic nature of the distribution of field particles within the
beam volume. In this chapter we will calculate the distribution p(avi>.
The distribution p(Av x ) is equivalent to the distribution of angular
deflections p(Aot) since, in paraxial approximation, £a»AVjy v z .
The trajectorv displacement effect, which will be studied in the
next
chapter,
corresponds to the occurrence of random
lateral
displacements A T . The displacement M of a test-particle is determined
bv extrapolating its
final
perturbed
position along its final
perturbed velocity towards some reference plane. Clearly, this procedure
combines the lateral shift at the end of the beam segment Arr and the
change in lateral velocity &v^ into the single virtual shift Ar. The
reference plane is assumed ta be optically conjugated to the target
plane of the system. The distribution p(Ar) can therefore direct!,' be
related to the blurring observed at the target. It provides all
information which is needed to evaluate the performance of a practical
system. The calculation of the distribution p(Av ± ) is mainly of
theoretical importance.
Our primary objective is to provide the
theoretical means to handle the more complex calculation of the
trajectorv displacement distribution p(Ar).
We will determine the distribution p(Avx) by employing the
extended two-particle approach, which was outlined in chapter 5. The
dynamical part of the problem consists of the calculation of the
transverse velocity shift Av ± experienced by the test particle due to
the interaction with a single field particle.
Thi£ problem was studied
in chapter 6. The shift Av^ can be expressed as a function of the
geometrical variables $=(r±,bz,v,$), the time of flight T and the
initial time tt=-ScT,
see equations (6.2.1), (6.2.2) and (6.2.3)
respectively and figure 5.1 (note *=^-v»). Explicit analytical equations
can be determined for (nearly) complete collisions and for weak
collisions. For a complete collision (T-w>) we found

8

* "*

see equations (6.11.3), (6.4.16) and (6.3.4). The deviation Avx caused
by a weak collision is given by (reproducing equation (6.11.4))
{[ (l-S,)Tv-ao)8

1

rxsin (*n'f
{[(l-Sc)Tv-ao]2 +

<SrTV+a0)2

in which

i)T

D2}lllj

(8.2.2)

ao

-r x cos*

(b z

z

+

(8.2.3)
Notice that Av^=0 when both r x =0 and S c =l/2, This implies that weak
collisions, taking place in a beam segment with a point crossover in the
middle, da not generate angular deflections. On the other hand, complete
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collisions do cause angular deflections in such a geometry, as can be
seen from equation (8.2.1).
Equations (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) apply to the case that the initial
relative velocity of the particles is non-zero (v*0). In case v=0 we
found for a half-complete collision (reproducing equation (6.11.6))
£i
4T

(v=0)

(8.2.4)

and for a weak collision (reproducing equation (6.11.7))

i £ i Lz i Z
m

(v =o)

(bz +

(S.2.5)

Equations (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) will be used in the calculation of
statistical angular deflections generated in a beam segment with a
crossover, while equations (8.2.4) and (8.2.5) are relevant for a
homocentric cylindrical beam segment.
The statistical part of the problem consists OL the evaluation
of equations (5.7.7), (5.7.8) and (5.7.10), in which A*) now represents

2l!
u

^0

rc

-SCL

(8.2.6)

oo

p(k) = I dAv. p 2 (iVi) [1 - J0(kAv,)]
J

(8.2.7)

o

- — fkdk JotkAv^) e

X p U )

(8.2.8)

o
in which we expressed p<t)d| directly in terms v, #, r ± and b z , using
equations (5.4.6) and (5.3.2). The distribution in v and r ± are taken
uniform with a cut-off at vo=«ovz and r c respectively, as prescribed by
equation (5.3.3). Due to the rotational symmetry of the beam and the
choice of the central reference trajectory the displacement distribution
p(Av x ) will be rotational symmetric. This implies that p(Av ± ) depends
only on the magnitude of the displacement Av x and not on its direction.
The
probability
of a displacement of size Av x
is
equal
to
^

x

±

The model represented by equations (8.2.6), (8.2.7) and (8.2.8)
can be considered as the two-dimensional equivalent of the model
utilized in the analysis of the Boer sell effect, see equations (7.2.6),
(7.2.7) and (7.2.8). The fundamental aspects involved are the same and
the reader is referred to section 7.2 for a summary of the underlying
assumptions.

S.3

Beaa

segment with a narrow crossover

In this section we will calculate the distribution of transverse
velocity displacements p(Av x ) generated in a beam segment with the
characteristics K I > > 1 and K.2»l. The quantities Kt and K; represent the
ratio between the bean radius at the start and end of the segment
respectively and the crossover radius, see equation (7.3.1). The
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expectation is that, in such a beam geometry, the main contribution to
p(AV x ) stems from collisions which are complete or nearly complete.
Accordingly, we will start from equation (8.2.1). He emphasize that this
approach is only justified for a narrow crossover. The general case of
a beam geometry with arbitrary values for Ki and K? will be treated in
section 8,5.
For convenience of notation we will utilize the scalingquantities do and vo, defined by equation 17.3.2). Employing this
scaling equation (8.2.1) transforms to
Av

v[l

fisin(*)v/4]
'
(

I

The scaled
(8.2.6)

two-particle

v

)

°
- —
d0

p2(Avx

8

distribution pz(A? ) follows

3

1

from

)

equation

1
2* ff
r d \
f _ _ ff d *ff2r,dr\
f
I
)
) - 2vdv ]2n
— I
1 — -r— -tldDz
I0 ]2n
0 I 0 r t 2 ) ^°

STAv
x -Av.
L (v,#,r
x , ,
(8.3.2)
0
0
0
^°
(
where Av±(v,*,r,BZ) is given by equacion (8.3.1). The quantity rc=rc/do
is the scaled crossover radius specified by equation (7.3.5). We
evaluated equation (8.3.2) numerically for different values of r c . The
results are plotted in figure 8.1.
For a number of extreme cases one can evaluate the two-particle
distribution p 2 (iv ± ) by analytical means. Analogous to the derivation of
equation (7.3.9) one finds from equations (8.3.1) and (8.3.2)
1

1

1

0
0

J0

0

16 fdv f
. 2 f R(v,y)du
f
uv \
S Av
• — I (8.3.3)
L. ) = — 1 — I dy Jl-y
IT I v J
) u^' 2 (l-u)^2 I x ( 2R(v,y)J
where the function R(v,y) is defined as
R(v.y) = (1 + v*y2fc2/'t)i'z

(8.3.4)

Equation (8,3,3) can be rewritten as (for

[
14V.)" I

dy

(l-Y*)»**

I

[v-Av.BKv

Equation (8.3.3) w i l l be used to evaluate the function p(k), while
equation (8.3.5) i s most suited to investigate the asymptotic behaviour
of Pi(Av ± ).
For a point-crossover (r-=0) equation (8.3,5) becomes
P2(AV,) =
-L

8(1 - Av,)*' 2
Av±3 / *

(r c =0, 0<Av.<l)

(8.3.6)

This seems the only case which leads to an exact analytical solution.
However, a good approximation of pjCAv^) can be obtained for rc*0 when
r c A v ± « l or oppositely when rcAvx>>l.
_
For small values of Av, and small values of r c (F c Av ± «l) one
may approximate equation (8.3.5) as
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10

io"V

8.1

The sealed tvo-particle
complete collisions, for
crossover radius ft.

distribution
pz(Av ) based on
different values of the sealed

(r c av x «l, 0<AvA<l)
where the function

(.8.3,7)

fa^Fc) is defined as
.1 ,-

| f =T7i" f a?
'0

(8.3.8)

'0

This function has the following properties

(8.3.S)

For later use we approximate the function
f^trc) = (1 + .02069 r c ) " 2

f^tFc) by
(8.3.10)
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which has the same asymptotic behaviour for rc-»0 and rc-w» as the
original function £„,<?,:).
For large values of Av ± and large values of ? c (FcAv .»1)
equation (8.3.5) yields in good approximation

1

128

—

\
ij

^

(rcAv^l. 0<Av^i, (8.3.11)

The behaviour of the two-particle function
p2(Avx) described by
equations (S.3.6), (8.3.7) and (8.3.11) is in agreement with the
numerical data plotted in figure 8.1.
We now proceed with the calculation of the function p(k) and the
displacement distribution
p(Av x ). By scaling equation (8.2.7/ one
obtains

= ^r—
= 1dAv
do J

±

p;(Av±) (1 - J 0 ( E A V 1 > ]

(8.3.12)

0

with E=kvo, Substitution of equation (8.3.3) and partial
with respect to u. using that dJo(z)/dz=-Ji(z), yields
1

1

integration

1

32 f f .
f
fl
P(E> - E — dv Idy -Jl-y2 J du
IT J Q J Q
J Q lu

\«'2 ( uEv 1
11 J i j ^ r — j
lR(v,y)/

(8.3.13)

in which Jj the first order Bessel-function. We evaluated equation
(8.3.13) numerically for different values of the scaled crossover radius
r c . The results are plotted in figure 8.2. One sees that the function
p(E) shows a quadratic It-dependency for small E-values and a square-root
dependency for large E-values.
We will investigate the extreme cases E-»0 and
E-w in more
detail.
For E-K) one may approximate the Bessel function as Ji(z)*z./2
and carry
out the u-integration, which yields a factor n/8. The
v-integration can be performed next and one obtains
1
p(E) - — pz(rc)Ez ,

4

sinh"1!

Pi(Fc) ~ ~ I dy —

rJ Q

y

1 (E-»0)

(8.3.14)

[2 I

The function P2(r c ) is the same function as found for the axial velocity
distribution p(4v t ), see equation 7.3,16. Notice, however, that its
definition differs by a factor 2, which is related to the fact that the
distribution p(Av ± ) is two-dimensional, while the distribution p(Avj) is
one-dimensional. The function P2(r c ) can be approximated ty the function
P2a(rc), which is given by equation (7.3.17). See also figure 7.3.
For E-wo one may approximate the u-integral in equation (8.3.13)
using
(8.3.15)

based on the argument that the contribution to the integral comes
small u-values. Accordingly, one finds for E-w>
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The sealed function p(E) corresponding to the distribution
of transverse veloeity displacements generated by complete
collisions, for different values of the scaled crossover
radius Tc.

The FWBM of the scaled distribution
of transverse
displacements
pfAi^) based on complete collisions,
different values of" the sealed crossover radius r t .

velocity
for
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P(E) = Pa.frc) E 1 ' 2 . P w !r c ) = ••• m

M

)

Wfc)

<E-"»)

(8.3.16)

where the function f^rc) is given by equation (8.3.8).
approximation of f^lrc) is provided by equation (8.3.10).

A

good

The final step consists of the calculation of the distribution
p(iw 1 ). Bv scaling equation (8.2.8) one obtains
a>

p(Av^) = vo*piAvx) = ij- j EdE J 0 ( E A V X ) e ~

_
P( }

(8.3.17)

with !i the scaled linear particle density for a beam segment with a
crossover, specified by equation (7.3.22). The second moment of this
distribution follows directly from the function p(E> using equations
(5.5.4) (with m=2) and (8.3.14)
<Avxz> =

p a (r c ) I

(8.3.18)

By comparison with equation (7.3.30) one sees that < A V ± 2 > - < A V Z 2 > . It
should be emphasized that this result relies on the assumption that
complete collisions are dominant.
The FWHM of the distribution p(AV ± ), given by equation (8.3.17),
is plotted in figure 8.3 as function of X. for different values of r c .
Two regimes should be distinguished :
I) Gaussian resire.
For large X-values p(Av±) becomes equal to a twodimensional Gaussian distribution. This can be understood from the fact
that the integral of equation t6.3.17) is for large X-values dominated
by the small E-behaviour of the function p(E), which shows a quadratic
dependency, see equation (8.3.14). The FWHM of p(Av^) is in the
Gaussian regime given by
FWHMo = 2(uln2)" z Pc*(rc) X«'*

(8.3.19)

(S>>0.17PeA(rc)z'3/f<o(rc)*'J) where the function Pc*(rc) is defined as
Pc»(rc) = Pce(Fc> = fpj(?c)/"]>'2

(8.3.20)

identical to equation (7.3.32). By removing the scaling by means of
equation (7.3.2) one finds for the FWHM of the corresponding
angular
deflection distribution (using FWHMo=ao FHHff)

FWHM« = CCG« Pc»(Tc) l - i — ,

Ccc»= f^" 2 !") '

(8.3.21)

In the case of electrons one finds CCc»s256.90 in Si-units. The
subscript CGA indicates that the constant refers to the Gaussian Angular
deflection distribution generated in a beam segment with a Crossover.
II) Weak complete collision regiae. The distribution P~(AVX> is_ for
small JC-values determined by the large E-behaviour of the function p(E),
which shows a square-root dependency, as can be seen from equation
(8.3,16).
Substitution of equation (8.3.16) into equation (8.3,17)
yields
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(8.3.22)

^0
This type of distribution is depicted in figure 5.4 {curve corresponding
to 7=1/2). Its FWHM is given by
FWHMw = .17997 [pw(rc)]» X* - 42.105 [f^Fc ) ] 2 X 2
i! :)

(8.3.23)

3

(X«0.17Pc*(rc) ' /foo(rc)" ) as follows with equation (5.9.15) and
table 5.1. It can be verified that the E-dependency given by equation
(8.3.16) stems from weak complete collisions. Hence, this regime is
called the "weak complete collision regime".
Note that the analysis of
the axial velocity distribution p(Av z ) resulted in a function p(E),
which is linear for large It, also due to the presence of weak complete
collisions. The corresponding distribution p(AVz) was found to be
Lorentzian, see equation (7.3.26). Thus the similarity between
the
distributions p{Av ± ) and p(Av z ) disappears for small X-values.
The FWHM of the corresponding angular deflection distribution
follows from equation (8,3.23) (using again FWHMa=oto FWHM)

FWHMa = CCWA f^rt) 2 JJ-J^-

(8.3.24)

where the constant CCWA is equal to

In the case of electrons one finds Ccw»=2,4172x10* in Sl-ur.iis.

8.4

Hoaocentric cylindrical bea» seeaent

In this section we will determine the distribution of transverse
velocity displacements p(Av x ) generated in a homocentric
cylindrical
beam segment. The calculation is quite similar to the calculation of the
distribution of axial velocity displacements p(Av 2 ) in this type of
beam, see section 7.4. The reader is referred ta this section for the
qualitative aspects involved.
We will utilize the £,i>-scaling given by equations (6.13.1). The
scaled two-particle distribution p2*(Av ± *) follows from equation (8.2.6)
ro*
p 2 *(Av ± *) = — —

p a (Av x ) =

<*>

2r*dr* db z * S[Hx±* - Av ± *(r*,b z *)] (8.4.1)
j
o
•'o

We evaluated equation (8.4.1) numerically on the basis of the exact
analysis of the function Av A *(r*,b z *), following the procedure outlined
in section 6.6. The results are presented in figure 8.4. The function
Av *(r*,bi*) can be determined analytically for half-complete collisions
and for weak collisions, see equations (3.2.4) and (8.2.5) respectively.
One might conjecture that the function pa*(Av,*) is determined by weak
interactions for most of the Avx*-range plotted in figure 8.4, while its
behaviour
for
very large Av±*-values stems
from
half-complete
collisions. He will, verify this statement by evaluating equation (8.4.1)
analytically, employing the approximations given by equations (8.2.4)
and (8.2.5).
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uet us first consider the limit of weak interactions. Instead of
using equation (8.2.5) we prefer to exploit the analysis of the twoparticle distribution of lateral forces pj(F x ) presented in section 5.8.
This is justified since equation (8,2.5) is based on the first order
perturbation approxiination
L

^

Therefore, one may

(8.4.2)
determine

pz*(Avx*) from p2(F x ), using

P 2 (Av x )

fro*2 m
p(Fav/T)

(8.4.3)

Equation (5.8.13) specifies pt(fx) for an extended beam
Substitution into equation (8.4.3) yields

(ro-»»).

»l>

(8.4.4)

in which we utilized the definitions of S and v, given by equations
(6.13.1). The numerical constant in the right hand sight of equation
(8.4.4) is equal to 0.17973.
For a pencil-beam (ro-*0) one should use equation (5.S.18).
Substitution into equation (8.4.3) yields
Uv
Uv

* « 1 , r«**Av *«1)

(8.4.5)

One may verify from figure 8.4 that the small and intermediate &v±*behaviour of p;*(av±'O indeed follows equations (8.4.4) and (8.4.3).
In order to investigate the large Avx*-behaviour of p2*(Avx*) we
start from equation (8.2.4). It specifies the displacement Qu± for a
half-complete collision. By taking the limit T-K» one may ignore the last
term in this equation. After scaling one obtains with equation (8,4.1)

By substituting
bz*

and carrying out the t-integration, equation (8.4.6) transforms to

where e(x) is the step-function defined by equation (3.7.8). For an
extended beam (r«*-^») the argument of the step-function is positive for
all positive values of Avx* and one obtains

This asymptote gives a good approximation of p;*(ivi*) for
figure 8.4.
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Avx*il,

see

10

Figire 8.4

The sealed
two-particle
distribution
pi*Uvx*)
for a
hooooentrie cylindrical beam segment, plotted for different
values of the sealed beam radius ro*.

For a pencil beam (ro*-.O) the argument of the step-function i s
positive for s>s0*(24vA*ro*1 ' * ) - * ' * . Thus the lower integration boundary
of the integral in equation (8.4.8) should be replaced by so. As s « » l
one finds in good approximation
r0*8'3

(8.4.10)

However, this asymptote Is not reached for normal operating conditions
(ro*wl> and will be disregarded in the further analysis. Equations
(8.4.4), (8.4.5) and (8.4.9) provide a complete analysis of the
behaviour of the two-particle distribution ps*(Av * ) .
The next step is to determine the scaled function p*(k*)
follows from equation (8.2.7)

which
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r0*2

P*(k*) = —

with
from
8.5.

DO

f
p(k) =

dav^* p z *(iv ± *) [l - Jo(k*Av±*)]
^0

(8.4.11)

k*=ki'. We evaluated the integral of equation (8.4.11) numerically
the numerical data of pa*(Av *>. The results are shown in figure

The behaviour of the function p*(k*) can be understood from the
analysis of the two-particle distribution pj*(Av ± *). Substitution of
equation (8.4.4) into equation (8,4.11) yields

which provides an accurate approximation for k**10 and k**lOro*2. This
result can also be obtained from equation (5.8.14). which refers to the
distribution of lateral forces in an extended beam.
Substitution of equation (8.4.5) into equation (8.4.11) yields

(8.4.13)

which provides an accurate approximation for k**10r<>*2. The numerical
constant in the right hand side of equation (8.4.13) is equal to 1.0429.
Equation (8.4.13) is equivalent to equation (5.8.19), referring to the
distribution of lateral forces in a pencil beam.
For
small k*-values the function p*(k*) shows a quadratic
k*-dependency, which can be described as
liin P*(k*) = ip2*(ro*)k*z
R*-»0
4

,

P2*(«)=0.3026

(8.4.14)

The small k*-behaviour of the function p*(k*) is directly related to the
second moment <Av±?*2> of the two-particle distribution pa*(Avi*)
<AvxZ*2> = p 2 *(r 0 *)

(8.4.15)

The quantity <Avxe**> does not stem from either weak or half-complete
collisions alone, but is built up over the entire Avx*-range. This
prohibits an analytical estimation of its value. We evaluated the
function Pz*(ro*)/p0*(ttl) numerically. The result is depicted in figure
8.6. The data is fitted by the function

a +
which is also plotted in figure 8.6. The set of equations (8.4.13),
(8.4.13) and (8.4.14) provides a complete analysis of the behaviour of
the function p*(k*).
The final step consist of the calculation of the displacement
distribution p*(Av ± *). By scaling equation (8.2.8) one obtains
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10" -

10" 2

10
Fiatrm 8.5

The sealed function p*(k*> corresponding to the
distribution of transverse velocity displacements generated
in a homocentrie cylindrical beam segment, plotted for
different values of the sealed beam radius ro*.

10 2

Hjnr* 8.6

10*

Th* function P*t(r.*> defined by equation (8.4.14) and its
approximation given by Aquation (8.4.16). This function
gives the rt*-depend*ney of the function p*(k*), plotted
in figure 8.5, tor fc*->0.
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The FVHM of the sealed distribution
of transverse velocity
displacements
p'fAv^*)
generated
in a
hoooeeotrie
cylindrical
bean segment, for different values of the
sealed beam radius ro*. The depicted fit is defined by
equations (S.i.25) and (8.4.26).
-4X*p*Ck*)

•) = -i I k*dk* J0(k*iv *) e
2»Jn

(8.4.17)

where X* is the scaled linear particle density for a cylindrical beam
given by equation (7.4.18). The second moment of this distribution
follows fram the function p*(k*) using equation (5.3.4) (with m=2)
(8.4.18)
This relation can also be obtained from equation (8.4.15),' using
equation (5.5.10) (with m=2).
The FWHM of p*(Av *) was evaluated numerically from
the
numerical data of p*(k*). The results are plotted in figure 8.7. A keyparameter for the interpretation of this data is the pencil beam factor
for a cylindrical bean Xn, given by equation (7.4.20). The following
regimes should be distinguished :
I) Gaussian regime. For X*il and Xv»l the distribution p*(Avx*) is
dominated by the quadratic behaviour of p*(k*) for small k* values. This
leads to a Gaussian distribution with a FWHM given by
FWHMc* = 4 [ p z *
= 1.832

(8.4.19)

P P »(ro*)\*i'2

where the function Pp*(ro*) i s defined a s
Pm(r0*) - [pa*(ro*)/p2*(«)]I'a
in
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which

ps*(ro*) and

p?*(») are defined by

(8.4.20)
equation

(8.4.14).

The

subscript PA indicates that the result refers to the Angular
distribution generated in a cylindrical beam segment in
particles run along Parallel trajectories.

deflection
which the

II) Holtsaart regire. For \*«1 and Xp>>l the distribution
^
becomes
equal to the one-dimensional variant of
the
Koltsmark
distribution, which is obtained by substituting equation (8.4.12) into
equation (8.4.17)
-(4^T/15)X*k* J ' 2

1 f
p*Uv,*) = —

k*dk* J 0 (k*Av*> e

(8.4.21)

analogous to equation (5.8.16), specifying the distribution of the
lateral force component F± in an extended cylindrical beam. The shape of
this type of distribution is depicted in figure 5.4 (curve corresponding
to y=3/2). The FWHM of the distribution of equation (8,4.21) is
equal to
FWHMH* =• 2.6554 (4-j2?/lS)*'3 X* 2 ' J = 2.0300 A**'3

(8.4.22)

as follows with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1.
Ill) Pencil beaa r e g i M . For Xp<<l the distribution p*(av ± *) is
determined by the large k*-behaviour specified by equation (8.4.13).
Substitution into equation (8.4.i7> yields
1 f™
-2Ci;jr o *" 3 X*k*»'»
k*dk* J 0 (k*Av*) e
211 J
0

p*Uv*) = —

(8.4.23)

with CiM=72r(5/6)/7r(l/6)=2.0858. Equation (8.4.23) is equivalent to
equation (5.8.20), specifying the distribution of the lateral force
component F in a pencil beam. A plot of this type distribution is given
by figure 5.4 (curve for r=l/3). The FWHM of the distribution of
equation (8.4.23) follows again with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1
FWHMP* = .013013

fl44r(5/6)l J
— —
r
r o*'X*J = .94471 r»*'A*J

(8.4.24)

[ 7rd/6) J

J

It can directly be verified that equations (8.4.19), (8.4.22) and
(3.4.24) provide a complete description of the different regimes shown
in figure 8.7.
In order
(8.4.24) we use

to

interpolate

equations

(8,4.19),

(8.4.22)

FWHM* = F W H M B * Hm(X*,r 0 *)

and

(8.4.25)

where the function Hp*(X*,ro*) is defined as
\ -1 16

which is equal to
[f

Hp»(A*,ro*> =

\*

\1 II

1 + 1.851 • , . •
H
Pp*(ro*)SJ

1 1-7/6

+ 30.82 —-J
tt1]

(8.4.26)
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with * p =4A'ro* 3 , as defined by equation 7.4.20. The function Ppjitro*) is
specified by equations {8.4.20) and (8.4.16) and FWHMH* is given by
equation (8.4.22). For comparison the fit of equation (8.4.26) is
included in figure 8.7.
Equations
(8.4.19)
through
(8.4.26)
give
a
complete
specification
of the FWHM of the distribution of transverse velocity
displacements p*(Av *) in terms of scaled coordinates defined by
equations (6.13.1). The remaining task is to remove the scaling in order
to make the dependency on the experimental parameters explicit. The
properties of the scaled velocity distribution p*(Av±*> can be related
to the corresponding angular deflection distribution using
f

I

An =

e

1

LV

Av x *

(8.4.27)

The general expressions of equation (8.4.25) transforms to

FWHMa = CPH. H»U*,r,«> v t ] > r t , 3 , C,™ = 2.6554

(8.4.28)

In the case if electrons one finds C F H A - 1.1142 in Si-units (note: the
subscript PHA indicates that the constant applies to a cylindrical beam
in which the particles run along Parallel trajectories and refers tD the
Holtsmark type of Angular deflection distribution).
For the Holtsmark-regiroe (A*«l and X P > > 1 ) one may approximate
Hp»(\*,ro*)=l. Accordingly, equation (8.4.28) reduces to
FWHMa = C m *
For the
transforms to

(X*«1.*,»X)

Gaussian

regime (X*il and

xp»l)

equation

(8.4.29)
(8.4.28)

J1/2L2/3
FWHMa =

Pp»(r0*)

(8.4.30)

where the constant CPCA is given by
CPC*

=

in whlvh P!*(») given by equation (8.4.14). Equation (8.4.30) can also
be deri-. ed directly from equations (8.4.19) and (8.4.27). In the case of
electros one finds Cpc»=0.2269 in Si-units.
For the pencil beam regime ( x p « l ) equation (8.4.28) transforms
to
(8.4.31)

which can also be derived directly frflm equations (8.4.24) and (8.4,27).
In the case of electrons one finds Cpp»= 4.9S44xlOZB in Si-units.
It is interesting to compare the results for the distribution of
transverse velocity displacements p ( i v ) , presented in this section,
with the results obtained for the distribution of axial velocity
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displacements p(Av z >, presented in section 7.4. These results ail apply
to a monochromatic homocentric cylindrical beam segment, in which the
particles are initially at rest in the frame of reference moving with
the beam. Random velocities are generated during the flight due the
conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy. On symmetry grounds
one should
expect that the generated velocity distribution
(in the
frame of reference moving with the beam) is rotational symmetric,
provided that the dimensions of the beam are large compared to the
average separation of the particles. Thus for an extended beam the
distributions
p(&v±) and p(Av z ) should be equivalent.
However,
differences will occur for pencil beams in which the distribution of
field particles around a certain test particle is non-rotational
symmetric.
This reasoning is confirmed by our model as can best be observed
from the various resuits for the p*(k*)-transform. The small k*behaviour is for the separate cases given by equations (7.4.14) and
(8.4.14). These equations are identical for ro**», which corresponds to
an extended beam. As expected, different results are found for small
ro*-values, as can be seen from the approximations for the individual
PzMro*)
functions
given
by equations
(7.4.16)
and
(8.4.16)
respectively.
The intermediate k*-behaviour of p*(k*) is
again
identical for both cases, as can be seen from equations (7.4.12) and
(8.4.12). This part of the p*(k*) transform steins from weak interactions
in
an extended beam.
The large
k*-behaviour stems from
weak
interactions in a pencil beam. The corresponding equations (7.4.13) and
(8.4.13) are different, as was to be expected. Thus in general one finds
that the p*(k*) transforms of the distributions p*(Avz*) and p*(Av±*)
coincide for that part of the function which represents the interactions
in an extended beam segment. This can also directly be observed from the
figures 7.3 and 8.5.
It should be realized that identical p*(k*)-transforms do not
necessarily lead to identical
FWHM* —values of the corresponding
distributions p*(Av z *) and p*(Av^*) since they are not of the same
dimension. The former is one-dimensional, while the latter is twodimensional. A Gaussian distribution has the property that its FWHM
value is independent of its dimension. Accordingly, equations (7.4.21)
and (8.4.19) are identical, provided that ro**». However, the FWHM*values obtained in the Holtsmark regime differ by a factor 0.9228, as
can be seen from equations (7.4.24) and (3.4.22). This factor follows
also directly from table 5.1.

8.5

tea*

segaent with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions

In the previous two sections the distribution of transverse
velocity displacements p(Av ± ) was calculated for the extreme cases of a
beam segment with a narrow crossover and a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment respectively. In this section we will consider the general case
of a beam segment with arbitrary values of the geometry parameters Ki
and K2, defined by equation (7.3.1). The analysis of this section is
similar to that of section 7.5, in which we considered the distribution
of axial velocities p(Av z ) generated in a beam segment of arbitrary
dimensions. However, in the present calculation one can not simply
restrict the problem to the case Sc=0.5 (crossover in the middle) and
generalize the results afterwards. This is related to the fact that the
displacement in transverse velocity Av ± experienced by the test particle
in the first part of the beam segment (from the entrance plane to the
crossover) can partly or entirely be cancelled out in the second part of
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the beam segment (from the crossover to the exit plane), depending on
the location of the crossover as well as the type of collision involved.
Complete cancellation occurs for a weak collision with a field particle
which crosses the axis exactly in the crossover plane (r =0), when this
plane is located in the middle of the beam segment (S c =0.5), as can be
seen from equation {8.2.2K In order to investigate the influence of the
location of the crossover we will perform all the numerical calculations
for two different locations, corresponding to Sc=0.5 and Sc=0.75
respectively. The results for other Sc-values follow from the analytical
analysis.
As in section S.J we will employ the do,vo-scaling defined by
equation (7.3.2). The scaled two-particle distribution pj(iv ± )
is
defined by equation (8.3.2). As the parameters Ki and K 2 are not
necessarily large only a fraction of the collisions will be complete.
Accordingly,
one may not apply equation (8.3.1) for the
entire
integration domain of equation (8.3.2), The part of the integration
domain which corresponds to complete collisions is indicated by the
constraints of equation (7.5.1).
The other type of collision which can be treated by analytical
means are weak collisions. The constraints of equation (7.5.3) indicate
which part of the integration domain of equation (8.3.2) corresponds to
weak collisions, The displacement Av caused by a weak collision follows
from equation (8.2.2). Utilizing the do.vj-scaling, this expression can
be rewritten as
l(rcK2V-ao)2 + b 2 ] 1
[1(2

?cKiv+ao)' + 5 ? l " z

t(r c K2V-I 0 ) 2 + b" 2 ]'

(8.5.1)
The computer program which was used to evaluate p(Av ± ) from equation
(8.3.2) checks for every two-particle collision whether all constraints
of equation (7.5.1) are satisfied or not. If so the collision is
(nearly) complete and it determines the corresponding displacement Av^
from equation (8.3.1). If not it tests next whether one or more of the
constraints of equation (7,5.3) are satisfied or not. If so the
collision is weak and equation (8.5.1) is used to evaluate the
corresponding displacement Av±. For collisions which are neither weak
nor complete it determines the displacement Av ± by utilizing the
numerical approach outlined in section 6.6.
We have evaluated the distribution p(Av±) for Sc=0,5 and
Sc=0.75, taking K=0.1, 0.2. 0.5, 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10,000. For every
Sc and K we considered the cases r c =10°, 10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 , 10* and 10 5 .
Figures 8.8a, 8.8b and 8.8c show the results obtained for Sc=0.5, with
K=l, 100 and 10,000 respectively. Figures 8.9b and 8.9c show the results
for Sc=0.75, with K=100 and K=10,000 respectively. The results obtained
for K=l were found to be practically independent of S c . For that reason
we did not include a separate plot for Sc=0.75 and K-l. All figures
should be compared to figure 8.1, which was calculated on the basis of
complete collisions. One sees that the curves are identical for large
values of Av^. However, significant differences occur for small and
intermediate Av^-values, especially in combination with small rc-values.
The differences become more pronounced fpr small K-values. Furthermore,
it can be seen that results obtained for Sc=0.5 and Sc=0.75 show
distinct differences, which become more extreme for large values of K.
Let us investigate whether these results can be understood by
analytical means. The comparison with figure 8.1 indicates that the
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large Av -behaviour stems from strong complete collisions. Their total
contribution to the distribution p(Av x ) depends only weakly on the
parameters K and S c . This is related to the fact that this type of
collision corresponds to a small impact parameter 5, as is indicated by
equation (7.5,1). The distribution of small E-values is not very
sensitive ta the geometry parameters K and S c . As the large Av x behaviour stems from complete collisions, one can approximate this part
of the curves by equation (8.3.11), The extreme case rca>0 is covered by
equation (3.3,6).
Small displacements Av ± correspond
to weak, predominantly
incomplete
collisions with more distant field
particles.
Their
contribution p(Av ± ) is strongly affected by the value of the beam
geometry parameters K and S c . In order to analyse the small Av±behaviour in a quantitative way, we will evaluate equation (8.3,2) on
the basis of weak collisions, for which one may employ equation (8.5.1).
An exact solution of this problem does appear to be feasible and the
discussion will be restricted to the extreme cases K-»0 and K>>1. For
ffK<<l one may approximate equation (8.5.1) as
av

s

i

f[-4a o r c Kv + 4 ( l - 2 S c ) ( r c K v ) * + •••I +

- 12ao(l-2Sc)(rcKv)»

)T"

utilizing equations (8.2.3) and (7.3.1). By ignoring the second and
higher order terms in r c Kv one obtains, after some reorganization of the
remaining terms
Avx

s

.

2
g

^c^r|)3|,2

(K-0)

(8.5.2)

This result is identical to the scaled version of equation (8.2.5),
which was derived for the case v=0. In the previous section this
expression was used to evaluate the contribution of weak interactions in
a homocentric cylindrical beam segment. The corresponding results for
the two-particle distribution p2(Av x ) are expressed by equations (8,4.4)
and (8.4.5). Apparently, one may use these results to describe the limit
K-»0. The remaining task is therefore to transform the results from the
S,v-scaling used in section 8.4 to the do ,vo-sealing used here. By means
of equations (7.5.5) and (7.5.6) one obtains

(8.5.3)
3

lAv 1 (r c K/2)"^«l, A v ± r q " / ( 3 2 K ) ' ' 3 « 1 ]
""•>•

(8.5.4)

We note that these equations can also be derived directly from equations
(8.3.2) and (8.5,2). The asymptotic behaviour described by equation
(8.5.4) provides an accurate approximation of the small Av^-behaviour
for small K, as can be verified from figure 8.3a. The behaviour
described by equation (8.5.3) becomes manifest for intermediate
Av ± values. combined with small K and rG values.
For a narrow crossover (KI>>1 and K.2=>1) one may assume that
B t » r ± for the majority of the weak collisions. Accordingly, the second
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The sealed two-particle distribution pita^) for a beam
segment with a crossover in the siddle (S t =l/2), plotted
for different valves of the sealed crossover radius r t . The
figures 8.8a, 8.8b and 8.8c pertaiq to different values of
the beam geonetry paraaeter K=«oL/2rc, as is indicated. The
plots shoold be compared to those of figure 8.1, derived on
the basis of complete collisions.
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The staled
tvo~partxele distribution ps(Av ) for a beam
segment with a crossover located at 3/4 of tfte segment
length (S c =3/4), plotted for different values of the sealed
crossover radius it. The curves should be compared to those
of the figures a.Bb and 8.8c, uhieh pertain to St*l/3. The
differences vanish for ssaall K-vaJues. Therefore, there is
no figure 8.9a corresponding to K«l (which mold be
identical
to figure 8.8a). Figure 8.9d explains the shape
of the curves from the asymptotic behaviour corresponding
to the different regimes. The different
asymptotes are
(from left
to right) specified
by equations
(8.5.16),
(8.5.10),
(3.3.7) and (8.3.11).
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term in equation 18.5.1) can be
approximation for the remaining term
_

ignored

and

one

finds

in

good

,1

assuming that v*0. The scaled two-particle distribution follows again
with equation (8.3.2). As equation (8.5.5) does not depend on r± or #,
equation (8.3.2) reduces to a two-dimensional integral, which can be
expressed as

jldB, 6^vl -F ( 5 *^lf J )

(8.5.6)

in which the function F(z) is given by
\ [Sc2

|

where the definition of K| and K2. given by equations (7.3.1), was used.
Bv substituting

i

t--^-

2rcKv

(8.5.8)

2 K 2

and carrying out the t-integration, equation (8.5.6) transforms to

(B.5.9)

where 9(x) is the step-function. Equation (8.5.9) is similar to equation
(7.5.12), specifying the two-particle distribution p(Av z ) for weak
collisions in a narrow crossover. We will consider the cases rcKiv±>>l
and

FCKAV±<<1.

For
rtKAv±>>l the argument of the step-function
(8,5.9) is positive for all z-values and one obtains

in

equation

in which

-f

S , » ( S c ) ] ' z = - f dzF(z)Ji2

and It, some arbitrary constant which will be used to scale the
. The function Sni(St> has the following properties

As an approximation of the function S B »(S C ) we use
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(8.5.11)

function

(8.5.13)

* C
which has similar properties
lim SH»»(Sc)(2Sc)>'i - lim S H A » ( S C ) [ 2 ( 1 - S C ) ] 1 ' 3 = C

(8.5.14)
lim

S H A » < S C ) = 2C/3 |1 - 2SC |

*l/2

Unfortunately, one can not choose the constants C and I* such that
equations (8.5.12) and (8.5.14) agree fully both for Sc-»0 (or Sc-»1) and
for Sc-»l/2. Considering that the case Sc«.l/2 is the most relevant, we
take
(8.5.15)
This choice guarantees a good approximation of the real function S H A ( S C )
for Scfel/2, but leads to some overestimation of S H A ( S C ) for Sc-»0 and
S€->1. We evaluated the function S H H ( 3 C ) numerically. The results are
plotted in figure 8.10. For comparison the approximation of equation
(8.5.13) is included in the same figure.

—

numerical data

• — approximation
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0.3

0.4
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0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

figure 8.10 The function SH»(SC) defined by equations (8.5.11), (8.5.7)
and (8.5.15) and its approximation given by equations
(8.5.13)
and (8.5.15).
This function specifies
the
dependency of the width of the angular displacement
distribution in the Holtsmark regime.
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for rcK&ifi<<l the argument of the step-function in equation
(8.5.9) is only positive for large z-values. Accordingly, one may use.
the following asymptotic expansion of the function F(z)
lim F(z> =
z-*»

|1

~ 2! *}c| + 0(z-5)
2z

in which 0(z- 5 ) stands for terms of the order z-i.
equation (3.5.9) yields
C

l

Substitution

)

into

(8.5.16)

in which the function Spi(Sc) represents
SP»(S C )

= |1-2S C |

(8.5.17)

Equations (8.5.10) and (8.5.16) provide an accurate description of the
small AVj^-behaviour of the distribution pe(Av ) for large K-values and
Sc*0,5, as can be verified from figures 8.9b and 8.9c. In order to
demonstrate the significance of the various asymptotes derived for weak
and complete collisions the curve in figure 8.9c corresponding to r c -10 2
is replotted separately in figure 8.9d. For very small Avx-values the
curve follows the asymptote described by equation (8.5.16). This result
can be associated with the pencil-beam regime as will be shown later on
in this section. For larger fivx-values the curve follows the asymptote
described by equation (8,5.10), which is associated with the Holtsmark
regime. It should be recalled that both equation (8.5.16) and equation
(8.5.10) are based on weak collisions. With further increasing Av± the
complete collision regime is reached. The curve now follows the
asymptote described by equation (8.3.7), which corresponds to weak
complete collisions. Finally, for very large Av -values the curve is
dominated by strong, predominantly complete collisions and can be
approximated by equation (8.3.11).
The previous analysis shows that the distribution patAv^)
follows different sets of asymptotes for K-»0 and K>>1. We wish to
simplify the results somewhat by introducing some general equations
which yield correct results lor both K-»0 and K » l . By comparing
equations (8.5.3) and (8.5.10) it is found that one may in general
describe the small Av^-behaviour of f>2(Avx> by aquation (8.5.10),
provided that the function S H * ( S C ) is replaced by some generalized
function S H »(S C ,K) which has the following properties
lim SH»(Sc.K) * 2 "

lim S B *(S C ,K) = - K*'3
in which equations (8.5.13) and (8.5.15) were used. Similarly, one may
combine equations (8.5,4) and (8.5.16) into a single expression which
describes the intermediate Av -behaviour of pz(Avx) for arbitrary Kvalues. This expression is the sam^ as given by equation (8.5.16),
provided that one replaces the function Sp*(Sc) by some generalized
function S P *(S t ,K) which has the following properties
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lim S?»(Sc.K) = ( 1 - 2 S c |
(8.5.IS)

in which equation (8.5.17) was used. We mention that the slice-method
(introduced in section 5.11) can be exploited to derive some suitable
expressions to approximate the required generalized functions S H A(SC,K>
and Sp»(Sc,K>. This analysis is postponed to section 8.6. Here we
suffice to present the results
S

""ts-K)

'(H

- 2S.M-+ lj

(8.5.21)

The reader might verify that the functions SHAI(S C ,K> and Sp la (S c ,K)
indeed fulfil the conditions of equations (8.5.18) and
(8.5.19)
respectively, provided that one takes S c =0 or Sc=l in case K-»0. This
condition implies that a nearly cylindrical beam is represented as a
bean segment with a crossover which is located either at the start or at
the end of the beam segment. The results will be further discussed in
section 8.6. It is postulated that equations (8.5.10) and (8.5.16)
provide an accurate description of the intermediate and small Av ± behaviour of pa(Av ) respectively, which is valid for arbitrary values
of K.
We now proceed with the calculation of the function p(E), which
is defined by equation (8.3.12). We evaluated p(E) numerically from the
data obtained for p2(Av ± ). The results for Sc=0.5, with K=l, 100 and
10,000 are plotted in the figures 8.11a. 8.11b and 8.11c respectively.
The results for Sc=0.75, with K=100 and 10,000 are plotted in the
figures 8.12b and 8.12c. We recall that the results become independent
of Sc for small K. Thus figure 8.11a applies also to other Sc-values
than St=0,5. The plots should be compared with figure 8.2, which was
derived on the basis of complete collisions. The most significant
differences with the curves of figure 3.2 occur for intermediate and
large S-values. Figure 8.2 shows a square-root dependency on E for large
E, as described by equation (8.3.16). On the other hand, the curves in
the figures 8.11a, 8.11b, 8.11c, 8.12b and 8.12c become for large E
ultimately proportional to E 1 '*. This can be understood from the
analysis of the two-particle distribution pz(Av ) .
Substitution of
equation (8.5.16).
with the generalized function S P A ( S C , K ) , into
equation (8.3.12) yields, after integration
P(E) -

72r(5/6)

7T,M,1.

S P < (S e ,K)"3 (rEK)g'* R i M

(E-*»)

(8.5.22)

similar to derivation of equation (5.8.19). The behaviour of S|»»(SC,K)
for
K-»0 and K » l is given by equation (8.5.18). For K-»0 equation
(3.5.22) transforms to
f

-•v•,

"3K1'3R"3

(K-0, E-*»)

(8.5.23)

which follows also directly by substitution of equation (8.5.4) into
equation (8.3.12) and integration.
Equation (8.5.23) provides an
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Figure 8.11 The sealed function p(E) corresponding to the
distribution
of transverse vtjoeity displaeeaents generated in a beam
segment uith a crossover itt the middle (S c =l/2),
plotted
for different values of the sealed crossover radios F c . The
figures 8.11a. 8.11b and 8.11c pertain to different
values
of the beam geometry paraaeter K=acL/2rt, as i f
indicated.
The plots should te compared to those of figure
8.2,
derived oa the basis of complete
collisions.
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Fiaart 8.12 The sealed function p(R) oorrespondine to (iie distribution
ot transverse velocity displacements generated in a beam
segment with a crossover located at 3/4 of the segment
length (5t*3/*>, plotted for different values of the scaled
crossover radius fc. The curves should be compared to tTMse
of the figures 8.11b and 8.11c, which pertain to S ( =l/2.
The differences vanish for small K-vaJues. Therefore, there
is no figure S.I2a corresponding to K=l (which would be
identical to figure 8.1 laf. Figure 8.12d explains the shape
of the curves from the asymptotic behaviour corresponding
to the different regimes. The different asymptotes are
(from left to right) specified by equations (8.5.26),
(8.3.16), (8,5.24) and (8.5.22).
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The behaviour described by equation (8.5.10) leads to a 3/2power dependency on E which becomes manifest for intermediate E values.
Substitution of equation (8.5.10),
with the generalized function
S H * ( S C , K ) , into equation (8.3.12) yields after integration
R3/2

P(Ic)

(8.5.24)

similar to the derivation uf equation (5.8.14). In equation (6.5.24) we
used the expression for the numerical constant U , given by equation
(8.5.15). The behaviour of S H A ( S C , K ) for K-»0 and K » l is given by
equation (8.5.13). For K->0 equation (8.5.24) transforms to
P(E)

(8.5.25)
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which follows also directly by substitution of equation (8.5.3) into
equation (8.3.12) and integration.
For small E-values all curves in figures 8.11 and 8.12 become
quadratic in It. In order to describe this behaviour, we define the
function pj(rc,K) as
- p 2 (r t .K)

(E+0)

(8.5.26)

The function p2(rc,K) is the generalization of the function P2(r c ),
defined by equation (8.3.14). The dependency of the small {[-behaviour of
p(E) on S c is very weak and will be discussed later on. He evaluated the
function P2(r c ,K) numerically for S€=0.5. The results are plotted in
figure 8.13.

Fi&ir* 8.13 The function pt(rt,K) defined by equation (8.5.26) and its
approximation giveo by agitation (8.5,27). This /unction
gives the depomfeney on fc- and K of the function p(E),
plotted in the figures 8.11a. 8.11b and 8.1 Jc, for E->0.
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In the limit K-»* the (unction p i t r d O should become identical
to the function P2(r c ), as is formally expressed by equation (7.5.18).
In the limit K-»0 one should retrieve the result obtained for a
homocentric cylindrical beam, which is given by equation (8.4.14). This
condition leads to equation (7.5.19).
Notice, however, that the
saturation value p 2 *(«) =0.3026 differs by a factor 2 from the result
corresponding to the distribution of axial velocity displacements
P*(Av z *). The corresponding approximations P2»(ro*> are different too,
as can be seen from equations
(7.4.16) and (8.4.16).
As
an
approximation
of the general function p 2 (r c .K) we use in the present
case
Pe»(fc,K)
itrc
<21nt.8673(114.
(8.5.27)
which shous the asymptotic behaviour described by equations (7.5.18) and
(7.5.19), provided that rc>>16K. For comparison the approximation of
equation (8.5.27) is included in figure 8.13.
In
order to demonstrate the significance of the various
asymptotes the curve in figure 8.12c corresponding to F C ~1G 2 is
replotted separately in figure 8.12d. The features of the plot are
comparable to those of figure 8.9d, showing the asymptotic behaviour
of
the
two-particle distribution p"(Av >.
For small E-values the
•'rve follows the asymptotic behaviour given by equation
(8.5.26),
w.iich is associated with the Gaussian regime. For intermediate Rvalues
the curve levels off to the asymptote predicted by equation (8.3.16),
which corresponds to weak complete collisions. The large IE-behaviour is
determined by weak uncomplete collisions. The curve follows successively
the asymptotes described by equations (8.5.24) and (8.5.22), which are
associated with the Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime
respectively.
The scaled displacement distribution p(avx) is defined by
equation (8.3.17).
We evaluated p(Av ) numerically from the data
obtained for p(E). The results for S c =0.5, with K=l, 100 and 10,000 are
plotted in the figures 8.14a, 8.14b and 8.14c respectively. The results
for Se=0.75, with K=100 and 10,000 are plotted in the figures 8.15b and
8.15c. Figure 8.14a applies also to other Sc-values than S c =0.5, since
the results become for small K-values independent of Sc , as was
mentioned previously. The plots should be compared with figure 8.3,
which was derived on the basis of complete collisions. The following
regimes can be distinguished, as is explicitly shown for the case K=10»
and Sc=0.75 in figure 8.15d :
I. Gaussian r e g u e . For large values of X the distribution of p(Av )
is determined by the small K-behaviour of p(E), which is specified by
equation
(8.5.26).
The quadratic It-dependency implies that
the
distribution p(Av ± ) is Gaussian. The FWHM of this distribution is given
by equation (8.3.19), where the function P C A is now generalized to a
function which depends on r c . K and 5 C
P,.(r K S ) Pci(rt,K,Sc)

ftt?'.**)"
Pi[?.,(l-8«)K]i/t
2^-75
+
J-J-^

(8.5.28)

where pz(rc,K) can be approximated by equation (8.5.27). Equation
(8.5.28) is based on the assumption that, in the Gaussian regime, the
contributions of the first and the second part of the beam segment
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tig.S.14b

fig.8.14c

1OU

ttpire 8,H The FVHH of the sealed distribution of transverse veloeity
displacements p(iv,) generated in a bean segaent with a
crossover in ths middle (S c =l/2), plotted for different
values of the sealed crossover radius Fc, The figures
8.14a, 8.14b and S.I4c pertain to different values of the
beam geometry parameter K=tt«L/2rt, as is indicated. The
figures should be compared to figure 8.3. derived on the
basis of complete collisions.
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should be added linearly. The form of equation (8.5.28) is similar to
that of equation (7.5.37). It should be noted that the dependency of the
function Pc»(rt,K,SC) on S c is in general very weak. In terms of the
experimental parameters the result for the Gaussian regime is expressed
by equation (8.3.21).
II. Weak complete collision regime. With decreasing % and large K-values
the distribution p(Av ) becomes dominated by the part of p(E) which is
proportional
to E 1 '*,
as described by equation
(8.3.16).
The
correspondine FWHM is given by equation (3.3.23).
In terms
of
experimental parameters it leads to equation (8,3,24),
III) Holtsaark regiae. For an extended b"am segment with a small or
intermediate X-value the distribution p(Av ± ) is dominated by the 3/2
power dependency of p(E), as expressed by equation (8.5.24), A beam
segment is called extended when X C >>1. The quantity %c is the pencil
bean factor for a beam segment with a crossover and is defined by
equation (7.5.28). Substitution of equation (8.5.24) into equation
(8.3.17) yields

(8.5.W)

which is the two-dimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution,
plotted in figure 5.4 (curve corresponding to 7=3/2). The FWHM of this
distribution is given by

as follows with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1. The FWHM of the
corresponding
angular deflection distribution is given by (using

TTJBH)
1213

FWHM« =
where the constant C C H A is given by
31/3

Ce«A= 2.6554

2 s ' 3 (5n) z ' J

m l /3

mt

!3

= 0.18233

In the case of electrons one finds C C H * = 2 . 1 O 5 7 in Si-units,
For
K-»0
one
may
approximate
S«»(SC ,K)«(4/3)K*';)
=(2 2 ' 3 /3)(o 0 L/r c )*' 3 ,
as is stated by equation (8.5,18). Substitution
into equation (8.5.31) leads back to equation (8.4.29), which was
derived for a homocentric cylindrical beam segment. Notice that the
constants C r H * and C C a* are related as
CPH»

(8,5.32)

as can be verified from their definitions.
IV) Pencil b e n regime. in pencil beams < J U « 1 ) the distribution p(Av )
is dominated by the K-behaviour given by equation (8,5,22). Substitution
into equation (8.3.17) yields
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Figur* 3.15

The FWtH of the scaled distribution of transverse velocity
displacements pieSx)
generated in a beam segment uith a
crossover located at 3/4 of the segment length (S c =3/4),
plotted for different values of the sealed crossover radius
r c . The curves should be compared to those of the figures
S,14b and 8.14c, which pertain to S c =l/3. The differences
vanish for small K-values. Therefore,
there is no figure
8,15a corresponding to K=l (uhieh would be identical
to
figure 8,14a). Figure S.15d explains the shape of the
curves front the asymptotie behaviour norresponding to the
different regimes. The different asymptotes are (from left
to right)
specified by equations (8.5.34),
(8.5.30),
(a,3.23) and (8.3.19). Figure S.tSe i s indicative for the
quality
of the fit
given by equations (8.5.37) and
(8.5.38).

P<AV X >

(8,5-33)

where
C t , j=72r(5/6)/7rU/6)=2.0858.
This type of distribution is
referred to as the two-dimensional pencil beam distribution, see figure
5.4 (curve corresponding to y=l/3).
The FWHM of the distribution of
equation (8.5.33) is given by
FWHMp = .013013

(8.5.34)

as follows with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1. The numerical constant
in the right hand sight of equation (8.5.34) is equal to 0.11809. By
removing the scaling one obtains
= Ccp»

V5 12

(8.5.35)
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where the constant CCPA is given by
niiz
7

= 4.1531 10-*

In the case of electrons one finds CcpA=2.4772*10za in Si-units.
For K-»0 one may approximate Sp A (S c ,K)*1/K=2rc /CKOL, as is stated
by equation (3.5.19). Substitution into equation (8.5.35) leads back to
equation (8.4.31), which was derived for a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment. Notice that the constants Cpp* and CCPA are related as
CPPA

=

2 CCPA

(8.5.36)

as can be verified from their definitions.
In order to interpolate the results obtained for the
regimes we approximate

different

FWHM0 = 2(2iln2)1'* Jf1'*

FWHM = FWHMc Gc»(£,rc,K.SC) ,

(8.5.37)

equivalent to equation (7.5.30), The function GCA is taken equal to
.r^.K.Si;)

\ fl^^o
— 11

~

FrtHMp) -'
+

I

(FWHMo
+

I

+

FOHHwJ
iTTJHHk
i-WHMP/
By s u b s t i t u t i o n of e q u a t i o n s ( 8 . 3 . 1 9 ) ,
(8.3.23),
( 8 . 5 . 3 0 ) and
one o b t a i n s

(8.5.34)

in which the constants A, B and C are given by
A = 7.009 10- 2 , B - .6106 ,

C = 24.99

(8.5.39)

The function Pci(rc,K,Sc> is defined by equations (8.5.28) and (8.5.27).
The function f ^ r c ) is given by equation (8.3.8) and can be approximated
by equation (8.3.10). The functions S H A ( S C , K ) and SpA(St,K) can be
approximated by the functions S H A J ( S C , K ) and Sp*j(S c .K), given by
equations (8.5.20) and (8.5.21) respectively. Figure 8.15e compares the
approximation of equations (8.5.37) and (8.5.38) witn
the numerical
data obtained for Sc=0.75 and K-10*, with r t =l, 10^ and 10*. One sees
that the fit is rather poor in the transition areas between the
different regimes.
In terms of the experimental parameters equation (8.5.37) can be
rewritten as

FWHMa = Ccc* GcA<X,rc,K,S€>

I^ 7 7

(8.5.40)

similar to equation (8.3.21), which also specifies the constant CCGA.
Equations (8.5.40) and (8.5.38) provide the most general description of
the FWHM of the angular deflection distribution. I t applies to a beam
segment of arbitrary geometry and provides accurate results as long as
the theoretical parameters fulfil the conditions expressed by equation
(7.5.33).
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Similar results can be derived for the Full Width median (FW50)
of the angular deflection distribution. For a two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution the FWHM and FW 50 are identical. Accordingly, one may write
FW 50 = FWHMB Gc*(X.rc,K,Sc)

(8.5.41)

similar to equation (8.5.37). The function Gc»(JT.rc ,K,S€) is again
given by equation (8.5.38), now taking the constants A, B and C equal to
A - 2.657 10- ] ,

B = .4883 ,

C = 4.776 10-2

(8.5.42)

instead of the values given by equation (8.5.39). The results for the
individual regimes can be obtained from the expressions for the FWHMvalues using
FN50G
FWsow
FWSOH
FWSOP

=
=
=
=

1.0000
26.381
1.2505
523.29

FUHMG
FWHMW
FWHMH
FWHMp

(3.5.43)

as follows from the data of table 5.1.

8.6

Application of the slice-aethod

In this section we will verify the approximations of the
functions S H A ( S C , K ) and Sp«(S c ,K), given by equations (8.5.20) and
(8.5,21). We will show that these results can be established by means of
the slice-method, which is described in section 5.11. The slice-method
is used to relate the results obtained for a hotnocentric cylindrical
beam segment to those obtained for a beam segment with a crossover. The
essence of the procedure is expressed by equation (5.11.1). This
equation states that one may calculate the total displacement generated
in a beam segment by adding linearly the displacements generated in a
large number of thin cylindrical slices.
The basic assumption is that
the contributions of the individual slices to the total displacement
experienced by the test particle are entirely correlated. Such is to be
expected when the deviations from the unperturbed trajectories are
small. Accordingly, the slice-method is only applicable when the
distribution p(Av±)
is dominated by weak collisions. This type of
analysis is therefore restricted to the Holtsmark regime and the pencil
beam regime.
Let us first consider the Holtsmark regime. According to
equation (8.4.29) the contribution of a single slice at axial position z
of length Az to the total distribution of angular deflections
can be expressed as
I*'3

Az

in which zc the z-coordinate of the crossover. For the calculation of
the distribution p(Aa) in a beam segment with a narrow crossover one
should use a modified version of equation (5.11.1)
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I f
AFWHMu |
FWHMa = I
dz sign(z-zc)
- I
zo

(8.6.2)

'

The sign-function is included to account for the fact that the angular
deflection experienced by the test particle during a weak collision with
a single field particle changes of sign when the field particle crosses
the beam axis (or in fact the reference trajectory, which is here
identical to the beam axis). Equation (8.6.2) presupposes that the field
particle crosses the axis at the location of the crossover. This
approximation is only justified when the crossover is narrow ( K » l ) .
Equation
(8.6.2) is therefore not suited to descrioe a
nearly
cylindrical beam segment. However, the extreme case of a cylindrical
segment (K=0) is covered by equation (8.6.2) if one takes zc=zo or
zc=zi. By this choice one accounts for the fact that in a homocentric
cylindrical beam segment the particle trajectories do not cross each
other.
Substitution of equation (8.6.1) into equation (8.6.2) and
integration yields equation (8.5.31), where the function SH*(SC,K) is
now given by
SH*(SC,K)
CCHA

Substitution of equation (8.5.32) yields the approximating function
SH»J(S ( : ,K) introduced by equation (8.5.20). From this derivation it
becomes clear that equation (8.5.20) is only valid for K>>1, while
correct results for K^O are obtained if one takes S c =0 or 5 c -i.
Let us now consider the pencil beam
regime. According to
equation (8.4.31) the contribution of a single slice at axial position z
of length Az to the total distribution of angular deflections p(Atr)
can be expressed as
I3rt
AFWHMa = C PP » ^JJ U

+ ao|z-z c |/r c ] Az

(8.6.3)

in which zc the z-coordinate of the crossover. Substitution of equation
(8.6.3) into equation (8.6.2) and integration yields equation (8.5.35),
where the function Sp«(Sc,K) is now given by
SP*(SC,K) - - - ^ -

|1 - 2 S,

CcPA
Substitution of equation (8.5.36) yields the approximating function
Sp»j(S,:,K) introduced by
equation (8.5.21). As for the Holtsmark
regime, it be should noticed that this equation is only valid for K » l ,
while correct results for K*0 are obtained by taking S,;=0 or Sc=l.

8.7

Results for Gaussian angular and spatial distributions

The results of the previous sections apply to the case of an
uniform spatial and an uniform angular distribution in the crossover,
see equation (8.2.6). We will now investigate the required modifications
in case either the angular or the spatial distribution or both
distributions are Gaussian. The analysis is similar to that of section
7.6, pertaining to the Boersch effect.
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We repeated the program outlined in section 8.3, now using the
modified versions of equation (8.2.6) in which either the spatial or the
angular distribution or both distributions are taken Gaussian, following
the specifications of equation (7.6.1) and/or equation (7.6.2), The
principle aspects of the calculation remain the same and the discussion
here is restricted to a presentation of the main results. We evaluated
equations (8.2.6) and (8.2.7) on the bisis of complete collisions, using
equation (8.2.1). Analogous to equatiun (8.3.13) we found the following
expressions for the scaled function p(E):
- For
a
Gaussian angular distribution and a
Gaussian
spatial
distribution

16 f

= E—

* f uEv 1
dv e

-Ti — —

dy e

0

;

0

- For
a
Gaussian
distribution
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o

distribution

and

an

uniform

32 f
-v* f
.
f
fl
\112
f uEv
= E —11 dv e
ay ^1-y*
du -u- 1
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L
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an
uniform
distribution
1

»

16 f

pttt(E) = E —

L

angular

f

1

dv Idy
dy e

'0

J

l

distribution

-y« f

du

(8.7.1)

lR(v,y)J

l

I

and

spatial

(8.7.2)

VR(v,)

a

Gaussian

f l\ > J
- - 1

spatial

(8.7.3)

0

Equations (8.7,1) through (8.7.3) are similar to equations (7.6.3)
through (7.6.5). As in section 8.3 we will investigate the behaviour for

E-»0 and for E-w».
For E*0 equations (8,7.1), (8.7.2) and (8.7.3) show a quadratic
dependency on E, as described by the first equation of (8.3.14). The
functions P2tt(r t ), P2{u(rc) and p2n S (r t ), which should be used in
equation (8.3.14) for the different cases, are the same as obtained for
the axial velocity distribution p(4v z ), see equations (7.6,6), (7.6.7)
and (7.6.8) respectively. A similar result was found in section 8.3 for
the case of an uniform angular and spatial distribution, see the second
equation of (8.3.14). All functions can be approximated by equation
(7.6.11), using different constants E and F for the individual cases,
as prescribed by equation (7.6.12).
For E-mo equations (8.7.1), (8.7.2) and (8.7.3) show a square
root dependency on E, as described by equations (8.3.16). The function
fa,(rc) varies for the different angular and spatial distributions.
Analogous to equation (8.3.8) one finds

= _

dv

dy exp(-y*) R(v,y)>'2

^^•

-if"dv — ^

f dy

(8.7.4)

(8.7.5)

'n
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i r dv r
fodntrc) = -r- ^rrr dy exp(-y*) R(v,y)>'2
J

^ V

(*.7.6)

0

where the function R(v,y) is given
have the following properties

by equation (8.3.4). These functions

J l l * = . 14976 rc« '*
rc..« = .13219 r,w<

(3.7.7)

= -16296 rc«'«
Js
= -L- , limo ^ ( r d

= 1 (8.7.8)

Similar to equation (8.3.10) one can approximate the functions f M C S (r I ),
£«*iifFc) and fjjojirc)

f«.<rc)

"sing

= (P + Q f c ) "

z

(8.7.9)

in which P and Q are numerical constants which differ for the individual
cases
P«t = Piu = "/4
Q E e = .02243
Q u t = .026S5

,
,
,

Pag (= P n .) = 1
Q i u - .01747
(Q nn = .02069)

(8.7.10)

The approximations for the functions p?(rc) and t^ifcK given by
equations (7.6.11) and (8.7.9), respectively contain the essential
results of the analysis based on complete collisions for different types
of spatial and angular distributions. The functions p2(r c ) and fair's:)
specify the
rc-dependency of the FWHM of the angular deflection
distribution in the Gaussian regime and the weak complete collision
regime respectively as can be seen from equation (8.3,21) with equation
(8.3.20) and equation (8.3.24).
It is often convenient to express the results obtained for nonuniform distributions in terms of the effective width measures o,fr and
refr. which are defined as the widths for which the expressions obtained
for uniform distributions yield the same results as those obtained
within the full calculation taking the proper distribution(s) into
account. The resulting expressions for the angular deflections in the
Gaussian regime show the same functional dependency as was found for the
Boersch effect in this regime. Accordingly, the effective widths amtt
and r e r r are the same as specified by equation (7.6.15). For the weak
complete collision regime one should define atti and rerr such that the
FWHMo-values follow equations (8.3.24) and (8.7.9). For r c =0 the result
depends only on the type of angular distribution and one finds
M

The
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effective

2"
flc = -TT7aa

width r e f r

= 1>533

ffo

(Fc=0)
(8.7.11)
(Weak complete coll. regime)
follows by considering the case Ft-w. The

reader might verify that resulting values for r e f f varies slightly for
the different cases covered by equation (8.7.10). In general
a
reasonable approximation is obtained for all revalues by taking
a e f f = 1.6 <!<, ,

reff = 1.8

ffr
(8.7.12)
(Weak complete coll. regime)

The exact values for oerr and rerr obtained for the individual cases
differ less than 5% from the values given by equation (8.7.12).
The
remaining results to be investigated pertain to the
Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime. For those regimes the
distribution p(4v ) can be determined from the distribution of the
lateral interaction force ptF^) in a cylindrical beam. Accordingly, it
is sufficient to determine in what way p(F ± ) is affected by the type of
density distribution. The calculation of p(F ± ) for a cylindrical beam
with an uniform density distribution was carried out in section 5.8. The
results are expressed by equations (5.8.16) and (5.8.20). Let us
reconsider this calculation, now starting from a Gaussian radial density
distribution. Using equation (7.6.2) one may modify equation (5.8.9) as

J0 2 d Z J 0 —
™

f°°2rdr

Analogous to equation (5.8.12) this transforms to
2C03'2

=

f*

ds

J

e

/ C o

*p[

1

J

As before we will investigate the extreme cases ro-w> and ro-»0, which
correspond to an extreme extended beam and a pencil beam respectively.
For r<»-w> one may replace the exponential function in equation
(8.7.14) by unity and one retrieves equation (5.8.13). This expression
leads to the two-dimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution,
given by equation (5.8.16). Thus one obtains the same equation as for
an uniform density distribution. However, ro now stands for -jj'ffr,
instead of the outer beam radius. The FWHM of the corresponding angular
deflection distribution is far a homocentric cylindrical beam given by
equation (8.4.29) and for a beam segment with a crossover by equation
(8.5.31). In general, the same equations as for an uniform distribution
are obtained if one takes
Ooff = Oo = -J2~ (Jo ,

reff = rt = -j2~ o>

(Holtsmark regime)

(8.7.15)

Notice that the same effective width measures were found for the Boersch
effect, as expressed by equation (7.6.18).
For ro-»O one may approximate the integral of (8.7.14) by taking
l+s z =s 2 . This is justified since the contribution to the integral comes
from large s-values. This gives
* ds

I

Co

1

which should be compared to equation (5.8.18) obtained for an uniform
distribution.
The
FWHM of the corresponding angular deflection
distribution is for a homocentric cylindrical beam given by equation
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(8.4.31) and for a beam segment with a crossover by equation (8.5.35).
By comparison of equations (8.7,16) and (5,8.18) it is found that one
may use the equations for an uniform distribution if one takes
deft = ( 7 r ^ / 6 > r #iT« = 1.793 ua ,

r e r f = 1.793
ffr
(8.7.17)
(pencil beam regime)

which completes the analysis.
Equations (7.6.15), (8.7.12), (8.7.15) and (8.7.17) specify for
the different regimes the values of the effective beam semi-angle oerf
of a Gaussian angular distribution and effective crossover radius rerr
of a Gaussian spatial distribution. The values of orerr and rerr differ
for the different regimes, varying between -J?x<r and l.Sxff.
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9. TRAJECTORY DISPLACEMENT EFFECT

9.1

Introduction

In this chapter the extended two-particle approach will be used
to
calculate the trajectory displacement effect generated in
a
rotational symmetric beam segment in drift space. The objective is to
determine the distribution of virtual displacements p(Ar) observed in a
certain reference plane. The virtual displacement Ar of a test particle
is determined by its spatial displacement at the end of the beam segment
Arc
its velocity displacement Av x and the location of the reference
plane. The distribution of the transverse velocity displacements p(Avx)
was computed in chapter 8. The results of that chapter are exploited to
explain the mechanism
of the trajectory displacement effect and 10
check the results in some limiting cases.
The chapter starts with a summary of the relevant results of the
chapters 5 and 6, covering the basics of the statistical part of the
model and the calculation of the displacement ar caused by a twoparticle collision respectively. This material is then used to perform
the calculation of p(Ar) for different beam geometries. The specific
cases of a homocentric beam segment with a crossover (r c =0) and a
homocentric cylindrical beam segment (<Jo=O) are studied successively.
The slice-method, described in section 5.11, is exploited to the treat
the general case of a beam segment with a crossover of arbitrary
dimensions.
For all geometries the full trajectory
displacement
distribution p(Ar) is computed. Explicit expressions are presented for
the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of this distribution, as well as
the Full Width median (FW50) and the root mean square value (rms). The
angular and spatial distribution in the crossover are assumed to be
uniform in most calculations. Gaussian distributions are covered by
introducing effective width measures for which the results obtained for
uniform distributions can be used. Scaling is applied to reduce the
number of independent parameters and to simplify the notation of
the intermediate results. In the final results the scaling is removed in
order to make the dependency on the experimental parameters explicit,
A computer program has been developed to perform the various
steps of the calculation numerically. As for the angular deflection
distribution one should in general distinguish four regimes, each
corresponding to a different type of distribution: The Gaussian regime,
the weak complete collision regime, the Holtsmark regime and the pencil
beam regime. The weak complete collision regime becomes only manifest
for a beam segment with a narrow crossover in which
the refereace
plane does not coincide with the crossover plane. The widths of the
various distributions show different dependencies on the experimental
parameters.
The calculation of the trajectory displacement distribution
rA&r)
is in general more complex than the calculation of
the
distribution of the axial and transverse velocity displacements, p<dv 2 )
and p(Av x ), considered in the chapters 7 and 8 respectively. One reason
is that an additional independent parameter is involved, namely the
location of the reference plane. For a beam segment of relatively low
particle density, with a narrow crossover in the middle, the dependency
on this parameter is rather weak, since the anfular deflections
generated in such a beam are negligible. However, in all other cases the
dependency
on the location of the reference plane can not
be
disregarded. Another complication is that it is not permitted to use
complete collision dynamics to evaluate the displacement Ar caused by a
two-particle encounter. One may use nearly complete collision dynamics,
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but the complexity of the resulting equation for the displacement Ar
prohibits an exact analytical treatment of the statistical part of the
problem. For the Gaussian regime this implies that one has to rely
entirely on numerical calculations, which makes a complete analysis
rather involved. For all other regimes it is possible to verify the
numerical results by analytical means. A direct calculation of the
behaviour of the distribution in the transition areas between the
regimes seems not possible. The numerical data for the FHHM and the FU 50
of
the trajectory displacement distribution is
approximated
by
analytical expressions, which cover the entire range of operating
conditions.

9.2

General aspects

The trajectory displacement effect corresponds to the generation
of lateral displacements Ar (observed in a certain reference plane) due
to the effect of statistical Coulomb interactions. These displacements
are related to the stochastic fluctuations in the charge density, which
occur due to the particle nature of the beam. We recall that the
trajectory displacement effect should be distinguished from the space
charge effect, which is related to the average (smoathed-out) charge
density in the beam. Both phenomena are caused by the transverse
component of the Coulomb interaction force, but their impact on the
properties of the beam differs essentially. To isolate the trajectory
displacement effect we consider the central reference trajectory in a
rotational symmetric beam. The test particles running along this
trajectory experience
no systematic space charge force and their
deviations are purely stochastic. A discussion of the impact of the
space charge effect on the properties of the beam is presented in
chapter 11.
Our objective is to determine the distribution of
virtual
displacements p(Ar) observed in a certain reference plane. The virtual
displacement Ar of the test-particle is found by extrapolating its
final perturbed position along its final perturbed velocity towards the
reference plane. This procedure combines the lateral shift at the end of
the beam segment Arr and the change in lateral velocity iv^ into the
virtual shift Ar.
The location of the referance plane is specified by the
parameter Si, which is defined by equation (3.2.1). The reference plane
is imaged down to the target. The virtual broadening in the reference
plane is therefore representative for the broadening of the final probe.
The reference plane will often coincide with the location of the
crossover, which is specified by the parameter S c . This parameter is
also defined by equation (3.2.1). It should be emphasized that the
reference plane and the crossover plane do not coincide in all cases of
interest.
For example, consider a shaped-beam lithography system
employing Koehler-illumination, as described by Pfeiffer (1979) or Moore
et al. (1981). The shaping-apertures, located in the upper part of the
column, are imaged down to the target. The appropriate reference plane
is therefore optically conjugated to these planes.
However, the
crossover between the shaping apertures is optically conjugated to the
source crossover and is imaged by the second condenser and the
demagnification lenses on the principal plane of the projector lens (and
not to the target). Thus in the shaping-section of the column the
crossover plane and the reference plane do not coincide. This example
illustrates that the quantities S e and Si should in general be treated
as independent parameters.
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The distribution p(Ar) is in some extreme cases fully determined
by the distribution of transverse velocity displacements p(Av x ), which
was calculated in chapter 8. One case is a beam segment with a crossover
in which the reference plane is far removed from the crossover. In this
situation the main contribution to the (virtual) displacement of a test
particle
Ar
stems from its angular deflection
&a-Av±/vz.
The
displacements Ar and Av ± are therefore related by
lim

Ar = ISjTAvJ

(9.2.1)

in which the time of flight T=L/Vj. Another case is a cylindrical beam
segment succeeded by a lens which focusses the beam in its focal plane.
The transverse spatial shift Arf 0C in the focal plane of the lens is
entirely determined by the transverse velocity shift Av x of the test
particle experienced in the cylindrical beam segment
ATfoc = fAvx/vz

(9.2.2)

with f the focal length of the lens. Equations (9.2.1) and (9.2.2) will
be exploited to relate the distributions p(Ar) and pUwx).
As in the chapters 7 and 8 we will utilize the extended twoparticle approach, which was outlined in chapter 5. The dynamical part
of the problem consists of the calculation of the virtual radial
displacement Ar experienced by the test particle due to the interaction
with a single field particle.
This problem was studied in chapter 6,
The shift Ar can be expressed as a function of the geometrical variables
t=(r x ,b z ,v,*), the time of flight T, the initial time ti=-ScT, and the
location of the reference plane specified by the parameter Si, see
equations (6.2.1), (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) respectively and figure 5.1 (note
* = * - * ) . Explicit analytical equations can be determined for nearly
complete collisions and for weak collisions. The virtual displacement Ar
caused by a nearly complete collision (T>>v/bz) is given by

with

2C 0 ,

(r,=0)

(9.2.4)

as follows from equations (6.12.1), (6.12.2), (6.7.14) and (6.4.16).
Equation (9.2.3) refers to the case r x =0, which is relevant for a point
crossover (r c =0). It is of importance to note that equation (9.2.3)
diverges for T-w>, even when Sc=Si. Accordingly, one can not perform the
calculation of p(Ar) on the basis of complete collisions, but is forced
to account for the fact that T is finite. Unfortunately, this prohibits
an exact analytical calculation of the the statistical part of the
problem. Therefore, one has to rely on numerical calculations when the
contribution of nearly complete collisions to the distribution p(Ar)
becomes significant.
This observation also implies that an analysis of p(Av ± ) based
on complete collisions is insufficient to predict the behaviour of p(Ar)
for Sf«+". To illustrate this point consider equation (9.2.3) for Si-»»
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l+qc|

mv^Tl 2

\St

l-Scf

l+q t

(9.2.5)

in which we utilized equation (9.2.4). Equation (9.2.5) is identical to
the expression for &v± given by equation (6.11.2), substituting r ± =0.
Thus equations (9.2.3) and (6,11.2) fulfil the relation given by
equation (9.2.1). It is here essential that equation (&.11S2) includes
the terms of the order 1/T.
However, these terms were ignored in the
analysis of the distribution p(Av x ), assuming that the collisions can be
regarded as complete (T-*»). This assumption was introduced in order to
permit an analytical calculation of the problem, see section 8.3.
Unfortunately, one should at this point conclude that the results for
p(Av^) based on complete collisions are not suited to predict the
behaviour of p(Ar) for Sf*±<*> by means of equation (9.2.1).
The virtual displacement ir caused by a weak collision is for
r ± =0 equal to (reproducing equation (6.12.6))

[n

rf \\

where ri and rt are given by
z z } | ' i! .

(9.2.7)

Notice that equation (9.2.6) and equation and (8.2.2) (for r x =0) do
satisfy equation (9.2,1). Thus the analysis of f>(Av±) based on weak
collisions can be used to predict the behaviour of p(Ar) for Si-*±«.
Equations (9.2,3) and (9.2.6) apply to the case that the initial
relative velocity of the particles is non-zero (v*0). In case v=0 we
found for a half-complete collision (reproducing equation (6.12.8))

ja(C.WT 111

l(b* + r«)>/*JJ|
and for a weak collision (reproducing equation (6.12.9))
(v=0)

(9.2.9)

Notice that equation (9.2.3) and equation (8.2.4) satisfy equation
(9.2.1). The same holds true for equation (9.2,9) and equation (8.2.5).
We recall that the case v=0 is relevant for a monochromatic homocentric
cylindrical beam segment. Equation (9.2.2) gives the displacement Arf ac
in the back focal plane of a lens located at the end of a cylindrical
beam segment. This displacement is entirely determined by the velocity
deviation A V L only and does not depend on the shift Art of the test
particle at the end of the segment. Instead of calculating A r j o c from
Av ± by means of equation (9,2.2) one can also determine this quantity
directly from equations (9.2.8) and (9.2.9) using
lim dr — Si."***
SjL

(9.2,10)

This relation is in agreement with equations (9.2.1) and (9.2.2).
The statistical part of the problem consists of the evaluation
of equations (5.7.7), (5.7.8) and (5.7.10), in which Aij now represents
Ar
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00

P<Ar) = —

[ kdk Jo(kar) e ~

P

(9.2.13)

similar to equations (8.2.6), (8.2.7) and (8.2.8). We expressed p(f)df
directly in terms v, *, r ± and b z , using equations (5.4.6) and (5.3.2).
The distribution in v and r x are taken uniform with a cut-off at vo=a<>Vz
and rc respectively, as prescribed by equation (5.3.3). The displacement
distribution p(Ar) depends only on the magnitude of the displacement Ar
and not on its direction, which is a consequence of the rotational
symmetry of the beam and the choice of the central reference trajectory.
The
probability
of
a displacement of size Ar
is
equal
to
p(Ar)=2nar*p(Ar). The reader is referred to section 7.2 for a summary of
the assumptions underlying our model for statistical interactions.

9.3

Howcentric beaa segment with a crossover

In this section we will calculate the distribution of transverse
displacements p(Ar) for a horaocentric beam segment with a crossover
(r c =0). We will use the 6,e-scaling defined by equation (6,13,1), The
scaled
two-particle
distribution p*2(Ar*) follows from
equation
(9.2.XI)

= v o *zp z (Ar) - hv*dv* p d b * * «[Ar*-Ar*(r*,bz*) ]

(9.3.1)

We evaluated this integral for different values of vo*, on the basis of
the exact solution for the function Ar*(r*,b**), following the analysis
of section 6.6.
The results for the case Sc=Si=l/2 are plotted in
figure 9.1.
Analytical expressions for the function Ar*(r*,bz*) can be
obtained for nearly complete collisions and for weak collisions, see
equations
<9.2.3) and (9.2.6)
respectively.
Unfortunately,
the
complexity of equation (9,2,3) prohibits an exact analytical treatment
based on nearly complete collisions and in the analysis here we will
only consider the contribution of weak collisions. This approach is
appropriate to explain the data of figure 9.1 for small and medium Ar*.
By scaling equation (9.2.11) one obtains
Ar*(r\b,*) ^

- ,,^[S t v* +ri *l[(l-S c )v* + r f *]

with rt*=[(Scv*)2 + b * * * ] " 2 and rr*={[(l-Scv)*J2 + b,**}*'8.
to the derivation of equation (8.5.9) one finds from equations
and (9.3.2)

Similar
(9.3.1)
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H g m 9.1

The sealed two-partiele
distribution
ps*(Ar*) for
a
boaoeentric
beam segment with a crossover in (he middle
(St-1/2), plotted
for different
values of the scaled
maximum transverse velocity v 0 *. The results represent the
virtual
displacements observed in the crossover plane

(9.3.3)

B(Ar* -

I

in which the function F(z) now stands fcr

li MilIj
1-Si

We will consider the cases vo*-w> find vo*+O separately.
For vo*-»™ the argument of the step-function in equation
i s positive for a l l z-values and one obtains

(9.3.4)

(9.3.3)

.—---s
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• SBT(S)!,Si)3'*= - i f dz

P*g(Ar*) = Is

J

0

(9.3.5)
(vo *••»)

We choose the constant I 5 such that S H T(S c =l/2,S l =l/2)=l. This implies
l

+ <

as follows by numerical integration.
The integral for S H T ( S C , S I ) was
evaluated numerically for different S c and Sj and is plotted in figure
9.2. A reasonable approximation of the numerical data is given by
SHTk(Sc,Sl)

(9.3.7)

a

This equation can be derived by means of the slice-method as will be
demonstrated in section 9.5. By fitting the numerical data it was found
that a somewhat better approximation is given by
= H(S C ) + |SHT»(Sc,Si) - H(S C )|
where S H T I ( S C , S I ) is given by equation (9.3.7) and the function
is equal to
H(SC) = lnU.l + [3Sc(l-Sc>)M

(9.3.8)
H(S C )

(9.3.9)

However, equation (9.3.7) is, in general,sufficiently accurate and is
preferred for its simplicity.
For the particular case that the reference plane and the
crossover plane coincide (Sc=Si) equation (9.3.7) reduces to
(9.3.10)
This function has a maximum for Sc=l/2 (SHTa(l/2)=l). The total
variation within the full Sc-range (0<St<l) is approximately 201.
(SHTa{0)=SHTa(l)=2-|'3=0.7937). In general the function S,Ta(Sc,Si)
increases when the crossover and the reference plane do not coincide
(Sc#Si), as can be seen from figure 9.2. The contribution of angular
deflections becomes dominant when the crossover plane and the reference
plane are separated by a large distance (Si«S c or Si>>S c ).
For va*+0 the argument of the step-function in equation (9.3.3}
is only positive for large z-values and one may use the following
asymptotic expansion of the function F(z)
lim F(z)

SpT

|Sc'Si>
48zJ

(9.3.11)

in which the function SpT(Sc,Si) is given by
SpTtSc.Si) = |4 - 6(SC+Si) + 12ScSi|

(9.3.12)

The function S PT (S t ,S t ) was scaled such that SpT(l/2,l/2)=l.
It is
plotted in figure 9.3. For the particular case that the reference plane
and the crossover plane coincide (Sc=Si) one obtains
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0.1

Figure 9.2

The function SHT(S C ,SI) defined by equations
19.3.5),
(9.3.4) and (9.3.6). This function specifies the dependency
of the uidth of trajectory displacement distribution on the
crossover position parameter Sc and iroase plane position
parameter Si in the Holtsmark regime and pertains to a
stigmatic crossover (r c *=0).

-4

Figire 9.3
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The function SPT(S C ,SI) given by equation (9.3.12). This
function
specifies the dependency of the uidth of
trajectory displacement distribution on the crossover
position parameter Sc and image plane position parameter Si
in the pencil beam regime and pertains to a stiematic
crossover (rc*=0).

= 4 |1 + 3S e (S c -l)|

(SC=S1)

(9.3.13)

This function has a minimum for Sc=l/2 (SPT( 1/2>=1). It is interesting
to note that the behaviour of the function S PT (S C ) is in this respect
opposite to that of SHTa(S c ), given by equation (9.3.10). The keyobservation here is that the magnitude of the trajectory displacement
effect decreases with the beam radius in case of an extended beam, while
it increases with the beam radius for a pencil beam. The behaviour of
S H T » ( S C ) and S P T ( S C ) can now be understood from the fact that the
maximum beam radius in the section becomes minimum for S q =l/2. The
total variation of the function S P T ( S C ) within the full St-range
(0<Sc<l) is a factor 4 ( S P T ( 0 ) = S P T ( 1 ) = 4 ) , which is considerably larger
than the corresponding variation of the function Sni(S t )>
Substitution of equation (9.3.11) into equation (9.3.3) yields

The reader might verify that the numerical data of p*z(Ar*) for the case
Sc=S,-l/2. which is plotted in figure 9.1, agrees with equations (9.3.5)
and (9.3.U).
The scaled function p*(k*) follows from equation (9.2.12)
QP

p*(k*) = -2— p(k) =
S

j

dir* p 2 *(ir*) [1 - J0(k*Ar*)]
0

(9.3.15)

vith k*=kS. This integral was evaluated numerically for the case
Sc"Si=l/2 starting from the numerical data for P2*(ir*). The results are
plotted in figure 9.4.
The behaviour of the function p*(k*) can be understood from the
analysis Df the two particle distribution p2*(Ar*). For vo*-*00 one may
use equation (9.3.5). By substitution into equation (9.3.15) one finds
after integration
^ ^

1

5

(9.3.16)

similar to the derivation of equation (5.8.14). The numerical factor in
the right hand side of equation (9.3.16) is equal to 0.36734, as follows
with
equation
(9,3,6).
Equation
(9.3.16) constitutes
a
good
approximation of p*(k*) for intermediate k*-values, especially in
combination with large vo*.
Substitution of equation (9.3.14) into equation (9.3.15) yields
after integration

l i l ^

(9.3.17)

similar to the derivation of equation (5.8.19). The numerical factor in
the right hand side of equation (9,3.17) is equal to 0.45553. Equation
(9,3.17) constitutes a good approximation of p*(k*) for large k*-values,
especially in combination with small vo*.
For small k*-values the function p*(k*) becomes quadratic in k*.
We define
i

(9.3.18)
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10°

102

figure 9.4

The sealed function p*(k*) corresponding to the trajectory
displacement distribution generated in a homocentrie team
segment with a crossover in the middle (S c =l/2>,
plotted
for different
values of the maximum transverse
velocity
vo*. The results pertain to the virtual
displacements
observed in the crossover plane (Sj=ScK

Pifftre 9.5

The function p*2(vo*> defined by (ujuafion (9.3.18)
tor
S c =5i=l/2 and its approximation given by equation
(9.3.21).
This function gives the vt*-dependeaey of the function
p*(k*), plotted in figure 9.4, for k*»0.
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The small k*-behaviour can directly be related to the second moment
the two-particle distribution p*2(ir*)
p2*(vo*,Sc,Si)

of

(9.3.19)

as can be seen from equation (9.3.15) by expanding the Bessel function
for small values of its argument ( J 0 U ) * l-z 2 M + • • • ) . We evaluated
the quantity <Arz*z> numerically as function of vo*. Sc and Si. For
vo*-»<»> and Sc=Si=l/2 it was found that
(9.3.20)

p2*(»,l/2,l/2)- 0.273

The results obtained for Sc=Si=l/2 and different vo*-values are plotted
in figure 3.5. The data can be fitted using

„
For comparison this approximation is included in figure 9.5. In order to
evaluate the general behaviour of the function pz*(vo*,Sc,Si) we
computed the quantity <Ar2*z> for all combinations of vo*, S c and Si
with Sc=0.1,0.2,•••.(>.9; St=-0.5,-0.4, •••,!.6 and v 0 *=10, 100 and 1000.
The results obtained for vo*>lOO and S C =S! can be approximated by
Pa»*(vo4,Sc,Sc) = pz*(»,l/2,l/2) [1 + O.682(Sc-0.5) - 0.739(Sc-0.5)z]
(v»*>100)

(9.3.22)

which is a inonotonically increasing function of Sc (0<:Sc<l), which
levels off for Sc-»1. The quantity <Ar2*2> increases strongly when
S c *Si. For all considered vo*-values it was found that the results for
Sc<<Si or Sc>>Si can be approximated as
P2»*(vo*,Sc,Si) = pe*(«.l/2.1/2) 113v o * 1 ' 2 (S t -Si) 2
(S c «Si or

(9.3.23)

On first sight the square root dependency on v<>* is somewhat surprising.
The reader might verify, with the scaling relations of equation (7.5.6),
that the result for <Avxz> given by equation (8.3.18) leads, according
to the relation between Ar and Av x for Si-»±« given by equation (9.2.1),
to a quadratic dependency on vo*.
However, it should be recalled that
equation (8.3.18) is based on complete collisions. This renders equation
(9,2.1) inapplicable as was discussed in section 9,2.
For further use it is convenient to define the function
PcT(vo*,S€,Si) as
PcTfvoSSe.Sj) = (pi*(vo*.Sc,Si)/p2*(»,l/2,l/2)J>^

(9.3.24)

Combining the analysis of equations (9.3.21), (9.3.22) and (9.3.23) we
postulate
that
tha function P C T ( V O * , S C , S i ) can in
general
be
approximated as
PcT»(vo*,Sc,Si)

[PcTi(vo*,Sc)it

(9.3.25>

with
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D.682(Si-0.5> - 0.739<St-0.5)2]'
(1 + 1 . 4 0 / v o * 8 " ) " *

(9.3.26)

Equations (9.3.19). (9.3.20), (9.3.24), <9.3.25) and (9.3.26) constitute
a good approximation for the numerical data of <ara*2> for all
considered values of the parameters vo*. S c and Si, To illustrate the
dependency on the parameters Sc and Si the exact numerical data obtained
for the function PcT(vo*=1000,Sc,St) is plotted in figure 9.6.

0.9

Figure 9.6

-O.5

The function PcT<vo*,St,Si ) defined by equations
(9.3.24),
(9.3.19) and (3,3.20) for v<>*=1000. This function
specifies
the dependency of the width of trajectory
displacement
distribution
on the erossover position parameter S, and
image plane position parameter Si in the Gaussian regime
and pertains to a stigmatic crossover (r c *=0).

The scaled
equation (9.2.13)
p*(ar") =

displacement

r-1

distribution p*(Ar*)

follows

-4Sp*(k*)
k*dk*

from

(9.3.27)

'o
The second moment of this distribution is determined by the small k*
behaviour of the function p*(k*). Using equations (5.5.4) (with m=2) and
(9.3.18) one may write
< 4 r *2>

=

(9.3.28)

This relation can also be obtained from equation (9.3.19), using
equation (5.5.10) (with m=2). We evaluated the FWHM of the distribution
p*(4r*) numerically for Sc=Si=l/2 and various vo—values, starting from
the numerical data obtained for p*(k*). The results are plotted in
figure 9.7. Figure 9.8 shows the results for vo*=100, Sc=l/2 and various
Si values. Different regimes snouio be distinguished by the type of the
generated trajectory displacement distribution. The occurrence of the
different regimes depends on the value of the scaled linear particle
density X and the pencil beam factor Xc, which are defined by equations
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icr-

10
10

Fiffir* 9.7

The FVfflt of the trajectory distribution p*(ir«) generated
in a homocentrie beam segment with a crossover in the
middle (S c =l/2), plotted for different
values of the
aaximim transverse veloeity vo*. The results represent the
virtual
displacements observed in the crossover plane
(Si=S c ). The depicted fit is defined equations
(9.3.37),
(9.3.40) and (9.3.39).

ttauw 9.8

The FVHM o / the trajectory distribution p*(ar*) generated
in a homoceptiie beam segment with a crossover in the
middle (S c =l/2), plotted for different locations of the
image plane, uhieh is specified by the parameter St. The
results pertain to a beam for uhich the maxiiaim transverse
veloeity
v,«=100. The depicted fit is defined equations
(9.3.37), (9.3.38) and (9.3.39).
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(7.3.22) and (7.5.28) r e s p e c t i v e l y :
I . Gaussian regime. For X^ulO-J and Xc>>l the d i s t r i b u t i o n p*(Ar*) i s
dominated by the small k* behaviour described by equations ( 9 . 3 . 1 8 ) .
This leads to a two-dimensional Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n with a FUHM which
i s equal t o
FWHMG* = 4 f p 2 * ( ' » , l / 2 a / 2 ) l n 2 ] " z

PcT(vo*,St.Si) £«'*

= 1.740 P C T ( V 0 * , S C , S , I K " 2

(9.3.25)

where the function PCT(VO*,S C ,Si) can be approximated by
P C T » ( V Q 4 , S C . S i ) , which is defined by equation (9.3.25).
may approximate FWHMc*=FWHMGi*, with
PWHMci* = 1.740 PcTi(v o 4 ,S t ) X " *

the function
For Si=Si one

(S^Sj)

where the function PCTI(vo*,S t ,S,) is given by (9.3.26).
may approximate F W H M G * = F W H M C Z " , with
FWHMca* = 18.5 I S C - S ^ v 0 * " 4 K 1 '*

(9.3.30)
For Sc#Si one

(Sc#Si)

(9.3.31)

as follows from equations (9.3.29) and (9.3.25).
II Weak complete collision regine. This regime becomes only manifest for
Sc+Sj, It can directly be related to the corresponding regime for
the distribution of angular deflections, see equations (8.3.22) and
(8.3.23). For the present case of a homocentric beam segment with a
crossover (rc=0) it was found from the numerical data for FWHM* that
FWHMw* = 42.105 ISJ-SJI V O * Jf2

(9.3.32)

which is in agreement with equation (8.3.23), utilizing
(9.2.1) and the scale relations of equation (7.5.5).

equation

Ill) Holtsaark regime. For X«10-» and x t » l the distribution p*(Ar*)
is dominated by the large k*-behaviour described by equation (9.3.16).
Substitution into equation (9.3.27) yields

- -If
2

" J

with C3,£=8Tpr{l/4)Is/9r(3/4)=1.4694. This distribution is the twodimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution, plotted in figure 5.4
(curve corresponding to 7=3/2). The FWHM of this distribution is given
by
FWHMH* - 2.6554

2'r(i/4)'i5
3tM;.(3M)2;3

S.i<Sc.S>)r«'3

(9.3.34)

as follows with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1. The numerical constant
in the right hand sight of equation (9.3.34) is equal to 3.4320, using
the value of Is given by equation (9.3.6).
IV) Pencil beaa regiae For jtc<<l the distribution p*(Ar*) is dominated
by the k*-behaviour given by equation (9.3.17)
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CD

2n

19.3.35)

in

with Ci ,3=(2/3)1';)72r(5/6)/7rU/6)=1.8221. This distribution is referred
to as the two-dimensional pencil beam distribution, see figure 5.4
(curve corresponding to T = 1 / 3 ) . The FWHM of this distribution is given
by

=• .013013 jj ^(1/6 I S " (Sc ' Si) V ° * ' * 3

FHHMP*

(9.3.36)

as follows with equation (5.9.15) and table 5.1. The constant
right hand sight of equation (9.3.36) is equal to 0.078729.
In order to interpolate equations (9.3.29),
and (9.3.36) we use
FWHM* = FWHMo* HCT(X,Vo*,S E ,St)

(9.3,32),

FWHMo* = 3.4320X2'3

,

in the

(9.3.34)

(9.3.37)

where the function H C T ( K , V O * , S C , S I ) is defined as

fFWHMo* I 6 . fFWHMo'Vl 1 "^
H C T(K,VO*,S C ,SI) = { [(

lFWHMpJ

which is identical to

I

I"7

*,5c)eJ

1-"*

5

Vo*6X2Sp T (S c ,Si) 6 "J

in which the constants A, B, C and D are given by

A = 58.88 ,

B = 25.42 ,

C = 6.38 10-J ,

D = 5.415 10-*

(9.3.39)

For t h e case S t =Sj equation (9.3.38) reduces t o
ff
CT

C

'° '

1

IISHT(SC)

\1>J

AX
6

6

16B

1-7/6

XC2SPT(SC)6"J

PCTI(VO*,S C > ]

(Sc=Si)
where

the pencilbeam factor Xc is defined by equation

function

SHT(SC)

can

be

approximated by

the

function

(9.3.40)

(7.5.28). The
SMT»(SC)

of

equation (9.3.10). The function Sp T (S c ) is given by equation (9.3.13).
For comparison the fit of equations (9.3.37) and (9.3.38) is included in
the figures 9,7 and 9.8.
Similar results can be derived for the Full Width median
of the trajectory displacement distribution p(Ar). The results for the
individual regimes can be determined from the FWHM-values by means of
equations (8.5.43), The general expression far the entire range of
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operating conditions becomes
FW50* - 1.2505 FWHMo* HCT(K.V O *,S<, ,5,)

(9.3.41)

similar to equation (9,3.37). The function HcT(X,vt*,Sc,Si) is again
given by equation (9.3.38), now taking the constants A, B, C and D equal
to
A = 225.2 ,

B = .1439 . C = 1.25 10-* , D = 5.768 10- 8

(9.3.42)

instead of the values given by equation *(9.3.39).
By removing the scaling in equation (9.3.37) one obtains for the
FWHM of the trajectory displacement distribution (using FWHMr=«FWHM*)
1 ^
FWHMr = CCHT Hci(X,vo*,Sc,Si)

y t M

(9.3.43)

t)J

where the constant CCHT is given by
r(l/4)*'3J.ss/:j

in"-*

in1'3

IT
using the numerical value of Is given by equation (9.3.6). In the case
of electrons one finds CCHT=1.8837 in Si-units. Equation (9.3.43), in
combination with equation (9.3,38), constitutes the main result of this
section. It gives the FWHM of the trajectory displacement distribution
p(&r) generated in a homocentric beam segment with a crossover (rc=0)
for the entire range of operating conditions.
We conclude this section by investigating the dependencies on
the experimental parameters in the main regimes covered by equations
(9.3.43) and (9.3,38).
For X^O.Ol and xc»l
one may approximate
HCT«SSHT(S( ,Si) uhich yields the result for the Holtsmark regime
J213I2I3

FWHMr = CCHT S H T ( S C , S 1 )

v4;3g

^ ,3

(9.3.44)

which can also be found directly from equation (9.3.34).
For x£o.O5 and x c » l one obtains the result for the
regime
FWHMr = CCCT P d ^ o . S t . S i )

Gaussian

(9.3.45)

vta;l8a

where the constant CCCT is given by
[P2*(°M/2,l/2)ln2] 1 ' z
CCCT

in which the constant pe*(».l/2,l/2) is specified by equation (9.3.20).
In the case of electrons one finds CeGT=O-215 in Si-units.
For S t *Si, Xt>>l and intermediate X-values one obtains the
result for the weak complete collision regime.
By removing the scaling
in equation (9.3.32) it follows that
FWHMr - Ccw* |SC - Sj| — —
where
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the

constant

CCWA is defined

(9.3.46)
in

equation

(8.3.24).

Equation

(9.3.46) and (8.3.24} fulfil equation '9.2.11, using that Aa-Av /vz.
This implies that the spatial broadening described bv equation <rT).3.4t>>
is the result of the angular deflections produced by weak complete
collisions.
For Xc c< l equation (9.3.38) gives HCT*9.033*1O-*SPT<S C ,S,>XC " 3 .
Substitution in equation (9.3.43) yields
FWHMr = CCPT S PT (S c ,Si)

IJa0LJ

(9.3.47)

y5>i!

where the constant CCPT is given by

fl8r(5/6)\3 1
CCpT - .013013 I ^ ^ A)) 6it-J2
T-x

m3'2
^ r - 6.9218 10-5

J L

m3'2

Equation (9.3.47) can also be derived directly from equation (9.3.36).
In the case of electrons one finds CCPT=4.1287X10 2 » in Si-units.

9.4

Hoaocentric cylindrical bean segment

In this section we will consider the case of a monochromatic
homocentric cylindrical beam, which is succeeded by a lens. The angular
displacement A»=Avx/Vj experienced by a particle in the cylindrical
beam segment results in a spatial shift Arr oc in the backfocal plane of
the lens which is given by equation (9.2.2). It should be emphasized
that arroc is entirely determined by Aa only and does not depend on the
spatial displacement experienced by the particle in the cylindrical beam
segment. Accordingly, the trajectory displacement distribution p(A»fOc)
in the backfocal plane of the lens is fully determined by the
distribution p(Av x ) generated in the cylindrical beam segment. This
distribution was calculated in section 8.4.
Combining equations (9.2.2) and (8.4.28) the FWHM of the
distribution p(ATfoc) can in general be expressed as
I L f
FWHMr = FWHMo f = CPHA Hp»U*,r 0 *) ^ ^ i

n

(9.4.1)

in which f denotes the focal distance of the lens. The constant CFHA and
the function Hp«(X*,vo*) are given by equations (8.4.28) and (8.4.26)
respectively. Equation (9.4.1) covers the entire range of operating
conditions. As described in section 8.4, three regimes should be
distinguished by the type of distribution which is generated : The
Gaussian regime, the Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime. The
corresponding results for the individual regimes can directly be
obtained from equations (8.4.30), (8.4.29) and (8.4.31) respectively,
again using FWHMr=FWHMaf.
It is interesting to compare the effects generated in a
homocentric cylindrical beam with radius ro *o those generated in a
homocentric beam segment with a crossover in the middle and beam semiangle ao=2ro/L. The length L is the same for both geometries. This
choice of parameters implies that the beam radius at the entrance and
the exit plane of the beam segment is the same for both geometries, see
figure 9.9.
Assume that a lens focusses the beam in a spot at a
distance L/2 from the end of the beam segment. For the crossover this
implies that the transverse magnification from the crossover
to this
image plane equals unity. For the cylindrical beam it implies that
f=L/2. We now define the ratio R as
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Figure 9.9

R

Schematic view of two beam geometries in a segment of
length
L between tuo lenses. One is a homooentric
cylindrical beam (ao=O) and the other is a honocentric beam
segment with a crossover in the middle (rc=0, S t =l/2). The
corresponding contributions to the trajectory displacement
effect observed in the succeeding crossover (located at a
distance L/2 after the second lens) are compared, see
equations (9A.4) and (9.4.6).

_ FWHMr,crossover
FWHMrt c y i i n d e r

__ F W H M r , c r o s s o v e r
f FWHMa,cy1inder

S u b s t i t u t i o n o f e q u a t i o n s ( 9 . 3 . 4 3 ) and ( 9 . 4 . 1 )
CCHI
21'3

HCT(S.VQ*,1/2.1/2)

J. • J4 i o

HP»(4K,VO*/2)

(9.4.2)
yields

HCT(^,VO*,1/2,1/2)

(9.4.3)

where it was used that ro=a0L/2 and f=L/2, which implies ro*=vo*/2 and
X*=4X. The last relation follows from the definitions of X and A*, given
by equations (7.3.22) and (7.4.18) respectively.
The results for the individual regimes can be determined from
equation (9.4.3) or directly from equation (9.4.2) by substituting the
corresponding results fir the FWHM-values. For the Gaussian regime one
finds
RG = .948

PCT(VO\1/2,1/2)
(Gaussian regime)

(S.4.4)

PPA(VO*/2)

Utilizing equations (9.3.25), (9.3.26), (8.4.20) and (8.4.16) this gives
lim RG = 0.948
Vo *-H»

,

lim RG = 0.116
Vq *-»0

(9.4.5)

Practical
conditions correspond to V O * > > 1 ,
for which
RG«0.948.
Similarly, one finds for the Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime
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I

RH = 1.34
Ri> = 0.333

(Holtsmark regime)
(Pencil beam regime)

{9.4,6)

Equations (9.4.5) and (9.4.6) show that the ratio R of the magnitude of
the trajectory displacement effect, generated in the two different
geometries, is in general a simple numerical constant, which differs
slightly for the various regimes. However, for all regimes the ratio R
is close to unity, which implies that the size of the trajectory
displacement effect generated in the beam segment with a crossover is of
the same order of magnitude as the effect generated in the cylindrical
beam.
On first sight this result is perhaps somewhat surprising.
Clearly, the particle density becomes much higher in the case of a
crossover than for a cylindrical beam. For that reason one might
conjecture that the trajectory displacement effect generated in the
crossover is considerably larger too. Indeed, the deviations from the
unperturbed trajectories will be larger in the case of a crossover than
for a cylindrical beam. However, what counts is the virtual broadening
in the reference plane. Here, one should realize that the final lateral
spatial shift and velocity shift generated in the segment with a
crossover are partly cancelled out by the extrapolation to a virtual
position in the crossover plane. Our calculation shows that the
resulting virtual broadening is of the same order of magnitude as the
broadening generated in a cylindrical beam. It should be noted that the
situation is quite different for the Baersch effect, as the reader might
verify from the results presented in chapter 7. The Boersch effect,
which
is related to the generated axial velocity spread, will be much
larger for the crossover case than for the cylindrical beam.

9.S

Beam segment with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions

So
tar we considered the trajectory displacement
effect
generated in the extreme cases of a homocentric beam segment with a
crossover and a homocentric cylindrical beam segment respectively. We
now wish to consider the general case of a beam segment with a crossover
which has some finite non-zero radius r c . For a homocentric crossover
<rc=0) it was found that the trajectory displacement effect is, in
general,a function of four theoretical parameters, namely X, vo*. Sc
and Si, as is formally expressed by equation (9.3.37). For a crossover
of arbitrary dimensions the results will,in addition, depend on the
scaled crossover radius rc*"re/J and one ends up with five independent
parameters. We note that it is sometimes more convenient to use the
do,vo-scaling, defined by equation (7.3.2), instead of the S,w-scaling,
given by equation (6,13.1). In this representation the parameters vo*
and re* are replaced by the parameters K and r c . The relation between
both sets of parameters is given by equation (7.5.6). Clearly, in both
representations one requires five independent theoretical parameters to
describe the general case.
A straightforward analysis of the dependency on all five
parameters is rather involved. In principle, one could extend the
approach outlined in section 9.3 to include the dependency on rc*.
However, such ?jn approach would require an extreme large number of
numerical evaluations of the two-particle distribution p* 2 (4r ft ), while
each evaluation now requires the solution of a four-dimensional integral
instead of a two-dimensional integral, as can be seen from equation
(9.2.11). We therefore did not attempt a systematic approach to this
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problem. Instead ws will use an approximate method starting from the
results obtained for the extreme cases of a homocentric beam segment
with a crossover and a homocentric cylindrical beam -egment.
In order to get some indication of the dependency on the scaled
crossover radius r c * we evaluated the case Sc=Si=l/2 and vo*=2OO for
various values of r ( * employing our numerical model. The results for the
scaled FWIfil of the trajectory displacement distribution p*(Ar*) are
plotted in figure S.LQ.
We recall that for practical operating
conditions the scaling length $ is of the order 10-sm (for V=10kV and
L=0.1m one finds 6=llt.2fm). Accordingly, the data of figure 9.10
indicates that the dependency on r c * is rather weak for the investigated
circumstances. Thus, contrary to the Boersch effect, the trajectory
displacement effect generated in a narrow crossover is not very
sensitive to the crossover radius.
We will now exploit the slice-method, which is outlined in
section 5.11, to investigate the dependency on the parameters vo* and
r c * (or K and f c ) in a more systematic way. The analysis presented here
is similar to that of section 8,6, concerning the distribution p(iv j.
The essence of the slice-method is expressed by equation <5.11.1). This
equation states that one may calculate the total displacement generated
in a beam segment by adding linearly the displacements generated in a
large number of thin cylindrical slices.
The basic assumption is that
the contributions of the individual slices to the total displacement
experienced by the test particle are entirely correlated. Such is to be
expected when the deviations from the unperturbed trajectories are
small. Accordingly, one should only apply the slice-method when the
distribution p(Ar) is dominated by weak collisions. This type of
analysis is therefore restricted to the Holtstnark regime and the pencil
beam regime.
Let us first consider the Holtsmark regime. According to
equation (8.4.29) the contribution of a single slice at axial position z
of length
iz
to the FWHM of the
total trajectory displacement
distribution p(Ar) can be expressed as
J2 / 3

(Z—Zi )AZ

in which z c and z x denote the z-coordinates of the crossover and the
image plane respectively. For the calculation of the distribution p(ar)
in a beam segment with a narrow crossover we will use
I f Zt
AFWHM I
FWHMr = I t dz sign(z-2c)
1 J
z0
**
'

(9.5.2)

The sign-function is included to account for the fact that the angular
deflection experienced by the test particle during a weak collision with
a single field particle changes of sign when the field particle crosses
the beam axis (or in fact the reference trajectory which is here
identical to the beam axis). The quantity AFWHMr, given by equation
(9.5.1), can become negative depending on the sign of the quantity z-Zi.
Notice that the sign-changes of the quantities z-zc and z-zi cancel out
when zc=Zi. Equation (9.5.2) presupposes that the field particle crosses
the axis exactly in the crossover. This approximation is only justified
when the crossover is narrow (K>>1), Equation (9.5.2) is therefore not
suited to describe a nearly cylindrical beam segment. However, the
extreme case of a cylindrical segment (K=0) is covered too by taking
Zr=Zo or Z c =Zl.
Substitution
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of

equation

(9.5.1) into

equation

(9.5.2)

and

integration yields equation (9.3.44),
now r e p l a c e d by
SHT,(Sc.Si.it)

| 3 S C - 2 S t * 3/2K
= I (1/K + 2Sc)1/3

+

where the

function

3 ( 1 - S C ) - 2(1-3,.)
+ 3/2K
[1/K * 2 ( l - S e ) J t i 3
(9.5.3)

i n w h i c h we a p p r o x i m a t e d
CPHA

3

1.1179 * 1

CCHT V ' 3

(9.5.4)

The constants CPH* and CCHT are defined in equations (8.4.28) and
(9.3.43) respectively. The function Sma(S'c ,Si ,K) is the generalization
of the function SHTa(Sc,Si) given by equation (9.3,7). Both equations
become identical for K-H». A S was mentioned previously, one should
realize that the derivation of equation (9.5.3) presupposes K » l .
However, correct results for K*0 are obtained if one takes S c =0 or Sc=l.
Let us now consider the pencil beam
regime. According to
equation (8.4.31) the contribution of a single slice at axial position z
of length
Az to the total distribution of trajectory displacements
p(Ar) can be expressed as
iFWHMr = CPPA ^ Y [1

+

ao|z-zc|/rt] (z-2i) Az

(9.5.5)

Substitution into equation (9.5.2) and integration yields
(9.3.47), where the function Spi(Sc,Si) is now replaced by
SPT,(SC.SI,K) =

4 - 6(SC+Si) + 12ScSi +

1

Scg -

equation

Si(l-2S C )|

^

( g 5 6 )

I

in which we used that
- 12 C C P T

(9.5.7)

as follows from the definitions of the constants CCP* and C C P T . The
function SpT,(Sc,s,,K) is the generalization of the function Spi i (S c ,S 1 )
given by equation (9.3.12). These equations become identical for K-*».
As in the case of the Holtsmark regime it should be noted that equation
(9.5.6) is only valid for K>>1, while correct results for K-»0 are
obtained if one takes S c =0 or S c =l.
The remaining task is to extend the results for the Gaussian
regime and the weak complete collision regime. For the latter it was
found that the scaled FWHW follows equation (9.3.32). This result is
directly related to the corresponding FWHM of the angular deflection
distribution, which is specified by equation (8.3.24). Accordingly, it
is reasonable to extend equation (9.3.32) for the case rc*0 as
FWHMw* = 42.105 JSc-Si| (1 + .O8275vo*2rc*) v 0 * X*

(9.5.8)

using the approximation of f^rc) given by equation (8.3.10) and the
relation r c =4vo* 2 r c *.
In order to obtain a systematic analysis of the dependency of
the FWHM in the Gaussian regime on the parameters vo*, r c * , S c and Si
one should extend the numerical calculations of the mean square value
<Ar*z> to include non-zero rc*-values. As we did not perform such a
systematic analysis and we will just present some provisional results to
cover this case. The data of figure 9.10 shows that the FWHM of the
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Figure 9.10 The FWHM of the trajectory distribution
p*(ar*) generated
in a beam segment with a crossover in the middle (S c =l/2),
plotted for different values of the sealed crossover radius
r t *.
The results
represent
the virtual
displacements
observed in the crossover plane (Si=S,) and pertain to a
bean (or which the maximum transverse velocity vo*=200.

scaled trajectory displacement distribution falls of with rc * as
FWHMGi*(rc*=O)
FWHMGI* =

(1

Therefore, we g e n e r a l i z e
(9.3.26) a s
PcTi(vo*,rc*,Sc) =

the function
0.682(St-0.5) 1.40/vo*«"

vo*=2OO)
P e n specified

(9.5.9)
by equation

(9.5.10)

which should yield accurate results for most conditions, but may
overestimate the exact result for small Vo*-values in combination with
large r£*-values. These conditions pertain to a nearly cylindrical
extended beam. Equation (9.3.26) is relevant for the case St=Si. We did
not further investigate the case S C *S| and we will use equation (9.3.31)
also for non-zero rc'-values.
The modifications outlined above have to be introduced in the
general
expression for the FWHM of the trajectory
displacement
distribution given by equation (9.3.43). This equation remains valid for
a beam segment of arbitrary dimensions, provided that one replaces the
original function H C T ( K , V O * , S C ,Si) by a function
HcT(X,v»*,rc*,S,; ,Sj)
which depends also on rc*. Similar to the derivation of equation
(9.3.38) it was found that
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HcT(X,v o i ,r c *,S c ,S 1 )

The constants A, B, C and D remain the same and are specified by
equation (9,3.39), The functions SHT(S C ,Si,K;, SPT(S C .Si,K> can be
approximated by the expressions given by equations (9,5.3) and (9,5.6)
respectively, while the function PCTI(vo*,r c i ,SC) is defined by equation
(9.5.10). Notice that K=Vo*/2rc*, as expressed by equation (7.5.6).
Correct results for K-tO are obtained by substituting S c =0 or S c =l, as
was mentioned in the derivation of the functions SHTSCSC,Si,K) and
SpTa(St.Si,K). Equations (9.3.43) and (9.5.11) constitute the main
results of this chapter. The modifications required to obtain the Full
Width median
value FWso are indicated by equations (9.3.41) and
(9.3.42).

9.6

Trajectory displacement and angular deflection distribution

In this section we will investigate the results of the previous
section for the limiting cases Si«> and K-»0. Our objective is to clarify
the relation with the equations for the FWHM of the distribution of
angular deflections presented in chapter 8. The results for the
different regimes involved will be investigated separately.
According to equation (9.2.1) the relation between FWHMr and
can in general be expressed as
FffHM

FWHMa = lim+<n J ^ J

(9.6.1)

utilizing that T=L/v* and Aa*4v±/vz. Equation (9.6.1) expresses that the
trajectory displacement effect observed in a far removed reference plane
is entirely the result of angular deflections.
For the Holtsmark regime the FWHM of the trajectory displacement
distribution is given by equation (9.3.44). For the general case the
function S H T can be approximated by the function S H T » , which is given by
equation (9,5.3). Substitution into equation (9.6.1) yields
2

which
is
in
agreement
approximating that

5^7

=

Lic.x.^,,,^,1

( 9 6 2 >

|
with

equations

=1.1179*1

(8.5.31)

and

(8.5.20),

(9.6.3)

equivalent to equation (9.5.4). The constant I 5 is given by equation
(9.3.6).
For
the pencil beam regime the FWHM of the
trajectory
displacement distribution is given by equation (9.3.47). The function
SpT can be approximated by the function S P T » , which is given by equation
(9.5.6). Substitution into equation (9.6.1) yields
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(9.6.4)

which is in agreement with equations (8.5.35) and (8.5.21), using that
6CCPT

= CCPH

(9.6.5)

as follows from the definition of the constants CCPT and C C P A .
For the weak complete collision regime one may verify that
substitution of equation (9.3.46) into equation (9.6.1) directly leads
to the FWHMa given by equation (8.3,24). Notice that equation (9.3.46)
pertains to the case r c =0. For the general ease the function f^Fc) was
included, using that rc:=4vo*!rci, as expressed by equation (9.5.8). For
the Gaussian regime one can not simply relate the results obtained for
FWHMr to those obtained for FWHMa, as was discussed in section 9.2.
Another extreme case which is of interest is that of a nearly
cylindrical beaut. In terms of the parameter K, which is defined by
equation (7.3.1), this case corresponds to K-»0. We will demonstrate that
the following relation between FWHMa and FWHMr should exist when weak
collisions are dominant
FWHMr = |Si - 1/2|L FWHMa

<K*0, weak collisions)

(9.6.6)

This equation can be understood from the observation that c weak
collision in a homocentric cylindrical beam segment leads to a virtual
spatial displacement Ar which is proportional to the distance from the
reference plane to the middle of the beam segment (=|Si-l/2|L) times the
total angular displacement Act caused by the collision. This observation
can be understood as follows. Assume that .i field particle exerts a
lateral force F^ on f he test particle during the flight through the beam
segment from z<> to Zi. As the particles are initially running along
parallel trajectories and only experience a small deviation from these
trajectories the force F ± will approximately be constant. The angular
displacement Ha of the test particle can therefore be expressed as
Zl

"I-

im -

,

F,
dz —±-

F.L
= -^—

(9.6.7)

zo
with L=zj-zo. Similarly, the virtual displacement Ar in
plane at z=zr can be expressed as

Ar

|
Z

|

|
jnvzz

J
"

|

a

reference

T

2mvzz

(9.6.8)

using that z r -zo=SiL. The derivation of equation (9.6.8) i s equivalent
to that of equation (5.3,7). From equations (9.6.7) and (9,6.8) one
finds
i r = JSi - 1/2|L ia

(9.6.9)

By assuming that this result applies to all interactions of the test
particle with the individual field particles one obtains equation
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(9.6.6).
Let us now verify whether our results based on weak interactions
fulfil equation (9.6.6). The analysis of the previous sections showed
that weak incomplete interactions in an extended beam generate a
Holtsmark type of distribution with a PWHM which is given by equation
(9.3.4-4). The FWHM of the distribution generated by weak incomplete
interactions in a pencil beam is given by equation (9.3.47). Weak
complete collisions are absent for K-»0 and the corresponding regime
becomes only manifest for K » l . The Gaussian regime is dominated by
strong collisions and the corresponding results will not fulfil equation
(9.6.6). Accordingly, the analysis here should be restricted to the
Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime.
The dependency of FWHMr on S c , Sj and K is for the Holtsmark
regime described by the function S H T » ( S C , S i , K ) , specified by equation
(9,5.3). The derivation of this function presupposes that S c =0 or St=l
for K-»0. By power expansion one finds
- SC2 - Si + 2S c S,
Taking Sc=0 or Sc=l one obtains with equation (9.3.44)
22/3

Similarly, one obtains from equation (8.5.20)
j

K)

K
K

|1 - 2S C |

Taking Sc=0 or Sc=l this gives with equation (8.5.31)

22/3
K » FWHMa - CCH. _ ^

IL
- _

(9.6.11)

Indeed equations (9,6.10) and (9.6.11) satisfy equation (9.6.f>) within
the approximation of equation (9.6.3).
The dependency of FWHMr on S c , Si and K is for the pencil beam
regime described by the function S P T J ( S C , S i , K ) ,
specified by equation
(9,5.6). By power expansion one finds
lin; SpTa(Sc,Si,K) = \ \\ - S c * - S t (l-2S C )|
Taking Sc=0 or Sc=l one obtains with equation (9.3.47)

m ™ r=12
From equation (8.5.21) one obtains
lig Sp»,(Sc,K) - ^ jl - 2S C |
Taking Sc=0 or Sc=l this gives with equation (8.5.35)
£ig FWHMa - 2 C C P A ^~~

(9.6.13)

Utilizing the relation between the constants CCPT and C C P * given by
equation (9.6.5) one sees that equations (9,6.12) and (9.6.13) satisfy
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equation (9.6.6).

9.7

Results for Gaussian angular and spatial distributions

The results of the previous sections apply to the case of an
uniform spatial and an uniform angular distribution.
Similar to the
analysis of the sections 7.6 and 8,7 we will nov determine the effective
width measures, reff and aert, of a Gaussian
spatial and angular
distribution respectively for which the equations obtained for uniform
distributions yield accurate results. We repeated the calculations
outlined in this chapter, now starting from the modified versions of
equation (9.2.J1) which are obtained by replacing either the uniform
distribution
in
v or the uniform distribution in r ± or
both
distributions by their Gaussian counterparts given by equations (7.6.1)
and (7.6.2) respectively. As the results are quite similar to those of
section 8.6 we will not go into detail.
For the Gaussian re&ime the numerical calculations of the mean
square broadening <ir*2> were reconsidered. It was found that the
equations obtained for the case of an uniform angular and an uniform
spatial distribution can be retrieved by using
«eff = -^ ffa ,

reff = -& fr

(Gaussian regime)

(9.7,1)

The weak complete collision regime is entirely determined by
angular deflections, as was discussed previously. Accordingly, one
should use equation (8.7.12) for the calculation of the effective width
measures of the Gaussian spatial and angular distribution.
For the Holtsmark regime and the pencil beam regime the
trajectory displacement effect is directly related to the distribution
of the lateral interaction force p(F ± ) occurring in the beam. As the
same holds true to for the corresponding regimes of the angular
deflection distribution we may take over the analysis of section 8.7.
For the Holtsmark regime the effective width measures should therefore
be calculated from equation (8.7.15). For the pencil bean regime one
should use equation (8.7.17).
The FWHM of the trajectory displacement distribution generated
in a beam segment with a crossover is in the case of an uniform angular
and an
uniform spatial distribution given by equations (9.3.43) and
(9.5,11).
The different regimes are implicitly covered by these
equations and the question arises hov to implement the results of this
section. The best approach is to use the full equations found for each
of
the four combinations of an uniform or a Gaussian
angular
distribution and an uniform or a Gaussian spatial distribution (uu, gg,
gu and ug) instead of employing the effective width measures aeff and
r e ft. This approach leads, for each of these cases, to a different
version of the function HcTd,vo*,r e *,S c ,Si), which is for an uniform
angular and an uniform spatial distribution (uu) given by equation
(9.5.11). For the resulting set of equations the reader is referred to
section 16.5, which summarizes the analytical prescriptions for the
calculation of the trajectory displacement effect.
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10. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS OH STATISTICAL INTERACTIONS

10.1

Introduction

This
chapter reports on some further
investigations
on
statistical Coulomb interactions in particle beams. Part of these
investigations
concern the verification of the validity of
the
assumptions underlying the calculations presented in the previous
chapters- The other investigations study the feasibility to extend the
model to beams located in an uniform acceleration field and
to
relativistic beams.
The extended two-particle model was outlined in chapter 5 and
applied to the Boersch effect, the effect of statistical angular
deflections and the trajectory displacement effect in the chapters 7, 8
and 9 respectively. These calculations pertain to the displacements
experienced by the test particles running along the central (on-axis)
reference trajectory in a rotational symmetric beam segment in drift
space. Furthermore, the calculations were restricted to initially
monochromatic beams with respect to the normal energy of the particles.
These simplification were introduced to facilitate the calculations,
assuming that they do not affect the results in any significant way.
This will be verified here,within the framework of the extended twoparticle model, by taking a more general approach.
First, we will treat the problem of including off-axis reference
trajectories. Rather than evaluating the effect for a specific on- or
off-axis reference trajectory we will evaluate the average result for
all possible reference trajectories in the beam. In general, the exact
solution of this problem requires the evaluation of an 8-dimensional
integral. However, for a homocentric beam the problem reduces to the
evaluation of a 4-dimensional integral, which can be handled by
numerical means. The cases of a homocentric cylindrical beam and a
homocentric beam segment with a crossover are studied. The expectation
is that if the central reference trajectory approximation is justified
for those extreme beam geometries it will be justified for any other
beam geometry as well. For Boersch effect produced in a beam segment
with a crossover one can not rely on this approach, since the case of a
homocentric crossover is not representative. As an alternative, an
approximating method will be used, which is in fact extremely accurate
for paraxial beams. The analysis shows that the average results for all
reference trajectories are in general 10% to 20% smaller than those
obtained for the central reference trajectory.
Next, the interaction effects generated in non-monochromatic
beams will be studied. The calculations are restricted to the extreme
cases of a homocentric cylindrical beam and a homocentric beam segment
with a crossover. The analysis shows that the impact of the initial
energy spread on the statistical interaction effects is negligible for
practical operating conditions.
Finally, some preliminary results will be presented of an
analysis to extend the model for statistical interactions to beams which
are accelerated or retarded and to high energy beams. It will be shown
that the extended two-particle model can straightforwardly be modified
to handle beams which are located in an uniform axial electrostatic
field. The modifications concern the dynamical part of the problem only.
The essential point is to treat the two-particle dynamics at the
entrance and the exit of the field in a proper way. The chapter
concludes with a brief discussion of the relativistic corrections
required to treat high energy beams, in which the particle velocities,
observed in the laboratory system, are comparable to the speed Df light.
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For a paraxial beam in drift space, one mav assume that the relative
velocities of the particles are small compared to the speed of light and
the required modifications only concern the coordinate transformation
between the laboratory system and the frame of reference moving with the
beam. The analysis shows that it is sufficient to replace the beam
potential
V, appearing in the final equations for the various
interaction effects, by the well-known relatlvistic potential V*.

10.2

Exact approach for off-axis reference trajectories

In section 5.6 we studied the required modifications of the
basic equations of the extended two-particle model to cover
off-axis
reference trajectories. It was shown that the function p(fc), defined by
equation (5.4.8), will have a non-vanishing imaginary part pi(k) when
the reference trajectory is off-axis. It was found that the impact of
the imaginary part p ^ k ) on the displacement distribution pieaf) is
twofold. The first order term in k of the imaginary part pi(k) leads to
an uniform shift of size <Aij>, which represents the space charge effect.
The third and higher order terms in k of the imaginary part pi(k) cause
the shifted distribution p(Ajj-<aq>) to become asymmetric, which means
that p(Aij-<Aij>)*p(-Aij+<iq>K

The symmetry in the problem can be restored by taking the
average over all possible reference trajectories. The odd-moments of the
resulting displacement distribution p(&i|) w i H b e zero, as for the onaxis reference trajectory, and the function p(k) will only have a real
part. In this section we will perform this type of calculation for some
extreme beam geometries and compare the results with those obtained
previously for the on-axis reference trajectorv. The objective of this
analysis is to show that the differences with the results obtained for
the on-axis reference trajectory are minor. This would, a posteriori,
justify the approach taken in the previous chapters. The space charge
shift <Ai)> occurring for the individual off-axis reference trajectories
will be calculated separately in chapter 11.

field

rigor* 10.1
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Unperturbed coordinates of an off-axis test particle and a
field particle at the lament that the field particle passes
the x.y-pJane of the laboratory system.

Figure 10.1 shows the unperturbed trajectories of a test and a
field
particle
at the moment that the field particle passes the
x,y-plane of the laboratory system. The z-axis of this system coincides
with the beam axis, while the x,y-plane coincides with the crossover
plane (for a cylindrical beam the choice of the x.y-plane is arbitrary).
The x-axis is chosen parallel to r ± t (thus ipt=0).
The set of
coordinates defining the unperturbed positions and velocities of the
test and field (or colliding) particle is equal to
i = (tt.Sc)

with

tc = (Jrvc,0,vc,#t.bi)
li = (r it ,v t ,*t)

(10.2.1)

Equation (10.2.1) should be compared with equation (5.2.1), which
applies to the on-axis reference trajectory (r x t=0,v t =0),
For a specific (on- or off-axis) reference trajectory the
integral over the distribution of field particles, appearing in the
definition of the two-particle distribution p(A£) given by equation
(5.4.10), can be expressed as

f d( p(|) = f dt
2it

»

2ir

(l-St)L

dvt f,(vc) f
f ^^- [ dr±c f r (r ±t±t) ff ^^- [ dbz
0

0

0

0

110.2.2)

-S C L

in which the distributions f» and fr correspond to distribution of
transverse velocities and the density distribution in the crossover
respectively. Equation (5.3.3) specifies these functions in case of
uniform
distributions and equation (5.3.4) in case of
Gaussian
distributions. Notice in equation (10.2.2) that the integration over
the angles \j/c and <0C are kept separate. For the on-axis reference
trajectory they can be combined into a single integration over the
relative angle *=\|/-#, due to the rotational symmetry of the problem. In
that case equation (10.2.2) leads back to equations (5.3,2) and (5.4.6).
In order
to determine the average over
all
reference
trajectories one should use
p(t)

=f

= f dvt £,(v t ) I ~ f dr xt f r (r i C ) J dtc p(fc)
J
j
j

o

(10.2.3)

V* o

in which the integral over Jt represents the 5-diinensional integral
given by equation (10.2.2). Equation (5.4.10) can now be expressed as
f dftPClt) | dtep(tc) S[AH - AlJ2(tt,tc)]

(10.2.4)

which represents an 8-dimensional integral. For short we will refer to
the results based on equation (10,2.4) as the results for the "average
reference trajectory", as opposed to the results for the "on-axis
reference trajectory" presented previously.
In order to facilitate the numerical calculations we will
concentrate on two extreme cases for which equation (10.2.4) reduces to
a 4-dimensianal integral. One case is that of a homocentric beam segment
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with $r=&c-tyi and v o =a o v 2 . The other case is that of a cylindrical
homocentric beam segment with an uniform current density distribution,
which leads to
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with *r=^t-iPt and r 0 the beam radius.
Let us first consider the case of a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment.
The distribution of axial velocity displacements p(Av2)
for the on-axis reference trajectory was calculated in section 7.4.
We
repeated the calculation of the scaled two-particle distributions
p2*<Av z *), now using the distribution of field and test particles given
bv equation (10.2.6). Figure 10.2a shows the results for different
values of the scaled beam radius ro*. For comparison we included,in the
same figure, the results obtained previously for the on-axis reference
trajectory. The second step is the calculation of the p*(k*)-transforiB,
defined by equation (7.4.11). The results of this step are shown in
figure 10.2b. The third and final step is the evaluation of the FWHM of
the scaled displacement distribution p^lAVz*), defined by equation
(7.4.17), as function of the scaled linear particle density X*. The
results of this step are given in figure 10.2c.
Similar calculations were carried out for the distribution of
transverse velocities ptAv^) generated in a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment. The results for the scaled two-particle distribution pz*(Av ± *),
the
p*(k*)-transform and
the FWHM of the scaled
displacement
distribution p*(Av ± i ) are shown in the figures 10.3a, 10.3b and 10.3c
respectively. The functions p*(k*) and p*lAv ± *) are defined by equations
(8.4.11) and (8.4.17) respectively. For comparison we included in the
same figures the results obtained for the on-axis reference trajectory,
which were presented previously in section 8.4.
The figures 10.2c and 10.3c, pertaining to the distributions
p*(AVi*) and p*(Av ± *) respectively, show similar features. For very
large values of the scaled beam radius ro* the two types of calculations
lead to identical results. This reflects that in a very wide beam most
of the reference trajectories are sufficiently far removed from the edge
of the beam to be treated as a central trajectory in an infinite wide
beam.
For
less
wide beams,
which are
nevertheless
extended
(Xp=4X*ro* 3 =\ro»l), the calculation for an average reference trajectory
leads to smaller results than that for the on-axis referencs trajectory.
This is due to the fact that the impact on a test particle moving along
the edge of the beam is smaller than on a central test particle. For
pencil beams (ip<<l) one finds different results for
p*(Avz*) and
p*(Av ± *). The displacements in axial velocity Av z are now fully
determined by axial separation of the particles, which is the same for
on- and off-axis test particles. Accordingly, figure 10.2c shows in the
pencil beam regime equal results for the average and the on-axis
reference trajectory.
However, the transverse velocity displacements
Av ± become zero when all particles are on a row, and increase
proportional to ro for small, but non-zero ro. Therefore, one should
expect that the impact on a particle moving along the edge of a pencil
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10.2 Comparison of the results for the on-axis and the average
reference trajectory for the axial velocity displacements
generated in a homoeentric cylindrical beam segment. The
figures 10.2a, 10.2b and 10.2e show the sealed tuo-particle
distribution
pi*(AVj*),
i l s transform p*(k*) and the FUHH
of
the scaled
displacement distribution
p*(ivz*)
respectively.
The results for the on-axis
reference
trajectory were plotted previously in the figures 7.7, 7.8
and 7.10.
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Figarm 10.3 Comparison of the results for the oo-axis and the average
reference
trajectory
for
the transverse
velocity
displacements generated in a homocentrie cylindrical beam
segment. The figures 10.3a. 10.3b and 10.3c show tht sealed
tvo-particle distribution pi'tav^*),
its transform p*(k*)
and the FWHH of the sealed displacement
distribution
p*(Avx*>
respectively.
The results
for the
on-axis
reference trajectory were plotted previously in the figures
8.4, 8.5 and 3.7.
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beam is larger than for a central particle. Accordingly, figure 10.3c
shows in the pencil beam regime larger results for the average reference
trajectorv than for the on-axis reference tiajectory.
Let us now consider the case of a homocentric beam segment with
a crossover. The scaled trajectory displacement distribution p*(Ar*> was
for the on-axi£ reference trajectory calculated in section 9.3. We
repeated this calculation, now using the distribution of field and test
particles given by equation (10.2,5). The final results for the FWHM of
p*(Ar*> are presented in figure 10.4. The reader might verify that the
characteristics of this plot are similar to that of figure 10.3c,
pertaining to the distribution of transverse velocity displacements
generated in a homocentric cylindrical beam. The plots of the twoparticle distributions pMir*) and the p*lk*) are omitted since they
are also quite similar to the corresponding plots obtained for a
homocentric cylindrical beam, which are snown in the figures 10.3a and
10.3b respectively.
The Boersch effect occurring in a beam segment with a crossover
could in principle be handled in the same way by evaluating the
distribution of axial velocities p(Avz) for a homocentric beam. However,
since the Boersch effect depends strongly on the size of the crossover
the case of a homocentric beam (rc=0) is not representative. In order to
study the more practical case of an extended crossover we will follow an
alternative method, which is the subject of the next section.
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10.4 Comparison of the results for the on-axis and the average
reference trajectory for the FWHH of the sealed trajectory
displacement distribution
p*(ar *) generated in a
honocentrie beam segment with a crossover in the middle
(S t =l/2). The results tor the on-axis reference trajectory
vere plotted previously in figure 9.7.
1O.J

Approximating approach for off-axis reference trajectories

In this section a method will be outlined to reduce the
dimension of the integral for the two-particle distribution p(ai|), given
by equation (10.2.4). For paraxial beams one may in good approximation
replace the exact dynamical solution for an off-axis test particle
< Jcft) by the solution for an on-axis test particle &
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with V = irL' ,Q\V' ,\i>' ,b*'l and

=

r* c tJ-- a n * \
Lr^cosipc
Lr^cosipc - rr it j

a

K

[v e 2 + v t z - 2vtvtcof(Vc-i('t)ill'z
.[
arctan*

(10.3.1)

v c sin(^ c -*t) 1
- v tjj
t

in which

(

y\
-\

=

I
x ^ it
h " 7-T1 "

+

(y\
arctan -

(10.3.2)

Equations (10.3.1) represent the coordinate transforiaatian from the
original coordinate system R=(x,y,z), which is drawn in figure 10.1, to
the coordinate system R'=(x',y',z') in which the z'-axis is directed
along the velocity of the test particle Vtest and the x'.y'-plane
coincides with the plane through the original z-axis and the vector
»tes' • In the expressions for r ± ", <p' and b z we ignored the second and
higher order terms in the angle at*vt/v z , which is allowed for paraxial
beams.
As the integrant in equation (10.2.4) now depends on | t and | c
only through f
one may replace the probability p(tt^P(tc) by the
probability p(t'), defined as
p ( D = f ditp(tt) | d | t p U c ) Sit1 - i'<tt.tc>]

(10.3.3)

with t'(tt>tc) representing the coordinate transformation of equation
(10.3.1). The two-particle distribution can now be expressed as
- AJ?2(t')l

(10.3.4)

as follows with equation (10.2.4).
The problem of determining ps(An) is now reduced to the
evaluation of the 5-dimensional integral of equation (10.3.4), provided
that the function p(|') can be evaluated from equation (10.3.3). Let us
consider this problem first. Due to the rotational symmetry of the beam
one may conjecture that, for any given value of r ± ' and v', the
distribution over the angles tf1 and ty' is uniform over 2n. The main
problem is therefore to determine the distributions over rx' and v'.
Equations (10.3.1) and (10.3.3) show that the calculation of both
distributions requires the solution of the same mathematical problem.
Given the distribution f(r) one should evaluate the function p(r), using

J

"

f"

f2"^

nf(r, j drz (r2 j —

2 i

21

re

nr2cos*

(10.3.5)
The function p(r) can be visualized as the distribution of the distance
r=|ri-ra| between two points, n and ra, in a plane, when both points
are distributed as f(|r() with respect to the origin and uniform over an
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angle 2n, In appendix 10.A it is demonstrated that when f(r) is a twodimensional uniform distribution, thus I(r)=fu(r) , with

I

2r/R2

for 0 < r < R
(10.3.6)

0

for r > R

equation (10.3.5) yields p(r)=p u (r), with

f o r o < r < 2 E

Pu(l-) =

u o

for
When
with

.3.7)

r > 2R

f(r) is a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution,

thus f(r)»f t (r).

2r
-(r/R)*
o7 e
one finds from equation (10.3.5) that p(r)=p ( (r), vith

uo.3.,,
which is also demonstrated in appendix 10.A. Notice that the resulting
distribution pt(r) is again Gaussian, but its width is a factor -J2"
larger than the original distribution f,(r).
occurring in equation
The
probability distribution p(l')
(
(10.3.4) can now be expressed as
«

(l-St)L

2n

d$'p($'> = [ dv'py(v') I" ^- f
0

0

0

|

db z '

(10.3.10)

-SCL

with *'=i//'-i/>'. For the functions p» and p r one should use equation
(10.3.7) when the corresponding distribution f» and fr are uniform and
equation (10.3.9) when they are Gaussian, taking the proper measure for
the width B. With equations (10.3.4) and (10.3.10) the calculation of
the average two-particle distribution pa(Ai|) for all possible reference
trajectories is reduced to the same form as the calculation of pa(iij)
for the on-axis reference trajectory. For the dynamical part one may use
the same function ii)2(l) as used for the on-axis reference trajectory.
The differences between both calculations concern the distributions of
v' and rL' only.
We will concentrate on the case that the distributions in / and
r are uniform, leading to distributions in r' and v' of the type given
by equation (10.3,7). The case of a Gaussian distribution in v or r does
not require any separate calculation. Equation (10.3.9) shows that when
the distribution in v or r is Gaussian the distribution in v' or r 1 is
Gaussian too, with a width which is larger by a factor -J?. Accordingly,
for this case one should expect that a calculation based on equations
(10.3.4) and (10.3.10) leads to the same final equations as obtained fur
the on-axis reference trajectory, but with the crossover radius r c and
the beam semi-angJe no replaced by some effective quantities which are
-J2~ times larger than the original ones.
The correctness of the approximating method outlined above can
be verified by applying it to the extreme cases of a homocentrlc
cylindrical
beam segment and a homocentric beam segment vith a
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crossover, which were studied in the previous section using the exact
approach. For a homocentric beam equation (10.3.4), defining the twoparticle distribution p2(Ai(), reduces to a 2-dimensional integral. We
evaluated this integral for each of the cases studied in the previous
section. The results
were found to be in very close agreement with
those presented in the figures 10.2, 10.3 and 10.4, justifying the use
of the approximating method.
The
approximating
method
to
treat
off-axis
reference
trajectories was utilized to evaluate the distribution of axial velocity
displacements p(iv 2 ) generated in a beam segment with an extended, but
narrow crossover, assuming an uniform angular and spatial distribution.
The corresponding calculation for the on-axis reference trajectory was
presented in section 7.3. The calculation for the average reference
trajectory is quite similar, but starts from the modified distribution
of field particles defined by equations (10.3.10) and (10.3.7). As the
principle aspects involved are the same we will restrict the discussion
to the presentation of the main results.
Figure 10.5a shows the results for the scaled two-particle
distributions pe(Av z ) for different values of the scaled beam radius r c .
For comparison the data obtained previously for the on-axis reference
trajectory is included in the same figure. The next step is the
calculation of the p(k~) transform, defined by equation (7.3.14). The
results are shown in figure 10.5b. Finally, the FWHM of the scaled
displacement distribution p(&vz) was evaluated, which is defined by
equation (7.3.21). The results of this step are presented in figure
10.5c.
Following the calculation scheme of section 7.3 the reader might
verify that the scaled p(E) transform for the average reference
trajectory, shown in figure 10.5b, is given by
2
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with
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F(x) = -Jarccos(x/2) - (x/2) -J 1 - (x/2)*

(10.3.12)

We will investigate the behaviour of p(£) for E->0 and for E-«°.
For E-»0 equation (10.3.11) shows a quadratic dependency on
which can be described by the first equation of (7.3.16), taking
function i>2(rc) equal to
2
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with
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K the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
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10.5 Comparison of the results for the on-axis and the average
reference trajectory for the axial velocity
displacements
generated by complete collisions in a beam segment with
a crossover.
The figures 10.5a. 10.5b and 10.5c shou the
scaled two-particle
distribution p j ( i v , ) , i t s transform
p(E) and the FWHH of the scaled displacement
distribution
(>(Ai4) respectively.
The results for the on-axis
reference
trajectory were plotted previously in the figures 7.1, 7.2
and 7.5.
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I

is plotted in figure 10.6. For comparison we also plotted the result for
the on-axis reference trajectory, given by the second equation of
(7.3.16). The function p2<rc) given by equation (10.3.13) can be
approximated by equation (7.6-11), taking
E=37.38

(10.3.14)

F=1.471

which should be compared to the values Euu and Fun given by equation
(7.6.12).
For K-w» equation (10.3.11) shows a linear dependency on E, which
i s given by
p.=32/3

(10.3.15)

This result should be compared to equation (7.3.19),
on-axis reference trajectory.

pertaining to the

The analysis of section 10.2 and the present section shows that
the results obtained for the average reference trajectory are for most
conditions
somewhat smaller than those obtained for the on-axis
reference trajectory. However, in general the differences are within 20X
and in many cases even withi.i 10%. The analysis justifies the assumption
that the results obtained for the on-axis reference trajectory are
representative for other trajectories as well.
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Figurt 10.6 Comparison of the functions PB(F C ) for the on-axis and the
average reference trajectory, defined by equations (7.3.16)
and (10.3.13)
respectively. The function for the on-axis
reference trajectory was plotted previously in figure 7.3.

10.4

Hon-wnaochroaatic beaBS

The calculations carried out in the chapters 7, 8 and 9 rely on
the assumption that the beam i s i n i t i a l l y monochromatic with respect to
the normal energy. This means that i t i s assumed that a l l particles
i n i t i a l l y have the same axial velocity. In this section we will study
the more r e a l i s t i c case of a beam in which the particles s t a r t with a
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certain axial velocity spread. The objective of this analysis is to show
that the differences with the results obtained for an initially
monochromatic beam are minor for practical conditions.
Let us assume that the initial axial velocity spread of the
field particles with respect to the test particle is given by the
Gaussian distribution
f(Av2) - —

e

(10.4.1)

-^TAV Z O

which has a FWHM equal to
FWHMy = 2(ln2)»'z Avzo

t10.4.2)

For the on-axis reference trajectory the s e t of coordinates defining the
unperturbed position and velocity of the field particle with respect to
the test particle i s now given by
£ = <r ± ,*,v ± .AVz.b z )

(10.4.3)

similar to equation (5.2.1). The angles <p and \)> were combined as $=\j/-ip,
using that the size of the displacement |Aq| depends only on ip and f
through the relative angle *.
For the integral over the distribution of field particles in
equation (5.4.10), which defines the two-particle distribution (^(ATJ),
one should now use
-(Av z /AVzo) z

2n
rc
(1-SC)L
d* f
f 2
2r.dr,
f
f d*
d
f

0

-SCL
(10.4.4)

We will restrict the analysis to the extreme cases of a homocentric beam
segment with a crossover (rc=0) and a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment (vo=O). For the former, one may omit the integration over r ± and
*. For the latter, the integration over v and $ can be left out. In both
cases the remaining integral is 3-dimensional.
He will again employ the fi.i'-scaling defined by equation
(6.13,1). The scaled axial velocity displacement Av z * is related to the
relative energy displacement 4E/E as

Avz* = f j ^ j ' V ' n . i ' 3 ^

(10.4.5)

using that i£fimvt&vt. For electrons the physical constant in front of
the right hand side of equation (10.4,5) is equal to 351.43 in SI units.
Talcing as a numerical example an electron beam with V=10kV, L=0.1m and
AE/E=10-4 (which implies AE=leV) one finds Avz*=0.35. Thus for practical
beams the scaled FHHM of the initial distribution of axial velocities
FWHMv* (=FWHMv/e> is of the order 1.
Let us first consider the case of a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment. He repeated the calculations described in the sections 7.4 and
8.4, now including the integration over Av z prescriped by equation
(10.4.A). For the scaled beam radius ro* we considered the values 1000,
100, 10 and 1 and for each r 0 * we took FWHMv*s0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4, 10
and 20.
The figures 10,7a, 10.7b and 10.7c show p^rt of the results
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Results for the axial velocity displacements generated in a
hoooeeotrit! cylindrical beam segment for different
values
cf the initial axial velocity spread FUUM,*. The figures
10.7a,
10.7b and 10.7e show the veiled
two-particle
distribution
pi*(av I *),
i t s transform p*<k*) and the FWHM
of
the
scaled
displacement
distribution
p*(Avz*)
respectively.
The curves for the monochromatic ease
(FWHM»*=O) were plotted previously in the figures 7.7,
7.8
and 7,10, Figure 10.7d gives the results for the function
PpE(ro»,FWHMT*), uhioh i s defined by equation
(10.4.6).
This function specifies the dependency on ro* and FWHM,*
of the function p*(fc*), plotted in figure 10.7b, for k*->0.
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Results tor the transverse velocity displacements generated
in a hnmoceotric cylindrical beam segment for
different
values of the initial axial velocity
spread FWHM.V The
figures 10.8a, 10.8b and 10,8c show the sealed
two-particle
distribution
pi*(4v A «),
its transform p*(fc') and the FWHM
of
the
sealed
displacement
distribution
pMAv^M
respectively.
The curv-.i for the monochromatic case
(FWHM,*=O) were ploit'J , Piously in the figures 3,4,
3.5
and 8.7. Figure 10.3d gives the results for the
function
Pp*(ro*.FWHM, * ) , which is the generalization
of
the
function
P n i m * ) defined by equation
(8.4.20).
It
specifies
the dependency on ro* and FWHH»*
of file function
l
p*(k*>, plotted in figure 10.Sb, for k «0.
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obtained for the scaled two-particle distribution p2*(Av z *S,
the
corresponding p*(k*) transform and the FWHM of the scaled displacement
distribution p*(AvzJ-) respectively. One sees that the magnitude of the
Boersch effect in a cylindrical beam decreases with increasing FWHMV*.
The effect is the strongest in the Gaussian regime (X*%1 and X P > > 1 ) and
becomes larger for small ro*-values. In the Gaussian regime the FWHM of
p*(Avz*) can be expressed as
Film* = 1.832 PpE<ro*,FWHM,r*) A4»'z

(10.A.6)

similar
to
equation (7.4.211.
In figure
10,7d
the
function
Ppi(ro*.FWHMvi) is plotted as function of FWHM,*, for different values of
the scaled beam radius i"o*.
The figures 10,8a, 10.8b and 10.8c show part of the results
obtained for the scaled two-particle distribution P2*(Av x *),
the
corresponding p*(k*) transform and the FWHM of the scaled displacement
distribution p*{Av *) respectively. The function Pp»(ro*,FWHM¥*1), which
is plotted in figure 10.8 d, is the generalization of the function
defined by equation (8.4.20). It specifies the dependency of
v x i t an ro* and FWHM,* in the Gaussian regime, as can be
seen from equation (8.4,19). All figures show the same characteristics
as the equivalent figures obtained for the axial velocity displacements,
but the decrease of the FWHM of p*(iv i *) with increasing FWHMT* is
stronger.
We also studied the impact of the initial energy spread on the
trajectory displacement distribution p*(Ar*) generated in a homocentric
beam segment with a crossover in the middle (St=0.5). The displacements
refer to the crossover plane (Si=0,5>. For the scaled maximum transverse
velocity v»* we considered the values 1000, 100, 10 and 1 and for each
vo* we took FWHMV*=O, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4, 10 and 20. Part of the results
obtained for the two-particle distribution p?*(Av*),
the
p*(k*>
transform and the FWHM of the displacement distribution p*(Ar*) are
plotted in the figures 10.9a, 10.9b and 10.9c respectively. In general,
the results are not very sensitive to FWHMV*. Figure 10.Sc shows that
the trajectory displacement effect generated in a homocentric beam
segment with a crossover increases slightly with FWHM»*. The strongest
increase is found for small v<>*-values. Jt also shows that the
deviations from the monochromatic case (FWHM»"=0) are the largest for
those operating conditions which correspond to the transition area
between the pencil bean and the extended beam regimes (that is the
Holtsisark and the Gaussian regime). For the Gaussian regime the
dependencies
on vo* and FWHM** are represented by the function
P C T ( V O * , F W H M ¥ * ) , which is shown in figure 10.9d. This function is the
equivalent of PcT(vo*,St,Sj) for St=Si=0.5 and non-zero FWBMv*. The
function Pci(vo*,Sc ,Si) is defined by equation (9.3,24) and is used in
equation (9.3.29), specifying the FWHM of p*(Ara) in the Gaussian
regime.
Some physical appreciation for the results of this section can
be gained by studying the contributions of the different types of
collisions involved. Consider the figures 10,7a and 10.8a showing the
scaled two-particle distributions p2*(Av z *) and p2*(Avx*) respectively
for a cylindrical beam with ro*=100. One sees that an increase of FWHMy*
causes a decrease in the distributions for large displacements. For
FWHMV*=O the large displacements stem from half-eomplete collisions as
is shown by equations (7.4.9) and (8.4.9). For such a collision the
initial kinetic energy in the centre of mass system is zero and the
initial potential energy is fully converted into kinetic energy during
the flight. With increasing FWHMT* the initial kinetic energy in the
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Results for the trajectory displacement effect generated in
a homocentric beam segment with a crossover in the middle
(Sc=l/2),
for different
values of the initial
axial
velocity spread FWHK,*. T*« results pertain to the virtual
displacements
observed AO the crossover plane (Si=S t ) and
pertain to a beam for which the maximm transverse
velocity
v0*=10. The figures 10.9a, 10.9b and 10.9c show the sealed
tuo-partiele
distribution P2*(4r*),
its
transform?*^*)
and the FVHH of the scaled displacement
distribution
p*(Ar*) respectively.
The curves for the monochromatic case
<FUHMT*=O) were plotted previously in the figures 9.1, 9.t
and 9.7. Figure 10.9d gives the results for the function
PCT(I"0*,FWHM.*), which is the equivalent of the function
Pci(r o *.S c ,Si), defined by equation (9.3.24), and pertains
to St=Si=l/2 and non-zero FHHMT*. It specifies
the
dependency on ro* and FWHMY* of the function
p*(k*),
plotted in figure 10.9b, for k*<0.
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centre of mass system will in general be non-zero. For a collision in
which the initial potential energy is fully converted into kinetic
energy the change in relative velocity Av is determined by
ACo/mri = <Vi+Av) z - Avz = 2v!Av + Av^

(10.4.7)

where rj is the initial distance between the particles and v, is their
initial relative velocity. One sees that the velocity change Av
decreases with increasing Vi, which is a direct consequence of the
quadratic dependency of kinetic energy on velocity.
Small displacements stem from weak uncumplete collisions. Using
first order perturbation dynamics one iinds for the relative velocity
displacement iv caused by such a
AV = 2CoT/inr,z

(10.4.8)

in which T is the time of flight. This result does not depend on the
initial relative velocity v t , which explains why the distribution of
small displacements in the figures 10.7a and 10.8a is hardly affected by
the magnitude of initial axial velocity spread represented by FWHMT*.
Figure
10.9a gives the scaled two-particle
distributions
P2*(Ar*) in a homocentric beam segment with a crossover with ve*-10. The
curves
show substantially less variation with FWHMV*
than
the
corresponding curves obtained for a cylindrical beam segment. The
physical reason is that even for FWHMV*=O almost all collisions start
with a large initial relative velocity Vi due to the lateral motion of
the particles. Therefore, the additional axial velocity components AV Z ,
occurring for non-zero FWHMV *, hardly change the initial conditions of
the various collisions, unless the relative transverse velocity v
and/or the impact parameter b are very small. Increasing the value of
FWHM v a has some effect for large displacements, which stem predominantly
from collisions with small b and/or v x .
From the figures 10.7c, 10.8c and 10.9c one sees that for values
of FWHMv* of the order 1 or less and practical particle densities (X or
X* smaller than 10-2) the differences with the results obtained for the
monochromatic case (FWHM,*=0) are negligible. This data supports the
assumption that, as far as the calculation of statistical interactions
is concerned, practical beams can be treated as monochromatic.

10.5

Beans in an external uniform axial electrostatic field

In
this section we will investigate how the model
for
statistical interactions can be extended to cover beams which are
accelerated or retarded by an uniform electrostatic field. Consider the
system schematically drawn in figure 10.10. In the area between the two
grids, located at z=zo
and z=zi, the beam is accelerated from a
potential Vo to a potential Vi. The electrostatic field produced by the
grids is assumed to be perfectly uniform. Furthermore, it is assumed
tiiat the team is initially monochromatic with respect to the normal
energy, which means that all particles have the same initial axial
velocity vzo«
One way to evaluate the effect of statistical interactions in
presence of an acceleration field is by means of the slice method
described in section 5.11. The function FWHMP(I,V,ro,Az) appearing in
the integrant of equation (5.11.1) depends on the beam voltage. Instead
of using a constant V one now takes V=V(z), with
276

Pigir* 10.10 Schematic view of a system of tuo grids separated by a
distance
L.
The grids
produce an uniform axial
electrostatic field, which causes an acceleration at of the
particles in the beam.

V(Z> = Vo *

V, - V o

(z -

(10.5.1)

Most theories on statistical interactions which treat the case of an
accelerated beam utilize this type of approach, see for instance Knauer
(1981), Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981) or Sasaki (1986). It should be
emphasized that the slice method presupposes that the displacements from
the unperturbed trajectories are small, which limits its application to
beams with a relatively low particle density. In the following we will
outline a more general approach, utilizing the features of the extended
two-particle model. For the basics of this approach the reader is
referred to section 5.4.
The extended two-particle model evaluates the distribution of
displacements of a set of test particles running along a certain
trajectory in the beam. Each test particle is surrounded by a set of
field particles representing the beam. The initial coordinates of the
N-l field particles with respect to the teat particle are specified by
the set E I , E Z , * " , ! H _ I , in which t is defined by equation (5.2.1). Here
we will assume that these coordinates refer to the unperturbed situation
(without interaction) before the particles reach the acceleration zone.
The dynamical part of the problem is to evaluate the displacement of the
test particle AJ)=A^( ti.ts.* •• ,tn-i) caused by the configuration of field
particles EIIEZ>***.£N-I, taking both the mutual interaction and the
presence of the external field into account. The statistical part of the
problem is the same as before and is expressed by equation (5.2.3).
As the modifications only concern the dynamical part of the
problem we will concentrate on that part. First, we will introduce some
additional physical quantities which are required in the discussion.
Next, we will consider the acceleration process from a macroscopic point
of view. Finally, we will investigate how the detailed trajectories
should be evaluated taking the mutual Coulomb repulsion as well as the
acceleration into account.

The

initial

velocity

vz9

and

the axial

acceleration

az
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experienced by a particle with mass m and charge e are equal to

v*o = | — —

,

az =

e<V, - V o >
—

(10.5.2)

with L=Zi-zo, the distance between the grids. In case of
Vt<V0 and a 2 is negative. The time of flight T in
acceleration
(Vi#V0) and the time of flight To in
acceleration (Vi^Vo) are given by

T

w |77^r
a I J

v

z

i

_L_

)

v

deceleration
presence of
absence
of

It is convenient to introduce the acceleration coefficient *, defined as
K = <V,/Vo)>'z
The relation between the flight times
T
To

(10.5.4)
T and To can now be expressed as

2
* + 1

(10.5.5)

which can directly be verified from equations (10,5.3).
The impact of the acceleration on the macroscopic properties of
the beam can be summarized as follows :
- The time of flight T is reduced by a factor (K+1)/2, as shown by
equation (10.5.5).
- The linear particle density \ is decreased by a factor *, as can be
seen from equation (3.2.4).
- The angular distribution of the particles shrinks with a factor *
since the axial velocities increase with a factor K, while the
transverse velocities are not affected by the acceleration field.
Notice also that a transverse velocity displacement Av x occurring
after
acceleration corresponds to a K times
smaller
angular
displacement as the same velocity displacement before acceleration.
- Any initial axial velocity spread is reduced by a factor K, as
follows from equation (3.7.14). Notice also that an axial velocity
displacement &vz occurring after acceleration corresponds to a * times
larger energy displacement as the same velocity displacement before
acceleration.
The description of the detailed particle trajectories should
be
consistent with these macroscopic observations.
The model for statistical interactions is based on a reduction
of the full N-particle dynamical problem into N-l two-particle problems,
as described in section 5.4. The main problem of this section is
therefore to describe a two-particle collision in the presence of an
uniform external field. In chapter 6 we considered the dynamical problem
of two free particles interacting through the Coulomb force. We will
show that this analysis requires only some minor modifications to treat
the present case. The essential observation is that, once both particles
have entered the acceleration zone, the motion in their centre of mass
system is the same as for two free particles, due to the uniformity of
the external field. Accordingly, one can employ the same set of
equations, but now using the adjusted time of flight T specified by
equation (10.5,5). The remaining problem is to treat the dynamics of the
particles at the entrance and the exit plane in a proper way.
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Consider two particles axially separated by a distance b z o,
which enter the acceleration zone with an axial velocity v z 0 . The
particle in front will enter the acceleration field earlier than the
other particle. This time difference Ato is equal to b z o/v z o. At the
moment that the second particle enters the acceleration zone the first
particle has already increased its axial velocity by an amount 6v z a,
while the axial separation of the two particles bzo has increased by an
amount 5bzo. where
bzo

,
,
(10.5,6)

*vzo = a z
vz0
Using equations (10.5.2) and (10.5.4) these quantities can be
as

^ - = U = - 1 ) ^
bzo

4L

.

— =

Vjo

U 2 - 1» ^r
2L

expressed

(10.5.7)

Due to the velocity difference fivzo the axial separation of the
particles will increase linearly with time during the period that both
particles are in the acceleration zone. The particle in front will leave
the acceleration earlier than the other particle. This time difference
Ati is equal to Ato and the corresponding reduction in the axial
separation and relative axial velocity compensates the differences 5bzo
and «v z 0 produced at the entrance plane. The net increase in axial
separation 5b z is therefore equal to Txfivz0 and the final axial
separation bzi is given by
bzi = bzo

+

T 5vzo = * bz©

(10.5.8)

as follows with equations (10.5.5) and (10.5.7). This result is
consistent with the observation that the linear particle density X
decreases with a factor * due to the acceleration.
We will assume that the average axial separation <s>=l/\ is very
small compared to the length L of the acceleration zone. This implies
that the time intervals Ato and Ati, defined above, are in general small
compared to the total flight time T. Accordingly, during the major part
of the flight both particles are in the acceleration region. The
calculation of the two-particle displacement Aij(t) now proceeds as
follows :
- The relative initial coordinates |=(r±,^,bzo,v±,^) are adjusted to
account for the acceleration of the foremost particle during the time
interval Ato that the other particle has not reached the acceleration
zone yet. In this step the coordinates | are replaced by |', with
i' ™ (*"i,0,bzo+4bzo,vi,SVzo,^')

(10.5.9)

where ibzo and «v z o are given by equation (10,5.7), Contrary to { the
coordinates {' include a relative axial velocity.
- The displacement dq(E') is evaluated using the analysis for two
interacting particles in drift space presented in chapter 6. For the
flight time T one should now use equation (10.5.5) instead of equation
(6.2.2). Special care should be taken with the calculation of the
virtual spatial displacement Ar in the reference plane. The final
coordinates should be extrapolated (backwards) to the reference plane
along a trajectory which is curved, due tD the presence of the
acceleration field.
- The axial velocity displacement Av z is corrected for the fact that
interaction causes the actual flight time through the acceleration
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The validity of equation (7.5.37) can also be understood from
the equations applying to the individual regimes. For the pencil-beam
regime we found equation (7.5.29).
which complies with equation
(7.5.37), since K=(Ki+Kj)/2. The same conclusion follows for the
Holtsmark regime, see equations (7,5.22) and (7.5,27). In the Lorentzian
regime the result becomes independent of K, see equation (7.3.33), and
equation (7.5.37) is evident. In the Gaussian regime the approximation
of equation (7.5.37) may become inaccurate, due to the contribution of
strong interactions. However, these errors will be small since the
dependency on K is weak, as can be seen from equation (7.5.20).

7.6

Results for Gaussian angular and spatial distributions

The results of the previous sections apply to the case of an
uniform spatial and an uniform angular distribution in the crossover,
see equation (7.2.6). We will now investigate the required modifications
in case either the angular or the spatial distribution or both
distributions are Gaussian, utilizing equations (5.3.4). For a Gaussian
angular distribution one has to replace the v-integration in equation
(7.2.6) by
f" 2vdv

e

-(v/vo) 8

,

^
vo = -J2 vjCa

,-,,,,
(7.6.1)

where aa is the u-value of the angular distribution in the crossover.
For this two-dimensional Gaussian distribution <r a z - < « 2> /2.
For a
Gaussian spatial distribution one has to replace the r±~integration in
equation (7.2.6) by

where
(with

ay is the tr-value of the spatial distribution in the crossover
ari=<rJ>/2).
Starting from the modified distribution of field particles
prescribed by equations (7.6.1) and (7.6.2) one can repeat the program
outlined in the sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. As the principle aspects
involved remain the same we will restrict the discussion to the
presentation of the main results. Ve evaluated equations (7.2.6) and
(7.2.7) on the basis of complete collisions, using equation (7.2.1).
Analogous to equation (7.3.15) we obtained the following expressions
for the scaled function p(E):
- For
a
Gaussian angular distribution and a
Gaussian
spatial
distribution
»
»
i
16 f
-v* f
-y* f (1-u*) 1 ' 2 (
E—— |dv
Idv e
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As before we w i l l investigate the behaviour for E-»0 and for
For E-»0 equations ( 7 . 6 . 3 ) . (7.6.4) and (7.6.5) show a quadratic
dependency o n j t , as described by the f i r s t equation of ( 7 . 3 . 1 6 ) . Far the
function P i ( r c ) one finds from equations ( 7 . 6 . 3 ) , (7.6.4) and (7.6.5)
respectively:
x p { y ) fr yl
j dye—E~L_N(^J

(7.6.6)

c

= | | dy i ^ l N | l ^ ! |

(7.6.7)

J f » . p ^

(7.6.8)

where the function N(x) is defined as
N<x) =

fdz M X ! ( " S U ! Z

=

S fdz exp(-sinh(z)/x]

(7.6.9)

For all practical purposes one may approximate this function by

fl + 1.180 x)

(?

-6a0)

which has the same asymptotic behaviour for x~»0 and x-»» as the original
function. The functions
PiouCfc), P2, ( (r c ) PatD(r e ) and P2a t (f t ),
defined
by
equations (7.3.16).
(7.6.6),
(7.6.7)
and (7.6.8)
respectively, are plotted in figure 7,15. Similar to equation (7.3.17)
we approximate these functions by

1 + .FF./{21 B [.8673(E
in which E and F are numerical constants,
plot
E,,
E,.
E,i
(E no
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=
=
=
=

40.74
49.19
100.0
114.6

.
,
,
,

F t , = 1.315
F | O - 1.136
F,, = 1.160
F,, = i>

which are different for each

(7.6.12)
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Figure 7.15 The function ps(?c) for different types of angular and
spatial distributions in the crossover. The first subscript
refers to the type of angular distribution and the second
subscript to the type of spatial distribution (u=uniform,
g=Gaassiao). The curve pin is defined by equation (7.3.16)
and is the same as plotted in figure 7.3, The other curves
are defined by equatioas (7.6.6), (7.6.7) and (7.6.8).
The constants E o v and FUu correspond to the values used in equation
( 7 . 3 . 1 7 ) . The small E-behaviour of the function p(E), which i s specified
by the function
P 2 ( r c ) , determines the mean square <Avz2> of the
v e l o c i t y distribution p ( i v j ) , see equation ( 7 . 3 . 3 0 ) . The quadratic IEdependency corresponds to a Gaussian distribution p ( a v j ) . The FWHM-value
of t h i s distribution i s proportional to l p z ( r c ) ] 1 / 2 , see equation
(7.3.31).
For R-w° equations ( 7 . 6 . 3 ) . ( 7 . 6 . 4 ) and (7,6.5) show a linear
dependency on E, as described by equation ( 7 . 1 . 1 9 ) . The constant p n
varies for different angular and s p a t i a l distributions :
P»i* =

- Punt

(7.6.13)

The linear E-behaviour corresponds to a Lorentzian distribution
see equations (7.3.26) and (7.3.24). Equation (7.6.13) indicates that
the Lorentzian distribution is not affected by the type of spatial
distribution, but depends only on the angular distribution. This is in
agreement with the fact that the FWHM of the corresponding energy
distribution does not depend on r c , see equation (7.3,40). The physical
argument is that the Lorentzian behaviour stems from weak complete
collisions, which occur for a large axial separation b z and a large
flight-distance TV. The displacement 4v z caused by such a collision is
insensitive for r x , as can be seen from equation (7.2,2).
It is often convenient to express the results obtained for nonuniform distributions in terms of the effective width measures o«tr and
r.f/, which are defined as the widths for which the expressions obtained
for uniform distributions yield the same results as those obtained
within the full calculation taking the proper distribution(s) into

^^M

account. FrDTti equation (7.6.13) and equation (7.3.40) it follows that
the effective width of a Gaussian angular distribution is for the
Lorentzian regime given by
2
2-J2
Oetf = -= o c = - = - ffa = 1.596 cra

(Lorentzian regime) (7.6.14)

For the Gaussian regime the effective width measures depend on r c , as
can be seen from figure 7.15. He ignore this dependency and approKimate
Qeff - 1.6 a* ,

rerf = 1.6 Or

(Gaussian regime)

(7.6.15)

as can be understood from equations (7.6.11) and (7.6.12) with the
definition of r c . see equation (7.3.5). The effective width measures of
equation (7.6.15) yield very accurate results for r c *100, but are less
suited to describe the results for smaller values of r c .
The remaining cases to be investigated pertain to the Holtsmark
regime and the pencil beam regime. For those cases the distribution
p(av J ) can be determined from the distribution of the axial interaction
force p(Ffl) occurring in the unperturbed beam. Accordingly, it is
sufficient to determine in what way p(F/;) is affected by the type of
density distribution. The calculation of p(Fj) for a cylindrical beam
with an uniform density distribution was carried out in section 5.8, The
results are expressed by equations (5.8.25) and (5.8.28).
We will
reconsider this calculation, now starting from a Gaussian radial density
distribution. Using equation (7.6.2) one may modify equation (5.8.21) as
"

f"
f" 2rdr
2rdr

-(r/r 0 ) 8 A

Co

(z/r)

0

Analogous to equation (5.8.22) this transforms to
(7.6.17)
As before we will investigate the extreme cases ro-*" and Ta-*0, which
correspond to an extreme extended beam and a pencil beam respectively,
For rj*» one may replace the exponential function in equation
(7.6.17) by unity and one retrieves equation (5.8.23). This expression
leads to the one-dimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution,
given by equation (5.8.25). Thus one obtains the same equation as for
an uniform density distribution. However ro now stands for -J2~xcrr,
instead of the outer beam radius, see equation (7,6.2). The FWHM of the
corresponding energy distribution is for a homocentric cylindrical beam
given by equation (7.4.31) and for a beam segment with a crossover
by
equation (7.5.25). In general, the equations for an uniform distribution
are retrieved by taking
a*rf = ao " -J2~ cra , r«ff = rc = •$ Or

(Holtsmark regime)

(7.6.18)

For ro-»O one can approximate the integral of equation (7.6.16)
by taking l+s z =s z , which is justified since the contribution to the
integral comes from large s-values. This gives
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zone to be shorter than T for the particle ahead and longer than T for
the particle behind. If Az is the relative axial displacement caused
by the interaction, the correction term involved is equal to

using equation i10.5,4).
The function &|(£) now specifies the two-particle displacement
in presence of an uniform acceleration field, which is characterized by
the coefficient K. As for the case without an external field the two
particle distribution pa(Aj|) follows from equation (5.4.10). The next
step is to evaluate the p(k) transform from equation (5.4.11). Finally,
the required N-particle displacement distribution p(Aij) follows with
equation (5.4.9).

10.6

Relativistic beams

In this section we will investigate, in general terms, what
modifications are required to extend the applicability of the models for
statistical and space charge interactions to high energy beams, in which
the average velocity of the particles is comparable to the speed of
light. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic notions
of the theory of special relativity.
The analysis will be restricted to paraxial beams in drift
space. Conform the paraxial condition it is justifiable to assume that
the relative velocities of the particles are small compared to their
average velocity in the laboratory system. This implies that it is
permitted to use non-relativistic equations to describe the relative
motion of the particles and the required modifications only concern the
coordinate transformation between the laboratory system S and the frame
of reference S 1 moving with beam. For beams in drift space, the system
S 1 moves with a constant axial velocity v z relative to S. Accordingly,
the problem is covered by the theory of special relativity. For high
energy beams the Galileo transformation, which was used so far to relate
the coordinates in the systems S and S 1 , has to be replaced by the
Lorentz transformation. We will investigate the corresponding changes of
the basic equations of our model.
For a relativistic beam, equation (3.2.2) is not suited to
evaluate the average axial velocity of the particles observed in the
laboratory system S. Instead, one should use the reiativistic relation
between momentum p and energy E, which follows from the covariance of
the energy-momentum four vector
P2

= E Z / C * - mo 2 c 2

(10.6.1)

where c is the speed of light, mo is the rest mass of the particles and
E their average total energy, which is equal to
E = m o c £ + eV
Substitution into equation (10.6.1) yields
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(10.6.2)

p 2 = 2moeV

1 +
I
2moczj

(10.6.3)

which is the relativistic equivalent of equation (3.2.2). For paraxial
beams, the lateral momentum p^ is extremely small compared to the axial
momentum pz and in the remaining analysis we will identify p z with p.
In particle optics one usually accounts for relativistic effects
by introducing the so-called relativistic beam potential V*, which is
defined such that the non-relativistic relation p2=2moeV* yields the
same result as the relativistic equation (10.6.3). Accordingly, it is
given by

[
v* = V

eV

1 +

1
„

(10.6.4)

We will come back to the use of the relativistic potential V* at the end
of this section.
The time of flight T (or Tf) is in the non-relativistic model
given by T=L/vz, as expressed by equation (3,2.3) (where v z is denoted
as <v;/>). In the relativistic model, the time of flight differs for the
observers in the systems S and S'
T =

^-Zp

T1 =

,

-^p

(10.6.5)

where yr can be expressed as
E
moc 2 = 1 +

eV
7-

(10.6.6)

conform the celebrated relation E=mcz. Equation (10.6.2) was exploited
in the second step. The proper measure for the duration of the
interaction, to be used in the dynamical part of the calculation, is T',
measured by the observer in S 1 . It is specified by the second equation
of (10.6.5). This equation provides the relativistic equivalent of
equation (3.2.3). Notice that L is the length of the beam segment
measured in the laboratory system S.
The linear particle densities X and A', observed in S and S'
respectively, are equal to

ep

ep

(10.6.7)

where the beam current I is observed in the laboratory system S.
The
measure for the linear particle density to be used in the statistical
part of the calculation is X', which is observed in S'. The second
equation of (10.6.7) is the relativistic equivalent of equation (3.2.-4).
Finally, it should be realized that the lateral velocities of
the particles differ for the observers in S and S'. However, the
transverse momentum p ± of a particle is the same for both observers. The
maximum transverse momentum po is, in paraxial approximation, given by
Po * aop

(10.6.8)

where do is the beam semi-angle observed in the laboratory system S.
Equation (10.6.8) replaces the non-relativistic equation Vo<waovz, which
is used throughout the model. Notice that the lateral dimensions of the
beam are the same for the observers in S and S 1 , thus the beam radius ro
and the crossover radius rc can be used in the same way as in the non-
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relativistic model.
The macroscopic condition of the beam, observed in the reference
system S 1 , is now specified in terms of the experimental parameters,
measured in the laboratory system S. The calculations can be carried
out as before, using the appropriate values for the time of flight T',
the linear particle density X' and the maximum transverse momtntum po,
specified by equations (16.6.5), (16.6.7) and (16.6.8) respectively. The
results of the model should be expressed in terms of the generated
distributions of axial and transverse momentum, p(Apz') and p(Ap x '), and
the trajectory displacement distribution p(Ar'), all observed in S 1 . The
transformation to the desired energy distribution p(AE), the angular
deflection
distribution
p(m)
and the trajectory
displacement
distribution p(Ar), observed in the laboratory system S, can be
performed with
AE % pApz'/mo
aa * Ap x '/p

(10.6.9)

Ar = &r'
which completes the analysis.
The discussion given above shows that the essential equations of
the model can simply be adjusted to the relativistic case by expressing
them in terms of the components of the momentum vectors p and p',
instead of the velocity components of the particles. The value of p
should be evaluated from the relativistic equation (10.6.3). As an
alternative, one may use the original equations and account for the
relativistic
effects by means of the relativistic potential V*,
specified by equation (10.6.4). Accordingly, we conclude that for a
paraxial beam in drift space, it is sufficient to replace the beam
potential V, appearing in the final equations for the various
interaction effects, by its relativistic counterpart V*.

Appendix 10 .A Distributions for the average reference trajectory
This appendix discusses the derivation of the distributions
Pn(r) and p g (r),
given by equations
(10.3.7)
and
(10.3.9)
respectively. The evaluation of equation (10.3.5) can be split into two
steps by introducing the auxiliary function h(r,ri)
h(r,rt) =

f dr f(r ) f2*d~ d[r 2
z
J
J 2lt
o
o

{ n 2 - r 2 z ^nracos^} 1 '*]

This function will be evaluated first.
from h(: , n ) as
p(r) = [ dnf(ri) h(r,ri)
J
0

The function p(r) then

(10.A.I)

follows

(10.A.2)

As mentioned in section
10.3, the function p(r) represents the
distribution of the distance r=|ri-r2| between two points, ri and r2, in
a plane when the distribution of the distance between the individual
points and the origin is for both points given by the same distribution
f(r). The function h(r,n) represents the distribution of the distance
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r=|ri-r2| for a given value of ri. We will successively treat the cases
of an uniform f(r) and a Gaussian f(r).
Let f(r)=f u (r), where fu(r) is the uniform distribution given by
equation (10.3.6). Substitution into equation (10.A.I) and integration
yields
2r/R2

h,(r,n)

2r
TIR 2

fn 2 +r 2 -R 2 l
arccosl
1
\

2r,r

for

0 < r < R-rt

for

R-ri < r < R+ri

for

r > R+ri

J

(10.A.3)

The reader might verify that this result can straightforwardly be
understood from geometrical arguments. By substitution of equation
(10.A.3) into equation (10.A.2) and integration one finds equation
(10.3.7). We notice that an alternative way to derive equation (10.3.7)
is to prove that the quantity p n (r)R 2 /2r is equal to the ratio Ai/Az.
where Ai is the mutual surface of two circles, both with radius R,
whose centres are separated by a distance r and A2=TTR Z , the surface of
one circle.
Let f(r)=f e (r), where f t (r) is the Gaussian distribution given
by equation (10.3.8). Substitution into equation (10.A.1) yields

2r - ( r / R ) ( r i / R )
— 2e

ff2rr,)
, )
Io I——\
Io I——\
IRz J

(10.A.4)

I Rz J

using the integral
b

— qx

where Io is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero
order. From equations (10.A.4) and (10.A.2) one obtains equation
(10.3.9), using the Laplace transform

f dx I0[2(ax)i'2] e~ q X = -

a/<1
e

which is given by Erdelyi et al. (1954).
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11. SPACE CHARGE EFFECT IN LOW DEHSITY PARTICLE BEAMS

11.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses an analytical model for the space charge
effect in a beam segment in drift space. The model is based on first
order perturbation theory. This approximation should be accurate for
beams of relatively low particle density in which the particles
experience only small deviations from their unperturbed trajectories.
The theory applies to the same types of beams as the model for
statistical interactions discussed in the previous chapters.
It will be demonstrated that the impact of the space charge
effect on the lateral properties of the beam corresponds to the action
of a negative lens. This space-charge lens is ideal if the current
density distribution is uniform in every cross section of the beam.
Accordingly, it causes a defocussing of the image as well as some
(de)magnification. These effects can be compensated by proper lens
adjustment and do not influence the resolution of the system. For nonuniform current density distributions the space-charge lens is nonideal. In addition to a defocussing and a (de)magnification, it produces
aberrations causing a non-refocusable blurring of the image. We will
describe the space-charge lens in terms of its first and third order
properties, analogous to the description of conventional lenses used in
geometrical optics.

11.2

General aspects

The space charge effect in charged particles beams is studied by
many authors during the past 60 years. The reader is referred to
Kirstein et al. (1967), Nagy and Szilagyi (1974) or Pierce (1954) for a
general discussion of the subjects involved. The majority of the
contributions deal with the beam spreading observed in high intensity
beams or study the space charge effect occurring in the vicinity of the
cathode surface of a thermionic gun. In this chapter we will restrict
ourselves to the impact of space charge on the lateral properties of low
and medium density beams in drift space.
Both the (deterministic) space charge effect and the effect of
statistical interactions are generated by the mutual Coulomb repulsion
of the charged particles constituting the beam. In order to emphasize
this common basis we will start from a general description with covers
both phenomena, using the terminology and notation introduced in chapter
5. The specific aspects of an analytical model for the space charge
effect will be considered next.
The displacement distribution p(Aij) contains all information
regarding the different manifestations of Coulomb particle-particle
interactions.
It specifies the probability that a test particle
experiences a displacement AJJ due to the Coulomb interaction with the
other
particles in the beam,
referred to as field particles.
Equivalently,
one
may
describe p(Aif) as the
distribution
of
displacements At; experienced by a large set of test-particles, which
would, in absence of Coulomb interactions, all run along the same
trajectory in the beam. The unperturbed trajectory of the test particles
is called the reference trajectory. In this chapter we are primarily
interested in the lateral properties of the beam, thus we consider the
displacements
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Aif = Av L

or

Ai> = Ar ±

(11.2.1)

The quantities Av x and Ar^ specify the lateral displacement in velocity
and position of a test particle at the end of the beam segment.
In chapter 5 the following representation of the distribution
p{Aij) was introduced (reproducing equation (5.2.3))
p(Ai|) = f dSidts- ••dtn-i PN(!i.t2,'-',tN-i) S[AIJ-AI|( JI ,| 2) • • • ,|N-I ) ]
J
(11.2.2)
in which the set of generalized coordinates ti,fo,•••, tN-i specifies the
initial configuration of field particles relative to the test particle,
see equation (5.2.1) and figure 5.1. Given this set of coordinates one
can
in
principle determine the deviation of the test
particle
Af|=Aq({i ,tz, ••• ,$N-I ) using Coulomb's law and classical mechanics. This
evaluation is referred to as the dynamical part of the problem. The
statistical part of the problem is the determination of the probability
PN($I,{2.•••,{N-I)
of
the configuration {»,tz,•••,JN-I
and
the
evaluation of the distribution of displacements p(An) from equation
(11.2.2). We note that equation (11.2.2) expresses the distribution
p(Aij) as an ensemble average. The ensemble average is assumed to be
equivalent to a time average, which corresponds to the distribution of
displacements of a large set of test-particles successively arriving at
the end of the beam segment. The reader should be alert that we will
often describe a quantity in terms of a time-average, while the
corresponding equation represents an ensemble-average.
Assuming that one is somehow able to determine the distribution
p(An), the average shift of the test particles <Ai|> can be calculated as

<AI|> = J

dAij p(An) An
"dfii-i Pn(ti.te,'".ln-i)
(11.2.3)

This shift depends strongly on the choice of the reference trajectory.
For the central reference trajectory in a rotational symmetric beam one
expects that <Aip=O, since there is no average space charge force
acting on a particle which is located on the axis. In the previous
chapters this phenomenon was exploited to isolate the effect of
statistical interactions.
However,
this chapter focusses on the
calculation of the average shift <Ai}> and we should consider off-axis
reference trajectories in order to obtain non-vanishing results.
The average shift <Ai|> is directly related to the average
electrostatic force acting on the test particles during their flight. In
order to make this relation explicit we express the displacement
A»|(Ei>l2. ••• . E N - I ) of the test particle caused by a given set of field
particles Ei,E2,•••,En-i as an integral over time (reproducing equation
(5.3.5))

=

dt Gfldi.EE.'-'.tii-i.t)

(11.2.4)

in which tt and tf the initial and final time of interaction, defined by
the moments that the test particle enters and leaves the beam segment
respectively. For the displacement in transverse velocity (Ai|=Av ) the
function GN(ti,tz,-••>tH-i>t) is given by
x
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(11.2.5)

in which Fj_(ti,t2,*" ,tii-i,t) represents the transverse component of the
total interaction force acting on the test particle at time t. For the
displacement in transverse position (Ai}=Arx) one finds (reproducing
equation (5.3.7))
2,'".iii-i.t) = (tf-t) Fx(ti.t8."-,ti(-i,t)/m

(11.2.6)

Equations (11.2.5) and (11.2.6) follow directly from the definition of
the function G N (ti,I2,•••,{N-I,t) given by equation (11.2.4).
We will now consider the cases Aij=Avx and Ai|=Arx separately.
By substituting equation (11.2.4) and (11.2.5) into equation (11.2.3)
and interchanging the integration over t and the integration over
£i,&2,•••,IN-I one obtains

<Avx> =

dt

(11.2.7)

Similarly, one finds with equation (11.2.6)
tf
<Arx> =

rx> =

f

<Fx(t)>
dt (tr-t)

(11.2.8)

J

J

The quantity <Fx(t)> denotes the average transverse component
interaction force experienced by the test particles at time t

of

the

<Fx(t)> = j d{idf2-.-dJN-i Pifdi.ta, •••,{«..) F1(fi.te,"-,f«i.i,t)
1
(11.2.9)
Equations
(11.2.7),
(11.2.8) and
(11.2.9) constitute the basic
equations for the space charge effect within the formalism of chapter 5.
An important difference with the theory for the statistical effects is
that
one
may determine the average over
all
configurations
E1.E2.'" tEir-i first and carry out the time-integration next, without
loss
of generality.
This is simply due to the fact that the
characteristic quantities for the space charge effect <Arx> and <Avx>
are linear in the interaction force, while the characteristic quantities
for the statistical effects <Av22>, < A V X S > and <Arxz> are quadratic in
the interaction force.
A straightforward analytical evaluation of equations (11.2.7),
(11.2.8) and (11.2.9) does not appear to be feasible. In order to
determine the function F x (Ei,t2.'" IEN-I >t) one needs to know the actual
positions of all particles at time t. However, the computation of these
positions requires the knowledge of the particle trajectories under
influence of the interaction force F x up to that time. In order to
disentangle this many-body problem by analytical means one is forced to
introduce some fundamental assumptions.
The essential observation is that one is not really interested
in the value of F x (ft,|j,•••,EH-I.t) for any specific configuration, but
rather in the ensemble average <Fx(t)>. One may conjecture that the
calculation of <Fx(t)> does not require any detailed knowledge of the
coordinates
of
the individual field particles in the
separate
configurations constituting the ensemble,
but only involves some
smoothed-out distribution of charge which can directly be expressed in
terms of the macroscopic properties of the beam. Let us investigate this
idea more closely.
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Consider a single configuration of field particles.
be the microscopic density distribution at time t

p(r,t) =

N-l
I e 9[r - rt(t)]

Let p(r,t)

(11.2.10)

where 5(r) is the 3-dimensional delta-Dirac function. We recall that the
quantity e denotes the particle charge (not the unit of elementary
charge).
The
charge density distribution
p(r,t)
contains
all
microscopic information of the individual particle positions as function
of time. If one knows this distribution one can directly calculate the
force F(r,t) acting at time t on the test particle located at position
r, using

r-n
F(r.t) = - S — [ d n p(rt,t) .'
",,
|r-r4|
4ltE0 J
It is sometimes convenient to express this equation in an
form. By exploiting the vector relation
— ,r~r'
= An fi(r - n )
3r Ir-riP

(11.2.11)
alternative

(11.2.12)

equation (11.2.11) can be transformed to

f F(r,t)-dS = — f p(r,t) dr
£
JS
o Jv

(11.2.13)

in which S is a closed surface surrounding the volume V. Equation
(11.2.13) is known as Gauss's theorem for the electrostatic force
produced by a configuration of charges. Gauss's theorem states that the
total flux of ¥ through the surface S depends only on the total charge
within volume V, whatever the exact location of the individual charges
within this volume.
Equations
(11.2.11)
and (11.2.13) are
true
for
every
configuration of particles in the ensemble. Accordingly, one should
expect that the same relations do apply to the corresponding ensemble
averaged quantities. By taking the ensemble average of both sides of
equation (11.2.11) one directly obtains
<F(r,t)> = ~ —

f drt <p(n,t)> - ^ ^ —

in which <p(r,t)> is called the smoothed-out distribution of
Employing equation (11.2.12) this result can be transformed to
I

Js

(11.2.14)

|r-ri|3

4XEO J

<F(r,t)>-dS = —

I

<p(r,t)> dr

charge.

(11.2.15)

£o Jv

which can also be obtained from equation (11.2.13) by taking the
ensemble average of both sides.
Equation (11.2.15) relates the average
force
<F(r,t)> directly to the smoothed-out distribution of charge
<p(r,t)>. Equation (11.2.15) is often identified with Gauss's theorem.
However, strictly speaking Gauss's theorem pertains to a specific
configuration of particles and not to the ensemble average.
From now on we will restrict ourselves to the case of a
rotational symmetric beam. Let r o (z) be a measure for the beam radius at
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For an uniform distribution it is sufficient to specify the outer beam
radius r m (z), taking r o (z)=r ra (z). For a Gaussian distribution one should
take rm(z)=«° and relate r o (z) to some characteristic width measure, for
instance the rms-value of the spatial distribution at position z. In
general we will express the smoothed-out distribution of charge in a
rotational symmetric beam as
e\
j J ( )

<p (r,z) >

b

( r
( )

\
\

f r l
()

1
for r<r m (z)

0

for r>r n (z)

(11.2.16)
in which X is the linear particle density defined by equation (3.2.4).
The type of distribution is specified by the quantities a(z), b(z),
c(z),•••, which may still depend on the axial coordinate z. For all z
these quantities are related through the normalization of <p(r,z)>
1 = —
exJ

,r m (z)
<p(r,z)> 2nrdr

(11.2.17)

o

In the representation of equation (11.2.16) an uniform current
distribution corresponds to
a(z) = 1 , b(z) = c(z) = ••• = 0 , r m (z) = r o (z)

density
(11.2.18)

while a Gaussian current density distribution is represented as
-1
1
a(z) = 1 , b(z) = — , c(z) = —

, ... , r m (z) = «° , r o (z) = -J2~ff(z)
(11.2.19)
with or(z)=[<r(z) 2 >/2] 1 ' 2 , the well-known sigma-value of the Gaussian
distribution at axial position z. Finally, a parabolic current density
distribution is specified by
a(z) = 2 , b(z) = -2 , = c(z) = ••• = 0 , r m (z) = r o (z)

(11.2.20)

Tha advantage of the form of equation (11.2.16) is that one can study
the space charge effect on a general basis without making any a priori
assumptions on the exact distribution of charge in the beam. We will
study the impact of each term in <p(r,z)> separately. For an uniform
distribution one only has to consider the first term. For non-uniform
distributions one has to consider higher order terms as well.
We will now evaluate equation (11.2.15) using the representation
of <p(r,z)> given by equation (11.2.16). Consider a cylinder of length
Az and radius r centred around the beam axis of a rotational symmetric
<
beam.
The
average
lateral force component
^±>
is
directed
perpendicular to the cylinder surface. We will ignore any variation in
the axial component of the average force (thus assuming <Fff>=0 or
<r
F//>=constant). Accordingly, the left hand side of equation (11.2.15) is
equal to <Fx>x2nr&z, which gives
<Fi(r,z)> =
By

substitution

of

e
£orJ

fr
I <p(ri,z)> r i d n

(11.2.21)

o

equation

(11.2.16) into

equation

(11.2.21)

one
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obtains for the average value of the transverse component of the
acting on a test particle in the beam (r<rm(z))

force

[
r
r
a(z) — — —2 + b(z) - — - — 7 -7
+
1 + c(z)
(
)
2r(z)'
2
2ne 0 L
r o (z)
2ro(z)'1
3r o (z) 6
J
(11.2.22)
The first term between brackets in equation (11.2.22) is proportional to
the distance to the axis r. For an uniform current density distribution
this is the only non-vanishing term, as follows with equation (11.2.18).
Notice that an ideal lens has the property that it deflects the
particles by an angle which is proportional to the radial distance r.
Hence, for an uniform current density distribution the space charge
force <Fx(r,z)> acts as an ideal lens. For non-uniform distributions the
remaining terms in equation (11.2.22) do not all vanish and the space
charge force <F *r,z)> acts as a non-ideal lens. Besides its imaging
action it introduces aberrations as well. The second term between
brackets in equation (11.2.22) corresponds to third-order aberrations,
similar to those generated by a conventional electrostatic or magnetic
lens.
The radial equation of motion of a test particle moving under
influence of a lateral force <Fx(r,z)> is given by
<F,(r,z)> =
x

<F±[r(t),z(t)]>
dt 2

m

In general one may write
d2r
dt 2

=

dz 2

As we restrict ourselves to beam segments in drift space,the second term
can be disregarded (since z is then linear in t: z=zo+v(t-to)). With
equations (11.2.22) and (11.2.23) one now obtains

^-4"= k fa(z) — - ^ — + b(z) —!+ c(z)
?—— + • • |
dz*
[
r o (z) 2
2ro(z)<1
3ro(z)B
I

(11.2.24)

where the q u a n t i t y k i s given by
eX
4itE0V

1

f m\ »' 2

4itE0 l2ej

V^/2

(11.2.25)

Equation (11.2.24) is the ray-equation for a rotational symmetric beam
in drift space, which takes the interaction force corresponding to the
smoothed-out
distribution of charge into account.
It should be
emphasized that this ray-equation pertains to the average trajectory of
a large set of test particles starting with the same initial condition.
The ray-equation (11.2.24) relies on an essential assumption
which might not be obvious from its derivation. The average trajectory
of the test particle is calculated as if it is moving in some external
electrostatic field. This "external" field is produced by the smoothedout distribution of charge of the field particles. In this approach one
considers only the perturbation of the test particle and ignores the
influence of the test particle on the field particles surrounding it.
Due to this lack of feedback (from the coordinates of the test particle
to
the coordinates of the field particles) the model
becomes
unrealistic in case the space charge effect is produced by strong
interactions between a limited number of particles.
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It is instructive to consider the space charge effect occurring
in a beam with a narrow waist of radius r c (wa use the term "waist" in
stead of crossover, since the particles do not necessarily cross the
axis). Let ao be the beam semi-angle and assume that the current density
distribution is approximately uniform in every cross section of the
beam. Consider a particle moving along the edge of the beam towards the
waist of the beam. Thus r=ro(z) and a=ao. From equations (11.2.22) and
(11.2.18) one finds for the space charge force acting on this particle

2iEoro(z)

(11.2.26)

According to this equation the space charge force CF±> acting on the
test particle is expected to diverge for a waist radius which approaches
zero (thus ro(z)=rc-»O). At this point one should notice that rc(z)
represents tha beam radius in presence of the space charge repulsion,
which will in general be larger than the unperturbed beam radius. When
studying the particle motion in the vicinity of the waist under
influence of the space charge force < F X > it is useful to consider the
extreme cases of a beam of very high particle density and a beam of low
particle density. Let us study the implications of equation (11.2.26)
for these cases separately.
In a beam of very high particle density the particles running
along the edge of the beam are expected to remain at the edge of the
beam (without crossing the axis) due to the repulsion of the total space
charge present in the inner part of the beam. The corresponding waist
radius rc will be non zero even for a homocentric beam. Accordingly, the
space charge force <F±> computed from equation (11.2.26) will be finite
provided that one accounts for the impact of the space charge repulsion
on the distribution of field particles. If the stream of particles is
such that non of the particle trajectories do cross each other, one
speaks of "laminar flow". This condition implies that all particles
located at a certain position have the same velocity. This type of flow
will be further investigated in the next section.
In a beam of low particle density, a particle running along the
edge of the beam is expected to cross the axis unless it happens to
collide
with some other particle travelling with approximately the
same axial coordinate, but diametrically opposite. In this type of beam
the space charge effect may cause an axial shift and a slight
(de)magnification of the crossover,
but it will not change the
characteristics of the beam drastically. Accordingly, a homocentric beam
is expected to have a crossover of zero radius and a straightforward
application of equation (11.2.26) to compute the space charge force
<FX> will lead to divergent results at the location of this crossover.
Clearly, in reality the space charge force acting on the test particle
is always finite due to the fact that the minimum distance between the
test and a field particle is limited by their mutual interaction. The
divergence of equation (11.2.26) for this case is a consequence of the
decoupling of the coordinates of the test particle from the coordinates
of the field particles. However, anticipating on the results of section
11.7, we mention that this decoupling does not represent any problem in
the actual calculation of the space charge effect in beams of low
particle density with a narrow crossover.
In order to specify the distinction between beams of low and
beams of high particle density let us consider the number of particles
simultaneously present in a cylindrical volume in the beam with some
characteristic length Az and some characteristic radius r. A beam of
high particle density is now defined as a beam for which this number is
large compared to unity. Taking r=r m (z) and A Z of the order r^(z) this
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condition can be expressed as
-r m (z)
IliiL
<:p(r,z)> 2*rdr » 1
6
j
0

(11.2.27)

We will refer to equation (11.2.27) as the continuum condition. It is
postulated that the continuum condition should be fulfilled in order to
obtain laminar flow. However, we add that this condition does not
guarantee laminar flow.
For a beam with an uniform current density
distribution
equation '11.2.27) transforms to
Xro(z) »

1

(11.2.28)

as follows with equations (11.2.16) and (11.2.18). This equation
expresses that the beam radius ro(z) should be large compared to the
average axial separation of the particles <s>=l/X. It should be
fulfilled for all z, including the location of the waist (r o (z)=r c ). In
order to verify equation (11.2.28) one needs to know the actual
dimensions of the beam which occur under influence of the space charge
force.
The classic approach to the space charge effect is to assume
laminar flow. We will briefly review this approach in section 11.3.
However, as it turns out the continuum condition of equation (11.2.27)
is in general not fulfilled for the particle beams used in lithography
and microscopy instruments. Therefore, the laminar flow model is not
suited to describe the space charge effect occurring in the drift
sections of such systems. The remaining part of the chapter concerns an
alternative approach which is appropriate for this case. In this model
the ray-equation (11.2.24) is solved in first order perturbation
approximation. The basic philosophy of the model is described in section
11.A. The actual calculations are presented in section 11.5 and 11.6,
treating the first order optical properties of the space-charge lens and
its third order aberrations respectively. In sections 11.7 and 11.8 the
results of the model are examined for the specific cases of a beam
segment with a narrow crossover and a homocentric cylindrical beam
segment respectively. Finally, section 11.9 considers the problem of
adding the contributions of the individual beam segments to determine
the total effect generated in the entire beam.

11.3

Beans with laainar flaw

The classic approach to the problem of calculating the spreading
of a beam under influence of its own space charge is to assume laminar
flow. The first contributions to the subject were given by McGreggorMorris and Mines (1925) and Watson (VJ2/). Detailed discussions and
extensive references can be found in the standard textbooks on electron
optics, for instance see Glaser (1952), Klemperer (1953), El-Kareh and
El-Kareh (1970) or Hutter (1967). He will only briefly investigate the
subject here. Our main interest is to determine the range of validity of
the laminar-flow approach.
Consider a rotational symmetric homocentric converging beam with
initial radius r A and slope r j . Assume that the current density
distribution in the initial plane (z=Zi) is uniform. The reader might
verify that the assumption of laminar flow in a homocentric beam implies
that the distribution will be uniform in other planes as well. The space
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charge force, which is for an uniform distribution directly proportional
to the distance to the axis, may change the size of the beam but it does
not alter its shape. This type of laminar flow is referred as congruent
flow. In case of congruent flow it is sufficient to determine
the
trajectory of a particle moving along the edge of the beam, thus taking
r=r o (z).
The appropriate ray equation for the case of an uniform beam
follows from equations (11.2.24) and (11.2.18). Multiplication of both
sides of equation (11.2.24) with (dr/dz) and integration results in

( £ ) ' k "G3 3'"
The minimum beam radius rc follows
(11.3.1) now yields

by

taking

(dro/dz)=O.

exp(-l/4X)
where X

is the
1

scaled

linear particle

m1/z

k

Equation

(11.3.2)

density,

given

by

I
(11.3.3)

as was previously defined by equation (7.3.22). In equation (11.3.2) we
approximated r]«a 0 . with do the beam semi-angle at the initial plane.
This is justified since we consider only paraxial beams.
The zcoordinate for which the beam radius reaches its minimum value follows
by integrating equation (11.3.1)
rTc
c-Z! =

r
rro\
2k In - H

.L
L'i L

UJ
UJ

i-t
+ r

Substituting r=riexp(!;z-rj2/2k)

i2

J

this transforms to
1/2X
exp(!*)dj;

(11.3.4)

where rc is given by equation (11.3.2) and the linear particle density X
by equation (11.3.3). Equations (11.3.2) and (11.3.4) specify the size
and axial position of the minimum cross section of an
uniform
homocentric beam, assuming laminar flow.
In the design of oscilloscope tubes one likes to determine the
radius rs of the smallest spot which can be obtained at the screen,
given a certain beam current I, bean voltage V and distance to the
screen L=zs-Zi. Given these parameters the spot size at the screen can
be minimized by varying ri. Schwartz (1957) presented an universal curve
from which the ratio rs/ri can be determine as function of Xllt (our
notation). He pointed out that the minimum spot at the screen is
obtained by focussing the beam in such a manner that its minimum cross
section occurs somewhat ahead of the screen. For high X-values the spot
radius rs can be appreciable smaller than the spot radius r c obtained
when the minimum cross section is made to occur at the screen. The
reader is referred to the original publication of Schwartz (1957) or to
El-Kareh and El-Kareh (1970) for a more detailed discussion of this
phenomenon. One should keep in mind that the so-called universal beam
spreading curve is, in fact, not universal at all. It relies on the
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continuum approximation, which breaks down for low particle densities,
as was pointed out earlier. Van den Broek (1984) investigated the
influence of the current density distribution on the spot growth. The
results are presented in graphs similar to those of Schwartz, showing
that the spot growth for non-uniform beams is larger than for uniform
beams.
We conclude this section by examining the conditions for which
the laminar flow model is justified. Substitution of equation (11.3.2)
into the continuum condition of equation (11.2.28) yields
r, »

exp(l/4S)
A

(11.3.5)

in which ?i is given by
?l

= £1 = ^Lil ao2Vri
da

dl.3.6)

e

where the scaling quantity do is defined by equation (7.3.2). The right
hand side of equation (11.3.5) increases exponentially with decreasing
X. Given a certain value of ?t equation (11.3.5) specifies a lower limit
for X. For an electron beam with V=10kV,
ao=10mR and ri=100 //m one
finds
from equation (11.3.6) r"i=1.39*105. According
to
equation
(11.3.5) one should demand K«5.0xl0- 2 , which implies I>0.66 mA, as
follows with equation (11.3.3). This is a typical value of the minimum
beam current necessary to fulfil the continuum condition at the smallest
cross section. Clearly, this type of current is so large that it is
beyond the scope of this monograph, see section 1.1. It is interesting
to note that a transition region may occur in which the continuum
approximation is justified for the particles at the edge of the beam,
but not for the inner-beam particles. In that case the outer beam
particles
still form a waist, while the inner-beam particles already
cross over.
It
should be emphasized that our model for
statistical
interactions, described in chapter 5, breaks down in case equation
(11.3.5) would be satisfied. The assumption that the field particles can
be considered as statistically independent, as expressed by equation
(5.3.1), would clearly
not be justified. Similarly, it would be
incorrect to represent the total deviation of the test particle as the
sum of independent two particle effects, as expressed by equation
(5.3.12). We recall that our model relies on the assumption that the
test particle is not involved in more than one strong interaction during
its flight. The majority of all interactions are assumed to generate
only small deviations from the unperturbed trajectory. In the next
section we will present a method to calculate the space charge effect in
beams to which our model of statistical interactions applies, that is
beams of low or medium current density.

11.4

First order perturbation theory

Consider a rotational symmetric paraxial beam segment with a
crossover. Let the beam radius at axial position z be characterized by
ro(z), which is, in absence of particle interactions, given by
f o (z) = r c + ao|z-z c |

(11.4.1)

The tilde (~) refers to the unperturbed condition of the beam. The axial

coordinate zc specifies the location of the crossover plane.
unperturbed trajectory of a test particle can be represented as
2r J a(z-z c )cos(\Mp)] 1 ' z

The

(11.4.2)

as can be understood from figure 5.1. A meridian trajectory (which is a
trajectory which intersects the beam axis) corresponds to y=ip or tf<=^+Tr.
For these trajectories equation (11.4.2) transforms to
|r x ± a(z-z c )|
the + sign referring to the case \l/=ip and the - sign
allowing negative values for f(z), r x , and a, one can
represent a meridian trajectory as

to
in

= r, - a(z-z c )

&=<p+n. By
general

(11.4.3)

where o is defined such that a positive value corresponds to a
trajectory which runs from large r± to small T± values with increasing
z, see figure 11.1. Notice that a meridian trajectory in a rotational
symmetric beam remains meridian also in presence of the space charge
repulsion. From now on we will restrict ourselves to trajectories
described
by equation (11.4.3) and assume that the results apply to
other trajectories as well.

Figure 11.1 Rotational symmetric beam segment with a crossover. The
radial
coordinate r(z) of an (unperturbed) meridian
trajectory is specified by the angle o and the radial
coordinate r^ in the crossover plane.

The model presented in this section starts from the ray-equation
(11.2.24). In the first order perturbation approximation the total space
charge force acting on the test particle is evaluated from the
unperturbed dimensions of the beam and the unperturbed trajectory of the
test particle, specified by ?o(z) and f(z) respectively. By replacing r
and r o (z) in the right hand side of the ray-equation (11.2.24) by fo(z)
and
f(z)
respectively one finds for the angular
and
spatial
displacements of the test particle
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,v f
-±vz

= k

r
J

dz

r f(z)
a
+
I fo(z) 2

b

f(z> 3
2ro(z>1'

+ c

f(z)5
+
3?o(z)«

l
j

•• •

Zi
(11.4.4)

2fo(z)«

' 3ro(z)6

similar to equations (11.2.7) and (11.2.8). The axial coordinates Zi and
z f refer to the initial (or entrance) and final (or exit) plane of the
beam segment. The coefficients a, b, c, ••• are from now on assumed to
be independent of z, which means that the shape of the current density
distribution is assumed to be the same in every cross section of the
beam. Notice that the quantities AHf and Ar x f may become negative.
The virtual displacement A r x in a reference plane with axial
coordinate z r follows from
(11.4.5)
By substituting equations (11.4.4) into equation (11.4.5) one obtains
Zf

dz (z r

F f(z)
f(z) 3
?(z)s
-z) | a F - n T r + b I F - T I T r + C 3 F - 7 i T F +

..

Zl

(11.4.6)

similar to the second equation of (11.4.4). The difference with this
equation is that Zf is replaced by z r . The integral in equation (11.4.6)
can be evaluated term by term. Accordingly, one may write
Ar j

= a i

^ + b

2

dz (z r ~

Z)

+

...

(11.4.7)

in which
Ar

= k

f

Zi

ro(z)2

- k Jdz (zr - z) JggL.

(11.4.8)

(U.4.9)

In the next section we will evaluate the quantity A r x i , given by
equation (11.4.8). It specifies the first order optical properties of
the space charge lens. These properties can be expressed in terms of a
defocussing distance and a magnification. The quantity & r x 2 , given by
equation (11.4.9), specifies the third order aberration properties of
the space charge lens. It will be evaluated in section 11.6.

11.5

First order optical properties of the space charge lens

In this section we will evaluate the quantity A r ± i , given by
equation (11.4.8). Let us define z c =0, which implies that the x,y-plane
of
the
laboratory system coincides with the
crossover
plane.
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Substitution
yields

of equations (11.4.1) and (11.4.3) into equation
r.
R —
rc

+

a \
A—
a0 J

(11.4.8)

(11.5.1)

in which R and A represent
,xr

«•(

(X r -X)
[1 + | x | ] z

*

Xi

f
J'

X(x-Xr)
[1 + | x | TT^X
]z

(11.5.2)

Xi

where x is defined as
x =—

(11.5.3)

The scaled linear particle density X is given by equation
By carrying out the integrals in equations (11.5.2) one finds

(11.3.3).

rk ~ d b + Xr [ 2 " T^r" i ^
in which
(7.3.1))
Ki

the quantities K, Ki and K 2 are defined by (as in equation
npLi
—
rc

,

«QLZ
K2 = — —
rc

,

_ KtK2
ooL
K = —-— =—l
2rc

(11.5.6)

where Li=-Zi is the distance between the initial plane and the
crossover, L2=Zf is the distance between the crossover and the final
plane and L=Lt+Le is the total bean length.
We will now assume that the reference plane is located in the
vicinity of the crossover. This implies that x r < < l and one may neglect
the terms in equations (11.5.4) and (11.5.5) which are proportional to
x r . The resulting expressions can be written as
R * Ri(Ki) - Ri(K 2 )

,

A * A t (K t ) + Ai(K 2 )

,

Ri(K) = ln(l+K) - — —
1K

(11.5.7)

At(K) = K + -^- - 21n(l+K)
(11.5.8)
1+K
Notice that one may add an arbitrary constant to Ri(K) without affecting
the outcome of R. The functions Ri(K) and Ai(K) are plotted in figure
11.2.
For the case of a crossover located in the middle of the bean
segment (thus Ki=K 2 =K) one finds R=0 and A=2A t (K).
We like to express the results given by equations (11.5.1),
(11.5.7) and (11.5.8) in terms of a defocussing distance
Az r and a
magnification N, both referring to the crossover. For that, we have to
determine the axial position z r of the plane in which the crossover is
imaged by the space charge lens. The radial coordinate of the perturbed
trajectory of the test particle can be expressed as
r(z) = f(z) + Ar x = rx + oz + a Ar^i + b Ar^j + •••

(11.5.9)
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10*
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Figure 11.2 The first order optical functions Ri(K) and Ai(K) of the
space charge lens, which are specified by equations
(11.5.7) and (11.5.8) respectively.

10

Fiffirell.3
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The defocussing functions Z(K) and Z.fr(K) of the space
charge lens, which are specified by equations (11.5.13) and
(11.6.13) respectively.

as follows with equations (11.4.3) and (11.4.7), using that z e =0.
axial coordinate z r of the image plane follows by solving

The

far(z)l
'

= 0

(11.5.10)

[ da Jz=z r
With equations (11.5.9),
x r =a o z r /r c )

(11.5.1) and (11.5.8) one obtains (note

x r * a 2XA * a 2X[Ai(Ki) + Ai(K 2 )]

that

(11.5.11)

ignoring the terms
bAr ±2 +... in equation (11.5.9). With equation
(11.5.3) one finds for the defocussing distance Az/ (=z r -z c =z r )
Az f * a 2KL 2K|Ki ZUi i)

+

KzZCKa)]

(11.5.12)

in which the function Z(K) is defined as
Z(K) =

Al

^ K ) = 1 + -^- - ^Ln(l+K)
K
1+K
K

(11.5.13)

This function is plotted in figure 11.3. For K%100 one may approximate
Z(K)*>1 within 10% accuracy. From equation (11.5.12) it now follows that
for Ki&lOO and K.2%100 the defocussing distance Az f is practically
independent of the position of the crossover.
Notice that the Azr is
always positive. Thus the virtual crossover, which is imaged by the lens
at the end of the beam segment, is always located after the crossover
which would occur in the unperturbed beam.
Utilizing equation (11.3.3) one can express equation (11.5.12)
in terms of the experimental parameters

If

\

alL

Azr * C S C ^ H K j Z d d ) + K 2 Z(K 2 )I ^jTfT

(11.5.14)

where the constant Csc is given by

In

the case of electrons one finds Csc = 1.5154x10* in SI units.
Equations
(11.5.14) stows that the
defocussing
distance
increases linearly with the beam current. If one does not refocus the
spot while changing the beam current,
the space charge effect causes a
blurring of *he image. The point-spread function representing the
blurring at the location of the original (unperturbed) crossover is
given by
p(Ar.) =
x

AZf

f^Ar./Azr)
-1-

where fo(a) is the angular distribution at the crossover.
this distribution is equal to
FWHMr = Azr FWHMa

(11.5.16)
The FWHM

of

(11.5.17)

where FWHMa is the FWHM of the angular distribution f a (a). The
corresponding blurring observed at the target follows by multiplying
FWHMr with the magnification of the system from the crossover to the
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target.
The magnification M of the crossover due to action of the space
charge lens follows with equation (11.5.9)
M =

r(zr)
r

zT
Ar i(zr)
* l + a — + a -^
r

x

r

x

(11.5.18)

x

By substituting equations (11.5.1), (11.5.7) and (11.5.11) one obtains
M *, 1 + a 2X[Rt(Ki) - Ri(K2)]

(11.5.19)

in which the function Ri(K) is given by equation (11.5.7). Equation
(11.5.19) shows that, in a beam segment with a crossover halfway (Ki=K2),
the magnification generated by the space charge effect in the first half
of the beam is exactly compensated in the second half. Thus for this
particular geometry one finds M=l. Furthermore, one sees that M>1 when
Ki>K2 and M<1 when Ki<K 2 .
11.6

Third order geometrical aberrations of the space charge lens

In this section we will evaluate the quantity Ar ± 2 ,
equation (11.4.9). We define again z c =0. Substitution of
(11.4.1) and (11.4.3) into equation (11.4.9) yields
1

Ar | 2
ff fr.V
fr.V
o
DM
MM
+F
F—
—
—±=- = 2X I D
M
+
UcJ
oo

lr.\
lr.\*
(a
(a 1
1*
UH
+C
C \—\
\—\
U
H
+
lr j
\a j
c

o

given by
equations

r.
r.
fa
fa ^^ 1
-i. ++SS\—A
-i.
r
la\—A
j J
c

o

(11.6.1)

in which D, F, C and S represent
X f

3X(X-Xr)

[i

+

J

ixi^dx
(11.6.2)

X 3(X-X r )

2tl • | |

J

i

dX

Xj

where x i s defined by equation ( 1 1 . 5 . 3 ) and the scaled l i n e a r p a r t i c l e
density X i s given by equation ( 1 1 . 3 . 3 ) . By carrying out the i n t e g r a l s
in equations ( 1 1 . 6 . 2 ) one finds

F

_

1
1
3
3
2(1+K)3~ 2(1+K)3 + 2(1+K)« + 2(1+K)z

C""

*

*
"

'
--

3

J
*
J
3
4 ( 1 + K z ) 2 + 2(1+Ki)" 2(1+K 2 )~ 2

!
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3_
3
2(1+K) " 2 ( 1 K )

3
2(1+K2)2

3
2(1+Ki)

fl+Kij
iTHKil

3
2(1+K2)

-l]

s = -6(1 +K, )J
13
3

6 ( 1 +K 2 ) 3

( I + K 2 ;I 2

( l+Ki)^

1+K i

1+K2

[(1+K l ) ( l + K 2 ) ] + K
M+

Xr

[
21

n

1
3(1+Ki) 3

[l+

1
3(I+K2P

3
2
;!U+Ki)

3
2(1+K2)2

3
1+Kt

3
1+K2

in which the quantities K, Ki and K 2 are defined by equation (11.5.6).
We will now assume x r <<l and ignore the terms proportional to x r .
This way one obtains
D « Di(Ki) - Dj(Kz)

,

F «. F»(K t ) + Fi(K2)

C « Ci(Ki) - Ci(K 2 )

,

S * Si(Ki) + Si(K2)

(11.6.3)

in which the functions Di(K), Fi(K), Ci(K) and Si(K) can be expressed as
Di(K) =

(11.6.4)

12(1+K) 3

F,(K) =

(11.6.5)
6K

(11.6.6)

Si(K) = ^K - 21n(l+K)

9K + 21K 2 + 13K 3

(11.6.7)

These functions are plotted in figure 11.4. For the case of a crossover
located in the middle of the beam segment (thus Kj=K2=K) one finds from
equations (11.6.3) that D=C=0, F=2Ft(K) and S=2S t (K).

10-1
Figart ll.i

10"

The third order aberration functions Di(K), Fi(K), C,(K)
and 5i(K) of the space charge lens, which are specified by
equations
(11.6.4),
(11.6.5).
(11.6.6) and (11.6.7)
respectively.
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Figure 11.4 shows that the term proportional to S dominates
equation (11.6.1) for K>>1. This term corresponds to the spherical
aberration of the space charge lens. Let us investigate the properties
of this term in more detail. The coefficient of spherical aberration C s
of a lens is usually defined as
Ar x = - C s a3

(11.6.8)

The minus sign implies that a lens with a positive Cs deflects the outer
rays
by a larger angle then required for ideal
imaging.
The
corresponding deviation Ar^ is negative.
With equations (11.4.7), (11.6.1) and (11.6.3) one obtains from
equation (11.6.8) for the coefficient of spherical aberration of the
space charge lens
Cs

= _b Z^l^_(si(Ki) + S,(K2)

a o z 2KI

(11.6.9)

J

where 2K=Ki+K2 and the function St(K) is given by equation (11.6.7).
Substitution of the expression fur X, given by equation (11.3.3), yields
C s = Csc ^71 S » ( K «)

+

SiCKa)I — k

(11.6.10)

where the constant Csc is given by equation (11.5.15). We recall that
the parameter b is a measure for the non-uniformity of the current
density distribution, see equation (11.2.16). A Gaussian distribution
has the properties a=l, b=-l/2, as is specified by equation (11.2.19).
Equation (11.6.10) shows that the coefficient of spherical aberration C s
is positive when b is negative. A negative value of b implies that the
current density at the edge of the beam is smaller than in the centre of
the beam, as can be seen from equation (11.2.16). This is usually the
case in practical beams. In order to exploit the space charge lens to
compensate the spherical aberration of the system components (which is
negative) one should produce a beam which has the property b>0. This
means that the current density at the edge of the beam should be larger
than in the centre of the beam.
As is well known from geometrical optics the disk of least
confusion of a beam which is dominated by spherical aberrations is
located at a distance (3/4)Csao2 ahead of the Gaussian image plane and
has a diameter d s *(l/2)C s ao 3 . The effective defocussing distance Az6fr
of the space charge lens is now defined as
AZerr = AZf - -C s ao 2
4

(11.6.11)

By substitution of equations (11.6.10) and (11.5.14) one finds an
expression for AzBff which has the same form as equation (11.5.14), but
with the function Z(K) replaced by a function Z e fr(K), which is given by
h

8a

4a
1+K

a

9 + 21K + 13K* _ I
8(1+K)3
I

3bUn(l+K)
2a)
K

For a Gaussian current density distribution one obtains
(11.2.19)
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with

tll.6.12)
equation

13

7 + U K + 3K«

I?

+

51n(l+K)

16(1*)'

(U 6 13)

AT"

which is plotted in figure 11.3.
confusion ds is equal to

--

The diameter of the disk

ds = -CsOo3 = Csc •^fsi(Ki) + Si(K 2 )| ~b*jl.,
I
2K\
) 2aoV 3/z

of

least

(11.6.14)

as follows with equation (11.6.10).

11.7

Beaa segment with a narrow crossover

In this section we will study the results of the previous two
sections for the case of a beam segment with a narrow crossover. This
geometry corresponds to rc-»0, thus K-«». We will start by investigating
the first order optical properties of the space charge lens and will
discuss its third order properties next. For K-«» one may expand
equations (11.5.4), (11.5.13) and (11.6.12) in the following power
series
Ri(K) = ln(K) - l + r - - ~

Z(K) = 1 -

Z,fr(K) = ]

21n(K)
K

1
K

I'

+

3
K*
+

:^rr

2
K3

+

0(K-*)

(MR-*)

(K-*»)

(11.7.1)

(K-K»)

(11.7.2)

(K-«>)

(11.7.3)

3b) ln(K)
K

p - + 0(K-*)

in which 0(K-*) represents terms of the order K-*. From equations
(11.7.2), (11.5.14) and (11.5.17) one obtains for the extreme case of a
homocentric beam with a crossover (r c =0, K=«>) with an uniform current
density distribution in every cross section of the beam (a=l)
(11.7.4)
whsre the constant Csc is defined by equation (11.5.15). For a Gaussian
current density distribution (a=l,b=-l/2) one finds an
effective
riijlccussing distance which is smaller by a factor 13/16
= Csc

lfa"v»"

(a-l.b^l/2,K*)

(11.7.5)

as follows from equations (11.5.14) and (11.7.3).
For an electron beam
with I=l/iA, L=0.1m, V=10kV and a0=10mR equations (11.7.4) and (11.7.5)
yield Azf=15fnn, A7erf=12^m and FWHMr=0.30/iin.
The magnification of a narrow crossover M can be determined from
equations (11.5.19) and (11.7.1). For a converging beam with an uniform
current density distribution (a»l, Ki-»«° and Kj=0) one obtains
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IL
lniKii
ln(Kt)
(M-l)rc % Csc — T3 T 2— —
% Az f a 0 —
aV '
K
IM

(11.7.6)

utilizing equations (11.3.3) and (11.7.4). Equation (11.7.6) shows that
the lateral displacement (M-l)rc, associated with the magnification
effect, is for the considered geometry (K-K») typically much smaller than
the displacement AZfdo, associated with the defocussing effect. This can
also directly be observed from figure 11.2, employing equations
(11.5.1), (11.5.7) and (11.5.8). The ratio Az f a 0 /Mr c
becomes even
larger for a beam segment with a narrow crossover which is located
somewhere in the middle (Ki*K2) due to the cancellation of the
contributions to M of the first and the second part of the beam segment,
see equation (11.5.7).
The third order aberrations of the space charge lens are
described by equation (11.6.1). The functions D, F, C, S are defined by
equations (11.6.3) to (11.6.7). For K-*» these functions can be expanded
as

Dl(K)=

T 7 ~ P " ~ ai^ +0(K"4)

Fl(K)=

i ~ 2^+ F " F +

(K )

—

0(K 4)

<IC )

"

—

Ci(K) = |ln(K) - ± i + |- y £ + ^ + 0(K-»)

(11 7 7)

--

ni#7 8)

-

(K-K.)

(11.7.9)

Sj(K) = ^K - 21n(K) + ^-- §• + § - - | §J- + 0(K-*) (K-w»)

(11.7.10)

1

ID

K

K

bK

These equations show that for large K-values the dominating third order
term is spherical aberration, as was mentioned previously. This can also
be seen from figure 11.4. For the extreme case of a homocentric beam
segment
with a crossover (Ki-*» and K2-*»>) with a Gaussian current
density distribution (a=l, b=-l/2) one obtains from equations (11.6.10),
(11.6.14) and (11.7.10)
^

(11.7.11)

We recall that d s represents the diameter of the disk of least
confusion. The corresponding axial location is specified by equation
(11.7.5). For an electron beam with I=l/iA, L=0.1m, V=10kV and ao=lOmR
these equations yield C s =38 mm and d s =19nm.

11.8

Haaocentric cylindrical beam segment

We will now consider the case of a nomocentric cylindrical beam
segment with a narrow crossover. This geometry corresponds to ao=O, thus
K=0. As in the previous section we will start by investigating the first
order optical properties of the space charge lens and will discuss its
third order properties next. For K-»0 one may expand equations (11.5.4)
and (11.5.13) and (11.6.12) in the following power series
Ri(K) = -K* - ^K* + ic* - -K 5 + 0(K 6 )
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(K*0)

(11.8.1)

1
1
3
2
Z(K) = -Kz - -K3 + -K* - -Ks + 0(K 6 )

Zeff(K)

(K-•0)

(11 . 8 . 2 )

+ O(K«)
(K-• 0 )

(11 . 8 . 3 )

Equations (11.8.2) and (11.8.3) show that for K-»0 one may approximate
Zerr(K)*Z(K), which is correct up to fourth order terms in K. This
behaviour is confirmed by figure 11.2.
For the extreme case that oo=0
(thus K=0) one obtains from equations (11.5.1), (11.5.7), (11.5.8),
(11.5.13), (11.8.1), (11.8.2) and 'jl.5.6)
2X* (Sc - 1/2) r,

(ao=0)

(11.8.4)

in which the scaled linear particle density for a cylindrical beam X* is
defined as (as stated previously by equation (7.4.18))

kL2
2 I < I i

,

e t e l f g r t 8 v

,>.

in which ro denotes the radius of the beam. As the crossover disappears
for ao-»O the parameter S c in equation (11.8.4) merely defines the
location of the image plane. In fact S c replaces here the parameter Si,
defined by equation (3.2.1). Equation (11.8.4) can also be obtained
directly by performing the integral in equation (11.4.8), taking f(z)=r ±
and Fo(z)=ro, independent of z.
The third order aberration functions Di, Fi, Ci and Si, given by
equations (11.6.4) to (11.6.7), can for K-»0 be expanded as
Di(K) = -K« - -K 3 + -10- - 2KS + 0 ( K 6 )
4
3
4

(K-»0)

3K5
Ci(K) = -K* - -K5 + O(K B )
8
5
Si(K) = — K

5

+ 0(K«)

(11.8.6)

(11.8.7)

(K-.0)

(11.8.8)

(K-.0)

(11.8.9)

Substitution into equation (11.6.1), using equation (11.6.3), yields for
for the extreme case ao=0
r. 2 = X* (S c - 1/2) -2i ro

(a o =O)

(11.8.10)

utilizing equation (11.8.5). Equation (11.8.10) can also be obtained
directly by performing the integral in equation (11.4.9), taking f(z)=r ±
and fo(z)=ro.
Equations (11.8.4) and (11.8.10) specify the first and third
order optical properties of the space charge lens associated with a
cylindrical beam segment in terms of the displacements A n and Art in a
certain plane determined by the parameter S c . We will now translate
these quantities in terms of the corresponding properties of the beam in
the back-focal plane of the lens succeeding the beam segment. Figure
11.5 shows a cylindrical beam segment of length L between two-lenses.
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f
Figure 11.5 Schematic view of a homocentric cylindrical beam segment
(solid lines) and a homocentric beam segment with a
crossover in the middle (dashed lines).
The corresponding
space, charge effect,
observed in the crossover after the
second lens, is the same for both geometries.

The beam radius i s r o . The focal distance of the second lens i s f. The
displacement Arr in the back-focal plane of the lens can be expressed as
f

= lim

(11.8.11)

Ar

in which Ar is the displacement in the plane defined by S c . Equation
(11.8.11) is equivalent to equation (9.2.10) (We recall that the
parameter S c is for the present case identical to Si). It expresses that
the displacement Arf is entirely the result of the angular displacement
generated in the cylindrical beam segment.
With equation (U.S.11) one obtains from equations (11.8.4) and
(11.8.10)
(11.8.12)

A r I - f = 2\*
L

Ar 2 . f = X*

(11.8.13)
Lro 2

The displacement Ari.f is directly proportional to r ± and can therefore
be expressed in terms of a defocussing distance AZf. We define
= aAri,f

(11.8.14)

—
r

utilizing equation (11.4.7). The constant a depends on the type of
current density distribution in the cross section of the beam, as can be
seen from equation (11.2.16). Substituting equations (11.8.12) and
(11.8.5) into equation (11.8.14) yields
f2

alLf*

(11.8.15)

where the constant Csc is defined by equation (11.5.15). Similarly, one
can express the third order aberration specified by equation (11.8.13),
as
Ar = Csc
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Csc

(11.8.16)

using that for a paraxial beam r±o, af, as can be seen from figure 11.5.
The minus sign was included to express that a positive value of b leads
to an aberration which corresponds to a too strong focussing of the
outer rays. Utilizing equation (11.6.8) one can express this result in
terms of a coefficient of spherical aberration C s
(11.8.17)
We recall that a Gaussian current density distribution corresponds to
a=l and b=-l/2, as specified by equation (11.2.19).
Equations (11.8.15) and (11.8.17) constitute the main results of
this section. It is interesting to compare these results to the
corresponding
results of the previous section.
Assume that the
cylindrical beam segment in figure 11.5 is replaced by a homocentric
beam segment with a crossover, as indicated in the figure by the dashed
lines. One may now use equations (11.7.4) and (11.7.11) to calculate the
defocussing distance Azr,c and the coefficient of spherical aberration
Cs,c, both referring to the crossover. In order to compare the outcome
with the results of this section one has to translate these quantities
to the image plane of the second lens, using

f ai*

f\*

(11.8.18)

The quantity f/2L is equal to the transverse magnification from the
crossover to image plane of the second lens. Substitution of equations
(11.7.4) and (11.7.11) into equations (11.8.18) yields
= Csc

**'

IL
,*V3'«
B
1

n
Cs

=

IL
C s c

4CM*V3'2

f
2l]

fi2
= CSC

l

'
f fV

l2L)

IL
ao 2 V3/2
°

_
=

(a=l, b=-l/2)

(11.8.19)

IL

C s c

using that ai=fao/2L. Since ro=aof one finds that equations (11.8.19)
are identical to equations (11.8.15) and (11.8.17), taking a=l and
b=-l/2. Thus the space charge effect generated in the homocentric beam
segment with a crossover is identical to that generated in the
homocentric cylindrical beam segment as far as the impact on the spot in
the image plane of the second lens is concerned.

11.9

Addition of the effects generated in individual beaa segments

We conclude this chapter by investigating how to add the space
charge effects generated in the different segments of a beam. We have
demonstrated that space charge effect generated in a single beam segment
corresponds to action of a negative lens. Accordingly, the total effect
generated in the entire beam can be determined by combining the
different space charge lenses associated with the individual beam
segments, employing the laws of geometrical optics. As the solution of
this problem is straightforward we will restrict the discussion to some
general remarks.
The
defocussing distance A z f of a crossover is
directly
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proportional to the factor 2X1 and a function which depends on the
geometry parameters Ki and Kg, see equation (11.5.12). In order to
obtain the corresponding defocussing of the final probe one has to
multiply AZf with M 2 , in which M denotes the transverse magnification of
the crossover to the final probe (Notice that the axial magnification is
the square of the transverse magnification). The quantity X depends on
the beam semi-angle in the crossover cro. as well as the beam current I
and beam potential V, see equation (11.3.3). In absence of acceleration
areas and apertures one may assume that I and V are constant. The semiangle uo is related to the semi-angle at the final probe a p as ao=M«p.
Accordingly, one finds that the total defocussing of the final probe for
a beam consisting of Nb beam segments is proportional to
Nb

Nb

r

I 2Xi Mi*
i=l

= Csc

2

"

I U
i=l

(11.9.1)

where Li is the length of segment number i. For a narrow crossover
(K>>1) the geometry-dependent factor in equation (11.5.12) is equal to
unity. Equation (11.9.1) indicates that if the condition K>>1 is
fulfilled for all crossovers the total defocussing is given by the same
equation as obtained for a single beam segment, provided that the
segment length L is replaced by the length of the total beam. The same
holds true if one or more beam segments are nearly cylindrical (K-»0), as
follows from the analysis of the previous section. However, for
intermediate K values one has to account for the geometry dependent
factors of each individual beam segment. In general one should evaluate
the quantity

I

Li -£-kiiZ(Kii) + K 2i Z(K2i)

(11.9.2)

in which Ki, K n and K21 represent the parameters K, Ki and K2 for beam
segment number i. The function Z(K) is specified by equation (11.5.13).
The third order aberration properties associated with the space
charge effect in a single beam segment are described by equation
(11.6.1). When the displacement A r ^ is magnified with a factor M to the
target one can express the corresponding displacement Ar x 2, p in the
final probe as
X

D
r 3 F
r
2
L) + ° f\-M
pi
()
= 2XMZ F - f\-M
+C-(a—)*
I r.
-i +S_(a
[_l

(11.9.3)

using that r p =Mr c . The ratios rj./rc and 0/00 are not affected by
imaging system. The quantity 2XM* is directly proportional to
segment length L, as is shown by equation (11.9.1). Accordingly,
should calculate the total aberration X (=D, F, C or S) as

the
the
one

(11.9.4)

in which L, and Xi denote the length and the aberration constant
respectively of segment number i, while Mi is the magnification of
crossover number i to the target.
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12. CALCULATION OF DIFFERENT SPOT- AND EDGE-WIDTH MEASURES

12.1

Introduction

This chapter is concerned with the calculation of a number of
different measures for the resolution of probe forming instruments,
which are often used in experiment. In Gaussian beam systems, in which
the source is imaged on the target, the spot-width is usually evaluated
by scanning the beam across a knife-edge. The transmitted current is
measured as function of the position of the beam. The spot-width follows
as the distance between two characteristic current levels, for instance
those corresponding to 10% and 90% of the total beam current.
In shaped beam systems, in which an aperture is imaged on the
target, one is primarily interested in the edge-width of the spot. As a
measure for the edge-width, one usually considers the distance between
the points corresponding to two characteristic intensity levels, for
instance those corresponding to 10% and 90% of the intensity level at
the centre of the spot. It will be demonstrated that this type of edgewidth is equivalent to the spot-width of a Gaussian spot, determined by
knife-edge scans. The corresponding profiles can both be interpreted as
the convolution of a step-function with the point-spread function,
representing the total aberrations of the system. In general, we will
denote this type of width as d p ,i- p , where p refers to the choice of
the characteristic intensity level (0<p<l/2).
In some applications, one likes to know the Full Width of the
spot which contains a certain fraction f of the total beam current
(0<f<l). This width is here denoted as FW f . The Full Width median FW5o
value corresponds to f=0.5.
The material of this chapter serves to express the results of
the previous chapters in terms of the corresponding d p ,i. p and FWf
values. The main part of the chapter is concerned with the trajectory
displacement effect and the effect of axial chromatic aberration,
related to the energy spread produced by the Boersen effect. The
contribution of spherical aberration and (uncompensated) space charge
defocussing is also studied.
The resulting chromatic aberration,
spherical aberration and blurring due to uncompensated space charge
defocussing depends on the type of angular distribution at the target.
The
cases of an uniform,
a Gaussian and a truncated Gaussian
distribution are considered. The latter corresponds to a Gaussian
angular distribution, which is limited by an aperture.

12.2

Spot-width obtained by knife-edge scans

Consider
a
spot,
characterized
by
a
current-density
distribution j(x,y), like the one depicted in figure 12.1. Assume that
j(x.y) is
rotational symmetric with respect to the origin (x=0,y=0)
and has a maximum at the origin. Let j(x,y) be normalized to unity
0D

00

[ dx f dy j(x,y) =

1

(12.2.1)

Lm Leo
The associated
defined as

one-dimensional current density

distribution

j(x)

is
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Figure 12.1 Current density distribution of a Gaussian spot.

(12.2.2)

dy

which can be considered as a projection of the two-dimensional
distribution j(x,y) on the y-direction. The edge-integral I E ( X ) is
defined as

f dx 1

j(x')

(12.2.3)

It represents the fraction of the total current which is passed along a
knife-edge, when the centre of the spot is located at a distance x from
the edge. This situation is shown in figure 12.2. The general behaviour
of IE(X) is depicted in figure 12.3a. It is convenient to express IE(X)
in terms of the auxiliary function I(x), using
IE(X)

id*

I(x)]

(12.2.4)

where
I(x)

f
=2 I

dx' j(x')

(12.2.5)

The function I(x) is anti-symmetric: I(-x)=-I(x). Its general behaviour
for positive x is shown in figure 12.3b.
The width measure d p ,i. p is defined as the distance between the
points for which I E ( X ) equals p and 1-p respectively, as is indicated in
figure 12.3a. Accordingly, one finds
310

arcsin (*)

knife edge

Pigire 12.2 Schematic view of a spot which is scanned over a knifeedge. The centre of the spot is located at a distance x
from the knife-edge. The fraction UU) of the total
current which passes through is equal to [l+Ii(x)+l2(x)]/2,
as expressed by equations (12.2.4) and (12.2.9). The
quantities
If(x) and I s (x) are specified by equations
(12.2.10) and (12.2.11) respectively.

1
1-p

U(x)

Fig. 12.3a
Figure 12.3 Behaviour of the functions It(x) and
equations (12.2.4) and (12.2.5).

Fig. 12.3b
I(x), defined by
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= I E - M I - P ) - Is-Mp) = 2I-Ml-2p)

(12.2.6)

where
IE' 1 and I-1 denote the inverse functions of IE and I
respectively. Equations (12.2.6), (12.2.5) and (12.2.2) specify the
width dp.i-p, obtained by scanning the beam across a knife-edge, in
terms of the current density distribution j(x,y).
In
the actual calculations, we will
employ
cylindrical
coordinates,
which is convenient since j(x,y) is assurced to be
rotational symmetric. The cylindrical current-density distribution j(r)
is related to j(x,y) as
j(r) = 2itr j(x,y)

where r z = x 2 + y z . When j ( x , y ) i s normalized,
j ( r ) i s normalized t o o
[ dr j ( r ) = 1

(12.2.7)

conform equation ( 1 2 . 2 . 1 ) ,

(12.2.8)

Employing cylindrical coordinates, equation (12.2.5) transforms to
I(x) = Ii(x) + I2(x)

(12.2.9)

where Ii(x) and I2<x) are defined as

Ii(x) = I dr j(r)

(12.2.10)

•'o
00

I2(x) = - f dr arcsin(x/r) j(r)
11J

(12.2.11)

x

as can be understood from figure 12.2. Ii(x) represents the fraction of
the total current contained within the circle of radius r. I2(x) is
twice the fraction of the current contained in the area, outside this
circle, between the lines in y-direction through x'=0 and x'=x.
Equations (12.2.6) and (12.2.9), in combination with equations (12.2.10)
and (12.2.11), specify the width d p ,i- p in terms of the cylindrical
current density distribution j(r).
The function Ii(x) will be used to calculate the Full Width of
the current density distribution FWr which contains a certain fraction f
of the total current
FWf = 2Ii-»(f)

(12.2.12)

in which Ij- 1 denotes the inverse function of Ii. The case f=l/2
corresponds to the Full Width median value FW S0 , introduced in section
5.9. We will use equations (12.2.10) and (12.2.12) to calculate the
width FWr from the current density distribution j(r).
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12.3

Edge-width of a shaped spot

Figure 12.4 shows the current density distribution j(x,y) of a
shaped spot. The profile can be represented as the convolution of an
ideal rectangular distribution A(x,y), with a point spread function
S(x,y), which is determined by the aberrations of the system
CO

C

= | dx' j dy'

A(x',y') S(x-x\y-y')

(12.3.1)

where A(x,y) is defined as
A(x,y) = — | - 8(dx/2 - |x|) 9(d,/2 dd

(12.3.2)

in which dx and dy are the full width-values of the ideal spot, in xand y-direction respectively. 9(x) is the step-function, defined by
equation (3.7.8). Equation (12.3.1) presupposes that the aberrations,
represented by S(x,y), are independent of th«(lateral) location
in the image plane. The distribution A(x,v) is normalized to unity. The
corresponding distribution j(x,y), specified by equation (12.3.1), will
be normalized too, provided that S(x,y) is normalized.

Figure 12.4 Current density distribution of a shaped spot.

We will assume that the width of the point spread function
S(x,y) is small compared to both dx and d,. This implies that the
rectangular shape of the ideal spot is practically maintained. The main
effect of the aberrations, is an increase of the edge-width, which is
small compared to the dimensions of the spot. Furthermore, we will
assume that S(x,y) is rotational symmetric. Under these circumstances,
it is sufficient to study the one-dimensional equivalent of equation
(12.3.1)
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j(x) = i dy j(x,y) = | dx' A(x') S(x-x')

'Leo

(12.3.3)

Leo

where A(x) and Six) are defined as
OS

A(x)

= f dy A(x,y) = ^-

(12.3.4)

CO

f ddy

S(x) =

(12.3.5)

S(x,y)

The functions j(x), A(x) and S(x) can be considered as the
projection
of their two-dimensional counterparts on the y-direction. Figure 12.5
shows the general behaviour of j(x) and A(x).

A(x)

Figure 12.5 Behaviour of the functions j(x) and A(x). defined by
equations (12.3.3) and (12.3.4). The edge-width d,.,_, is
defined as the distance between the intensity
levels
(within the edge) which are equal to p and 1-p tiroes the
intensity level at the centre of the spot.
By s u b s t i t u t i o n of equations ( 1 2 . 3 . 4 ) and ( 1 2 . 3 . 5 ) i n t o equation
( 1 2 . 3 . 3 ) , one obtains
=

1
2dx

x) + I ( d x / 2 - x ) ]

(12.3.6)

in which I(x) is defined as
I(x) = 2 I dx1 S(x')

(12.3.7)

'o
Notice that equation (12.3.6) relies on the fact that S(x) is a
symmetric function, which means S(-x)=S(x). This property follows from
our assumption that S(x,y) is rotational symmetric.
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Let us consider the right edge of the profile j(x) plotted in
figure 12.5. This location corresponds to x<*dx/2. As the width of S(x)
is assumed to be small compared to d x , one may now approximate
I(dx/2+x)*I(dx}»>I(<»)=l and equation (12.3.6) transforms to
j(x) * — — [1 + Kdx/2
2dx

-x)]

(x*dx/2)

(12.3.8)

The dp.i.p edge-width is defined as the distance between the points for
which
the
current density j(x) equals
pxj(O)
and
(l-p)xj(O)
respectively, where j(0) is the current density at the centre of the
spot, see again figure 12.5. Utilizing equation (12.3.8), one can
express dp,i-p as
dp.i-p = r l [(l-p)/dxl - j-Mp/dx] = 2I-»(l-2p)

(12.3.9)

similar to equation (12.2.6). j-1 and I-1 denote the inverse functions
of j(x) and I(x) respectively. Given the point spread function S(x,y),
the edge-width d p ,i- p is fully specified by equations (12.3.5), (12.3.7)
and (12.3.9).
Equations (12.3.9) and (12.3.7) represent the same mathematical
problem as equations (12.2.6) and (12.2.5). Therefore, we conclude that
the calculation of the spot-width, obtained by scanning the beam across
a knife-edge, is mathematically equivalent to calculation of the edgewidth of a shaped spot. The point spread function S(x,y), used to
describe the edge-blurring of the shaped spot, plays the same role as
the current density distribution j(x,y), used for the Gaussian spot.
Both quantities are determined by the brightness of the source, the
aberrations of the optical components in the column and the effect of
Coulomb interactions between the beam particles.
From now on, we will employ the notation used in equations
(12.2.6) and (12.2.5). We emphasize that the resulting d p ,i. p value
represents the edge-width of a shaped spot, as well as the spot-width of
a Gaussian spot, determined by knife-edge scans. Equations (12.2.9),
(12.2.10) and (12.2.11) are exploited to perform the calculation in
cylindrical coordinates. In the next sections, we will successively
study the extreme cases that the distribution j(r) is
entirely
determined by the trajectory displacement effect, chromatic aberration,
spherical aberration and space-charge defocussing respectively. Thus, in
each case, it is assumed that the ideal image is a point, while the
blurring of this point is the result of the considered aberration only.
Accordingly, one may regard j(r) as the cylindrical point-spread
function, associated with that aberration.
In all cases, the calculation proceeds as follows. First, we
will determine the distribution j(r), corresponding to the considered
aberration. Next, we will use j(r) to evaluate the integrals Ij (x) and
I(x) defined by equations (12.2.9), (12.2.10) and (12.2.11). Finally,
the FWf value will be determined from Ii(x), by solving equation
(12.2.12), while the d p ,i. p value follows from I(x), by solving equation
(12.2.6).
It should be noticed that, in practical systems, the pointspread function j(r) will not be determined by a single aberration, but
rather by the simultaneous action of a number of aberrations. The
calculation of the corresponding j(r) is more involved and will not be
considered here. Some related problems in the image formation of
Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) instruments
are
discussed by Mory (1985) and Mory, Colliex and Cowley (1987). We note
that, given the function j(r) for certain combination of aberrations,
one can again use the procedure outlined above, to evaluate the
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c o r r e s p o n d i n g FWr a n d d p , i - p

12.4

values.

Trajectory displacement effect

Let us assume that the current density distribution j ( r ) of the
spot i s entirely determined by the trajectory displacement
effect.
Utilizing the representation of equation (5.7.10), one can now express
j ( r ) as
j(r) = f dk kr J 0 (kr)

e

"Xp(k)

(12.4.1)

*o
where \ is the linear particle density, defined by equation (3.2.4), and
p(k) the function representing j(r) in the k-domain. Following the
analysis of section 5.9,
we approximate \p(k) as (reproducing equation
(5.9.1))
Xp(k) = A T k T

(12.4.2)

where y is a numerical constant and Ay is a physical quantity, which
is determined by the experimental parameters. This representation
permits
a
straightforward discussion of the different type of
displacement distributions involved, as was shown in section 5.9. We
recall that, for the trajectory displacement effect, the parameter y
can take on the values 7=2 (Gaussian distribution), T=3/2 (Holtsmark
type of distribution), 7=1 (Lorentzian distribution) and y=l/3 (twodimensional pencil beam distribution).
Substitution of equation (12.4.1) into equation (12.2.10) and
integration over r yields
an
Ii(x) = I dk xJi(kx) e~ X P
'0

k

(12.4.3)

using the identity

zJo(z) = — JzJi(z)|

(12.4.4)

In fact, equation (12.4.3) was utilized in section 5.9, to calculate the
median Full Width FW50 for the case of a two-dimensional distribution
(n=2).
Substitution of equation (12.4.1) into equation (12.2.11) yields
OD

I2(x) = f dk xA2(kx) e~Xp(k)
•'O

in which the function A 2 U ) is defined as
CO

2 f
A 2 (z) = - I dt zt Jo(zt) arcsin(l/t)
*J l
Partial integration, employing equation (12.4.4), gives
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(12.4.5)

A2(z) = - J,(z) + l^iEL z ±

(12.4.6)

in which we utilized the integral
Ji(tz)

sin(z)

By combining equations (12.4.3), (12.4.5) and (12.4.6),
the function I(x), defined by equation (12.2.9)

_, ,

one finds for

2 f° sin(kx) -\p(k)

I(x) = - I dk

•

e

(12.4.8)

The function I(x) is used in the calculation of the d p ,i. p width, from
equation (12.2.6).
We note that the derivation of equation (12.4.8) can be
performed in a more direct way, by using rectangular coordinates.
According to equation (5.7.6), one may express the one dimensional
distribution j(x) as
00

j(x) = !-ffddk cos(kx) e"Xp(k)
11J
o

(12.4.9)

where p(k) is the same function as appearing in equation (12.4.1).
Substitution into equation (12.2.5) and integration over x, directly
yields equation (12.4.8).
We will now replace the function Xp(k) by the expression given
by equation (12.4.2). In order to bring the resulting expression(s) in
a form which is independent of the experimental parameters (represented
by the quantity A T ) , we will employ the scaled quantities
k = AT"Yk ,

x = A T " 1/1f x

first introduced by equation (5.9.13).
now transform to
Ii(x) = f dk xJi(kx) e" k
J
0

(12.4.10)
Equations (12.4.3) and (12.4.8)

(12.4.11)

(12.4.12)

We evaluated equations (12.4.11) and (12.4.12) numerically, as function
of x, for 7 is 2, 3/2, 1, 1/2 and 1/3. The results are plotted in the
figures 12.6 and 12.7.
Explicit analytical expressions for Ii(x) and I(x) can be
obtained
in
the
cases 7=2
(Gaussian
trajectory
displacement
distribution) and 7=1 (Lorentzian trajectory displacement distribution).
For r=2, one obtains from equations (12.4.11) and (12.4.12)
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Figure 12.6 The function Ii(x) for a spot which is limited by the
trajectory displacement effect, see equation (12.4.11).

0.2

Figire 12.7 The function I(x) for a spot which is limited by the
trajectory displacement effect, see equation (12.4.12).
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Figure 12.8 The sealed width FWf for a spot which is limited by the
trajectory displacement effect as function, of the type of
trajectory displacement distribution, represented by the
parameter y. See equations (12.2.12), (12.4.10) and
(12.4.11).

Figure 12.9 The scaled width dp.i-p for a spot which is limited by the
trajectory displacement effect, as function of the type of
trajectory displacement distribution, represented by the
parameter r. See equations (12.2.6), (12.4 JO) and
(12.4.12).
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I,tx) - 1 - e " ( X / 2 > 2

(T-2)

(12.4.13)

I(x) = erf(x/2)

(7=2)

(12.4.14)

where erf(x) is the Fresnel error-function, defined by equation (4.5.9).
Notice that equations (12.4.13) and (12.4.14) can also be derived from
equations (5.9.3) (taking n=2 and AJ7=r), (12.2.9), (12.2.10) and
(12.2.11). using the scaling of equation (12.4.10). For y=l, one obtains
from equations (12.4.11) and (12.4.12)
(7=1)

(12.4.15)

(y=l)

(12.4.16)

which can also be derived from equations (5.9.6) (taking Ar)=r),
(12.2.9), (12.2.10) and (12.2.11), using the scaling of equation
(12.4.10).
The next step, is the calculation of the d p ,i. p width from
equation
(12.2.6) and the FWf value from equation (12.2.12). For 7=2,
one finds with equations (12.4.13) and (12.4.14)

FWr = 4

In \-±-\

dp.i-p = 4 erf-»(l-2p)

(7=2)

(12.4.17)

(7=2)

(12.4.18)

in which erf-1 denotes the inverse of the error function.
finds with equations (12.4.15) and (12.4.16)

- 1
dp.i-p = 2 tan[7f(l-2p)/2]

For 7=1, one

(7=1)

(12.4.19)

(7=1)

(12.4.20)

In fact, equations (12.4.17) and (12.4.19) were exploited in equations
(5.9.4) and (5.9.8), to calculate the FWsc value (which corresponds to
f=i/2) of the two-dimensional (n=2) Gaussian and Lorentzian distribution
respectively.
In order to determine the FWf and dp.i-p values for arbitrary
7-values, we followed a numerical approach. Equation (12.2.12) was
solved for y values in the range 0.2<7<2, using the expression for Ii(x)
given by equation (12.4.11). For the parameter f, we considered the
values 0.1, 0.2,"-, 0.9. The results are plotted in figure 12.8.
Equation (12.2.6) was solved for the same range of 7-values, using the
expression for I(x) given by equation (12.4.12). For the parameters p,
we considered the values 0.05,0.10,•••,0.45. The results are presented
in figure 12.9.
We note that the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the
distribution j(r), determined by the trajectory displacement effect, can
directly be cbtained from the analysis presented in section 5.9. The
quantity FWHM
which is the FWHM of the scaled distribution given by
equation (5.9.14), is plotted in figure 5.5a. Table 5.1 summarizes the
numbers for some specific cases. The scaling, which is defined by
equation (5.9.13), is the same as used in this section, see equation
(12.4.10). This allows a direct comparison of the figures 12.8, 12.9
and 5.5a (curve corresponding to a two-dimensional distribution). Figure
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5.5b gives the corresponding values of the scaled Full Width median
value FUiOy. The curve in this figure given for a two-dimensional
distribution (n=2) corresponds to the curve presented in figure 12.9 for
f=0.5.

12.5

Chromatic aberration

In this section we will study the properties of the probe in a
chromatically limited system. Let us assume that the energy distribution
is entirely the result oi" statistical particle-particle interactions
(Boersch effect). According to equation (5.7.6), the energy distribution
can then be expressed as

p(AE) = - I dk cos(kAE) e ~ X p ( k )

71 J

(12.5.1)

o

which is a symmetric function in AE. The function p(k) represents the
energy distribution in the k-domain.
Before embarking on the actual calculations, we will briefly
consider some related subjects. In order to determine the fraction of
the particles, contained within a certain energy range, one has to
evaluate the following integral

Ei(x) = 2 f dAE p(AE)

(12.5.2)

•'o
similar to equation (12.2.10). The Full Width energy spread FW E .f, which
contains a fraction f of the particles, follows by solving the equation
FWE,r = 2Ei-!(f)

(12.5.3)

similar to equation (12.2.12). Ei" 1 denotes the inverse function of Ei.
By substitution of equation (12.5.1) into equation (12.5.2) and
integration over AE, one obtains

(12 .5.4>

In fact, this equation was used in section 5.9, to calculate the median
Full Width FWso for the general case of an one-dimensional displacement
distribution (n=l). By comparison with equation (12.4.8), one sees that
the function Ei(x) is identical to the function I(x) obtained for the
trajectory displacement effect. Accordingly, the solution of equation
(12.5.3) can be obtained from the results plotted in figure 12.9, using
that FWE.f is here equivalent to d p .i- p , where f=l-2p.
The relation between the energy deviation AE of a particle and
its corresponding deviation Av z , from the average axial velocity v z , is
given by
AE

s

mVzAVz

provided that vz>>Avz. The energy distribution p(AE) and the
distribution pv(Avz) are, therefore, related as

(12.5.5)

velocity
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p(AE) = —
pv(AE/mv2>
mv z

(12.5.6)

The corresponding functions in the k-domain are related by
p(k) = Pv(kmv z )

(12.5.7)

as can be seen from the structure of equation (12.5.1).
representation of equation (12.4.2), one finds
AT =

A>-v

Utilizing

(mv z ) T

the

(12.5.8)

where A T represents the energy distribution and A , the distribution of
axial velocities. In general, the reader should be alert that A^ may
represent different physical quantities.
Let us now return to the main subject of this section and
investigate the distribution j(r) of a probe which is dominated by
chromatic aberration. Consider the single thin-lens system of figure
12.10. The distance between the object plane and the lens is q; the
distance between the lens and the image pl^ne is p. A particle leaving
the object plane from the axis, with a certain angle at and an energy
equal to the average energy E, will cross the axis in the image-plane,
with an angle a=aip/q. Another particle, which starts out along the same
trajectory, but with an energy smaller than the average energy E, will
be deflected stronger and crosses the axis before reaching the image
plane, as is shown by the dashed line in figure 12.10. In general, one
finds that the radial position r of a particle in the vicinity of the
image plane, which left the object from the axis, depends on its energy
deviation AE, its angle with the axis a and the distance to the image
plane Az, as
AE (

Az\

I
I

(12.5.9)

where Cc is the constant of chromatic aberration of the lens. The radial
position in the (Gaussian) image plane follows by taking Az=0
r = Cc J ^ - a

(12.5.10)

From this equation, one sees that the distribution of r i . the Gaussian
image plane, denoted as j(r), depends on the energy distribution p(AE)
and the angular distribution fo(a) near the image plane. Equation
(12.5.9) shows that the distribution j(r) also depends on the axial
position, represented by Az. However, we will restrict the analysis to
the case Az=0, that is to the calculation of j(r) in the Gaussian image
plane.
Assuming that the the energy distribution p(AE) and the angular
distribution f a (a) are independent, one can express j(r) as
j(r) = I dAE p(AE) I da f o (a) tflr - Cc ^-—- a!
where Six) is the delta-Dirac function.
fa(o) we write
2a
fa(a) = — - Fa(<i)
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For the

(a>0)

angular

(12.5.11)
distribution

(12.5.12)

object
plane

image
plane

figure 12.10 Schematic view of a single leas system. The image is
affected by the aberrations of the lens. An angular shift
ia in the lens plane translates into a spatial shift r in
the image plane.

in which the function Fa is for an uniform angular distribution
by

Fo(a) =

given

(12.5.13)

- o/a 0 )

where 8(x) denotes the step function.
distribution, we use

In case of a Gaussian angular

Fa(a) = exp[-(a/ao)2l

(12.5.14)

Finally, a truncated Gaussian distribution is represented as
F«(a)

exp[-(a/ao) 2 ]8U 1-

(12.5.15)

This type of distribution corresponds to a Gaussian illumination of the
image, which is limited by an aperture. The angle a n denotes the maximum
angle of the rays passing through the aperture.
By substituting equations (12.5.1) and (12.5.12) into equation
(12.5.11) and eliminating the {-function by means of its definition, one
obtains
cos(kAE)
Fa
2

dk e
«"-=!S?J>
••*""['0d A E — —
0

(12.5.16)

We will exploit the representation of p(k), given by equation (12.4.2),
to rewrite equation (12.5.16). In addition, we introduce the following
scaling
323

Cca0A
CcaoA

(12.5.17)

Equation (12.5.16) now transforms to

•j(r) ' —

dk

Fa(r/A|)

(12.5.18)

This equation can be rewritten as

4 f"° - C(Er) -kT
j(r) = - dk — g — e

(12.5.19)

where the function C depends on the type of angular distribution. For an
uniform angular distribution ( C = C ) . one finds with equation (12.5.13)
0

cos(xz)

(uniform f a (o))

dx

C«(z)

For a Gaussian angular distribution (C=C,),
(12.5.14)
cos(xz) -1/x2
dx cos(
~3? e

fo

The case of a truncated Gaussian
separately in section 12.8.

one finds

with

(Gaussian f o (a))

distribution

will
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equation

(12.5.21)

be considered

-0.4

Heart 12.11 The functions
C,(z) and C,(z),
defined
(12.5.20) and (12.5.21) respectively.

(12.5.20)

by equations

The functions C u (z) and C((z) were evaluated numerically and are
plotted in figure 12.11. For further numerical calculations, we use the
following approximations

Cu.a(z) =

1 - 0.1751Z + 2.121zcos(z)
1 + 3.584z + 1.116z2 + z3

zsin(z)
0.2976 + 0.9307z + z2

1.842z - 0.5902z2 + 6.362zJsin(3.932-,
1 + 3.877z + 4.831z2 + + 9.105
+ 3.155z* + z*

(12.5.22)
-2/8

The form of equations (12.5.22) was chosen such that the behaviour for
z-»0 and Z-K» agrees with the behaviour of the exact functions, given by
equations (12.5.20) and (12.5.21). This also explains some of the
numerical constants in equations (12.5.22). The remaining constants were
determined by fitting the functions to the numerical data. The accuracy
of these approximations is, in general, better than 0.5 %.
Equation
(12.5.19)
was evaluated numerically, using
the
approximations of equation (12.5.22). The relevant values of y are 2
(Gaussian
energy
distribution),
3/2 (Holtsmark type of
energy
distribution),
1 (Lorentzian energy distribution) and 1/2 (energy
distribution
generated
in a
pencil
beam).
The
corresponding
distributions found for an uniform angular distribution are plotted in
figure 12.12a, while the results for a Gaussian angular distribution are
plotted in figure 12.12b.
For the cases 7=2 and 7=1, one can evaluate 3(r) analytically
without introducing any approximations. From equations (12.5.19) and
(12.5.20), one finds for the case of an uniform angular distribution
2
j(r) = -=• e

-(r/2) 2

+ r[erf(r/2) - 1]

(7=2, uniform f a (a))
(12.5.23)

arctan(r) From equations (12.5.19) and (12.5.21),
Gaussian angular distribution
j(r) = e~ r

= -=

(7=1, uniform f a (a))
one finds for the case

of

a

(7=2, Gaussian f o (a))
(12.5.24)
+ ?F[erf(?)

(7=1, Gaussian f a (a))

The analytical results of equations (12.5.23) and (12.5.24) were
exploited to check the accuracy of the numerical calculations based on
the approximations of equations (12.5.22). The numerical accuracy of the
results plotted in figures 12.12a and 12.12b was found to be better
than 1 %.
The next step is the evaluation of the functions Ii(x) and I(x)
from equations (12.2.9), (12.2.10) and (12.2.11). We will scale the
quantity x in the same way as r and the quantities I and Ii in the same
way as j, see equation (12.5.17).
From equations (12.2.10) and
(12.5.19), one obtains
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Figure 12.12 The scaled
current density distributic.n
j(r) of
a
chromatically limited spot, for different types of energy
distributions,
represented by the parameter y. The figures
12.12a and 12.12b pertain to an uniform and a Gaussian
angular distribution
respectively and are evaluated from
equations
(12.5.19) and (12.5.22).
Notice that
the
distributions are normalized conform equation (12.2.8).

_ _
Ii(x) =

fX
J

dr j(r) =

o

f°° _
J

dk

o

(12.5.25)
k

in which the function Bi(z) is defined as
(12.5.26)

Bi(z) = - I dt C(t)
Similarly, one finds from equations (12.2.9),
(12.5.19)
I(x) = Ti(x) + - f dr arcsin(x/r)j(r) - [ dk
J
" Jx
0

(12.2.10). (12.2.11) and
B(kx) - k Y

(12.5.27)

in which the function B(z) is defined as
B(z) = Bi(z) + 2 - I dt arcsin(z/t) C(t)
z

(12.5.28)

By substitution of equation (12.5.20) into equations (12.5.26) and
(12.5.28), one finds, after some straightforward transformations, for an
uniform angular distribution
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Biu(z) = — I s i n z + zC a (z)l

*I

B n (z)

J

(uniform f o (a))

(12.5.29)

sin(tz)

--{

-1

where the function C 0 (z) is given by equation (12.5.20). Similarly, one
obtains with equation (12.5.21), for a Gaussian angular distribution

Bi((z) = — I dt cos(tz) jl 00

I

dt

B 8 (z) =

sin(tz)

e

(Gaussian f a ( a ) ) (12.5.30)

-1/t2

The functions B u (z), Bit(z) and B t (z) were evaluated numerically and are
plotted in figure 12.13. For further numerical calculations, we use the
following approximations
Blt.a(z)

B0.»(z)

1+0.751 )e

=

3

1+2.298Z+6.979Z2+28.47Z +8.066Z*+Z

-z/8

5

(12.5.31)
z3' z cos(z+0.857)
3.067+9.538z+2.312zz+z3

1.80z 5 ' 6 -1.395z+1.617zcos(z-0.582)
l+3.709z+1.098z2+z3

1.62z 5 ' 6 -0.1801z-.04237z 2 +4.637z3sin( 3.70^+77
l+2.345z+2.722z2+7.616z3+4.250z4+z5

-z/8

1

u.o
0.4

+0.0869)e

/

— Bu(z)
— Bg(z)
— BlB(z)

\

0.3
0.2

-

\

0.1

-

\

0.0
\

-0.1
-n?

i

J

i

i

i

12

i
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Figure 12.13 The functions B,(z), B,(z) and B i , ( z ) , defined by
(12.5.29) and (12.5.30).

i

20

equations
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The form of equations (12.5.31) was chosen such that the behaviour for
z-»0 and z-**> agrees with the behaviour of the exact functions, given by
equations (12.5.29) and (12.5.30). This also explains some of the
numerical constants in equations (12.5.31). The remaining constants were
determined by fitting the functions to the numerical data. The accuracy
of these approximations is, in general, better than 0.5%. The first
equation of (12.5.29) shows that the function Biu(z) is directly related
to the function C u (z), for which one may use the approximation given by
the first equation of (12.5.22).
Equations (12.5.25) and (12.5.29), which apply to calculation of
It(x) for an uniform angular distribution, were evaluated numerically
using the approximation of C u .a(z), given by of equation (12,5.22). The
results
are plotted in figure 12.14a. Similar results were obtained
for a Gaussian angular distribution, using equation (12.5.25) and the
first equation of (12.5.31). These results are plotted in figure 12.14b.
The function I(x) was evaluated from equation (12.5.27), using the
approximations given by the second and third equation of (12.5.31). The
results for an uniform and a Gaussian angular distribution are plotted
in the figures 12.15a and 12.15b respectively.
The cases 7=2 (Gaussian energy distribution) and 7=1 (Lorentzian
energy distribution) permit a more detailed analytical treatment. For
7=2 and an uniform angular distribution, one finds
x -(x/2) 2
_
1_
- -=• e
+ erf(x/2) + -

2

-Jit

(7=2, uniform f«(a))

2x I

f

TP-TI

(12.5.32)

-(tx/2}«

= l - ^TTij dt [«cco8(l/t) - ^ — I e
For 7=1 and an uniform angular distribution, one finds
2
—
_
Ii(x) = - [x + (x 2 a)arctan(x) - x 2 ]
31

(7=1, uniform f a (c0) (12.5.33)

For 7=2 and a Gaussian angular distribution, one finds
Ti(x) = 1 - e~ X
(7=2, Gaussian f a (o0) (12.5.34)

I(x) = H_ f

—tz
erf(x/2t) e
=1

_

00

2x f
I dt arccos(l/t)

Finally, for 7=1 and a Gaussian angular distribution, one finds
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Figure 12.14 The function Ti(x) for a chromatically limited spot, for
different types of energy distributions,
represented by the
parameter y. The figures 12.14a and 12.14b pertain to an
uniform and a Gaussian angular distribution
respectively.
They are evaluated from equation (12.5.25), using the
approximations for the function Bi(z) given by equations
(12.5.29) and (12.5.22) for figure 12.14a and the first of
equations (12.5.31) for figure 12.14b.
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fig.12.15a

flg.12.15b
Figure 12.15 The function T(x) for a chromatically limited spot , for
different types of energy distributions,
represented by the
parameter y. The figures 12.15a and 12.15b pertain to an
uniform and a Gaussian angular distribution
respectively.
They are evaluated from equation (12.5.27), using the
approximations for the function B(z) given by the second
and the third of equations (12.5.31) respectively.
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10

fig. 12.16b
Figure 12.16 The scaled width FHf for a chromatically limited spot as
function of the type of energy distribution, represented by
the parameter 7. The figures 12.16a and 12J6b pertain to
an uniform and a Gaussian angular
distribution
respectively.
See equations (12.2.12) and (12.5.17) and the
caption of figure 12.14.
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12.17 The scaled width d p , i . , for a spot which is limited by
chromatic aberration as function of the type of energy
distribution,
represented by the parameter y. The figures
12.17a and 12.17b pertain to an uniform and a Gaussian
angular distribution
respectively.
See equations (12.2.6)
and (12.5.17) and the caption of figure 12.15.
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Ii(x) = 1 + [erf(x) - l]e
(y=l,

Gaussian fa(a)>

(12.5.35)

arctan(x/t) e

The results of equations (12.5.32) to (12.5.35) were exploited to check
the accuracy of the numerical calculations based on the approximations
given by equations (12.5.31). The accuracy of the results plotted in
figures 12.14b, 12.15a and 12.15b was found to be better than 1%.
The last step, is the calculation of the d p ,i. p width from
equation
(12.2.6) and the FWf value from equation (12.2.12). The only
case for which we found an explicit analytical expression, is the
calculation of the FWf value of the current density distribution
corresponding to a Gaussian energy distribution (r=2) and a Gaussian
angular distribution. From equation (12.2.12) and the first equation of
(12.5.34), it follows for this particular case

te)

FWf = 21n — — j

(7=2, Gaussian f a (o0) (12.5.36)

We determined the FWf and d p ,i_ p values for arbitrary r-values, using a
numerical approach. Equation (12.2.12) was solved for y values in the
range 0.2<y<2, using the expression for Ii(x) given by equations
(12.5.25). For the function Bi n (z), we used the approximation given by
equations (12.5.29) and (12.5.22). For the function Bi s (z), we exploited
the approximation given by the first equation of (12.5,31). For the
parameter f, we considered the values 0.1, 0.2,---, 0.9. The results are
plotted in the figures 12.1ba and 12.16b, for an uniform and a Gaussian
angular distribution respectively. Equation (12.2.6) was solved for the
same range of y-values, using the expression for I(x) given by equation
(12.5.27) and the approximations of equation (12.5.31).
For the
parameters p, we considered the values 0.05, 0.10,"», 0.45. The results
are presented in the figures 12.17a and 12.17b, for an uniform and a
Gaussian distribution respectively.
In order to relate the Ap.i-t and FWf values, presented in this
section, to the Full Width at Half Maximum of the energy distribution
(FWHME) one has to remove the scaling, defined by equation (12.5.17).
In addition, one should express the quantity A T in terms of FWHME.
According to equation (5.9.15), one may write
FWHME = A T " T FWHt^

(12.5.37)

The quantity FWHM is plotted in figure 5.5a (curve corresponding to the
one-dimensional distribution). Table 5.1 summarizes the numbers
for
some specific cases. From equations (12.5.17) and (12.5.37), one finds
FWf

FWHME

,,„.„,

The numerical factors Wt/FWfBlj and dp. l-p/AZHM, can be determined
from the figures 12.16, 12.17 and 5.5a (or table 5.1). For example, in
case of a Gaussian energy distribution ( T = 2 ) and p=0.1 and f=0.5, one
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finds for an uniform and a Gaussian angular distribution respectively
Wsa/FWHM
FW/FWWW

= 0.344 , dio.so/FMiMy ~ 0.477
= 0.419 , d l o .9o/W«M Y = 0.635

(7=2, uniform f o (a>)
(r=2, Gaussian fa(a))

Finally, we note that one can not define a FWHM of the current density
distribution corresponding to a chromatically limited spot, since the
quantity j(r)/2irr diverges for r-»0. This can, for instance, be seen from
equations (12.5.23) and (12.5.24). We recall, that j(r) represents a
point spread function. For a practical spot, the ideal image is not a
point and the resulting distribution, which is a convolution of the
ideal image and the point spread function, will be finite for r-»0.

12.6

Spherical aberration

In this section we will study the properties of a probe which is
limited by spherical aberration. Consider again the single thin-lens
system of figure 12.10. Assume that all particles have the same energy,
which implies that chromatic aberration is absent. For an ideal lens, a
particle leaving the object plane from the axis, with a certain angle
ai, will cross the axis in the image-plane, irrespective of the value
of a\. However, in presence of spherical aberration, the outer rays
(with a large angle ai) are focussed more strongly than the rays near
the axis. Therefore, the outer rays will cross the axis at a location
closer to the lens. In general, one finds that the radial position r of
a particle in the vicinity of the image plane,
which left the object
from the axis, depends on its angle with the axis a and the distance to
the image plane Az, as

r = I-Az a - C s ll + ^ J «J I

(12.6.1)

where C s is the constant of spherical aberration of the lens. The radial
position in the (Gaussian) image plane follows by taking Az=0
r = C s a3

(12.6.2)

From this equation, one sees that the distribution of r in the Gaussian
image plane, denoted as j(r), depends on the angular distribution f a (a)
near the image plane. Equation (12.6.1) shows that the distribution j(r)
also depends on the axial position, represented by A Z . However, we will
restrict the analysis to the case Az=0, that is to the calculation of
j(r) in the Gaussian image plane. It is well known that, when the probe
is dominated by spherical aberration, the plane of best focus is located
at a distance Az=-O.75Csa<>3 ahead of the Gaussian image plane, where do
represents the beam semi-angle subtended at the image.
The radius of
the spot in this plane is equal to O.25C s ao 3 , which is four times
smaller than the radius in the Gaussian image plane. It should be noted
that the shape of the current density distribution j(r) is entirely
different for both planes. When spherical aberration is not dominant, it
is more appropriate to evaluate the contribution to the probe size in
the Gaussian image plane. We will concentrate on this case and start
from equation (12.6.2).
Similar to equation (12.5.11), one can express the distribution
j(r) associated with spherical aberration as
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da f a (a) Sir - C s a 3 )

j(r) =

•I

(12.6.3)

The angular distribution fa(a) is again given by equation (12.5.12), in
combination with either equation (12.5.13), for an uniform distribution
or equation (12.5.14), for a Gaussian distribution. We will investigate
these two cases.
For convenience of notation, we introduce the following scaling
r =

-

3(r) = Cs<Jo3 j(r)

,

For an uniform angular distribution,
(12.6.3), (12.5.12) and (12.5.13)

(12.6.4)
one

j(r) = | dt 2tfi(r - t 3 ) = T = 7 7 T

from

(uniform f a (a))

For a Gaussian angular distribution,
(12.5.12) and (12.5.14)

)(r) =

obtains

equations

(12.6.5)

one finds from equations (12.6.3),

f°°
-t 2 _
2
-?z/3
dt 2te
Sir - t 3 ) = - = — - e
(Gaussian faia))

JQ

(12.6.6)

similar to equation (12.6.5).
The next step is to evaluate the functions Ii(x) and I(x) from
equations (12.2.9), (12.2.10) and (12.2.11). We will scale the quantity
x in the same way as r and the quantities I and Ii in the same way as j,
see equation (12.6.4).
With equation (12.6.5), one obtains for an
uniform angular distribution (with 0<x<l)
Ii(x) = x*' 3

(uniform fa(a))

(12.6.7)

(uniform f«(a))

(12.6.8)

1

1(5) = | a r c s i n ( i )

+

| x « / 3 f dt

(

x113
6 f

dt

t2 - x 2 ' 3
7?
TTTT7
(1

Similarly, one
distribution

Xt)1

"

obtains with equation (12.6.6),

Ii(x) = 1 - e

I(x) = 1

-H

du
U

(U3

dt

(Gaussian f a (o0)

(12.6.9)

(Gaussian f o (a))

(12.6.10)

_ 1)1/2

-x 2 ' 3 /t 2

L

•H

for a Gaussian angular

t2e
7

s')wg

The integrals of equations (12.6.8) and
numerically. In order to improve
the

(12.6.10)
numerical

were evaluated
accuracy,
we
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replaced
2

the

t-integration by an integration over z, using

= {i/tz _ i)i/2

=> t 2 = 1/U+z 2 ) ,

dt/(l-t6)t/«

The numerical results obtained for the functions
T ( x ) , given by
equations (12.6.8) and (12.6.10), are plotted in figure 12.18.
The last step is the calculation of the d p ,i- p width from
equation
(12.2.6) and the FWr value from equation (12.2.12). For the
FWf value, one directly finds from equations (12.6.7) and (12.6.9)
FWf = 2f 3 '2

(uniform f a (a))

(12.6.11)

FWf = 2 lnj-—J

(Gaussian f a (a))

(12.6.12)

We determined the d p ,i- p values from equations (12.2.6), (12.6.8) and
(12.6.10) by numerical means. The results are plotted in figure 12.19.

12.7

Space charge effect

In chapter 11 it was demonstrated that the space charge effect,
occurring in the drift space of a column,
can be described in terms of
the properties of a negative lens. The first order properties of the
space charge lens cause a defocussing of the image, as well as some
(de)magnification. These effects can, in principle, be compensated by
proper adjustment of the lenses in the column. It was also found that
the space charge lens will be non-ideal when the lateral current density
distribution in the beam is non-uniform. For those conditions the space
charge lens shows non-vanishing third-order properties, which cause a
non-refocusable blurring of the image.
In general, the dominant
contribution to the blurring stems from spherical aberration.
The impact of spherical aberration on the FWf and d p ,i. p width
measures is covered by the analysis of the previous section. In this
section, we will study the impact of the first order properties of the
space charge lens, assuming that the corresponding defocussing of the
probe is not compensated. This situation is usually encountered in
variable shaped spot lithography columns, in which it is difficult to
adjust the projector lens on a spot-by-spot basis.
The
current density distribution j(r), associated to
a
defocussing of the spot by a distance AZf, is equal to
j(r) = - i - f a ( r M z f )
AZf

(12.7.1)

which is also expressed by equation (11.5.16), however using a somewhat
different notation. The function f a specifies, as before, the angular
distribution near the target. For convenience of notation, we introduce
the following scaling

AZfdo

= Az f ao j(r)

For an uniform angular distribution,
(12.7.1), (12.5.12) and (12.5.13)
J(F) = 2? 8(1 - ?)
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(12.7.2)
one

obtains

from

equations

(12.7.3)

I

I

^*T

1

UNIFORM f(a)
GAUSSIAN f(a)

Figure 12.18 The function I(x) for a spot which is limited by spherical
aberration.
See equations (12.6.8) and (12.6.10) for the
case of an uniform and a Gaussian angular
distribution
respectively.

i

r

0.4

0.5

Figure 12.19 The scaled width d p , i . p of a spot which is limited by
spherical
aberration.
It is evaluated
from equation
(12.2.6),
using equations (12.6.8) and (12.6.10) for the
ease of an uniform and a Gaussian angular
distribution
respectively
and the scaling of equation (12.6.4).
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Similarly, one
distribution

obtains with equation (12.5.14), for a Gaussian angular

j(F) = 2r e~ r Z

(12.7.4)

As before, the functions Ii(x) and I(x) follow with equations (12.2.9),
(12.2.10) and (12.2.11). We will scale the quantity x in the same way
as r and the quantities I and Ii in the same way as j, see equation
(12.7.2). From equation (12.7.3), one obtains for an uniform angular
distribution
Ti(x) = x 2

(uniform f a (o))

(12.7.5)

T(x) = Harcsin(x) + x-J 1 - x z I

(uniform f a (a))

(12.7.6)

where 0<x<l. From equation (12.7.4), one obtains for a Gaussian angular
distribution

-x 2

Ti(x) - 1 - e

(Gaussian f a («>)

(12.7.7)

I(x) = erf(x)

(Gaussian fo(tt))

(12.7.8)

The final step is the calculation of the corresponding d p ,i. p and FWf
values. From equations (12.2.12), (12.7.5) and (12.7.7), one obtains for
the FWr value, in case of an uniform and a Gaussian angular distribution
respectively
FWf = 2f»'2

(uniform f o (a))

FWf = 2 [ l n | T ^ ] | '

(Gaussian fa(a>) (12.7.10)

From equations (12.2.6) and (12.7.8),
angular distribution
dp.i.p = 2 e r f - m - 2p)

one obtains for a

(12.7.9)

Gaussian a

(Gaussian f a (o))

(12.7.11)

The inverse of the function I(x), specified by equation (12.7.6), can
not be made explicit. In order to determine the dp.i.p value for an
uniform angular distribution, we solved equation (12.2.6), combined with
equation (12.7.6), numerically. The results are plotted in figure 12.20,
which also shows the relation given by equation (12.7.11), applying to
the case of a Gaussian angular distribution.

12.8

Results for a truncated Gaussian angular distribution

So far we restricted our calculations to an uniform and a
Gaussian angular distribution. In this section, we will outline an
method to approximate the intermediate case of a truncated Ga issian
angular distribution. This type of distribution is defined by equations
(12.5.12) and (12.5.15).
Suppose that some arbitrary width measure w of the spot is, for
an uniform angular distribution, given by
w = C B.I
where a n
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denotes

(12.8.1)
the maximum (cut-off) beam semi-angle

and

C some

GAUSSIAN f(a)
UNIFORM f(aT"

0.1

Fioire 12,20 The sealed width (L r .i., for a spot uhich is limited by
(uncompensated) spaue charge defocussiog. The curve for an
uniform angular distribution
is evaluated from equations
(12.2.6) and (12.7.6),
using the scaling
of
equation
(12J.2), The curve for a Gaussian angular distribution
is
given by equation (12.7.11).

aberration
constant.
The parameter q i s characteristic for the
considered. For example, chromatic aberration corresponds to q=l and
spherical aberration to q 3, as can be seen from equations (12.5.10)
and (12.6.2) respectively.
We now define the effective angle a e rr of an arbitrary angular
distribution f a ( a ) , to be used in equation (12.8.1), as
Oef f

(12.8.2)

da fo(a)

The factor in front of the integral was chosen such that a«fr=an when
the angular distribution fa(a) is uniform. For a truncated Gaussian
angular distribution, one obtains by substitution of equations (12.5.12)
and (12.5.15) into equation (12.8.2)
"ef f

q+2

a0

l-exp(-a w 2 /a 0 2 )

dt

-t*

(12.8.3)

which specifies o8rr/ao as function of am/oio. We evaluated equation
(12.8.3) numerically, for different values of q. The results are plotted
in figure 12.21. For a m /ao«l the angular distribution is nearly
uniform and one finds a8rr/oo««m/ao, thus oeff«flm. For a m / a 0 » l
the
angular distribution is re-.-lv r7";?ssian and the ratio aeff/ao saturates
to a value which is characteristic for this type of distribution.
We note that the integral in equation (12.8.3) can be expressed
in elementary functions (and the error function) when q is a positive
integer (q=l,2,3,•••).
For instance, for q=l,2 and 3 one
finds
respectively
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3-Jif erf(a m /ao) ~4
l-exp(-am2/aoz)

(q=l)

(q=2)

l-exp(-a m 2 /a 0 2 )

13

3 r e rf(a m /ao) -

def f

2

a0

}'

l-exp(-oimi!/ao2)

I

(q=3)
(12.8.4)
as follows straightforwardly by integration.
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Figure 12.21 The
effective angle a,n
of a
truncated Gaussian
distribution as defined by equation (12.8.3).

It should be emphasized that the calculation of a e ff by means
of equations (12.8.3) provides only a rough method to calculate the FWr
and dp.i-p values for a truncated Gaussian angular distribution. The
extreme cases am/ao-»0
(uniform distribution) and dm/ao-*00 (Gaussian
distribution)
were explicitly considered in the previous sections and
can therefore be used to check the accuracy of equation (12.8.3). As an
example, let us consider the calculation of the FWso (FWr for f=0.5) and
dio.90 (dp.i.p for p=0.1) values for a chromatically limited spot.
From the first equation of (12.8.4), one finds for aa/og-M> that
aerf/ao=3-^t/4=1.33, which can also be observed from figure 12.21 (curve
for q=l). As the width measures FWf and d p ,i. p increase linearly with o
Uince q=l), this analysis predicts that the results obtained for a
Gaussian angular distribution are approximately a factor 1.33 larger
than the results obtained for an uniform angular distribution (for the
same value a o ) . The results of the exact analysis, carried out in
section 12.5, are plotted in the figures 12.16a, 12.16b, 12.17a and
12.17b. Let us consider the cases y=2 (Gaussian energy distribution) and
7=1 (Lorentzian energy distribution). For y=2, one finds the following
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values for the ratio of the results obtained for a
.iniform angular distribution
FWso;•
1.39
—^•-=-—-=1.21
FUsO;.;
1.15

,

Gaussian

dio 90:c
2.10
"•
= — — = 1.30
d|0,90:a
1.61

(y=2)

and

an

(12.8.5)

Similarly, one obtains for y=l

s

1-24

dio.9O;u

2.52

Equations (12.8.5) and (12.8.6) shows that the exact ratio a e r r/a 0
depends on the width measure considered, as well as the type of energy
distribution. This particular example shows that the approximating value
B.rr/oo=1.33 is within 10% of the exact values. One may expect that the
results for a truncated Gaussian angular distribution (am/ao finite) are
at least as accurate as the results presented above, for a Gaussian
angular distribution (n./do-w).
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13. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF PARTICLE BEAMS
13.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the basics of numerical Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation of charged particle beams. This technique provides a direct
method to determine the impact of Coulomb interactions on the properties
of the beam. The essential part of a MC simulation program is a raytracing routine, which computes the particle trajectories by numerical
integration of the equations of motion, taking the mutual Coulomb
repulsion into account. The solution of the N-body problem, obtained
this way, does not rely on any fundamental physical approximations.
Therefore, one application of the MC simulation method, is to verify the
validity of the assumptions underlying the analytical models. A
comparison of the results of MC simulations with the analytical theory
presented in the previous chapters, is reported in chapter 14.
In general, a MC simulation program contains the following
elements: A source routine to simulate a random initial condition of an
ensemble (sample/bunch) of particles; routines to simulate lenses and
other optical components; ray-tracing routines ; routines to translate
the final coordinates of the particles in terms of some characteristic
quantities, such as the width of the energy distribution, the
defocussing distance and the width of the spatial distribution in the
plane of best focus. We will successively describe each of these
elements. Various concepts presented here are based on the ideas of
Groves et al. (1979) and Groves (1981a,b). The actual realization of our
program was considerably facilitated by the fact that Dr. T.R. Groves
has made a basic version of his program available.
The different methods to perform the ray-tracing will be
considered in some detail. We will discuss a numerical third order
integration procedure, which uses a variable time step. A similar
procedure is proposed by Meisburger (1983) and Munro (1987). As a spinoff of the analysis of the two-particle dynamical problem, which was
presented in chapter 6, we were able to produce a semi-analytical raytracing method.
This method constitutes an alternative to the
conventional numerical ray-tracing routine. The analytical ray-tracing
method was found to be extremely accurate for the operating conditions
encountered in practical columns, while it increases the speed of the
program with as much as two orders of magnitude. This technique is,
therefore, referred to as Fast Monte Carlo simulation (FMC). Part of the
material presented here, was reported previously by Jansen (1987) and
van der Mast and Jansen (1987).
The accuracy of the MC simulation method is limited by raytracing errors, statistical errors and errors related to the finite-size
of the sample. Several provisions have been introduced in the program
to estimate the impact of these errors on the accuracy the final
results. A correction of the final velocities is described, which
reduces the error in the generated energy spread due to finite-size
effects. Under normal conditions, statistical errors and finite-size
errors are dominant, leading to an error in the final results which is
typically 10% for the median width of the energy and trajectory
displacement distribution and somewhat larger for the Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) of these distributions and the edge-width of shaped
spots.
The main part of the chapter is dedicated to the fundamental
subjects involved. The actual organization of our program is briefly
outlined at the end of this chapter, where we also give some simulation
examples. The column, which is to be simulated, can be specified by
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editting the so-called system-file. A command structure has been
developed
for
a flexible definition of the
various
elements,
constituting the column. The first command should define a single- or
multi-source. It can be succeeded by any combination of commands,
specifying drift spaces, thin lenses, deflectors, quadrupoles and round
or rectangular apertures. Other commands are available to instruct the
program how to analyse the final coordinates. The so-called MC data-file
contains the variable beam-properties (such as the beam current, the
beam voltage and the initial energy spread) as well as a number of
general program parameters. Separate output files are used for the
storage of the final coordinates, the positions in the target plane and
the final energy and spatial distribution. A separate graphics program
is available to plot the data on screen or paper.

13.2

Source routine

The source routine generates the initial coordinates of a sample
of particles, representing the beam in the vicinity of the emission
surface. The number of particles in the sample N sa m is typically chosen
between 100 and 1000. A pseudo-random number generator is used to assign
a position and a velocity to every particle, in such a way that their
distribution in phase space resembles the macroscopic properties of the
beam.
The set of quantities, used to specify the macroscopic condition
of the beam, depends on the type of source which is to be simulated. In
our program, we have implemented two different types of single sources.
The essential difference between the two algorithms concerns the
formation of the velocity distribution. The formation of the spatial
distribution is the same. Type one is a somewhat artificial source in
which the particles start at full speed. The velocity distribution of
the particles is specified in terms of their angular distribution and
their energy distribution. Type two is a thermionic source in which the
particles
are
emitted according to the
half
Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. In this algorithm the particles may start at full speed,
as in the type-one source, but can also start at zero beam potential and
be accelerated afterwards in the ray-tracing routine. The ray-tracing is
the subject of sections 13.4 and 13.5. We note that it allows for an
uniform external acceleration field only. For that reason, we did not
attempt to model field emitters, which require the incorporation of a
spherical symmetric field. An array of sources, all of the same type,
can be simulated by the program. This possibility was included to model
columns employing multiple emitters, as proposed by van der Mast, Jansen
and Barth (1985). In this section we will discuss the algorithms used to
model
a
single source.
The extension to multiple sources
is
straightforward and will not be considered here.
For the type-one source one has to specify the initial velocity
distribution in terms of the angular distribution and the energy
distribution of the particles at emission. The angular distribution can
be chosen circular uniform or circular Gaussian. The energy distribution
can be chosen uniform, Gaussian or Lorentzian. The user has to specify
the Half Width at Half Maximum (HWHM) of both distributions. Finally,
the beam potential V defines the average energy of the particles, which
is equal to eV. From this information, the program selects for each
particle randomly an angle a with the axial direction, an polar angle <p,
(between 0 and 2m) and an energy deviation AE from the average energy
eV. A description of the random number generator, which serves this
purpose, is presented in appendix 13.AOnce the values a, <py and AE
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have been selected for a certain particle,
corresponding total velocity v as

the program calculates

the

2e(eV+AE)
(13.2.1)
m
while the individual velocity components follow, using
vx = v cos(ipy) sin(a)
vy = v sin(ipv) sin(a)
v z = v cos(a)

(13.2.2)

The z-ax:s here coincides with the beam axis. Alternatively, one can
instruct the program (by setting ICONS=2) to associate the energy
distribution entirely with the z-component of velocity, using
vx = v cos(ipv) tan(a)
vy = v sin(^v) tan(a)
vz = v

(13.2.3)

This feature is primarily intended to generate a beam which is
monochromatic with respect to the axial velocity of the particles. This
case is considered in our analytical model.
In the thermionic source (the type-two source) the velocity
distribution is fully determined by the temperature of the cathode
surface Tc» only, as is expressed by equation (3.7.7). Defining the
quantities E// and e x as
-

-

mV

"Z

-

m V

-

^

(13.2.4)

one can rewrite equation (3.7.7) as
fi(e//,ex,ipy) de// ie± d<pT

= —

1

e

-(£/<

'

+ Ei )

dt,/ de x dp¥

(13.2.5)

in which p v represents, again, the polar angle, which is uniformly
distributed over 2TT. Notice that both e// and ex are distributed
according to the one-dimensional exponential distribution fi e (x)
fie(x) = e" X

(13.2.6)

This distribution can easily be generated, as is discussed in appendix
13.A. Given a certain value for ett and e x , the program determines the
total velocity of the particle v and its angle a with the axial
direction, using

•i

+ Ex )k B T,.
m

B

. fit
J

(13.2.7)

The individual velocity components follow again with equations (13.2.2)
or equations (13.2.3).
The specification of the current density distribution at the
emission surface is the same for both types of sources. It can be chosen
circular uniform, circular Garssian or rectangular uniform. The last
possibility is included to facilitate the simulation of shaped beam
lithography systems. The source dimensions are expressed in terms of the
HWHM of the current density distribution. In case of a circular current
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density distribution, the program selects for each particle randomly a
radius r and a polar angle ipp. The x and y component of the particle
position follow from
x = r cos(ipp)
y = r sin(v)p)

(13.2.8)

In case of a rectangular uniform distribution, the x and y coordinates
are chosen uniform in the intervals (-HWHM*,+HWHMX) and (-HWHMy,+HWHMy)
respectively. The program allows for a shift in the x and y direction,
which can be exploited to simulate some misalignment of the source.
The axial distribution of the particles is determined by the
total beam current I. For particles of charge e, the average time
Tsam. required to emit Ns»m particles, is given by

Each particle is assigned a time T, which is randomly chosen in the
interval [-Tsam/2,Ts»ni/2], using an uniform distribution. The source
routine and ray-tracing routines are organized such that the particles
are effectively emitted one by one from the cathode surface.
The nominal length of the sample L s a m is a function of the beam
current I, the beam potential V and the number of particles in the
sample NsaII,

f^^2^

(13.2.10)

where <s> denotes the average axial separation of the particles, which
is specified by equation (3.2.6). In the case of an electron beam with
V=10kV, I=lf«A and a sample size N s a m =100 one obtains Ls»m = 95/im.
The actual sample length will always differ somewhat from the
nominal length L sara , since the positions of the particles are chosen
randomly. Moreover, the sample length may increase during the flight.
Firstly, because the energy spread of the particles causes some spatial
dispersion. Secondly, because the collective space charge force is
unbalanced for particles near the edge of the bunch. The particles at
the front of the bunch experience an artificial acceleration, while the
particles at the back of the sample are artificially retarded. This
so-called finite-size effect will be further discussed in section 13.7.
In general, one should choose the sample length Lsam large enough to
render finite-size effects negligible. In this respect, problems may
arise with the simulation of high current beams operating at a low beam
potential. Equation (13.2.10) shews that such beams require an extreme
large Ns»m in order to obtain a sufficient sample length L s a m . However,
the value of Ns»ra is, in general, limited by cpu-time constraints and in
some cases by the available memory space. An alternative way to model a
high-current beam in the vicinity of the source will be discussed in
section 13.6.

13.3

Optical elements

Lenses, deflectors and quadrupoles can be simulated by the
program in thin-lens approximation. Round and rectangular apertures are
incorporated too. We will refer to these elements as optical components.
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The first order imaging properties of a thin-lens are fully
specified by the axial position of the lens and its focal distance f.
Consider a particle which reaches the lens-plane with an axial velocity
v z and transverse velocity v ± . Let r x be its radial distance to the
axis when it crosses the lens-plane. The first order imaging properties
of the lens are simulated by adding a lateral velocity Av±i to the
velocity of the particle, which is chosen equal to
Av

xi = " p - rx

(13.3.1)

A lens is called ideal when it shows only first order imaging
properties. Equation (13.3.1) expresses that such a
lens can be
simulated by shifting the transverse velocity of each particJe opposite
to the direction of r x , by an amount which is directly proportional to
the length of this vector.
The performance of actual lenses is limited by third and higher
order geometrical aberrations as well as chromatic aberrations. In
addition, magnetic lenses may introduce rotational errors. These effects
are incorporated within the thin-lens approximation. The chromatic
aberration of a lens causes an additional shift in the transverse
velocity Av ± c , which is equal to
^

(13

- 3 - 2)

where <vz> represents the mean square velocity of all particles and Cc
is the constant of chromatic aberration of the lens, for an object which
is located at infinity. Notice that the term between brackets is equal
to AE/E.
Third order geometrical aberrations are taken into account by
introducing the additional shift in transverse velocity Av ± 3, with
- Cs ~p^ij.

(13.3.3)

where C s is the constant of spherical aberration of the lens, for an
object which is located at infinity.
The program does not account for the rotation of the beam by a
magnetic lens. However, the aberrations caused by the non-uniformity of
the rotation are included within the thin lens approximation. The
lateral velocity and position of a particle are rotated around the
centre of the lens over an angle Ap, which depends on the radial
distance to the axis r± and the total velocity v, as

where Ra represents the rotational distorsion of the lens and Rc
represents
the chromatic error in the rotation. The rotation over the
angle hf is incorporated by shifting the x and y coordinates of the
particle with
Ax = -ybp
AVx = -VyA0

,
,

Ay = XAp
AVy = VXA(P

(13.3.5)

This scheme, which was proposed by Barth (1988), guarantees conservation
of the (canonical) angular momentum of the particle around the z-axis.
The lens routine accounts for the rotational shifts given by
equation (13.3.5) first and computes the total velocity shift A V X ,
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specified by equations (13.3.1), (13.3.2) and (13.3.3) next, using

(13

-

-3-6)

The user has to specify the axial position of the lens, its focal
distance f and the aberration constants C c , C s , Rd and R c . In addition,
one can specify a shift of the centre of the lens relative to the beam
axis in order to simulate some misalignment.
The lens procedure described by equations (13.3.5) and (13.3.6)
affects the transverse velocity of a particle. Its axial velocity
remains the same. This implies that the total kinetic energy of the
particle is changed in this scheme. However, the user may instruct the
program (by setting ICONS=1) to compensate this effect, by multiplying
each of the final x,y and z velocity components with a factor

F

" (v,.f*

+

v,.,«

+

v

J | t

^'

(13
Z

'3-7)

where v x ,i, vy,i and v z ,i are the initial velocity components of the
particle (before entering the lens) and v x ,f, vy.f and vz,f are the
final velocity components (when leaving the lens).
So far, we considered the action of a rotational symmetric thin
lens. Similarly, one can describe the action of thin-deflector by
specifying its axial position, the deflection angles Aa x and Aa y in x
and y direction respectively and a constant D c , which covers the
dispersion of the deflector. The change in the transverse velocity of a
particle, caused by the deflector, is computed by

[

( v2
1 - Dc I — ;
1<V2>

\ 1
11
j J

(13.3.8)

Avy = tan(a y ) v z 11 - u. IAs for the let's, the user may instruct the program to multiply the final
velocity by tne factor F, defined by equation (13.3.7).
Quadrupoles are also included in the program, in thin-lens
approximation. A quadrupole is specified by its axial position, the
focal distances fx and fy, the constants of chromatic aberration C c x and
CCy and the spherical aberration constants C30, Cos, C21 and Ciz. The
change in transverse velocity of a particle, caused by the quadrupole,
is computed by

-

v

*\

ivZ

1

1f

1]
(13.3.9)

similar to equation (13.3.6), describing the action of a thin rotational
symmetric lens. For a weak lens, one may assume that C3o=Co3 and
C2i=Ci2. If specified, the final velocity of the particle is multiplied
with the factor F, defined by equation (13.3.7).
The centre of the
quadrupole can be shifted in x and y direction.
Apertures are modelled by means of an index table, which
contains the indices of the particles present in the sample. The
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aperture-routine checks for every particle, whether its perturbed
trajectory passes through the aperture or not. The parameter N s a m is
then set to the actual number of particles which have passed the
aperture and the indices of these particles are stored in the first N s a m
positions of the index table. The routine which is called next by the
program, retrieves the coordinates of the particles by reading the
indices from the first NSam positions in the index-table. The remaining
coordinates are ignored.
The user has to specify the axial location of the aperture, its
shape and its size. The shape can be round or rectangular.
The centre
of the aperture can be shifted in x and y direction. An option is
included to "invert" the aperture, which means that the program keeps
track of the particles which normally do not pass through the aperture
and omits
the others. This feature can, for example, be used to
simulate a ring source, by combining a round source and a somewhat
smaller round inverted aperture, both located at the same axial
position.

13.4

Numerical ray-tracing

The ray-tracing routine calculates the trajectories of the
particles during the passage from one optical component to the next,
taking the mutual Coulomb repulsion of the particles into account. An
uniform axial accelerating or retarding external field can be included.
Two different ray-tracing methods are implemented in the program. The
numerical method (in the program referred to as DRIFT1) is described
here, while the so called analytical ray-tracing method (in the program
referred to as DRIFT2) is the subject of the sections 13.5 and 13.6.
The total force exerted on particle i in a sample, consisting of
Nsam particles, is equal to
Ns am
Fi = Co

I

^ r

+

Fi. e

(13.4.1)

rii

where rtj=rt-rj, the relative position vector of particles i and j and
Co=ez/4neo. Fi.e denotes the external field force acting on particle i.
For the moment, we will disregard the external field and concentrate on
the first term in equation (13.4.1).
The equation of motion of particle number i is, in absence of
external fields, given by
ri (ii)

=£l

Ns in
T
^ -

(13.4.2)
3

in which n^1*
denotes the second derivative of r t with respect
time. By differentiating equation (13.4.2) once, one obtains
< m > = ^

y

1112

"

n

'H"u|

to

(13.4.3)

where vij=fij=vi-Vj, the relative velocity vector of particles i an j.
Given the positions rj and velocities Vi of each particle at time t, the
second and third time derivatives n * 1 1 1 and n * 1 1 1 ' can be calculated,
for each particle, from equations (13.4.2) and (13.4.3) respectively.
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The new positions and velocities, of each particle,
determined next, using the following approximations

at time t+At are

n(t+At) a Fi(t) + Vi(t) At + ^ ri(">(t) At* + - ri<in>(t) At*
(13.4.4)
Vi(t+At) = vi(t) + ri<U'(t) At + - ri<">>(t) At*
Thus, a third order expansion is used for updating the positions and a
second order expansion for updating the velocities.
The time step size At is adjusted after every step, in order to
maintain a certain local integration error. Two different types of step
size algorithms are implemented. In the first type, the program
evaluates the average absolute value of the second and third order
derivatives r i ( I I > and r i ' 1 1 1 ' , from
Nsam
<r

<ii)> = _ h — i | r i ( I I > |
Nsam i=1

.

,

<r«in>? =

"sitn

I Irt'n^l
Ns.m . =1

(13.4.5)

The nominal time steps Atz and At3 are evaluated next, defined as the
the time steps which lead to a contribution of the second and third
order term in the first expansion of equation (13.4.4), which are equal
to the predefined values Ez and £3 respectively

^,-f *!_!"• ,

Atj.L*!_J'"

(13.4.6)

The next time step At is taken equal to the minimum of At2 and Atj.
The second type of time step algorithm evaluates the maximum
absolute value of the second and third order derivatives, denoted as
(II>
r
max and r ( I I I ) m a X respectively. The nominal step sizes Atj and At3
follow again by equation (13.4.6), ±u wnith <r' ! I ) > and < r ( I I I ) > are now
replaced by r ( I I ) m a x and r < I I I ) m » x respectively.
This
algorithm
guarantees that the perturbations, corresponding to the second and third
order terms in the expansion for ri(t+At), do not exceed the predefined
values Ei and E Z for any of the particles. This algorithm was proposed
by Meisburger (1983) and reported by Munro (1987). We note that in most
applications, one is not really interested in the exact coordinates of a
few strongly deflected particles and the first algorithm is therefore
preferred.
The values for the parameters ez and £3 are estimated by the
program from the input parameter N s t ep, which specifies the nominal
number of steps per meter, which should on the average be maintained
during the ray-tracing. This quantity can directly be related to the
run-time of the program, as will be discussed later. For normal
conditions it is sufficient to set N s tep=1000. The program keeps track
of the total integration error in the positions and the velocities,
denoted as E , and E V , using

(13.4.7)
ep(t+At) . « f (t) * | r U + A t ) r ( t ) |
2 4At

M A

+

where r ( I I I > represents the same measure for the third order derivative
as used in the step-size algorithm. Thus, r ( I 1 1 >=<r ( I X I •> when using the
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first type of algorithm and r < m > = r < ' " ' m a l when using the second type.
As the global integration error in the velocities ev(t) is of the second
order in At, one sees from the second equation of (13.4.7) that the
local integration error in the positions is of the third order in At
(and not of the fourth order as equation (13.4.4) suggests). The global
integration errors e,(t) and ep(t) are therefore both of the second
order in At.
In principle, one can use even higher order schemes than the one
described by equation (13.4.4). Tang (1983) proposed a procedure which
includes the evaluation of terms proportional to the fourth order
derivative r i ( I V ) . Clearly, this permits to take larger time steps At,
while maintaining a certain local integration error. However, at the
accuracy
level which is normally pursued (typically 1 %
total
integration error in the positions and velocities) it appears to be
questionable
whether this gain counterbalances the additional cpu-time
required per step. Furthermore, we note that Tang uses a time-step
algorithm in which At is taken proportional to the smallest value found
for the quantity [|n< " >|/1n< iv> | ]»'2 (with i=l,,2,•••,N s a m ). He
claims that the terms associated with r i ' 1 1 1 always cause the largest
perturbations, while every term in the Taylor expansion is, in general,
smaller than its precessor. In our experience, this is not necessarily
true for all conditions and his algorithm is expected to
fail
occasionally.
Equation (13.4.1) shows that the presence of an uniform external
electrostatic field can simply be taken into account in equations
(13.4.4), by replacing
ridi)

* n'"

1

+ Fe/m

(13.4.8)

where F e is the external field force acting on all particles.
program, F e is always directed along the axial direction
specified as
e(V

' -

V0)

In our
and is

(13.4.9)

e

Zl - Zo
where Vo is the beam potential at the initial axial position zo
(entrance plane) and Vi is the beam potential at the final axial
position zi (exit plane). As the field is uniform, the scheme of
equation (13.4.4) provides an exact calculation of the trajectories, as
far as the influence of the external force is concerned. For that
reason, the program does not account for the external force in the time
step algorithm. Thus, the measure for the acceleration r ( I I ) , considered
in equation (13.4.6), stems from the interaction between the particles
only, even in presence of an external field.
Special care has been taken to handle the calculation of the
trajectories at the entrance plane and the exit plane of the beam
section. At the start of the ray tracing routine, all particles are
projected backwards along their unperturbed trajectories, over a time
interval Ti. Ti is here the minimum value of all T n , with
T

Zi

~

Zo

,

1-1.2.-...H,..

(13.4.10)

After this operation, the foremost particle is located in the entrance
plane. The ray tracing is now started. Step by step all particles will
pass the entrance plane. In the normal mode of operation (specified by
setting INT=1) a particle i, which has passed this plane ;zo<Zi<zi),
experiences the interaction of all other particles, irrespective of
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their location. The interaction of particle i (with all other particles)
continues until it has passed the exit plane (zi>zi). The ray-tracing is
stopped when all particles have passed this plane.
In order to clarify this procedure, assume that the ray-tracing
routine is called again to compute the trajectories from z=Zi to z=Z2.
The procedure is now repeated: The particies are projected backwards
such that all particles are behind the new entrance plane z=zi. Next,
they are traced step-wise through the section until all particles have
passed the new exit plane z=za. Instead of calling the ray-tracing
routine twice, one could have called it only once to perform the raytracing directly from z=z 0 to z=z 2 . The procedure followed by the
program
guarantees that both calculations yield the same
final
coordinates.
A somewhat different procedure is implemented to calculate the
trajectories near the source (specified by setting INT=2). In this
procedure, two particles only interact when they have both passed the
entrance plane. As the entrance plane is here assumed to coincide with
the
emission
surface, this seems the most
realistic
approach.
Effectively, the particles are now emitted one by one from the source
and start interacting directly after emission. We note that the timestep algorithm always evaluates the perturbation of all particles,
whether they are actually taken into account in the ray-tracing or not.
This way, sudden changes in the time step size At are avoided, which
might occur otherwise when a particle passes the entrance plane.
In presence of an external field, special care has to be taken
to treat the passage of a particle through the entrance plane or exit
plane. The program calculates the exact time at which the particle has
passed
the plane and adjusts the acceleration of the
particle
experienced during the last time step accordingly. The significance of
this procedure becomes clear when one realizes that, for a typical
acceleration field of lOOkV/m and a number of steps Nstep=1000/m, a
particles
gains on the average an energy of 10 eV per
step.
Consequently, if one does not account for the exact time of entrance or
exit, but just starts or stops accelerating in the next time-step after
this event has taken place, the final energy of a particle can easily be
off by 10 eV. This is clearly unacceptable.
In order to avoid the occurrence of large numbers,
the
coordinates of all particles are scaled at the start of the ray-tracing
routine, employing the ^.v-scaling, defined by equation (6.13.1). This
procedure
also leads to some minor reduction of the number of
computations in the evaluation of the quantities nlll}
and n ( 1 1 1 >
from equations (13.4.2) and (13.4.3), since the physical parameter C0/m
does not appear in the scaled equations. Before leaving the ray-tracing
routine, the coordinates are converted to unsealed quantities, which are
used in the other routines of the program.
The total cpu-time tB, used by the numerical ray-tracing
routine, for the calculation of the trajectories of a single sample,
consisting of N s » m particles, through a single section of the system, is
equal to
to = nstep -N s « m (N s » m -l) AtB

(13.4.11)

where nst«p is the actual number of time-steps used in the ray-tracing
through the section and At B is the cpu-time required to evaluated the
interaction per pair, per time-step. The quantity Ns,1I1(Ns»in-l)/2 is
equal to the number of pairs in the sample. For the routine implemented
in the program, running on an IBM 3083 mainframe computer, it was found
that At n *10- 5 s. Thus, for Nsan=100 and nstsp=100, one obtains t;B<«5s.
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In order to estimate the total run-time of the program, one has
to consider that an actual column consists of a number of beam sections.
In addition, one usually runs a number of samples in order to obtain
sufficient statistics, each sample starting with a different "seed" of
initial conditions. Denoting the number of beam sections (or drift
sections) as Nd r l f t and the number of seeds as Nseed, one finds for the
total run time T n required for the numerical ray-tracing
T n = Nseed Narift <nstep> -Ns,ra(Nsam-l) At B

(13.4,12)

in which <nstep> is the average number of steps per drift section. The
quantity Ndrift x< n s tep> is equal to the total number of time-steps used
to calculate the trajectories through the entire column. Taking this
number equal to 1000, N s e e a=10 and N s »m=100, one obtains Tn«<5xl02si*>8min
on an IBM 3083 computer. The cpu-tiiae used by the other routines of the
program is, in general, negligible compared to the cpu-time required for
the ray-tracing.
The ray-tracing can be speeded up by limiting the interaction
range of the particles to some value ri B t. This reduces the number of
pairs which has to be considered in the calculation of the interaction
force acting on each particle in the sample. The interaction radius
rut
is, in our program, specified by the input parameter Nint, as
rint=Nint<s>, where <s> is the
average axial separation of the
particles. In case riot is large compared to the beam radius, the number
of interactions per particle is roughly equal to 2 N m . The total number
of interacting pairs in the sample is then equal to Ntnt><NsaI11, versus
Nsam(N s » m -l)/2, when the interaction range is not limited. Accordingly,
the total computation time reduces with a factor 2Nint/NSam. I n c a s e
r i n t is not large compared to beam radius, the number of interactions
considered per particle per step will be smaller than 2Nint and the
computation time reduces even more.
In practice, it is not very convenient to use the feature of
interaction range limitation, since one can not predict beforehand
the
appropriate value for the parameter Nint. Not only does it depend on the
beam geometry, but it also differs for the various phenomena of particle
interactions. For simplicity one better avoids any restriction of the
interaction range and tries to keep the total cpu-time within reasonable
limits by choosing suitable values for N saro and NSee<i.
However,
for
the simulation of high-current and/or low voltage beams, one may prefer
a restriction
of the interaction range above the choice of an
"economical" sample size, in order to reduce finite-size effects. We
will come back to this subject in section 13.7.

13.5

Analytical ray-tracing

The analytical ray-tracing routine (in the program referred to
as DRIFT2) is based on a decomposition of the full N-body problem into a
sum of two-particle interactions, which are evaluated from analytically
derived expressions. In many respects this method can be considered as
the Monte Carlo variant of the extended tm-partiele approximation,
which was described in section 5.3 and utilized in the chapters 6 to 10.
The dynamical aspects of the problem are handled alike in both
approaches. However, the systematic integration over the coordinates of
a field particle relative to a test particle, carried out within the
analytical model,
is in the MC-approach replaced by a random selection
of initial conditions of a large set of particles. We emphasize that the
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fundamental assumptions, underlying the concept of analytical raytracing, are the same as for the extended two-particle approximation.
Accordingly, the reader is referred to section 5.3 for the basic issues
involved and the justification of the approach. Here we will concentrate
on the actual realization of the concept within the MC-program. The
analytical ray-tracing routine is written such, that it is fully
compatible with the numerical ray-tracing routine, described in the
previous section. The user can easily switch from one method "o the
other and compare the results.
The reason for implementing the analytical ray-tracing routine
into the MC-program was to verify the premisses of the extended twoparticle approximation. The practical significance of the routine was
first recognized, when it was found that, for practical operating
conditions, it is as accurate as its numerical counterpart, while it
increases the speed of the program with one to two orders of magnitude.
It therefore constitutes a very useful enhancement of the MC-program.
Fast Monte Carlo (FMC) simulations, based on analytical ray-tracing, can
be carried out on a fast micro-computer, keeping the cpu-time within
reasonable limits (typically in the order of an hour). A brief
description of the method and some examples to verify its validity were
reported by Jansen (1987). Here we will outline the method in more
detail.
In the analytical ray-tracing routine, the final coordinates of
the particles (near the exit-plane) are directly determined from their
initial coordinates (near the entrance-plane), using the equations

r i ( t 0 + T) =

tiito

• T) +

I

ATjjUo.to + T)

(13.5.1)
" 5 am

Vi(t0 + T) =

Vi(t(, + T) + 2

AVij(to,to

+

T)

in which fi(to + T) and Vi(to + T) are the final unperturbed position
and velocity of particle i respectively. T denotes the total time of
flight and Arij and Avij are the displacements, in position and
velocity respectively, of particle i, due to the interaction with
particle j during the flight. In absence of external fields, the
unperturbed coordinates are simply given by
f i ( t 0 + T) = r i ( t o ) + Vi(t o )T
(Vi=V0)

(13.5.2)

* i ( t 0 + T) =
Equation (13.5.1) is equivalent to equation (5.3.12), which is exploited
in the extended two-particle approximation.
The underlying assumption
is that the displacements Arij and AVij are in general small. As
was pointed out in section 5.3, the method breaks down when the
particles are involved in two or more strong collisions during their
flight. However, such events are exceptional for normal operating
conditions. In addition, one should realize that such events mainly
affect the tails of the generated energy and trajectory displacement
distributions and not the central region. We emphasize that equation
(13.5.2) refers to a field free drift space. Modifications are required
to accomodate external fields, as will be discussed later on in this
section.
Equations (13.5,1)
reduce the many particle problem to the
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calculation of the displacements Ar,j and Avij. This is a problem of
two-particle dynamics, which was considered in chapter 6. Given the
initial relative position rtj=ri-rj, the initial relative velocity
Vij=vi-Vj and the time of flight T, one has to compute the perturbation
of the final coordinates of the particles i and j. As was pointed out in
chapter 6, it is not possible to obtain the exact solution of this
problem in an explicit form. However, it is possible to obtain accurate
approximations, in an explicit form, for two limiting cases, namely for
weak collisions and for nearly complete collisions.
If none of these
approximations is allowed, the exact solution should be obtained by a
numerical procedure.
For convenience of notation, we will from now on denote r,j as r
and vij as v and take the initial time ti=O. The coordinates referring
to the initial condition are indicated with the subscript 0. The program
uses the following scheme to evaluate a two-particle collision:
- The (a,6) coordinate system in the orbital plane is determined from
the initial relative position and velocity ro and vo, using equations
(6.3.1).
- The parameters ao and b are evaluated from the vectors ro, a and 6.
The eccentricity related parameter qc is determined from equation
(6.4.16).
- The type of collision is determined and the final displacements in the
orbital plane are evaluated, using the appropriate collision dynamics.
The program proceeds as follows. The collision is considered as weak
if
qc > 106

or

ao < -50b

or

v 0 T-a 0 < -50b

(13.5.3)

conform equation (6.8.1). When one or more of the inequalities in
equation (13.5.3) are satisfied, it is allowed to employ first order
perturbation dynamics. The displacements Aaf, A b e &ar and Abf are
evaluated from equations (6.8.6) and (6.8.5). If equation (13.5.3) is
not satisfied, the program verifies whether the collision can be
considered as nearly complete. This is the case if
a 0 > 50b

and

v 0 T-a 0 > 50b

and

1
Co
-mv 0 2 > 50 —
2
ro

(13.5.4)

conform equation (6.7.7). When all inequalities in equation (13.5.4)
are satisfied, it is allowed to use nearly complete collision dynamics
and the displacements Aar, Abf, Aaf and Abf are evaluated from
equations (6.7.5) and (6.7.6). Otherwise, the program utilizes a
numerical procedure to evaluate these quantities, which is referred to
as full collision dynamics. The first step, of this procedure, is the
evaluation of the initial value of the polar coordinates r and 8 and
the sign parameter ax, from equations (6.3.5). Micro-scaling is
applied, using the prescriptions of equations (6.4.3) and (6.4.4). In
the next steps the program follows the analysis of section 6.5, which
leads, eventually, to the final polar coordinates rf and flr and their
derivatives with respect to time rr and it, see equations (6.5.11) and
(6.5.12). A key-step is the evaluation of the final polar coordinate
pr=rf/ds from equation (6.5.7). This is done by numerical inversion,
following the scheme of section 6.6. After removing the micro-scaling,
the displacements Aaf, Abf, Aar and Ab f follow, finally, from
equations (6.3.9) and (6.3.7). Figure 6.4 contains a flow diagram of
the essential steps of the calculation in the orbital plane.
- Having evaluated the displacements Aar, Abf, Aaf and Abr, the
remaining part is to express the results in terms of the displacements
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of the individual particles in the laboratory system. This is done by
means of equations (6.3.8) and (6.3.11). Identifying particle i with
the colliding particle (subscript c) and particle j with the test
particle (subscript t ) , these equations yield in the present notation
ATij = -(Aa r a + Ab f 6)

,

Av 4 j = -(Aafa + Ab f 6)

ATji = - A T u

,

AVji = -AVtj

(13.5.5)

which completes the calculation for a single two-particle interaction.
When the interaction has been evaluated for every pair in the sample,
the final positions and velocities of the particles follow by means of
equations (13.5.1).
In the analytical ray-tracing routine, the start and the end of
the interaction are handled somewhat different than in the numerical
ray-tracing routine, since one can not switch the interaction on and off
for each particle separately. The routine is organized such that all
pairs interact during the same period T, while the absolute time of the
start of the interaction may vary per pair.
As for the numerical raytracing, two modes of operation have been incorporated. In the normal
mode of operation (specified by setting INT=1), a pair of particles is
shifted along the unperturbed trajectories, such that the the foremost
particle is located in the entrance plane z=zo* The displacements,
generated by their mutual repulsion, is then calculated over the next
period T.
In the other mode of operation (specified by setting INT=2),
the particles are shifted along the unperturbed trajectories, such that
the last particle is located in the entrance plane z=zo. This seems more
realistic when the entrance plane coincides with the emission surface of
the source. In this connection, we should mention that the final results
are, in general, insensitive to the choice of the exact initial and
final conditions. Finally, we emphasize that the time shifts
only
concern the calculation of the displacements Arij and Avij and do not
involve
the calculation of the unperturbed
trajectories.
This
guarantees that the final coordinates all refer to the same time.
Uniform acceleration fields can be taking into account within
the analytical ray-tracing routine. The essential observation is that,
in the accelerated frame of reference moving with the beam, the
particles can be considered as free, that is not influenced by external
fields. The situation is similar to the case of an elevator which is in
free-fall in a homogeneous gravitation field. In the elevator-system the
laws of mechanics can be applied, as if the system is an inertial system
in field free space. For the analytical ray-tracing routine, this
observation
implies that the scheme for the calculation of the
displacements Arij and AVij, from the initial relative coordinates r ^
and Vij, remains the same in presence of an uniform acceleration field.
However, the field impacts the displacements Arij and A V I J through the
flight time T and the initial coordinates rij and vij. In addition, one
has to modify equations (13.5.2), for a correct calculation of the
unperturbed trajectories under influence of the external field. We will
now consider these aspects in more detail.
The flight time Ti of particle i, with initial axial velocity
, which is accelerated by an external force F e along the axial
direction, is equal to

=
Fe
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-I

mv 2 i(t 0 ) z

J

assuming that 2F e (zi-z o )/mv 2 i(to) 2 >-l, which means that the final axial
velocity of the particle is expected to be positive. If this is not
true, the particle is removed from the sample. The initial velocity
v zi (to) may here be negative. The force Fa, which is specified by
equation (13.4.9), can be positive or negative, corresponding to an
acceleration or a deceleration of the particle respectively.
The flight time T of the sample as a whole, is evaluated from
equation (13.5.6), taking vZj(to) equal to the average axial velocity
<vz> of all particles. The final unperturbed coordinates of particle i
now follow as
fi(t0 + T) = Fi(tO) + v,(to)T + - ^ —

2m

+ - ^ H T - Ti

mI

(13-5.7)
-^ID
which replaces equations (13.5.2). The last term in the expression for
?i(to+T) accounts for the fact that the initial drift-velocity of the
particle (before reaching the entrance plane) differs by a term feTi/m
from its final drift velocity (after passing through the exit-plane).
The displacements Ar,j and Avij are calculated in the same way
as in absence of acceleration, using the appropriate flight time T,
which can be obtained from equation (13.5.6), by replacing v z t(to) by
<v z >. With respect to the initial coordinates rij and Vij, the program
accounts for the fact that the first particle is accelerated during some
time At, while the last particle has not yet reached the acceleration
zone. The time At is calculated as
Vi(t0 + T) = vi(to) +

(13.5.8)

At

The relative position and velocity,
r u and vtj,
are adjusted
to account for the acceleration of the first particle during the time
At.
Finally, it should be recognized that the flight time Ti, of
particle i through the acceleration zone between zo and zi, is affected
by the interaction with the other particles in the sample. The total
axial shift AZi of particle i, due to the interaction with the other
particles is computed by
AZi =

Nsam
I AzijUo.to + T)

(13.5.9)

conform equation (13.5.1). When AZi is positive, the actual flight time
Ti in the acceleration zone will be shorter than predicted by equation
(13.5.6) and when Azi is negative, the actual flight time Ti will be
longer. This effect is compensated by adjusting the flight time in the
calculation of the unperturbed trajectories, by means of equations
(13.5.7).
As in the numerical-ray tracing routine, the coordinates of all
particles are scaled at the start of the ray-tracing routine, employing
the fi.v-scaling defined by equation (6.13.1). This way, the occurrence
of large numbers is avoided. Another advantage is that the parameters
Co/m and the time of flight T do not appear explicitly in the scaled
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equations, which leads to some simplification of the code. Before
terminating the ray-tracing routine, the scaling is removed.
The gain in computation speed using analytical ray-tracing stems
from the ability Co determine the final coordinates from the initial
coordinates in a single step. The total computation time T a , lequired
for the analytical ray-tracing of N se ed
samples,
through
Ntrut
sections, is equal to
T a = Useei Ndrift -Nsam(NsaIB-l) <Ata>

(13.5.10)

where <Ata> is the average cpu-time,
required to evaluate
the
displacements corresponding to a single two-particle interaction. The
actual computation time per two-particle interaction depends on the type
of dynamics which is employed.
Full collision dynamics requires
typically five times more computation time than weak or nearly complete
collision dynamics. On an IBM 3083 mainframe computer, it was found
that, typically, <Ata>=5xl0-5 s. As for the numerical ray-tracing, one
can increase the computation speed by restricting the interaction range
of the particles to some distance ri B t. For the analytical-ray tracing
routine, this implies that the interactions of the pairs with an impact
parameter b>ri nt are disregarded.
By comparing equations (13.4.12) and (13.5.10), one finds that
the ratio of the cpu-times required for analytical and numerical raytracing T a /T B , is equal to
(13.5.11)
<Nstep>
Thus, the computation speed improvement over the numerical method
depends on the average number of steps per section <N s tep > .
required
for the numerical ray-tracing. Typically this number varies between 10
and 10 3 , depending on the length of the section, the particle density
and the specified integration accuracy. Accordingly, the required cputime reduces with one to two orders of magnitude when switching to
analytical ray-tracing.

13.6

Simulation of large currents near the source

In section 13.2 it was pointed out that an accurate simulation
of high-current beams,
operating at a low beam potential, requires an
extreme large number Ns»m of particles in the sample. Equations
(13.4.12) and (13.5.10) show that the total computation time required
for the ray-tracing increases with the square of N s a m . In order to keep
the total cpu-time within practical limits, N s a m should be smaller than
typically 10 3 for numerical ray-tracing and smaller than 10* for
analytical ray-tracing. When the interaction range is limited to
rint=Njnt<s>, the maximum Ns»ra can be chosen larger by a factor
Nsam/2Nint, as far as cpu-constraints are concerned. However, the memory
space required for the storage of the coordinates is (at least) 6x8=48
bytes per particle, leading to a practical upper limit for Ns»n, in the
order of 10*.
It is important to observe that one does not need that many
particles to obtain acceptable statistics. Therefore, one might as well
delete
a part of the sample after it has passed through the critical
(high current/ low voltage) section of the beam. This consideration lead
us to the introduction of so-called field particles, which are only
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used to represent the beam and are not stored to memory. The particles
in the sample, now referred to as test particles, are traced throughout
the system, while the field particles are generated at the start and
deleted at the and of a beam section. This concept can most easily be
implemented
within
the analytical ray-tracing routine.
As
the
trajectories are calculated in a single time-step, analytical raytracine does not require the storage of intermediate coordinates. This
implies that one can generate a field particle, determine its impact on
all the test particles and delete its coordinates. The next field
particle is then generated and these steps are repeated, etc. As the
field
particles are generated one-by-one,
their number can
be
arbitrarily large, without requiring any additional memory space. In
this set-up, the interaction between the test-particles is ignored.
Thus, every test-particle is independent from the other test-particles
and experiences only the interaction with the field particles. The
reader should notice that this model comes very close to the analytical
theory, which also considers a number of independent test-particles,
experiencing the interaction with the field-particles, constituting the
beam. The main difference with the analytical model, used in the
chapters 7, 8 and 9, is that the motion of the test particles is not
confined to the bean axis, but resembles the actual properties of the
beam.
The gain in compulation speed, relative to the normal analytical
ray-tracing routine, arises from the fact that every field particle
interacts only with a relatively small number of test particles. Let
"field be the number of field particles and NSam the number of test
particles. The computation time is now proportional to Nrieid x N sa m,
instead of NSani(Ns»ro-l)/2. Taking N siln of the order 10 2 , one may choose
Nfieid as large as 1 0 6 , while keeping the cpu-time within reasonable
limits.
The MC-program contains a separate analytical
ray-tracing
routine (referred to as DRIFT3) which was developed along these lines of
thought. It is especially intended to simulate the beam in the vicinity
of the source. The field particles a>-e generated one by one, following
the specifications of the source. Each field particle interacts with
every test particle in the sample and is deleted afterwards. The set of
field particles are centered around the same axial coordinate as the
sample of test particles. The final coordinates of the test particles
are stored in the usual way and can be traced throughout the remaining
part of the column, using one of the other ray-tracing routines. The
analytical ray-tracing with field particles has been used to simulate
temperature-limited thermionic sources with currents up to 100 /iA. In
general, the results have to be viewed with some caution, since the
deviations from the unperturbed trajectories can become quite large for
a significant fraction of the particles, contradicting the premisses of
the analytical ray-tracing method. Clearly, the method is not suited to
simulate space charge limited emission, in which the trajectories of the
individual test particles are strongly affected by the simultaneous
action of many field particles.

13.7

Correction of finite-size effects

The qualification "finite-size effect" is used to denote all
apparent interaction effects, present in the final results of a MCsimulation, which are related to the inadequate representation of the
beam by a sample of particles of finite size. The following finite-size
effects are distinguished :
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- Underestimation of the interaction effects due to an insufficient
sample length L S am. In this case, a particle does not have enough
"neighbours" to represents the total beam. To put it differently, the
sample length does not exceed the effective interaction range of the
particles by a large factor. The effective interaction range is here
defined as the maximum distance for which two particles still affect
each other strong enough to yield a significant contribution to the
macroscopic measure for the considered interaction phenomenon, such as
the
defocussing distance,
the energy spread and the
spatial
broadening. The effective interaction range depends on the linear
particle density X and the beam geometry. In addition, it differs for
the various interaction phenomena. For instance, the total Boersch
effect,
generated in a beam segment with a narrow crossover, stems
predominantly from the crossover area, as was discussed in chapter 7.
For the simulation of this effect in this geometry, it is therefore
sufficient to take L sa m an order of magnitude larger than the
crossover radius.
However,
the trajectory displacement effect,
generated in the same beam seometry, is not necessarily dominated by
the contribution of the crossover area. A significant contribution
may stem from the dilute parts of the beam and a proper simulation
requires a larger LSam than for the Boersch effect. The space charge
effect has even a longer effective interaction range and a proper
simulation requires a larger sample than for the statistical effects.
The situation is again different for a nearly cylindrical beam
segment, in which all parts of the beam contribute equally to the
various interaction phenomena, leading to longer effective interaction
distances than for a beam segment with a narrow crossover. In all
cases the effective interaction range decreases when the average axial
separation of the particles <s> (=l/\) decreases. However, both
quantities do not change at the same rate and the number of
"neighbours", having a significant impact, increases with the linear
density \. This implies that the minimum required N s a m increases with
>., but, in general, less than dir._.:tly proportional. It should be
noted that the particles near the edge of the beam, always experience
a deficiency of interacting neighbours. N s i m should be large enough to
render their contribution insignificant, relative to the contribution
of the particles which have sufficient neighbours.
- Improper estimation of the interaction effects due to the unbalanced
space charge force acting on the particles near the edge of the bunch.
It may cause an underestimation as well as an overestimation of the
interaction effects. The Boersch effect is, in general, the most
strongly affected by this kind of finite-size effect. The particles at
the front of the bunch experience an artificial acceleration, while
the particles in the back are artificially retarded. Accordingly, the
generated axial velocity spread (Boersch effect) is overestimated.
However, the unbalanced space charge force also causes an increase of
the sample length during the flight, which leads to an artificial
reduction of the linear particle density and a corresponding reduction
of all interaction effects.
It is difficult to formulate general rules for the minimum NSam
required for a proper simulation of a certain interaction phenomenon, as
function of the beam geometry and the particle density in *.he beam. To
verify the validity of an MC-simulation, one has to check whether an
increase of N s , m affects the outcome of the simulation significantly or
not. If so, the sample was too small and one has to perform the
simulation again with a larger sample. This aspect of running
MCsimulations
requires a. certain skill of the operator.
A clear
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understanding of the mechanisms involved is indispensable to obtain
reliable results, without using enormeous amounts of cpu-time.
Various approaches have been suggested to minimize finite-size
effects. Jones et. al (1983) presented a method in which two so-called
"ghost" charges travel with the bunch, each at one side, located on the
axis. The value of the ghost charge and its distance to the bunch should
be chosen such that the space charge force, acting on the particles at
the edge of the bunch, is just balanced. This is the case when one takes
the ghost charge equal to the total charge in the bunch and the distance
to the edge of the bunch ec;:!al to half the sample length Lsin. The
drawback of the ghost charge approach is that those particles in the
bunch which are off-axis, experience a lateral interaction force from
the ghost charges, which causes an artificial change in the lateral
properties of the bunch. Errors are therefore introduced in the
simulation of the trajectory displacement effect and space charge
defocussing. The remedy would be to consider an extended ghost charge,
with a lateral dimension which reflects the local width of the beam.
However, this seems rather difficult to implement within the ray-tracing
algorithm.
The approach taken in our program is to introduce a routine
(referred to as PROCCO) which processes the final velocities to
compensate the artificial acceleration of the particles, caused by the
unbalanced space charge effect. The routine evaluates the correlation in
the final coordinates, between the z-velocities and the z-position
within the bunch. When specified by the user, the final velocities are
adjusted such that the z-dependency of the z-velocities is removed. The
major part of the correlation is assumed to be the result of the
unbalanced space charge force acting on the particles. However, some
correlation is induced by the dispersion of the particles during the
time of flight, as a consequence of the variation in the initial axial
velocities.
To put it simply, slow particles have a tendency to run
behind, while fast particles have a tendency to run ahead. This source
of correlation can be isolated by examining the final coordinates in
absence of interaction. When specified by the user,
the routine
performs this calculation and compensates only for the correlation
caused by the interaction between the particles.
The z-dependent velocity correction of the final coordinates
removes the direct impact of the second kind of finite size effect on
the axial velocity distribution. The main use of this procedure is to
prevent an overestiraation of the generated energy spread. One can
instruct the program to calculate the energy spread both with and
without processing of the final coordinates. This provides some insight
in the significance of finite-size effects and is helpful in the choice
of a proper sample length. It is interesting to study the dependency of
the resulting energy spread on the number of particles in the sample
Nsanc For very small NSam. the energy spread will be underestimated.
This can be understood from the fact that the interaction force, between
the particles in a thin slice, is directed perpendicular to the beam
axis. With increasing NSam and in absence of correction of the final
coordinates, the spread increases to a value which is too large, due to
the artificial deceleration and acceleration of the particles near the
edges of the bunch. With further increasing Ns»m, their contribution
gradually becomes insignificant and the observed energy spread levels
off to the correct value. In presence of correction of the final
coordinates, the energy spread is expected to increase monotonically
with the number of particles in the sample NSam and reaches the correct
value for a smaller sample-size than without correction. By studying the
results both with and without correction, one obtains a lower and an
upper limit for the correct energy spread at a relative small N S am.
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In extreme cases, the sample can significantly be deformed
during the flight,
due to the unbalanced space charge force. Clearly,
the resulting errors in the simulation can not be removed by processing
the final coordinates. Some improvement can be obtained by correcting
the velocities during the ray-tracing, after every time step. A facility
is included in the program to perform this task (which can be activated
by setting the parameter IPROC=1). As for the correction of the final
coordinates, this procedure gives an indication of the error caused by
finite size effects and provides a partial correction.

13.8

Data analysis

The source routine, ray-tracing routines and optical element
routines provide the means to calculate the trajectories of a sample of
interacting particles through an user defined cclumn. The output of
these routines is a set of 6xNsan, coordinates, specifying the final
positions and velocities of the N S am particles. In order to obtain
sufficient statistics, the calculation is repeated for a number of seeds
Nseea, leading to a set of 6xNSee<ixNsain final coordinates. Typically,
the total number of particles Ntot (=NSeedXNsai>i) is chosen between 1000
and 2000, which corresponds to 6000 to 12000 final coordinates. Clearly,
some data-analysis is required to reduce this information to a limited
set of numbers, specifying the characteristic properties of the beam at
the target.
Several routines are implemented in the program which serve this
purpose. Two routines (referred to as SYMEBR and ASYEBR) analyse the
energy broadening of the particles. The first one presupposes that the
energy distribution is symmetric and computes the distribution of
absolute energy deviations relative to the mean energy of the particles.
The second one computes the full energy distribution, which may possibly
be asymmetric. The energy distribution generated by the Boersch effect
is always symmetric and the first routine (SYMEBR) is appropriate for
its analysis. However, the simulation of a thermionic source leads to an
asymmetric initial energy distribution and one needs the second routine
(ASYEBR) for an adequate analysis. For both routines, the user can
specify, whether to inspect the total energy distribution (by setting
ICONS=1) or the energy distribution associated with the z-component of
the velocities (by setting IC0NS=2).
Three routines (referred to as TBR, RNDTBR and RECTBR) concern
the transverse broadening of the beam. The first one is a general
routine,
which considers the displacements from the
unperturbed
trajectories in a spot of arbitrary shape, while the other two are
taylored for the analysis of a round (Gaussian) spot and a rectangular
(shaped)
spot respectively. The program is organized such that it
calculates the trajectories of the particles twice, for every sample,
one time with the interaction switched off and one time with the
interaction switched on (unless specified otherwise by the user). Both
the perturbed and the unperturbed final coordinates of the particlp_ are
stored and can be used for further analysis. The general routine (TBR)
utilizes both sets of coordinates to evaluate the lateral displacements
from the unperturbed trajectories in the target-plane.
The other
routines (RNDTBR and RECTBR) consider the perturbed positions in the
target plane only. All routines have a facility to seek the plane of
best focus, which is usually located somewhat ahead of the Gaussian
image plane, as a result of the defocussing action associated with the
space charge effect.
The basic strategy of the analysis is the same for the various
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routines. A width-measure of a distribution which can
evaluated is the rms-width. The rms spread of a set of
quantities ni, is given by
i
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(13.8.1)

The second form permits a straightforward computation of the rms-value
in a single loop over the index i, which performs the summation of the
quantities iji, rj2 , • • • ,TJN, as well as the quantities »)iz,J}22 , • • -TJM2.
Unfortunately, the rms-width is, in general, not adequate to
characterize the various distributions, obtained within the MC-program.
It is usually dominated by a few large displacements. Therefore, it is
rather sensitive to statistical fluctuations. In addition, one should
realize that, particularly, the large displacements are susceptible to
various kind of errors. One error is the integration error (when using
DRIFT1) or the model error (when using DRIFT2) associated with the raytracing. Another error is related to the modelling of the source. Large
displacements are partly generated by pairs of particles which are
initially very close to each other. The question arises, whether the
fully random selection of initial conditions performed by the source
routine, reflects the actual emission process of a real source. The
statistics of near neighbour particles is not known and the MCsimulation may, in this respect, be inappropriate, as will be further
discussed in section 13.9. Summarizing, the rms-value is sensitive to
statistical errors, ray-tracing errors and source-modelling errors and
the numbers obtained from equation (13.8.1) should be viewed with
caution. From the experimental point of view, one should add, that
predicting a rms-value is not very prac ical either, since it can not
directly be measured.
A
reliable width-measure,
which can straightforwardly be
obtained within the MC-program, is the smallest Full Width FWf which
contains a certain fraction f of the particles. The program considers
the cases f=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9.
The width corresponding to
f=0.5 is referred to as the Full Width median value ( F W 5 0 ) .
For the
computation of this type of width measures, the program has to sort the
displacements (in energy or position relative to some mean value) on
size in ascending order. After sorting, the FWr value of a
symmetric
distribution can simply be obtained as
FWf = 2 |AJj(fNtot)|

(13.8.2)

in which |Aij(fNtot)| denotes the absolute displacement (from the mean
value) of the particle with the nearest integer number to fxN to t in the
array of sorted displacements. For a distribution, which is possibly
asymmetric, the program evaluates the set of quantities
FWr.i = Aif(i + fNtot) - Aij(i) .

i=l,2,-",(l-f)Ntot

(13.8.3)

and takes FWr equal to the minimum value.
Sorting algorithms are described in detail by Knuth (1973). A
comprehensive discussion is given by Press et al. (1986). The evaluation
of equation (13.8.2) does not require a completely ordered array of
displacements.
It only requires that element fxNtot is on the right
position in the array. The MC-program exploits a modified "quicksort"
routine to perform
his task. The routine differs from the normal
quicksort algorithm in the respect that it does not order every subfile
defined during the sorting process, but proceeds with that subfile which
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contains element number fxNtot a "d ignores the others. This procedure
provides an extreme fast evaluation of equation (13.8.2), even for large
Ntot. This speed is required to perform the focussing of the spot within
acceptable computation time. The focussing is carried out by an
iteration-loop, which evaluates equation (13.8.2) for various z-values
in order to determine the plane for which the width of the spatial
distribution becomes minimum.
Contrary to equation (13.8.2), the
evaluation of equation (13.8.3) requires a completely ordered array of
displacements. Shell's method is used to perform this task. This
algorithm is fast enough, since it is only called once by the routine
used for the evaluation of an asymmetric energy distribution (ASYEBR).
Other width-measures than the rms-value and the FWf value are,
in general, more difficult tc evaluate. The program has a provision to
calculate the FWHM, utilizing a least square polynomial fit of the
corresponding histogram. A similar method is employed to estimate the
edge-width of a shaped spot. Histograms are formed by the program,
following the specifications of the user. The input required by the
program is the number of divisions (or strips) in the histogram and the
largest displacement to be included in the histogram. The last value is
specified in terms of the fraction of particles to be represented in the
histogram or in terms of the ratio between the maximum displacement
in
the histogram and the Half Width at Half Maximum (HWHM) value of the
distribution. The program automaticly selects a division width, conform
these
specifications.
In the case of a shaped spot,
one may
alternatively select the number of divisions in the edge of the spot,
instead of the total number of divisions.
A
provide an
function,
polynomial

dedicated least square fit procedure has been developed to
optimum fit of the histograms. Chosen is for a polynomial fit
for reasons of flexibility and speed. The general form of the
used by the program, is given by

y(x)-ys=

2

a, ( x - x s ) t D l ( M - J )

+nz)]/U3

(13.3.4)

where m , n 2 and n 3 are constants. The user has to specify the number of
terms M and the type of polynomial function. The following types are
included :
normal
even
odd
reduced
reduced odd

polynomial
ni=l, n2=0
polynomial
ni=2, n 2 =0
polynomial : ni=2,
m = 2 , nz=l
nz=l
polynomial
ni=l. n2=0
polynomial
ni=2, n»=l

,,
..
,,
,
,
,

n 3 =l.
n3=l
n
n33=l
=l
n3=(M-l)
n 3 =(2M-l)

(13.8.5)

Even polynomials are recommended to fit a symmetric distribution. Odd
polynomials,
reduced polynomials and reduced odd polynomials are
included to fit the edge of a shaped spot. The shifts x s and y s are
chosen by the program. In most cases the program takes x s =y s =O, but for
the fit of the edge of a shaped spot, the values for x s and ys are
chosen such that the origin is centred in the edge. The expectation is
that the edge follows an odd function with respect to this origin.
An
additional feature of the fit algorithm is that one may specify a value
y(x 0 ), of the polynomial at xo and a value y'(xi), of its derivative at
xi. which are imposed on the fit. This feature is included for a shaped
spot, to obtain a continuous and smooth joint of the fit through the
edge and the intensity level at the centre of the spot. For the fit of a
central distribution, this feature can be used to impose that the fitfunction becomes zero and/or has zero derivative in the last division of
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the histogram. A description of the fit-algorithm is presented in
appendix 13.B.
The program has a facility to estimate the statistical error in
the calculated rms-width and FWso-width of the energy distribution and
the
distribution of transverse displacements.
It estimates
the
distribution width for a number of sub-ensembles, selected from the
total ensemble of N t o t particles. The variance in the results, obtained
for the individual sub-ensembles, is used to estimate the statistical
error of the result for the total ensemble. The number of sub-ensembles
N S U b is taken equal to the nearest integer of N t o t l / 2 . This way, the
number of sub-ensembles Nsui> equals, approximately, the number of
particles per sub-ensemble Np=Nt01/Nsui>.
The minimum total number of
particles Ntot, required to activate this procedure, is 100. For each
sub-ensemble, the program calculates the corresponding rms-width and
FWso-width value, using equations similar to (13.8.1) and (13.8.2)
respectively. The
error in the rms-value, obtained for the total
ensemble, is now estimated as

I

N su b

(13.8.6)
*=)"

where <..>Se denotes an average over the results obtained for the
individual
sub-ensembles.
Equation
(13.8.6) exploits
that
the
statistical error in the rms-value is expected to decrease with the
square root of the number of particles in the ensemble. The program
prints out the relative 3-sigma error 3o>ms/rms. The same procedure is
used tot estimate the relative 3-sigma error in the FWso-width, obtained
for the total ensemble.
Finally, we should mention that there is some subtlety in the
algorithm
used to determine the plane of best focus from the
distribution of transverse displacements (which is incorporated in TBR).
Denoting the perturbed and the unperturbed lateral position at z as
r x (z) and f x (z) respectively, the program seeks the z-coordinate for
which the width of the distribution of displacements p(|r x (z)-r x (z r er)|)
becomes minimum. The axial coordinate z re r defines the location of the
Gaussian image plane and should be specified by the user. Notice that
the algorithm computes the transverse displacement of a particle, as the
lateral distance between its perturbed position at z and its unperturbed
position in the original Gaussian image plane, which is located at Zrer.

13.9

Accuracy limitations of the MC-program

The accuracy of an MC-simulation is limited by the occurrence of
several types of errors. Assuming that trivial errors, such as errors
in the program code, errors in the input data and errors due to program
abuse by ignorant operators are absent, the following error-categories
remain :
- Model errors.
The representation of the beam and the simulation of
optical components within the MC-program relies on a number of
simplifying assumptions. All optical components are assumed to be thin
and fully described by their first and third order optical properties
and chromatic aberration constants. External fields, other than an
uniform acceleration field, are assumed to be absent. Stray-fields,
mechanical vibrations and electrical charging effects are ignored.
Clearly, this list can easily be extended with a number of other
obvious simplifications. Less trivial is the model-error in the
formation of the sample in the vicinity of the cathode surface. The
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particles are assumed to be randomly distributed over phase-space,
conform the macroscopic properties of the beam. Any correlation in the
initial coordinates of the particles is ignored. Various authors have
questioned the validity of MC-simulations on the ground that this
leads to an unrealistic distribution of the potential energy of the
particles. For instance, Rose and Spehr (1983) stated that the MC
program allows more than one particle in the same initial position
simultaneously, which obviously does not correspond to reality.
However, since the source-routine exploits a pseudo-random number
generator with a cycle of the order 10 9 , there is no risk of selecting
two identical initial positions as long as the cotal number of
particles is smaller than say 10 8 . Nevertheless, the initial positions
can be very close to each other, leading to the generation of pairs of
particles with an extreme large potential energy. For that reason one
should disregard large displacements in the data-analysis. This is
done by evaluating those width-measures, which do note depend on the
exact tails of the distribution, such as the Full Width median value
(FW 50 ) and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
- Ray-tracing errors.
The numerical ray-tracing is affected by an
integration error, which depends on the size of the time-step At. The
local integration error, in the positions and velocities, is of the
third order in the time step At, as can be seen from equations
(13.4.7). Therefore, the total integration error is of the second
order in At. This implies that an increase of the integration accuracy
by a factor A, requires a factor A 1 ' 2 more time steps, leading to a
corresponding increase in cpu-time. The total integration error is
estimated by the program from equation (13.4.7) and the user can
directly verify, whether the accuracy of the ray-tracing has been
sufficient or not. The errors generated by the analytical ray-tracing
are related to the reduction to pair interactions. The calculation of
the displacements, within the two-particle model, can be considered
as exact. The reduction to pair interactions is justified as long as
the average number of strong interactions per particle, experienced
during the flight, is small. This number is counted by the analytical
ray-tracing routine am 1 is printed out, which provides an indication
of the validity of the Fast Monte Carlo (FMC) approach. In this
connection,
it should be noted that the errors in the final
coordinates, due to the occurrence of strong collisions, are of a
stochastic nature, which has favorable effect on the overall accuracy
of the FMC approach. Furthermore, it was found that the error in the
prediction of the statistical properties of the beam (like the width
of
the
energy
and trajectory displacement
distribution)
is
significantly smaller than the error in the exact final coordinates of
the individual particles. See Jansen (1987), for a more detailed
discussion on this topic.
- Statistical errors. The accuracy of the estimation of the statistical
properties of the beam is related to the total number of particles
Ntot, accumulated in all seeds (Ntot=Nsam)<Nsee<i). The statistical
error in the rms-value and the FW50 value of the energy and trajectory
displacement distribution are estimated within the program, which
allows a direct verification by the user. As an additional test, one
can run the same simulation a number of times, using different start
values for the random number generator. By observing the variation of
the final results, one obtains some idea of the statistical error
involved. In order to improve the statistical accuracy by a factor A
one has to increase N to t by a factor A 2 . This should be done by
running more seeds. Accordingly, the cpu-time increases with a factor
A z , as can be seen from equations (13.4.12) and (13.5.10).
- Finite size errors. The errors related to the finite size of the
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sample were discussed in section 13.7. The application of z-dependent
velocity correction, on the intermediate coordinates or the final
coordinates, leads to some reduction of these effects and provides
insight in their magnitude. In general, one should choose the number
of particles in the sample N S a m large enough to assure that these
effects are insignificant. An increase of N s a m by a factor A, leads to
an increase of the required cpu-time by factor A 2 , assuming that the
interaction range of the particles is not limited.
As far as cpu-time is concerned, one sees that the reduction of
finite-size errors and statistical errors both lead to an quadratic
increase with a certain accuracy improvement factor A, whereas the
integration error of the numerical ray-tracing shows a square-root
dependency on A. Therefore, when using numerical ray-tracing, it is a
good strategy tc choose the nominal number of steps per meter N st ep
large enough, to rule out the contribution of integration errors. In
order to run the program economically, one should take N S i m and NSeed
such, that the finite size error and the statistical error are of the
same magnitude.
Clearly, model errors are more difficult to estimate. The major
problems occur with the simulation of the beam in the source area, as
can be understood from the preceding analysis. Disregarding model
errors, the accuracy, obtained for the defocussing distance and the FW50
values of the energy and spatial distribution, is estimated to be better
than 10%,
for normal operating conditions. The accuracy of the
calculated FWriM values, is in general somewhat worse, which is related
to the use of the polynomial fit procedure and the reliability of the
estimation of the central height of the distribution. The accuracy of
the predictions for the edge-width of a shaped spot, depends strongly on
the number of particles constituting the edge. In general, an accurate
estimation of the edge-width requires a substantially larger number of
particles N t o t. than the estimation of the FW50 or FWHM width of a
central distribution.

13.10

MC-simulation versus analytical Modelling

Our main objective to develop a MC simulation program, was to
obtain a method to verify the fundamental assumptions underlying the
analytical theory. However, the MC program is, in itself, a very useful
tool in the design of electron and ion beam columns. Comparing the pro's
and con's of the analytical theory and the numerical MC-modelling,
brings out the following conclusions:
- An accurate analytical theory provides insight into the mechanism of
the interaction effects and explicitly shows the dependency on the
experimental parameters. The MC-approach is less suited to gain any
physical
appreciation for the different phenomena of
particle
interactions.
- When implemented in a program, the analytical theory can be used for a
practically instantaneous evaluation of a column design. It is
therefore very suited for the process of design and optimization. This
is a clear advantage over the MC-simulation, which is in fact a rather
cumbersome tool for the optimization of a column. Every change in the
system parameters requires a new simulation. Performing somekind of
optimization, therefore takes a lot of cpu-time (and patience of the
operator).
- The analytical theory is less suited to provide accurate predictions
for the impact of particle iateractions in a complex beam geometry,
consisting of many, possibly non-rotational symmetric beam segments.
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The MC method is for that purpose preferred.
- The combination of an accurate analytical theory and a MC simulation
program is very convenient in the design of high-current and/or lowvoltag-.e particle beam systems. The analytical theory is indispensable
in the process of optimizing a column. The MC simulation program is
most suited to produce an accurate evaluation of the final design and
may serve as a backup of the analytical predictions.

13.11

Program organization and examples

In order to demonstrate the organization and performance of the
MC program we will, as an example,
consider the simulation of the
Perkin-Klmer AEBLE 150 shaped beam lithography column. The column is
schematically drawn in figure 13.1. Most of the input data, required for
the MC program, was obtained from Veneklasen (1985). However, some
numbers had to be guessed and the column dimensions and lens settings
used in the simulation may differ slightly from the actual values.

I'.LUMINATION APERTURE
GUN LENS

UPPER FIELD LENS
UPPER SHAPE

LOWER SHAPE
LOWER FIELD LENS

DEMAGNIFICATION LENS

OBJECTIVE
LENS

Figare 13.1 Schematic view of the Perkin-Elmer AEBLE 150 Column.
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The MC program requires two input files, the so-called systemfile and the HC-data-file. The system-file contains the information on
the properties of the source and optical components and specifies the
column dimensions. It also instructs the program how to perform the raytracing in the drift sections of the column and how to analyse the
final coordinates of the particles. The WC-data-file specifies the mass
and charge of the particles in the beam, the emission current and
the beam voltage, as well as some global program control parameters.
Figure 13.2 shows the system-file used for the AEBLE 150. All
lines with a C or an asterisk (*) in the first column are ignored by the
program. The lines starting with a C are used as comment lines; those
with an asterisk contain (temporary) deactivated commands.
Every
command-line is separated into a number of fielus. The first field
contains the name of the routine to be called by the program (SOURCE,
DRIFT2, LENS, etc.). The other fields specify the input data required by
that routine.
For instance, the second field always specifies a
z-coordinate. A "-1." as input instructs the program to take over the
last value read by the program and can be used in fields specifying an
axial coordinate or a beam voltage. A more detailed description of the
various commands can be found in the reference manual of the program,
see Jansen (1988b). The interaction between the particles can be turned
on or off, for each drift section separately (by putting a 0 or a 1 in
the fifth field following the DRIFT command). In the present example,
the interaction is switched off in the sections above the upper shape
and switched on for the sections below the upper shape. The specified
source does not correspond to the actual source, but to the first image
of the source crossover, which is located just below the gun-lens. The
sections
above the upper shape serve only to obtain a
proper
illumination of the upper shape and do not reflect the actual properties
of the beam in this part of the column. All system-commands can be
called more than once, except the SOURCE-command and the ACCUM-command.
The
last command instructs the program to accumulate the final
coordinates obtained in the individual seeds.
Figure 13.3 shows the «C-data-file, used for a simulation of the
AEBLE column for a beam current at the target of 2fiA. The first line
specifies the particle mass and charge (as the absolute value of the
charge in elementary charge units). The second line specifies tne beam
current and voltage at the source, the initial energy spread, etc. The
reader is referred to the reference manual of the program for more
detailed information.
The program produces five output files. One file is a general
output file, containing the messages of the various routines called by
the program and the results of the data-analysis. When the STOREC
command is included in the system-file, the program produces a separate
output file, containing the final positions and velocities of all
particles. This file can be read by the program during a next run (using
the READC command),
which allows a new analysis of the
final
coordinates, without repeating the ray-tracing. Two separate output
files are used to store the final energy distribution (evaluated by the
routines SYMEBR and ASYEBR) and the final spatial
distributions
(evaluated by TBR, RNDTBR and RECTBR). Finally, when the STOREP command
is issued in the system-file, the program produces an output file
containing
the lateral positions of the particles in the plane
corresponding to the specified z-coordinate.
A separate plot program (called MCPLOT) is available to read the
data from the various output files and plot the energy and spatial
distributions, as well as the final positions of the particles. The
figures 13.4 and 13.5 show the plots of the spatial distribution of the
particles in the Gaussian image plane, obtained for a target current of
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2 and 5 /iA respectively. The edge-width of the spot i s determined by the
combined action of the space charge and the trajectory displacement
effect. There are no other contributions to the edge-width, since a l l
aberration coefficients of a l l lenses are taken equal to zero.
Figure
13.6 compares the intensity distribution in the Gaussian image plane and
the plane of best focus, for the considered cases of a beam current of
2 and 5 ftA at the target. The remaining edge-width in the plane of best
focus i s mainly due t o the trajectory displacement effect. Figure 13.7
shows the energy distribution a t the target for the 2 and 5 pA case. As
the energy spread a t the source was taken equal to zero, the broadening
i s entirely the result of the interaction between the particles in the
part of the beam below the upper shape. More results on the performance
of the AEBLE 150, as well as the IBM EL3 shaped beam column, are
presented by Jansen (1988a).
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• ' a * U FILE
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Figure 13.4

Particle positions in the Gaussian image plane of the AEBLE
150 Column lor a 2/iA beam current. The plots at the upper
left
and the upper right show the unperturbed and the
perturbed positions respectively.
The plot at the lower
left
shows
the displacements from the unperturbed
positions
(the squares indicate the perturbed
positions).
The bars in the lower left corner of these plots is equal
to 1 urn. The histogram at the lower right is formed by
projecting the perturbed positions to the x-axis (left side
of the histogram) and the y-axis
(right side of the
histogram) and folding the projected positions with respect
to the origin.
The horizontal bar in the left corner is
equal to 0.1 im. The vertical bar represents 10 particles.
The edges are fitted by the M7 program using a normal 6 t h
order polynomial function, imposing that the function
itself as well as its derivative are connected continuously
to the centre intensity level of the spot.
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150 Column for a 5/iA beam current.
See the caption of
figure 13.A for further
details.
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Figure 13.6 Histograms for the final particle positions in the AEBLE
150 Column, The histograms at the left pertain to a 2/iA
beam current. Those at the right to a 5/iA beam current. The
upper histograms are formed in the Gaussian image plane and
the lower ones in the plane of best focus, which is
evaluated by the HC program by seeking the plane for which
the edge-width becomes minimum.
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Figure 13.7

Energy distributions
generated in the section of the AEBLE
150 Column below the upper shape for a 2/IA beam current
(left
plot)
and a 5/iA beam current
(right plot).
The
distributions
are plotted on the same scale. The horizontal
bar indicates
a leV energy spread. The vertical
bar
represents
10 particles.
The energy range included in the
histograms is chosen by the MC program such that the
maximum energy is equal to 2.5 times the Half Width at Half
Maximum (HUHH) energy width (Thus, the histograms do not
contain all particles).
The distributions
are fitted by the
MC program using an even polynomial function of 6 terms,
imposing that the function itself as well as its
derivative
are zero in the last division of the histogram.

Appendix 13.A

Random number routine

For the generation of pseudo-random numbers the program employs
the so-called linear congruential method, which i s described in various
textbooks on computer programming. See, for instance, Knuth (1969).
Given a number Xi, the next number Xi + i in the sequence i s determined,
using
(13.A.I)

(aXj + c) mod m

where a, c and m represents some carefully chosen "magic numbers". The
constant a is called the multiplier, c the increment and m the modulus.
The program uses
a = 65539

c = 0

231 _ i = 2147483647

(13.A.2)

which has a period (or repeating cycle) equal to m. For the start value
Xo, one has to choose some number between 1 and m. In order to obtain
numbers EU, which are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, the program
computes

/m

(13.A.3)

Double precision reals are used to represent the quantities a, m and Ri,
which guarantees that the routine is machine independent. Clearly, this
causes some loss in computation speed, but this is irrelevant in our
application.
Equations (13.A.I), (13.A.2) and (13.A.3) constitute the scheme
for the generation of an one-dimensional uniform distribution. In
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addition to this distribution,
the source routine requires
the
simulation of a Gaussian, a Lorentzian and an exponential distribution.
Furthermore, these distributions can either be one-dimensional or
rotational-syiunetric two-dimensional. For the latter, one wishes to
simulate the distribution of the radial coordinate. In the remaining
part of this appendix, we will outline a method to transform a sequence
of random numbers R, which are produced by the scheme of equations
(13.A.I) and (13.A.3), into either a sequence of random numbers Ri,
which follows some one-dimensional distribution fi(Ri), or into a
sequence of random numbers R2, which follows some two-dimensional
distribution
fz(Ra).
Let us denote the one-dimensional
uniform
distribution generated by equations (13.A.I) and (13.A.3) as fiu(R)
for O<R<1
for R<0 or R>1

(13.A.4)

The problem is to generate the following distributions
for 0<R2<l
for R 2 <0 or R 2 >1

f 2 »(R 2 ) =

fic(Ri)
f ZC (R2)

Ri2/2tr2

1

(2ir)>'2ff
1

-

C

(2-dim. unif orm)

(13.A.5)

(1-dim. Gaussian)

(13.A.6)

(2-dirn. Gaussian)

(13.A.7)

(1-dim. Lorentzian)

(13.A.8)
(13.A.9)

2

R 2 * 12a

2nffz
1

Ml)*]
f 2 L(Rl)

1
2ltA 2 2[l + ( R i / A « ) * ] 3 ' «

(2-dim. Lorentzian)

f,.(B.)

l -R t /a
B

(1-dim. exponential) (13.A.10)

for Ri>0

For each of the one-dimensional distributions,
Ii(Ri) is defined as

Ii(Ri)

an

auxiliary

ft(x) 2dx

function

(13.A.11)

0
Similarly, for each of the two-dimensional distributions,
function I2(R2) is defined as

I Z (R 2 )

f2(x) 2nxdx

an auxiliary

(13.A.12)

'0
For the one-dimensional uniform distribution, specified by equation
(13.A.4), one finds from equation (13.A.11) that Iiu(R)=R. In order to
transform c random number R into Ri or into R2, we will exploit the fact
that each distribution is normalized to unity. This implies
Ii(Ri) = Iia(R) = R

Ri = Ii-MR)
(13.A.13)

I 2 (R 2 ) = Iia(R) = R
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where the functions Ii"1 and I2-1 uenote the inverse functions of Ii and
I 2 respectively. With the equations (13.A.11) and (13.A.12), one obtains
from equations (13.A.5) to (13.A.10)
l2u"l(R) = -|~R

(2-dim. uniform)

(13.A.14)

IIC-i(R) = _J2 a erf-MR)

(1-dim. Gaussian)

(13.A.15)

Izo-MR) = a -\ -21n(l-R)

(2-dim. Gaussian)

(13.A.16)

IIL-»(R) = Aitan(TrR/2)

(.'-dim. Lorentzian)

(13.A.17)

I2L-MR) = A 2 -J (1-R)- Z - 1

(2-dim. Lorentzian)

(13.A. 18)

= -B ln(l-R)

(1-dim. exponential) (13.A.19)

which solves the problem. Random numbers R! or R2 can be generated from
a sequence of uniformly distributed numbers R, using equation (13.A.13)
in combination with the appropriate function chosen from equations
(13.A.14) to (13.A.19).
The transformations outlined above, involve only elementary
functions, except for the one-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The
'.orresponding equation (13.A. 15) contains the inverse of the Fresnel
trio* function erf-1, which is defined by equation (4.5.9). In order to
avoid the use of an analytical approximation for erf-1, an alternative
two-step approach is employed to generate numbers which fellow an onedimensional Gaussian distribution.
In the first step, the program
selects a number R and evaluates R2 from equation (13.A.16), which
refers to a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. In the second step,
the program selects another random number R and computes R< from R and
R 2 as
Rl = R 2 cos(2itR)

(13.A.20)

which represents the projection of the radius R 2 on an axis which is
rotated over an angle 2itR with respect to the radius R 2 . The numbers Ri
produced this way follow an one-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
In order to standardize the input of the random number routine,
the different width measures a, A and B are expressed in terms of the
corresponding Half Width at Half Maximum (HWHM) values, using
a = HWHM/-j2lnT
A

'

= H W H M

•

A

*

HWHM
( 1 3 A 2 1 )

B = HWHM/ln2
as follows from equations (13.A.15) to (13.A.19). The input of the
random number routine now consist out of four parameters: Xi, I « i s , Iaim
and HWHM. Xi is the last random number which was generated by equation
(13.2.3) or the start value X o (in the first call). I d is selects the
type
of
distribution
(l=uniform,
2=Gaussian,
3=Lorentzian,
4=exponential).
I d i m specifies the dimension of the distribution (1 or
2 ) . The routine returns a random number R, which is selected according
to the specified distribution.

-a>.
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Appendix 13.B

Polynomial fit algorithm

In this appendix we will outline a method to fit a set of data
points {(xi,Vi)|i=1.2,•••,N} with the polynomial function of M terms
M

y(x)=

I
J-l

aj

x6j

,

e j

=n'(M-J)+"2

where ni, m
and ns are constants and aj (for j=l, •••,(<) are the
parameters to be determined by the fit procedure. The different sets of
values used for ni, n2 and nj are specified by equation (13.8.5). We
wish to determine the set of parameters aj, for v?hich the merit function
s =
has

N
I

[yi - y(x4)]2

(13.B.2)

a minimum. This implies

as
— = 0

for

k=l,2,---,M

(13.B.3)

Solving equations (13.B.3)
constitutes a common least square fit
problem. The particular problem we like to investigate here, is to solve
the least square problem in the subspace of parameters aj, for which the
function y(x) fulfils one of the following conditions
(a) y(xo) = yo
(b) y'(x,) = y t '
(c) y(x 0 ) = yo and

y'(xi) = yi'

(xo*0)
(x«*0)
(xo*O and xi*0)

(13.B.4)

where y'(x) is the derivative of y(x). The constants So and xi are
assumed to be non-zero. We will investigate each of the three cases
given by equation (13.B.4) separately.
The reader may notice that
equation (13.B.I) differs from equation (13.8.4), by the fact that it
assumes x s =y s = 0. This choice simplifies the notation, without loss of
generality. The shifts x s and y s can be incorporated afterwards.
Let us define the auxiliary fit function y*(x) as
M-g
y*(x) = yofo(x) + yi'fi(x) + £ aj*|x e j - x o ej fo(x) - ejX^'

fi(x)J

i=1

(13.B.5)
Our aim is to find functions fo(x) and fi(x) for which y*(x) fulfils the
additional constraint (a), (b) or (c), for any set of parameters aj*.
The number of terms in the summation is diminished by g, which reflects
the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom caused by the
additional constraints imposed on the fit. For the cases (a) and (t)
g=l, while g=2 for case (c). Equation (13.B.5) is organized such that
the conditions (a), (b) and (c) are fulfilled for those functions fo(x)
and fi(x), which show the following properties
(a)
(b)
(c)

Thus
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fo(xo)
fi'(xi)
fo(xo)
ft(xo)

=1
= 1
= 1
=0

,
,
.
,

fi(x)
fo(x)
fo'(xi)
ft'(xi)

case (a) only concerns fq(x),

=
=
=
=

0 for all x
0 for all x
0
1

taking fi(x)=0 for all x;

(13.B.6)
case (b)

^_
ffjfj

only concerns fi(x), taking fo(x)=O for all x, while case (c) involves
both functions. An additional constraint, which should be introduced at
this point, is that the functions y*(x) and y(x) are of the same type.
This means that for any given set of parameters aj* one should be able
to find a corresponding set of parameters a j , such that
y(x) = y*(x)

(13.B.7)

This conditions determines the order of the functions f o (x) and fi(x),
as will explicitly be shown later. Assuming, that one can indeed find
functions fo(x) and f t (x), which fulfil the conditions of equations
(13.B.6) and (13.B.7), the next step would be to solve the set of
equations
—
=0
dan*

for

k=l,2,-",M-g

(13.B.8)

in which the merit function S is now given by
N
s = I

[yt - y*(xi)F

(13.B.9)

similar to equation (13.B.2). By solving equations (13.B.8), one obtains
a set of parameters a**. Using equation (13.B.7) one can express this
solution in terms of a set of parameters ait and the problem is solved.
Our strategy is now explained and the remaining problem is the
choice of the functions fo(x) and fi(x). For the separate cases (a), (b)
and (c) we found that the following functions fo(x) and fi(x) meet the
requirements, expressed by equations (13.B.6) and (13.B.7)

(a) fo(x) = 0 U "

, fi(x) = 0

\xoj
(b) fo(x) = 0

, fi(x) =

<c> f o(x) =

. p= —
nj

_

. fi(x) =

ni

.,

_, , P =

nZ

—

(13.B.10)
Notice that p=en, where em is defined by equation (13.B.I). Thus p is
equal to the order cf the lowest order term in y(x). In case (c), we
took q=eii-i, equal to the order of the next term in y(x). To understand
the choice of q in case (b), one has to consider the situations nj=0 and
n2=l separately.
For n2=0, we have q=ni/n3=eM-i.
For n2=l, we
have q=(ni-l)/n3=l/n3=eni, using that ni=2 whenever nz=l, as can be seen
from equation (13.8.5).
Thus in both cases, q is chosen equal to the
order of the lowest order term in y(x), which is not a constant.
The reader can directly verify that t e functions fo(x) and
fi(x), defined by equations (13.B.10), fulfil the conditions of equation
(13.B.6). One also sees that the functions y(x) and y*(x) are of the
same type, as required by equation (13.B.7). One finds that a given set
of parameters aj* is equivalent to a set of parameters aj, which is for
the separate cases (a), (b) and (c) specified by

I
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(a),(c),(b) for n 2 =l : aj=aj*
(b) for n z =0
: aj=aj*
1 (

M-l

for j=l,2, • ••,M-g
for j=l,2, •••,M-2,M

e,i

f M for n z =0
M 2

~

j q
X

(

/
ej
p
e<
— X aj*l-Xo pxi +ejXi x 0
j=l
(13.B.11)
which gives the resulting fit-function in the form of equation (13.B.1).
The set of parameters an* is obtained from equations (13.B.8),
in the usual way, by solving the normal equations
N

0 = I fyi - y*(xi)| [xi Ci - xo 6j fo(xi) i=l

l

j V

which follow by substitution of equation (13.B.9)
(13.B.8), utilizing equation (13.B.5). Alternatively,
the normal equations as
M-e
I

into equations
one may express

T k j aj* = b k

(13.B.13)

where T is an (M-g)x(M-g) matrix and b is a vector of length (M-g), with
elements

Tkj = X jxi^-xo^foJxiJ-ekXi6*" fi(Xi)||xi e] -xo e] fo(Xi)-ejXi ej

fi(xi)J
I
(13.B.14)

M

bk

I

\l e* e k

= S lyi-yofoiXiJ-yi'f^XiJllxi

-x 0 fo(xi)-eitXi

en-1

}

ft(x,)j

Notice that the elements THJ depend only on xj and not on yi, while the
elements bk depend on both
xi and yi. Equations (13.B.13) are solved
by means of LU-decomposition and backsubstitution. For this, the reader
is referred to the standard textbooks on numerical programming, see for
instance Press et al. (1986). As the matrix T depends only on the set
Xi,
the decomposition only has to be performed once for a given set xi
and can then be used to solve a** for a number of sets yi, having the
same arguments xi. In our problem the quantities Xi are equally spaced
with a distance h=xi4.i-Xi, which is equal to the division width of the
histogram. The fit-routine uses the scaled arguments xt/h as input,
instead of the arguments x, themselves. The advantage of this approach
is, that one knows beforehand, that the element T u is, in general, the
the
largest element in the matrix T and the element T<M-I><M-t>
smallest, since xt/h>l. This knowledge is exploited to simplify the
pivot-strategy in the LU-decomposition, which should be incorporated to
guarantee an optimum numerical accuracy of the fit.
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14. COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL THEORY WITH MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

14.1

Introduction

In this chapter w? will compare the analytical theory for the
Boersch effect, the trajectory displacement effect, and the space charge
effect with the results of numerical Monte Carlo simulations. The Monte
Carlo technique provides the capability to verify some of the basic
assumptions underlying the analytical theory, particularly the reduction
of the N-particle dynamical problem to a two-particle problem. It also
provides an independent check on the overall correctness of the final
equations obtained within the analytical theory.
The analysis of this chapter is restricted to a single segment
of an electron beam with a crossover in the middle. The current density
distribution and angular distribution in the crossover are assumed to be
uniform. The study is based on the results of 276 runs of the Monte
Carlo program, covering a wide range of operating conditions. The
simulated beam currents varied from 0.01 pA to 50 /iA and the beam
potentials from 1 kV to 50 kV. A number of different beam geometries
were considered, taking as extreme cases a nearly cylindrical beam with
a beam semi-angle oa=0.5mR and a crossover radius rc=20/im and a beam
segment with a narrow crossover with ao=10mR and rc=l/im. The beam length
L was in all simulations equal to 0.1m.
In general, the Monte Carlo results are in excellent agreement
with the predictions of the analytical theory. A good qualitative and
quantitative agreement is found for low-current beams as well as far
high-current beams, while some quantitative differences occur for
intermediate beam currents. These differences are probably caused partly
by the inaccuracy of the fit-functions employed in the analytical model
and partly by the tact that the analytical results refer to the
displacements experienced by particles running along the beam axis,
while the Monte Carlo program takes the displacements of all particle
into account. There also exists some disagreement in the predictions of
the space charge defocussing distance for low beam currents due to the
incompatibility of the different criteria used in the models to
determine the plane of best focus. However, as the defocussing distances
are extremely small for these currents, the differences are irrelevant
from an experimental point of view.
The chapter starts with a discussion of the fundamental issues
involved. The results of the various Monte Carlo simulations are
presented next and are compared with the predictions of the analytical
theory. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the results.

14.2

General aspects

In the previous chapter the technique of numerical Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation of charged particle beams was discussed. The Monte Carlo
program provides the means to verify some of the basic assumptions
underlying our analytical model for Coulomb interactions in particle
beams. The principle aspects of the extended two-particle approach used
to calculate the Boersch effect and the trajectory displacement effect
were outlined in chapter 5, while the main results of the actual
calculations were presented in the chapters 7 and 9 respectively. The
analytical model for the space charge effect was outlined in chapter 11.
A summary of the final equations for the Boersch effect, the trajectory
displacement effect and the space charge effect will be given in chapter
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16. The final equations of the analytical theory were implemented in an
computer program called INTERAC, which provides a convenient tool to
evaluate the analytical predictions for a certain set of experimental
parameters. For short we will indicate the predictions of the analytical
theory sometimes as the results from INTERAC. In this chapter the
outcome of the INTERAC program is compared to the results of the MC
program for the case of a single segment of an electron beam.
The main purpose of the comparison is to verify the accuracy of
the results of the analytical theory. It should be recalled that the
analytical theory for statistical interactions relies on the following
assumptions :
(1) The problem can be modelled by considering the displacements
experienced by a set of test particles running along
a certain
reference trajectory due to the interaction with a set field
particles representing the beam. The results obtained for the
central
reference trajectory (which is the beam
axis)
are
representative for other (off-axis) trajectories as well.
(2) The initial condition of the beam can be considered as monochromatic
with respect to the normal energy. In other words, one may assume
the initial axial velocity is the same for all particles.
(3) The total displacement of the test particle is equal to the sum of
all displacements experienced in the two-particle interactions with
the individual field particles, as expressed by equation (5.3.12).
(4) The field particles can be considered as statistically independent,
as expressed by equation (5.3.1).
(5) Magnetic interactions and relativistic effects can be ignored.
Some of these assumptions can be verified within the framework
of the analytical madel itself. In chapter 10 we investigated the
changes
in the final results occurring for
off-axis
reference
trajectories and non-monochromatic beams respectively. According to
assumptions (1) and (2) these differences should be minor. With respect
to assumption (2) it was found that the results obtained by averaging
over all possible reference trajectories are in general somewhat smaller
than
those pertaining to the central reference trajectory.
The
differences are in general less than 20 % and for many conditions even
less than 10%. The validity of assumption (2) was confirmed by the fact
that the width of the initial energy distribution had no significant
impact on final results for practical operating conditions.
Assumption (3), which concerns the dynamical part of the
problem, can not directly be verified within the analytical model. For
that purpose we will use the MC program. As was mentioned in chapter
13, two types of ray-tracing algorithms are implemented in
the MC
program, referred to as numerical ray-tracing (by the routine DRIFT1)
and analytical ray-tracing (by the routine DRIFT2) respectively. The
analytical ray-tracing algorithm utilizes the same dynamics as the
analytical theory. Accordingly, it relies also on assumption (3). Thus,
numerical ray-tracing is required to verify the validity of assumption
(3). The approach taken in this chapter is to perform all MC simulations
twice,
one time using numerical ray-tracing and one time using
analytical ray-tracing. By comparing the results of both MC simulations
one gets a direct insight in the errors caussd by the reduction of the
full dynamical N-body problem to pair interactions.
The source-routine of the MC program, which generates the
initial condition of a bunch of particles, ignores any correlation in
the initial coordinates of the particles. This approach is equivalent to
assumption
(4)
underlying the
analytical
theory.
Accordingly,
assumption (4) can not directly be verified with the Monte Carlo
program. In this connection it should be noticed that the MC program
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could be used to study the correlation in the particle coordinates
originating from the mutual Coulomb interaction in the beam. For
instance, one could investigate to what extent the interaction in a
certain beam segment is affected by the correlation in the initial
coordinates arising from the Coulomb interaction in the preceding beam
segment. This "source" of correlation is ignored in the analytical
theory, which treats every beam segment as independent. However, we did
not pursue this problem and restricted the simulations to a single beam
segment.
Assumption (5) can not be verified either with our MC program
since the ray-tracing algorithms are non-relativistic and account only
for the Coulomb interaction between the particles.
However, the
implications of this assumption can be studied from first principles, as
was shown in section 10.6.
Summarizing, as far as the fundamental aspects are concerned,
the main use of a comparison between analytical theory and MCsimulations is to verify assumption (3). One could use MC simulations to
verify the validity of assumptions (1) and (2). However, these
assumptions were already verified within the analytical model itself,
which provides a more elegant method.
Apart from testing some of the premisses of the analytical
model the comparison with MC simulations is also useful as
an
independent check on the overall correctness of the final equations. The
MC method is relatively straightforward and its correct implementation
can more easily be verified than the extensive calculations carried out
within the analytical model. It is therefore suited as back-up for the
analytical predictions.
For the comparison between analytical theory and MC simulations
we selected a large number of different cases, varying over a wide range
of experimental conditions. For each case we obtained three predictions
for each of the interaction effects: One from the MC program using
numerical ray-tracing (referred to as DRIFT1), another one from the MC
program using analytical ray-tracing (referred to as DRIFT2) and the
third one from the analytical theory (referred to as INTERAC). Any
differences between the results of DRIFT1 and DRIFT2 would imply that
assumption (3) is inappropriate for that specific case. Differences
between the results of DRIFT2 and INTERAC can have a variety of causes.
Firstly, the MC simulation may be off due to the inherent statistical
errors or due to the model-errors related to the finite-size of the
particle bunch. These errors were discussed in section 13.9. Secondly,
it should be noticed that the final equations of the theory include
functions which are obtained by paramster-fitting of numerical data.
This introduces some deviations from the exact theoretical predictions.
Finally, there are some fundamental differences between both approaches
in the way the lateral displacements are separated into a space charge
and a trajectory displacement component.
We will return to these
subjects in section 14.5, where the results of the comparison are
discussed in some detail.

14.3

Voltage and current dependencies for a fixed geoaetry

Table 14.1 gives an overview of the cases selected to verify the
dependencies of the Coulomb interaction effects on the beam voltage V
and the beam current I tor a fixed geometry with a beam semi-angle
oo=5mR and a crossover radius rc=5jnn. The table also gives the selected
values for the MC parameters N s a m and N S aad, which represent the number
particles per sample and the number of seeds respectively. The total
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Table 14.1. Overview of the cases selected to compare the analytical
theory with MC simulations, for various beam voltages V and beam
currents I (and a fixed geometry). For all cases the beam segment length
L=0.1 m and crossover position parameter S c =0.5. The values chosen for
the beam current I are .01, .02, .05, 0.1 , 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 ftk.
Experimental parameters

MC param.

Theoretical parameters

KjiA) V(kV) ao(mR) rt(fim)

"sin Nsetd

X

100 15

9.58x10-5 174

600 2

.192

100 15

3.39x10-5 347

600 2

6.78x10-2

50

30

8.57x10-6 868

600

2

1.71x10-2

50

30

3.03x10-6 1736

.01

1

5

5

20.
.01

2

5

5

5

5

5

20.
.01
20.
.01

10

5

5

20.
.01

20

5

5

20.
.01
20.

50

5

5

rc

600 2

6.06x10-3

SO

1.07x10-6 3472

30

600 2

2.14x10-3

50

2.71x10-' 8681

30

600 2

K

vo*

50

.163

16.3

SO

.206

20.6

50

.279

27.9

50

.351

35.1

50

.443

44.3

50

.601

60.1

5.42x10-*

number of particles Ns»mXNSeed is 1500 in the simulations for small
bean currents (<2/iA) and 1200 in the simulations fcr large beam currents
(>5(iA). The theoretical parameters X, r c and K are relevant for the
Boersch effect, while the parameters X, r c * and vo* apply to the
trajectory displacement effect. An overview of the main theoretical
parameters can be found in table 16.1.
The results for the FWso energy spread, the FW50 trajectory
displacement effect and the space charge defocussing distance Az are
given in the figures 14.1a, 14.1b and 14.1c. In these figures the data
is plotted as function of the beam current I. The different sets of
curves correspond to the beam voltages 1, 10 and 50 kV. In the figures
14.2a, 14.2b and 14.2c the data is plotted as function of the beam
potential V and the different sets of curves correspond to beam currents
of 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 fiA.
Consider the curves for the FW50 energy spread presented in the
figures 14.1a and 14.2a. The results obtained with DRIFT1 and DRIFT2 are
in general indistinguishable, except for very high particle densities.
This confirms the validity of the reduction to two-particle dynamics
(assumption 3 ) . The deviations between MC-simulations (DRIFT1 and
DRIFT2) and the analytical theory (INTERAC) are larger. All curves in
figure 14.1a show the transition from the pencil beam regime for small
beam currents (^-dependency), via the Lorentzian regime (linear Idependency) and the Holtsmark regime (I z "-dependency) to the Gaussian
regime for large bean currents (I1'^-dependency). These dependencies are
explicitly predicted by equations (7.4.33), (7.5.25), (7.3.40) and
(7.3.37) respectively.
The corresponding voltage dependencies axe
predicted to be V-» for the pencil beam regime, v-»'3 for the Holtsmark
regime, V-»' 2 for the Lorentzian regime and V-»'» for the Gaussian
regime (provided that r e >100). These dependencies are confirmed by the
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plots of figure 14.2a.
While the agreement by trend is excellent over the full range of
operating conditions, one finds for intermediate beam currents somewhat
larger values from the analytical theory than from the MC program. A
good quantitative agreement is found for small as well as large beam
currents. The differences found for intermediate beam currents will be
furthe investigated in section 14.5.
Similar characteristics are found for the FW 5 0 trajectory
displacement broadening, given in figures 14.1b and 14.2b. The curves
show the transition from the pencil beam regime for small beam currents
(I3-dependency). via the Holtsmark regime (I2'^-dependency) to the
Gaussian regime for large beam currents (I1'2-dependency).
These
dependencies are explicitly predicted by equations (9.3.47), (9.3.44)
and (9.3.45) respectively. The corresponding voltage dependencies are
predicted to be V- s ' 2 for the pencil beam regime, V-*'3 for the
Holtsmark regime and v - 1 3 ' 1 2 for the Gaussian regime, which is confirmed
by the curves of figure 14.2b. As for the energy spread one finds that
the analytical theory predicts somewhat larger values than the MC
program for intermediate beam currents, while the quantitative agreement
is excellent for the full range of operating conditions.
The analytical theory for the space charge effect predicts that
the defocussing distance Az is proportional to the perveance I/V3'2, as
can be seen from equation (11.5.14). This behaviour is confirmed by the
data plotted in the figures 14.1c and 14.2c. The figures show a good
qualitative and quantitative agreement between theory and MC simulations
for most operating conditions. However, for very small and for very
large beam currents the MC simulations predict smaller Az than the
analytical theory. The interpretation of these results is postponed to
section 14.5.
Table 14.2. Overview of the cases selected to compare the analytical
theory with MC simulations, for various beam geometries (defined by ao
and rc) and beam currents I (for a fixed beam potential V). For all
cases the beam segment length L=0.1 m and crossover position parameter
Sc=0.5. The values chosen for the beam current I are .01, .02, .05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 jiA.
Experimental parameters

MC param.

KJIA)

v(kv) ao(mR) rc(/nn) Nsm NS0e4

.01

10

10

1

20.
.01

10

7.5

1.333

10

5

2

20.
.01
20.
.01

10

2.5

4

20.
.01

10

1.25

8

10

0.5

20

20.
.01
20.

50

30

Theoretical parameters

X

rc

7.58x10-' 1389
1.52xlO-

50

1.35xlO-« 1042

600 2

2.69x10-'

50

3.03xl0-« 695

30

600 2

6.06x10-'

50

1.21x10-5 347

30

600 2

2.43x10-!

50

4.85x10-5 174

30

600 2

9.70x10-2

50

3.03x10-* 69.5

30

600 2

vc*

500 .0703 70.3

3

600 2
30

K

281 .0937 52.7

125 .141 35.1

31.3 .281

17.6

7.81 .562

8.79

1.25 1.41

3.51

.606
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Figire 14.1 Comparison of the different predictions for the FWso energy
spread (figure 14.la), the FW50 trajectory displaeeaent
broadening (figure 14.1b) and the space charge defocussing
distance
Az (figure 14.1c), produced in a bean segment
with L=0.1m, aa=5nR and rc=5/nn, as function of the beam
current 1, for different beam voltages V. See tabJe 14.1
for the detailed input.
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Figure 14.2 Comparison of the different predictions for the FUso energy
spread (figure 14.1a),
the FWso trajectory
displacement
broadening (figure 14.2b) and the space charge defocussing
distance
Az (figure 14.2a),
produced in a beam segment
with L=0.1m, ao=5mR and rc-S/im, as function of the beam
voltage
V, for different beam currents I. This data is
equivalent to that of figure 14.1.
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fig.14.3a

fig.14.3b

V=10kV

fig.14.3c

Figure 14.3
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Comparison of the different predictions for the FW50 energy
spread (figure 14.3a), the FW50 trajectory
displacement
broadening (figure 14.3b) and the space charge defocussing
distance
Az (figure 14.3c),
produced in a beam segment
with L=O.lm and V=10kV, as function of the beam current I,
for different
combinations of at and rc. See table 14.2 for
the detailed
input.
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Figure 14.4

Comparison of the different predictions for the FW59 energy
spread (figure 14.4a),
the FWJO trajectory
displacement
broadening (figure 14.4b) and the space charge defocussing
distance
Hz (figure 14.4c),
produced in a beam segment
with L-O.lm and V=10kV, as function of the bean geometry
represented
by 00 and r c (which are chosen such that a o xr,
i s constant),
for different beam currents I. This data i s
equivalent to that of figure 14.3.
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14.4

Geometry and current dependencies for a fixed beam voltage

Table 14.2 gives an overview of the cases selected to verify the
dependencies of the Coulomb interaction effects on the beam current I
for different geometries and a fixed beam potential V of lOkV. The beam
semi-angle oo and crossover radius r c were chosen such that their
product is the same for every case. As in table 14.1, we included the
corresponding values of some theoretical parameters as well as the
chosen values for the MC parameters Usim and Nseed. Notice that the
characteristic beam diameter ratio K=2a0L/2r<: varies between 1.25 and
500 for the different cases.
The results for the FW5o energy spread, the FW 5 0 trajectory
displacement effect and the space charge defocussing distance Az are
given in the figures 14.3a, 14.3b and 14.3c respectively. In these
figures the data is plotted as function of the beam current I. The
different sets of curves correspond to the cases (ao=lOmR. rc=l/iin) and
(ao=O.5mR, rc=20//m), while fig 14.3c also includes a set of curves for
(ao=2.5mR, r c =4^m). In the figures 14.4a, 14.4b and 14.4c the data is
plotted as function of the beam geometry, defined by the values for do
and r c . The different sets of curves correspond to beam currents of
0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 /iA.
As for the cases discussed in section 14.3 the agreement by
trend is excellent, while some quantitative differences between the
analytical theory and the MC simulations occur for some operating
conditions.
The figures 14.5a and 14.5b give the energy distribution
obtained by MC simulation for a current of 0.01 pA and 10 fiA
respectively in a beam segment with a semi-angle cto=5mR and a crossover
radius rc=2/im. Both plots give the distribution of the absolute value of
the energy displacement with respect to the average energy of lOkeV and
contain 90% of the particles. The FW S 0 energy spread is 1.9*10-3 eV and
2.5 eV for the figures 14.5a and 14.5b respectively. The distribution of
figure 14.5a shows distinct non-Gaussian features, as predicted by the
analytical model. It has a narrow core and extremely long tails.

fig.14.6a
Figure 14.5
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fig. 14.6b
Energy
distribution
obtained by IC simulation
(using
DRIFT1) of a beam segment Kith L=O.lm, ao=5mR, Tc=2um and
V-»10kV, for a beam current of 0.01 pA (figure 14.5a) and a
beam current of 10/iA (figure 14.5b).
The horizontal
bars
in the figures 14.5a and 14.5b indicate an energy width of
lneV and O.leV respectively,
while the vertical
bars
represent 100 and 10 particles
respectively.

14.5

Discussion of the results

The comparison of the MC results obtained with DRIFT1 and DRIFT2
indicate that the two-particle approach used to solve the N-body
dynamical is extremely accurate. Only for very large particle densities
(occurring for large beam currents and low beam voltages) one finds some
minor deviations between the results obtained with the two different
ray-tracing algorithms. Similar findings were published earlier by
Jansen (1987).
The MC results and the predictions of the analytical theory
obtained from the 1NTERAC program are in excellent qualitative agreement
for all manifestations of the Coulomb interaction between the particles
in the beam. However, for intermediate current densities the analytical
theory predicts somewhat larger values for the generated energy spread
and trajectory displacement effect than the MC program. The predictions
for the space charge defocussing are in general in close agreement, but
some
significant deviations occur for small defocussing distances
(especially
in combination with small beam angles),
while some
differences are also found for very high particle densities.
The presented results for the statistical effects pertain to the
Full Width median value (FW5o> of the generated energy and trajectory
displacement distribution. The MC program also evaluates some other
width measures such as the FWHM-value and the FWio, FW 3 0 , FW70 and FW90
values corresponding to the Full Width of the distribution containing
10%, 30%, 70% and 90% of the particles respectively. The analytical
theory gives explicit equations for the FW50 and the FWHM value of the
distributions. The FWHM value predicted by the MC program shows a larger
statistical error than the FW50 value. Moreover, the procedure used by
the MC program to evaluate the FWHM of a distribution may lead to
systematic errors. The program fits a curve through the distribution.
From the fit it determines the central height of the distribution first
and evaluates the width for which the distribution reaches half this
height next. The shape of the energy distribution shown in figure 14.5a
may elucidate some of the problems which might arise with this
procedure. The fraction of the particles present in the central region
of
this type of non-Gaussian distribution is
extremely
small.
Accordingly, the accuracy of the estimation of the central height will
be rather poor, probably leading to an underestimation of the real
height. The FWHM value is then overestimated. In order to avoid this
kind of statistical and systematic errors the FW50 value is preferred
for the comparison.
The comparisons between analytical theory and MC simulations
reported earlier by Jansen, Groves and Stickel (1985) and Jansen and
Stickel (1984) pertain to the predictions for the FWHM value. Contrary
to the results of the present comparison they found that the analytical
theory predicts systematicly 45% to 60% larger values for the trajectory
displacement effect than the MC program. Similar results for the energy
spread were found in the Lorentzian regime as well as in the Gaussian
regime for r c <100. The present study reveals that part of these
differences can be resolved by considering the FW 5 0 of the distributions
instead of the FWHM value. It shows that the differences are not
systematic over the full range of operating conditions, but that
the
analytical theory predicts slightly larger values than the MC program
only for intermediate particle densities.
Although the agreement between the analytical theory and MC
simulations is quite satisfactory, one would like to have a better
understanding of the quantitative differences occurring for
some
operating conditions. Let us investigate which of the various sources of
errors deteriorating the accuracy of the different models can be hold
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responsible.
As the differences in the results are systematic they can
not be attributed to the statistical errors inherent to the MC
technique. Model errors of the MC program related to the finite size of
the
sample (referred to as finite-size errors) may explain the
relatively small values obtained for the defocussing distance Az at
large beam currents. However, part of these differences can also be
explained by the fact that the analytical theory for the space charge
effect is based on a first order perturbation approximation, see section
11.4. This approach leads to an overestimation of the defocussing
distance at high current densities, for which the deviations from the
unperturbed trajectories can no longer be considered as small. One could
isolate the contribution of finite-size errors by performing the
simulations with a larger sample. However, we did not pursue this
problem any further.
The differences in the predictions for Boersch effect and
trajectory displacement effect occurring for intermediate particle
densities can not be explained by the finite size errors of the MC
simulation. Part of these deviations are probably due to the use of fitfunctions within the analytical theory, which leads to some deviation
from the exact numerical calculations of the (semi-)analytical model.
These deviations can be estimated from the figures 7.5, 7.10, 7.14b,
8.7, 9.7 and 9.8 (Notice, however, that these figures pertain to the
FWHM value, instead of the FW50 value considered here). Indeed, the
deviations are the largest in the transition areas between the different
regimes. However, one also sees that these errors are not large enough
to fully explain the differences between theory and MC calculations.
As expressed by assumption (1) in section 14.2 the results of
the analytical theory pertain to the displacements experienced by the
test particles running along the central reference trajectory, which is
the beam axis. The
MC program evaluates the displacements of all
particles, irrespective of their trajectory. This inconsistency can
explain 10% to 20% of the observed differences for intermediate particle
densities, as follows from the analysis of chapter 10. The figures
10.2c, 10.3c, 10.4 and 10.5c. show that the results for the "average
reference trajectory" are indeed smaller than those for the "central
reference trajectory", except for the trajectory displacement
effect
generated in a pencil beam.
The quantitative differences occurring for intermediate particle
densities are most likely due to the combination of the inaccuracy
caused by the use of fit-functions in the analytical model and the fact
that the analytical theory pertains to the central reference trajectory,
while the MC program takes all trajectories into account.
With respect to the spatial broadening of the beam it should be
realized that the separation of the total displacements into a space
charge component and a trajectory displacement component is handled
differently in the analytical theory and the MC model.
In the
analytical theory the trajectory displacement effect is isolated by
investigating the displacements of the particles running along the
central reference trajectory. Due to the rotational symmetry of the beam
the space charge force is zero along this trajectory. (For off-axis
reference trajectories the trajectory displacement effect is isolated by
ignoring the imaginary part of p(k), which is equivalent to ignoring the
odd-moments of the two-particle distribution. See section 5.6). In the
MC-simulations the space charge effect and trajectory displacement
effect are separated by seeking the plane of best focus, defined is the
plane for which the FW50 of the displacement distribution becomes
minimum. The remaining broadening is assumed to be entirely the result
of the
trajectory displacement effect. The incompatibility of the
different procedures used to separate statistical and space charge
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effects may lead to different predictions for both the space charge
defocussing
distance
and
the
trajectory
displacement
effect,
particularly for small beam currents when the displacements are small
This explains the
compared
to lateral dimensions of the beam,
disagreement in the predictions for nlie space charge defocussing
distance at small beam currents.
the
In order to get some appreciation for the size of
displacements relative to the beam dimensions the figures 14.6a and
14.6b show the displacements in the plane of best focus found by
MC
simulation of a beam segment with ao=5mR, rc=2(im and V=10kV for a beam
current of 0.01 /iA and 10 pA respectively. Figure 14.6a illustrates that
the exact value of the space charge defocussing distance and the
trajectory
displacement effect is for such operating
conditions
irrelevant from an experimental point of view, since the contribution of
the particle interactions to the spot-width can be ignored.
Finally, it should be noted that the analytical model indicates
that the space charge effect also causes some non-refocusable blurring
if the current density distribution in the cross sections of the beam is
non-uniform. In the MC program this blurring will show up as a
contribution to the trajectory displacement effect, which is identified
as the remaining blurring after refocussing. This may lead to a larger
apparent trajectory
displacement effect in the MC-simulation than
predicted by the analytical theory. However, for the comparison we
considered
a beam segment with an uniform angular and
spatial
distribution in the crossover. The non-refocusable space charge blurring
is for this case negligible.

fig. 14.6a

figure 14.6

«lg. 14.6b

Displacements in the plane of best focus obtained by X
simulation
(using DBIFT1) of a beam segment with L-0.1ro,
ao=5nR, rc=2fim and V=10kV, for a beam current of 0.01 /iA
(figure 14.6a) and a beam current of 10/iA (figure
14.6b).
The bars in the figures 14.6a and 14.6b represent a
distance of 1 urn. The perturbed positions are indicated by
a square.
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15. COMPARISON OF RECENT THEORIES OH STATISTICAL INTERACTIONS

15.1

Introduction

This chapter gives a quantitative comparison of some recent
theories on statistical Coulomb interactions. A qualitative description
of the various models was given in chapter 2, approaching the subject
from a historical perspective. In chapter 5, a systematic overview was
presented of the alternative approaches to the N-body dynamical problem
and the statistical part of the problem. Some of the models are based on
the theoretical concepts developed in the field of plasma physics and
stellar dynamics. These concepts were reviewed in chapter 4.
The comparison of this chapter is restricted to those models
which yield their final results in terms of analytical expressions.
Numerical models, such as Monte Carlo models and the model proposed by
Tang (1987), are therefore disregarded. Furthermore, only those models
are considered which treat beams in drift space. This excludes the
approaches of Knauer (1981) and Sasaki (1986), dealing with the
interaction phenomena occurring in guns with spherical cathodes. In
order to cover the results presented by Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981)
for a cylindrical beam in ar. uniform acceleration field their equations
were recalculated for the case that acceleration is absent. The analysis
for cylindrical beams is restricted to (nearly) homocentric beams. This
excludes cylindrical beams in which the lateral thermal motion is
magnetically
confined, such as discussed by Zimmermann (1970) and
Knauer (1979a). Most theories treat the case of an uniform current
density distribution in the cross sections of the beam. For the
comparison we will therefore study this case.
The models developed for the Boersch effect, statistical angular
deflections and the trajectory displacement effect will be discussed
separately in the successive sections of this chapter. Our approach to
these phenomena, which is based on the so-called extended two-particle
model, was described in the chapters 7, 8 and 9 respectively. The
strategy followed here is to express the final results of the different
theories in terms of the scaled quantities employed in our model. This
leads to a reduction of the number of parameters involved, which
facilitates the comparison.
The extended two-particle model is unique in its ability to
predict the full energy, angular and spatial displacement distributions.
The model shows that different types of distributions are generated,
depending on the operating conditions. Due to the variation in the shape
of the generated distributions the choice of the measure to characterize
their width is critical. Our model gives explicit expressions for the
Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), the Full Width median (FWso) and
the root mean square (rms) value. Most other models evaluate the root
mean square (rms) broadening only. More practical width-measures are
usually obtained from the mis-value by assuming that the displacement
distribution is Gaussian. However, our model shows that Gaussian
behaviour occurs only for high particle densities. In the non-Gaussian
regimes the rms-value is entirely dominated by the tails of the
distribution or in other words by a few large displacements. For those
conditions the rms-value provides no information of the central part of
the displacement distribution and a straightforward conversion to more
practical width measures as the FVTHM and FW50 is not possible. Theories
predicting a rms-value only are therefore essentially incomplete.
Since most theories evaluate a rms-value the comparison focusses
on the different predictions for this width-measure. The model presented
by Loeffler (1969) and Loeffler and Hudgin (1970) requires a separate
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treatment since it expresses the final results in terms of the half
width median of the displacement distributions. For the comparison these
results will be converted to a rms-value employing Loeffler's claim that
the distribution is Gaussian. In addition, the results of Loeffler and
Hudgin will be compared directly to the median width predicted by our
model, which is more appropriate when the displacement distribution is
non-Gaussian.

15.2

Boersch effect

We will first review the predictions of our model for the rms
energy spread caused by the Boersch effect and next discuss the results
of some
other theories. As some of the theories make use of the
thermodynamic upper limit to the Boersch effect we will include this
limit in the analysis.
With equations (7.3.30), (7.3.32), (7.5.20) and (7.5.37) the
rms-value of the distribution of axial velocities generated in a beam
segment with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions can be expressed as
(using the do.vo-scaling of equation (7.3.2))
PCE(?C,KI,KZ)

(15.2.1)

where PCE(F C ,KI.Ka) = [PcE(rc,Ki) + PcE(rc,KZ)]/2 and
PcE(fc,K) =

•

[ 43 ]
(15.2.2)

The quantities X, r c , K t and K 2 are defined by equations (7.3.22),
(7.3.5) and (7.3.1) respectively.
For large K-values the function
PcE(rc,K) becomes independent of K. For rc-»0 it becomes equal to unity.
By removing the scaling in equation (15.2.1), using equation (7.3.36),
one finds for the relative rms-energy spread
1/4

I»/2

If the energy distribution is Gaussian, the FWHH and the rms are related
as FWHME=(81n2) 1 ' 2 <AE 2 > 4 ' 8 and equation (15.2.3) becomes equivalent to
equation (7.3.37) (notice that in the Gaussian regime the functions G C E
and PCE are identical).
In section 3.8 the thermodynamic upper limit of kinetic energy
relaxation was introduced, which is relevant for a beam segment with a
narrow crossover. For an uniform angular distribution the corresponding
rms-energy spread is given by equation (3.8.3). By scaling this
expression one obtains equation (7.7.1).
Using the form of equation
(15.2.1) the thermodynamic limit of kinetic energy relaxation can now be
expressed
in
terms of an upper limit P C E T ( X ) for the
function
P(rc ,K,Kt,K.2), which is equal to

This upper limit increases with decreasing X. For X=l/6ir=0.053 one finds
P C E T = 1 , which is equal to the maximum of the function PCE(?C.KI.K2)
given by equation (15.2.2). Thus, according to our model thermodynamic
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equilibrium is not reached in a beam with a single crossover for
practical particle densities (X<10-2).
With equations (7.4.19), (7.4.22) and (7.4.16) the rms-value of
the
distribution of axial velocities generated in a homocentric
cylindrical beam segment can be expressed as (using the 5,v-scaling of
equation (6.13.1))
= 2[p2*(<»)X*]1'2 P P E (r 0 *)

(15.2.5)

where P2*(«")=O.1513 and
P P E U O * ) = (1 + 0.240/ro* 8 ")- 7 ' 8

(15.2.6)

and X* is defined by equation (7.4.18). For an extended cylindrical beam
(ro* 55 !) one finds PpE(ro*)=l.
Removing the scaling in equation
(15.2.5), using equation (7.4.29), yields
11/2L2/3
( 1 5 2 7 )

If the energy distribution is Gaussian, the FWHM and rms are related as
FWHME=(81n2)1'z<AE2>1'2
and equation (15.2.6) leads back to equation
(7.4.32).
In section 3.10 the thermodynamic upper limit of potential
energy relaxation was discussed, which is relevant for a homocentric
cylindrical beam segment. The corresponding rms-energy spread is given
by equation (3.10.11). By scaling one obtains equation (7.7.3). Using
the form of equation (15.2.5) one can now express this result in terms
of an upper limit P P Z T ( X * ) for tha function P P E ( T O * ) , which is
equal to
p

MT(X*> - j0^

(15.2.8)

One finds PPET=1 for X*=2.41, while P P E T increases for smaller X*values. Thus, the upper limit of putential energy relaxation is not
reached for practical conditions (X*<10- 2 ).
To the best of our knowledge the only other theory treating the
case of a homocentric beam segment is that of Massey, Jones and Plumer
(1981). We will review their result at the end of this section. For all
theories treating a beam segment with a crossover it was found that the
resulting rms energy spread can be expressed in the form of equation
(15.2.3), provided that the function PcB(fc,Ki,K2) is generalized to a
function P(rc,^,Ki,Kz) which may also depend on A". In order to compare
the theories it is therefore sufficient to compare the corresponding
functions P(r c ,X,Ki,Kz). He will first determine this function for each
of the theories and carry out the comparison next. The discussion
presented in this section forms an extension to the work presented
previously by Jansen, Groves and Stickel (1985).

Z i T m i H i n and Knaoer
Zimmermann (1970) and Knauer (1979) attribute
the Boersch
effect
to
the relaxation of internal kinetic energy from
the
longitudinal to the lateral degree of freedom by multiple weak complete
two-particle collisions. This approach is closely related to the FokkerPlanck model used in plasma physics and stellar dynamics. In chapter 4
it was shown that the results presented by Zimmermann and Knauer for a
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gtiP*

cylindrical beam can directly be obtained from the velocity-diffusion
coefficient appearing in the Fokker-Planck equation, see equation
(4.8.4). The models of Zimmermann and Knauer are less suited to treat
non-cylindrical beams in which the current density J and and lateral
beam temperature T ± varies with the axial coordinate. For the case of a
beam segment with a crossover Zimmermann (1970) takes over the analysis
given by Loeffler (1969), which will be discussed later on in this
section. Knauer's approach for a beam segment with a crossover is to
start from the result obtained for a thin cylindrical beam slice and
integrate this expression over the axial coordinate z, taking the local
current density J(z) and local lateral temperature T^(z) equal to

J(z) = Jcf *\|
lro(z)J

T.(z) = T,cf r ° ( Z ) ) 2
x
-1- [ rc J

,

(15.2.9)

in which Jc and T c refer to the crossover plane. The first relation is
trivial, while the second one was clarified in chapter 3, see equation
(3.7.17). In Si-units Knauer's result can be expressed as (Knauer
(1979a), equation (33))
(em) 1 /*

<A£2>i/z

-i

=

IK2

r

(4«)»J»«. aor;ii*VS,4

lllAcln(KlKz)

2

1

2

I1'8

1

- a "** " S ^ H
(15.2.10)

where
2i3;6 lt ft/3 eo

ao 2 r c 2 ' J V"6

JHT—

(15 2 U)

' -

Knauer separates the lateral velocities in thermal velocities and
crossover velocities. He argues that the impact of both should be
combined in a proper way and denotes the total energy broadening as the
"composite" Boersch effect. However, one can not consider thermal and
crossover motion as independent quantities. They both originate from the
initial thermal motion near the cathode surface and are both affected by
the focussing action of the optical components thereafter. One should
either express the lateral velocities in terms of geometrical properties
(like the beam semi-angle a 0 ) or in terms of thermodynamical properties
(like the beam temperature T ) . In equations (15.2.10) and (15.2.11) we
therefore ignored Knauer's thermal component by taking T =0.
Knauer truncates the integration when the thermodynamic limit of
kinetic energy relaxation is reached. In equation (15.2.10) we took the
integration limits equal to the physical boundaries of the beam,
assuming that the thennodynamic limit is not reached. This assumption
should be verified afterwards. Furthermore, one should note that Knau^r
presupposes a Gaussian angular distribution and defines oo=<a 2 > 1/z - For
the uniform angular distribution with a cut-off angle ao, considered in
the comparison, one finds <u 2 > 1 '2=a o /-P. Thus one right argue that
equations (15.2,10) and (15.2.11) should be modified by replacing ao by
ao/-£. However, we prefer to use Knauer's original result and take the
angle ao. appearing in equations (15.2.10) and (15.2.11), equal to the
cut-off angle of the uniform angular distribution.
Equations (15.2.10) and (15.2.11) can be expressed in the form
of equation (15.2.3), replacing the function PCE(F t ,K),K 2 ) by
8

^»/*ll
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1

I
-In <irr,*\
-~4ln(KiK*> - ln*K, - ln*K*
12I I 8X4Jl ( K K >
l * K ln*KJ
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(15.2.12)
In
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order

to comply with Knauer's thermodynamic limit the

function Pn

should not exceed the upper value P C E T ( X ) given by equation (15.2.4).

Loeffler
Loeffler (1969) evaluated the energy spread generated in a beam
segment with a narrow crossover by considering the effect of weak
interactions on a reference particle moving along the beam axis.
Loeffler's statistical treatment of the problem was outlined in section
5.3, see equations (5.3.14) to (5.3.16). He claims that this procedure
leads to a median energy spread rather than a rms energy spread, which
is not obvious at all. Moreover, some of the mathematical steps in his
derivation are not entirely straightforward. In the approximation for
the probability density function of the coordinates of the colliding
particles, given by Loeffler's equation (19), one would expect that the
boundaries are chosen equal to ro and -ro, instead of 2ro and -2ro.
Furthermore, for the case 8Xro>l Loeffler replaces the sum of N t h
largest contributions to the total displacement of the reference
particle by a "suitable" integral, which can be evaluated analytically.
The resulting expression (Loeffler (1969) equation (22)) appears to be
wrong, as was pointed out by Rose and Spehr (1983). Despite these
obscurities we will use Loeffler's final results in their unmodified
form.
Loeffler's result applies to a beam segment of infinite length,
in which all collisions can be considered as complete. Loeffler and
Hudgin (1970) presented a correction factor, which should be included
for beams in which K=ooL/2rc is not infinitely large. Tht resulting
equation for the median energy spread generated in a beam segment with a
crossover can be expressed as (Loeffler (1969) equations (22), (23) and
(24); Loeffler and Hudgin (1970) equation (5))

aor c V

iiiXrc) - F L ( K I ) + F L (K 2 )

(15.2.13)

where
(8Xrc)»'z 3 + In2 + 21n(8Xrc) + -lnZ(8Xrc)

V

4

for 8Xrc>l

J

n
—

F L (K)

8Xrc

for 8Xrc«:l
(15.2.14)
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Loeffler assumed that the resulting energy distribution is Gaussian.
that case the rms energy spread follows as
<AE 2>i/z

= FWSO.E/23'2

-f-»(l/2) = 0.74130 F W 5 0 , E

Equation (15.2.13) can now be expressed in the
(15.2.3), replacing the function PcE(f c ,Ki,K 2 ) by

form

In

(15.2.15)
of

equation
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14.9 X1'* - F L (Ki)+F L (K z )
2{
J

for 8 X r c « l
(15.2.16)

where the function F L ( K ) is defined by the second equation of (15.2.14).
Our model shows that the energy distribution generated in an
extended beam with a narrow crossover (K>>1)
is
Gaussian when
X>>PcE(rc)2/167t and Lorentzian when X«PcE(f c )z/16it, see section 7.3. It
is interesting to note that the Gaussian and Lorentzian regime roughly
coincide with the regimes distinguished by Loeffler, corresponding to
8Xr c >l and 8Xrc<<l respectively. In the Lorentzian regime we found for
the Full Width median energy spread

(15.2.17)
l£ozej

ooV 3 ' 2

as follows from equation (7.3.40), using that for an 1-dimensional
Lorentzian distribution FWso=FWHM. Loeffler's result for 8 X r c « l given
by equations (15.2.13) and (15.2.14) gives for K-K» the same functional
dependency, as can be seen by substituting the expression for X given by
equation (3.2.4), but is larger by a factor -J2.
For a pencil fieam our model predicts

as follows from equations (7.4.33) and (7.5.36).
The same functional
dependency follows irom Loeffler's result for 8Xr c «l and K-»0 (using
that FL(K)«.1.58\rcK), ant this equation predicts values which are a
factor 1.74 larger. The si.'gle regime which is not covered by Loeffler's
equations for the Boersch effect is the Holtsmark regime, corresponding
to a 2/3 power-dependency on the beam current. This regime applies to
extended beams with small K-values in which weak collisions are
dominant.

Crewe
Crewe (1978a) estimated the energy deviation of an on-axis
reference particle due to a single complete collision with a particle
running with an angle o=ao and axial separation bz-l/X with respect to
the reference particle. His result can be expressed as

~~z= I -

o—I

~

7TT7T 11

+

~—

r. —rrrrl

(15.2.19)

Since Crewe ignores the statistical nature of the problem it is not
obvious what measure the width AE represents. For the comparison we will
take <AE 2 > 1 ' 2 =aE. Equation (15.2.19) can now be expressed in the form of
equation (15.2.3), replacing the function Pcs(fc,Ki,Kz) by
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which i s independent of r c , Ki and Kj.
Rose and Spehr
Rose
and Spehr (1980) introduced the so-called
"closest
encounter approach" to evaluate the energy spread generated in a beam
segment with a narrow circular or astigmatic crossover. This approach
relies on the assumption that the displacement of a reference particle
is dominated by the complete collision with its nearest neighbour, which
is defined as the particle with the smallest impact parameter with
respect to this particle. The statistical procedure followed by Rose and
Spehr was outlined in section 5.3, see equations 15.3.19) and (5.3.20).
The final equations of Rose and Spehr do not pertain to a specific
reference trajectory, but represent an average over all possible
reference trajectories in the beam. For that they followed the method
described in section 10.3.
The scaling used by Rose and Spehr is similar to our dc,v<>scaling defined by equation (7.3.2). Their results can be converted to
our notation, using
<U2>
X
X
u
1

=
=
=
=
=

<AV Z 2 > =
X/2
4F,:
v/2
r^/2rc

(15.2.21)

The equation of Rose and Spehr for the rms energy spread generated in an
extended
circular crossover with an uniform angular and spatial
distribution can directly be expressed in the form of equation (15.2.1),
provided that the function PCB(? C ,Ki,Kz) is replaced by the function
P R S ( ? C ) , given by (Rose and Spehr (1980), equations (38), (40), (22)
and (24))
.2
PRS(?C)2 =

-

71J

o

'o

(15.2.22)

where the function K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
and

=4

F(x) = 4arccos(x/2) - (x/2) -J 1 - (x/2) 2 j

(15.2.23)

This result is identical to our result obtained for an average reference
trajectory, as expressed by equations (10.3.13) and (10.3.12), using
that Pci(rc)=[p2(rc)/ir]»'«.
One may wonder why the closest encounter approach yields
identical results as our model, in which the total displacement of the
test particle is calculated as the sum of the displacements caused by
all surrounding field particles. The answer can be found in the
derivation
given by Rose and Spehr (1980> by
considering
the
approximation involved in the transition of equation (34) to equation
(38).
They argue that for practical beams, in which x(=X/2)«l, it is
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allowed to replace the exponential function in equation (34) t. unity.
Doing so, they remove the factor in the probability distribution which
suppresses the contribution of the particles which are not the nearest
neighbour of the reference particle. By this approximation their model
becomes mathematically identical to ours and therefore yields the same
results. The fact that this approximation is allowed implies that the
rrns energy spread generated in a beam segment with a narrow crossover is
indeed dominated by collisions between nearest n&ighbours. Since the
impact of more distant neighbours is minor one may as well include their
contribution in the calculation. This is exactly what Rose and Spehr do
bv ignoring the exponential function in their equation (34).
The approximation for the integral of equation (15.2.23) given
bv Rose and Spehr (their equation (42.b)) overestimates the numerical
results and we prefer our approximation given by equations (7.6.11) and
(10.3.14). Accordingly, we take
(15.2.24)
which is sufficiently accurate for all rc values. The calculation of
Rose and Spehr relies on the assumption that the dominant collisions are
(nearly) complete, which restricts its applicability to the case K I > > 1
and K2>>1. Our calculation also covers the case of small K-values. The
function PCE defined by equation (15.2.2) therefore depends also on Ki
and K2. Notice that even for KI>>1 and K2>>1 equations (15.2.2) and
(15.2.24) differ slightly, since the former pertains to the on-axis
reference trajectory while the latter represents an average over all
possible reference trajectories.

De

Chambost and Hennion

De Chambost and Hennion (1979) estimated the Boersch effect from
the mean square fluctuations in the electrostatic force accing on a
reference particle. The basics of this type of approach were discussed
in section 5.3, see equations (5.3.21) to (5.3.26). De Chambost and
Hennion
studied the case of a cylindrical beam in an
uniform
acceleration zone and the case of a half-crossover in drift space. We
will consider the latter. The rms energy spread generated in a full
crossover follows in their model by summing the contributions of the two
half-crossovers in quadrature. As the two contributions are identical
the rms energy broadening of a full crossover is -J2" times that of a
half-crossover. We checked the derivation given by De Chambost and
Hennion and found an error in the arithmatics. Their result is a factor
21'8
too large. After correction of this error one finds (De Chambost
and Hennion (1979), equation (21)
m3M6elM6

13(8
1

(aorc)"^"3'"*

(15.2.25)

This result can be expressed in the form of equation (15.2.3), replacing
the function PcE<r c ,KI,KZ) by

This equation is independent of Ki and Ke, which are assumed to be large
compared to unity.
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Sasaki
Sasaki (1984) presented a model for the Boersch effect produced
in a beam segment with a crossover which is similar to that of
De Chambost and Hennion. However, Sasaki's approach is somewhat more
refined in the choi.ce of the cut-off of the interaction force at small
interparticle distances and differs in the calculation of the time
intervals between successive independent states. His final result can be
expressed as (Sasaki (1984), equation (4.29), (4.30) and (4.27))

°-
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where
N(7)-l

r f

.,1,13/2

i

Oflr+I U 3/21

(15.2.28)

and N(7) the integer part of 3r/2. The plot of the function G(y) given
by Sasaki is not consistent with the definition of G(r), reproduced
above.
It appears that the plot represents the first term only (k=0),
which is indeed monotonically decreasing with r• The function of G ( T )
shown in the plot can be approximated as
(15

'2-29)

We will use this approximation in the further analysis. Equations
(15.2.27) and (15.2.29) can be expressed in the form of equation
(15.2.3), replacing the function P C E ( ? C , K I , K 2 ) by

This results is independent of Ki and Kz,
compared to unity.

which are assumed to be large

Hassey, Janes and
Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981) studied the space charge effect
and the statistical interaction effects occurring in the acceleration
area
of a laser illuminated photo-electron microscope.
For the
statistical effects they distinguish two mechanisms, namely potential
energy relaxation and velocity (internal kinetic energy) relaxation. For
the latter they followed the approach of Knauer (1979a), discussed
previously in this section. Here wa will investigate their model for
potential energy relaxation in a cylindrical beam.
As the model of
De Chambost and Hennion and the model of Sasaki the model of Massey et
al. starts from the mean square of the fluctuations in the electrostatic
force acting on a reference particle. However, their statistical
approach differs by the fact that the energy displacements produced in
the successive states are added linearly instead of quadraticly, as was
discussed in section 5.3, see equation (5.3.27). Furthermore, they
account for the fact that the smallest interparticle distance will
increase during the flight.
We

recalculated their final equation for the energy

broadening
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Figure 15.1 Comparison of the predictions of different theories for the
rms energy spread generated in a beam segment with a
crossover in the middle. Each theory is represented by a
different function P(r c J,Ki,K 2 ), which is proportional to
the rms energy spread, see equation (15.2.3). Figures 15.1a
and 15.1b give the results
for a narrow crossover
(K»=K2=200) and a sealed linear particle density X equal to
10-2 and 10-* respectively.
Figure 15.1c gives the results
for a more cylindrical shaped beam segment (Ki=K2=2) and
includes only those theories which apply to this case. The
thermodynamic limit indicated in figure 15.1a, pertains to
the relaxation of kinetic energy, see equation
(15.2.4).
For smaller X-values it exceeds the plotted P-range and it
is therefore not shown in figure 15.1b. The present study
reveals that the energy distribution generated in a narrow
crossover (figures 15.1a and 15.1b) is either Gaussian or
Lorentzian. These regimes are indicated.
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in
a (nearly) homocentric cylindrical beam for the
case
that
acceleration is absent. The final result shows the same functional
dependency as the results obtained with acceleration, but is smaller by
a factor 7/10. It can be expressed as (Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981),
equation (27) x7/10, using equations (22) and (25))
0.09325

—

.„,,..

(15.2.31)

Our result for the rms energy spread generated in a homocentric
cylindrical beam is given by equation (15.2.7). For an extended beam
(ro* > >D one may take PpE(ro*)«l. One sees that the resulting equation
shows the same functional dependency as equation (15.2.31), but is
larger by a factor 1.52.

Comparison of theories for a bean segment with a crossover
We have expressed the energy spread predicted by the various
theories for a beam segment with a crossover in terms of the equivalent
of the function PCE(? C ,KI,K2) appearing in equation (15.2.3). In order
to compare the theories it is sufficient to compare these functions,
which are for the models of Knauer (1979a), Loeffler (1969), Crewe
(1978a), Rose and Spehr (1980), De Chambost and Hennion (1979) and
Sasaki (1984) given by equations (15.2.12), (15.2.16), (15.2.20),
(15.2.24),
(15.2.26)
and (15.2.30) respectively.
Our model
is
represented by the function P C E ( ? C , K J , K Z ) given by equation (15.2.2). In
the figures 15.1a and 15.1b all functions are plotted as function of rc
for the case Ki=K2~200 and X=10-z and 10-* respectively. Figure 15.1c
shows the corresponding results for Ki=Kz=2, leaving out those functicns
which do not depend on Ki and K.2. In figure 15.1a the thermodynamic
upper limit given by equation (15.2.4) is also plotted. One sees that it
is not reached by any of the curves. The thermodynamic limit goes up for
smaller K-vaiues and exceeds all predictions even further.
The occurrence of Gaussian and Lorentzian type of energy
distributions, as predicted by our model, is indicated in the figures
15.1a and 15.1b. For a given K-value the transition between both regimes
is determined by r c only, as can, for instance, be seen from figure 7.6.
It should be recalled that the situation is more complicated for small
K-values, for which the energy distribution can also be Holtsmarklan or
of the pencil beam type. For this the reader is referred to section 7.5.
From the figures 15.1a and 15.1b one sees that there is some agreement
between
the theories in the Gaussian regime,
while significant
differences exist in the Lorentzian regime. The discrepancy in this
regime between our result and that of Loeffler is mainly due to the
conversion of Loeffler's
median width to a rms value by means of
equation (15.2.15), which requires the energy distribution to be
Gaussian. Direct comparison of the predictions for the median energy
spreads leads to a better agreement, see equation (15.2.17).

15.3

Statistical angular deflections

In chapter 8 the effect of statistical angular deflections was
discussed, which is related to the distribution of transverse velocity
displacements p(Av ± ). The calculation is comparable to that of Boersch
effect,
which is related to the distribution of axial velocity
displacements p(Av z ). It should be emphasized that the concept of
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statistical angular deflections is mainly of theoretical significance.
In practice, one likes to know the trajectory displacements occurring in
the final probe, which are only in a few special cases fully determined
by angular deflections. The relation between the effect of statistical
angular
deflections and the trajectory displacement
effect
was
investigated in section 9.6.
The organization of this section is quite similar to that of the
previous section. The predictions of our model for the generated
rms
angular spread will be reviewed first and the results of some other
theories will be considered next. The section ends up with a comparison
of the various predictions.
With equations (8.3.18), (8.3.20) and (8.5.27) the rms-value of
the distribution of transverse velocity displacements generated in a
beam segment with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions can be expressed
as (using the do,vo-scaling of equation (7.3.2))
= (nX) 1 ' 2 Pc»(rc,Ki,K2)

<AV|2>i/z =

(15.3.1)

where Pc»(rc,Ki,K2) = [PcA(rc,Ki) + PCA(F C ,K 2 )]/2 and
Pc»(rc,K) =

[.894 + . 3 f y 2 / 3 f l + .sf^ 4 ' 9 ] 3 ' 2 *
I

lK*J

I

iTcj

J

?1±

]"

1

'2

{21n[.8673(114.6+r c )]} 2 ]
(15.3.2)

For large K-values the function Pc*(rc,K) becomes independent of K and
identical to the function P C E ( ? C , K ) , defined by equation (15.2.2). For
rc-»0 it becomes equal to unity. By removing the scaling in equation
(15.3.1), using that /to=aoAv±, one finds for the rms-angular spread
L 12

(15.3.3)
similar to equation (15.2.3). If the angular distribution is Gaussian,
the FWHM and rms are related as FWHMa=2(ln2)•'2<ia2>''2 and equation
(15.3.3) becomes equivalent to equation (8.3.21).
With equations (8.4.18), (8.4.20) and (8.4.16) the rms-value of
the distribution of transverse velocity displacements generated in a

homocentric

cylindrical

beam segment can be expressed as (using the S,v-

scaling of equation (6.13.1))
±>t/2

= 2[pz*(o»)X*]»/z PP»(ro*)

(15.3.4)

where P2*(»)=0.3026 and
Pp»(r0*) = (1 + .185/ro* 8 ' 7 )- 7 '*

(15.3.5)

and \* is defined by equation (7.4.18). For an extended cylindrical beam
(r«*»l) one finds Pp*(ro*)=l.
By removing the scaling in equation
(15.3.4), using equation (8.4.27), one finds for the rms angular spread
e

0.1000

g

,

E$I6

T1/2I2'3

/

P Pt (ro«)

ylJ;|,r

(15.3.6)

If
the angular distribution is Gaussian,
the FWHM follows
as
PWHM=2(ln2)1'2<Ad2>»'z, in agreement with equation (8.4.30).
The nns angular spread and the nas energy spread generated in an
extended cylindrical beam, in which the interaction effects are not
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limited by the bean boundaries, are related by
1/2
< A a

2 > i / 2 = _ —
-\£

(15.3.7)

C

as can directly be verified from equations (15.3.6) and (15.2.7), taking
ra*»\.
From equations (15.3.3) and (15.2.3) one sees that a similar
relation holds true for the interaction effects occurring in a beam
segment with a narrow crossover (thus Kj and K 2 » 1), which differs,
however, by a factor -JZ.
For the theories treating a beam segment with a crossover it was
found that the resulting rms angular spread can be expressed in the form
of equation (15.3.3), provided that the function Pc»(f c ,K 4 ,K 2 ) is
generalized to a function P(rc,X,Ki,K2) which may also depend on X. We
will first determine this function for each of the theories. The
comparison between the theories will be carried out next by comparing
these functions.

t

Loeffler and Hudgin
Loeffler and Hudgin (1970) extended the model of Loeffler (1969)
to include the impact of the lateral components of the Coulomb force
acting on a reference particle running along the axis in a beam segment
with a narrow crossover. First order perturbation dynamics is used to
evaluate
the
impact
of a single weak
two-particle
collision
analytically. They separate the lateral force exerted by a colliding
particle on ths reference particle in a component in the direction of
the relative transverse velocity (F ±t ) and a component perpendicular to
this direction ( F ± 2 ) , see figure 2.1. They state that the latter is
responsible for an angular deflection of the reference particle An,
while the former causes a lateral shift Ar only. Their reasoning is that
this component changes of sign when the particles pass the point of
closest approach, causing a cancellation of thr. angular deflections
picked up in the first and the second half of the flight.
One may wonder to what image plane the shift Ar evaluated by
Loeffler and Hudgin refers. As it is not accompanied by a net angular
shift the size of the corresponding virtual shift will be the same for
any image plane. However, the force component causing the angular
deflection An will also produce a spatial shift Ar. The corresponding
virtual shift will only be negligible for an image plane which coincides
with the crossover plane, as can be understood from the symmetry of the
trajectory with respect to the crossover. Accordingly, we conclude that
the trajectory displacement effect predicted by Loeffler and Hudgin
pertains to the virtual broadening observed in the crossover plane,
while the virtual spatial broadening will be larger for other planes.
It should also be noticed that the force component producing the
angular deflection will be zero when the colliding electron follows a
meridian trajectory. The effect of angular deflections is therefore
expected to vanish in a homocentric beam segment (r c =0). Finally, it
should be emphasized that the reasoning of Loeffler and Hudgin is only
valid for weak collisions and requires that the crossover is narrow and
located somewhere near the middle of the beam segment.
Loeffler and Hudgin solved the statistical part of the problem
by numerical means, but presented their final results in an analytical
form. For the Full Width median of the distributions of angular changes
An and trajectory displacements Ar they give respectively (Loeffler and
Hadgin (1970), equations (2) and (3) after correction of a misprint)
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(15.3.8)

^r(XaoL)

(15.3.9)

From the plot of the functions A and f one finds
j 5.0 x=
x2'3
A ( X )

2

~ <\ 13 x-

{

.8 x5'6

\ 10
io xJ

for

X>>1

for

x«l

(15.3.10)

for x«l
for x«l

(15.3.11)

which should be compared to the function IKx) given by the first of
equations (15.2.14).
In this section we will consider the result of Loeffler and
Hudgin for the angular displacements,
while the result for the
trajectory displacements will be discussed in the next section. By
naively assuming that the distribution of angular displacements is a (2dimensional) Gaussian distribution one obtains the following relation
FWso.a = FWHMa =

2(ln2)»'2<AB2>»'2

(15.3.12)

Equations (15.3.8) and (15.3.10) can now be expressed in the
equation (15.3.3), replacing the function PcA(rc,Ki,K2) by

of

X»'6

5.0
Uln2)i'

form

2

r c »' 3

for X r c » l
(15.3.13)

13
(7rln2)1'2

for Xr c «l

This equation is independent of Ki and Kj, which are assumed to be
large.
As for the Boersch effect our model indicates that distribution
becomes non-Gaussian for low and moderate particle densities. For
moderate X-values and Ki and Ki >>1 one finds from equations (8.3.24)
and (8.5.43) for the Full Width median angular displacement generated in
a beam segment with a crossover
I2rc

m
I
FWso.a = .01819

2

.4571
EOe

(1+.02069ft)

an3V->

2

m
.01819

a 0V«

for r c »100

I2
a03V3

• for

r e «100
(15.3.14)

using the approximation for f^Fc) given by equation (8.3.10) and the
definition of rc given by equation (7.3.5). The functional dependency of
equation (15.3.14) occurs when weak complete collisions are dominant and
the corresponding regime is called the "weak complete collision regime".
The result of Loeffler and Hudgin expressed by equations (15.3.8) and
(15.3.10) leads for \ r c « l to the same functional dependency as
equation (15.3,14) for r c »100, but is larger by a factor 1.13. We
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conclude that their result for \rc<<l is not generally valid, but
predicts accurate results for the weak complete collision regime if
r c » 1 0 0 . It should be noticed that for very small particle densities the
angular displacement distribution will change to the pencil beam type,
leading to the functional dependency given by equation (8.5.35). This
regime is not covered by the results of Loeffler and Hudgin.
Let us now investigate the result of Loeffler and Hudgin
given for \r c >>l. From equations (15.3.8) and (15.3.10) one obtains by
using the definition of \, given by equation (3.2.4)
ml

FW50>a

= 0.32 —

'3

-

T2'3

_

m l/3

—

= 0 . 4 0 —

T2/3K1/3
v t > W f l L l f

,

(15.3.15)

with K=aoL/2rc. The 2/3 power dependency on the beam current suggest
that this regime coincides with the Holtsmark regime distinguished in
our model. This regime occurs for an extended beam in which the effect
is dominated by weak incomplete interactions. From equations (8.5.31),
(8.5.20) and (8.5.43) one finds for the Holtsmark regime
FWso.a = 0.4810

eo

M1/K+2SC) 1 ' 3

[1/K+2(1-SC)]»'3| V* i
(15.3.16)

in which one should take Sc=0 or S c =l when K-+0. For K-*»> the FWso.a value
predicted by equation (15.3.16) vanishes for a crossover in the middle
(Sc=l/2), contrary to the result given by Loeffler and Hudgin. For a
half-crossover (Sc=0 or Sc=l) and K>>1 one finds the same functional
dependency as predicted by Loeffler and Hudgin. Finally, one should
realize that for very large particle densities the angular displacement
distribution will become Gaussian, leading to the functional dependency
given by equation (8.3.21). This regime is not covered by the results of
Loeffler and Hudgin.

Weidenhausen, Spebr and Base
Weidenhausen, Spehr and Rose (1985) employed the "closest
encounter approach" of Rose and Spehr (1980) to evaluate the mean square
angular spread generated in a beam segment with a narrow circular or
astigmatic crossover. The angular and current density distribution in
the crossover are assumed to be Gaussian. Using the relations of
equation (15.2.21) their final result can directly be expressed in the
form of equation (15.3.1), provided that the the function Pc»(f cKi.Kz)
is replaced by (Weidenhausen, Spehr and Rose (1985), equations (20),
(22) and (23))
(4/it - 1)»'2
Pwss(rc) - ^

_
~ ...

for rc-.O
e

^32.4-33.61nrc+16.51n2rc

for rc>25
(15.3.17)

This result applies to the case X « l and Xrc<l/2. The numerical data
plotted by Weirlenhausen et al. shows that the function Pwsi(?c) has a
maximum for fK .,:>, which exceeds the value for r c =0 with about 30%.
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Nassey, Jones and Plv

(1981)

Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981) evaluated the impact of the
fluctuations in the transverse component of the electrostatic force
acting on a reference particle which runs through an extended (nearly)
homocentric beam segment in an uniform acceleration zone. Using this
model we evaluated the rms angular spread for the case that acceleration
is absent. We found that the resulting expression for the angular spread
<4a z > 1 ' 2 can directly be obtained from the energy spread < A E 2 > " 2
predicted by equation (15.2.31) by employing equation (15.3.7). As the
same relation holds true for the corresponding equations derived within
our model we end up with the same conclusions as reached for the Boersch
effect, namely that the predictions of both models show the same
functional
dependency
for the case of an extended
homocentric
cylindrical beam, but differ by a factor 1.52.
I
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Figure 15.2 Comparison of the predictions of different theories for the
rms angular spread generated in a beam segment with a
crossover in the middle. Each theory is represented by a
different function P(rc.X,Ki,K2), which is proportional to
the rms angular spread, see equation (15.3.3). All
theories, apart from the present one, assume a narrow
crossover and the comparison is therefore restricted to the
case K,=Kz=200. The result of Loeffler and Hudgin is the
only one which depends on the_ scaled linear particle
density X. The values X=10-* and X=10-» are considered.

Comparison of theories for a bean segaent with a crossover
The theories of Loeffler and Hudgin (1970) and Weidenhausen,
Spehr and Rose (1985) give a prediction for the angular spread generated
in a beam segment with a crossover. We have expressed their results in
terms of the equivalent of the function Pc»(rc ,Ki ,KZ) appearing in
equation (15.3.3), see equations (15.3.13) and (15.3.17) respectively.
Our model is represented by the function defined by equation (15.3.2).
Contrary to the other models it is also valid for beams with small Kvalues. The comparison will be restricted to the case Ki and K 2 » 1 .
In figure 15.2 the functions P(r c ,X,K t ,K Z ) representing the
different theories are plotted as function of rc
for the case
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Ki=K.2=200. The function representing the theory of Loeffler and Hudgin
is the only one which depends on X. It is plotted for the cases X=10-2
and 10-*. As for the different predictions for the nns energy spread,
which were compared in the previous section, one finds some agreement
between the different theories for large values of r c . For these rc
values the angular displacement distribution is of the Gaussian type.
The substantial disagreement for smaller rc-values between our
result and that of Loeffler and Hudgin is partly due to the conversion
of their result from a median width to a rms value by means of equation
(15.3.12), which requires the angular displacement distribution to be
Gaussian. As the distribution is non-Gaussian for small rc-values the
direct comparison of the predictions for the median angular spreads is
more appropriate and shows a better agreement, see equation (15.3.14).
The result of Weidenhausen et al. based on the closest encounter
approach is in reasonable agreement with our prediction for most revalues, but leads to a 0.52 times smaller value for rc-»0. Due to the
approximations made within this model for practical particle densities
(X<<1) it is mathematically equivalent to our model, as was pointed out
in the previous section. The differences between both results arise from
the fact that our result pertains to an on axis reference trajectory and
assumes an uniform angular and spatial distribution in the crossover,
while that of Weidenhausen et al. represents an average over all
possible reference trajectories and assumes a Gaussian angular and
spatial distribution in the crossover. For fc-»0 one would expect that
the differences in the results become negligible (as is the case for the
Boersch effect) and the disagreement in this limit is
somewhat
surprising.
In experimental systems one is mainly concerned with the spatial
broadening of the final probe and the angular spread has to be
translated into a spatial broadening in some reference plane, which is
imaged on the target. The angular spread should therefore be multiplied
with some distance, which will be proportional to the beam segment
length L. In section 9.2 it was pointed out that this procedure implies
that one can not use complete collision dynamics to evaluate the angular
spread, since this dynamics neglects the terms proportional to 1/L (or
equivalently 1/T).
See the discussion of equation (9.2.5). This is
apparently not recognized by Weidenhausen, Spehr and Eose (1985) who
claim that their result for the rms angular spread (which is based on
complete collisions) can be used to evaluate the spatial blurring in
some image plane which is located at some distance from the crossover.

15.4

Trajectory displacement effect

In chapter 9 the extended two-particle model was employed to
describe the trajectory displacement effect, which is related to the
distribution of virtual displacements p(Ar) observed in a certain
reference (or image) plane. With equations (9.3.28), (9.3.24), (9.3.25)
and (9.5.10) the rms-value of the distribution of virtual displacements
generated in a beam segment with a crossover of arbitrary dimensions can
be
expressed
as (using the 5,i>-scaling of
equation
(6.13.1))
<Ar *2>i/z

= 2[pz*(«>,l/2,l/2)K]W2 PcT(vo*,rc*,Sc,Si)

where p2*(o»,l/2,l/2)=.273 and
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(15.4.1)

PcT(vo*.rc*,Sc,Si) *
+ 0.682(Sc-0.5) + 1.4O/vo* 8 ")" z (l

It"

By removing the scaling in equation (15.4.1),
one obtains
e

9.50 10-2

5

j

+ 0.30rc*)

using equation (6.13.1),
II/2L2/3

m
5 / 6 —PcT(vo*.r c *,3c,Si)

13/1Z

(15.4.3)

If the trajectory displacement distribution is Gaussian, the FWHM and
rms-value are related as FWHM r =2(ln2) 1 ' 2 <Ar 2 > 1 - z and equation (15.4.3)
becomes equivalent to equation (9.3.45). It should be noted that the
Gaussian regime occurs only for relatively large particle densities
(!f>.05). The practical use of the rms-value to characterize the
trajectory displacement effect is therefore even further restricted than
the use of the rms energy spread and rms angular broadening.
Similar to the approach taken in the previous sections our
strategy is to express the results of the different theories for the
trajectory displacement effect in the form of equation (15.4.3),
replacing the function PcT(vo*,rc*,Sc,Si) by a generalized version,
which will be different for each theory. The comparison of the theories
will be carried out at the end of the section, by comparing these
functions.

Loeffler and Hudein
In the previous section we reproduced the results of Loeffler
and Hudgin (1970) for the trajectory displacement generated in a beam
segment with a narrow crossover, see equations (15.3.9) and (15.3.11).
By naively assuming that the trajectory displacement distribution is a
(2-dimensional) Gaussian distribution the rms value can be calculated
from the FW5o value as <Ar2>»'2=FWso.r/2(ln2)l/2, similar to equation
(15.3.12). The results of Loeffler and Hudgin can now be expressed in
the form of equation (15.4.3), replacing the function PcT(vo*,rc*,Sc,Si)
by

1

2.6 vo**'*Xi'3

f0r

4Xv o * 3 »l
(15.4.4)

18 10-2 X5/z V o *

7

3

for 4 X v o * « l

This equation pertains to the case Sc=Si«ol/2 and requires a narrow
crossover.
Our model shows that the trajectory displacement distribution
will be non-Gaussian for most operating conditions. Accordingly, it is
more appropriate to compare the FW5o.r-value predicted by Loeffler and
Hudgin directly to our results obtained for this width measure. Loeffler
and Hudgin give for \doL«l

FWso.r = 0.28

o
"2

V*/2

(15.4.5)

as follows from equations (15.3.9) and (15.3.11). Our model predicts a
similar functional dependency for the pencil beam regime. From equation
(9.3.47), (9.5.6) and (8.5.43) one finds for this regime in case Sc=Si
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m 3 >2

FWso.r = 0.03622

I
3-6Sc(1-SC)I
4-12Sc(Sc-1) +
—
eue"* |
K
I

Va0L
(15.4.6)
VSI2

For K-»0 one should take S c =0 or Sc=l. For K-w> and Sc=l/2 we obtain the
same functional dependency as Loeffler and Hudgin, but their result is
larger by a factor 7.8.
For X a 0 L » l one obtains from equations (15.3.9) and (15.3.11)
mS/lZ

15/fiL5'6

FWso.r = 0.17

(15.4.7)

This functional dependency is not confirmed by any of the regimes
distinguished within our model. According to our model the trajectory
displacement
distribution
is Holtsmarkian for moderate
particle
densities and Gaussian for large particle densities, leading
to the
functional dependencies of equations (9.3.44) and (9.3.45) respectively.
These regimes are not covered by the results of Loeffler and Hudgin.

De Chanbost
De Chambost (1982) relates the trajectory displacement effect
generated in a beam segment with a crossover to the energy spread
generated in such a beam segment. For the energy spread he utilizes the
result given by De Chambost and Hennion (1979). Following this approach,
but using the corrected equation (15.2.25), one finds
<Ar z>i/2

=

A

E

L

Fc(Ki,Ka)

m3/16el/16

V L
Fc(K,Sc)

18 3 '» 6 2(ne 0 ) 5 ' 8

(15.4.8)

where
Fc(K.Sc) = jSc2h(2ScK)2 + (1-SC)2h[2(l-Sc)K]2]
1
'
h(x)

(15.4.9)

1

Equation (15.4.8) can be expressed in the form of
replacing the function PcT(vo*,rc*,Sc,Si) by

equation

(15.4.3),

Vo* 1 ' 2

Pc(vo*,rc*.Sc,£) = 0.822 - ? —^———Fc(vo*/2r l: *,Sc)
using that K=v o */2r c *.
requires that K » l .

This equation pertains to the case

(15.4.10)
Sc=Si

and

Spehr
Spehr (1985a) relates the trajectory displacement effect to a
transfer of internal kinetic energy from the longitudinal to the lateral
degree of freedom by weak complete collisions. According to Spehr this
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transfer occurs in the dilute parts of the beam where the longitudinal
beam temperature exceeds the transverse beam temperature. In this model
the trajectory displacement effect stems mainly from the initial energy
spread. The magnitude of the initial energy spread, which plays no role
in the other models, is therefore an essential parameter in Spehr's
model.
For the broadening of an initially homocentric crossover (rc=0)
Spehr gives (Spehr (1985a), equations (19), (20), (21) and (17))
<AE 2 > )

~W II

Ar

1 /Z

(15. 4. 11)

provided that
>100

E2

a 0 LE

and

X<

24aoEz

( 1 5 . 4. 12)

By assuming that we may identify Ar with a rms-value, this result can be
expressed in the form of equation (15.4.3), replacing the function
PcT(vo*,rc*,Sc.Si) by

Ps(vo*,<Avz*2>) =
The conditions of

°*!° 1 i / J 3 - 22

+

ln2fl.OO vo*<Avz*«>]|

(15.4.13)

equation (15.4.12) can be expressed as

2

<Avz* > > 12.5/vo*

and

X < a o <Av z * 2 >/6v o * 2

(15.4.14)

Spehr's result pertains to the virtual broadening of an originally
homocentric crossover (r c *=0, Si=S c ). It is independent of the location
of the crossover, which is here specified by S c . The initial energy
spread is in equation (15.4.13) represented by the parameter <Av z * 2 > 1 ' 2 .
The relation with the experimental parameters can be obtained from
equation (10.4.5). For practical beams the value of < A V Z * Z > » ' 2 is
typically in the range .1 to 1. When the first constraint of equation
(15.4.14) is not fulfilled, it is not permitted to use the approximating
result of equation (15.4.13). Instead one has to evaluate the integral
appearing in Spehrs model by numerical means (Spehr (1985a), equation
(20)). The outcome will be smaller than predicted by equation (15.4.13)
and leads to a zero broadening for <Av z * 2 >' '2-»0.

Comparison of theories
The theories of Loeffler and Hudgin (1970), De Chambost (1982)
and Spehr (1985a) give a prediction for the trajectory displacement
effect generated in a beam segment with a crossover. We have expressed
their
results
in
terms of the
equivalent
of
the
function
PcT(vo*,rc*,Sc,Si)
appearing in equation (15.4.3),
see equations
(15.4.4),
(15.4.10)
and (15.4.13) respectively.
Our model
is
represented by the function defined by equation (15.4.2). This function
is valid for the full range of operating conditions represented by the
parameters vo*. r c *. S c and Si. The other models apply to large values
of K=v o */2r c * (narrow crossover) and Si=Sc (image plane in
the
crossover). The result of Loeffler and Hudgin requires in addition that
the crossover is located somewhere near the middle of the beam segment
In figure 15.3a the functions P(vo*,rc*,Sc,Si ,X,<Av z * 2 >»' z )
representing the different theories are plotted as function of v 0 *
for
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Comparison of the predictions of different theories for the
rms trajectory displacement broadening generated in a beam
segment with a crossover in the middle (S c =l/2). Each
theory
is
represented
by a
different
function
P(v o *,rc*,Sc,Si,X),
which is proportional
to the rms
angular spread, see equation (15.i.3).
The result'
pertain
to the virtual broadening observed in the r.^ssover
plane
(S 4 =S t ). The figures 15.3a and 15.3b apply to a small
crossover
(r c *=0.02) and a large
crossover
(r c *=2)
respectively.
Spehr's
result
pertains
to a
(nearly)
homocentrie crossover and i s therefore
not included in
figure 15.3b. The model of Loeffier and Hudgin and the
model of_De Chambost depend onJ the scaled linear
particle
density
X. The values X=10- and X=10-* are
considered.
Spehr's result depends on the initial ! energy spread, which
is represented by the parameter
< A V Z * > " * . The cases of a
! l
normal energy spread ! (<AVi'
> '*=l) and an extreme large
s
energy spread (<AVi* >>' =10) sre considered.

the case Sc=Si=l/2 and rc*=.O2. Figure 15.3b gives the corresponding
results for r c *=2. The function representing Spehr's model is not
included in this figure since its use is restricted to a nearly
homocentric crossover (r c *<<l). For the parameter < A V Z * 2 > 1 / Z appearing
in Spehr's model we considered the values 1 and 10, which correspond to
a normal and an extreme large initial energy spread respectively. The
functions representing the theory of Loeffler and Hudgin and
the
theory of De Chambost depend on X. They are plotted for the cases X=10-z
and 10-*.
The figures 15.3a and 15.3b show that there exists a significant
disagreement between the predictions of the various theories. It should
be noticed thar. for the theory of Loeffler and Hudgin it is more
appropriate to compare the predictions for the median width of the
trajectory displacement distribution. This leads to a better agreement
with our theory for some conditions, as was pointed out previously in
this section.

15.5

Conclusions

A number of recent theories for the different manifestations of
the statistical Coulomb interactions in a beam in drift space have been
compared with each other and with the predictions of the extended twoparticle model. Most theories handle the case of beam segment with a
crossover, which is usually assumed to be narrow ;K>>1). Massey, Jones
and Plummer (1981) considered a (nearly) homocentric beam segment. The
Boersch effect is the most studied manifestation of
statistical
interactions, for which seven other theories were considered. For the
effect of statistical angular deflections we studied three other
theories. The sama number of theories were investigated for the
trajectory displacement effect. Apart from the present study only two
models cover all manifestations of statistical interactions. One is that
of Loeffler (1969) and Loeffler and Hudgin (1970) and the other that of
the
Darmstadt group,
presented by Rose and Spehr
(1980,1983),
Weidenhausen, Spehr and Rose (1984) and Spehr (1985a,1985b). Most
theories evaluate the rras width of the displacement distribution.
Loeffler and Hudgin expresses their final result in terns of a median
width.
The models of Zimmermann (1970) and Knauer (1979) for the
Boersch effect are based on the concepts developed in the field of
plasma physics and stellar dynamics. In this type of approach, the
effect is attributed to a large number of independent weak collisions.
Accordingly,
the generated energy distribution is assumed to be
Gaussian. Although not explicitly stated by the authors
the typical
duration of a collision is assumed to be short compared to the time
scale at which the macroscopic properties of a bunch of particles in the
beam change. Furthermore, the lateral dimensions of such a bunch are
assumed to be large enough to treat it as an extended three dimensional
system, ignoring the influence of the beam boundaries.
In actual beams the particle motion can not be represented as a
random thermal motion superimposed on a smooth systematic motion since
the typical collision duration is of the same order as the total flight
time through the beam segment. Furthermore, the number of collisions is
not necessarily large and the contribution of strong interactions can
not always be ignored. The validity of the models of Zimmermann and
Knauer ir typically restricted to beams with a relatively narrow
crossover (K of the order 10 z ) and high particle densities. The models
do not apply to baams of low particle density and/or nearly cylindrical
beams (for which the displacement of a particle is determined by only a
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few collisions which are predominantly incomplete), neither to beams
with an extreme small crossover (for which the influence of the beam
boundary can not be ignored). These conclusions are confirmed by the
plots of the figures 15.1a, 15.1b and 15.1c.
The approach of Loeffler (1969) and Loeffler and Hudgin (1970)
is based on a more realistic representation of the particle motion in
the beam. Their collision dynamics is based on first order perturbation
theory. Both weak complete collisions and weak incomplete collisions are
therefore evaluated in a proper way. However, this type of dynamics is
not suited for strong collisions, which restricts the approach to beams
of moderate and low particle density. By evaluating a median instead of
a rms value their results are suited to characterize the width of the
non-Gaussian distributions generated in beams of low and moderate
particle densities, which distinguishes this model from all others. The
comparison
with the median values predicted by our model shows that
the results of Loeffler and Hudgin are not generally valid, as they
suggest, but io provide reasonable accurate predictions for some
operating conditions. See equations (15.2.17), (15.2.18), (15.3.14) and
(15.4.5). Unfortunately, the discussion presented by Loeffler and Hudgin
is extremely brief and does not give any physical explanation for the
different predicted parameter dependencies. It appears that the relation
between the parameter dependency of the median width and the type of
displacement distribution involved was not fully understood by these
authors. With respect to the comparison of the rms values in the figures
15.1, 15.2 and 15.3, it should be noted that the conversion from a
median to a rms value is not correct for the non-Gaussian regimes. The
direct comparison of the median values is for these regimes preferred.
The model presented by De Chambost and Hennion (1979) and De
Chambost (1982) and the model of Sasaki (1984) are not based on a
reduction to two-particle collisions, but start from the mean square of
the fluctuations in the electrostatic force in the beam. The time
development of the distribution of field particles surrounding a test
particle is represented as a succession of independent states. The
electrostatic interaction force experienced by the test particle varies
randomly from state to state. This approach ignores any correlation in
the particle coordinates in successive independent states, which leads
to
a rather artificial truncation of the interaction for small
interparticle distances. Furthermore, the size of the time intervals
between successive independent states represents a critical parameter in
these models, but its choice seems rather arbitrary. Accordingly, one
can not expect that these approaches predict accurate absolute values,
which is indeed confirmed by the comparison. Nevertheless, there is some
agreement by trend with the results of our model for extended beams with
a narrow crossover.
The model of Massey, Jones and Plummer (1981) for the nns energy
spread and rms angular spread generated by potential energy relaxation
in a nearly homocentric cylindrical beam also starts from the mean
square fluctuations in the electrostatic force in the beam, but accounts
for the correlation between the successive states. Their results are in
exact agreement by trend with our results, but smaller by a factor of
approximately 2/3. It should be noticed that the practical use of the
rms width is restricted to the Gaussian regime, which occurs in (nearly)
homocentric cylindrical beams only for rather high particle densities
Crewe (1978a) evaluated the energy change caused by a single
complete collision, taking some representative initial condition. This
approach entirely ignores the statistical nature of the problem. The
figures
14.5a
and
14.5b show that Crewe's
equation
strongly
underestimates the Boersch effect generated in a beam segment with a
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crossover. The predicted trend is not correct either.
The so-called closest encounter approach used by Rose and Spehr
(1980,1983) and Weidenhausen, Spehr and Rose (1985) to evaluate the rms
energy
spread and the rms angular spread generated in a beam segment
with a narrow crossover is, for practical particle densities (£<<1), in
close agreement with the results of our model. However, this agreement
is not surprising, as is suggested by Weidenhausen et al. (1985), but a
direct consequence of the approximations made within the closest
encounter approach. For practical particle densities they do not
exclusively
consider the closest encounter,
but also take
the
contribution of the more distant neighbours into account. This makes
their model mathematically equivalent to ours. The remaining differences
are due to the fact that our final equations refer to the on-axis
reference trajectory, while their results represent an average over all
possible reference trajectories, following the method outlined in
section 10.3. It should be noticed that the use of complete collision
dynamics restricts the applicability of their results to beams with a
narrow crossover (K>>1). Our model uses a more refined collision
dynamics
which extends its applicability to beams of
arbitrary
dimensions.
We
emphasize once more that the rms-value provides only
practical predictions in the Gaussian regime. The rms-value shows for
all conditions a square root dependency on the beam current. Other width
measures, such as the FWHM and the FWso. show different current
dependencies for the different regimes distinguished within our model.
This is apparently not recognized by Rose and Spehr (1983) who stated
that the linear current dependency of the energy spread predicted by
Loeffler for small current densities (Xr c < <l) is incorrect.
The model of Spehr (1985a) relates the trajectory displacement
effect generated in a beam segment with a narrow crossover to the energy
distribution of the particles entering the beam segment. His result
therefore vanishes for initially monochromatic beams. For large initial
energy spreads his predictions become insensitive to the exact value of
the energy spread, but overestimate the spatial broadening. See figure
15.3a. Spehr's physical explanation of the probe broadening due to the
trajectory displacement effect is not confirmed by our calculations. Our
results for non-monochromatic beams,
reported in section 10.4, show
that the trajectory displacement effect is for practical operating
conditions almost independent of the initial energy spread.
We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the
fundamental aspects of the dynamical part of the problem. In our model
the total displacement of the test particle is calculated as the sum of
all displacements caused by the individual field particles. This
reduction of the IJ-particle problem to a two-particle problem is allowed,
provided that the test particle is not involved in two or more strong
collisions simultaneously or successively in the same beam segment. Such
events are very exceptional for practical operating conditions. The
Monte Carlo simulations reported in chapter 14 demonstrate
that this
two-particle approach is extremely accurate, even for relatively high
particle densities.
The validity of the reduction to pair interactions is not
generally recognized. For instance, Rose and Spehr (1983) motivate their
closest encounter approach by the argument that an approximation which
neglects all correlation between collisions (taking place simultaneously
or successively) cannot be expected to yield results whose range of
validity exceeds that of a single scattering model. Similar statements
are made by Sasaki (1984,1986) and Tang (1987). Indeed, if all twoparticle interactions were strong it would be erroneous to ignore the
correlation between them. However, in practical beams most collisions
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are weak and the total displacement of a particle can in good
approximation be calculated as the sum of all contributions of the
individual two-particle encounters, based on the argument that forces
are additive. The inaccuracy of some theories based on two-particle
collisions is due to the fact that the two-particle dynamical problem
is oversimplified. In order to obtain results which are valid for
arbitrary beam geometries, it is essential to solve the two-particle
problem
without making any assumptions on the strength or
the
completeness of the collision.
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16. SUMURS FOR THE ONE-MINUTE DESIGNER

16.1

Introduction

This chapter summarizes the results of this monograph which are
relevant for the designer of charged particle beam systems. The physical
aspects of our model for Coulomb interactions in particles beams are
reviewed with the objective to provide insight in the essential steps of
the calculation and the basic assumptions involved. The extended twoparticle approach, used for the modelling of the Boersch effect and the
trajectory displacement effect (statistical interactions), can predict
the detailed shape of the generated energy and trajectory displacement
distribution. Different regimes of operating conditions are found
leading to different types of distributions. Gaussian behaviour occurs
at relatively high particle densities. Each of the various types of nonGaussian distributions arising at low and moderate particle densities
can be related to a different type of collision, which is dominant for
those conditions.
A number of measures are used to characterize the width of the
distributions. The root mean square (rms) is only suited for a Gaussian
distribution. We therefore prefer to use the Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) and the Full Width median (FW 50 ) value. In order to evaluate the
performance
of a shaped beam lithography system the
trajectory
displacement broadening is also expressed in terms of the corresponding
dtzas and dzs7s edge-width. The relation between the different widthmeasures depends on the type of distribution involved. The theory
provides explicit equations for the FWHM, the FW50, the di2es and the
dg 5 7 5 values.
The dependency of the width of the distributions
on the
experimental parameters differs for the various regimes. The different
dependencies can be understood on the basis of some elementary physical
arguments. A more detailed analysis is required to obtain expressions
which are also quantitatively correct. The first two sections of this
chapter focus on the qualitative analysis. The next three sections
review the detailed analytical prescriptions obtained for the Boersch
effect, the trajectory displacement effect and the space charge effect.
These results pertain to a single beam segment in drift space. The
method
of
adding the contributions of the
different
segments
constituting the beam is outlined in the last section.
The
equations
resulting from the analytical
model
are
particularly suited for the implementation in a computer program. Such a
program has been developed and is called INTERAC. It allows for an
interactive evaluation of the impact of Coulomb interactions on the
performance of a column. Due to the speed of this approach it provides a
powerful tool for the optimization of a certain column design.

16.2

Physical aspects

The model schematizes
the beam as a succession of beam
segments, separated by thin optical components. The impact of particle
interactions on the properties of the beam is studied for a single beam
segment. The basic expectation of this approach is that the correlation
between the contributions of the various segments can be ignored. Figure
3.1. shows an individual rotational symmetric beam segment in drift
space. Its macroscopic condition is determined by the experimental
parameters: The beam current I, beam voltage V, length L, crossover
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radius r c , beam semi-angle a 0 , crossover position parameter Sc=Li/L,
image plane position parameter S i ^ / L and initial energy spread AEo. LI
is the distance between entrance plane and crossover plane and Li the
distance between entrance plane and image plane. The image plane is
optically conjugated to the target plane of the column. The (virtual)
spatial broadening of the beam observed in this plane can therefore
directly be related to the broadening of the probe at the target. In
most applications, the image plane coincides with the crossover plane
(Si=S c ). However, this not true for all beam segments in a shaped beam
lithography column, which employs Koehler illumination. The
current
density distribution and angular distribution in the crossover are in
general assumed to be uniform, but Gaussian distributions have been
considered too.
Given the spatial and velocity distribution of the particles at
the entrance of the beam segment, the final distribution has to be
computed, taking the mutual Coulomb repulsion into account. Consider a
system of N identical particles of charge e and mass m. The particle
density is assumed to be low enough to treat the "gas" as a classic
system, neglecting quantum mechanical effects. Given the positions rj(t)
of all particles (j=l,2, •••,N) at time t the total Coulomb force acting
on a particle i can be evaluated as

in which Co=e2/4nEo. Magnetic interactions and relativistic effects are
ignored.
In order to compute the trajectories of the individual particles
one has to solve Newton's equations of motion

dtz

(ie.2.2)

in which the interaction force Fi(t) is given by equation (16.2.1).
Notice that the evaluation of Fi(t) requires the knowledge of the
trajectories of ail particles up to time t. The coupling of equations
(16.2.1) and (16.2.2) constitutes a many particle problem which seems
impossible to solve by analytical means for N>2.
Even for N=2 one can
not obtain the particle trajectories ri(t) and r2(t) in an explicit
form, as will be discussed later on.
A detailed calculation of all particle trajectories is not
required for all manifestations of particle interactions. Consider a set
of test particles running successively along a specific trajectory in
the beam, called the reference trajectory. Each of the test particles
experiences the Coulomb repulsion of the particles by v>ich it is
surrounded, referred to as field particles. Due to the statistical
nature of the beam the configuration of field particles will vary
randomly for the different test particles. As a result the displacements
of the test particles arriving at the exit plane of the segment will be
statistically distributed. It can be demonstrated that the average
displacement
of
the test particles is related to the
average
electrostatic force experienced along the reference trajectory.
This
force is strictly deterministic. Using a continuum model it can be
represented as the force generated by the sroothed-out distribution of
charge, referred to as the space charge force. On the other hand, the
widths of the distributions of displacements in position and velocity
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experienced by the test particles are directly related to tbe discrete
nature of the beam. They are determined by the stochastic fluctuations
in the charge density, rather than the average (smoothed-out) charge
density. The distribution of displacements relative to the average shift
of the test-particles represent the so-called statistical Coulomb
interactions. For the calculation of statistical interactions one has to
consider
the individual particle trajectories,
whereas for
the
calculation of the space cnarge effect it is sufficient to consider the
smoothed-out distribution of charge.
The lateral component of the space charge force acting on a test
particle in a rotational symmetric beam with an uniform current density
distribution is proportional to its radial distance to the beam axis.
This implies that the impact of the space charge effect on the lateral
propertias of the beam corresponds to the action of a negative iens,
causing
a
defocussing
of the final probe as
well
as
some
(de)magnification. These effects can be compensated by proper lens
adjustment and do not affect the resolution of the system. However, for
a non-uniform current density distribution the space charge lens will
also introduce aberrations, leading to a non-refocusable blurring of the
probe. In general, the impact of the space charge effect can be
described by specifying the first- and third-order optical properties of
the corresponding space charge lens.
These properties have been
calculated in first order perturbation approximation, assuming that
particle density is low enough to assure that the perturbations are
small.
It should be emphasized that the model for the space charge
effect (as well as the model for statistical interactions) applies to
beams of low or moderate density. It is not suited to describe the beam
spreading observed in high intensity beams, for instance, used in
oscilloscope tubes. It does not cover the space charge effects which may
occur in the vicinity of the cathode of a thermionic gun either.
Our model for statistical interaction
--lied the extended twoparticle model, is based on a decomposition of the full N-particle
problem into a sum of two-particle effects. For convenience of notation
we will denote the total displacement of particle i in position and
velocity. Art and Avi, in general as Aqi. The Boersch effect corresponds
to a broadening of the axial velocities. Thus, for this effect one
should consider A/)=Avz. The trajectory displacement effect corresponds
to random (virtual) shifts observed in the image plane, tnus A7}=Arx. In
some cases the shift ar^ is entirely determined by the change in
transverse "elocity of the test particle. In that case it is sufficient
to consider AJ7=Avx. The reduction of the N-particle dynamical problem,
used within the model, can be expressed as
N
(16.2.3)

in which Aj|ij is the displacement of particle i due to the two-particle
interaction with particle j. The validity of equation (16.2.3) will be
discussed later on in this section.
The calculation of Aijij constitutes a two-particle problem,
which is defined by equations (16.2.1) and (16.2.2), taking N=2. One
would
like
to have an explicit analytical expression for
the
displacement Ai|ij in terms of the initial coordinates ri, r j, Vi, Vj and
the time of flight T. However, in general, such a solution can not be
obtained. The classic solution of the Kepler problem specifies the
relative trajectory of the particles in the orbital plane, which is in
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polar coordinates represented by a function r(0). Our problem requires a
more detailed analysis which takes the time of flight T through the beam
segment into account. For that one needs the coordinates of the
particles explicitly
as function of time t. In terms of the polar
coordinates in the orbital plane one requires the functions r(t), 9(t)
and their derivatives with respect, to time. f(t) and 0(t). As it turns
out one can obtain the time t explicitly as function of the relative
distance r, thus t=t(r), but the function involved can not be inverted.
This prohibits an exact explicit analytical calculation of the particle
trajectories as function of time t.
A good approximation
of the exact final coordinates of the
particles involved in a two-particle collision can be obtained for two
types of collisions. One is a complete collision (or nearly complete
collision), in which the particles effectively come from infinity and
recede to infinity. For this type of collision it is sufficient to
consider the asymptotic values of the polar coordinates. The other type
is a weak collision in which the deviations from the unperturbed
trajectories are small. First order perturbation dynamics can be used to
describe such a collision. In this approach one approximates the actual
interaction force by the force which would occur when the particles
would follow their unperturbed trajectories. The remaining collisions,
those which are both strong and incomplete, can not be handled
analytically. For these collisions one has to perform the inversion of
the function t(r) by numerical means. This procedure is referred to as
full collision dynamics.
We note that the calculation of the spatial displacements of the
particles, Ari and Arz, caused by a nearly complete collision is more
involved than calculation of the corresponding velocity displacements
Avi and AV2. The displacements Avi and Av 2 caused by a
complete
collision are finite, despite the fact that the corresponding time of
flight T is infinitely large. However, the results for Ari and
Arz
diverge when T is taken infinitely large. One has to account for the
fact that the collision is nearly, but not entirely complete. In other
words, the initial and final state of the collision may not be
identified with the asymptotic conditions. The type of dynamics which
takes this into account is referred to as nearly complete collision
dynamics.
Let us return to the general N-particle problem. The validity of
the decomposition of equation (16.2.3) depends on the strength of the
two-particle interactions. The decomposition is entirely justified when
all interactions are weak. First order perturbation dynamics is then
appropriate to calculate all displacements Anij, using the interaction
force
which would occur when the particles would follow
their
unperturbed trajectories. Since forces are additive the decomposition of
equation (16.2.3) is then justified. Equation (16.2.3) also provides
accurate results when the total total displacement of a particle is
dominated by a single strong interaction. The particle will experience a
significant deviation from its unperturbed trajectory, which should be
calculated using nearly complete collision dynamics or full collision
dynamics. As the deviation from the unperturbed trajectory is large, the
calculation of the weak interactions with the other particles will be
inaccurate. However, as the total displacement of the particle is
dominated by that single strong interaction,the contributions of the
weak interactions can be ignored and equation (16.2.3) is still valid.
Clearly, ths decomposition of equation (16.2.3) breaks down when the
particles are involved in two or more strong collisions simultaneously
or successively. However, such events are rare for the particle
densities encountered in systems used for lithography and microscopy
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applications.
Equation (16.2.3) reduces the dynamical part of the manyparticle problem to a proper analysis of the two-particle problem. The
statistical part of the problem is to determine the probability that a
test particle is surrounded by a certain configuration of field
particles and given this probability distribution, to compute the
corresponding distribution of displacements of the test particle p(Aij).
Let us denote the set of unperturbed coordinates of field particle i
relative to the test particle as Ei- A certain configuration of field
particles relative to the test particles is then specified by the set
E« .E2. • • • .Ei»-i • In order to determine the probability PN(EI <Ez>" ' <EN-I )
01 the configuration of field particles Ei»Ez . • • • .EN-I we assume that
the field particles are statistically independent
N-l
Pn(ti,l2.---,tN-i) =

Tl P«(Et)

(16.2.4)

in which P2<E) is the probability that a field particle has coordinates
i relative to the test particle.
Equation (16.2.4) ignores any
correlation in the coordinates of the field particles. Such correlations
might arise from the emission process at the cathode or the Coulomb
interaction in the beam segments preceding the one of consideration.
Ignoring the last "source" of correlation is equivalent to
the
assumption that Debeye screening is absent. This is indeed the case for
practical operating conditions, as can be verified by comparing the
relaxation time involved to the time of flight through the column.
The model concentrates on the displacements experienced along
the central (on-axis) reference trajectory in a rotational symmetric
beam. The space charge force is zero on this trajectory and the
resulting displacements are purely statistical, which facilitates the
analysis. In addition, it is assumed that the beam is initially
monochromatic with respect to the normal energy, which means that all
particles initially have the same axial velocity. This assumption is
reasonable since the velocity spread of particles at emission is
strongly reduced during the succeeding acceleration. As a result of
these two simplifications the number of independent components of the
vector E is only four, whereas the general case would require six
components to describe the position and velocity of a field particle
relative to the test particle. The validity of these assumptions has
been verified within the framework of the model by performing the full
calculation
for some specific beam geometries. It was found that
average broadening for all possible reference trajectories is in general
somewhat smaller than the broadening obtained for the central reference
trajectory. In general, the differences are within 20% and for many
cases even within 10%. Furthermore, it was found that the impact of the
initial energy distribution on the magnitude of the statistical effects
can be ignored for practical operating conditions.
Equation (16.2.4) enables us to express the distribution of
field particles relative to the test particle in terms of
the
experimental parameters which were specified previously. The problem is
now to compute the distributions of displacements of the test particle
p(Aif) from the distribution of field particles, employing the solution
of the dynamical problem expressed by equation (16.2.3). This problem
can be solved using a procedure which is well known from statistical
mechanics (sometimes referred to as Markoff's method, for instance see
Chandrasekhar (1943)). This method permits a calculation of the detailed
shape of the full distributions. It was found that the type of
distribution depends on the beam geometry as well as the particle
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density. Fo: large particle densities the total deviation of the test
particle is built up by a large number of independent collisions. The
corresponding distribution is Gaussian, as can be understood from the
central limit theorem. For lower particle densities the distributions
become non-Gaussian, showing more pronounced tails. It was also found
that different types of displacement distributions are generated in
extended beams and pencil beams. A beam is called extended (or threedimensional) if its transverse dimensions are large compared to the
average axial separation of the particles. A pencil beam represents the
opposite case. In such a beam all particles are nearly on a row.
Without going into a detailed discussion we wish to clarify the
the occurrence of the different types
of non-Gaussian displacement
distributions and indicate their relation with the beam geometry and the
particle
density.
As an example,
let us consider an extended
monochromatic cylindrical beam. Assume that the beam is homocentric,
which means that the particles run along parallel trajectories. In the
frame of reference moving with the beam, the particles are initially in
rest. Assume that the particle density is low enough to assure that the
deviations from the unperturbed trajectories are small. Thus, first
order perturbation dynamics can be used to compute the displacements.
The displacements in transverse and axial velocity now follow as
F,T
Av, = -±m

F2T
Avz = -^m

,

(16.2.5)

where T is the time of flight. Clearly, if first order perturbation
dynamics holds true, the distribution of displacements is directly
related to the distribution of the fluctuating component of the
interaction force which would occur in the unperturbed beam. For the
specific case of particles which are at rest relative to each other, as
in our example, this distribution was first calculated by Holtsmark
(1919). He considered the problem of determining the probability p(F)
that a given electric field strength F acts at a point in a gas of
density na composed of randomly distributed ions. His result can be
expressed as

[ kdk sin(Fk) e'A;"2k3'Z

p(F) = -^

(16.2.6)

0
in which A3/2 depends on the particle mass m,
density n<i

particle charge e and the

Aj/z = Y J (2UC0) 3 ' 2 no

(16.2.7)

where Co=e2/4ireo. It can be demonstrated that the distribution of the
longitudinal component of the interaction force F z is given by the onedimensional variant of the Holtsmark distribution
p(F.) = - f dk cos(kFz) e"* 3 ' 2 * 3 ' 2
*

J

0

while the distribution of the lateral component F x is given by
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(16.2.8)

p(t±) = -^- f kdk J 0 (kF x ) e

A3

'*k '

(16.2.9)

in which Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order.
Not: ce that the argument of the exponential function is the same in
equations (16.2.6), (16.2.8) and (16.2.9). The 3/2 power dependency on
the
integration variable k is characteristic for the
Holtsmark
distribution. For the beam of our example it follows from equation
(16.2.5) that the generated distributions of transverse and axial
velocities, p(Av x ) and p(Av z ), are of the same type as the distributions
p(¥±) and p(F z ) respectively.
A more general analysis shows that the distributions p(Av ± ) and
p(Av z ) are Holtsmarkian for any beam geometry, provided that the beam
is extended and provided that the perturbations of the particles are
small. Other types of distributions will be generated when these
conditions are not fulfilled. However, the form of equations (16.2.8)
and (16.2.9) can be generalized to include those distributions as well.
Denoting the displacements in position or velocity again as A»|, one can
express the one-dimensional distribution of axial displacements, in
general, as
00

p(Aij) = - [ dk cos(kArj) e ~ A r k
* J0

(16.2.10)

and the two-dimensional distribution of transverse displacements as
OD

I kdk Jo(kAif) e~ Airk

p(Aif) = —

211 J

(16.2.11)

o

The numerical constant y is characteristic for the type of distribution
involved, while the parameter A T specifies the dependency on the
experimental
parameters.
The
different types
of
distributions
encountered in the calculation of statistical effects can be summarized
as
7=2
7=3/2
7=1
7=1/2
7=1/3

-

Gaussian distribution
Holtsmark distribution
Lorentzian distribution
distribution of F z in a pencil beam
distribution of F x in a pencil beam

(16.2.12)

The shape of the corresponding one- and two-dimensional distributions
are depicted in the figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. These figures
clearly show that a small r-value leads to a distribution with a narrow
core and long tails.
The representation of equations (16.2.10) and (16.2.11) still
contains some degree of approximation.
The extended two-particle
approach, which is based on a strict derivation of the distribution
p(Aij) starting from the assumptions expressed by equations (16.2.3) and
(16.2.4), shows that the argument of the exponential function appearing
in equations (16.2.10) and (16.2.11) should in general be expressed as
a function Xp(k), with X the linear particle density. Thus equations
(16.2.10) and (16.2.11) rely on the approximation
i

Xp(k) » A»k T

(16.2.13)

4.
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The function p(k) is quadratic in k for small k-values, but with
increasing k its power-dependency becomes less strong. For extreme large
k-values it will ultimately increase proportional to k 1 ' 2 or k l ' 3 . The
value of the linear particle density X determines what part of the p(k)
function
dominates the displacement distribution p(Aij).
Equation
(16.2.13) simplifies the evaluation of the distribution p(Aij) by
assuming that a single k-regime dominates the entire distribution.
However, this approximation is only justified for a certain range of Ai}values. The large Aij-behaviour of p(Ai)) is always dominated by the small
k-behaviour of p(k), which is quadratic in k. This implies that tails
of any type of distribution p(AJj) ultimately fall of exponentially, as
for a Gaussian distribution.
Most of the regimes manifest in the p(k)-transform can directly
be related to different types of collisions involved. For instance the
3/2 power dependency on k, corresponding to the Holtsmark regime, stems
from weak incomplete collisions in an extended beam, as can be
understood from the previous discussion. The same type of collisions
occurring in a pencil beam lead to a 1/2 power dependency on k for the
distribution of axial displacements and a 1/3 power dependency for the
distribution
of transverse displacements.
Weak
nearly
complete
collisions, which do only take place in an extended beam, lead to a
linear dependency on k for the distribution of axial displacements and a
1/2 power dependency for the distribution of transverse displacements.
The quadratic k-behaviour for small k is not connected to a single type
of collision. All types of collisions contribute to this part of the
p(k) transform, but strong collisions are usually dominant. We emphasize
that the function p(k) is entirely determined by the geometry of the
beam segment. The linear particle density X enters the model in the
evaluation of the distribution p(Ai|) from the quantity Xp(k). The value
of X determines what part of the p(k)-transform dominates p(Ai|), or in
other words, what type of collisions contribute the most.
The distinction of the various regimes, covered by. different
types
of collisions,
is connected to distinction of
different
interaction mechanisms. The axial velocity spread generated in a narrow
crossover (Boersch effect) is sometimes attributed to the conversion of
internal kinetic energy (kinetic energy in the frame of reference moving
with the beam) from the lateral degrees of freedom to the longitudinal
degree of freedom. The acceleration of the beam causes a reduction of
the axial internal energy spread, but leaves the lateral spread
unaffected.
Acceleration
therefore
generates
a
non-equilibrium
condition. Relaxation will occur towards an isotropic distribution of
internal kinetic energy. This mechanism is referred to as relaxation of
kinetic energy. It leads to an increase of internal energy spread in the
axial direction. The maximum energy spread is generated when the
relaxation is complete. This condition defines the upper (thermodynamic)
limit of kinetic energy relaxation.
It should be noted that the concept of relaxation of kinetic
energy is unable to explain the Boersch effect generated in
a
homocentric cylindrical beam segment, since the transverse velocity
spread is zero in such a beam. The mechanism which occurs here is
conversion of potential energy. At the entrance of the beam segment the
particles are more or less randomly distributed over the beam volume.
Each pair of particles has a certain mutual potential energy, depending
on their initial separation. During the flight, part of this potential
energy will be converted into kinetic energy, leading to the generation
of microscopic random velocity components. This process should be
separated from the expansion of the beam volume under influence of the
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space charge force, which corresponds to the conversion of potential
energy into a macroscopic systematic motion. The upper (thermodynamic)
limit of potential energy relaxation is reached when the microscopic
density
distribution obeys Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics.
In this
description the kinetic energy of the particles is represented by a beam
temperature.
Our model implicitly accounts for the different mechanisms
through the detailed treatment of the two-particle problem.
The
potential energy of the particles involved in a nearly complete
collision is effectively zero in both the initial and the final state.
The main effect of such a collision is a directional change of the
particles and a transition of kinetic energy from one particle to the
other. Thus, when nearly complete collisions are dominant, the mechanism
involved is relaxation of kinetic energy. Conversion of potential energy
into kinetic energy (and visa versa) occurs in incomplete collisions.
When weak incomplete collisions are dominant, the mechanism involved is
relaxation of potential energy.
The width of the distributions specified by equations (16.2.10)
and (16.2.11) depends on the parameter A T . The Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) and the Full Width median (FW 50 ) can be expressed as
FWHM = A Y I / T FVHNy

,

FWso = A Y 1 ' 7 FWSOT

(16.2.14)

in which FWHth and FWiOy are numerical constants, which depend on the
dimension n of the distribution as well as the value of y. Table 5.1
gives the values of FUHth and FWsoy for n=l, 2 and 3 and the y-values
listed in equation (16.2.12).
We note that the distributions of
equations (16.2.10) and (16.2.11) have no finite second or higher moment
for y<2, due to their long tails.
However, if one calculates the
distribution
p(Ai}) from the full p(k) transform the tails will
ultimately fall of exponentially, as was mentioned previously. This
leads to a finite value of second and higher order moments. In this
context it should be recognized that tine root mean square (rms) is not a
practical width-measure for the non-Caussian distributions generated by
statistical interactions. It is entirely determined by the tails, which
show a different dependency on the experimental parameters as the bulkpart of the distribution.
The parameter 7 is a key-parameter in the theory. It specifies
the type of distribution which is generated. Equation (16.2.14) shows
that it also determines the dependency of the FWHM and FW50 width
measures on the experimental parameters, which are represented by the
quantity A T . For instance, AT is directly proportional to the beam
current I. Thus if one knows y one can directly say that FWHM and FW 50
value of the displacement distribution p(An) will be proportional to
I I / T . The other way around, if one knows that the FWHM or FWso increases
as IP, one may conclude that y=l/p. We emphasize that the rms-width is
dominated by the tails of p(Ai|), which ultimately follow a Gaussian type
of behaviour (y=2). Accordingly, the rms-width is for all conditions
proportional to I*'*.
The parameter y also determines in what way the effects
generated in the individual segments, constituting the beam, have to be
added. Assuming that the displacements experienced by the test particle
in the successive beam segments are not correlated and that all
distributions are of the same type (same y ) , one finds for the FWHM of
total displacement distribution p(Ai|), generated in the entire beam
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1/T
FWHMT

=

X FKHMj*

(16.2.15)

where FWHMj is the FWHM of p(Aj}) generated in segment number j and Nb is
the total number of beam segments. The same equation holds true for the
median width FW 5 0 , while rms-values should always be added quadraticly
(7=2). If the distributions are not all of the same type (same y) one
should in principle add the corresponding A.p(k) functions and determine
the FWHM from the resulting total Xp(k) function. However, in practice
it is more convenient to define somekind of effective y-value for which
equation (16.2.15) holds approximately. This approach will be discussed
in some detail in section 16.7.
Equation (16.2.15) presupposes that the displacements generated
in the individual beam segments are uncorrelated. In the opposite case
that the contributions are entirely correlated their widths should be
added linearly.
This situation is relevant
for
the
so-called
slice-method. In this approach one subdivides a beam segment into thin
cylindrical slices and calculates the total FWHM as a linear sum of the
contribution of the individual slices

FWHM = X S
S=l

Zo
Z

where FWHMp(I,V,ro,Az) is the FWHM of the distribution generated in a
cylindrical slice (with Parallel rays) of length Az, radius ro, carrying
a current I at a potential V. This expression is expected to be linear
in Az. Accordingly, the integrant FWHMp(I,V,ro,Az)/Az will only depend
on z through the beam radius ro. The quantities zo and zi are the axial
coordinates of the entrance and exit plane of the beam segment
respectively, thus L=zi-zo. The validity of equation (16.2.16) requires
the particle density in the beam to be low enough to guarantee that the
displacements from the unperturbed trajectories are small. In that case
the displacements of the test particle experienced in the individual
slices will indeed be entirely correlated, since they are generated by
the same complexion of neighbour field particles. The slice method will
bn employed in the next section to derive the parameter dependencies in
a beam segment with a crossover at low particle density from the results
obtained for a cylindrical beam segment.

16.3

D

Parameter dependencies

The extended two-particle model has the capability to predict
the
detailed shape of the full displacement distribution p(Aij),
generated by the statistical interactions and includes a calculation of
different width measures of p(Aij). In the previous section it was
pointed out that different types of distributions may occur, depending
on the beam geometry and the particle density in the beam. The
dependency on the experimental parameters of the characteristic width
measures, such as the FWHM and the FW50 value, will be different in the
various regimes. Prior to the presentation of the detailed equations we
like to show that the dependency on the experimental parameters can be
predicted on the basis of some elementary physical arguments. We will
first consider a beam of low particle density in which the deviations
from the unperturbed trajectories are small. In terms of "collisions"
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this implies that weak incomplete collisions are dominant.
Beams of
moderate particle density, in which the contribution of weak complete
collisions as well as strong collisions may become significant, will be
considered next.
In order to specify the qualifications "low", "moderate" and
"high" particle density let us first introduce the dimensionless
quantities X and X*. For a beam segment with a crossover the particle
density can best be expressed in terms of the scaled linear particle
density X, defined as
(16.3.1)

2" 2 ire o e»' 2

For a cylindrical beam segment (ao=O) one can not use X. Instead, we use
the scaled linear particle density X*, defined as
X

m1'2
2" 2 ire o e»' 2

*

IL2
* "3"

As a rough indication, low particle densities correspond to values for X
and X* below 10- 4 ; moderate particle densities to values between 10-1"
and 10- 2 and high particle densities to values above 10- 2 .
The
Boersch effect corresponds to a broadening
of the
axial velocity distribution. It is usually expressed in terms of the
generated energy spread. An energy displacement AE is related to an
axial velocity displacement Av z as
AE

mvzAVz _
Av z
„, , „
_ = 2 ——
(lo.J.J)
E * mv z 2
vz
provided that Av z <<v z . The trajectory displacement effect corresponds to
the generation of random displacements in position and velocity in the
lateral direction of the beam. An angular displacement Aa is related to
a transverse velocity displacement Av x as
a»

An * —
vz

(16.3.4)

provided that Avx<<vz. The corresponding v i r t u a l spatial displacement Ar
in the image plane (which i s optically conjugated to the target plane)
i s givea by
Ar * An |z - z t |
in which |z - zi| is the distance between
deflection Aa occurs and the image plane.

(16.3.5)
the location

where the

Consider a homoeentric cylindrical beam segment with radius r 0 .
Given a force F=(F X ,F Z ) acting on the test particle, the corresponding
velocity displacements Av x and Avz follow in first order perturbation
approximation from equation (16.2.5). The time of flight T=L/v z . We
emphasize
that equation (16.2.5) presupposes that particles are
initially at rest relative to each other, while the deviations from the
unperturbed trajectories are small. The force component F 2 will scale
with Codz/d3, where d and d z denote the average distance and the average
axial distance between neighbour particles respectively and Co=e 2 /4neo.
Employing equation (16.3.3) we therefore expect that
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AE

Co

Ld z

(16 3 6)

TT^idS-

--
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For an extended beam, both d and dz will scale with nf
denotes the particle density, which is given by

,

where

nd

(16.3.7)
Taking d~nd-1'3 and d z ~na- J ' 3 equation (16.3.6) yields

fE.-^I^!^

( 1 6 .3. 8 ,

This equation specifies the dependency on the experimental parameters of
the energy spread generated in an extended homocentric cylindrical beam
segment in which the deviations from the unperturbed trajectories are
small. From the dependency on the beam current I one may conclude that
7=3/2. Thus the distribution p(AE) is of the Holtsmark type, as
specified by equation (16.2.12). The reader may verify that equation
(16.3.8) can also be obtained from the Holtsmark distribution p(F z )
given by equation (16.2.8), employing equations (16.2.14), (16.2.7),
(16.2.5) and (16.3.3).
In a pencil beam, both d and d z will scale with 1/X, where the
linear particle density X is given by

(16.3.9)

2e3V
Taking d~l/\ and d z ~l/X, equation (16.3.6) yields
AE

m

IZL
—

(16.3.10)

This equation specifies the dependency on the experimental parameters of
the energy spread generated in a pencil beam in which the deviations
from the unperturbed trajectories are small. Notice that equation
(16.3.10) does not depend on the radial dimensions of the beam, which
are assumed to be small compared to the average axial separation of the
particles.
For the angular
(16.3.4) and (16.2.5)

displacement

Aa

one

finds

from

equations

(16.3.11)
similar to equation (16.3.6). The quantity d r is the average radial
distance between neighbour particles. For an extended beam both d and dr
will scale with n j - 1 ' 3 , where na is the particle density given by
equation (16.3.7). Accordingly, one finds
ml/3

This equation is similar to equation (16.3.8) and applies to the same
conditions. The similarities between the results obtained for AE/E and
An can be understood from the fact that the particles are initially at
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rest in the frame of reference moving with the beam. Random velocity
components are generated during the flight due to the relaxation of
potential energy. The generated velocity distribution will be rotational
symmetric (in the frame of reference moving with the beam), provided
that the beam is extended.
Differences between the results for AE/E and Aa are expected to
occur in pencil beams, in which the distribution of field particles
around a test particle is non-rotational symmetric. In a pencil beam the
distance d scales with 1/X, where X is the linear particle density given
by equation (16.3.9). However, the radial distance dr is expected to
scale with the beam radius ro (ro<<l/X). Substitution into equation
(16.3.11) yields
m'

PLro

,,, , ....
(16.3.13)

Aa ~

EOe"z
V s '2
which specifies the dependency on the experimental parameters of the
angular deflections generated in a cylindrical pencil beam in which the
deviations from the unperturbed trajectories are small. In the extreme
case that all particles are on a line (ro=O), there is no transverse
component of the interaction force and Aa becomes zero. From the
dependency on the beam current I one may conclude that 7=1/3, which
defines the type of two-dimensional distribution involved.
In order to express the angular displacement Aa into a spatial
displacement Ar one should realize that a cylindrical beam segment is
usually succeeded by a lens, which focusses the beam in its back-focal
plane. Let f be the focal distance of the lens. The spatial displacement
in the back focal plane of the lens Ar caused by an angular displacement
Aa is aqual to
Ar « fAa

(16.3.14)

The parameter dependency of the trajectory displacement effect generated
in an extended cylindrical beam follows by substitution of equation
(16.3.12), while the result for a pencil beam follows with equation
(16.3.13).
Now consider a beam segment with a narrow crossover of radius
r c , with a beam semi-angle cto. We will employ the slice-method of
equation (16.2.16) to determine the parameter dependencies for AE/E and
Aa from the results obtained for a cylindrical beam segment. The
characteristic beam geometry quantities K, K; and Kz are defined as
K = ^

,

K, = 2KSC

,

K 2 = 2K(1-SC)

(16.3.15)

IT c

where Sc=Li/L is the crossover position parameter. The restriction that
the crossover is narrow implies that K»l.
We will assume that both
K i » l and K z » l , which is justified for K » l when the crossover is
located somewhere near the middle of the beam segment (S c *l/2).
Let us
define the axial coordinate of the crossover as z=0. The beam radius at
position z is then approximately given by
r o (z) « rc + a o |z|

(16.3.16)

For the energy spread generated in an extended beam one should
start from equation (16.3.8), where r« is now given by equation
(16.3.16). Substitution into equation (16.2.16) yields
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AE

m 1 ' 3 I*/J j"Zl

dz
m»'3
j
E ~ ^ T v * / 3 j rrc + ao|z|]*'3 ~ T 7

IZ/3

CO

using that KJ>>1 and K2>>1. This equation specifies the dependency on
the experimental parameters of the energy spread generated by weak
incomplete collisions in an extended beam segment with a narrow
crossover. The energy spread generated in a pencil beam does not depend
on r 0 , as is expressed by equation (16.3.10). Accordingly, this equation
applies also to a pencil beam with a narrow crossover.
The virtual spatial displacement Ar in the crossover (Si=Sc) of
an extended beam follows from equation (16.2.16), substituting equations
(16.3.5), (16.3.12) and (16.3.16)

«

^ j

CO

VW3

j

|z|dz
[Tc

+ CO|Z|]W3

zo
ml/3

J2/3L2/3

I

lSc—Si)

(16.3.IB)

using that KI>>1 and K 2 » l . This equation applies to the same conditions
as equation (16.3.17). Similarly, one finds with equation (16.3.13) for
a pencil beam
e o e 7/2

Vs,2

l3S«dSc)

1|

(Sc=Si)

(16.3.19)

using that Kt>>l and K J > > 1 . This equation specifies the dependency of
the
trajectory displacement effect generated by weak
incomplete
collisions in a pencil beam with a narrow crossover.
So far we restricted the analysis to beams of low particle
density, in which the interaction effects are dominated by weak
incomplete collisions. With increasing particle density other type of
collisions will become significant. Weak complete collision can occur in
beams with a narrow crossover in which the lateral dimensions of the
beam in the entrance plane (~uoLSc) ai.d exit plane (~aoL[l-Sc]) are
large compared to the average axial separation of the particles 1/X.
These conditions are typical for moderate particle densities. With
further increasing particle density the contribution of strong complete
and strong incomplete collisions becomes significant.
The velocity shifts of an on-axis test particle involved in a
complete collision are given by
Avz *

IM3v

2CO[1 + (bz2 +
V

*bz
2i2$)(!'2/2C)2]

^ avstl
(mnvzr|Sin(#)/2Co)]"
L " [1 + ( b « +
2i2*)(2Z/2C)2]

(16.3.20)

'"

in
which the coordinates f=(a,bz,rx,$) specify
the
unperturbed
coordinates of the field particle relative to those of the test
particle, see figure 5.1. Equations (16.3.20) and (16.3.21) follow from
the angle of deflection caused by a complete collision (which is the
angle between the asymptotes of the relative trajectory in the orbital
plane) and the transformation to coordinates in the laboratory system.
For a weak complete collision one may neglect the term 1 between
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the brackets in the denominator of equations (16.3.20) and (16.3.21). In
addition we assume that r ± <<b z , which is justified for a narrow
crossover. This gives
Av* =

2Co

,

Av

mav z b z

4
s
^°
-1- m 2 a 3 v z 3 b z 2

(16.3.22)

The distance b z will scale with l/\ and the angle a will scale with the
beam semi-angle ao. Accordingly, one finds, with equation (16.3.3), for
the parameter dependency of the energy spread generated by weak complete
collisions in a beam segment with a narrow crossover
(16.3.23)

Eoe 1 ' 2 a 0 V 3 ' 2
using that v z =(2eV/m) J ' z .
and (16.3.22) that
Aa

2

Similarly, it follows from equations (16.3.4)

—
V3

(16.3.24)

3

which refers to the same conditions as equation (16.3.23).
The
corresponding virtual shift in the image plane follows by multiplication
with the distance between crossover and image plane

(16 3 25)

*-*l

--

This equation expresses that the virtual shift generated by a weak
complete collision is zero when crossover and image plane coincide
(S c =Si). For that condition the spatial and angular shift cancel out.
With further increasing particle densities the contribution of
strong collisions will become significant and the deviations from the
unperturbed
trajectories
can no longer be ignored.
The
total
displacement of each test particle will be built up by a number
of
uncorrelated interactions, leading to a Gaussian type of displacement
distribution p(Arj). In general, this distribution is not dominated by a
single type of collision. In order to determine the dependency on the
experimental parameters one has to carry out the statistical calculation
of the rms value, which now provides a proper width-measure. For a
narrow crossover (K>>1) one may assume that the main contribution to the
distribution of axial and transverse velocity displacements conies from
(nearly)
complete collisions and employ equations (16.3.20)
and
(16.3.21). For an on-axis test particle and an uniform spatial and
angular distribution the calculation of the mean square velocity
displacement <Av2> consists of the evaluation of the following integral
Vo
2n
f 2vdv f d*
<Av > = \\
—
2
2

rc
(1-SC)L
f 2r.dr.
f
x
x
2
dbs [Av(v,*,r.,b
2
x z)]

J 0 vo J 0 2m J0 r c

J-S L

(16.3.26)

C

where Av(v,*,rx,bz) denotes the expression given by either equation
(16.3.20) or equation (16.3.21), for the calculation of the quantities
<Av z z > and <AvL2> respectively. In both cases all integrals can be
solved analytically but one. Using equations (16.3.3) and (16.3.4) the
results can be expressed as
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/2

1 /••

11/2

Pc(r c ) ^ j -

8eoze,

(16.3.27)

where the scaled crossover radius rc and the function Pc are given by
87TEO

(16.3.28)

[8

8 f
f1 1 -Jl^y2"
fl l l t / z
^dy — — sinh-i -rcy
r

* £ Jo

y

12

(16.3.29)

)\

A good approximation ct Pc(r c ) is given by

Equation (16.3.27) shows a square root dependency on the beam current I.
Thus 7=1/2, confirming that the corresponding distribution is Gaussian.
The dependency on the other experimental parameters depends on
the value of the scaled crossover radius r c . For rc-*0 one finds from
equation
(16.3.29)
or equation (16.3.30)
that
Pc(r c )=l. The
corresponding relative energy spread <AE 2 > 1 ' 2 /E and angular spread
<4aZ;>w2 are proportional to the square root of the perveance l/V312, as
can be seen from equation (16.3.27). For rc-w> one finds from equations
(16.3.27). (16.3.28) and (16.3.30)

616

-( mge )±r ^

I

+ .2lnn[l

/

Fr \1 I
• -fi-J]
V5,;rl,2a

(16.3.31)

The same result applies to 2<Aa z > 1 ' 2 , conform equation (16.3.27).
Equation (16.3.31) provides an accurate approximation for r c >100.
It should be emphasized that equation (16.3.27) relies on the
assumption that complete collision are dominant. For high particle
densities this will be true if K i » l and K2>>1, which requires K » l and
Sc*<l/2. The analysis for smaller K values is more complex since one has
to account for strong ir.aomplete collisions, which can not be handled
analytically, as was discussed in the previous section. Accordingly, the
integral of equation (16.3.26) has to be performed
numerically,
employing the numerical solution of the two-particle problem. This was
done for various K and fc values. The result can again be expressed by
equation (16.3.27), provided that the function Pc(? c ) is replaced by a
function Pc(? c ,Ki,K 2 ), which depends also on Ki and Kz. An analytical
approximation for this function was obtained by fitting the numerical
data. Different functions Pc(r c ,Ki,K 2 ) are required to describe the
small K-behaviour of < A E Z > J / « and
The trajectory displacement distribution p(Ar) also becomes
Gaussian for high particle densities. In this regime the contribution of
strong collisions is significant, leading to substantial deviations from
the unperturbed trajectories. Contrary to the analysis of the velocity
shifts Av ± and Av z , one can not use complete collision dynamics to
calculate the shift Ar caused by a two-particle collision, as was
discussed in the previous section. One has to account for cne idL. that
the interaction time T is finite. Unfortunately, the complexity of the
resulting equation for Ar prohibits an exact analytical evaluation of
the mean square displacement <Arz>. The corresponding integral, which is
similar to equation (16.3.26), has to be performed numerically. At this
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point it is advantageous to scale the equations in order to reduce the
number of independent parameters. In addition to the quantities S c and
Si and the scaled linear particle density X, the resulting equation
depends on the scaled crossover radius r c * and scaled transverse
velocity vo*, which are defined as

Vo*

= [££££) ^ V M L I ' J O O

(16.3.33)

Notice that the scaling quantities differ from the ones used for the
Boersch effect (rc and K ) . However, in both cases the quantity X is
used as the measure for the particle density. For the case S c =Si=l/2,
rc*=0 and vo*-x», the rms value of p(£r) is given by
<ar2>i/2 = .0950
s/6

—-—
v» 3 ' 1 2

(16.3.34)

In general, the width of the distribution increases strongly when S|#S C .
When the crossover plane and the image plane do coincide (S c =Si), the
rms value shows a slight increase with S c (0<S c <l). The dependency on
the scaled crossover radius r c * is very weak and can practically be
ignored for rc*<l. The rms is independent of vo* for large vo*-values
(typically vo*>lOO) and decreases with vo* for small vo*.
This completes our qualitative analysis. In the next sections,
the detailed equations are reviewed which yield accurate quantitative
predictions for the various manifestations of Coulomb particle-particle
interactions in a rotational symmetric beam segment in drift space. The
form of each of these equations is derived from the analytical analysis
performed for the extreme cases that a single regime is dominant. Some
of the constants are determined by parameter-fitting of the numerical
data obtained for the general case, using a suitable fit-function. The
final equations explicitly show the functional dependency corresponding
to the regime which is dominant for most practical operating conditions.
The dependencies of the other regimes are not explicitly represented,
but can be retrieved from the asymptotic behaviour of the fit-functions.
These functions are expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters.
Table 16.1 gives an overview of the scale measures and the dimensionless
parameters used in the model. The various functional dependencies and
physical constants appearing in the final equations for the Boersch
effect, the effect of statistical angular deflections and the trajectory
displacement effect are summarized by the tables 16.2a, 16.2b and 16.2c
respectively.

16.4

Equations for the Boersch effect

The theory for the Boersch effect is presented in chapter 7.
Here we will restrict ourselves to a review of the essential results.
For the case of a homocentric cylindrical beam segment we will add an
equation for the calculation of the FW50 value, which
follows
straightforwardly from the analysis of section 7.4.
The Full Width (FWHM or FW50) of the normal energy distribution,
generated in a beam segment with a crossover, is given by
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Table 16.1. Overview of the scale measures and scaled parameters used
in the extended two-particle model for Coulomb interactions in particle
beams.
unit
s
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7.5768x103
7.5768x103
1.0524x1013
1.0524xl0«3
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V«<*
1.3889x10'

e

-

e

1/3 r c V>'
L»'3
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" L

Ki = 2S C K

8.4382xl02
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I

related parameters
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"
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B
V
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1
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T
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D
E
N

M
A
1
N

value physical const,
for electrons (SI)

Kj = 2(1-S,)K

3

7.0286xl02
7.0286xl02

Table 16.2a Overview of the results for the relative
energy spread FWHME/E in the
different
regimes, for a beam segment with a crossover and a homocentrie cylindrical beam
segment.
The equations for the cylindrical
beam apply to an uniform current
density
distribution.
Those for a beam with a crossover apply to an uniform spatial and an uniform
angular distribution
in the crossover and Ki=Kj=K (crossover in the middle).
Effective
measures for Gaussian density distributions
are presented in section 7.6. The results
for
the beam segment with a crossover can be generalized for K|#K2, using the approach of
equation
(7.5.37).
beam segment with a
FWHME

homocentrio

crossover

E

factor * value fund,
dependency
code *
equation for electrons * add. equations

G

CGE

I e0 e J

7.3.37

726.62

CHE

1.3233

7.5.25

14.488

H

L

P

factor + value funet. dependency
for
electrons * add. equations
I1/2L2'3

PGE
•

7 . 5 . 2 1 , 7.5.20

Co

3

rt»' OoV*'
7.5.23

f 2m yi*

3

333

°

co

516

P

"

( 1 U

'

r o V

.3,.2

7.4.22, 7.4.16

7.4.32

.4537

PHE

.22056

I*'3L

m1'3
CO

7.4.31

2.4147

I
not

7.3.40

beam

III!

2

CLE

code +
equation

cylindrical

applicable

3.8085x105

equal to result

for cylindrical

beam

m

.11178

PPE
7.4.33

Eoe*
4.4800x10"

Table 16.2b Overview of the results for the angular spread FWHMa in the
different
regimes,
for a beam segment with a crossover and a homocentrie cylindrical beam segment.
The equations
apply to the same conditions as described in the caption of table
16.2a.
Effective
measures for Gaussian density distributions
are presented in section 8.7.
beam segment with a
FWHMa

code +
equation

crossover

homocentric

factor * value fund,
dependency
for
electrons * add. equations
VI'

CGA

Pc»(rc,K)

8.3.21

8.5.28, 8.5.27

code +
equation

cylindrical

beam

dependency
factor + value fund,
for
electrons * add. equations
el

It2ml II.

PGA

21,2 I 3

E0 S I B

8.4.30

.2269

PHA

.10177

8.4.20, 8.4.16

12/3

CHA

.19233-

8.5.31

2.1057

CWA

.033329

"*

8.5.20

8.3.24

£o z e
2.4172x109

CPA

4.1531

8.5.35

2.4772x102"

10-*

8.4.29
not

1.1142

applicable

8.3.10
I'croL*
8.5.21

1
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8.3061

8.4.32

4.9544x10"

I3roL
VSI2
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Table 16.2c Overview of the results for the FWHM
trajectory displacement effect in the different
regimes, for a beam segment with a crossover. The
equations apply to the ease of an uniform spatial
and
an uniform angular distribution in the
crossover. Effective measures for Gaussian density
distributions are presented in section 9.7. For a
cylindrical beam the spatial broadening in the
backfocal plane of a lens, uhich is located at the
end of the segment, is equal to FWHMa«f • uhere I is
the focal length of the lens. The reader is referred
to table 16.2b. for the functional dependency of the
angular spread FWHHa generated in a homocentrie
cylindrical bean.
beam segment with a crossover
FWHHr code +
equation

factor + value
for electrons
.158

CGT

Eo 5 ' 6
.215

9.3.45
CHT

.17205

9.3.4

1.8837

CHA

.03332

9.3.46

2.4172x10'

funct. dependency
+ add. equations

"
9.3.25. 9.5.10

9.5.3

8.3.10
I'aoL 3

—-

CPT

SPT

9.3.47

9.5.6

V5/2

CCGE

(16.4.1)

where the constant Cent is equal to

CccE = 1.4002

m1"
e o

l l 2

e

(16.4.2)

l l k

In the case of electrons one finds C C C E - 7 2 6 . 6 2 in Si-units. The function
G C E ( S , F C , K ) represents
Arc 4 ' 3

1-1/1.

_B_

(16.4.3)

where the functions Pcs(r c ) and IKK) are given by

[

Pc«(rc) = f.788

«Frc
{21n[.8673(E+Frc]
(16.4.4)

H(K) =

(16.4.5)
[1 + 9K-« + 2 K - " 3 ] 1 ' *

In order to obtain a FWHM value, the constant Grw in equation (16.4.1)
and the constants A. B and C in equation (16.4.3) should be taken equal
to
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B

GFW=1,

A=1.575 10-3, B=7.6O6 10-*, C=.3O45

(FWHM) (16.4.6)

while for a FW50, one should use
.57288. A=8.246 10-*, B=8.192 10-*, C=3.O15 10"s

(FW50) (16.4.7)

The constant D in equation (16.4.3) and the constants E and F in
equation (16.4.4) are for an uniform angular and spatial distribution
given by
D = 1.

E = 114.6,

F = 1

(16.4.8)

Gaussian
angular
and
spatial distributions can
in
reasonable
approximation be represented by the same set of equations, provided that
one replaces ao and rc by the effective values aett and rBff, defined as
aBff

s

1.6 aa

.

rBrr = 1.6 ar

(16.4.9)

where o<,2=«tz>/2 and 0> 2 = <r 2 >/2. A more accurate approach is to take
ao=-Pffa and Tt--JTar and use the following modified values for the
constants D, E and F
D,,
D, o
Do,
(D oa

= .6169.
= .6169.
= 1
,
=1
,

Ee,
EjB
Eut
Eao

=
=
=
=

40.74,
49.19,
100.0,
114.6,

F,,
F»u
F U1
Fo0

=
=
=
=

1.315
1.138
1.160
1)

(16.4.10)

in which the first subscript indicates the type of angular distribution
and the second subscript the type of spatial distribution
(u=uniform,
g=Gaussian).
In order to obtain an effective y-value which characterizes the
type of distribution, one should evaluate
(1
y ft

'

Gci(X,r c ,K t ) +

G C E(X,r c ,K 2 )

where
2*

3*

Ar,*'J

B

1

C
(16.4.12)

and the function GcE(^,rc,K) is given by equation (16.4.3). For the
constant A, B and C we use the values for the FW 50 value, specified by
equation (16.4.7). The constant D depends on the type of distribution,
as specified by equation (16.4.10). The outcome of equation (16.4.11) is
a value for Terr between 1/2 and 2. The parameter yett serves as input
for the algorithm used for the addition of the results obtained for the
individual beam segments, which is the subject of section 16.7.
The Full Width (FWHM or FW 5 0 ) of the normal energy distribution,
generated in a homocentric cylindrical beam segment, is given by

I / L

FWE

—

= H ™ CPHE H P E U * , r . * >

y W 3 W 3

(16.4.13)

where the constant C P H E is equal to
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m
CPHE = 0.22056

(16.4.14)
Co

For
electrons one finds
HpE(X*.ro*> represents

CPHE=2.4147

in

Si-units.

The

function

AX*

where xp is the pencil beam factor for a cylindrical beam
and the function PpE(ro*) is given by
PpE(r0*) - (1 + 0.240/ro* 8 ' 7 )-" 8

(xP=4X*ro*3)

(16.4.16)

In order to obtain a FWHM value, the constant H?w in equation (16.4.13)
and the constants A and B in equation (16.4.15) should be taken equal to
HFW=1,

A=2.997, B=1.386

(FWHM)

(16.4.17)

(FW50)

(16.4.18)

while for a FW50. one should use
HFw=.67347,

A=7.911,

B=5.566 10-2

A Gaussian current density distribution leads to the same set of
equations, provided that one takes ro=-J2irr, with rrr2=<rz>/2.
In order to obtain an effective r-value which characterizes the
type of distribution, one should evaluate
Terr = H PE (X*,ro*) I — +
where the function HpE(X*,ro*) is given by equation (16.4.15). For the
constant A and B we use the values for the FW50 value, specified by
equation (16,4.18). The outcome of equation (16.4.19) is a value for
yeff between 1/2 and 2.

16.5

Equations for the trajectory displacement effect

The theory for the trajectory displacement effect is presented
in chapter 9. Chapter 8 covers the related effect of statistical angular
deflections. Here we will restrict ourselves to a review of the
essential results and will add some equations for the calculation of the
di2ss and d2;75 edge-width of shaped spots, utilizing the analysis of
chapter 12. For the case of a homocentric cylindrical beam we will add
an equation for the FW50 value, which follows straightforwardly from
the analysis of sections 8.4 and 9.4.
The Full Width (FWHM, FW 5 0 , di28e or dzsis) of the trajectory
displacement distribution, generated in a beam segment with a crossover,
is given by
I2/3L2'3
FWr

= H F w CCHT HcT(^,Vo*,rc*.Sc,S1) y ^ / 3 g

t/3

(16.5.1)

where the constant CCHT is equal to
ml 13

C C H T = 0.17205

(16.5.2)
E0
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For electrons C C H T = 1 . 8 8 3 7 in Si-units. The function Hci(X,vo*,rc*,SC ,Si)
is given by
,vo*,rc*,Sc,Si) = H C T I
where the functions H C T I

ff
1
~ IUHT(SC,SI,K)6

HcT2 -

{

tft/«

I

(E

, .
.c ,
PcT,(v,*,rc*.Sc)

(16.5.3)

AX

D

U

(16.5.4)

l-t/3

The functions P e n ( v o * , r c * , S c ) ,
D

|S c -Si| H C T 2

and H C T 2 are equal to

=
;1

+

S H T ( S C , S I , K ) and S P T ( S C , S I , K ) represent

+ Q.682(Sc-0.5) - Q.739(Sc-0.5)2l1'2

|3SC - 2Si + 3/2K | 3(1-S E ) - 2(1-Si) + 3/2K

<1655>

3
(16.5.6)

- 6(S C+ Si) + 12SCS! + H

3 - 6S C 2 - 6Sj(l-2S c )|

K

I

(16.5.7)
In order to obtain a FWHM value, the constant H F W in equation (16.5.1)
and the constants A, B, C and D in equations (16.5.4) should be taken
equal to
HFW=1

, A=58.88, B=25.42, C=.00638. D=5.415 10-* (FWHM)

(16.5.8)

while for a FW50, dizee or di275 value, one should use respectively
H F W = 1 . 2 5 O 5 , A=225.2, B=.1439, C=.O125, D=5.768 10-» (FW 50 )
HFW=1.3836, A=418.2, B=.02458, C=.0170, D=1.758 10-9 (d, 2 8 8 )
HFW=.72980, A=251.7, B=.1576, C=.0132, D=7.248 10-» (dzsTs) (16.5.9)
The constants E and P in the expression for H C T 2 , given by equation
(16.5.4) and the constants G and H in equation (16.5.7) should for an
uniform angular and spatial distribution be taken equal to
E = 1, F = .08275,

G = 1, H = 1

(16.5.10)

Gaussian angular and spatial distributions can best be represented by
taking ao=-J2cra and rc=-pirr (with <raz=<ci2>/2 and crrz=<rz>/2) and using
the following modified values for the constants E, F, G and H
E,,
E,u
En,
(E ou

= .7854,
= .7854,
= 1
,
=1
.

F,t
F,q
Fnc
Fan

=
=
=
=

.08971,
.06990,
.1062 ,
.08275,

Gtt =
G,. =
G», =
G« u =

1.268,
1.268,
1
,
1
,

H,( = 1
H | u = .7887
H«, = 1.268
H o u = 1)
(16.5.11)

in which the first subscript indicates the type of angular distribution
and the second subscript the type of spatial distribution (u=uniform,
g=Gaussian).
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In order to obtain an effective y-value which characterizes the
type of distribution, one should evaluate

Terr-

ff
C T 1 ff

[[

(3/2) B
SHT(Sc>Si>K)6

PCT,(vo*,rc*,Sc)6J

+

vo* 6 X 2 S PT (S c ,Si,K)6/']
(16.5.12)

where the function H C T I is given by equation (16.5.4). For the constant
A and B we use the values for the FW50 value, specified by the first
line of equation (16.5.9). The outcome of equation (16.5.12) is a value
for yeff between 1/3 and 2.
The angular deflections generated in a homoaentric cylindrical
beam segment produce a trajectory displacement distribution in the back
focal plane of the lens succeeding the beam segment, which has a Full
Width (FWHM, FW50. di Z 8 8 or d 25 j5) given by
FWr = FW« f = H F W CPHA H P A ( \ \ r 0 * )

y

^ 3 ^

(16.5.13)

/ 3

where f is the focal distance of the lens and the constant CPHA is equal
to
CPHA = 0.10177 - — Co
For
electrons one finds
Hp«(X*,ro*) represents

k

(16.5.14)
CPH*~1.1142

.ro*) =f(l

AX*

in

\1 >7

Si-units.

The

function

B 1-7/6

where %p is the pencil beam factor for a cylindrical beam
and the function Pp»(ro*) is given by
Pp»(r0*) = (1 + 0.185/ro* 8 ' 7 )-"' 1

(Xp=4X*ro*3)

(16.5.16)

In order to obtain a FWHM value, the constant H F W in equation (16.5.13)
and the constants A and B in equation (16.5.15) should be taken equal to
H F W =1,

A=1.851,

B=30.82

(FWHM)

(16.5.17)

while for a FW50, di288 or di275 value, one should use respectively
H FW =1.2505,
H FW =1.3836,
HFW=.72980,

A=7.078, B=.J745
A=13.15, B=2.980 10" 2
A=7.914, B=.191O

(FW50)
(diaea)
(d Z5 75)

(16.5.18)

For an uniform current density distribution C=l. For a Gaussian current
density
distribution one should take C-1.226 and ro=TP"ar,
with
ffr2=<r2>/2.

In order to obtain an effective y-value which characterizes the
type of distribution, one should evaluate

where the function HPA(X*.»"O*) is given by equation (16.5.-15). For the
constant A and B we use the values for the FW50 value, specified by the
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first line of equation (16.5.18). The outcome of equation (16.5.19) is a
value for Terr between 1/3 and 2.

16.6

Equations for the space charge effect

The theory of the space charge effect occurring in beams of
parcicle density is presented in chapter 11. We will review
essential results here. For a beam segment with a crossover,
defocussing distance Azr and magnification M of the crossover due to
space charge effect are given by
AZr = Csc ^-iKiZ(K,)

K 2 Z(K 2 )

low
the
the
the

(16.6.1)

(16.6.2)

M = 1 + Csc [Ri(Ki) - Ri(K2)]
where the constant Csc is equal to
Csc =

m1'2
25/ nE O e 1 '

(16.6.3)

2

For electrons one finds Csc=l.5154x10'- in Si-units.
and Ri(K) are given by
Z(K) = 1 +

The functions

Z(K)

(16.6.4)

- |ln(l+K)

(16.6.5)

Ri(K) = ln(l+K) -

The functions R K K ) and Z(K) are plotted in the figures 11.2 and 11.3
respectively. Equations (16.6.1) to (16.6.5) are valid for uniform as
well as Gaussian angular and spatial distributions. For the latter one
should use ao=-J2b"a and rc=-j2"crr, where cra2=«iz>/2 and
ffr2=<r2>/2.
For non-uniform distributions, the space charge effect will
also introduce aberrations. When the current density distribution is
Gaussian in every cross section of the beam, the virtual transverse
displacement in the crossover Ar ± , caused by the third order aberration
of the space charge lens is, for a trajectory with unperturbed
coordinates a and r x , equal to
-Csc
2

+ ¥

f
no loo]

— +C

M J4

IL

(16.6.6)

where the functions D, F, C and S are defined as
Di(Ki) - Di(K 2 ) ,

Di(K) =

(16.6.7)

F = Ft(Ki) + F,(K2) ,

F,(K)

(16.6.8)

C = Ci(Ki) - Ci(K 2 ) ,

Ci(K)

(16.6.9)
3
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1

S,(K2) ,

iK + 91W

Si(K) = -K - 21n(l+K) +
2

6U+K)

+

1 "\V 3

3

(16.6.10)
The functions Di(K), Fi(K), Ci(K) and Si(K) are plotted in figure 11.4.
For K>>1 the major contribution stems spherical aberration, described
by the term proportional to Sa 3 . The corresponding coefficient of
spherical aberration C s can be expressed as

Cs - Csc ys,(K.) + S,(K«)J Qo^3<g

(16.6.11)

where the constant Csc is given by equation (16.6.3).
The space charge effect generated in a homocentric cylindrical
beam segment leads to a defocussing AZf of the crossover formed by
the
succeeding lens, which is equal to
(16.6.12)
where f is the focal distance of the lens and the constant Csc is given
by equation (16.6.3). This equation applies to an uniform as well as a
Gaussian spatial distribution. For the latter one should use rc=-J2b"r,
where a r 2 =<r 2 >/2.
Since the beam is homocentric, there is only one third order
aberration term. The corresponding aberration in the crossover formed by
the succeeding lens is proportional to C s a 3 , where a is the angle of
the unperturbed trajectory at the crossover. For a Gaussian current
density distribution in the cylindrical beam, the coefficient
of
spherical aberration C s is equal to
Cs

= Csc

ILf*
47^377

(16.6.13)

where the constant Csc is given by equation (16.6.3).

16.7

Addition of the effects generated in individual beam segments

Equation (16.2.15) specifies how to add the FWHM of the
distributions of displacements p(AE) and p(Ar)
generated in the
individual beam segments constituting the beam. Denoting, in general,
the FWHM, FW50, di28e or d2575 value of the distribution generated in
beam segment j (j=l,2,•••,Nb) as FWj, one can express the summation rule
as

(
FWT =

N6
\lly
I Fw/

I J=l

(16.7.1)

J

It presupposes that the individual displacement distributions are
uncorrelated and all of the same type, that is described by the same
parameter y. The corresponding one- and two-dimensional distribution are
specified by equation (16.2.10) and (16.2.11) respectively.
In section 16.2 it was pointed out that the representation of
equations (16.2.10) and (16.2.11) is only approximate. The actual
distributions can not fully be characterized by a single y-value. For
all conditions, the distribution will ultimately fall off exponentially
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for
large displacements.
Such a fall off corresponds to
7=2.
Accordingly, the core and the tails of the displacement distribution are
often determined by different 7-values. The effective parameter yBff,
which is for the different distributions defined by equations (16.A. 11),
(16.4.19), (16.5.12) and (16.5.19), roughly corresponds to the 7-value
of the distribution at the boundary of the 50% volume.
For the
summation rule of equation (16.7.1), we now take 7=Teff for all width
measures.
There is still another problem in the application of equation
(16.7.1). It presupposes that all beam segments give the same raffvalue. However, it should be anticipated that this is usually not the
case. A way to handle this problem is to define a total effective value
Teff.T as a weighted-average of the individual yefr-values
Nb
.1
7err.T=—

FW

50,j Teff.j
(16.7.2)

Nb
.Ej ™so.j
where FWso.j and yeff ,j -'.ra the Full Width median and the effective
7-value for beam segment j respectively. The summation can now be
performed with equation (16.7.1), taking r=7eff.T. A somewhat more
sophiscated approach is to subdivided the full y-range into a number of
intervals and perform the summation in two steps. In the first step, one
adds those FWj with a yeff.j which are in the same y-interval, using
equation (16.7.1), with 7 equal to the midpoint of the 7-interval. In
the second step, the resulting FW values for each 7-interval are used to
compute 7eff.T from equation (16.7.2) and summed next by means of
equation (16.7.1), taking 7=7eff,T>
For the trajectory displacement effect as well as the space
charge effect one has to take the transverse magnification Mj of the
image plane in segment j to the target into account. The FWj trajectory
displacement values used in equations (16.7.1) and (16.7.2) should all
refer to the target plane. Thus the quantities FWj are assumed to
include a factor Mj. The space charge defocussing distances AZj should
be added as

Az T =

Nb
I Mj* AZj

(16.7.3)

using that the axial magnification is the square of the transverse
magnification. The third-order space charge aberrations Ar,,j, given by
equation (16.6.6), should be multiplied with Mj, as for the trajectory
displacement
effect.
When adding the coefficients of
spherical
aberration Cs,j one should account for the (de)magnification of the beam
semi-angle ( a 0 , J = M J O 0 , T ) • This gives

CST =

Nb
X Mj* Cs,j

similar to summation of the spherical aberration of the
and magnetic lenses in the column.

(16.7.5)

electrostatic
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift geeft een theoretische beschrijving van de
Coulomb wisselwerking tussen identieke geladen deeltjes (electronen of
ionen) in een gefocuseerde bundel. Zowel het ruimteladings effect als de
verschillende statistische wisselwerkings effecten, bekend als het
Boersch
effect en het "trajectory displacement
effect".
worden
behandeld. Ter introductie wordt er een literatuur overzicht gegevan.
Daaruit bli jkt dat er grote verschillen van inzicht bestaan in de
vereiste theoretische aanpak. Vervolgens worden de methoden onderzocht
die men in de plasma fysica en de stellaire dynamica gebruikt om
vergelijkbare problemen te bestuderen.
Deze blijken slechts voor
bepaalde
extreme
condities op deeltjes bundels
toepasbaar.
De
uiteindelijk in dit onderzoek gekozen aanpak is tweevoudig. Enerzijds
wordt er gebruik gemaakt van een semi-analytisch model, waarin de
statistische en dynamische aspecten van het N-deeltjes probleem worden
gereduceerd tot een twee-deeltjes probleem. Dit model resulteert in een
aantal expliciete vergelijkingen in de experimentele parameters, waarmee
de invloed van de wisselwerkingen op macroscopische eigenschappen van de
bundel direct bepaald kan worden. Anderzijds is er gebruik gemaakt van
een puur numeriek Monte Carlo model, waarin de bewegingsvergelijkingen
van
een ensemble
wisselwerkende deeltjes met
"random"
gekozen
startconditie exact worden opgelost. Dit model leidt niet tot algemene
uitdrukkingen, maar geeft een specifieke numerieke voorspelling voor
elke gesimuleerde experimentele situatie. De resultaten van beide
modellen blijken goed met elkaar overeen te stemmen. Dit levert een
consistente theorie op, die de bestaande kennis van de deeltjes optica
aanvult en het mogelijk maakt om systemen te beschrijven waarin de
wisselwerking tussen de deeltjes niet verwaarloosd mag worden. De
voorspellingen
van deze theorie zijn kwalitatief en kwantitatief
vergeleken
met die van enkele andere,
recent in de literatuur
gerapporteerde, modellen.
Een probe-vormend deeltjes optisch apparaat bestaat uit een
bron, waarin geladen deeltjes worden vrijgemaakt en versneld en een
afbeeldend systeem, opgebouwd uit electrostatische en/of magnetische
lenzen.
In dit systeem zijn gewoonlijk éên of meer diafragma's
aangebracht om de bundel te begrenzen. Nabij de laatste lens bevinden
zich electrostatische of magnetische afbuigers om de probe (of spot) te
kunnen rasteren (of "scannen") over het beeldveld. Voorbeelden van
zulke apparaten zijn de Scanning Electronen Microscoop (SEM) en de
electronen lithosrafische machines die in de halfgeleiderindustrie
gebruikt worden om patronen te genereren voor de productie
van
"integrated circuits".
De standaard theorie van de deeltjes optica, zoals die zich van
af het midden van de twintiger jaren ontwikkeld heeft, houdt zich
voornamelijk bezig met de berekening van de afbeeldende eigenschappen
van electrostatische en magnetische velden. De theorie concentreert zich
daarbij op de berekening van de banen van geladen deeltjes in een extern
veld en verwaarloost de wisselwerking tussen de deeltjes onderling. Dit
resulteert in een beschrijving die nauw verwant is aan de geometrische
optica, gebruikt voor licht-optische systemen. De analogie met de lichtoptica houdt evenwel geen stand wanneer de wisselwerking tussen de
geladen deeltjes een significante invloed krijgt op de macroscopische
eigenschappen van de bundel.
De
verschijnselen, die veroorzaakt worden door de Coulomb
wisselwerking tussen de deeltjes onderling, worden in twee categorieën
onderscheiden, namelijk ruimteladings sn statistische effecten. Deze
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begrippen kunnen het best worden verklaard door een
verzameling
ruimtelijk gescheiden test-deeltjes te beschouwen.
die langs een
bepaalde baan in de bundel bewegen. Deze baan wordt aangeduid als de
referentie baan. Elk test-deeltje ondervindt de wisselwerking met de
deeltjes die hem omringen, aangeduid als veld-deeltjes. Door deze
wisselwerking ondergaat het test-deeltje een bepaalde afwijking van de
referentie baan (zijn ongestoorde baan), welke volledig bepaald is door
de initiële configuratie van de veld-deeltjes ten opzichte van het testdeeltje. Door de stochastische eigenschappen van de bundel verschilt
deze configuratie per test-deeltje en zijn de afwijkingen van een
verzameling test-deeltjes zodoende statistisch verdeeld. :<e- kan worden
bewezen dat de gemiddelde verandering, in de positie en de snelheid, van
een groot aantal test-deeltjes, bepaald is door de gemiddelde (of
uitgesmeerde) lading in de bundel. Deze grootheden worden daarom
geclassificeerd als manifestaties van het ruimteladingseffect.
De
gegenereerde spreiding in de posities en de snelheden houdt verband met
de statistische fluctuaties in de ruimteladingsdichtheid, die optreden
als gevolg van het deeltjes-karakter van de bundel. Deze grootheden
worden daarom geclassificeerd als statistische effecten.
De statistische effecten worden voorts onderscheiden in het
Boersch effect en het "trajectory displacement effect". Het Boersch
effect correspondeert met de gegenereerde spreiding in de axiale
component van de snelheden, welke uitgedrukt kan worden als een
energiespreiding. Het beïnvloedt de afmetingen van de spot via de
chromatische aberraties van de lenzen en de afbuigers in het systeem.
Het trajectory displacement effect correspondeert met de gegenereerde
spreiding in de transversale component van de posities en de snelheden,
welke een directe verbreding van de spot veroorzaken.
Dat de ruimtelading een significante invloed kan hebben op de
eigenschappen van de bundel, werd al onderkend in de eerste dagen van de
deeltjes optica. Men begreep dat dit effect, bij hoge bundel stromen, de
minimaal te bereiken spotgrootte in oscilloscoop buizen beperkt en dat
het ook een dominerende rol kan spelen bij de emissie in thermische
electronenbronnen. De toename van de energie spreiding in bundels met
een hoge stroomdichtheid, die heden ten dagen aan de statistische
wisselwerkingen wordt toegeschreven, werd het eerst door Boersch (1954)
systematisch onderzocht. Dit effect draagt daarom zijn naam. De invloed
van de statistische effecten op de transversale eigenschappen van de
bundel (trajectory displacement effect) werd het eerst vastgesteld door
Loeffier (1964). Het onderzoek aan deze verschijnselen werd sterk
gestimuleerd door de opkomst van de electronen lithografie in de
zeventiger jaren, welke in de halfgeleider technologie gebruikt wordt om
patronen te genereren voor de vervaardiging van "Very Large Scale
Integrated (VLSI) circuits". Ook in de laagspannings SEM's, die in
opkomst zijn voor de inspectie en het testen van electronische circuits,
spelen statistische effecten een belangrijke rol, daar deze effecten
sterk toenemen met een afname van de versnelspanning. Een goede theorie
voor
de
beschrijving van alle manifestaties
van
de
deeltjes
wisselwerkingen is essentieel om tot een optimaal ontwerp van dit soort
apparatuur
te komen.
Dit verklaart de aanzienlijke stroom
van
publicaties, gewijd aan de berekening van deze effecten. Tot op heden is
er evenwel geen concensus bereikt over de vereiste theoretische aanpak
en de verschillende modellen leveren voorspellingen op die zowel
kwantitatief als kwalitatief sterk verschillen.
Dit proefschrift beoogt enige helderheid te scheppen in dit
gebied en tevens tut een consistente beschrijving te komen, die een
nauwkeurige voorspelling van de verschillende wisselwerkings effecten
mogelijk maakt, voor praktische systemen. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een
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historisch overz-icht gegeven van het theoretisch en experimenteel werk
dat verricht is aan het Boersch effect, het tiajectory displacement
effect en het ruimteladings effect. Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert enkele
begrippen die tfeel gebruikt worden om de macroscopische eigenschappen
van de bundel te beschrijven. Liouville's theorema, uit de statistische
mechanica, wordt gebruikt om het principe van emittantie en helderheids
invariantie af te leiden. Het begrip bundel-temperatuur wordt ingevoerd,
dat een centrale rol speelt in de thermodynamische beschrijving van de
bundel. De thermodynamische beschrijving wordt gebruikt om bovengrenzen
te bepalen voor de grootte van de statistische effecten, waarbij de
relaxatie van kinetische en de relaxatie van potentiële energie wordt
onderscheiden. Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de Fokker-Planck benadering, die in
de plasma fysica en de stellaire dynamica wordt gebruikt om het gedrag
van systemen te beschrijven waarvan de deeltjes wisselwerken door een
Coulomb-type kracht, dat wil zeggen een kracht die evenredig is met het
omgekeerde kwadraat van de onderlinge afstand tussen de deeltjes. De
Fokker-Planck benadering is in het algemeen niet geschikt om de
statistische wisselwerkingen in deeltjes-bundels te beschrijven, omdat
deze, in vergelijking tot een plasma, een relatief lage dichtheid en
temperatuur hebben, terwijl de vluchttijd in het algemeen kort is ten
opzichte van de karakteristieke relaxatietijden. Vervolgens wordt de
Holtsmark verdeling behandeld. Dit is de waarschijnlijkheids verdeling
van de fluctuerende component van de electrostatische veldkracht 'ie op
een punt werkt in een gas dat samengesteld is uit random verdeelde
identieke puntladingen. Het wordt aangetoond dat de gegenereerde axiale
en transversale snelheids verdelingen in een cylindervormige bundel, met
een gematigde deeltjesdichtheid, van dit type zijn.
De fundamentele aspecten van een analytisch model voor de
beschrijving van
de statistische Coulomb wisselwerkingen tussen de
deeltjes van een bundel, worden belicht in hoofdstuk 5. Het probleem
wordt daarbij, in eerste instantie, beperkt tot het bestuderen van één
bundelsegment in een veldvrije ruimte.
De verschillende, in
de
literatuur voorgestelde, manieren om dit type N-deeltjes probleem te
reduceren worden bestudeerd. Gekozen wordt voor een model dat werd
geïntroduceerd door van Leeuwen en Jansen (1983) en hier wordt aangeduid
als het "extended two-particle model". In dit model wordt de totale
verplaatsing, in positie en snelheid, van een test-deeltje berekend als
de som van alle verplaatsingen veroorzaakt door de twee-deeltjes
wisselwerkingen met de afzonderlijke veld-deeltjes (merk op dat het
begrip "verplaatsing" hier in algemene zin wordt gebruikt en niet
specifiek betrekking heeft op een verandering van de ruimtelijke
coördinaten).
Voorts
worden
de
veld-deeltjes
als
statistisch
onafhankelijk beschouwd. Met deze twee aannamen is het mogelijk om de
volledige gegenereerde energie verdeling (Boersch effect) en trajectory
displacement verdeling te bepalen. De berekening, waarvan in hoofdstuk 5
slechts de principes worden aangegeven, verloopt in drie stappen. In de
eerste stap wordt de zogenaamde twee-deeltjes verdeling geëvalueerd. Dit
is de verdeling van verplaatsingen voor het geval dat er slechts één
veld-deeltje in de bundel aanwezig is. De tweede stap bestaat uit een
Fourier-type integraaltransformatie naar het zogenaamde k-domein (of
spatiele frequentie domein). De derde en laatste stap, is een Fouriertransformatie terug naar het verplaatsings-domein welke de gevraagde Ndeeltjes veplaatsings verdeling oplevert. Als een demonstratie van de
werking van het model wordt de Holtsmark verdeling binnen het modal
afgeleid, evenals de verdeling van de electrostatische veldkracht
die
optreedt
in een "pencil beam".
Dit is een bundel waarvan
de
dwarsafmetingen klein zijn ten opzichte van de gemiddelde axiale afstand
tussen de deeJtjes. Tenslotte wordt aangegeven hoe de effecten die
berekend zijn voor de afzonderlijke bundelsegmenten moeten worden
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Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt het dynamische probleem van twee deeltjes
die wisselwerken door middel van de Coulomb kracht. Het doel is om een
expliciete uitdrukking te krijgen voor de verplaatsingen, in positie en
snelheid, die de deeltjes als gevolg van de wisselwerking ondergaan,
uitgedrukt in hun start posities en snelheden en de vluchttijd T. Een
dergelijke uitdrukking kan alleen in goede benadering verkregen worden
voor twee typen botsingen, te weten bijna volledige botsingen en zwakke
botsingen. In een bijna volledige botsing benaderen de begin- en
eindtoestand de asymptoten van de baan die de deeltjes zouden volgew
indien de vluchttijd T oneindig lang zou zijn. Voor zulke botsingen
kunnen de vergelijkingen voor de begin- en eindtoestand ontwikkeld
worden in een machtreeks in l/T. hetgeen uiteindelijk tot de gevraagde
expliciete uitdrukkingen leidt.
In een zwakke botsing zijn
de
verplaatsingen klein en mag men de baan berekenen door middel van een
eerste orde storings benadering. Voor de overige botsingen, dat zijn de
botsingen die én sterk én onvolledig zijn, is men aangewezen op een
numerieke methode.
Met het materiaal uit de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 kunnen de
verschillende statistische effecten berekend worden. Het Boersch effect
wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 7. De berekening van het trajectory
displacement effect is verdeeld over de hoofdstukken 8 en 9, waarin
respectievelijk de transversale snelheids verplaatsingen (die zich
vertalen
in
hoek-verplaatsingen) en de transversale
positionele
verplaatsingen
worden besproken.
In praktische systemen is
men
uitsluitend in de transversale positionele verplaatsingen in de spot
geinteresseerd.
De
berekening
van
de
transversale
snelheids
verplaatsingen is slechts bedoeld om het theoretisch inzicht
te
vergroten.
Voor
elk van de effecten is een computer programma
ontwikkeld, dat de drie stappen van het "extended two-particle model"
numeriek uitvoerd. De resultaten worden analytisch geverifieerd door
middel van een asymptotische analyse van het probleem, uitgaande van de
uitdrukkingen voor de twee-deeltjes effecten die bepaald zijn in
hoofdstuk 6. Teneinde expliciete vergelijkingen te verkrijgen, die
nauwkeurig zijn over het volledige bereik van experimentele condities,
worden de numerieke resultaten voor de verschillende effecten benaderd
met een geschikte fit-functie. De vorm van de gebruikte fit-functies
volgt uit de asymptotische analyse van het probleem.
Het meest opzienbarende resultaat van deze berekeningen is dat
de vorm van de verplaatsings verdelingen sterk afhankelijk blijkt te
zijn van de bundel geometrie en de deeltjesdichtheid. Gauss-verdelingen
worden slechts aangetroffen bij hoge stroomdichtheden, waarbij de totale
verplaatsing van een test-deeltje wordt veroorzaakt door een groot
aantal onafhankelijke botsingen. Holtsmark-verdelingen treden op in
bundels waarin de verplaatsingen van de ongestoorde banen klein zijn en
de begrenzing van de bundel geen rol speelt ("extended beams"). Voor
bundels waarin de begrenzing wel een rol speelt ("pencil beams") treedt
weer een ander type verdeling op, welke aangeduid wordt als de "pencil
beam" verdeling. Een vierde regime treedt op wanneer zwakke volledige
botsingen dominant zijn. Voor het Boersch effect leidt dit tot een
Lorentz-verdeling. In de hoofdstukken 7, 8 en 9
worden expliciete
uitdrukkingen gegeven voor twee breedtematen van de
gegenereerde
verdelingen, namelijk de "Full Width at Half Maximum" (FWHM) en de "Full
Width median" (FWso). De afhankelijkheid die deze grootheden vertonen
van
de
experimentele
parameters
(zoals
de
bundelstroom,
de
versnelspanning, de bundellengte, de openingshoek en de straal van het
"crossover") is verschillend voor elk van de bestudeerde effecten, maar
verschilt bovendien per regime. De "root mean square" (rms) breedte
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wordt gedomineerd door de staart van de verdeling en vertoont onder alle
omstandigheden de zelfde parameterafhankelijkheid.
In hoofdstuk 10 zijn een aantal aanvullende berekeningen aan de
statistische effecten verzameld. In de hoofdstukken 7, 8 en 9 is ter
vereenvoudiging uitgegaan van een referentie baan die samenvalt met de
as van de bundel en is bovendien aangenomen dat de axiale beginsnelheid
van
alle deeltjes gelijk is.
De berekeningen van hoofdstuk 10
rechtvaardigen deze vereenvoudigingen. Voorts wordt er aangeven hoe het
model uitgebreid kan worden tot bundel segmenten waarin de deeltjes
versneld worden door een uniform axiaal electrostatisch veld. Tenslotte
worden de relativistische correcties onderzocht, die nodig zijn voor
bundels waarin de deeltjes met een snelheid bewegen die vergelijkbaar is
met die van het licht.
Hoofdstuk 11 behandelt het ruimteladings effect in een bundel
segment in een veldvrije ruimte.
De klassieke aanpak, die gebruikt
wordt om de spotverbreding in oscilloscoop buizen te berekenen, is niet
geschikt voor de relatieve lage stroomdichtheden die men aantreft in
lithografische systemen en microscopen. Eerste orde storings theorie
biedt
een geschikt alternatief, zolang de verplaatsingen van
de
ongestoorde banen klein zijn. Aangetoond wordt dat het ruimteladings
effect correspondeert met de werking van een negatieve lens. Deze lens
is ideaal indien de stroomdichtheid uniform is in elke doorsnede van de
bundel
en veroorzaakt dan uitsluitend een defocusering
en
een
verandering
van
de
vergroting
van
de
spot.
Indien
de
stroomdichtheidsverdeling niet uniform is introduceert het ruimteladings
effect daarnaast aberraties, die een niet-refocuseerbare onscherpte
veroorzaken. De eerste en derde orde optische eigenschappen van de
ruimteladings lens worden, met behulp van de eerste orde storings
benadering, uitgedrukt in de experimentele parameters.
In
hoofdstuk 12 worden de resultaten van de
voorgaande
hoofdstukken vertaald in enkele experimentele maten voor de spotgrootte.
In systemen waarin de spot een afbeelding is van de bron ("Gaussian beam
systems") bepaalt men de grootte van de spot gewoonlijk door deze over
een meskant te "scannen" en de doorgelaten stroom te meten als functie
van de positie van de spot. De spotgrootte volgt dan als de afstand
tussen twee karakteristieke intensiteits waarden,
bijvoorbeeld de
waarden die corresponderen met 10% en 90% van de totale bundelstroom. In
systemen waarin de spot een afbeelding is van één of meerdere vierkante
diafragma's
("shaped beam systems") is men geinteresseerd in de
randbreedte van de spot, die gedefinieerd wordt als de afstand tussen
twee karakteristieke intensiteits waarden, bijvoorbeeld de waarden die
corresponderen met 10% en 90% van de stroomdichtheid in het centrum van
de spot. Het wordt aangetoond dat de berekening van de randbreedte van
een "shaped spot" equivalent is aan de berekening van de grootte van een
"Gaussian spot", bepaald met de meskant-methode.
Deze maat wordt
aangeduid als de dp,i-p-breedte, waarbij p refereert naar de keuze van
het
karakteristieke
intensiteitsniveau
(0<p<l/2).
In
sommige
toepassingen is men daarnaast geinteresseerd in de breedte van de spot
FWr die een zekere fractie f (0<f<l) van de totale bundelstroom bevat.
De grootheden dp,t-p en FWf worden berekend voor het geval dat de spot
volledig gedomineerd is door slechts één aberratie. Achtereenvolgens
worden daarvoor het trajectory displacement effect, de chromatische
aberratie ten gevolge van het Boersch effect, sferische aberratie en de
onscherpte
veroorzaakt
door (niet
gecompenseerde)
ruimteladings
defocusering beschouwd.
In hoofdstuk 13 wordt de techniek van numerieke Monte Carlo
simulatie van een bundel geladen deeltjes besproken. In deze techniek
worden de banen berekend van een ensemble geladen deeltjes, met random
gekozen startcoördinaten. De verschillende routines van het daartoe
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ontwikkelde
computer
programma (MONTEC) worden in
enig
detail
beschreven. De "source"-routine genereert de beginconditie van het
ensemble. Voorts zijn er routines om dunne lenzen, dunne Vierpolen,
dunne
afbuigers en diafragma's te simuleren en routines om
de
eindcoördinaten te vertalen in de relevante experimentele grootheden,
zoals de energiespreiding, de spotgrootte en de randscherpte van een
"shaped spot". De baan-berekenings (of "ray-tracing") routines vormen de
kern van het programma. Daarin worden de banen van de deeltjes onder
invloed van de onderlinge Coulomb wisselwerking berekend, mogelijk in
aanwezigheid van een uniform axiaal electrostatisch veld. Naast een puur
numerieke baan-berekenings routine, die gebruik maakt van een derde orde
integratie schema met variabele stapgrootte, bevat het programma ook een
(semi-) analytische baan-berekenings routine. Deze routine is gebaseerd
op de zelfde reductie van het dynamische N-deeltjes probleem als het
analytische model voor de statistische wisselwerkingen en maakt gebruik
van de resultaten voor een twee-deeltjes botsing, welke zijn afgeleid in
hoofdstuk 6. Deze aanpak blijkt zeer nauwkeurig voor alle praktische
omstandigheden en versnelt het programma met één of twee ordes van
grootte, dit afhankelijk van de bundelgeometrie en de deeltjesdichtheid.
Voorts worden enkele methoden besproken om bepaalde simulatiefouten te
onderdrukken en de techniek geschikt te maken voor de simulatie van
bundels met een relatief hoge deeltjesdichtheid, zoals die in bronnen
aangetroffen worden.
In hoofdstuk 14 worden de resultaten van de analytische modellen
voor de statistische en de ruimteladings effecten vergeleken met de
uitkomsten
van Monte Carlo simulaties.
Daarmee
kunnen
sommige
benaderingen van de analytische theorie op hun nauwkeurigheid onderzocht
worden, met name de reductie tot twee-deeltjes botsingen. Ook levert dit
een onafhankelijke, globale test op van de eindresultaten van de
analytische theorie. De overeenkomst tussen de analytische theorie en de
Monte Carlo simulaties is in het algemeen uitstekend,
maar bij
middelmatige stromen voorspelt de theorie iets grotere waarden voor de
médiane breedte (FW50) van de gegenereerde energie verdeling
en
trajectory displacement verdeling dan het Monte Carlo programma. Deze
verschillen worden waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door het gebruik van fitfuncties in het analytische model, alsmede doordat de resultaten van dit
model betrekking hebben op de verplaatsingen van de deeltjes die langs
de as van de bundel lopen, terwijl het Monte Carlo programma de
verplaatsingen van alle deeltjes beschouwt.
Hoofdstuk 15 confronteert de resultaten van het "extended twoparticle model" met de resultaten van enkele andere, uit de literatuur
bekende modellen voor de berekening van de statistische wisselwerkings
effecten. De meeste van deze modellen beperken zich tot de berekening
van één karakteristieke breedte van de verdelingen, gewoonlijk de rmsbreedte. De rms-breedte geeft uitsluitend praktische voorspellingen voor
het geval dat de verdeling Gaussisch is. Voor de andere, door het
"extended two-particle model" voorspelde verdelingen is de nns waarde
volledige bepaald door de staart van de verdeling en geeft geen
informatie over het centrale deel. Dit soort modellen zijn zodoende
inherent onvolledig. Een uitzondering vormt het werk van Loeff1er (1969)
en Loeffler en Hudgin (1969.1970) waarin een médiane waarde van de
verdelingen wordt afgeleid. De vergelijking met de uitkomsten van het
"extended two-particle model" geeft aan dat hun resultaten niet algemeen
geldig zijn, zoals gesuggereerd wordt, maar niettemin onder bepaalde
omstandigheden tot redelijk nauwkeurige voorspellingen leiden. De rms
energie spreiding gegeven door Rose en Spehr (198Ü) en de rms van de
hoek-verplaatsingen gegeven door Weidenhausen, Rose en Spehr (1985),
voor een bundel met een nauw crossover, komen goed overeen met
de
voorspellingen van het "extended two-particle model". In het algemeen
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verschillen de uitkomsten van de onderzochte theorieën significant,
terwijl
enige kwalitatieve overeenstemming wordt gevonden in
de
Gaussische regimes.
De resultaten van dit onderzoek welke van direct belang zijn
voor de ontwerpers van probe-vormende systemen, worden samengevat in
hoofdstuk 16. De fysische aspecten van het probleem worden kort
weergegeven en de afhankelijkheid van de experimentele parameters wordt
voor
elk
van de regimes verklaard vanuit elementaire
fysische
overwegingen.
Tenslotte
wordt
een
overzicht
gegeven
van
de
vergelijkingen waarmee het Boersch effect, het trajectory displacement
effect en het ruimteladings effect direct berekend kunnen worden voor
een
gegeven
experimentele
situatie.
Deze
vergelijkingen
zijn
geimplementeerd in het computer programma INTERAC, waarmee de invloed
van de Coulomb interacties in een bepaald systeemontwerp interactief
geëvalueerd
kan
worden.
Deze evaluaties vergen
een
praktisch
verwaarloosbare rekentijd, hetgeen dit programma zeer geschikt maakt
voor optimalisatie doeleinden. Ter verificatie, kan het ontwerpproces
besloten worden met enkele Monte Carlo simulaties, uitgevoerd door het
programma MONTEC. De uitkomsten van dit programma kunnen grafisch worden
weergegeven met het daartoe ontwikkelde piot-programma MCPLOT. Alle
programma's zijn geschreven in FORTRAN 77 en draaien, onder meer, op een
IBM PC/AT.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd op 21 april 1958 geboren te
Hilversum. In de periode 1970 - 1976 volgde hij de opleiding Atheneum 0
aan de Scholengemeenschap "De Amersfoortse Berg", te Amersfoort, waar
hij op veertienjarige leeftijd voor het eerst met het concept electron
geconfronteerd werd. Kort daarop volgde de wet van Coulomb en Newton's
mechanica wetten, welke de basis van dit proefschrift vormen. Het was
ook in die periode dat hij zich, voor het eerst, de vraag stelde wat
voor een kleur het electron heeft, waarop hij evenwel, tot op heden, nog
geen
bevredigend antwoord heeft gevonden. Niettemin sloot hij zijn
eindexamen in 1976 met positief gevolg af en schreef zich in als student
bij de afdeling der Technische Natuurkunde van de TH Delft. De studie
verliep, ondanks het feit dat hij hoofd- en nevenactiviteiten nogal eens
verwarde, tamelijk voorspoedig, mede dankzij een scherpe selectie van de
te volgen colleges. Dit ontlokte nu en dan wat hoofdschuddend gemompel
bij
sommige
hoogleraren en het werd hem voorgehouden
dat
de
voorbereiding van een tentamen onder het motto "even een vakje doen" ten
ene male niet tot een diepgeworteld inzicht in de fysica kan leiden. In
1983 studeerde hij (ondanks alles Cum Laude) af bij de vakgroep Deeltjes
Optica onder begeleiding van zijn huidige promotoren, alsmede professor
Le Poole. Aansluitend werkte hij als "post-graduate" research medewerker
bij de General Technology Division van IBM East Fishkill te New York.
Bij de afdeling electronen lithografie werd hij geconfronteerd met de
harde industriële praktijk van de ontwikkeling van "high throughput
variable
shaped e-beam machines".
Zijn manager vond
een
paar
theoretische vergelijkingen wel aardig, maar zag een geschikt fysisch
model toch meer als een schroevendraaier ("screw driver"), hetgeen, naar
de schrijver van dit proefschrift pas later begreep, overdrachtelijk
bedoeld was. In deze omgeving werd een belangrijk deel van het hier
neergelegde onderzoek uitgevoerd. In 1985 meende de schrijver de rust
van het landelijke East Fishkill en de aangrenzende gehuchten Beacon en
Hopewell Junction voldoende op zijn waarde te kunnen beoordelen en
keerde terug naar Nederland,
waar hij zijn werk voortzette als
Toegevoegd Onderzoeker aan de TH Delft, gefinancierd door de Stichting
Technische Wetenschappen (S.T.W.). Dit proefschrift werd samengesteld in
de periode van mei 1987 tot en met september 1988, in de hoop dat de
lezer van deze tekst het niet laat zitten bij het bestuderen van de
omslag, de samenvatting en het curriculum vitae.
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